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SENSORCOMM 2012
Foreword
The Sixth International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications
[SENSORCOMM 2012], held between August 19-24, 2012 in Rome, Italy, continued a series of
events covering related topics on theory and practice on wired and wireless sensors and sensor
networks.
Sensors and sensor networks have become a highly active research area because of
their potential of providing diverse services to broad range of applications, not only on science
and engineering, but equally importantly on issues related to critical infrastructure protection
and security, health care, the environment, energy, food safety, and the potential impact on
the quality of all areas of life.
Sensor networks and sensor-based systems support many applications today on the
ground. Underwater operations and applications are quite limited by comparison. Most
applications refer to remotely controlled submersibles and wide-area data collection systems at
a coarse granularity.
Underwater sensor networks have many potential applications such a seismic imaging
of undersea oilfields as a representative application. Oceanographic research is also based on
the advances in underwater data collection systems.
There are specific technical aspects to realize underwater applications which can not be
borrowed from the ground-based sensors net research. Radio is not suitable for underwater
systems because of extremely limited propagation. Acoustic telemetry could be used in
underwater communication; however off-the-shelf acoustic modems are not recommended for
underwater sensor networks with hundreds of nodes because they were designed for longrange and expensive. As the speed of light (radio) is five orders of magnitude higher than the
speed of sound, there are fundamental implications of time synchronization and propagation
delays for localization. Additionally, existing communication protocols are not designed to deal
with long sleep times and they can't shut down and quickly restart.
In wireless sensor and micro-sensor networks, energy consumption is a key factor for
the sensor lifetime and accuracy of information. Protocols and mechanisms have been
proposed for energy optimization considering various communication factors and types of
applications. Conserving energy and optimizing energy consumption are challenges in wireless
sensor networks, requiring energy-adaptive protocols, self-organization, and balanced
forwarding mechanisms.
SENSORCOMM 2012 also featured the following workshop:
- WSNSCM 2012, The Second International Workshop on Sensor Networks for Supply Chain
Management
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SENSORCOMM
2012 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We

also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
SENSORCOMM 2012. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the SENSORCOMM 2012
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this
professional meeting a success.
We hope that SENSORCOMM 2012 was a successful international forum for the
exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of
progress in the area of sensor technologies and applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm Rome, Italy.
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Development of a Wireless Sensor Node for Environmental Monitoring

Daryoush Bayat, Daryoush Habibi and Iftekhar Ahmad
School of Engineering
Edith Cowan University
Joondalup, Western Australia, Australia
{d.bayat, d.habibi, i.ahmad}@ecu.edu.au

Abstract—The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) has
emerged as an exciting research field in recent years and has
the potential to revolutionize applications such as industrial
monitoring and automation, environmental monitoring and
biomedical science. Wireless sensor networks achieve these
objectives using sophisticated networks of low cost smart
sensors that co-operatively monitor and communicate
information such as gas concentration, humidity, temperature,
etc. One of the shortfalls of the existing wireless sensor
network technology is limited coverage area. Environmental
monitoring applications such as bushfire detection require vast
coverage areas for wireless sensor networks to be economically
effective. In this paper, we present the architecture and
characteristics of a long range wireless sensor network
targeted for environmental monitoring applications. Firstly,
the hardware design and software implementation are
explained and then the achieved results are evaluated. The
developed wireless sensor node can cover several hundreds of
kilometers by using a proprietary mesh protocol.
Keywords-wireless sensor network; DIGIMESH; long range;
9-Xtend

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have become an important
field in wireless technology. Wireless sensor networks have
certain features that differentiate them from other wireless
networks. A typical wireless sensor network has processing
and sensing capabilities in addition to the expected
communication capabilities. Wireless sensor networks also
have very stringent power consumption requirements and
have very limited computational and storage capacities. A
typical wireless sensor network should be able to function
unattended for extended periods of time, usually a number
of months off say two AA batteries.
The challenges involved in the design of WSN are how to
minimize power consumption and increase the
computational efficiency. Most of the power in WSN is
consumed during data communication. It is, therefore, very
important to implement efficient networking algorithms.
Some of the interesting applications of wireless sensor
networks include habitat monitoring [1], environmental
monitoring [2], and biomedical applications [3]. The design
choice of a wireless sensor network is very application
dependant. For example, for environmental monitoring
applications we ideally need a wireless sensor network that
can cover large geographical areas, whereas in biomedical
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applications, the wireless sensor network should be tiny and
accurate. Nevertheless, the design of the wireless sensor
networks should be modular to some extent, in order for the
development and manufacturing to be economically viable.
One of the shortfalls of the currently developed sensor
nodes is that they can only cover small geographical areas
due to their limited transmission range. For applications
such as environmental monitoring, the coverage area needs
to be at least several kilometers. One example of
environmental monitoring application is bushfire detection.
A bushfire monitoring system should cover tens of
kilometers in order to be effective. Even though the short
transmission range of existing wireless sensor networks can
be compensated by deploying a mesh topology, it would be
economically infeasible to have thousands of densely
deployed sensor nodes to monitor bushfire. In fact, one of
the advantages of WSN is its low deployment cost.
One possible solution to address the transmission range
limitation of the existing sensor nodes is to connect the local
wireless sensor network to a larger network, such as the
internet, through a gateway node. The weakness of this
solution is that it relies on pre-existing infrastructure. For
example in a forest-fire detection application, the sensor
nodes are scattered in remote areas where there is no other
network coverage. In this situation, the nodes must be able
to route the messages without relying on any existing
network infrastructure.
Another solution is to modify the transceiver hardware of
the existing sensor nodes to increases their receiver
sensitivity. The JCUMote [4], a sensor node based on the
MICAz achieves this through the use of RF power
amplifiers. The advantage of this solution is that, it utilizes
the already developed technology in the MICAz, but the
increased transmission range is still not sufficient for
applications such as forest-fire monitoring.
The aim of this paper is to develop a wireless sensor
network with vast coverage to be used for environmental
monitoring applications. In order to achieve this, we firstly
developed the hardware platform. We then developed the
node logic or software and integrated a long range
transceiver with advanced built-in networking capabilities
into the system.
The field tests results are very promising with
approximately 22 kilometers of line-of-sight range. The
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implementation of a mesh network has greatly extended the
coverage area and has resulted in enhanced reliability and
robustness of the overall network.
II.

METHODOLOGY

A. Node Architecture
The hardware of the developed sensor node is composed
of two sensors, transceiver, antenna, expansion connectors,
external memory and a microcontroller. The developed
sensor node interfaces with a PC via a USB connector, and
can be reprogrammed using the dedicated on-board
programmer.
A block diagram of the sensor node
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

SENSORS
&
EXTERNAL
CONNECTORS

µC

COMM

where Vout stands for the output voltage of the sensor, RH
for relative humidity in percentage and Vcc for the supply
voltage. The output of the sensor is connected to one of the
ADC channels on the microcontroller via a current limiting
resistor.
In order to compensate for temperature changes, which
affect the precision of the sensor, the following equation is
used.
True RH = (Sensor RH) / (1.0546-0.00216T)
(2)
where True RH stands for the compensated relative
humidity and T for the temperature in degrees Celsius.
LM335 [6] from National Instruments was chosen as the
temperature sensor. LM335 is an analog temperature sensor
that operates over a -55 degrees Celsius to 150 degrees
Celsius temperature range. It can be directly connected to
the microcontroller due to its near linear output response.
According to the datasheet the calibrated output of the
sensor and temperature in Celsius are related according to
the following equation.
T(C) = T0 (K) (Vout/ VoutT0) – 273

POWER SOURCE
Figure 1. Architecture of the Sensor Node.

B. Sensors and Expansion Connectors
There are two analog sensors integrated into the developed
wireless sensor node, namely, humidity and temperature
sensors. These sensors were chosen because of their
popularity in many environmental monitoring applications.

(3)

where T(C) stands for temperature in degrees Celsius, T0
(K) for a reference temperature in Kelvin, VoutT0for the
output voltage at the reference temperature and VoutT for the
output voltage at any temperature. The chosen reference
temperature for this sensor was 298 degrees Kelvin and the
corresponding output voltage was measured to be 2.94 volts.
The developed sensor node has expansion connectors for
two analog sensors, two SPI compatible sensors and three
I2C compatible sensors. I2C and SPI interfaces were
implemented because of their popularity in digital sensors.
An external EEPROM is also connected to the
microcontroller via I2C interface.
C. Processor
ATmega168 is the chosen processor for the developed
wireless sensor node due to its user friendly interface and
author’s prior experience in programming Atmega family of
microcontrollers. The important factors in choosing the
processor were: power consumption, built-in interfaces for
UART, SPI, I2C, speed, and size.

Figure 2. HIH-4030 and LM335 Sensors.

HIH-4030 [5] from Honeywell was chosen as the
humidity sensor. HIH-4030 is an analog humidity sensor
that can be connected directly to the microcontroller due to
its near linear output. The special packaging provides
protection against environmental hazards such as
condensation, dirt, dust, and other chemicals.
According to the datasheet, output voltage and relative
humidity are related according to the following equation.
Vout = (Vcc) (0.0062(RH) + 0.16
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D. Communication and Networking
The transceiver is where the communication and
networking take place in the sensor node. The important
factors for choosing the transceiver were transmission range,
network topology support, power consumption and size. The
Xbee-PRO from Digi International, the RMX-232 from
Embedded Communication Systems and the 9-Xtend from
MaxStream [7], [8], [9] were evaluated. The 9-Xtend RF
radio module was the chosen transceiver due to its superior
transmission range and support for mesh networking. The
transceiver is connected to the microcontroller via UART
interface. The following table summarizes the characteristics
of the evaluated transceivers.
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TABLE I. SUMMARY OF EVALUATED TRANSCEIVERS.

Xbee-PRO

RMX-232

9-Xtend

Power

954 mW

630 mW

3650 mW

Dimension
(cm)

3.29x2.44x0.
546

8.5x6.5x2.5

3.65x6.05x0.
5

range

9.6 Km

2 Km

64 Km

Consumption

DIGIMESH [10], a proprietary mesh network protocol, is
the networking protocol used in the developed sensor node.
In a mesh network, messages are routed through several
nodes in order to reach the final destination. Other than the
extended range, DIGIMESH offers a unique set of
capabilities that makes it suitable for our sensor node. Some
of the important features of DIGIMESH include:
•
•
•
•

Self healing
Flexibility to expand network
Elimination of expensive gateway routers
Reliability

Self healing means that during node failures, the network
can find an alternative path to the destination. Flexibility to
expand the network is due to the fact any node can be added
and removed from the network without affecting the
functionality of the network as a whole. The homogenous
nature of the network results in equal functionality of all the
nodes; therefore there is no need for any gateway node with
enhanced functionality. This makes the configuration of the
network substantially easier. Finally, reliability is achieved
through the use of acknowledgments and retransmissions.
The routing algorithm in DIMIMESH is very similar to
the AODV (Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector) [22]
algorithm. There is an associative routing table for each
node that maps the destination address to its next hop
address. Thus messages from the source node will go
through possibly several nodes until they reach the
destination node. When the source node doesn't have a route
for the specified destination, it will initiate a Route
Discovery process.
During the Route Discovery process, the source node
broadcasts a Route Request message. Upon reception of
Route Request message, the intermediate nodes rebroadcast
the Route Request message if they don’t have a better route
back to the source node, otherwise they drop the message.
When the destination node eventually receives the Route
Request message, it unicasts a Route Reply message back to
the source node. Therefore, the source node might receive
multiple Route Reply messages. It will choose the one with
the best round trip route quality. It should also be noted that
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Figure 3. Detailed Block Diagram of the Sensor Node.

the destination address of the source nodes has to match
with the source address of the destination node.
E. Power Consumption
There are several wireless sensor nodes already available
in the market such as TelosB [11], MicaZ [12], Waspmote
[13], etc, all of which have low power consumption, but
they have limited transmission range, usually several
hundred meters. There are other long range transceivers
available, but they are targeted for industrial applications
and require constant power supply, and are usually very
bulky and expensive.
F. Final Design
A detailed block diagram of the developed sensor node is
shown in Figure 3. A PCB for the complete design,
including the microcontroller, transceiver, sensors and other
peripherals was designed using ExpressPCB [11]
manufacturer as shown in Figure 4. The PCB has two
copper layers and is 80mm by 70mm in size. A five volt
battery is housed underneath the PCB.

Figure 4. Completed Sensor Node.
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0
Signal Amplitute (dBm)

G. Node Logic
The node logic is shown in the following flowchart. In the
first step the node is initialized. During node initialization,
the ADC, UART, I2C and SPI modules are configured and
the associated registers are initialized. Then, the sensors are
sampled including any external sensors attached to the
sensor node. The readings from the sensors are digitalized
and calibrated. The calibrated results are compared against
predefined thresholds and if they exceed, an alarm message
is generated and sent to the transceiver via the UART
interface. The transceiver then takes care of packetisation
and RF transmission of the message to the base-station.
After a brief wait, the above procedure is repeated.
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Figure 6. Frequency Spectrum of the Sensor Node at t0.
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Figure 7. Frequency Spectrum of the Sensor Node at t1.
Figure 5. Sensor Node Logic.

III.

RESULTS

The modulation technique used in the 9-Xtend RF radio
module is BFSK (Binary Frequency Shift Keying) [23]. In
BFSK, digital data is carried using discrete variations in the
carrier frequency. In other words, we will represent 0s with
one frequency and 1s with another frequency. At the same
time, the 9-Xtend RF radio module also utilizes Frequency
Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) [24]. In FHSS, the carrier
frequency is varied within the available bandwidth according
to a pseudo-random function. Consequently, the carrier
signal will change with time and is no longer fixed. Figures 6
and 7 demonstrate two different snapshots of frequency
spectrums measured by portable spectrum analyzer at a close
distance from the sensor node.
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Figure 8. Residential Area.
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From figures 6 and 7, it is evident that 0s and 1s are
transmitted using two different frequencies (i.e., two peaks
around -20 dBm ) and the corresponding frequency for 0s
and 1s varies with time. These features reduce the amount
of interference from other sources and improve the security
of the developed sensor node.
The transmission range of the developed sensor node was
tested under three different environmental conditions. The
maximum line of sight range is almost 22 km. These tests
were conducted at 9600 bits per second RF throughput, 1
watt antenna output power and using a dipole antenna with
gain of 2.1 dBm. The following graphs demonstrate the
signal strength vs. distance at different conditions. The
maximum range in vegetated areas is 1100 m
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IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed the development of a long range
wireless sensor network for environmental monitoring
applications. Initially, the hardware of the sensor node was
designed and then a long range RF radio was integrated into
the system. The developed sensor node was further
enhanced by deploying the DIGIMESH protocol to improve
range and overall reliability and flexibility of the proposed
wireless sensor network. Future works include developing
an algorithm for improving power consumption efficiency
and incorporating a 2.4GHz radio transmitter so that the
node can be used for both long and short range
communications.
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Abstract—Monitoring extreme values (maximum or minimum) is important to many applications in wireless sensor networks. A previous work, called Hierarchy Adaptive Threshold
(HAT), proposed a tree-based structure to distribute queries
efficiently and filter out the unnecessary data updates that are
not extreme values. In this paper, a data reduction algorithm
is presented to reduce energy consumption of the HAT due to
network transmission. The proposed method utilizes historical
information of extreme values and their corresponding node
ID to adjust the reporting rate of sensors properly and eases
the burden of the parent of extreme nodes by balancing the
packets from extreme nodes to all their possible parents. We
evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by NS2 network simulator and real-world data traces. The results
indicate that the overall network packets are reduced to 80%
with 1% data error in comparison with HAT.
Keywords-sensor networks; extreme values; data reduction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely applied to many current and envisioned applications, including
vehicle tracking and habit monitoring [1], [2], nuclear reactors, test areas, disaster management, combat field surveillance, factory temperature monitoring, border control and
so on. A maximum (or minimum) query is a query, which
continuously requests the sensor node with the maximum
(minimum) sensor reading. That is, a maximum query continuously maintains the (node id, value) pair in the network.
Monitoring maximum (or minimum) value is important for
detecting abnormal or extreme behavior in many sensor
network applications. For example, monitoring maximum
temperature in a factory is essential to improve production
yield, or finding out the node and its corresponding areas
with the highest pollution index for the purpose of pollution
control. A minimum query, on the other hand, can be
requested to continuously monitor the sensor node with the
least residual energy so that it can be instructed to adapt its
sampling rate (or transmission rate) for extending network
lifetime. Since the discussions of maximum and minimum
queries are similar, in the following we will only focus on
answering the continuous maximum monitoring problem.
The difficulty of answering a maximum query is unable
to know the sensors that constitute high values in priori.
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Hierarchy Adaptive Thresholds (HAT) was proposed to monitor the maximum query efficiently [3]. HAT prevents the
nodes which will not be maximum nodes from transmitting
by giving constraints on nodes such as filter threshold.
However, there is a penalty where additional queries are
required to be issued when the sink cannot definitely decide
the current maximum value. Moreover, the performance
of HAT highly depends on the update strategy of filter
thresholds at nodes. On the basis of HAT, a novel filter-based
monitoring algorithm is proposed in this paper. According
to the observations on real data, the locations and values of
the maximum nodes are usually stable. That is,
1) Parts of nodes inside the network become the maximum node more often than the others. This suggests
that some nodes are always likely to become the
maximum node, and in contrast, some are unlikely
to be the maximum one.
2) The maximum node often remains unchanged for
some consecutive time intervals (i.e., temporal correlation between sensor readings).
3) When a new maximum node emerges, it is often
nearby the previous maximum node (i.e., spatial
correlation among nearby nodes).
In light of the phenomenon above, the proposed algorithm
utilizes historical information of the past maximum values
and the nodes that generate them. Specifically, the algorithm
measures the probability of a node being the maximum node
by using historical information. The quantitative relationship
between reporting rate and filtering interval is also measured. According to the probability, nodes are dynamically
instructed to re-adjust their filtering threshold so as to meet
the required reporting rate (e.g., decrease the reporting rates
of nodes with lower probability and increase the reporting
rates of those with higher probability). The typical goal is to
prolong the network lifetime by reducing unnecessary data
updates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed
algorithm. Simulation results are described in Section 4.
Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Monitoring aggregation functions (such as average, maximum, and minimum) in sensor networks have received
extensive attention in the past few years. However, the main
focus has been on how to establish the communication
structure and how to apply aggregation techniques to reduce network traffic [5], [6]. Work has also been done on
compressing historical sensor readings for transmission [7],
[8]. These methods are applicable to archival data collection where the application wants to log historical sensor
readings and analyzes them later. In contrast, we consider
monitoring applications that continuously request up-todate sensor readings. Approximate monitoring schemes have
been proposed for average and sum aggregates in [9], [10].
Yoon and Shahabi [11] proposed a clustered aggregation
(CAG) algorithm for approximate query processing. CAG
reduces network traffic by forming clusters of nodes where
the cluster heads are responsible for aggregating the readings
of their children.
Another work for approximate query processing is range
caching. There is a value range installed at each node and
the base station caches all the values of ranges at nodes.
A node updates its new reading with the sink only if
the difference between the new value and the previously
reported value beyond the range. The nodes are sorted by
range upper bounds, and on receiving a maximum query, the
sink searches each node in order one by one. This approach
is costly and inefficient because it does not take aggregation
into consideration. A maximum query can be a special case
of top-k query, and studies on evaluating snapshot top-k
queries in distributed networks are included in [12]–[15].
In this paper, we are interested in monitoring a continuous
maximum query. Although continuous monitoring could be
simulated by repeatedly executing a snapshot query, many
snapshot queries would be costly and inefficient if the
answers remain unchanged. Recent work on monitoring continuous top-k queries in distributed networks are described
in [3], [16]–[19]. In [18], a filter-based approach called
FILA was proposed to exploit the semantics of top-k query.
The basic idea of FILA is to install a filter at each sensor
node to suppress unnecessary sensor updates. Silberstein et
al. [3] explored techniques for continuously monitoring a
maximum query, with the objective of minimizing network
traffic. They proposed a HAT approach, which use suitable
constraint settings to prevent nodes unlikely to have the
maximum value from transmitting. However, HAT does not
take historical information of the maximum values into
account.
III. T HE P ROPOSED A LGORITHM
As mentioned above, the purpose of the proposed algorithm is to reduce network packets when running HAT. The
proposed monitoring algorithm of extreme values is on the
basis of HAT algorithm. The significant improvement of the
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proposed method over the HAT is that it utilizes historical information of the maximum values (and the maximum nodes)
to measure the probability of a node being the maximum
node. The quantitative relationship between reporting rate
and filtering threshold is also measured. According to the
probability, nodes are dynamically instructed to re-adjust
their filtering thresholds so as to meet the required reporting
rate.
Consider a wireless sensor network that includes n fixed
location sensors. The network is rooted at the sink with a
continuous power supply, and the sensor nodes are powered
by battery. It is assumed that there is a tree-based communication infrastructure installed on the network by which
nodes beyond the transmission range of the sink can send
their data to the sink [31]. Each sensor is assumed to periodically sample the local phenomenon, such as temperature,
humidity and pollution index, at a fixed rate. Without loss of
generality, the period between two successive samplings is
assumed to be one time unit (round). That is, we assume the
query is processed repeatedly over a series of rounds, where
each node generates a value in each round. Each round is
long enough for all necessary messaging to occur in order
to complete the query.
In this paper, we consider a maximum query that continuously queries the sensor node with the maximum sensor
reading at each round. The maximum query is to continuously maintain the (node id, value) pair for the node with
the maximum value in the network. The monitoring result
is logged at the sink and provided to external users. The
monitoring algorithm of extreme values is to control when
and how sensor readings should be sent to the sink to
continuously generate maximum query results.
A. Procedure of the proposed algorithm
1) Initialization: Let Ci denote the set of the immediate
children of a sensor node si and pi denote the parent node of
si in the network communication infrastructure, respectively.
Denote the reading of sensor i and the maximum value at
the t-th round as vti and vtmax respectively. Initially, each
sensor node sends its reading to its parent node. When an
internal node si receives all readings of its child nodes, it
obtains the maximum value in the sub-tree rooted at si by
sorting the sensor readings, including its own reading. That
is, node si aggregates the messages of its child nodes and
itself by only passing the packet with the highest value since
it is impossible for those values to be the maximum. Then
the node si computes a filter threshold for itself and each
of its child nodes. The thresholds are sent to all of its child
nodes. Similarly, we denote hjt as the filter threshold of node
sj at the t-th round. Note that the filter threshold of a node
is by known to both itself and its parent node. This message
aggregation is bottom-up, beginning at leaf nodes until the
sink is reached. Accordingly, the sink obtains the initial
query result, i.e., v0max , by collecting the readings from all
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sensor nodes. Once a maximum node is obtained, the sink
will also send a message to designate the node reporting the
maximum value as the current maximum node, denoted by
smax
.
0
2) Sequential Rounds: Each subsequent round proceeds
in three stages: node-initiated report, root-initiated query
and reporting rate adjustment.
Node-initiated report: If a node sk is the designated
maximum at the last round (t-th round), i.e., sk = smax
, it
t
transmits an update containing the (node id, new value) pair
k
to the sink only if vt+1
6= vtmax . (i.e., the new gathered value
k
vt+1 differs from the maximum value in the last round.) For
a node sj , sj 6= smax
, if the new reading at the (t + 1)th
t
round is smaller than its filter threshold hjt , then no update
is sent to its parent node. Otherwise, an update is sent to its
parent node. When an internal node si receives any update
from its child nodes, it computes the new maximum value
vi∗ in the sub-tree rooted at si . If vi∗ > hit , an update with
the new value vi∗ is sent to its parent; otherwise, all packets
in the sub-tree rooted at si will be filtered out to reduce
network traffic. Namely, node si aggregates the messages
of it child nodes by only passing the packet if the highest
value breaks its filter threshold. Then si will also update its
threshold hit+1 and the filter thresholds hjt+1 for its child
nodes that send an update by sending a threshold update
packet to them. Obviously, the threshold hjt+1 is known to
both sensor sj and its parent node si .
Root-initiated query: If the designated maximum node
smax in the last round do not report, it can be known in
the sink that the reading of smax remains unchanged in the
current round. Then the stored value of vmax in the last
round can be used to evaluate the new maximum value.
Once all of the update packets are received at the sink,
∗
it determines vsink
from the set of all returned values. It
can be verified easily that if the reading of smax stays the
∗
same or rises, then vsink
is the maximum value since all
∗
values higher than vsink will definitely overtake their filter
threshold. On the other hand, a node can become the new
maximum node without breaking its filter threshold only if
the old maximum value falls. In the case, it is possible that
the new maximum value can only be discovered through
root-initiated querying process. More specifically, the root
sends query messages containing the temporary maximum
∗
value vsink
to those of its child nodes with filter threshold
∗
greater than vsink
. In turn, each node receiving a query
packet only forwards it to its child nodes with thresholds
∗
greater than vsink
. On receiving the query packet, only those
∗
nodes with values greater than vsink
send their new readings
to the sink. Similarly, all reply messages are aggregated
at internal nodes along the transmission path and only the
maximum of them is forwarded upward. Moreover, the filter
thresholds of nodes along the transmission are also updated
accordingly.
Reporting rate adjustment: Here we assume that the
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Table I
G LOBAL M AXIMUM T IMES TABLE FOR 70 ROUNDS
Node

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

8

Frequency 5 0 5 0 0 0 40 20

sink maintains a probability value γti for each node si at
the t-th round. (We postpone the detailed discussion of γti
in the next subsection.) After deciding the maximum value
in the current round, the sink will re-evaluate γti and check
whether γti < γ or not for all nodes in the network, where γ
is a given system parameter. If γti < γ, then si is classified
as an unimportant node that has very low probability to
become the maximum node in the next round. Therefore,
the sink sends a reporting rate adjustment packet containing
γti to the nodes with γti < γ. On receiving an reporting rate
adjustment request, node si raises its filter threshold by
hit+1 = (1 − γti ) · vtmax + γti · hit

(1)

B. Classification of Important and Unimportant Nodes
In this subsection, a strategy will presented to classify the
nodes as important and unimportant nodes. In real world,
most scenarios, the locations where the maximum values
occurred are quite stable (i.e. the distribution of monitored
value would not change rapidly). For example, the maximum
temperature of a factory usually stays in the same region and
the maximum humidity of a rainforest may stay in the same
region as well. With this observation, we can take advantage
of this phenomenon. We endow the sink node with the ability
to learn the importance of all nodes. In short, we deem that
a node is important if it becomes maximum node frequently.
Similarly, a node is classified as an important node if it has
very low chance to become maximum node. Hence, the sink
node will keep a maximum times table used to store the times
of each node being the maximum node.
According to this maximum times table, the sink node
could differentiate important nodes from all nodes. However,
in most cases, recent observations are much more important
than older observations. Therefore, an additional table is
also utilized to store recent observations in the sink node.
The older observations are in global maximum times table,
and the recent observations are stored in temporal maximum
times table. Table I and Table II show an example of
global maximum times table and temporal maximum times
table. By using the maximum times tables, a node could be
classified by computing the important factor as follows.
γi = w · P (Gi ) + (1 − w) · P (Ti ), w ∈ [0, 1]

(2)

γi represents the importance of a node (the probability
of this node to become maximum node). P (Gi ) and P (Ti )
denote the probabilities of node si being the maximum node
in Global Maximum Times Table and Temporal Maximum
Times Table, respectively. And w is the weight of Global
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Table II
T EMPORAL M AXIMUM T IMES TABLE FOR RECENT 20 ROUNDS
Node

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

sink

8

Frequency 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 5

16

14

9

8

15

13

12

7

6

11

5

Figure 2.
Figure 1.

10

4

3

2

1

Network Topology.

Sensor deployment in Intel Berkerly lab dataset.
Data generated by all nodes
Data received by the sink
19.5

Three strategies will be adopted in the proposed method
to dynamically adjust the reporting frequency of sensors
according to their classification [21]–[30].
1) Round basis: The round basis strategy is to transmit
the regulation packets periodically. Although this strategy
could response the burst traffic in time, it also incurs a
lot of control overheads. Furthermore, this strategy may
transmit redundant control messages when the maximum
value decreases.
2) Linear regression: As mentioned previously, the HAT
would generate a lot of update messages when the maximum
value suddenly increases since many nodes break their local
filters. In other words, the sink node could send control
messages only if the maximum value increases aggressively.
Base on this observation, linear regression approach could
be utilized to compute the trend of maximum values.
3) Cumulative Sum (CUSUM): CUSUM is a popular
method used for change detection. Before change detection,
the exponential weighted moving average could be applied
to the historical maximum values to smooth short term
fluctuations. This paper utilized CUSUM to detect if the
smoothed values increase aggressively.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, several simulation results will be presented
to demonstrate the performance of proposed algorithm. The
NS-2 network simulator [20] was used to simulate a wireless
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Temperature

C. Adjustment Strategy of Reporting Rate
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Figure 3.

Number of Packets

Maximum Times Table. In practice, we would set a threshold
to γi . A node si would be classified as an important node,
if γi break this threshold. Otherwise, it would be classified
as an unimportant node.

3500

Performance of HAT.

No Regulation
Linear Regression

Round Basis
CUSUM

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
13

42

53

4
6

Node ID

Figure 4.

Number of network packets transmitted by nodes 1-4.

network environment. The temperature-data traces provided
by the Intel Berkeley Lab Dataset [4] were used as the
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Table III
T HE OCCURRENCE HISTOGRAM OF MAXIMUM VALUES

Table IV
E RROR RATE COMPARISON
Method

2 3 4

5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Frequency 185 0 0 433 0 0 20 0 0 0

0

0

0

19 37 0

test data on which to run the proposed algorithm. The
data traces consist of temperature readings, which were
regularly collected from 54 nodes spread around the lab, as
depicted in Fig. 1. However, there are some missing values
for a few of nodes in the original data traces. Therefore,
the missing values were replaced with the average value
from the previous and subsequent readings. The simulated
network topology was depicted in Fig. 2, which consists of
the sink node and 16 sensor nodes. The 802.11 and UDP
network protocols were used as the simulated MAC protocol
and communication protocol, respectively. The sensor nodes
were assumed to have a maximum transmission range of
25m.
In the simulations, every four seconds are called a round,
and the maximum query is executed round-by-round, i.e.,
the maximum query is executed every four seconds. The
sampling rate and reporting rate are set to two packets per
second. Two data segments of Intel Berkeley Lab Data [4]
were selected randomly as the input data in each simulation,
and the simulator was executed 20 times to obtain the average results. Each data trace contains nearly 5500 temperature
values (i.e., simulation time is about 2700 seconds). The
length of Temporal Times Table is set to 10 to store ten
historical values. The Global Times Table was set to contain
all historical data except the data recorded in Temporal
Times Table. The weight of the past data of the weighted
exponential moving average is set to 0.2. If the importance
of a node i is smaller than 0.2, the reporting rate of the
node will be set to 2/5 packets per second as compared to
the original reporting rate. If the importance of a node i is
between 0.2 and 0.35, the reporting rate of the node will
be set to 2/3 packets per second. Otherwise, the reporting
rate keeps unchanged, i.e., two packets per second. The
regulation packets will be sent once the classification of
nodes has been changed since last transmission. The first 50
rounds are training stage that the initial regulation packets
will be sent after the training phase. When the maximum
node consistently replies their readings to the sink node,
it will result in heavy loads on its parent node. We adopt
a simple balance traffic mechanism which can share these
traffics among all possible parent nodes of the maximum
node.
Firstly, we demonstrate the basic function of HAT in
Fig. 3. Hence, we set slow sampling rate and regulation
rate (0.33 packet/second) with an attempt to illustrate the
results clearly. In Fig. 3, we observed that at the first time
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Round basis Linear regression CUSUM

Maximum error 0.102

0.102

0.06

Average error

0.04

0.05

0.04

Error rate

1.34 %

0.89 %

0.45 %

No Regulation

Round Basis

Linear Regression CUSUM

2000
Number of Packets

1

1500
1000
500
0
75

Figure 5.
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Node
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Node ID
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9
11

Number of network packets transmitted by nodes 5-9.

No Regulation
Round Basis
Linear Regression
CUSUM

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
10
12

11
13

12
14

13
15

14
16

Node ID

Figure 6.

Number of network packets transmitted by nodes 10-14.

unit there are only five packets received by the sink node
instead of 16 packets. As mentioned previously, HAT is
a double sided filter which can remove the values having
no chance to compete for maximum. Thus, there are only
five packets can break the thresholds along the path to
the root. After the decision of maximum, the sink node
sends a maximum designated packet to the node having
maximum value. After receiving the maximum designated
packet, the maximum node reports its readings if it has
changed since last transmission. Thus, we can notice that
the readings of maximum node are transmitted to the sink
node continuously. Besides, after the first time unit, there
are no other packets received by the sink node except the
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Figure 10.
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Figure 8.
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Figure 11.
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Figure 7.
16.

Linear Regression
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Packet reduction on node 15 and node 16.

Round Basis

Linear Regression

With Traffic Balance

0.00%

Without Traffic Balance

CUSUM

Without Traffic Balance

Strategy
Figure 12.
Figure 9.

Network packet reduction.

packets generated by the maximum node. The reason of this
phenomenon is that the temperatures sensed by these nodes
are decreasing. Hence, they cannot break their thresholds
resulting in no other packets arrived at the sink node.
In the following, the proposed method with these three
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adjustment strategies of reporting rate is evaluated. In Fig. 4,
it can be seen that the reduction on network traffic is
nearly equal using the three adjustment strategies. This is
because that these nodes become maximum node frequently,
as shown in Table III. Hence, their reporting rates will be
kept as normal reporting rate in order to reduce error rate.
In Fig. 5, the three strategies obviously reduce the network
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traffic as compared with no regulation. This is because the
sensed data of the nodes have little chance to become the
maximum one. Accordingly, the reporting rate of the nodes
will be reduced with an attempt to save energy.
In Fig. 6, the three adjustment strategies incur additional
network traffic at node 12 as compared with no adjustment.
The reason why our methods generated more packets at node
12 is that we adopt a traffic balance method which can share
the traffic loads generated by the maximum node to all of
its possible parents. For instance, when node 4 becomes the
maximum node, it will transmit its data values continuously
to all of its possible parents (i.e., nodes 10, 11, 12) instead
of putting all loads on its direct parent (node 11). Thus,
a lot of network packets could be avoided on the direct
parent of the maximum node. The same phenomenon can
be observed in 7. Fig. 8 shows the total number of reduced
network packets. Fig. 9 suggests that the proposed strategies
could obtain nearly 15% packet reduction. Among the three
adjustment strategies, Round Basis has the highest percent
of reduction. However, it also incurs the most overhead as
well in Fig. 10.
The control overhead of Linear Regression method and
CUSUM detection method is 41% and 36% as compared to
Round Basis. After the illustration of packet reduction, we
illustrate error rate, maximum error and average error due to
packets reduction in Table IV. From Table IV, we can notice
that the highest error rate is Round Basis. This is because
that Round Basis reduces the most packets among the three
regulation policies. Thus, it incurs the highest error rate. In
addition to the error rate comparison, we further compare the
method with traffic balance and without balance in Fig. 11
and Fig. 12.
In Fig. 11, node 15 and node 16 are two nodes one-hop
away from the sink. In Fig. 12, nodes 10-14 are the nodes
two-hop away from the sink. As can be seen, the reporting
rate regulation combined with traffic balance scheme could
achieve better balance than only reporting rate regulation
methods. Furthermore, if we purely implement reporting rate
regulation but not combined with traffic balance scheme,
the extended life time of this network is limited. This is
because that the nodes regulated to slow reporting rate are
always the nodes with low probability to become maximum
node. Hence, if we do not combine our method with a traffic
balance scheme, the improvement of life time is limited.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The performance of the proposed algorithm was evaluated
using NS-2 network simulator [20] and real-world data
traces. The results indicate that the overall network packets
are reduced to 80% with 1% data error in comparison with
HAT. Besides, this paper also further keeps the error caused
by reduced packets transmission below 1%.
According to our observation, a node will likely become
the maximum node in the subsequent rounds once it is
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designed as the maximum node in the current round. This
suggests that the maximum node would put heavy loading
on its immediate parent due to continuous monitoring (reporting) of the maximum node. As a result, some nodes in
the network would exhaust their power more quickly than
the others. In this case, the balancing of communication tree
should be taken into consideration in the proposed method
in the future.
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Abstract—SurvSec is a novel security architecture for reliable
network recovery from base station BS failure of surveillance
wireless sensor network (WSN) in hostile environment. Key
management is the fundamental security mechanism in WSN
which is needed for secure localization, secure clustering,
secure data aggregation, secure authenticated broadcasting
and secure routing. In this paper, a novel hybrid and dynamic
key management scheme was proposed. This new scheme
established secret keys between sensor nodes for SurvSec
security architecture with high security level, high
performance and low setup time. Hybrid key management
provides high security level in the hostile environment however
previous work assumed heterogeneous network utilizes high
end sensor nodes (HSNs) with high power for high
computations of certificates verification. This assumption
provides attackers the best chance to destroy the network by
targeting the HSNs. Also, HSN is connected to large number of
nodes and there is no backup node for it. In addition, if the
attackers target HSNs, then the connectivity and scalability
will be affected where these nodes are points of failure.
Moreover, previous work did not explain how to revoke
compromised HSN. Furthermore, increasing the number of
HSNs will increase the network deployment cost. Finally, if
HSN is destroyed, nodes cannot have rekeying or addition of
new nodes or revocation of compromised nodes. This paper
proposed a hybrid scheme with homogenous network that uses
some sensor nodes named as security managers (SMs) with a
proposed novel mechanism called certificates shared
verification to verify the certificates of group of nodes with
distributed computations to overcome the absence of HSNs.
This paper presents analytical evaluation and extensive
simulation. The simulation results showed that at the cost of
increasing communication overhead, the certificates shared
verification mechanism was developed. Also, simulation results
showed that the proposed scheme has lower computation
overhead at SM side and lower setup time than HSN model.
Both schemes have the same storage overhead.
Keywords-Key Management; Dynamic; Hybrid; Certificate
Shared Verification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have investigated WSNs key management
schemes and divided them into three categories. The
category based on encryption has three classes which are: (i)
symmetric key based key management [1-8]; (ii)
asymmetric key based key management [9, 10] and (iii)
hybrid key management [11-13]. The category based on
location produced location based key management [14-16].
The category based on dynamicity and it has two classes
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which are static key management and dynamic key
management [17, 18].
Hybrid key management combines the advantages of
symmetric key and public key and it is the best solution for
the hostile environment. Previous researches for hybrid key
management [11-13] suggested using heterogeneous
network with HSNs and low end sensor nodes (LSNs),
where HSNs are used to perform high power calculations
such as certificate verification, exponentiation, elliptic curve
scalar multiplications and additions and modular
multiplications.
HSNs are the best targets for the attackers to destroy
the network where HSN is connected to large number of
nodes. Also, HSN verifies certificates one by one within its
connected nodes, which takes large time. Our scheme uses
security managers to process a certificate shared verification
process in distributed manner, with lower time for the same
number of nodes, as shown in section 6. Moreover, HSN
scheme does not provide backup for HSN where our scheme
provides backup for SMs. Furthermore, no node can revoke
HSN if it is compromised but in our scheme BKSM can
revoke compromised SM. Besides, connectivity and
scalability is affected by a compromised HSN, while our
scheme provides BKSM to maintain high connectivity and
scalability if SM is compromised. Destroying HSN in the
middle of a branch results in cut communications in the
branch. Also, each node underneath HSN needs three
certificates verification for beacon nodes which is high cost
for large number of nodes while our scheme assumes beacon
nodes certificates verification once for the whole cluster.
Finally, if HSN is destroyed, nodes cannot have rekeying or
addition of new nodes or revocation of compromised nodes.
The proposed key management scheme has four types
of nodes, which are SM, BKSM, initiator node and sensor
nodes. The key management scheme assumes seven phases
which are: key predistribution, key establishment, secure
localization, secure clustering, rekeying, keys revocation
and addition of new nodes. The protocol has four
algorithms. The first algorithm is used for certificates
verification and keys distribution. The second algorithm is
used for initiator nodes to initiate key management process.
The third algorithm is used for secure localization. The
fourth algorithm is used for secure clustering. Sensor nodes
near the BS are the first layer SMs. SMs are located every
two layers. First, SMs near the BS verify the certificate of
BS and the BS verifies the certificates of the first layer SMs
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then they share a symmetric link keys. Second, first layer
SMs determine their locations from their neighbour beacon
nodes after receiving the neighbour beacon nodes
certificates and then send them to BS for verification. Third,
SMs broadcast their certificates to their neighbour nodes
underneath and these nodes verify the certificate of SMs.
Fourth, neighbour nodes underneath SMs broadcast their
certificates to SMs which in turn send these certificates to
BS for verification then SMs and neighbour nodes
underneath share a symmetric keys. Fifth, neighbour nodes
underneath SMs determine their locations from their
neighbour beacon nodes after receiving the neighbour
beacon nodes certificates and then send them to SMs then to
BS for verification. Sixth, SMs and their neighbour nodes
underneath form secure clustering then SMs select BKSMs
according to maximum connectivity between BKSM and
sensor nodes in the cluster. Finally, lower layer SMs send
certificates of their neighbour nodes underneath and beacon
nodes to higher layer SMs for verification.
Our scheme proposed to deploy an initiator node every
predefined number of nodes to start the process of key
management in distributed manner and to finish it in
controlled efficient time where these nodes are SMs. These
nodes collect the certificates of their underneath nodes for
verification and execute our proposed second algorithm.
Finally, every initiator node communicates with its higher
layer node and its upper layer SM.
In this paper, we proposed a new hybrid and dynamic
key management in homogenous network that uses a novel
idea of certificates shared verification to avoid using HSN
and our scheme has BKSM for every cluster to replace the
SM if it is compromised.
The proposed scheme provided secure clustering
algorithm to choose backup security managers (BKSMs). In
addition, the proposed scheme can revoke the compromised
SM by the BKSM. Moreover, BKSM will maintain the
network scalability and connectivity if the SM is
compromised. Furthermore, the proposed scheme provided
secure localization algorithm with certificates shared
verification to lower computation overheads and to verify
certificates of beacon nodes once for the whole cluster. The
proposed dynamic key management uses certificates shared
verification to reduce computations overheads and setup
time for rekeying and addition of new nodes. The proposed
scheme used initiator nodes every predefined number of
nodes to start key management process for its underneath
nodes to overcome absence of HSN. The proposed scheme
can distribute link keys in time lower than HSN model.
A. Contributions
1- We designed a homogenous network that utilizes SMs,
BKSMs and initiators to implement the distributed
security concept instead of using HSNs which is the best
target for the attackers.
2- We designed the certificates shared verification
mechanism to distribute the high power computations of
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certificates verification among sensor nodes in the
cluster.
3- We designed an integrated key management scheme that
combines hybrid key management; and dynamic key
management to resist attacks in the hostile environment.
4- We designed a secure localization algorithm that
employs the certificates shared verification scheme with
low computation overhead through verifying beacon
nodes certificates only once for the cluster where
previous scheme assumes that each sensor node verifies
certificates of three beacon nodes.
5- We designed a secure clustering algorithm that chooses
BKSM to replace and revoke the SM if it is
compromised. Also, BKSM will maintain high
connectivity and high scalability if SM is compromised.
6- We designed the network with low setup time, and low
cost compared to network with HSNs. The computation
overhead at SM is lower than that at HSN.
7- We designed our key management to be dynamic to
provide rekeying, revocation of compromised sensor
nodes and addition of new nodes using certificates
shared verification.
B. Outline of the Paper
Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes
the network assumptions and threat model. Section 4
describes the proposed hybrid and dynamic key
management scheme along with certificates shared
verification. Section 5 presents security analysis of the
proposed scheme. Section 6 presents the performance
analysis. Section 7 presents simulation results. Section 8
presents comparison with previous works. Finally, Section 9
concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we present related work to our proposed
scheme.
A. SurvSec Security Architecture
Surveillance Security (SurvSec) is a new designed
security architecture for reliable network recovery from
single BS failure of surveillance WSN with single BS [19].
SurvSec relies on a set of sensor nodes serve as SMs for
management and storage of the security related data of all
sensor nodes. SurvSec has three components: (1) Sensor
nodes serve as SMs, (2) Data Storage System, (3) Data
Recovery System.
SurvSec is used for securing surveillance WSN during
the time between the BS failure and the new mobile BS
deployment which is the perfect time for attackers to
compromise many legitimate nodes then destroy the security
of the whole network. Also, SurvSec describes how the new
BS will verify the trustworthiness of the deployed WSN
otherwise a new WSN must be deployed.
B. WSN Key Management Schemes
1. Static versus Dynamic Key Management
Static key management schemes assume that once
administrative keys are predeployed in the nodes, they will
not be changed. Most static schemes use the overlapping of
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administrative keys to determine the eligibility of
neighbouring nodes to generate a direct pair-wise
communication key.
Basically, dynamic key management schemes change
administrative keys periodically, or on demand or on
detection of node capture. The major challenge in dynamic
keying is to design a secure yet efficient rekeying
mechanism. A proposed solution to this problem is using
exclusion-based systems (EBSs); a combinatorial
formulation of the group key management problem
developed in [17, 18]. A drawback of the basic EBS-based
solution is that a small number of nodes may collude and
collectively reveal all the network keys.
2. Key Management based on Encryption Key
Symmetric key based key management schemes are widely
used because these schemes consume less computation time
and power than other schemes, which are suitable for the
limited resource characteristics. Based on the key
distribution, key discovery and key establishment in the
schemes, we can divide these schemes into eight categories:
entity based key management schemes [1], pairwise key predistribution schemes [2], pure probabilistic-based schemes
[3], polynomial-based key pre-distribution schemes [4],
matrix- based key pre-distribution schemes [5, 25], treebased key pre-distribution schemes [6], combinatorial
design-based key pre-distribution schemes [7] and exclusion
basis systems EBS-based key pre-distribution schemes [8].
Public key based key management schemes have many
advantages such as low communications overhead, low
storage overhead, high scalability. It can provide simpler
solution with much stronger security strength. Public key
based schemes have been categorized into three types: RSAbased asymmetric encryption system, ECC-based
asymmetric encryption system and ID-based key agreement
schemes. Several research groups have successfully
implemented the public-key in WSNs [9, 10]. Asymmetric
key based key management requires higher computations
and energy cost than symmetric key based key management.
Hybrid key establishment schemes are proposed by several
research groups [11-13]. The motivation is the needs for
high security level and to exploit the difference among the
BS, the HSNs and the sensors, and place the cryptographic
burden on the BS or the HSNs. Sensors have limited
computational power and energy resources. On the other
hand, the BS and HSNs have much more computational
power and other resources. Previous hybrid key
establishment schemes reduce the high computational cost
on the sensors by placing them on the HSN side and assume
certificates verification for large number of nodes at HSN.
Huang et al. [11] proposed a hybrid authenticated key
establishment scheme, which is based on a combination of
elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) and symmetric-key
operations. The hybrid key establishment protocol reduces
the high cost elliptic curve random point scalar
multiplications at the sensor side and replaces them with low
cost and efficient symmetric-key based operations.
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3. Key Management based on Location
Recently researchers have suggested utilizing the location
of sensor nodes [14- 16] after node deployment to improve
the security of key management. Location based key
management protocols are very efficient methods in terms of
key connectivity and storage overhead. Location-aware key
management is resilient against node capture attacks in largescale sensor networks.
III. NETWORK MODEL&THREAT MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider a hierarchical WSN consisting of a BS,
sensor nodes which are grouped into clusters and beacon
sensors equipped with GPS called beacons. Each node has a
unique ID, unique location and unique certificate. The
assumptions of model are as follows:
1- We assume sensor nodes are static and some nodes
continuously store the detected security threats and all
other security data related to nodes where these nodes are
SMs.
2- Nodes near the BS have the public key of the BS.
B.

Threat Model
We consider an adversary that tries to uncover the keys
of the network through capturing some nodes.
IV.
PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme has seven phases which are key
predistribution phase, key establishment phase, secure
localization phase, secure clustering phase, key revocation
phase, rekeying phase and add new node phase. The
proposed scheme has four types of sensors: SMs, BKSMs
initiators and sensor nodes.
A.

Key Predistribution Phase
The key predistribution phase consists of acquiring the
sensors certificate from the certificate authority CA. ECC is
used in this protocol to perform security functions on sensors
with limited computing resources. The protocol uses the
elliptic curve explicit certificate scheme instead of X.509
because of the resulting low storage overhead, low
communication overhead, which is a dominant factor for low
bit transmission channels in WSN.
The certificate generation processes for any sensor node U is
performed offline before it joins the network.
1- An elliptic curve E defined over GF(p) (p is the
characteristic of the base field) with suitable coefficients
and a base point P of large order n is selected and made
public to all users.
2- CA selects a random integer qCA as its static private key,
and computes the public key QCA= qCA X P.
3- To obtain a certificate and private-public key pair, the
sensor U randomly selects a key pair (qU, QU ) where
QU= qU X P and sends QU and qU to CA.
4- CA verifies U’s identity and private-public key pair.
5- The implicit certificate for U is the concatenation of CA’s
public key QCA, the device identity IDU, the U public key
QU and the certification expiration date tU , i.e., the
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certificate is (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) signed by the CA private
key using Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm
ECDSA.
B. Key Establishment Phase
Certificates Verification &Keys Distribution
Power of the signature verification for ECDSA is
about 1000 times more than the power of the signature
transmission [20]. Each node in HSN model performs four
times certificate verification for three beacon nodes and for
HSN certificates. With the same number of certificates
verification at each node, we developed our proposed
certificates shared verification scheme. Each node in our
scheme verifies four certificates only with the cost of
increasing the communication overhead with four messages
for every node. These verifications are: first verification for
SM certificate, two verifications for two nodes underneath
that node, and one verification for beacon node certificate.
We assume that there are nodes named as security managers
SMs and these nodes are located every two layers. We
assume that there are nodes named as initiators every
predefined number of nodes such as 30, 20 or 10 nodes to
start the operation of key management process.
We explain our scheme in the form of two algorithms.
Algorithm 1:
Distribution

Certificates

Verification

and

Keys

1: BS → n : {BS (QCA, IDBS, QBS, tBS) }
The BS broadcasts its certificate to nodes near BS at
layer n and the nodes verify certificate of BS. These
nodes are SMs.
2: n → BS : {n (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The nodes near the BS at layer n broadcast their
certificates to the BS and the BS verifies the certificates
of these nodes.
3: n : selects (k), calculates (dU), encrypts (dU)
Each node near BS at layer n selects a k-bit random
number cU of 160 bits to produce its link key
contribution with the BS.
Each node at n calculates the value of dU = H(cU || IDU)
where H is a cryptographic hash function. Each node at
n encrypts dU with BS public key QBS. To encrypt and
send a message dU to BS, each node at n chooses a
random positive integer x and produces the ciphertext
Cm consisting of the pair of points which are: Cm = (x P,
dU + x QBS).
4: n → BS : { Cm }
Each node near BS at layer n sends its encrypted link
key contribution with the BS which is Cm.
5: BS : decrypts (Cm), selects (k), calculate (dBS), encrypts
( dBS)
BS decrypts Cm for every node at n. BS multiplies first
point in the pair by BS’s private key and subtracts result
from second point: dU + x QV – qV (x P) = dU + x (qV P)
– qV (x P) = dU.
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BS selects a k-bit random number cBS of 160 bits for
each node near BS to produce its link key contribution
with nodes near BS. BS calculates the value of dBS =
H(cBS || IDBS) for every node near BS where H is a
cryptographic hash function.
BS encrypts dBS for every node near BS using symmetric
key encryption under key dU, generating value y = Edu (
IDBS|| dBS).
6: BS → n : { y }, {hash {K}}
BS sends y, the encrypted link key contribution of BS, to
every node near BS. BS generates the link key with
every node near the BS at n by calculating K = H (du ||
IDU || dBS || IDBS) then H(K) where H is a cryptographic
hash function. BS sends H(K) of every node at n to its
participant to achieve correctness.
7: n : decrypts (y), calculates (K)
Every node at n decrypts the received message y using
symmetric key encryption under key dU to obtain the
value dBS.
Every node at n generates the link key with BS by
calculating K = H(du || IDU || dBS || IDBS).
8: n → BS : {z}
Every node at n calculates z = H(K) and sends z to BS.
BS checks if z = H(K). If yes, the link key is established
correctly. Otherwise, the protocol is terminated.
9: n → n-1 : {n (QCA, IDSM, QSM, tSM) }
Each SM at layer n broadcasts its certificate to nodes at
layer n-1 and nodes at n-1 verify the certificate of its
SM. Each node at layer n-1 verifies SM certificate.
10: n-1 → n : {n-1 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
Each node at layer n-1 sends its certificate to its SM at
layer n
10: n → BS : all certificates {n-1 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
Every SM at layer n sends the certificates of its nodes at
layer n-1 to BS for verification because SM will lose
high power and consume large time for verifying
certificates of at least four nodes connected to it.
11: BS → n : {valid certificates or invalid certificates}
BS sends to each SM an encrypted message indicating
that its certificates from layer n-1 are valid or not.
Then SMs at layer n executes steps from 3 to 8 to share
symmetric link keys with nodes at layer n-1.
12: n-1 → n-2 : {n-1 (QCA, IDU, QU, tV) }
Every node at layer n-1 sends its certificate to its
neighbour node at layer n-2 and the node at layer n-2
verifies the certificate of node at layer n-1. Nodes at
layer n-2 are SMs.
13: n-2 → n-1, n : {n-2 (QCA, IDSM, QSM, tSM) }
Every node at layer n-2 sends its certificate to its
connected node at layer n-1 then to the SM at layer n.
The node at layer n-1 verifies the certificate of node at
layer n-2 and node at layer n-2 verifies certificate of
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node at layer n-1.

SMn

14: n-2 → n, n-1 : {share link keys }
SM at layer n-2 executes steps from 3 to 8 to share
symmetric link keys with node at layer n-1 and SM at
layer n.

Layer n-1

15: n-2 → n-3 : {n-2 (QCA, IDSM, QSM, tSM) }
Every node at layer n-2 which is a SM broadcasts its
certificate to nodes at layer n-3 and nodes at n-3 verify
the certificate of its SM.

SMn-2

Fig. 1.b Certificates Verification for layer n-2

16: n-3 → n-2 : {n-3 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
Each node at layer n-3 sends its certificate to its
connected SM at layer n-2.
17: n-2 → n : all certificates {n-3 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }

SMn

Layer n-1

Every SM at layer n-2 sends the certificates of its nodes
at layer n-3 to its SM at layer n for verification.

SMn-2

18: n → n-1 : all certificates {n-3 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
SM at layer n sends the certificates of nodes at layer n-3
to its downstream nodes at layer n-1 for verification.
18: n-1 → n : {valid certificates or invalid certificates}
Every node at layer n-1 sends to its SM indicating that
the checked certificate from layer n-3 is valid or not.
19: n → n-2 : {valid certificates or invalid certificates}
SM at layer n sends to the SM at layer n-2 indicating
that the checked certificates from layer n-3 are valid or
not. Then SMs at layer n-2 executes steps from 3 to 8 to
share symmetric link keys with nodes at layer n-3.
Finally, lower layer SMs send certificates of their
neighbour nodes underneath to higher layer SMs for
verification.

Layer n-3
Fig. 1.c Certificates Verification for layer n-3

Fig. 1 shows certificates shared verification process in
three layers using the first algorithm. Initiator nodes start the
process of key management in distributed manner where
these nodes are predetermined every number of nodes such
as 30, 20 or 10 nodes. Initiator nodes work as HSN to control
the setup time for the key management.
Initiator I

Layer I-1

Discussion
The bottleneck of algorithm 1 is the number of SMs
near the BS because if the number of these nodes increases,
this will reduce setup time for the nodes underneath the SMs.
Therefore, if the number of SMs near BS is more than three,
SMs near BS execute algorithm 2.
BS

Fig. 2.a Certificates Verification using Initiator for 2 nodes
Initiator I
Layer I-1
Fig. 2.b Certificates Verification using Initiator for 2 nodes
Initiator I

SMn

Layer I-1

Layer n-1
Fig. 1.a Certificates Verification for layer n-1

Fig. 2.c Certificates Verification using Initiator for 4 nodes

Fig. 2 shows certificates shared verification process for
one layer using algorithm 2. SM verifies certificates of first
two nodes then it sends the certificates of the second two
nodes to the first two nodes then it sends certificates of other
four nodes to the verified four nodes. Algorithm 2 is efficient
in terms of distribution of power consumption among sensor
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nodes in the cluster and it can be used with all SMs in their
clusters. Algorithm 1 provides high speed for certificates
verification but its drawback is that the cluster nodes
between an initiator and its upper layer SM are not involved
in the process of certificates verification. Therefore, there is
a trade off between high speed certificates verification using
algorithm 1 and distributed power consumption using
algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Initiator nodes to start key management
process
1: I → n : { I (QCA, IDSM, QSM, tSM) }
Each initiator node broadcasts its certificate to its
underneath nodes at layer n to verify it. The nodes at
layer n verify the certificate of the initiator.
2: n → I : { n (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node receives the certificates of its
underneath nodes for verification. We assume there are
n nodes underneath the initiator node. First, the initiator
node verifies the certificate of the first two nodes.
3: I → n1,2 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 1 and node
2 as steps from 3 to 8 in algorithm 1.
4: I → n1,2 : { n3,4 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node sends to node 1 and node 2
underneath the certificates of node 3 and node 4 for
verification.
5: n1,2 → I : { valid certificates or invalid certificates }
Node 1 and node 2 send to the initiator node two
messages indicating that certificates of nodes 3 and 4 are
valid or not.
6: I → n3,4 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 3 and node
4 as steps from 3 to 8 in algorithm 1.
7: I → n1,2,3,4 : { n5,6,7,8 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node sends to node 1, node 2, node 3 and
node 4 underneath the certificates of node 5, node 6,
node 7 and node 8 for verification and nodes 1, 2, 3, 4
respond with valid certificate or not.
8: I → n5,6,7,8 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 5, node 6,
node 7 and node 8 as steps from 3 to 8 in algorithm 1.
Finally, the process of the initiator continues to verify
all of its underneath nodes then its underneath nodes use
algorithm 1 to share link keys with their underneath
nodes and so on.
1. Certificates shared verification between SM near BS and
BS needs two messages but it needs four messages
between SM at lower layer and SM at upper layer.
2. Each SM establishes a link key with its nodes underneath
in ten messages but SM near BS establishes a link key
with its nodes underneath in eight messages.
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3. After the SMs and the sensor nodes establish link keys,
they determine their locations using our proposed secure
localization scheme with certificates shared verification.
C. Secure Localization Phase
A number of secure localization algorithms [21]
have been reported. Different researchers have different
strategies to categorize them. These strategies can be
divided into direct and indirect localization, centralized
localization and distributed localization, range-based
localization and range-free localization, absolute
localization and relative localization. We propose to get the
location information from the followings approach:
The indirect approaches of localization were introduced to
overcome some of the drawbacks of the GPS-based direct
localization techniques while retaining some of its
advantages. In this approach, a small subset of nodes in the
network, called the beacon nodes, are equipped with GPS
receivers to compute their location. Beacon nodes send
beams of signals providing their location to all nodes in their
vicinity. Using the transmitted signal containing location
information, nodes compute their location. Each node needs
three beacon nodes to locate its position.
Our proposed scheme depends on SM and certificates
shared verification for secure localization. We assume that
each cluster has three beacon nodes. Sensor nodes in the
cluster send the beacon nodes certificates to SM then SM
sends these certificates to its upper layer SM for verification
to insure one verification time for beacon nodes certificates
for the whole cluster. The upper layer SM sends these
certificates to its underneath nodes for verification.
Verification power is 1000 times more than communication
power.
Algorithm 3: Secure Localization
1: Beacons1,2,3 → SMn : {Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near BS broadcast their certificates
and locations to SMs near BS. We need three beacon
nodes to locate the position.
2: SMn → BS : { Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs near BS at layer n send the certificates of the
beacon nodes to BS for verification.
3: BS → SMn : {valid certificates of Beacons1,2,3 }
BS sends to SMs at layer n that beacon nodes certificates
are valid.
4: SMn → Beacons1,2,3 : { Key1,2,3 }
Every SM at layer n shares a link key with the three
beacon nodes in four steps.
5: SMn : calculates (x, y) position
Every SM at layer n calculates its position.
6: Beacons1,2,3 → n-1 : {Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near BS broadcast their certificates
and locations to nodes at layer n-1.
7: n-1 → SMn : { Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
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The nodes at layer n-1send the certificates of beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n for verification. If the beacon
nodes certificates are previously verified, it is ok but if
there are new beacon nodes certificates, then SMs at
layer n send the new beacon nodes certificate to BS for
verification.
8: SMn → n-1 : { Key1,2,3 }
Every SM at layer n sends its link keys with the beacon
nodes to its connected nodes at layer n-1.
9: n-1 : calculates (x, y) position
Every node at layer n-1 calculates its position.
10: Beacons4,5,6 → SMn-2 :{Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near SMs at layer n-2 broadcast their
certificates and locations to SMs at layer n-2.
11: SMn-2 → SMn : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs at layer n-2 send the certificates of the beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n for verification.
12: SMn → n-1 : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs at layer n send the certificates of the beacon
nodes to nodes at layer n-1 for verification.
13: n-1 → SMn : { valid certificates of Beacons4,5,6 }
The nodes at layer n-1 send to SMs at layer n that
beacon nodes certificates are valid.
14: SMn → SMn-2 : { valid certificates of Beacons4,5,6 }
The SMs at layer n send to SMs at layer n-2 that beacon
nodes certificates are valid.
15: SMn-2 → Beacons4,5,6 : { Key4,5,6 }
Every SM at layer n-2 shares a link key with the three
beacon nodes in four steps.
16: SMn-2 : calculates (x, y) position
Every SM at layer n-2 calculates its position.
17: Beacons4,5,6 → n-3 : {Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near nodes at layer n-3 broadcast their
certificates and locations to nodes at layer n-3.
18: n-3 → SMn-2 : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The nodes at layer n-3 send the certificates of beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n-2 for verification. If the beacon
nodes certificates are previously verified, it is ok but if
there are new beacon nodes certificates, then SMs at
layer n-2 send the new beacon nodes certificate to SMs
at layer n for verification.
19: SMn-2 → n-3 : { Key4,5,6 }
Every SM at layer n-2 sends its link keys with the
beacon nodes to its connected nodes at layer n-3.
20: n-3 : calculates (x, y) position
Every node at layer n-3 calculates its position. Finally,
lower layer SMs send certificates of beacon nodes to
higher layer SMs for verification.
1. Certificates shared verification for beacon nodes
certificates between SM at lower layer and SM at higher

layer will reduce setup time and reduce computations
complexity at the cost of increasing only four messages.
2. Certificates verification for beacon nodes is done only
one time at the SM not multiple times at each node
underneath the SM to reduce computations complexity.
3. Sensor nodes underneath SM will use the shared keys
between the SM and the beacon nodes which will reduce
the setup time, computations and storage overhead.
4. After the SMs and the sensor nodes determine their
locations, they form secure clustering.
D. Secure Clustering Phase
SMs can form secure clustering [22] with their nodes
underneath and SM can choose BKSM to replace it if the SM
is compromised.
Algorithm 4: Secure Clustering
1: BS → n : {req SM_msg }
BS sends to nodes near BS at layer n that these nodes are
SMs using its shared symmetric key with these nodes.
2: SMn → n-1 : { adv cluster_msg }
Every SM at layer n sends an encrypted advertise
message to nodes at layer n-1 to form a cluster.
3: n-1 → SMn : { join cluster_msg }
Every node at layer n-1 sends an encrypted message to
its SM at layer n to join the cluster.
4: SMn → n-1 : {choose BKSM }
The SM at layer n chooses BKSM according to
maximum connectivity between the BKSM and the
nodes in the cluster where BKSM must be connected to
all nodes in the cluster.
5: BKSMn → n-1 : { BKSM (QCA, IDBKSM, QBKSM, tBKSM) }
The BKSM sends its certificate to the nodes at layer n-1
where SM at layer n verifies this certificate. Also, the
BKSM sends its certificate to its upper layer node to
establish a link key with it to reroute data if SM is
compromised.
6: n-1 → n-2 : { req SM_msg }
The nodes at layer n-1 send to nodes at layer n-2 an
encrypted message that these nodes are SMs.
7: SMn-2 → n-3 : { adv cluster_msg }
Every SM at layer n-2 sends an encrypted advertise
message to nodes at layer n-3 to form a cluster.
8: n-3 → SMn-2 : { join cluster_msg }
Every node at layer n-3 sends an encrypted message to
its SM at layer n-2 to join the cluster.
9: SMn-2 → n-3 : {choose BKSM }
The SM at layer n-2 chooses BKSM according to
maximum connectivity between the BKSM and the
nodes in the cluster where BKSM must be connected to
all nodes in the cluster.
10: BKSMn-2 → n-3 : { BKSM (QCA, IDBKSM, QBKSM,
tBKSM) }
The BKSM sends its certificate to the nodes at layer n-3
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where SM at layer n-2 verifies this certificate. Also, the
BKSM sends its certificate to its upper layer node to
establish a link key with it to reroute data if SM is
compromised. Finally, the steps of forming the secure
clustering are performed until the last layer of SM.
1. Our proposed secure clustering scheme assumes hybrid
key management protocol to achieve high security level.
2. Our proposed scheme chooses BKSM to solve the
problem of compromised SM and to sign the message of
revoked SM.
3. Our scheme achieves secure clustering in four messages.
E. Key Revocation Phase
The first component of our dynamic based key
management scheme is the keys revocation of the
compromised sensor nodes. SurvSec security architecture
has a compromised nodes detection algorithm at the first
stage to be able to detect compromised nodes but it is not
discussed in this paper.
When a sensor node is compromised by an adversary, all
the session keys used by this sensor node will be revoked.
The SM will broadcast a revocation message containing the
identification of the compromised node to all the nodes
underneath. A digital signature is computed over the
message by utilizing Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm ECDSA at [23] with SMs private key. When a
node receives the revocation message, it checks the message
by verifying the digital signature. This prevents an adversary
from sending a fake revocation message. If SM is
compromised, it is revoked by the BKSM.
F. Rekeying Phase
The second component of our dynamic based key
management scheme is rekeying after compromised nodes
detection or rekeying can be done periodically. Rekeying is
used when the SM is compromised. The BKSM will share a
link key with its upper layer SM then the BKSM will use our
novel scheme of certificates shared verification with its
upper layer SM to verify the certificates of the cluster nodes.
Finally, BKSM will share link keys with its lower SM and its
nodes in the cluster.
G. Add New Node Phase
When a new node joins the network, it tries to find its
nearest SM by broadcasting a Hello message contains the
new node certificate.
To support the addition of new nodes, the SM verifies the
certificate of the new nodes using our novel scheme of
certificates shared verification.
V.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
Security analysis of our protocol focuses on resilience
to node compromise attack, and collusion attack.
A. Compromised Node Attack
1- If an attacker compromises one ordinary node, therefore,
the number of insecure link is Pinsec = 1 / N where N is the
number of nodes at the network. For n compromised
ordinary nodes, number of insecure links is Pinsec = n / N.
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2- If the attacker compromises one SM, therefore, the
number of insecure links is Pinsec = (ns + 3) / N where ns is
the number of nodes in the cluster of the SM and 3
represents the links with upper SM, lower SM and SM
upper node. For n compromised SMs, the number of
insecure links is Pinsec = n (ns + 3) / N.
3- Suppose that in a network of N nodes, there are m SMs
and BKSMs. The probability to compromise one SM or
one BKSM is P(com) = 2m / N, so the probability of at
least k nodes from the SMs and BKSMs are captured is:
(1)
The probability that all SMs and BKSMs are captured is:
(2)
4- Our proposed key management assumes compromised
node detection at the first stage and compromised nodes
revocation. Therefore, SM will revoke the ordinary
compromised node and the BKSM will revoke the SM to
eliminate the insecure links.
B. Collusion Attack
Two nodes can collude when they share their keys
with each other. Our designed protocol is resistant to
collusion attack because each sensor node communicates
only with a SM therefore; compromised nodes cannot
discover themselves.
VI.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance analysis is measured in Computation
complexity, communication complexity and storage
complexity. We assume that the network is secure during
setup time which depends on number of initiators.
A. Computation Complexity
Our proposed hybrid key management scheme using
certificates shared verification has much lower computations
overhead at SM side rather than computations at HSN in
heterogeneous network. For algorithm 1, our scheme
assumes each sensor node in each cluster verifies four
certificates for the keys distribution and localization which
are the certificate of its SM, two certificate from its
underneath nodes and one beacon node certificate. SM
verifies one certificate which is its upper node. For algorithm
2, our scheme assumes each sensor node in each cluster
verifies at most four certificates for the keys distribution and
localization which are the certificate of its initiator, two
certificates from the nodes of its cluster and one beacon node
certificate. Initiator node verifies three certificates which are
two certificates from its underneath nodes and one certificate
for its upper node.
Each sensor node and SM performs three times hash to
generate one link key. The sensor node encrypts its part of
the link key with the SM’s public key using ECC 160 bits
scalar multiplication and addition. Also, the SM decrypts the
received message from the sensor node with its private key.
The SM encrypts its part of the link key using symmetric key
under the key from the sensor node. The sensor node
decrypts the message from the SM using symmetric key. Our
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scheme has less computation overhead at SM than the
scheme uses HSNs at HSN.
In our scheme:
Each node performs at most 4 verifications and shares key
with SM or initiator for keys distribution and localization.
SM or initiator performs at most 3 verifications and shares
keys with n nodes for keys distribution and localization
where n nodes are ranged from 4 to 8 nodes in the cluster.
In HSN scheme:
Each node performs 4 verifications and shares key with HSN
for keys distribution and localization.
HSN performs n verifications and shares keys with n nodes
where n nodes are ranged from 10 to 30 nodes underneath
HSN.
Our scheme has lower computations than HSN scheme.
B. Communication Complexity
Communication complexity is the number and size of
packets sent and received by a sensor node. In our protocol,
the number of messages sent and received to establish a
key between one sensor node and a SM is ten messages and
we need six messages to establish link key between lower
layer SM and upper layer SM. Device ID is 64 bits,
expiration time is 64 bits, random number is 160 bits and L
the sensor location is 64 bits. The certificate is 56 bytes
from 20 bytes CA public key, 8 bytes node ID, 20 bytes
node public key and 8 bytes validity time. Our scheme has
higher communication overhead than HSN model with 4
messages to establish link key for every node.

underneath HSN, n2 is the number of third layer nodes
underneath HSN, n4 is the number of fourth layer nodes
underneath HSN and 6 represents the communication
between the HSN and its upper node.
For one HSN every 20 nodes: communication overhead is
Ccom.
Ccom = NHSN (6 + 6 n0 +8 n1 + 10 n2).
For one HSN every 10 nodes: communication overhead is
Ccom.
Ccom = NHSN (6 + 6 n0).
Our model has lower communication overhead than HSN
model for one HSN every 30 but our model has higher
communication overhead than HSN model for one HSN
every 20 or 10 nodes.
C. Storage Complexity
Storage complexity is the amount of memory units
required to store security credentials. Each sensor node
stores its public key, private key, BKSM public key and the
link key shared with the SM. The SM stores all of the shared
keys with each sensor node underneath plus its public,
private key, link key with upper SM, link key with the lower
SM and link key with its upper node. Our scheme has the the
same storage overhead as HSN scheme.
In our scheme:
Total SMs storage overhead = (NS+5) NSM, NS is the number
of nodes underneath SM and NSM is the number of security
managers.
Sensor nodes storage overhead = 3 NS.

In our scheme:

In HSN scheme:

For algorithm 1:

Total HSNs storage overhead = (NS+5) NHSN.

Communication overhead = 6 NSM + 10 m NSM,, NSM is
number of SMs and m is the number of nodes underneath
SM within its cluster.

Sensor nodes storage overhead = 3 NS.

For algorithm 2:
Communication overhead = I (12 + 8 (m – 2)) + 6 I, I is the
number of initiator nodes, m is the number of nodes
underneath initiator. We have 2 nodes needs 12 messages
and other nodes in the cluster need 8 messages and 6
represents the communication between the initiator and its
upper node.
For algorithm 1 and 2: Total communication overhead is
Ccom.
Ccom = NSM (6 +10 m) + I (2 + 8 m).
We found that communication overhead for algorithm 2 is
lower than communication overhead for algorithm 1.
In HSN scheme:
For one HSN every 30 nodes: communication overhead is
Ccom.
Ccom = NHSN (6 + 6 n0 +8 n1 + 10 n2 + 12 n3). Where NHSN is
the number of HSNs, n0 is the number of first layer nodes
underneath HSN, n1 is the number of second layer nodes
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D. Setup Time
We assume that verification using ECDSA takes
about 4 sec [24], share link key takes about 1 sec [11] and
certificate transmission takes about 0.1 sec [11]. The
transmission time is dominant factor but on the other hand,
the bottleneck will be the certificate verification operation
time. Setup time is equal to verification time plus
communication time plus share link key time.
In our scheme:
For algorithm 1 the setup time is T.
T = 4S + n X 1S + (5 n + 2) X 0.1S, verification is done in
parallel where upper layer SM sends to its underneath nodes
the certificates of the nodes underneath its lower layer SM
which is n nodes. Therefore, we need one verification time
and n times to share link keys and (5n+2) messages to send
all certificates to the verifiers and have the result.
For algorithm 2 the setup time is T.
T = m X 4S + n X 1S + (12 + 8 ( n - 2)) X 0.1S, verification
is done m times, share link keys is done n times and we need
number of messages equal to (12 + 8 (n-2)).
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Setup time for algorithm 1 is lower than setup time for
algorithm2.

4

2.6

Communication Overhead for HSN or initiator every 20 nodes

x 10

Our Proposed Model
HSN Model

2.4

In HSN scheme:

2.2

Number of Messages

2

Setup time = n X 4S + n X 1S + 6n X 0.1S, where n is the
number of nodes underneath the HSN and 6n is the number
of messages between nodes and HSN.
Our proposed scheme with algorithm 1 has much lower
setup time than HSN model where we perform parallel
verification but HSN model performs sequential
verification.
Our proposed scheme with algorithm 2 has lower setup time
than HSN model where we perform parallel verifications but
HSN model performs sequential verification. Our proposed
model combines both algorithm 1 and algorithm 2.
E. Scalability
In our scheme:

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
1000

2000
Number of Nodes

3000

Fig. 3 Communication overhead every HSN or Initiator every 10
nodes

Fig. 3 shows the communication overhead for HSN model
and our proposed model for one HSN node every 10 nodes
and one initiator every 10 nodes. Our proposed model has
higher communication overhead than HSN model with 20%.
Network setup time for HSN or Initiator every 10, 20 or 30 sensors

BKSM will replace the SM if it is compromised and
this insures high scalability to extend the network.

120

100

If a HSN is compromised in a branch, the scalability
of the branch cannot be achieved because there is no backup
HSN.
F. Connectivity
In our scheme:

Setup time in seconds

In HSN scheme:

80
HSN model
Our proposed model
60

40

20

BKSM will replace the SM if it is compromised and
this insures high connectivity with its underneath nodes.

0
10

20

30

HSN or I every 10,20 or 30 sensors

Fig. 4 Network Time Setup for HSN or Initiator every 30 nodes, 20
nodes, and 10 nodes

If a HSN is compromised in a branch, the connectivity
for the nodes underneath the HSN cannot be achieved
because there is no backup HSN.
VII.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the communication
overhead, the computations overhead and the network setup
time under different number of nodes N for our proposed
model and HSN model.
We built our proposed model and HSN model and we
implemented a simulator in MATLAB that can scale to
thousand of nodes. In this simulator, sensors can send and
receive data from each other’s. The simulation verifies the
correctness and the feasibility of our security architecture. It
is our future work to implement SurvSec in some sensor
network testbeds with all its ingredients. Our simulation
scenarios include N nodes distributed randomly. We choose
N 1000, 2000 and 3000 sensor nodes.

Fig. 4 shows the network setup time for HSN model and our
proposed model for one HSN node or one initiator every 30
nodes, 20 nodes and 10 nodes. Our proposed model has at
least half the network setup time than HSN model.
Computation Overhead for HSN or initiator every 10 nodes
14

12

10
Number of Verifications

In HSN scheme:

8

6

4

2

0

1

2

3

4

Nodes Types

In the simulations, these parameters are given as follows:

Fig. 5 Computation Overhead of Certificates Verifications for HSN
or Initiator every 10 nodes

1- The number of sensor nodes N is varied from 1000, 2000
and 3000 sensor nodes.
2- The simulation is done for HSN or initiators every 30
nodes, 20 nodes and 10 nodes.
The communication overhead for security manager to
exchange a key with a node is according to algorithm 1 or
algorithm 2 or both as shown in section 6.

Fig. 5 shows the computation overhead for certificates
verifications for HSN model and our proposed model for
one HSN node or one initiator every 10 nodes. Number 1 at
x-axis is the number of certificates verification at the SM
which is 3 verifications for key establishment and secure
localization. Number 2 at x-axis is the number of certificates
verification at every node in our proposed model which is 4
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verifications for key establishment and secure localization.
Number 3 at x-axis is the number of certificates verification
at the HSN which is 13 verifications for key establishment
and secure localization. Number 4 at x-axis is the number of
certificates verification at every node in HSN model which
is 4 verifications for key establishment and secure
localization. Our proposed model has lower computation
overhead than HSN model. Our scheme has one quarter
lower certificates verifications overhead then HSN model at
SM side and one half lower certificates verification
overhead in total. Finally, for HSN or Initiators every 10
nodes we increase communication overhead by 20% and we
decrease the computation overhead to one half where power
of certificates verification using ECDSA is 1000 times more
than power of communication.

time of HSN
model for
algorithm1 and
n/2 time of
HSN model for
algorithm 2

7

Scalability

8

Connectivity

9

Backup node

VIII.
COMPARISON with others WORKS
Now, we compare between our proposed model and HSN
model.

10

Secure
localization

TABLE 1, COMPARISON between OUR MODEL and
HSN MODEL.

11

Rekeying

Property

1

2

3

4

5

6

Computation
overhead for
key
establishment
and secure
localization
Storage
overhead

Communication
overhead for
key
establishment

Communication
overhead for
secure
localization

Computation
overhead for
secure
localization

Setup time
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Affected by
compromised
HSN
Affected by
compromised
HSN
No
High cost at
each node for 3
verifications
High cost at
HSN
High cost at
HSN
High with
compromised
HSN

HSN
Model [11-13]

Our Model

12

Addition of new
nodes

N verification
at HSN and 4
verifications at
node

3 verifications
at SM and 4
verifications at
node

13

Probability of
insecure links

14

No

3 keys at node
(n+5) at HSN
6 or 8 or 10 or
12 messages for
each node
according to
HSN every 30
or 20 or 10
nodes

3 keys at node
(n+5) at SM

Effect of
compromised
nodes
Nodes
revocation
Cost

Cannot revoke
HSN
High

8 messages for
algorithm 2 or
10 messages for
algorithm 1 for
each node

No

3 messages
from each node
to SM and one
verification
message from
SM to each
node plus 6
messages for
one time
verification

3n verifications
for the cluster

3 verifications
for the whole
cluster

n verifications
time

parallel
verifications
executes in 1/n
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15
16

High

High
BKSM
Low cost for 3
verifications for
the whole
cluster
Low cost at SM
Low cost at SM
Low after
compromised
SM revocation
Affect
certificates
shared
verification
BKSM revokes
SM
Low

Our proposed scheme distributes certificate verification
at nodes underneath SM rather than verifies certificates at
SM. Also, our scheme verifies beacon nodes certificates
once for the whole cluster. Our scheme has higher
connectivity and scalability than HSN model. Our scheme
can revoke compromised SM through BKSM and has lower
network cost than HSN scheme. Our scheme has lower
network setup time than HSN scheme and it has same
storage overhead. Our scheme has lower computations
overhead than HSN scheme.
IX.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel hybrid and dynamic key
management scheme for WSNs which utilizes a novel
scheme of certificates shared verification to verify the
certificates of nodes in distributed computations and
eliminate the usage of high end sensor nodes which are the
best targets for the attackers. Our scheme is based on some
sensor nodes called security managers which are chosen
every two layers. We proposed a secure localization scheme
with low computation overhead. Also, we proposed a secure
clustering algorithm to choose backup security manager for
every cluster to replace and revoke the security managers if
it is compromised. Our proposed scheme can distribute link
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keys in lower setup time than the model uses high end
sensor nodes. Our proposed scheme has higher
communication overhead, lower computation overhead at
the security manager node and lower energy cost at the
security manager node than scheme uses high end sensor
node. Both schemes have the same storage overhead. Our
proposed scheme has low cost than model used high end
sensor nodes. Our proposed scheme connectivity and
scalability are not affected if the security manager is
compromised.
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Abstract—SurvSec is a novel security architecture for reliable
network recovery from base station BS failure of surveillance
Wireless Sensor Network WSN in hostile environment.
Compromised nodes detection is a very important security
mechanism in surveillance WSN to detect compromised nodes
before they destroy the security of the WSN. Node compromise
attack is a multi-stage attack which consists of three stages:
physically capturing and compromising sensor nodes;
redeploying the compromised nodes back to network and
compromised nodes rejoining the network. Only two protocols
detect compromised nodes at first stage. The first protocol can
be easily broken by targeting couple of nodes at the same time
and the second protocol has high overheads and it is based on
the distribution of one key list for all nodes which is not secure
if one node is compromised. In this paper, a new compromised
nodes detection algorithm that detects compromised nodes at
first stage for SurvSec security architecture was proposed. The
proposed scheme was based on four algorithms. First
algorithm provided the network with key management. Second
algorithm provided the network with secure localization.
Third algorithm provided the network with secure clustering.
Fourth algorithm built overlapped groups from clusters. Each
cluster has a security manager (SM) and backup security
manager (BKSM) to manage security issues. From the
locations of nodes in the cluster, the nodes can form a group by
sending and receiving from their right and left neighbours in
the cluster. Each group forms overlapped group with its
neighbour groups. The groups resemble interconnected rings
in a chain and if attackers capture one group in the chain, the
chain will be cut and its overlapped groups will discover the
compromised group. Each node in the cluster sends an
encrypted “Hello” message to its neighbours in the cluster
every 15 seconds. If a node does not respond to the “Hello”
message, this means it is compromised and its neighbours will
send to the SM that the node is compromised and if the SM is
compromised, its neighbours will send to the BKSM that the
SM is compromised then to BS. The proposed protocol was
designed to be resistant against large number of compromised
nodes by collaborative work of attackers. Extensive simulation
results were given to demonstrate the high detection rate of the
proposed scheme besides the low overheads with high security
level for the protocol.
Keywords-Overlapped Groups; Node Compromise Attack; First
Stage.

I.
INTRODUCTION
A node compromise attack is a three stage attack. In the
first stage, the attacker captures some sensor nodes from the
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network and then compromises these nodes. In the second
stage, these compromised nodes are redeployed into the
network. In the third stage, the attacker will use these
compromised nodes to launch various security attacks.
Much work has tackled the node compromise attack [1, 2].
However, all of them address the node compromise attack
either in the second stage based on node redeployment
detection [2] or in the third stage based on node
misbehavior detection [3-6]. We believe that group of
attackers will launch node compromise attack to jeopardize
the whole network in few minutes. Therefore, early
detection of node compromise attack can lead to high
security level.
Several protocols have been proposed for detecting
compromised nodes at the second and third stage. Some
protocols rely on the assumption that compromised node
will change its location or its signal strength will alter after
it is compromised.
Xiaodong [7] made the first attempt to detect node
compromise in the first stage. He described a new couple
based compromised node detection protocol to build
couples of sensor nodes in ad-hoc pattern to detect node
compromise attack at the first stage. The nodes within the
same couple can monitor each other. This protocol assumes
each sensor node can detect that it is connected to a
programming board during the attack. After that the node
will send a message to its couple to identify the other node
that it is compromised. This protocol cannot be used against
collaborative work of attackers to compromise large
number of nodes where attackers can collect the couples at
the same time. Also, it is not secure to depend on a message
from the compromised node to its couple indicating that it
is compromised.
The protocol [8] requires high storage overhead for
one key list for the whole network, high communication
overhead to broadcast “Hello” message to all neighbours
then receive the same message from the neighbours, and
high energy cost. Also, if one node is captured, then the key
list is known to the attacker and the protocol is no longer
secure.
In this paper, we developed a new overlapped groups
based node compromise detection scheme. Compared with
previously reported schemes, the proposed scheme detects
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the node compromise attack in the first stage against large
number of attackers with low overheads and with high
security level. Specifically, after sensor nodes are deployed,
first, they share link keys using our key management
scheme; second, they perform secure localization using our
secure localization scheme; third, they perform secure
clustering so that each cluster has SM and BKSM; fourth,
they perform overlapped groups for compromise node
detection. Each node sends and receives from its
interconnected nodes in the cluster to form a group. Every
group is overlapped with other groups to form overlapped
groups.
A.
Contributions
1- We designed a homogenous network utilizing security
managers SM and backup security managers BKSM to
implement the distributed security concept.
2- We proposed to combine our key management with our
secure localization and our secure clustering to develop
high security level for the network before forming the
overlapped groups.
3- We proposed a novel compromised nodes detection
scheme at first stage based on formation of overlapped
groups with low communication overhead, storage
overhead and power cost. Each node in a group
monitors its neighbours in the group. Each group is
overlapped with other groups.
4- We designed the protocol such that our network is a
chain and each group in the network is a ring in the
chain and rings are interconnected therefore, if one ring
is compromised, its interconnected rings will discover
this.
B.
Outline of the Paper
Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes
the assumptions and threat model. Section 4 describes the
four algorithms to develop our overlapped groups based
compromised nodes detection scheme at the first stage.
Section 5 presents the security analysis. Section 6 presents
the performance analysis. Section 7 presents the simulation
results. Section 8 presents the comparison with others
works. Section 9 concludes the paper.
II.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we present related work to our proposed
scheme.
A. SurvSec Security Architecture
Surveillance Security (SurvSec) is a new designed
security architecture for reliable network recovery from
single BS failure of surveillance WSN with single BS [18].
SurvSec relies on a set of sensor nodes serve as SMs for
management and storage of the security related data of all
sensor nodes. SurvSec has three components: (1) Sensor
nodes serve as SMs, (2) Data Storage System, (3) Data
Recovery System.
SurvSec is used for securing surveillance WSN during
the time between the BS failure and the new mobile BS
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deployment which is the perfect time for attackers to
compromise many legitimate nodes then destroy the security
of the whole network. Also, SurvSec describes how the new
BS will verify the trustworthiness of the deployed WSN
otherwise a new WSN must be deployed.
B. Compromised Nodes Detection Schemes
We need an effective security scheme to identify
compromised nodes in a timely manner because
compromised nodes in surveillance WSN represent
uncovered areas. A node compromise attack involves three
stages. From [1-6], the authors proposed many protocols to
detect compromised nodes based on location, signal
strength, reputation, weighted trust, intrusion detection and
MAC layer misbehavior. However, these approaches are not
effective since they can detect compromised nodes on the
second or the third stage and they depend on node’s
misbehavior or node’s location, which means a node may be
compromised but behaves well until a programmed time. In
[7], a couple based compromised node detection protocol at
first stage is proposed to build couples of sensor nodes
where the couple can monitor each other but this scheme
cannot be used against collaborative work of attackers to
compromise large number of nodes because attackers can
collect the couples at the same time. Also, we cannot depend
on a message from the compromised node to its monitored
node. Two protocols [8] are proposed based on four
messages. Each sensor node broadcasts a “Hello” message
to his neighbors which receive this message and reply to it.
If the node did not send for three times, it is marked as
compromised and the compromised node neighbors flood
the network with the node is compromised message. This
protocol uses one key list for the whole network which is
insecure in addition to large communication overhead,
storage overhead, and high power cost.
Also, software-based attestation techniques [9-17] have
been proposed to verify the contents of the code running on
nodes where the node’s free memory space is filled with
incompressible random noise known to the attester.
For the detection in the second stage: In [2], Song
et al. made the first attempt to detect compromise node in
the second stage. They assume that an adversary will not be
able to precisely deploy the compromised sensors back into
their original positions.
For the detection in the third stage: In [1], Carl et al.
demonstrate the case in which compromised nodes can be
detected in the third stage and they show exactly what
information can be obtained and how it can be used to
disrupt, falsify data within, or eavesdrop on sensor
networks. They suggest that sensor nodes in hostile
environment would be desirable not to respond to the
standard on chip debugging and if a node can detect its own
movement by either accelerometers or GPS then it can
preemptively delete important information stored in SRAM.
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In [3], Kyasanur and Vaidya propose modifications to IEEE
802.11 MAC protocol to simplify misbehaviour detection.
Once the sensor nodes are compromised, they will launch
false data injection attack. Thus, several en-route filtering
schemes [4, 5] have been proposed to drop the false data enroute before they reach the sink. Nevertheless, these
schemes only mitigate the threats. Thus Ye et al. [6] propose
a probabilistic nested marking scheme to locate colluding
compromised nodes in false data injection attacks. Recently,
several software-based attestation schemes for node
compromise detection in sensor networks have been
proposed [11].
III.

NETWORK MODEL&THREAT MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider a hierarchical WSN consisting of a BS,
sensor nodes which are grouped into clusters and beacon
nodes equipped with GPS called beacons. Each node has a
unique ID, unique location and unique certificate. The
assumptions of model are as follows:
1- We assume sensor nodes are static and some nodes
continuously store the detected security threats and all
other security data related to nodes where these nodes
are SMs.
2- Nodes in the cluster form a group and every group is
overlapped with other groups.
B. Threat Model
We consider a group of attackers that try to uncover the
keys of the network through capturing some nodes then
redeploy the compromised nodes in the network again.

the elliptic curve implicit certificate scheme [19] instead of
X.509 because of the resulting low storage overhead, low
communication overhead, which is a dominant factor for
low bit transmission channels in WSN.
The certificate generation processes for any sensor
node U is performed offline before it joins the network.
1- CA selects a random integer qCA as its static private key,
and computes the public key QCA= qCA X P. q Multiplied
by P.
2- To obtain a certificate and private-public key pair, the
sensor U randomly selects a key pair (qU, QU ) where
QU= qU X P and sends QU and qU to CA. U sends its
public and private key to CA so that CA can verify the
pair. CA is not on the network, so it works off line.
3- CA verifies U’s identity and private-public key pair.
4- The implicit certificate for U is the concatenation of
CA’s public key QCA, the device identity IDU, the U
public key QU and the certification expiration date tU ,
i.e., the certificate is (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) signed by the CA
private key using ECDSA.
ii. Key Establishment
Base Station
Layer n
Layer n-1

Layer n-2

Fig. 1 Network Topology
IV.
PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme has four phases which are key
management phase to distribute keys among nodes, secure
localization phase to determine nodes locations, secure
clustering phase to choose BKSM to revoke SM if it is
compromised, and forming overlapped groups phase for the
overlapped groups based compromised nodes detection
protocol at first stage. The proposed scheme has four types
of sensors: SMs, BKSMs, initiators and sensor nodes.
A. Key Management Phase
We propose a novel hybrid and dynamic key
management protocol utilizing our novel scheme of
certificates shared verification to eliminate the needs for
high end sensor nodes HSNs which have high power for
intensive calculation of public key operations. High end
sensor nodes are the best targets for the attackers in the
hostile environment. Our proposed key management
scheme has two steps which are: key predistribution and
key establishment. HSN is the nodes cluster head.
i. Key Predistribution
The key predistribution step consists of acquiring the
sensors certificate from the certificate authority CA. ECC is
used in this protocol to perform security functions on
sensors with limited computing resources. The protocol uses
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Initiator I

Layer I-1

Fig. 2.a Certificates Verification using Initiator for 2 nodes
Initiator I

Layer I-1
Fig. 2.b Certificates Verification using Initiator for 2 nodes
Initiator I

Layer I-1
Fig. 2.c Certificates Verification using Initiator for 4 nodes

Figure 1 shows the network topology and Figure 2
shows the certificates shared verification process for one
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layer using algorithm 1 that uses initiator nodes to start the
process of key establishment protocol. We assume that there
are nodes named as security managers SMs and these nodes
are located every two layers. We assume that there are nodes
named as initiators every predefined number of nodes such
as 30, 20 or 10 nodes to start the operation of key
management process. Initiator node verifies certificates of
first two nodes then it sends the certificates of the second
two nodes to the verified first two nodes then it sends
certificates of other four nodes to the verified four nodes.
Algorithm 1 is efficient in terms of distribution of power
consumption among sensor nodes in the cluster and it can be
used with all SMs in their clusters. The nodes under the
initiator are ordinary nodes and the nodes under the ordinary
nodes are SMs and so on until we reach another initiator.
Each node in HSN model performs four times
certificate verification for three beacon nodes and for HSN
certificates. With the same number of certificates
verification at each node, we developed our proposed
certificates shared verification scheme. Each node in our
scheme verifies four certificates only with the cost of
increasing the communication overhead with four messages
for every node. These verifications are: first verification for
SM certificate, two verifications for two nodes in the cluster,
and one verification for beacon node certificate.
We explain our scheme in the form of an algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Initiator nodes to start key management
process
1: I → n : { I (QCA, IDSM, QSM, tSM) }
Each initiator node broadcasts its certificate to its
underneath nodes at layer n to verify it. The nodes at
layer n verify the certificate of the initiator. The initiator
node is a SM.
2: n → I : { n (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node receives the certificates of its
underneath nodes for verification. We assume there are n
nodes underneath the initiator node. First, the initiator
node verifies the certificate of the first two nodes.
3: I → n1,2 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 1 and node
2 as steps from 4 to 9.
4: n : selects (k), calculates (dU), encrypts (dU)
Each node underneath initiator I at layer n selects a k-bit
random number cU of 160 bits to produce its link key
contribution with the BS. Each node at n calculates the
value of dU = H(cU || IDU) where H is a cryptographic
hash function. Each node at n encrypts dU with I public
key QI. To encrypt and send a message dU to I, each
node at n chooses a random positive integer x and
produces the ciphertext Cm consisting of the pair of
points which are: Cm = (x P, dU + x QI). We add the
number dU to both values of the point x QI.
5: n → I : { Cm }
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Each node underneath I at layer n sends its encrypted
link key contribution with the I which is Cm.
6: I : decrypts (Cm), selects (k), calculate (dBS), encrypts (
dBS)
I decrypts Cm for every node at n. I multiplies first point
in the pair by I’s private key and subtracts result from
second point: dU + x QI – qI (x P) = dU + x (qI P) – qI (x
P) = dU.
I selects a k-bit random number cI of 160 bits for each
node near I to produce its link key contribution with
nodes near I. I calculates the value of dBS = H(cI || IDI)
for every node near I where H is a cryptographic hash
function.
I encrypts dBS for every node near I using symmetric key
encryption under key dU, generating value y = Edu ( IDI||
dBS).
7: I → n : { y }, {hash {K}}
I sends y, the encrypted link key contribution of I, to
every node near I. I generates the link key with every
node near the I at n by calculating K = H (du || IDU || dI ||
IDI) then H(K) where H is a cryptographic hash function.
I sends H(K) of every node at n to its participant to
achieve correctness.
8: n : decrypts (y), calculates (K)
Every node at n decrypts the received message y using
symmetric key encryption under key dU to obtain the
value dI.
Every node at n generates the link key with I by
calculating the K = H(du || IDU || dI || IDI).
9: n → I : {z}
Every node at n calculates z = H(K) and sends z to I. I
checks if z = H(K). If yes, the link key is established
correctly. Otherwise, the protocol is terminated.
10: I → n1,2 : { n3,4 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node sends to node 1 and node 2
underneath the certificates of node 3 and node 4 for
verification.
11: n1,2 → I : { valid certificates or invalid certificates }
Node 1 and node 2 send to the initiator node two
messages indicating that certificates of nodes 3 and 4 are
valid or not.
12: I → n3,4 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 3 and node
4 as steps from 4 to 9 in algorithm 1.
13: I → n1,2,3,4 : { n5,6,7,8 (QCA, IDU, QU, tU) }
The initiator node sends to node 1, node 2, node 3 and
node 4 underneath the certificates of node 5, node 6,
node 7 and node 8 for verification and nodes 1, 2, 3, 4
respond with valid certificate or not.
14: I → n5,6,7,8 : { share link keys }
The initiator node shares link keys with node 5, node 6,
node 7 and node 8 as steps from 4 to 9 in algorithm 1.
Finally, the process of the initiator continues to verify all
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of its underneath nodes then its underneath nodes use
algorithm 1 to share link keys with their underneath
nodes and so on.
1. The second layer after the initiator is SMs and so on
until the initiator layer because initiators are defined
every 30 or 20 or 10 nodes.
2. After the SMs and the sensor nodes establish link keys,
they determine their locations using our proposed secure
localization scheme with certificates shared verification.
B. Secure Localization Phase
A number of secure localization algorithms [20] have
been reported. Different researchers have different
strategies to categorize them. These strategies can be
divided into direct and indirect localization, centralized and
distributed localization, range-based and range-free
localization, absolute and relative localization. We propose
to get the location information to form the group from the
followings approach:
The indirect approaches of localization were
introduced to overcome some of the drawbacks of the GPSbased direct localization techniques while retaining some of
its advantages. In this approach, a small subset of nodes in
the network, called the beacon nodes, are equipped with
GPS receivers to compute their location. Beacon nodes
send beams of signals providing their location to all nodes
in their vicinity. Using the transmitted signal containing
location information, nodes compute their location. Each
node needs three beacon nodes to locate its position.
Our proposed scheme depends on SM and certificates
shared verification for secure localization. We assume that
each cluster has three beacon nodes. Sensor nodes in the
cluster send the beacon nodes certificates to SM then SM
sends these certificates to its underneath nodes for
verification to insure one verification time for beacon nodes
certificates for the whole cluster. This is done because
Verification power is 1000 times more than communication
power [21]. SM assures that certificate verification for
beacon nodes is done only once for the whole cluster to
reduce the power of verification. Each node needs to verify
three beacon nodes with total of 3n verifications but with
certificate shared verification this is done once. SMs are
clusterheads.
Algorithm 2: Secure Localization
1: Beacons1,2,3 → SMn : {Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near BS broadcast their certificates
and locations to SMs near BS. We need three beacon
nodes to locate the position.
2: SMn → BS : { Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs near BS at layer n send the certificates of the
beacon nodes to BS for verification.
3: BS → SMn : {valid certificates of Beacons1,2,3 }
BS sends to SMs at layer n that beacon nodes certificates
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are valid.
4: SMn → Beacons1,2,3 : { Key1,2,3 }
Every SM at layer n shares a link key with the three
beacon nodes in four steps.
5: SMn : calculates (x, y) position
Every SM at layer n calculates its position.
6: Beacons1,2,3 → n-1 : {Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near BS broadcast their certificates
and locations to nodes at layer n-1.
7: n-1 → SMn : { Beacons1,2,3 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The nodes at layer n-1send the certificates of beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n for verification. If the beacon
nodes certificates are previously verified, it is ok but if
there are new beacon nodes certificates, then SMs at
layer n send the new beacon nodes certificate to BS for
verification.
8: SMn → n-1 : { Key1,2,3 }
Every SM at layer n sends its link keys with the beacon
nodes to its connected nodes at layer n-1.
9: n-1 : calculates (x, y) position
Every node at layer n-1 calculates its position.
10: Beacons4,5,6 → SMn-2 : {Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB)
}
The beacon nodes near SMs at layer n-2 broadcast their
certificates and locations to SMs at layer n-2.
11: SMn-2 → SMn : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs at layer n-2 send the certificates of the beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n for verification.
12: SMn → n-1 : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The SMs at layer n send the certificates of the beacon
nodes to nodes at layer n-1 for verification.
13: n-1 → SMn : { valid certificates of Beacons4,5,6 }
The nodes at layer n-1 send to SMs at layer n that
beacon nodes certificates are valid.
14: SMn → SMn-2 : { valid certificates of Beacons4,5,6 }
The SMs at layer n send to SMs at layer n-2 that beacon
nodes certificates are valid.
15: SMn-2 → Beacons4,5,6 : { Key4,5,6 }
Every SM at layer n-2 shares a link key with the three
beacon nodes in four steps.
16: SMn-2 : calculates (x, y) position
Every SM at layer n-2 calculates its position.
17: Beacons4,5,6 → n-3 : {Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The beacon nodes near nodes at layer n-3 broadcast their
certificates and locations to nodes at layer n-3.
18: n-3 → SMn-2 : { Beacons4,5,6 (QCA, IDB, QB, tB) }
The nodes at layer n-3 send the certificates of beacon
nodes to SMs at layer n-2 for verification. If the beacon
nodes certificates are previously verified, it is ok but if
there are new beacon nodes certificates, then SMs at
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layer n-2 send the new beacon nodes certificate to SMs
at layer n for verification.
19: SMn-2 → n-3 : { Key4,5,6 }
Every SM at layer n-2 sends its link keys with the beacon
nodes to its connected nodes at layer n-3.
20: n-3 : calculates (x, y) position
Every node at layer n-3 calculates its position. Finally,
lower layer SMs send certificates of beacon nodes to
higher layer SMs for verification.
1. Certificates shared verification for beacon nodes
certificates between SM and its underneath nodes will
reduce setup time and reduce computations complexity
at the cost of increasing only four messages.
2. Certificates verification for beacon nodes is done only
one time not multiple times at each node underneath the
SM to reduce computations complexity.
3. Sensor nodes underneath SM will use the shared keys
between the SM and the beacon nodes which will reduce
the setup time, computations and storage overhead.
4. After the SMs and the sensor nodes determine their
locations, they form secure clustering.
C. Secure Clustering Phase
SMs can form secure clustering [22] with their nodes
underneath and SM can choose BKSM to replace it if the
SM is compromised.

The SM at layer n-2 chooses BKSM according to
maximum connectivity between the BKSM and the
nodes in the cluster where BKSM must be connected to
all nodes in the cluster.
9: BKSMn-2 → n-3 : { BKSM (QCA, IDBKSM, QBKSM, tBKSM)
}
The BKSM at layer n-2 sends its certificate to the nodes
at layer n-3 where SM at layer n-2 verifies this
certificate. Finally, the steps of forming the secure
clustering are performed until the lower layer of SMs.
1. Our proposed secure clustering scheme assumes hybrid
key management protocol to achieve high security level.
2. Our proposed scheme chooses BKSM to solve the
problem of compromised SM and to sign the message of
revoked SM.
3. Our scheme achieves secure clustering in four messages.
D. Forming Overlapped Groups Phase
Each node in a cluster sends its location to its SM.
From the nodes locations at the SM, the SM starts the
process to form a group. Assume each cluster has n nodes
and the SM builds the overlapped group from the nodes in
the cluster as shown in algorithm 4.
Base Station
Layer n

Algorithm 3: Secure Clustering
1: BS → n : {req SM_msg }
BS sends to nodes near BS at layer n that these nodes are
SMs using its shared symmetric key with these nodes.
2: SMn → n-1 : { adv cluster_msg }
Every SM at layer n sends an encrypted advertise
message to nodes at layer n-1 to form a cluster.
3: n-1 → SMn : { join cluster_msg }
Every node at layer n-1 sends an encrypted message to
its SM at layer n to join the cluster.
4: SMn → n-1 : {choose BKSM }
The SM at layer n chooses BKSM according to
maximum connectivity between the BKSM and the
nodes in the cluster where BKSM must be connected to
all nodes in the cluster.
5: n-1 → n-2 : { req SM_msg }
The nodes at layer n-1 send to nodes at layer n-2 an
encrypted message that these nodes are SMs.
6: SMn-2 → n-3 : { adv cluster_msg }
Every SM at layer n-2 sends an encrypted advertise
message to nodes at layer n-3 to form a cluster.
7: n-3 → SMn-2 : { join cluster_msg }
Every node at layer n-3 sends an encrypted message to
its SM at layer n-2 to join the cluster.
8: SMn-2 → n-3 : {choose BKSM }
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Layer n-1

Layer n-2
Fig. 3 Overlapped Groups Formation

Figure 3 shows the overlapped groups formation.
Algorithm 4 represents forming a group from seven nodes
which are labeled from n to n-6. The SM sends a message to
its nearest node containing the sequence of sending and
receiving messages in the cluster to form a group according
to each node neighbours. The SM chooses a group key for
the cluster and sends it to all nodes in the cluster. A group is
a cluster.
Algorithm 4: Forming Overlapped Groups
1: SMn → n, n-6 : { join group_msg }
SM at layer n sends an encrypted message to node n and
node n-6 to form the group and the message contains the
interconnections of all nodes in the cluster to form the
group. The used key is the group key between the SM
and the nodes in the cluster. The sent message includes
what every node is connected to in the cluster to form a
closed loop.
2: n → n-1, SMn : { join group_msg }
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Node n sends an encrypted message to node n-1 and SM
to complete the process of forming a group. The message
contains the interconnections of all nodes in the cluster.
The used key is the group key between the SM and
nodes in the cluster plus one. The sent message is the
join group message.
3: n-1 → n, n-2 : { join group_msg }
Node n-1 sends an encrypted message to node n and
node n-2 to complete the process of forming a group.
The message contains the interconnections of all nodes
in the cluster. The used key is the group key between the
SM and nodes in the cluster plus two.
4: n-2 → n-1, n-3 : { join group_msg }
Node n-2 sends an encrypted message to node n-1 and
the node n-3 to complete the process of forming a group.
The message contains the interconnections of all nodes
in the cluster. The used key is the group key between the
SM and nodes in the cluster plus three.
5: n-3 → n-2, n-4 : { join group_msg }
Node n-3 sends an encrypted message to node n-2 and
the node n-4 to complete the process of forming a group.
The message contains the interconnections of all nodes
in the cluster. The used key is the group key between the
SM and nodes in the cluster plus four.
6: n-4 → n-3, n-5 : { join group_msg }
Node n-4 sends an encrypted message to node n-3 and
the node n-5 to complete the process of forming a group.
The message contains the interconnections of all nodes
in the cluster. The used key is the group key between the
SM and nodes in the cluster plus five.
7: n-5 → n-4, n-6 : { join group_msg }
Node n-5 sends an encrypted message to node n-4 and
the node n-6 to complete the process of forming a group.
The message contains the interconnections of all nodes
in the cluster. The used key is the group key between the
SM and nodes in the cluster plus six.
8: n-6 → n-5, SMn : { join group_msg }
Node n-6 sends an encrypted message to node n-5 and
the SM at layer n to complete the process of forming a
group. The message contains the interconnections of all
nodes in the cluster. The used key is the group key
between the SM and nodes in the cluster plus seven.
Finally, the “Hello” message is sent from one node to
two neighbour nodes in the cluster and the two nodes
respond to the “Hello” message. If the node is
compromised, it will not send the “Hello” message and
therefore, the recipient nodes will mark it as
compromised and they will send to the SM to revoke that
node. If the SM is compromised, its monitored nodes
will send to the BKSM to revoke the SM.
1- Our proposed compromised nodes detection scheme is
based on the overlapped groups to discover the
compromised group. If a node is compromised in a
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group, it will be detected by its neighbours who will
send to SM that this node is compromised. If a SM is
compromised, its neighbour nodes will send to the
BKSM to revoke it.
2- Each node sends at first time with key K then next time
with key K+n+1 and next time with key K+2n+1 and so
on.
3- Each node sends a “Hello” message and receive two
messages from its neighbours in 15 seconds.
4- Each group forms an overlapped group with its upper
group and its lower group.
5- We designed the compromised nodes detection protocol
at first stage such that our network resembles a chain
and each cluster in the network forms a group and each
group is a ring in the chain and rings are interconnected
therefore, if one ring is compromised, its interconnected
rings will discover this.
V.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
Security analysis of our protocol focuses on resilience to
node compromise attack, collusion attack and impersonation
attack.
A. Compromised Node Attack
1- If an attacker compromises one regular node, therefore,
the probability of insecure link is P insec = 1/N where N is
the number of nodes at the network. For n compromised
regular nodes the probability of insecure links is P insec =
n/N.
2- If the attacker compromises one SM, therefore, the
probability of insecure links is Pinsec = (ns + 4) /N where
ns is the number of nodes in the cluster of the SM. For n
compromised SMs the probability of insecure links is
Pinsec = n (ns + 4) /N.
3- Our proposed key management assumes compromised
node detection at the first stage and compromised nodes
revocation. Therefore, SM will revoke the regular
compromised node and the BKSM will revoke the SM to
eliminate the insecure links.
B. Collusion Attack
Two nodes can collude when they share their keys with
each other. Our designed protocol is resistant to collusion
attack because each sensor node communicates only with a
SM therefore; compromised nodes cannot discover
themselves.
C. Impersonation Attack
Each node has a certificate to join the key management
process and to join the network. This prevents the attacker
from impersonating any legitimate node. Also, knowing the
public key of the SM will not reveal the private key for the
SM because this needs the attacker to solve the elliptic curve
discrete logarithmic problem ECDLP which is a hard
problem.
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A. Computation Complexity
SM generates a group key and sends it encrypted with
the shared link key with every node in the cluster to use it in
the process of compromised nodes detection. Each sensor
node decrypts the message sent with group key with its
shared link key with the SM.
Our scheme has lower computation overhead than the
scheme that uses couples to detect compromised nodes at
the first stage. Our scheme has the same computation
overhead compared to the scheme uses distributed
compromised nodes detection at first stage. Our scheme has
low computation overhead to generate the group key and to
send it encrypted to all nodes in the group.

1- The number of sensor nodes n is varied from 39 to 1000
sensor nodes.
2- The interval of beacon information is set to 15 seconds.
3- The time of an adversary to successfully compromise a
sensor node is varied from 30 seconds to 60 seconds.
In this section, we evaluate the detection rate under
different n.
The detection rate is equal to the detected
compromised sensor nodes over all compromised nodes.
In the proposed adversary model, we assume that an
adversary can simultaneously compromise k sensor nodes,
where k<n.
Detection rate for ____39___ sensors
1

0.995

Detection rate

VI.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance analysis is measured in computation
complexity, communication complexity and storage
complexity. We assume that the network is secure during
setup time which depends on number of initiators.

0.99

0.985

C. Storage Complexity
Storage complexity is the amount of memory units
required to store security credentials. Each sensor node
stores the group key with the SM and other nodes in the
cluster. Our scheme has the same storage overhead as the
scheme uses couples to detect compromised nodes at the
first stage but it has lower storage overhead than the scheme
uses distributed compromised nodes detection at first stage.
Our scheme needs to store only one key which is the group
key between the SM and the nodes in the group

0.98
1

2

3

Number of attakers

4

5

(a) n = 39, k = 5, number of compromised nodes is 5.
Detection rate for ____120___ sensors
1

Detection rate

0.9999

0.9998

0.9997

0.9996

0.9995

0.9994
1

2

3

Number of attakers

4

5

(b) n = 120, k = 10
Detection rate for ____363___ sensors
1
0.9995
0.999
0.9985

Detection rate

B. Communication Complexity
Communication complexity is the number and size
of packets sent and received by a sensor node. In our
protocol, the number of messages sent is one message
every 15 seconds and there are two messages received
every 15 seconds with total of three messages sent and
received every 15 seconds to establish the compromised
nodes detection protocol. Our scheme has lower
communication overhead than the other two schemes that
detects compromised nodes at the first stage.

0.998
0.9975
0.997
0.9965
0.996

0.995
1

2

3

Number of attakers

4

5

(c) n = 363, k = 15
Detection rate for ____1092___ sensors
1.001

1

0.999

Detection rate

VII.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We built a model for the proposed design and we
implemented a simulator in MATLAB that can scale to
thousand of nodes. In this simulator, sensors can send and
receive data from each other’s. The simulation verifies the
correctness and the feasibility of our security architecture. It
is our future work to implement SurvSec in some sensor
network testbeds with all its ingredients. Our simulation
scenarios include N nodes distributed randomly. We choose
N as 1000 sensor nodes.

0.9955

0.998

0.997

0.996

The followings are the built models for simulation:
1- Network setup model for the overlapped groups.
2- Compromised nodes detection protocol.
In the simulations, these parameters are given as follows:
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0.995
1
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3

Number of attakers
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5

(d) n = 1092, k = 25
Fig. 4. Detection rate varies with number of compromised nodes
under different n =39, 120, 363, 1092, Interval = 15 Sec.
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Thus, we first evaluate the detection rate under
different parameters n, k and beacon interval and the results
are shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4, we can see the
detection rate does not increase linearly with k. When n =
363 or n = 1092, the detection rate reaches the maximum.
Due to this observation, when the number of sensor nodes
increase, we found that the proposed scheme has high
resiliency against node compromise attack by collaborative
work of attackers at the same time for large hierarchical
WSN.
VIII.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORKS
Now, we compare between our proposed model and
previous works that detects compromised nodes at first
stage.
TABLE 1, COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR MODEL
AND OTHER MODELS.
Property

CAT [7]

Distributed
Detection
[8]

Our
Model

1

Detect
compromised
nodes for group
of attackers

No

Yes

Yes

2

Detection rate

Near 100%

Near
100%

3

Communication
overhead

4

Computation
overhead

5

Storage
overhead

6
7

Setup time
Power cost

IX.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the overlapped groupsbased compromised nodes detection scheme to early detect
the node compromise attack in the first stage. Concretely,
the simulation results showed that by building groups
among neighboring sensor nodes in a local area, physical
node compromise attack can be detected immediately. Also,
the simulation results showed that the proposed detection
scheme has high detection rate. This work is an initial work
to form overlapped groups for detecting compromise attack
at the first stage and we do not expect that the proposed
scheme will solve all the problems in the node compromise
nodes attack. Our future work will continue to build more
overlapped groups to early detect compromise nodes attack.
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Abstract—One of the challenges in wireless sensor networks is
to determine the location of sensor nodes based on the known
location of other nodes. This paper identifies an intelligent
localization method, which is based on range free localization
to estimate the location of the unknown nodes. In the proposed
method, the anchor nodes are connected to the sensor nodes
and then each sensor node receives a signal from the anchor
node. The Received Signal Strength Indicator is then
calculated by the node. The RSSIs are calculated based on the
distance of the sensor node to each anchor node. The RSSIs
are, then, fed to the Sugeno fuzzy inference system to calculate
the weights to be used in the centroid relation. The centroid
technique is proposed to estimate the location of the unknown
sensor nodes. Both analytical and experimental results are
discussed in this paper. The results show that with increasing
the membership functions, the error decreases and that is
because of the RSSI graph, which better fits the corresponding
simulation result.
Keywords-Range-free Localization; Received Signal Strength
Indicator (RSSI); Centroid localization; Fuzzy Logic Systems;
Wireless Sensor Networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks consist of unique nodes, which
are small, battery powered devices that can compute and
communicate different signals in a target environment. The
WSNs have many applications in building, air traffic
control,
manufacturing,
automation,
environment
monitoring, other industrial and security applications [1].
The recent developments of micro electro mechanical
systems (MEMS), communication technology and
computing have motivated the use of massive distributed
wireless sensor networks, which consist of hundreds or
thousands of nodes. Thus every node is able to sense the
environment, compute one or more tasks and communicate
with central unit or other sensors [2].
Wireless Sensor Networks are particularly attractive in
risky environments, specifically in a large deployment. In
WSN applications, one of the important problems is the
location of the unknown sensor nodes for the base service.
The design of efficient localization algorithms depends on a
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successful localization technique to compute the correct
sensor position in some coordinate system.
There are two kinds of nodes in WSNs, namely anchor
nodes, and unknown sensor nodes. Some sensor nodes have
pre-determined, known positions, which are called anchors
or beacons. However, unknown sensor nodes don’t have
those specifications. One of the most significant problems in
WSNs is the localization of these unidentified sensor nodes
for the location based service and plays an important role in
different applications scenarios in WSNs [3].
There are some works about localization in WSNs which
can be divided into two classes: range based and range free
schemes which are different in the information used for
localization. The range based schemes require either node to
node distance or the angles for estimating positions. They
need more sophisticated hardware to estimate node range
such as time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival
(TDOA), angle of arrival (AOA) and received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) [4].
On the other hand, the range free localization also has a
drawback that it is not able to estimate the exact point to
point distance. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the hardware
made range free methods very appealing and advantageous
for localization in wireless sensor networks. Although the
results in range free schemes are not as precise as the range
based, the low cost and simpler estimates are important
reasons that the range free method has increased popularity
in the recent years [5].
Fuzzy Logic (FL) is a multivalued logic which permits
intermediate values to be defined between conventional
evaluations such as yes or no, high or low, true or false,
which has two different meanings. In the narrow sense
fuzzy logic is a logic system of an extension of multivalued
logic. FL has difference in both substance and concept of
traditional multivalued systems in the narrow description.
On the other hand, in a wide sense FL is synonymous with
the theory of fuzzy sets that theory relates to classes of
objects with limitations [6].
In this paper, the Sugeno fuzzy [10] inference is used for
simulation to estimate the location of each sensor nodes.
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The reason for using Sugeno Fuzzy inference is the
membership functions which are more suitable in order to
model the RSSI graph. We increase the number of Fuzzy
membership function in order to better fit the RSSI graph
versus distance. In fact, all the RSSIs are fed to the fuzzy
system to achieve the weights to be used in centroid relation
in order to estimate the location of the sensor nodes.
The range free method has different techniques to
estimate the position of sensor nodes in a specific region. In
this paper Centroid localization based on RSSI has been
utilized. RSSI is used in the estimation of the distance
between each anchor and the sensor node.
.
II.

CENTROID LOCALIZATION

is connected to the sensor node. This algorithm is simple but
is not sufficient enough for estimating the unknown
position. Therefore, the use of some weights on the
reference nodes is required to solve this problem.
The method to improve the results of Eq. (1), where the
anchor nodes are weighted in terms of their proximity to the
sensor nodes, is given by this formula [8]:
(Xest ,Yest ) = (

x1w1 +... + xn wn y1w1 +... + yn wn
,
)
n
n
w
w
∑ i
∑ i
i=1

The main advantage of the centralized localization
method is that it omits the problem of computation in every
node. The centroid localization scheme is simple and easy to
implement. A simple centroid localization algorithm is
needed to calculate a node’s location based on the positions
of many reference nodes which is simple but the estimation
error might be high because of the simplicity of the centroid
formula. However, using appropriate weights for the
reference nodes decreases the localization error [7].
A. Fundamental Centroid
The range free algorithm based on proximity uses the
location of anchor nodes (reference nodes) ( xi , y i ) to
estimate the nearest unknown node [7]. The task of the
centroid algorithm is, to take several nodes around the
unknown nodes as polygon vertices and the unknown node
as the centroid of the polygon, which is indicated in Figure
1.

weights ( w1 , w2 ,..., wn ) and the performance depends on
Soft computing is an important tool to solve the problem
of using low-cost, simple hardware and it is very appropriate
for systems with uncertainties and nonlinearities. It is used to
achieve tractability, robustness and low solution cost. Soft
computing technique in fuzzy logic plays a crucial role in
this paper [9].
III.

LOCALIZATION USING FUZZY LOGIC

The fuzzy logic provides a distinct way to achieve control
or classification in a system. This method is focused on
what the system must do more than trying to model how it
works and also it can concentrate on solving a problem
more than the mathematical modeling of the system. The
fuzzy logic is an area of research, which is fascinating and
reaches a trade off between significance and exactness.
Fuzzy logic is a reasonable way to map an input space to an
output space where mapping is the starting point for
everything [6].
One of the concepts in fuzzy logic is an if-then rule,
which used in artificial intelligence that deals with fuzzy
antecedents or consequents. Indeed, fuzzy logic solution is
an interpretation of human thinking. On the other hand, FL
can model nonlinear functions of optional complexity to a
sufficient degree of exactness. Fuzzy logic is a simple way to
model a multi input and multi output system [10].
IV.

After receiving the message, the following relationship is
used for estimating the coordinates of the unknown node:
(1)

where ( X est ,Yest ) indicates the estimated position of the
sensor node and N is the number of the anchor nodes which
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SIMULATION RESULTS

Estimating the location of each sensor node is done by
the centroid method. Hence, the weights are the main
variable in the centroid relation, which are the outputs of the
fuzzy system in the simulation. In fact, the Sugeno fuzzy
system receives RSSIs as inputs to map the outputs, which
are weights of each anchor node to the sensor node.

Figure 1. Centroid Localization Algorithm.

X 1 + ... + X N Y1 + ... + YN
,
)
N
N

i=1

This method also has a weakness due to the choice of the
the design of the weights.

In centroid algorithms, the locations of the unknown
nodes are estimate from the coordinates of their neighboring
reference nodes. In fact, centralized localization is mainly
based on transferring of the inter node ranging and
connectivity data to a powerful central base station. After
that, the computed positions are transferred back to the
respective nodes.

( X est ,Yest ) = (

(2)

A WSN consists of sets of anchor nodes and sensor nodes
with anchor nodes are located at known positions as
transmit signal
[(X1 ,Y1 ), (X 2 ,Y2 ),..., (X N ,YN )] and
strengths containing their respective locations.
The anchor nodes in this implementation are located at
(0,0), (10,0), (10,10) and (0,10), where the coordinates are
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in meters. Several sensor nodes are distributed randomly in
the specific region and receive signal strengths from the
anchor nodes to estimate their location. The main
responsibility of the sensor node is to compute the RSSI
information sent by the anchor nodes.

TABLE I. FUZZY LOGIC RULES

The implementation is been done by Sugeno type fuzzy
inference method. The Sugeno fuzzy inference is similar to
the Mamdani method and the main difference between them
is the membership functions where the output in the Sugeno
method is constant or linear.
The input membership function of the Sugeno method is
the RSS from the anchor nodes, which are decomposed into
nine triangular membership function such as very very low
(VVL), very low (VL), low (L), medium low (ML), medium
(M), medium high (MH), high (H), very high (VH), very
very high (VVH) that it shown in Figure 2. The input
membership functions take value [RSSmin,RSSmax], where
RSSmin and RSSmax are the minimum and maximum RSS
respectively, which are received by each sensor from each
of the anchor node.

Figure 3 indicates the surface of the fuzzy system, which
shows the weights corresponding to the RSSI values.

Figure 3. RSSI vs. Weight (Surface).

Figure 2. Input membership functions.

On the other hand, the output membership function of
the Sugeno fuzzy inference is the weight of each anchor
node for a given sensor node which takes a value
[0, wmax ] , where wmax is the weight with a maximum value
of one. The output membership function distributes into
nine linear functions such as VVL, VL, L, ML, M, MH, H,
VH, VVH.
To find the range of output of each membership function,
the logarithm of each RSSI at different distances should be
mapped to linear variable between [0,1]. On the other hand,
the RSSIs should be mapped among [0,1] in nine variable
with weights.
The rules are considered for this Sugeno fuzzy method
are in terms of the power of RSS. If the anchor node
receives a high power from the sensor node, it indicates that
the sensor node is near to the anchor node. On the other
hand, if the senor node receives a low power, it shows that
the sensor node is far from the anchor node. Table 1 shows
the rules of Sugeno fuzzy system.
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A. Calculating RSSI
The sensor nodes are distributed randomly in a square
region with a side length of 10 metres. The first step is to
estimate the RSSI by the following formula:
(3)
where d is the distance of each sensor node to the anchor
nodes, n=3.25 is path loss exponent, which may take
different values because of ambient conditions may differ in
different directions. Alpha is a constant and is the RSSI
value of the sensor node that is located at 1-meter distance
from the anchor node; so, in this paper, alpha is considered
to be -40dBm for this implementation.

RSSI = −(10nlog10 (d) + alpha)

B. Using Localization Algorithm
The centroid method is the scenario considered in this
paper. Therefore, for estimating the coordinates of the
sensor nodes, the centroid formula given in Eq. (2) is used,
where N is the number of connected adjacent reference
nodes.
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Figure 5. The location of sensors with AWGN.

Figure 4. Simulation result of localization by Sugeno fuzzy
method.

As seen in Figure 4, the region is 10 square meters,
where the anchor nodes are located at (0,0), (10,0), (10,10)
and (0,10). 100 sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the
region. Each sensor node receives four different RSSI from
each of the four anchor nodes, therefore, RSSIs reflect the
distance of the sensor node to each of the anchor nodes.
After estimating the RSSIs, each sensor node has four
weights that are estimated by Sugeno fuzzy system.
The solid red dots shown in Figure 4 are the exact
locations of the randomly deployed sensor nodes and the
empty circles shown as connected to the solid circles are the
estimated locations of the sensor nodes. The length of the
line between them is the error of location.

Table 2 indicates minimum, maximum and average error
locations of sensor nodes in both centroid method and fuzzy
are shown. Hence, the result of centroid method error
location comparing to the fuzzy is very high. For fuzzy, the
result error location for both with and without AWGN also
shown. The result of average errors in both areas are close
to each other. According to this table and comparing the
minimum and maximum of both results of error location in
the areas, we see that this implementation has the highest
accuracy in different environments.
TABLE II. THE COMPARISON RESULTS

C. Performance Evaluation
The location error between actual and estimated nodes is
calculate by the following relation:
Location error =

(4)

In order to estimate the position errors for all the estimated
and actual nodes, the following relation is used

.

Average Location Error = ∑

The experiment is done in a square region with 10 meters
side length. The RSSIs taken from each node in this
experiment have slightly different values compared to the
RSSIs obtained in the simulation. Figure 8 shows the result
of RSSIs for both simulation and experiment. The solid line
in this figure indicates the result of RSSI simulated in
MatlabTM and the other line is the result of RSSI taken from
the experiment (Figure 6).

2

(xest − xa ) +(yest − ya )

2

(5)

N

where N is the total number of sensor nodes.
After estimating the location of the sensor nodes in the
simulation, Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) is
added to the RSSI with Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) equal
to 10. Figure 5 indicates the result simulation of localization
with AWGN.
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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TABLE III. THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT. THE POWER
VALUES ARE IN dbm AND THE LOCATION IN meters.

Figure 6. RSSIs in Simulation and Experimentation.

In the experiment, some nodes are located randomly in
the region in order to obtain their RSSI from the anchor
nodes. Each RSSI is then fed to the fuzzy system to get the
corresponding weights.
This experiment is repeated 6 times for 6 different
positions of the sensor nodes. Figure 11 shows the position
of one of the random nodes located at (1,1).

Figure 7. Sensor node in position (1,1).

Table 4 represents the comparison results of error location
in both implementation and experimentation.
TABLE IV: COMPARISON RESULTS OF ERROR LOCATION

It can be seen that, the result of error location obtained in
this paper by Sugeno fuzzy is less than the other existing
methods. This is due to the enhancement in the input
membership functions in the Sugeno fuzzy system which has
been increased in order to better mapping between input and
output.
VI.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the sensor node is closer
to the first anchor (0,0), so it receives the highest RSSI in
comparison with the other anchor nodes. The centroid
relation for the sensor nodes is given in Table 3.
As can be seen from Table 3, the node at (1,1) receives
the highest RSSI from the anchor node at (0,0), which is the
nearest anchor node. On the other hand, that node receives
the minimum RSSI from the anchor node at (10,10) so it is
located at the farthest distance from that anchor node. The
difference between the measured and simulated results is
very low.
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CONCLUSION

The node localization is a big challenge in wireless
sensor networks. The range free localization method is very
simple and does not require a complicated hardware. The
range free method has different techniques to estimate the
position of a sensor node in a specific region. In this paper
Centroid localization has been used. The estimation of each
sensor node’s location has been implemented by RSSI. The
Sugeno fuzzy inference is used to simulate for estimating the
location of each sensor node. The RSSIs are fed to the fuzzy
system to compute the weights to be used in the centroid
relation in order to estimate the location of the sensor nodes.
The weights are the main parameter in the centroid relation,
which are the outputs of the fuzzy system. The Sugeno fuzzy
system receives RSSIs as inputs to map to the outputs, which
are the weights of each anchor node with respect to the
sensor node. The simulated results are checked with an
experimental setup. The experiment is repeated 6 times for 6
different sensor nodes in the region. The agreement between
the simulated and measured results is very good.
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Abstract—The application of capacitive sensing technique
is widely distributed in different physical domains primarily
because of the diversity in dielectric permittivity and due to its
minimum loading error and inertial effects. Atmospheric ice
is a complex mixture of water, ice and air which is reflected
in its complex dielectric constant. There are many existing
atmospheric icing sensors but only few are based on their
complex dielectric permittivity measurements. This technique is
very suitable because the capacitive variation in this mixture is
due to the reorientation of water dipole in the electromagnetic
radiation’s oscillating field. Depending on the frequency, the
dipole may move in time to the field, lag behind it or remain
apparently unaffected. This variation is clearly reflected on
the cole cole diagram which is a measure of the relaxation
frequency. This paper is a review of some capacitive sensing
technique in general but based upon dielectric variations and
some existing capacitive based atmospheric ice sensing techniques. It is emphasized that the capacitive method proposed
by Jarvenin provides maximum atmospheric icing parameters
hence future atmospheric icing sensors may utilize the proposed
technique with some modifications to further reduce the loading
errors.

Table I: T YPICAL PROPERTIES OF ACCRETED ATMOSPHERIC ICE [5]
Type of ice

General appearance

Density (kg/m3 )

Glaze

900

Colour

Shape

transparent

evenly distributed/icicles

Wet snow

300-600

white

evenly distributed/eccentric

Hard rime

600-900

opaque

eccentric, pointing windward

Soft rime

200-600

white

eccentric pointing windward

(a) Ice types

Keywords-Atmospheric ice; Sensor; Polar molecule; Dielectric.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Atmospheric icing
Atmospheric icing is the term used to describe the accretion of ice on structures or objects under certain conditions. This accretion can take place either due to freezing
precipitation or freezing fog. It depends mainly on the
shape of the object, wind speed, temperature, liquid water
content (amount of liquid water in a given volume of air)
and droplet size distribution (conventionally known as the
median volume diameter).
The major effects of atmospheric icing on structure are the
static ice loads, wind action on iced structure and dynamic
effects.
Generally an icing event is defined as period of the
time when the temperature is below 0◦ C and the relative
humidity is above 95%. Ice accretion can be defined as, any
process of ice build up and snow accretion on the surface of
objects exposed to the atmosphere’ [6]. Atmospheric icing is
traditionally classified according to two different processes
[6] and are shown in Fig. 1(a).
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(b) Ice as a function of wind speed and air temperature
Figure 1: Ice types and their dependence [6]

(a) Precipitation icing (including freezing precipation and
wet snow),
(b) In-cloud icing (also called rime/glaze, including fog),
Fig. 1(b) shows the type of accreted ice as a function of
wind speed and temperature. In this figure, the curve shifts
to the left with the increasing liquid water content and with
decreasing object size. A classification of atmospheric ice is
shown in Table I.
B. Atmospheric icing sensors
A robust technique to detect icing and ice accretion rates
has not yet been reported in the published literature. It is
a challenging task to devise a measurement technique that
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can deal with both rime and glaze icing and can measure
icing rate, load and duration without being affected by the
icing event. Currently, all the ice detectors available are
capable of measuring either one or both phenomenon such
as detecting the icing event and measuring the rate of icing.
As ice sensors can be integrated with ice mitigation systems,
it is important for these sensors to deliver the necessary
information timely enough so as to be able to operate
anti-icing and de-icing mitigation strategies effectively. To
distinguish between snow and ice can be considered to
be an important factor for the determination of deicing
power requirements. Hence, measurement of an icing event
or related phenomena bounds a set of requirements which
include the ability of a sensor/probe to detect icing with high
sensitivity without being influenced by the icing incident.
Icing measurement techniques can be classified into direct
and indirect methods as follows:
Indirect Methods: The indirect methods of ice detection
involve measuring weather conditions such as humidity, and
temperature that lead to icing or detecting the effects of
icing, for example, reduction in the power generated by
the wind turbine, reduction in the speed of anemometers
or measuring the variables that cause icing or variables that
correlate with the occurrence of icing, such as cloud height
and visibility [5] . Empirical or deterministic models are then
used to determine when icing is occurring. Also Homola et.
al. [7] have outlined five indirect measurement methods. The
reduction in the speeds of anemometers method of Craig
and Craig [2] and the noise generation frequency method of
Seifert [14] are typical examples of indirect methods.
Direct Methods: The direct methods of ice and snow
detection are based on the principle of detecting property
changes caused by accretion such as mass, dielectric constants, conductivities, or inductance. Although Homola et.
al. [7] outlined twenty four direct measurement methods but
they still need to be more categorized for further exploration.
The categorization of these direct methods can be,
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Capacitive techniques
Microwave techniques
Inductance techiques
Ultrasonic techniques
Acoustic techniqes
Infrared techniques
Resonance techniques

II. C APACITIVE SENSING TECHNIQUE - I N GENERAL
From the above categories, the capacitive technique is
the main focus of this review. The capacitance depends
on the geometrical arrangement of the conductors and on
the dielectric material between them, C = C(, G). For
example, for a capacitor formed by n equal parallel plane
plates having a geometry G depending upon area A, with
a distance d between each pair, and an interposed material
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with a relative dielectric constant r , the capacitance is
A
C = ◦ r (n − 1)
d
where ◦ = 8.85pF/m is the dielectric constant for vacuum
mentioned by Pallace and Webster [13]. Therefore, any
measurand producing a variation in r , A, or d will result
in the change in the capacitance C and can be in principle
sensed by that device.
A. Dielectric constant from electronic polarization
The electron orbiting a nucleus is like a harmonic oscillation with a natural frequency ωo mentioned in Kao [9]. The
dynamic equation can be defined as,
d2 ∆x
= −γ∆x − ZqFloc
(1)
dt2
where ∆x is the electrons displacement, m is the electron
mass, q is the electronic charge, Z is the number electrons
involved, Floc is the local field acting on the atoms, and γ is
the force constant.
p γAlso the natural oscillation frequency is
given as ωo = m
. Also oscillating electron is equivalent
to an electric dipole and would radiate energy according
to electromagnetic theory of radiation. This energy can be
taken as a damping mechanism and β dx
dt is a retarding force,
hence our dynamic equation is,
m

d2 ∆x
dx
− ZqFloc
(2)
+ mωo2 ∆x = −β
2
dt
dt
From Bohr’s Model, we have the potential of electron given
as,
mq 4
(3)
E = h̄ωo =
2
(4πεo ) h̄2
m

h
where h̄ = 2π
and h is plank’s constant. Also when Z = 1
we have electronic polarization, αe = 4πεo R3 where R is
radius of the ground state orbit of Bohr’s atom.
Similarly, electronic susceptibility and dielectric constant is
given as,
i
h
2
χe = Nεαo e = εNo (Zq)
mωo2 h
i
(4)
2
εr = 1 + χe = 1 + εNo (Zq)
2
mω
o

B. Complex dielectric constant
When a time varying electric field is applied across a
parallel plate capacitor with the plate area of one unit and
a separation of d between the plates, then the total current
is given by,
dF
dD
= J + ε∗
(5)
JT = J +
dt
dt
where J is the conduction current and ε∗ is defined as
complex permittivity which is introduced to allow for dielectric losses due to friction accompanying polarization and
orientation of electric dipoles. This may be written as,


0
0
ε∗ = ε − jε = εr − jεr εo
(6)
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0

where εr is dielectric constant and εr is the loss factor. Also
loss tangent is defined as, tan δ = εεr0 where δ is loss angle.
r
We can use the instantaneous energy absorbed per second
per cm3 is given by JT (t)F (t). Thus, on average, the amount
of energy per cm3 per second absorbed by the material is
0

2
ωεr εo Fm
(7)
2
The discrete nature of matter, and the behavior and
interaction of those particles, can be manifested through their
response to time varying electric fields with wavelengths
comparable the distances between the particles. To measure
the dynamic response, we can use either use,
Time Domain Approach: We measure the time dependent polarization immmediately after the application of a
step function electric field or we meausre the decay of the
polarization from an initial steady state value to zero after
the sudden removal of an initial polarizing field. This decay
is generally referred to as dielectric relaxation.
Frequency Domain Approach: We mainly measure the
dielectric constant at various frequencies of alternating excitation fields. From the viewpoint of measuring techniques,
the time domain approach is simpler than the frequency
domain approach, but from the viewpoint of data analysis,
the time domain approach is more complex. However, both
approaches should be intimately connected and should yield,
in principle, the same results.
1) Dielectric relaxation - Time Domain Approach: This
is a time domain approach which provides conspicuous
information abouth the nonlinearity of the dielectric behavior
simply by varying the amplitude of the applied step function
held. Experimental arrangement for the measurements of
the time domain response (i.e., the transient charging or
discharging current, resulting from the application or the
removal of a step DC voltage) is given in Fig. 2.
In this circuit, the switch S1 has 2 positions: one for
turning on the step DC voltage to start the flow of charging
current, the other for short circuiting the specimen to allow
the discharging current to flow after the specimen has been
fully charged to a steady state level. The switch S2 is used
to short circuit R1 to provide a path for surge currents for
a very short period of time to protect the circuit; it also
gives a chance to adjust the amplifier to a null position
before recording the transient current. It is important to
make the time constant of the amplifier which depends on
the stray capacitance in shunt with R1 , much smaller than
the time during which the transient current is flowing. The
specimen has the guard and the guarded electrodes, the
outer guard electrode being connected to ground to eliminate
surface leakage currents from the specimen. The charging
or discharging current is measured as a voltage appearing
across R1 by means of a DC amplifier. The voltage drop
from point A to ground is made zero by a negative feedback
in the amplifier circuit, which produces a voltage across R2

W =
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(a) Basic experimental arrangement

(b) The step voltage and responses
Figure 2: Setup for the measurements of the charging and the discharging
current from the application and removal of a step voltage [9]

equal and opposite to that across R1 thus making the applied
step voltage across the specimen only. The step voltage and
the charging and discharging current as a function of time
are also shown in Fig. 2(b) in which I◦ is the steady DC
compoent of the charging current and the width of the step
voltage is 63 seconds.
2) Frequency Domain Approach: No material is free
of dielectric losses and therefore no material is free of
absorption and dispersion which reflects that no material
0
is frequency independent εr and εr . Now, using Debye
Equations for a varying electric field Fm ejωt we have the
relationships as,
εrs + εr∞
1 + ω 2 τ02

(8)

(εrs − εr∞ ) ωτ0
1 + ω 2 τ02

(9)

εr = εr∞ +
0

εr =

0

ε
(εrs − εr∞ ) ωτ0
tan δ = r =
εr
εrs + εr∞ ω 2 τ02

(10)
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Eq(s). 8, 9, 10 equations can also be written as,
εr − εr∞
1
=
εrs − εr∞
1 + ω 2 τ02

(11)

0

εr
ωτ0
=
εrs − εr∞
1 + ω 2 τ02

(12)

Now, the Eqn(s). 11, 12 are the parametric equations of
0
a circle in the εr − εr plane. By eliminating ωτ0 from Eq.
11 and 12 we obtain,

2

2
0
εrs + εr∞
εrs − εr∞
εr −
+ εr2 =
2
2

(13)

0

Only the semicircle of Eqn(s). 13 over which εr is positive
has physical significance. In this Argand Diagram shown in
Fig. 3(b), frequency is not explicitly shown. The variation
0
of εr and εr due to the variation of ω is shown in Fig.
3(a) which illustrates schematically the typical dispersion
behavior for polarization in the relaxation regime. Also, the
Eq(s). 8, 9, 10 are based on the following assumptions for
simplicity: the local field is the same as the applied field
F; the conductivity of the materials is negligible; all dipoles
have only one identical relaxation time τ◦ . For more details
on the mathematical description of the various forms of
Debye relations for the detection of atmospheric ice, see
Mughal et. al. [11].
III. C APACITIVE ICING SENSORS
Capacitive ice sensors generate an electric field to detect
the presence of dielectric materials. Such electric field radiates outward around the probe and a dielectric material in
close proximity of the field affects the measured capacitance,
Mughal et. al. [10]. This attribute enables non-invasive
measurements. In Tiuri et. al. [15], the results indicate that
the complex dielectric constant is practically independent
of the structure of snow. It is also mentioned that for dry
snow, the dielectric constant is determined by the density
and for wet snow, the imaginary part and the increase of the
real part due to liquid water have the same volumetric wetness dependence. The static dielectric constants, ε0 of both
polycrystalline and single crystals of ice have been carefully
determined Auty and Cole [1]. Also, application electrical
properties to the measurement of ice thickness, temperature,
crystal orientations are presented in Evanes [4]. Weinstein
[16], Kwadwo [12] and Jarvinen [8] proposed three different
capacitive based ice detection methods, Mughal et. al. [10],
which are discussed in the following sections.
A. Capacitive ice detector by Weinstein
This ice sensor proposed by Weinstein [16] as given
in Fig(s). 4a(a) can be used for the determination of the
thickness of ice (22) on the outer surface (12) of an
object independent of temperature and the composition of
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0

(a) εr , εr and tanδ as functions of ω

0

(b) Argand diagram of εr − εr relations for cases with one one
relaxation time τ◦
Figure 3: Frequency domain approach for measurement of dielectric constants [9]

the ice (22). First capacitive guage (16), second capacitive
guage (18), and the temperature guage (20) are embedded in embedding material (14) located within a hollow
portion of outer surface (12). First capacitive guage (16),
second capacitive guage (18), and temperature guage (20)
are respectively connected to first capacitance measurement
circuit (24), second capacitance measurement circuit (26),
and temperature measuring circuit (28). The geometry of
first and second capacitive guages (16) and (18) is such that
the ratio of voltage outputs of first and second capacitive
guages (24) and (26) is proportional to the thickness of
ice (22), regardless of ice temperature or composition. This
ratio is determined by offset and dividing circuit (29). First
capacitance measuring circuit (24) and second capacitance
measuring circuit (26) are connected to offset the dividing
circuit (29). The output voltage Vout of this offset and
dividing circuit (29) for ice conditions is determined by the
relation,
Vout =

(V − Vo )2
(V − Vo )1

(14)
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because the electric field is directly proportional to the voltage. The resistance between the cylindrical probes is large
at the start of the icing event because of the air gap between
the cylinders. However, as ice builds up on the cylindrical
probes, the air gap between the cylindrical probes decreases
and the resistance begins to decrease exponentially. The rate
of decrease is sensitive to the presence of water on the
surface of the ice formed on the cylindrical probes and this
phenomenon is used to distinguish between different types
of ice .
(a) Construction

(b) Ratio of capacitance gauge as a function
of thickness
Figure 4: Weinstein ice detector [16]

where V is the voltage output for the ice conditions and
Vo is the initial voltage for no ice conditions. Subscripts
(1) and (2) refer respectively to capactive measurements
from first capacitance measuring circuit (24) and second
capacitance measurement circuit (26). Vout is independent
of both temperature and ice decomposition since both efo
fects results in identical scaling factors for both V −V
and
2
V − Vo1 , thereby resulting no changes in Eq(s). 14. The
variation of capacitance as a function of thickness is shown
in Fig(s). 4a(b). This sensor is capable of predicting ice and
its thickness on a planar surface.

;
(a) Trajectory of supercooled water drops and air
moving towards two cylindrical probes

(b) Ice formation at the
windward side of the cylindrical probes
Figure 5: Cylindrical capacitive sensor

B. Two cylinder capacitive icing probe
Kwadwo [12] has used two-cylinder probes to act as a
capacitive ice sensor, based on the principle that as ice
accretes on two electrically charged parallel-arranged cylindrical probes, the measured capacitance increases, while the
resistance decreases. As the super cooled water droplets
collide with the cylindrical probes and stick on the surface,
they freeze and ice begins to grow as shown in Fig 5b. The
accreted ice affects the electric field generated by the electrically charged cylindrical probes resulting in an increase in
the capacitance due to the higher dielectric constant of the
accreted ice compared to air. The electric field originating
from the polarization charges on the surface of the ice partly
shields the external electric field generated by the charged
cylindrical probes leading to a reduction in the overall
electric field. The overall voltage decreases simultaneously,
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C. Total impedance and complex dielectric property ice
detection system
In this sensor, Jarvinen [8] used the method for detecting
the presence and the accretion of ice by first measuring the
properties of the contaminant layer overlying the ice sensor.
The contaminant layer’s temperature, thermal conductivity
and variation of total impedance versus ice sensor electrical
excitation frequency are measured. The complex dielectric
property subsystem monitors the dielectric property locus in
dielectric space as the excitation frequency is varied from
near dc to higher frequencies (using Cole-Cole plot) and
compares the measured results for magnitude and shape with
laboratory property data taken at the same temperature and
stored in the processor. It double checks using external ice
(based upon the complex dielectric measurements) sensor
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whether it is ice or rain water or deicing fluid or snow. If
the measured results form a semicircular shaped locus of
dielectric properties in complex dielectric space during the
frequency scan and those measurements are also determined
to be in agreement with on board stored laboratory ice data,
ice is confirmed to be present. The presence of ice is also
confirmed if a particular vector can be constructed from
the measured data taken at a single preselected excitation
frequency and found to have a vector angle in agreement
with the vector angle from stored laboratory results taken
at the same measurement conditions. In addition, complex
dielectric measurement algorithms identify whether cracks,
flaws or voids or increased electrical conductivity exist in
the ice covering and sensor from their effects on the shape
and size of the measured complex dielectric locus or from
the length of the vector at the pre selected frequency. The
presence of flaws, cracks or voids or enhanced electrical
conductivity are determined from the values for the low
frequency and high frequency intercepts and the value for
diameter of the complex dielectric locus if these values are
found to differ from those calculated for ice based on stored
ice data. These differences, if found to exist, are used to
correct the initially chosen ice thickness value based on the
assumption of normal ice: ice with no flaws, cracks or voids
or higher electrical conductivity. For more details on the
mathematical principle of this type of sensing technique see
Mugal et. al. [11].

the above paramters, hence the direct approach mentioned by
Homola et. al. [7] is able to deliver maximum information.
Also due to the variation in response of ice and snow by
varying the electrical field; the application of Cole-Cole
Diagram for complex dielectric constant of snow and ice is
adequately proved. It is stressed that a simulation study and
analytical study on the capacitive variations of atmospheric
ice be carried out to compare the numerical and theoretical
results with the experimental variations. These results can
further be utilized for the determination of atmospheric ice
type and measurement of its rate and thickness. A hybrid
measurement technique may also be considered in future
for robust results.
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Abstract—A radiofrequency transceiver is used for the dual
purpose of probing surface acoustic wave resonator sensors and
communicating the resulting measurements through a digital
wireless link. Thus, the radiofrequency hardware exhibits a
complementary use of short range probing of piezoelectric
sensors subject to harsh environmental conditions, and long range
digital communication through a wireless sensor network. The
demonstration is performed in the 434 MHz European Industrial,
Scientific and Medical band, yielding half-duplex communication
ranges well beyond 100 m.
Keywords—transceiver; radio communication; 434 MHz ISM
band; SAW resonator; temperature sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Piezoelectric surface acoustic wave (SAW) transducers [1]
have been widely used as passive (no local energy source)
wireless sensors [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Despite apparent similarities with silicon based RadioFrequency IDentification tags
(RFID), SAW devices underlying physical principles differ
vastly, requiring only linear processes in the electromagnetic
to mechanical sensing wave conversion and thus improved
interrogation ranges [7]. SAW sensors are probed using active
interrogation units operating on principles similar to RADAR.
Amongst the classes of SAW devices, two main families
include the resonators (narrowband device, characterized by
a resonance frequency dependent on a physical quantity under
investigation) [8] and the delay lines (wideband devices,
characterized by a propagation delay dependent on a physical
quantity under investigation) [9], [10], [11]. While the latter
strategy often requires fast electronics and large data storage
memories (typical time constants are in the hundreds of MHz
bandwidth, with typical 40-ns long pulses), probing resonator
can be as simple as an embedded frequency sweep network
analyzer probing the reflection coefficient of the transducer.
Because of the wireless link, a pulsed mode RADAR provides
improved isolation (and hence interrogation range): the typical
solution is a pulsed-mode frequency-sweep RADAR. Multiple
references in the literature discuss the implementation of dedicated hardware for probing such devices [12], [13], [14], [15],
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either as Fourier-transform based [16] by emitting a wideband
pulse and identifying the frequency of the signal returned by
the sensor, or sweeping a narrowband pulse [17] for identifying
the frequency at which the sensor returns most power (meeting
the resonance frequency condition, hence allowing for the
resonator to store energy which is then released during the
listening step).
On the other hand, the widespread availability of wireless
communication interfaces provides embedded chips with most
functionalities needed for probing a SAW sensor: tunable
radiofrequency source, power amplifier, low noise amplifier
on the reception stage, I/Q demodulator and low pass filters.
Our aim is to use such a transceiver not only for its original
purpose of transmitting digital data through a wireless link,
but also for probing the frequency-dependent response of
SAW resonators. Hence, we select transceivers which provide
the I and Q demodulated analog outputs, and analyze the
needed signal processing steps for extracting the relevant
information. All operations will be restricted to the European
434 MHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band: the
same hardware is first configured to probe locally (range
0.1-2 m) a SAW sensor, and then reconfigured for sharing
the acquired data through a digital wireless link with a sink
in charge of storing the data and sharing them through the
Internet.
II. H ARDWARE SELECTION
Because we aim at processing the analog signal returned by
the sensor, access to the raw I and Q outputs of the receiver
stage of the transceiver is mandatory. Due to increased requirement of compacity and low pin count, most radiofrequency
transceivers only provide digital interfaces to the user. We
have identified 3 suppliers of radiofrequency transceivers potentially compatible with our need: Semtech XE1203F, Maxim
MAX7203 and Melexis TH7122. Because the latter is already
used in a commercial product [18] in a dual chip (separate
emitter and receiver) configuration which is hardly satisfactory,
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we have focused on the former reference which provides a
tunable frequency source with 500 Hz frequency step, I/Q
analog outputs, and most significantly a fast (pin triggered)
switching from emitter to receiver mode capability. This last
point is significant: since the time constant of a resonator
operating at frequency f0 is Q/(πf0 ) with Q the quality factor
of the device, the power loss is 8.7 dB/time constant during the
exponential decaying response of the sensor. Typical values at
f0 = 434 MHz are Q ∈ [8000 − 1000] so that typical time
constants for sampling the returned signal are in the 6-7 µs.

a monostatic antenna configuration, a digitally programmable
radiofrequency attenuator for improved measurement range
dynamics and possibly a RS232 to USB (FTDI FT232RL)
converter (Fig.1). Reducing the number of active circuits aims
at reducing the total power consumption: the STM32 based on
an ARM Cortex M3 architecture exhibits reduced deep-sleep
mode power consumption of less than 4 µA. All dedicated
radiofrequency chips are powered by General Purpose Input
Output (GPIO) pins of the microcontroller while the radio
frequency transceiver provides deep sleep mode capabilities.
Measured power consumptions are summarized in table I.
Operation mode
RF digital communication
Probing SAW resonators
Standby mode microcontroller and
transceiver in reception mode
Standby all components

Consumption (mA)
140
80
22.3
1.2

TABLE I
P OWER CONSUMPTION OF THE SAW INTERROGATION UNIT BASED ON A
XE1203F RADIOMODEM AND STM32 MICROCONTROLLER , DEPENDING
ON THE OPERATING MODES . T HE SUPPLY VOLTAGE IS 3.3 V.

Fig. 1. Synoptic description of the card. The microcontroller configures
components depending on the actions chosen. The two modes available are
communication mode (fixed 434 MHz carrier, 4800 bit/s) and a SAW probing
mode. In the latter operating mode, the radiomodem scans the ISM frequency
band step by step so as to detect the resonant frequencies of resonators. The
resonance frequency difference is returned as the quantity representative of
the temperature measurement. This measurement result is also stored on a
SD card. The external radiofrequency duplexer is mandatory for improved
isolation between the emission and reception stage and thus an interrogation
range of the SAW sensor reaching 1 m.

Using an integrated transceiver for probing SAW devices,
although attractive in terms of integration, footprint and
power consumption, is challenging since the signal processing performed at the output of the mixer of the reception
stage are hardly documented. Nevertheless, the frequencydependent response of SAW sensors is characterized using
such a hardware, and the frequency at which the returned
power is maximum is identified by sampling simultaneously
the I and Q output using a dual analog-to-digital converter
embedded in a ST Microelectronics STM32 microcontroller
(Fig. 1). Using this approach, the total number of integrated
circuits needed to design a SAW resonator reader is restricted
to 4 : a XE1203 transceiver, a microcontroller providing
fast (>1 Msamples/s A/D conversion), a fast radiofrequency
duplexer for switching from emission to reception stages in
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Although the time constant of the resonator discharge is 6 to
7 µs, Fig. 2 exhibits a significant returned signal for more than
25 µs after switching the duplexer from emission to reception
positions. This signal is interpreted as the impulse response of
the low pass filters located on the I and Q channels output,
after the internal radiomodem mixers (here set to a cutoff
frequency of 200 kHz). The oscillations observed on the I and
Q outputs are the result of mixing a fixed frequency returned
by the sensor (resonance frequency) with the emitted tunable
frequency source. Following this time dependent characterization of the output of the I and Q channels, the practical use of
these information only requires a single measurement by the
analog to digital (A/D) converters of the STM32, selected at
a time 20 µs after switching the duplexer position.
Once the relevant data from the SAW sensors are recorded,
the radiofrequency transceiver is reconfigured to operate in
its original purposes, namely wireless digital data communication. While the current demonstration focuses on a point
to point communication towards a sink configured as a sink
(constantly listening for incoming messages), dynamic signal
routing is under investigation using the MAC layer provided
by the TinyOS executive environment under the Collection
Tree Protocol (CTP) routing protocol [19]. Because failure of
the sink (either due to operating system crash or overload,
malicious attacks when connected to the Internet, or power
failure) is considered as the weakest link in the dissemination
of the measurement data, the embedded SAW reader has
been fitted with a Secure Digital (SD) mass storage medium
for keeping a local record of all emitted sentences (Fig. 4).
Because most users request the ability to recover the stored
data on widely available Personal Computers, a FAT-based
data storage was selected as a tradeoff between a filesystem
compatible with low power microcontroller, while still widely
available on most commonly used operating systems. Thus,
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since a resonator is characterized by only two parameters (resonance frequency and quality factor), the only available means
for identifying multiple sensors located within interrogation
range of a transceiver is by using frequency multiplexing. Despite not being compliant with ISM radiofrequency emission
regulations, the transceiver can synthesize frequencies in the
434 ±8 MHz range, far beyond the ISM band, compatible
with reading up to 32 resonances.
Although the (SAW) sensor does not require local power,
the interrogation unit is battery powered. In order to extend
the operating duration of the sensor network, deep sleep mode
is active most of the time with only intermittent wakeup
sequences to probe the sensor and transmit data to the sink.
Each SAW reader is identified by a unique, user defined, 32-bit
address used as pattern during the data transmission (hardware
feature of the XE1203F chip).

20

III. O PERATING MODES
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Fig. 2. Top: experimental measurement of the time-dependent output of the
I output of the XE1203F transceiver when a dual resonator SAW sensor is
connected to the antenna output. Bottom: simulation of the returned signal as
sin(2π(f − f0 )t) with f0 the fixed resonance frequency of the sensor and f
the frequency emitted by the transceiver (ordinate), hence demonstrating the
the signal returned by the sensor is at the natural frequency of the resonator.
The optimum signal to noise ratio was identified with a unique sampling by
the microcontroller A/D converter 20 µs after the duplexer was switched from
emission to reception positions.

the EFSL library was ported to the STM32 platform for this
purpose.
All measurements are differential: the sensor is made of
two resonators in parallel, one exhibiting a strong frequency
dependence with temperature and the other one a turnover
temperature within the operating range. Using this approach,
each measurement requires a sampling duration of 33ms,
including programming the transceiver, recording the two
values (I and Q) from the analog to digital converter for
each sampled frequency (128 samples in the 1.7 MHz wide
ISM band), applying a cross-correlation algorithm through a
fast Fourier transform to measure the frequency difference
between both resonances, and transmitting the data through the
wireless link as well as storing a copy on SD card. Digital data
communication is performed at the bandwidth of 4800 bits/s
for improved immunity to noise and extended communication
range. SAW resonators hardly provide enough information to
allow for both measuring a physical quantity and identification:
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Fig. 3. Three SAW readers are used in this model of the wireless sensor
network considered here: one reader acts as the sink and triggers the data
transfer (master) from the other readers used for probing SAW sensor
responses (slaves). Each slave reader is associated with nearby SAW sensors:
after receiving the command for performing a measurement, the SAW reader
probes the nearby resonator resonance frequencies and transmits the result
through a wireless digital link.

Two operating modes have been implemented:
•

one reader is configured as the sink, constantly listening
for incoming data, and connected to a Personal Computer
for data storage and transfer. In this case, the radiomodem
transceiver is used in its default operating mode, namely
digital data transmission. The other readers, spread on
the field within a digital communication range of about
100 m, are configured in standby mode and periodically
wake up to probe the nearby SAW sensor (interrogation
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•

range of '1 m). Once the SAW sensor properties (resonance frequency and signal power) are recorded on the
remote system, data are transmitted to the sink (Fig.3).
One challenge in scalability of this simple approach is
that readers are assumed not to wake up simultaneously
in order to avoid interferences on the radiofrequency
link. Furthermore, the digital link is half duplex, leading
to potentially significant limitations in the extension of
this approach to a fully distributed, multi-hop wireless
network protocol. This issue is under investigation by
porting the current low level (C-language based) implementation of the communication algorithms to the
TinyOS executive environment, targeted at providing the
MAC layer and associated communication protocols.
Although the periodic wake up of each node hardly
qualifies this implementation as a deployed Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN), power consumption is optimized
since the readers deployed in the field spend most of
their life in deep sleep mode, yielding significant power
consumption reduction.
The second approach is based on a master/slave communication protocol, in which the sink (master) requests
measurements from the readers deployed on the field
(slaves). Again the multi hop protocol is not implemented,
but here all nodes are constantly in receive mode, potentially acting as routers of the incoming messages to nodes
located further away from the sink. The drawback is that
although the microcontroller is in sleep mode (wake up
by a hardware interrupt generated by the radiomodem),
the radiofrequency transceiver exhibits significant power
consumption even in receive mode, reducing the life
expectancy in a battery powered application.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

One example of harsh environment [20] where battery
powered sensors exhibit a limitation is buried sensors: once
the sensor is installed in concrete or buried in soil, access for
maintenance or battery replacement is no longer an option.
Thus, our experimental demonstration is performed on a SAW
sensor buried 30 cm deep in soil (fig.4). Such a device has been
installed for more than 4 years with no dedicated packaging
other than a standard micro-electronics 5 mm× mm ceramic
packaging, with neither drift nor signal loss despite direct
contact of the soldered dipole antenna (enameled wires) and
the sensor with soil [21]. Alternative technologies include
distribued measurements along a buried optical fiber exhibiting
Brillouin backscatter [22], or if infinite life expectancy is
not mandatory, battery powered systems with extended life
expectancies have been used [23], [24].
The measurement standard deviation is 2 kHz: considering
that the dual resonator sensor difference frequency dependence
with temperature is 2500 Hz/o C, the observed temperature
variations between day and night is about 4 o C. The temperature measurement resolution is 1 o C.
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Fig. 4. 10-day temperature record of a SAW sensor buried 30 cm deep
in soil: 20 measurements are stored on a FAT formatted SD card every 10
minutes and transmitted through a digital radiofrequency link. The various
colors indicate successive manual recoveries of the data stored on the SD
card.

V. C ONCLUSION
While the use of SAW as passive sensors interrogated
through a wireless link has demonstrated unique operating
conditions in harsh environments, the widespread deployment
as part of a wireless sensor network is here investigated by
reconfiguring the same digital data transmission transceiver
for probing SAW resonator properties and hence the associated
physical quantity under investigation. A practical demonstration of temperature measurement with local data storage on
a non-volatile medium and real time data transmission to a
remote sink connected to a personal computer is performed.
Thus, the complementarity of the approach is emphasized: a
short (0.1 to 1 m interrogation range) interrogation distance
of the passive sensor located in a harsh environment, coupled
with long range wireless digital data transmission.
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Abstract—The emergence of powerful sensor-equipped
smartphones led to a new form of people-centric sensing
networks (PCSN), in which users collect sensor information
via their mobile phone. This kind of mobile sensing allows
for large-scale data collection on low costs but introduces new
challenges: PCSNs need to cope with continuously contributed
data and keep transmission and energy costs for users at
a minimum in order to reach large-scale participation. In
this paper, we propose a Distributed Multi-Head Clustering
(DMHC) algorithm that aims at resolving these problems by
forming sensing clusters with different roles for participating
nodes. We conducted simulations to evaluate DMHC and our
analysis shows that it significantly reduces mobile network
traffic and user costs without introducing too much overhead.
Keywords-People-centric sensing; Mobile phone sensing; Clustering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile phone technology has recently undergone a rapid
change: Improvements in computation, storage, and wireless
communication lead to a spread of powerful mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets. A recent trend is the
integration of sensing capabilities into the latest generation
of mobile devices. Currently available phones come with
built-in accelerometers, gyros, location, audio, and image
sensors. We expect that in the future even more sensing
hardware will be integrated into mobile phones. For instance,
Nokia proposed a future mobile phone[1] that is equipped
with sensors for monitoring the environment, the user’s
health, and the current weather. With this development
mobile phones evolve from standard phones, intended for
personal communication only, to ubiquitous sensing devices
that are globally distributed.
These devices could be applied to form a new kind of
sensor network, so-called people-centric sensing networks
[2] (also referred to as mobile phone sensing [3] or mobile
crowdsensing [4]), where people serve as carriers for mobile phone-based sensors. People-centric sensing networks
(PCSN) allow for large-scale global data collection and realtime information display. They could be used, for instance,
to monitor environmental pollution, temperature, or noise
intensity of urban areas. Even though PCSNs are related
to wireless sensor networks (WSN), there are significant
differences between those two types of sensor networks
(cf. [5]). The main advantage of PCSNs is that data can
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be collected on a large-scale with automatically deployed,
consumer-paid sensor nodes. This new kind of real-time
data collection opens up new opportunities for services and
applications. However, it also entails several new problems:
One major challenge is to process enormous amounts of
data contributed by users. Especially for network operators,
millions of continuously transmitting mobile phones would
lead to a serious challenge. People-centric sensing will
not be accepted if data measurements congest the mobile
network. At the same time, it is desirable to upload as
much data as possible to improve the quality of information.
Thus, methods are needed that reduce mobile network traffic
without reducing data quality.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that aims at resolving this problem. Our Distributed Multi-Head Clustering
(DMHC) algorithm relieves the mobile network by forming
sensing clusters. Within a cluster, collected sensor data is
exchanged via ad hoc communication and uploaded in an
aggregated form by the clusterhead. To compensate for the
overhead introduced by forming the cluster and to minimize
energy costs for users, DMHC selects only a subset of
nodes as sensingheads, which are required to collect and
transfer measurement data to the clusterhead. The election
of clusterhead and sensingheads is based on remaining
energy levels, communication costs, and capabilities of the
nodes. Our analysis shows that DMHC significantly reduces
mobile network traffic and user costs while generating only
negligible overhead.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the problem is formulated and requirements are
specified. Section III discusses related work. In Section
IV, we present our DMHC algorithm, followed by our
simulation results in Section V. Finally, we present our
conclusions and future work in Section VI.
II. P ROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND REQUIREMENTS
In this paper, we explore the problem of clustering PCSNs. Clustering, in this context, means partitioning its nodes
into a set of clusters of geographically co-located nodes.
Within each cluster, nodes assume one of the following roles
(cf. Figure 1): Clusterheads are responsible for collecting
measurement data within the cluster and transmitting these
in aggregated form to a server responsible for storing the
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Figure 1.

People-centric sensing network with multi-head clusters

collected data. Sensingheads are responsible for recording
the measurement readings and transmitting them to the
clusterhead. Cluster members have no specific function to
fulfill, but might be requested to become a sensinghead if
more measurements are needed. Each cluster consists of one
clusterhead, one or more sensingheads, and possibly some
cluster members. If there are too few nodes within a cluster,
the clusterhead may additionally assume the sensinghead
role; thereby minimal clusters consist of one node being
clusterhead and sensinghead at the same time.
We want to limit the geographic extent of clusters in order
to obtain measurements of nearby sensors at comparable
locations. Thus, we aim for 1-hop clusters and so each
node should have a link to the clusterhead. This implies
that measurements of nodes that are within communication
range are “comparable”. As the geographical variance of
measurements strongly depends on the sensor type (e.g.,
temperature or CO2 ), we assume that the communication
range is automatically adapted (by varying the transmission
power) in order to meet the sensor type spatial specifics. In
case of parallel measurements with different sensor types,
the range needs to be adapted according to the sensor type
with the highest spatial variance.
Furthermore, the clustering algorithm should fulfill the
following requirements:
• Mobility-Adaptive: The clustering algorithm needs to
cope with continuous node mobility.
• Distributed: To allow for scalable sensing networks, the
clustering algorithm should be distributed.
• Energy-Efficient: Due to limited energy resources, clustering should use as little power as possible.
III. R ELATED W ORK
There is a lot of research work related to people-centric
sensing. Most work focuses on approaches and techniques
that enable data collection with mobiles phones ([6]–[8]),
but the potential communicational overload caused by these
continuous sensing approaches is often neglected.
However, in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
and mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), efficient communication is an important research question. To achieve
scalability, nodes are often grouped into clusters. For this
process, various clustering algorithms have been proposed
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([9], [10]). Our DMHC is based on Distributed MobilityAdaptive Clustering (DMAC) proposed by Basagni [11],
which enables clustering for scenarios with mobile nodes.
Several surveys provide a detailed overview of clustering
algorithms ([12], [13]). In contrast to our work, most existing
clustering algorithms only distinguish between clusterheads
and cluster members.
An orthogonal approach to the cluster-based concept is
to reduce communication costs by eliminating redundant
sensing data transmissions with the help of a predictionbased algorithm [14]. Data is only transmitted when it
deviates from the predictions and if it changes the statistic
with a high probability. The problem of this approach is that
applied prediction models have to be adapted and optimized
for each type of sensor data, if significant reduction is to
be achieved. This is a complementary concept to ours and
could be applied in addition to our clustering algorithm.
Another aspect of our approach is the reduction of energy
costs, which we achieve with different roles per cluster.
Several other approaches for energy efficient mobile sensing
have been proposed. Wang et al. [15] presented a framework that only powers a minimum set of sensors and uses
appropriate sensor duty cycles to achieve energy efficiency.
Priyantha et al. [16] proposed a sensing architecture where
sampling and processing of sensor data is offloaded to a
dedicated low-power processor. As these approaches typically focus on energy-efficiency per node, they could also
be integrated into our proposed clustering algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first that
allows for multi-head cluster partitioning for people-centric
sensing networks.
IV. D ISTRIBUTED M ULTI -H EAD C LUSTERING
In this section, we describe a distributed multi-head algorithm that sets up sensing clusters in PCSNs. The algorithm
consists of two phases: (A) the set-up and maintenance of
clusters (including the election of clusterheads) and (B) the
election and initiation of sensingheads.
A. Cluster set-up and maintenance
The set-up and maintenance is mainly based on DMAC.
DMAC partitions nodes of a mobile network into clusters in
a distributed manner by applying a weight-based criterion.
Our DMHC is an extension and adaption of DMAC for
people-centric sensing networks. Messages, node weights,
and procedures used in our proposed DMHC are explained
in the following.
1) Clustering messages: In order to form a cluster, nodes
need to be aware of neighboring nodes. This is achieved
by using periodic broadcasts, so called PeriodicClusteringMessages (PCM). A PCM contains a node’s ID, its
remaining energy (i.e., its battery charge level), and its
current communication costs. The latter are a combination
of its costs per transmission (cpt) and its accumulated total
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costs for previous transmissions (tc). Due to the reception
(or the absence) of PCMs, the status of links to neighboring
nodes can be detected.
Besides PCMs, nodes use two types of messages for the
cluster set-up: CH messages indicate that the sender has
assumed the clusterhead role and are broadcasted in order to
reach all neighboring nodes. Nodes in the vicinity overhearing the CH can join this cluster. If a node receives multiple
CH messages, it joins the cluster with the bigger weight
(cf. Section IV-A2). This can be indicated by sending a Join
message to the clusterhead. Join messages are broadcasted
as well, but have to be directed, i.e., they have to contain the
clusterhead’s ID in order to indicate the cluster they want
to join. As Join messages may indicate a change from of
cluster, they have an impact on the previous cluster as well
and thus are also processed by the former clusterhead. In
addition, Join messages include a set of sensing capabilities
S (e.g., S = {Temp, CO2 }) that indicates, which sensors are
provided by the joining node.
2) Node weights: In our approach, we adapted DMAC’s
concept of applying a weight-based criterion to allow for
distributed clustering. However, DMAC does not specify the
determination of the nodes’ weight. In DMHC, the weight
is calculated based on factors that are highly relevant for
the deployment in people-centric sensing networks, namely
communication costs and remaining energy levels.
In order to avoid excessive costs for users caused by
continuous data transmissions, DMHC selects the node
with the lowest communication costs (i.e., min(cpt+tc)) as
clusterhead. In case communication costs are equal for two
nodes, the one with the higher remaining energy (re) level
receives the bigger weight. If the previous factors do not
yield a distinct clusterhead, the node with the lower ID is
chosen.
3) Clustering procedures: In order to respond to the
previously specified messages, DMAC specifies several procedures. Those procedures are run by each node locally.
• Init(): The init() procedure is called whenever the node
has no associated clusterhead. This may happen in two
situations: (1) If the node has just joined the network
(e.g., when it has just been switched on) and thus
obviously cannot be member of a cluster yet. (2) If a
node has lost its clusterhead. Init() determines whether
there is a neighboring node with a bigger weight than
itself. If this is the case, it joins that cluster, otherwise,
it will become a clusterhead.
• LinkFailure(u): If a node’s connection to another node
u gets lost (recognized through the lack of PCMs), it
checks whether itself or u have had the clusterhead role.
If itself is the clusterhead, it removes node u from the
cluster members. If node u has been the clusterhead,
the node restarts the Init() procedure to find a new
clusterhead. Otherwise, the link failure has no direct
impact on the node and is ignored.
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NewLink(u): If a node receives a PCM of a new
neighbor u and u is a clusterhead with bigger weight,
the node affiliates with u.
OnReceivingCH(u): If a node receives a CH message,
which indicates that u is a clusterhead, the node affiliates with this cluster if u has a bigger weight.
OnReceivingJoin(u,z): If a nodes receives a Join message, which indicates that u wants to affiliate with the
cluster of z, the node has to check if u has just left its
own cluster or wants to join it (i.e., node = z). If z is
no clusterhead, it ignores the incoming Join. Node u
learns about the failed association with the next PCM
received from z.

B. Sensinghead election
If possible, there should be multiple sensingheads in a
cluster in order to improve the robustness and compensate
for faulty measurements of individual nodes. In order to keep
the energy consumption as low as possible for the users, too
many redundant measurements should be avoided. Thus, a
trade-off between redundancy and energy saving is needed.
1) Election process: DMHC solves this by selecting only
a specified fraction (sensinghead ratio ρ) of participating
nodes as sensingheads. To ensure robust measurement results
for small clusters, a minimum number of sensingheads υ can
be specified. If a new node joins a cluster with n nodes, the
sensinghead election is triggered if
|Sensingheads|
< ρ). (1)
n+1
Next, a priority class Pj is calculated that takes account
of the capabilities of the new node j:
(|Sensingheads| < υ) ∨ (

Pj =

max
T

s∈(Sj

(n −

SReq )

n
X

|{s}

\

Sk |)

(2)

k=1

where Sj is the set of sensing capabilities of the joining
node j, and SReq denotes the set of capabilities
required for
T
the sensing tasks in the network. If Sj SReq = ∅, Pj is set
to 0; nodes in this priority class are ignored in the following
steps. The other priority classes (P1 ,...,Pn−1 ) sort the nodes
in such a way that nodes with scarce capabilities within the
cluster (i.e., a sensor type that only a small subset of cluster
members possesses) get into a lower priority classes. The
idea behind this is to chose those nodes only for sensing
tasks that require these scarce capabilities and that only those
nodes can fulfill.
For the sensinghead election, we used two possible approaches in DMHC: The first one is called sequential
sensinghead election (SSE) and is based on the sequence of
arriving and leaving nodes. The first nodes joining a cluster
are selected as sensingheads until the sensinghead ratio ρ
is reached. From then on, the clusterhead checks for each
new node whether ρ is still met. If the sensinghead ratio
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V. E VALUATION
We conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of
DMHC. In this section, we will first describe the simulation
setup, followed by the presentation of the simulation results.
A. Simulation setup
For our simulations we used the JiST/SWANS simulation
environment [17], which allows the simulation of largescale wireless networks. The size of the simulation area
was set to 5×5km. In this area the mobile phone nodes,
varying from 1-100 nodes, were moving around. Nodes were
randomly distributed, and mobility was modeled by using
the Random Waypoint Model with speeds between 1 and
6 m/s and a pause time of 10 seconds. Each run simulated
a period of 6 hours and was repeated 50 times. For the
wireless communication, we facilitated the built-in wireless
LAN (WLAN) simulation components and employed the
free-space model using a standard configuration for the
WLAN communication (transmission strength: 15 dBm,
antenna gain: 1dB). For the sake of simplicity, we assumed
(Sn )n∈N = SReq for sensing capabilities of all nodes N .
B. Mobile network transmissions
We first evaluated the amount of mobile network transmissions by comparing the naive approach without clustering,
in which all nodes conduct measurements and transmit the
collected data themselves, to our cluster-based approach. It
is obvious that our algorithm reduces the network traffic,
as only clusterheads communicate via the mobile network,
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Number of transmissions per node

drops below ρ due to the newly arrived node, this node
becomes a sensinghead. If a sensinghead leaves the cluster,
for instance due to an association with another cluster,
the cluster member that joined first is selected as a new
sensinghead. The second approach, called highest remaining
energy (HRE), considers the remaining energy level as the
decisive factor. Every time a new node joins a cluster, the
clusterhead compares the energy level of the newly joined
node with that of the current sensingheads. If the new node
has a higher energy level, it becomes a sensinghead and the
former sensinghead with the lowest remaining energy level
becomes an ordinary cluster member.
2) Sensinghead messages: Since nodes need to know
whether they are supposed to conduct measurements or not,
the clusterhead has to inform them about their role within
the cluster. For this reason we introduce two new types of
messages: RevokeMeasurement (RM) and MeasurementRequest (MR) messages. When joining a cluster, a new node
assumes to be a sensinghead by default. RevokeMeasurement
messages are sent by the clusterhead to inform the receiver
that he is not a sensinghead anymore. MeasurementRequest
messages are used to indicate that nodes should start measuring. MR messages are only sent after link failures or HRE
sensinghead elections.
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instead of all mobile nodes without clustering. However, we
analyzed, which node densities result in clusters that are
large enough to significantly reduce mobile network traffic.
We ran simulations with different measurement cycles
(mc={15s, 30s, 120s}). Figure 2 illustrates the normalized
average number of transmissions, i.e., the total number of
average transmissions in relation to the number of nodes.
DMHC significantly reduces the network transmissions compared to the naive approach, even for low node densities.
With 10 nodes only, we achieve a network traffic reduction
of approximately 70%, and from 40 nodes on even more
than 95% reduction. These results lead to the conclusion
that DMHC makes sense even in less densely populated
areas and can help to significantly reduce the network traffic
imposed by people-centric sensing.
C. Communication costs
DMHC considers the communication costs during the
clusterhead election. Ideally, in case of a high amount of
data flatrate users, each cluster consists of at least one node
with zero communication costs.
In our analysis, we evaluated the impact of the penetration
rate of flatrate users on the average communication costs
per node. Therefore, we ran simulation trials where 5%,
15%, and 25% of nodes had a data flatrate and were not
charged for transmitting data. For the remaining nodes, each
transmission via the mobile phone network was counted as a
“charged transmission”. The communication costs can then
derived by including the actual costs per data transmissions
(charged transmissions ∗ cpt). For these trials, sensingheads
conducted measurements with mc=15s, and PCM messages
were broadcasted with a PCM cycle (pc) of 3-4 seconds.
The results are illustrated in Figure 3. In trials without
clustering, the average communication costs drop according
to the percentage of flatrate users, as only those nodes do
not contribute to the overall communication costs. In trials
with DMHC, the flatrate penetration has a relatively low
impact compared to the cost reduction introduced by simply
clustering participating nodes. The average communication
costs for high-density settings become very low, as the
probability of having a user with a data flatrate within each
cluster obviously increases with larger cluster sizes. The
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results show that DMHC significantly lowers the costs and
hereby provides a basis for a large-scale user participation.
D. Energy costs
We consider energy costs as the sum of energy used for
mobile network transmissions, ad hoc transmissions, and
sensor measurements. For those energy consuming tasks, the
amount of task occurrences were analyzed in three different
simulation trials for varying ratios of PCM and measurement
cycles. We specified a high, medium, and low PCM-tomeasurements ratio. In the high PCM-to-measurements ratio,
PCMs were sent every 2-4 seconds (i.e., with a pc of 24s) and measurements were collected every 30 seconds. In
this setting, a lot of ad hoc messages were exchanged in
comparison to the amount of conducted measurements. In
the medium and low PCM-to-measurements settings, PCMs
were broadcasted every 6-10 and 10-16 seconds respectively,
while measurements were conducted with the same rate
(mc=30s). We made assumptions for relative energy costs for
the above mentioned energy consuming tasks and considered
two scenarios. In Scenario 1, mobile network transmissions
consume six times more energy than ad hoc transmissions,
based on the findings in [18]. Further, we assumed that
the energy consumption of sensor measurements is low in
comparison to energy used for transmissions (e.g., for temperature sensors). In Scenario 2, we assumed lower relative
energy costs for mobile network transmissions (factor 3
compared to those of ad hoc transmissions), but also assumed slightly higher energy costs for sensor measurements.
In Table I, the energy costs for the mentioned scenarios are
listed, specified in relation to an energy cost unit τ .
Table I
E NERGY COST RATIOS FOR SCENARIOS
Scenario 1
6τ
1τ
0.5τ

Scenario 2
3τ
1τ
0.8τ

The results of Scenario 1 show that for trials with medium
and low PCM frequency, energy costs are lower than without
DMHC from 10 nodes onwards (see Figure 4). Only the
setting with a very high frequency of periodic broadcasts
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Energy costs for Scenario 2

exceeds the energy costs of the naive approach. Figure 5
shows the results for Scenario 2. The energy costs of DMHC
exceed those of the naive approach in the setting with a
medium PCM frequency. However, the additional energy
overhead is relatively small and might be acceptable, if
communications costs are lowered significantly instead.
E. Number of measurements
We evaluated the impact of the sensinghead ratio ρ
and the minimum sensinghead number υ on the actual
amount of measurements. In a first step (S1), we simulated three settings with different sensinghead ratios ρ =
{10%, 25%, 50%} and a constant sensinghead minimum of
υ = 2. In a second step (S2), we varied the sensinghead
minimum υ = {2, 3, 5} for a constant ρ = 10%. For these
trials, mc was set to 15 seconds, and pc to 3-4 seconds.
The results from S1 show that the number of measurements rapidly converges (see Figure 6). From about 30
nodes on, the amount of measurements per node remains
stable, which shows that the effect from introducing sensingheads can also be useful in low-density settings. As the
sensinghead ratio ρ specifies the minimal ratio, the number
of measurements per node converges to an amount slightly
higher than indicated, i.e., 58%, 17%, and 8% above ρ. The
results from S2 lead to similar conclusions (see Figure 7).
Although υ has a significant impact for low-density settings,
the number of measurements drops very fast in all trials. A
stable average is reached from 30-40 nodes onwards.
F. Ad hoc overhead for sensinghead election
In the last analysis, we compared the ad hoc overhead of
SSE and HRE. The main part of the overhead arises from
PCMs sent out by each node. The number of those messages
is the same for both approaches. The difference lies in the
amount of non-periodical messages, thus we focused solely
on ad hoc messages required for the pure cluster formation
and maintenance (i.e., CH, Join, RM, and MR). The results
(Figure 8) show that SSE performs slightly better. This is
due to the fact that HRE re-determines all sensingheads
every time a node joins or leaves the cluster. However, the
difference of both approaches is relatively small compared
to the overall ad hoc overhead.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented our DMHC algorithm, which forms sensing clusters in order to reduce network traffic and user
costs. Each cluster consists of a clusterhead, responsible
for the communication of the data, and multiple sensingheads, responsible for the data collection. Clusterheads are
selected based on the communication costs in order to
keep user costs as low as possible. For the sensinghead
election, we proposed two approaches: SSE and HRE. We
analyzed our DMHC algorithm based on simulations using
the JiST/SWANS framework. The results show that already
for low node densities, DMHC significantly reduces network
transmissions, transmission costs, and number of measurements. Energy costs are also within reasonable boundaries,
and the ad hoc overhead comparison shows that the performance of both sensinghead election algorithms is adequate.
In our future work, we will elaborate our concept on
two main aspects: First, we will implement an adaptive
sensinghead election, which automatically adapts ρ to optimize the coverage. Second, we plan to integrate predictionbased approaches to further minimize traffic. In addition,
a more comprehensive evaluation is planned, in which the
proposed approach is compared to other clustering schemes
and more realistic urban mobility and energy models are
applied. Further, we will investigate in privacy and incentive
schemes that can be utilized to complement our concept.
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Abstract—IPv6 based Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs)
are emerging. Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has
developed an IPv6 Routing Protocol for LLNs (RPL), which is
widely considered as a feasible routing protocol for LLNs.
However, routing loops and lack of a loop-free local route repair
mechanism are two major open issues to be addressed in RPL.
Based on the framework of RPL, this paper proposes a LoopFree Routing Protocol for LLNs (LRPL). We provide an
innovative rank computation method and a loop-free local route
repair mechanism to eliminate routing loops in RPL. Simulation
results show that the proposed LRPL performs much better than
conventional routing protocols in terms of packet delivery rate,
end-to-end packet delay, and routing overhead.
Keywords-loop-free routing; loop-free local route repair; low
power and lossy network; routing protocol for low power and lossy
network; directed acyclic graph; destination oriented directed
acyclic graph; bidirectional routes

I.

INTRODUCTION

Low-Power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) are a class of
networks in which routers and their communication links are
constrained. LLN routers typically operate with constrains on
processing power, memory, power consumption, and lifetime.
Their communication links are characterized by high loss rate,
low data rate, low transmission power, and short transmission
range. There can be from a few dozen up to thousands of
nodes within a LLN. The characteristics of LLN require that
routing overhead must be much less than application data.
Therefore, routing in LLN is different from routing in mobile
ad-hoc networks. Conventional routing protocols, such as Adhoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [1] and Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) [2], designed for mobile ad-hoc
networks are not suitable for routing in LLNs because of high
routing overhead. IETF has developed an IPv6 Routing
Protocol for LLNs (RPL) [3].
Based on routing metrics and constraints, RPL builds
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) topology to establish
bidirectional routes for LLNs. RPL routes are optimized for
traffic to or from one or more roots that act as sinks. A DAG is
partitioned into one or more Destination Oriented DAGs
(DODAGs), one DODAG per sink. DODAG is basic logic
structure in RPL. The sink in a DODAG is called the DODAG
root. RPL supports multipoint-to-point traffic (from nodes
inside the LLN to the DODAG root) and point-to-multipoint
traffic (from the DODAG root to nodes inside the LLN).
Support for point-to-point traffic is also available. The traffic
of LLN flows along the edges of DODAG, either upwards to
the DODAG root or downwards from the DODAG root.
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Upward routes, having the DODAG root as destination, are
provided by the DODAG construction mechanism using the
DODAG Information Object (DIO) messages. The DODAG
root configures the DODAG parameters such as
RPLInstanceID, DODAG Version Number, DODAGID,
Rank, DTSN, etc. and advertises these parameters in DIO
messages. To join a DODAG, a node selects a set of parents
on the routes towards the DODAG root and configures its own
rank. It also selects a preferred parent as next hop for upward
traffic. Upon joining a DODAG, a node transmits the DIO
messages to advertise the DODAG parameters.
Downward routes, from the DODAG root to other nodes,
are provided by these nodes transmitting the Destination
Advertisement Object (DAO) messages. A node selects a
subset of its parents as its DAO parents. Three modes of
operation for downward routes are specified in RPL:
1) No downward routes maintained by RPL.
2) Storing mode of operation in which each router maintains
downward routing tables to all nodes in its sub-DODAG,
i.e. nodes that are deeper down in the DODAG. The DAO
messages propagate from the nodes towards the root,
where each intermediate node adds its reverse routing
stack to the DAO message.
3) Non-Storing mode of operation in which only the
DODAG root stores routes to all nodes in the network.
Each node unicasts DAO messages to the root, which then
calculates routes to all destinations by piecing together the
information collected from DAO messages. In non-storing
mode, downward traffic is sent by way of source routing.
RPL has been implemented and evaluated by researchers.
It has been shown that IPv6 with the RPL routing has a battery
lifetime of years [4]. RPL based routing for advanced metering
infrastructure in smart grid has been proposed [5], in which an
expected transmission time based rank computation method
has been provided and evaluated. Some considerations in RPL
implementation are presented in [6].
RPL is widely considered as a feasible routing protocol for
LLNs. However, there are several important issues left
unresolved. RPL is not a loop-free routing protocol.
Experiment shows that loops occur frequently and in 74.14%
of the 4114 snapshots, at least one loop was observed [7].
Even though RPL provides mechanism to resolve loops,
researchers have shown that the mechanism may cause even
worse turmoil than the routing loops themselves [8]. There is
no local route repair mechanism provided in RPL.
In this paper, we present an innovative rank computation
method for loop-free routing in LLNs. We also provide a
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method for local route repair without causing any routing loop.
The proposed local route repair method applies to both Storing
mode and Non-Storing mode of operation in RPL. Based on
the proposed rank computation method, a node can discover
multiple bidirectional routes towards the DODAG root.
Simulation results show the proposed Loop-Free Routing
Protocol for LLNs (LRPL) achieves almost 100% of packet
delivery rate with low end-to-end delay and frequent packet
transmission in large scale LLNs. It performs much better than
the conventional routing protocols.
II.

The principle of this innovative rank definition is that there are
an infinite number of proper fractions between any two proper
fractions. This principle guarantees that given any two ranks,
there always exists a rank in between them. However, integer
rank does not possess such property because there is no integer
existing between any two consecutive integers.
For any two ranks R1 = m/n and R2 = p/q, the rank split
operation is defined as:
sp( R1 , R2 ) 

Rank plays very important role in the DODAG
construction and maintenance. The rank of a node defines a
position of the node relative to other nodes with respect to the
DODAG root. Each node maintains its own rank. Nodes
maintain their ranks based on parent-child relationship such
that a child must have a rank strictly greater than ranks of all
its parents. The DODAG root has no parent and therefore has
the lowest rank. The acyclic structure of a DODAG is
maintained as long as the rank of any node is strictly greater
than ranks of all its parents. It is safe for a node to decrease its
rank, as long as its new rank remains greater than ranks of its
parents. However, rank increase can cause routing loops
within a DODAG. RPL allows rank increase which is the
source of routing loops in RPL.
Figure 1 shows an example of RPL routing loop in which
the DODAG consists of 10 routers N 1 to N10 and the root. The
integers are the respective ranks. The DODAG structure is
shown by directed edges. If the route from N1 to the root is
broken, N1 can poison the broken route by advertising a rank
of infinity. If this infinity rank advertisement is lost, N2 still
has N1 as its parent. N3 then advertises its rank equal to 3, N1
receives the advertisement from N3 and selects N3 as its parent.
Loop N1-N3-N2-N1 is created. The cause of this loop is that N1
increased its rank to infinity.

In this paper, we define the root rank as 0/1 and the infinite
rank as 1/1. The infinite rank can not be advertised in the DIO
messages.
III.

In this paper, we use symbols such as Ni, Nj, Nk, etc. to
denote nodes and use R(Ni) to denote the rank of node Ni. For
simplicity, we assume RPLInstanceID and DODAGID are
fixed. To construct and maintain a DODAG, a node Ni
maintains following state parameters:
TABLE 1. Node State Parameters

R(Ni)

Rank of node Ni as proper fraction m/n

P(Ni)

Parent set of node Ni

p(Ni)

Preferred parent of node Ni

c(Ni)

The minimum cost from node Ni to the
DODAG root
Cost from node Ni to node Nj

VN(Ni)

Figure 1. Routing Loop Example in the RPL

The routing loops can be avoided if nodes do not increase
their ranks. In order to meet this requirement, we define the
rank R as a proper fraction such that:
(1)

where m and n are integers such that 0 ≤ m < n.
Even though the rank is defined as proper fraction, it is
maintained as two integers, numerator m and denominator n.
The fractional value of rank is only used in rank operations
such as rank comparison.
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DODAG CONSTRUCTION

In RPL, a node may act as a router or a leaf node. To
construct a new DODAG, the DODAG root transmits a DIO
message containing new (RPLInstanceID, DODAGID) tuple.
To construct a new DODAG Version, the DODAG root
transmits a DIO message with an increased DODAG Version
Number. The DODAG Version Number is monotonically
incremented by the DODAG root. The DIO message is
transmitted via link-local multicasting to all-RPL-nodes.
Nodes obtain the DODAG parameters configured by the
DODAG root in received DIO messages. A node must keep
the DODAG parameters unchanged except Rank and DTSN.

c(Ni,Nj)

m
n

(2)

It can be shown that if R1 < R2, then R1 < sp(R1,R2) < R2.

RANK DEFINITION AND RANK SPLIT OPERATION

R 

m p
nq

DR-SN(Ni)

DODAG Version Number maintained by
node Ni
DODAG repair sequence number of node Ni

Tp

Parent threshold

The cost can be hop count, expected transmission time,
and other options. For a node, if the number of parents is less
than Tp, the node can add more parents into its parent set if
such parents are available. A node Ni maintains its parent set
P(Ni) such that for each parent N p  P( N i ) , R(Ni) > R(Np).
Initially, all nodes do not belong to any DODAG and do
not transmit the DIO messages because a node can transmit
the DIO messages only if the node joins a DODAG. The
DODAG root initiates a new DODAG construction process by
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configuring the DODAG parameters and transmitting the DIO
messages to advertise the DODAG parameters.
In response to receiving a DIO message, a node can update
its state parameters only if one of the following conditions
holds:
(1) The node wants to join a DODAG
(2) The DODAG Version Number in the DIO
message is greater than the DODAG Version
Number maintained by receiving node
(3) The DODAG Version Number in the DIO
message equals the DODAG Version Number of
receiving node, and the rank in the DIO message
is lower than the rank of receiving node.

Ni checks if a new DODAG is advertised in the DIO
message. If yes, Ni joins new DODAG. It initializes its state
parameters as VN(Ni) = VN(Nj), P(Ni) = {Nj}, p( Ni) = Nj,
R(Ni) = sp(R(Nj),1/1), c(Ni) = c(Nj) + c(Ni, Nj), and stores
other DODAG parameters. Ni then resets its trickle timer to
transmit the DIO message and schedules a DAO message
transmission if Nj is also selected as its DAO parent.
Otherwise, the DIO processing goes to next step.

Upon receiving a DIO message transmitted by the
DODAG root containing new (RPLInstanceID, DODAGID)
tuple or new DODAGVersionNumber, the first hop nodes of
the DODAG root may join new DODAG or new DODAG
Version. To do so, the first hop nodes add the DODAG root
into their parent set and store the DODAG parameters. The
first hop nodes keep all DODAG parameters unchanged
except the rank. The first hop nodes set their ranks such that
their ranks > 0/1 and their ranks <= sp(0/1, 1/1) = 1/2. Upon
joining a new DODAG or a new DODAG Version, the first
hop routers generate and transmit the DIO messages to
advertise the DODAG parameters.
Upon receiving the DIO messages transmitted by the first
hop routers, the second hop nodes of the DODAG root that
want to join new DODAG or new DODAG Version perform
similar procedure as the first hop nodes do. However, in this
case, the second hop nodes may receive multiple DIO
messages from the first hop routers. The second hop nodes use
received DIO messages to calculate their ranks and select a
subset of the DIO message senders as their parents. To
calculate its rank, a second hop node find the maximum rank,
Rank_Max, among all ranks of its parents and sets its rank
such that its rank > Rank_Max and its rank <= sp(Rank_Max,
1/1). The second hop routers then generate and transmit the
DIO messages same as the first hop router do.
A first hop node of the DODAG root may also receive the
DIO messages transmitted by other first hop routers. The first
hop node may perform same procedure as the second hop
nodes do to select more parents.
This DIO message propagation process continues until all
nodes in network receive the DIO messages, store the
DODAG parameters, select parents and determine ranks.
Figure 2 shows the process of DODAG construction,
where router Nj transmitted the DIO message containing
VN(Nj), R(Nj), c(Nj), etc. and node Ni receives the DIO
message. VN(Ni), R(Ni), P(Ni), and p(Ni) are state parameters
maintained by node Ni.
Upon receiving the DIO message, node Ni first checks if
the received DIO message is malformed or was received
already. If yes, Ni discards the DIO message. If no, Ni checks
if Nj equals Ni. If yes, Ni discards the DIO message, because
Ni just received its own DIO message. Otherwise, Ni processes
the DIO message further.
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Figure 2. The DODAG Construction Process

Ni checks if the VN(Nj) > VN(Ni). If yes, Ni joins new
DODAG Version. It initializes its state parameters same as
joining new DODAG. Ni also clears downward routing tables
if the mode of operation is Storing. Ni then resets its trickle
timer to transmit the DIO message and schedules a DAO
message transmission if Nj is also selected as its DAO parent.
Otherwise, the DIO processing goes to next step.
Ni checks if VN(Nj) < VN(Ni). If yes, it discards the DIO
message. If VN(Nj) = VN(Ni) and R(Nj) ≥ R(Ni), Ni discards
the DIO message. If VN(Nj) = VN(Ni) and R(Nj) < R(Ni), Ni
checks if it is necessary to update its state parameters by using
received the DIO message. If no, Ni discards the DIO message.
If yes, Ni updates state parameters. If Nj is not in its parent set
P(Ni) and |P(Ni)| < Tp, Ni adds Nj into its parent set such that
P(Ni) = P(Ni)  {Nj} and updates its preferred parent as

p( Ni )  arg min {c( N i , N k )  c( N k )} (3)
N k P ( N i )

and the minimum cost as
c( Ni )  c( N i , p( Ni ))  c( p( N i ))

(4)

If there are multiple parents that have the same minimum
cost, Ni can randomly pick one preferred parent. Ni then
schedules a DAO message transmission if Nj is also added into
its DAO parent set. If Nj is already in DAO parent set, Ni
makes necessary updates without scheduling the DAO
message transmission.
A node can receive multiple DIO messages from neighbors
within the same DODAG. These DIO messages can be used to
select a subset of the DIO message transmitters as its parents
and determine its rank. Among all its parents, the node selects
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one parent with the minimum cost as its preferred parent to be
used as the next hop along upward routes to the root.
Figure 3 shows an example of the DODAG construction.
Initially, nodes N1 – N6 are not members of any DODAG
version, and their parent sets are empty. The DODAG root sets
its rank to 0/1, the DODAG version number to 1, and its
parent set to empty.
The root transmits the DIO message carrying its DODAG
version number 1, and rank 0/1. Nodes N1, N2 and N3 receive
the DIO message. Because nodes N1, N2 and N3 are not
members of the newly advertised DODAG, N1, N2 and N3
joins the DODAG and set their DODAG version numbers to 1,
ranks to sp(1/1, 0/1) = 1/2, and select the root as their
preferred parent.

Figure 3. The DODAG Construction Example

Upon joining the DODAG, nodes N1, N2, and N3 transmit
the DIO messages with DODAG version number 1 and rank
1/2. The DIO messages from routers N1, N2, and N3 are
discarded by the root because the DODAG version number in
the DIO messages equals the DODAG version number of the
root, and the rank in the DIO messages is greater than the rank
of the root.
N1 discards the DIO message from N2 because the
DODAG version number in the DIO message equals the
DODAG version number of N1, and the rank in the DIO
message equals N1’s rank. Similarly, N2 discards the DIO
messages from N1 and N3, and N3 discards the DIO message
from N2.
N4 receives DIO messages from N1 and N2. Because N4 is
not a member of the advertised DODAG, N4 joins the
DODAG and sets its DODAG version number to 1, its rank to
sp(1/1, 1/2) = 2/3, and select N1 as the preferred parent and N2
as parent. Similarly, N6 receives the DIO messages from N2
and N3, joins the DODAG, sets its DODAG version number to
1, rank to sp(1/1, 1/2) = 2/3, adds N2 and N3 into its parent set,
and selects N3 as the preferred parent. N5 receives the DIO
messages from N1, N2, and N3. Because N5 is not a member of
the advertised DODAG, N5 joins the DODAG and sets its
DODAG version number to 1, its rank to sp(1/1, 1/2) = 2/3.
However, N5 only selects N2 as its parent and preferred parent
even though N2 may select N1, N2, and N3 as parents.
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Upon joining the DODAG, nodes N4, N5 and N6 also
transmit their DIO messages. These DIO messages are
discarded by their neighbors because the DODAG version
number in the DIO messages equals the DODAG version
number of the neighbors, and the rank of N4, N5 and N6 are not
lower than ranks of the neighbors.
IV. DODAG LOCAL REPAIR
The DODAG local repair is performed by using two new
RPL control messages, the DODAG Repair Request (DR-REQ)
message and the DODAG Repair Reply (DR-REP) message.
The DR-REQ message consists of Nq, R(Nq), VN(Nq), DRSN(Nq), NL-REQ, and other fields. The Nq is the identifier of
node generating DR-REQ message, R(Nq) is the rank of Nq,
VN(Nq) is the DODAG Version Number of Nq, DR-SN(Nq) is
the DODAG repair sequence number of Nq, NL-REQ is the
node list traveled through by DR-REQ message and present
only in Non-Storing mode. In addition, the DR-REQ message
may also have a hop count field and a maximum hop count
field. Once hop count reaches the maximum hop count, the
DR-REQ message is discarded.
The DR-REP message consists of Nq, R(Nq), DR-SN(Nq),
D, R(Np), c, VN(Np), NL-REP, and other fields. Nq, R(Nq) and
DR-SN(Nq) are same as in the DR-REQ message. Nq is
destination of DR-REP message. D indicates the travel
direction of DR-REP message, R(Np) is the rank of router
generating the DR-REP message if D = UP and is the rank of
router transmitting the DR-REP message if D = DOWN, c is
the minimum cost of link(s) from the router transmitting the
DR-REP message to the DODAG root, VN(Np) is the
DODAG Version Number of DR-REP message generator, and
NL-REP is combination of NL-REQ in the DR-REQ message
and node list travelled by upward DR-REP message. D and
NL-REP are present only in Non-Storing mode.
When a node detects a broken route by using mechanisms
provided in RPL, it may need to discover new parents. The
DODAG is locally repaired by node transmitting a DR-REQ
message. The DR-REQ message is transmitted by the DRREQ message generator via link-local multicasting to all-RPLnodes.
Upon receiving a DR-REQ message, a link-local neighbor
discards the DR-REQ message if it does not have a route to
the DODAG root. If the link-local neighbor is the DODAG
root or a router that has a route to the DODAG root and a rank
lower than the rank carried in the DR-REQ message, this
neighbor generates a DR-REP message. If the link-local
neighbor has route to the DODAG root and its rank is greater
than or equal to the rank carried in the DR-REQ message, this
neighbor forwards the DR-REQ message to its preferred
parent.
In Storing mode, the DR-REP message generator transmits
the DR-REP message to node Nq by using downward routing
tables. Route entry is added into downward tables while the
DR-REQ message is processed. In Non-Storing mode, the DRREP message is forwarded up to the DODAG root, which then
transmits the DR-REP message to node Nq by using source
routing.
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A. DODAG Local Repair in Storing Mode
In Storing mode, if the route from node Nq to its parent Nqp
is broken, Nq removes Nqp from its parent set such that P(Nq) =
{Nk | Nk  P(Nq) / {Nqp}}. If the updated parent set P(Nq) is
empty, Nq transmits a DR-REQ message to discover new
parents. If the updated parent set P(Nq) is not empty, Nq
checks if Nqp is its preferred parent p(Nq). If yes, Nq selects a
new preferred parent p(Nq) as shown in equation (3) and
updates c(Nq) as shown in equation (4). If Nqp is also in Nq’s
DAO parent set, Nq schedules a No-Path DAO message
transmission.
Whether or not Nqp is Nq’s preferred parent, Nq can
transmit a DR-REQ message to discover additional parents if
|P(Nq)| < Tp. To construct a DR-REQ message in Storing mode,
Nq increases DR-SN(Nq) by 1 and uses Nq, R(Nq), VN(Nq),
and DR-SN(Nq) to fill the fields in the DR-REQ message.
A.1 DR-REQ Message Processing
Figure 4 shows the procedure of processing the DR-REQ
message when router Ni receives a DR-REQ message from Nj
in which VN(Nq), Nq, R(Nq) and DR-SN(Nq) are the
parameters carried in the DR-REQ message, and VN(Ni), R
(Ni), and P(Ni) are state parameters of Ni.

Nq into its downward routing table, and forwards the DR-REQ
message to its preferred parent p(Ni).
A.2 DR-REP Message Processing
Figure 5 shows the procedure of processing the DR-REP
message when node Ni receives a DR-REP message from
router Nj in which VN(Np), Nq, R(Np), DR-SN(Nq) and R(Nq)
are the parameters carried in the DR-REP message, and
VN(Ni), R(Ni), P(Ni), p(Ni), c(Ni), and Tp are state parameters
of node Ni.
If VN(Np) is not equal to VN(Ni) or this DR-REP message
is received already, node Ni discards the DR-REP message.
Otherwise, Ni processes the DR-REP message further.
If Ni is the DR-REQ message generator and Nj is not in
Ni’s parent set P(Ni), Ni adds Nj into P(Ni) if |P(Ni)| < Tp and
updates p(Ni) according to equation (3) and c(Ni) according to
equation (4). Ni then schedules a DAO message transmission
if Nj is also added into its DAO set.

Figure 5. The DR-REP Processing in Storing Mode
Figure 4. The DR-REQ Processing in Storing Mode
Mode

Router Ni first performs the filtering process. The DRREQ message is discarded if this DR-REQ message is
received already by checking Nq and DR-SN(Nq) or if the
VN(Nq) is not equal to VN(Ni) or if the DR-REQ message is
transmitted by Ni’s parent or if the DR-REQ message is
generated by Ni’s parent or by Ni itself.
If Ni is the DODAG root, Ni accepts the DR-REQ message,
generates a DR-REP message by copying Nq, R(Nq), DRSN(Nq) from the DR-REQ message, and setting R(Np) =
R(Root), c = 0, VN(Np) = VN(Root), and transmits the DRREP message to node Nq via next hop node Nj.
If Ni is not the DODAG root, the processing of DR-REQ
message is as follows. If Ni’s parent set P(Ni) is empty, Ni
discards the DR-REQ message and transmits a its own DRREQ message. If Ni’s parent set P(Ni) is not empty and R(Ni)
< R(Nq), Ni accepts the DR-REQ message and generates a
DR-REP message by copying Nq, R(Nq), DR-SN(Nq) from the
DR-REQ message, and setting R(Np) = R(Ni), c = c(Ni),
VN(Np) = VN(Ni). Ni transmits the DR-REP message to node
Nq via next hop node Nj. If Ni’s parent set P(Ni) is not empty
and R(Ni) ≥ R(Nq), Ni adds a downward routing entry to node
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If Ni is not the DR-REQ message generator, the processing
of the DR-REP message is as follows. If Ni is not on the
downward route, Ni discards the DR-REP message. Otherwise,
if R(Ni) ≥ R(Nq), Ni decreases its rank R(Ni) as

R( N i )  sp( R( N q )  R( N p ))
and updates its parent set P(Ni) as

(5)

P( N i )  {N k | R( N k )  R( N i ), N k  P( Ni )} (6)
If the preferred parent p(Ni) is removed due to its rank
decrease, Ni selects a new p(Ni) according to equation (3) and
updates c(Ni) according to equation (4). Ni then updates the
DR-REP message by setting R(Np) = R(Ni) and c = c(Ni),
forwards the DR-REP message to next hop node obtained
from downward routing table. Ni schedules a No-Path DAO
message transmission if any DAO parent is removed.
If R(Ni) < R(Nq), Ni updates the DR-REP message by
setting R(Np) = R(Ni) and c = c(Ni), forwards it to next hop
node obtained from downward routing table. In Storing mode,
R(Ni) < R(Nq) occurs if Ni is on multiple DODAG repair
routes. When Ni receives a DR-REP message, it may decrease
its rank. Therefore, subsequent DR-REP messages may carry a
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rank R(Nq) greater than or equal to R(Ni). If Ni is only on a
single DODAG repair route, R(Ni) ≥ R(Nq) must be true based
on the DR-REQ message processing procedure.
By the definition of rank split operation, it is easy to show
that rank R(Np) in the DR-REP message is the maximum rank
of routers on the route from the DR-REP message generator to
the DR-REP message transmitter. R(Np) is always less than
R(Nq). Therefore, when the DR-REP message reaches the DRREQ message generator Nq, rank R(Np) in the DR-REP
message must be less than R(Nq). Therefore, the rank
monotonically increases along a route from the DE-REP
message generator to the DR-REQ message generator. This
guarantees that rank increases monotonically along the route
from the DODAG root to any node.

If Ni is not the DODAG root, the processing of the DRREQ message is as follows.
If Ni’s parent set P(Ni) is empty, Ni discards the received
DR-REQ message and transmits its own DR-REQ message. If
Ni’s parent set P(Ni) is not empty and R(Ni) < R(Nq), Ni
accepts the DR-REQ message, and generates a DR-REP
message similar as the DODAG root does. However, Ni sets D
= UP, NL-REP = NL-REQ  {Ni}, and forwards the DR-REP
message to its preferred parent p(Ni). If Ni’s parent set P(Ni)
is not empty and R(Ni) ≥ R(Nq), Ni updates the DR-REQ
message by inserting Ni in NL-REQ such that NL-REQ = NLREQ  {Ni}, and forwards the DR-REQ message to its
preferred parent p(Ni).
B.2 DR-REP Message Processing

B. DODAG Local Repair in Non-Storing Mode
The processing of upward route failure from node Nq to its
parent Nqp in Non-Storing mode is mostly similar to that in
Storing mode. The first difference is that after removing a
DAO parent, the node schedules a transmission of DAO
message instead of No-Path DAO message. The second
difference is that NL-REQ field is present in the DR-REQ
message; D and NL-REP fields are present in the DR-REP
message. The third difference is that the DR-REP message is
first forwarded upwards to the DODAG root, which then sends
the DR-REP message downwards to node Nq.

Figure 7 shows that Ni receives a DR-REP message from
Nj in which VN(Np), Nq, R(Np), DR-SN(Nq), D, R(Nq) and
NL-REP are the parameters in the DR-REP message, VN(Ni),
R(Ni), P(Ni), p(Ni), c(Ni), and Tp are state parameters of Ni.

B.1 DR-REQ Message Processing
Figure 6 shows the procedure of processing the DR-REQ
message when Ni receives a DR-REQ message from Nj in
which VN(Nq), Nq, R(Nq), DR-SN(Nq), and NL-REQ are the
parameters in the DR-REQ message and VN(Ni), R(Ni), and
P(Ni) are state parameters of Ni.
Figure 7. The DE-REP Processing in Non-Storing Mode

If VN(Np) is not equal to VN(Ni) or this DR-REP message
is received already, Ni discards the DR-REP message.

Figure 6. The DR-REQ Processing in Non-Storing Mode

The DR-REQ message is discarded if this DR-REQ
message is received already or if VN(Nq) is not equal to
VN(Ni) or if the DR-REQ message is transmitted by Ni’s
parent or if the DR-REQ message is generated by Ni’s parent
or by Ni itself.
If Ni is the DODAG root, Ni accepts the DR-REQ message,
and generates a DR-REP message similarly as in Storing mode.
However, in this case, the DODAG root sets D to DOWN,
NL-REP field in DR-REP message to NL-REQ field in DRREQ message, and transmits the DR-REP message to node Nq
via the route provided by NL-REP field.
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If D = UP, the DR-REP message is transmitted upwards. If
Ni is the DODAG root, Ni updates the DR-REP message by
changing D = DOWN, R(Np) = R(Root), c = 0, and transmits
DR-REP message down to node Nq via the route provided by
NL-REP field. If Ni is not the DODAG root and its parent set
P(Ni) is not empty, Ni updates DR-REP message such that NLREP = NL-REP  {Ni}, and forwards the DR-REP message to
its preferred parent p(Ni). If Ni is not the DODAG root and its
parent set P(Ni) is empty, Ni discards the received DR-REP
message.
If D = DOWN, the DR-REP message is transmitted
downwards. If Ni is DR-REQ message generator, Nj is not in
its parent set P(Ni) and |P(Ni)| < Tp, Ni adds Nj into P(Ni) and
updates p(Ni) according to equation (3) and c(Ni) according to
equation (4). Ni then schedules a DAO message transmission
if Nj is also added into its DAO parent set. If Ni is not the DRREQ message generator and is not on the downward route, Ni
discards the DR-REP message. Otherwise, if R(Ni) < R(Nq),
Ni updates the DR-REP message by setting R(Np) = R(Ni), c =
c(Ni), and forwards the DR-REP message to node Nq via the
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route provided by NL-REP field. If R(Ni) ≥ R(Nq), Ni
decreases its rank R(Ni) to sp(R(Nq), R(Np)) and updates its
parent set P(Ni), the preferred parent p(Ni) and cost c(Ni)
according to equations (5), (6), (3) and (4) respectively. Ni
then updates the DR-REP message by setting R(Np) = R(Ni), c
= c(Ni), and forwards the DR-REP message to node Nq via the
route provided by NL-REP field. Furthermore, Ni schedules a
DAO message transmission if any DAO parent is removed due
to its rank decrease.
By definition of the rank split operation, it can also been
shown that rank R(Np) in the downward DR-REP message is
the maximum rank of routers on the route from the root to DRREP transmitter. R(Np) is always less than R(Nq). Therefore,
when the DR-REP message reaches the DR-REQ message
generator, the rank R(Np) in the DR-REP message must be
less than R(Nq), which is the rank of the DR-REQ message
generator. Hence, the rank monotonically increases from the
root to the DR-REQ message generator. This guarantees that
rank increases monotonically along a route from the root to
any node.
Figure 8 illustrates how the broken route in Figure 1 is
handled by the proposed DODAG local repair method. The
fractions are the ranks of nodes and the root, respectively.
After the route to the root is broken, N1 removes the root from
its parent set P(N1) and transmits a DR-REQ message with Nq
= N1 and R(Nq) = R(N1) = 1/2. N2 discards the DR-REQ
message because this DR-REQ message is transmitted by its
parent N1. N3 forwards the DR-REQ message to N2 because
R(Nq) in the DR-REQ message is smaller than its rank R(N3)
= 3/4. However, the DR-REQ message forwarded by N3 is
discarded by N2 because the DR-REQ message is generated by
N2’s parent N1. N5 forwards the DR-REQ message to N4
because R(Nq) is smaller than R(N5) = 2/3. N4 forwards the
DR-REQ message to the root because the rank R(Nq) equals
its rank R(N4) = 1/2. The root generates a DR-REP message
with R(Np) = R(Root) = 0/1 and transmits the DE-REP
message back to N1.

changing its rank. The DODAG local repair process initiated
by N1 is completed.
V. SIMULATIONS
The performance of AODV and DSR has been evaluated
considerably. The NS2 simulator is used to simulate AODV
and DSR in [10 - 17. Unfortunately, most of simulation results
are obtained with a small number of nodes, less or equal to 50
nodes [11-17]. Another common fact is that all simulations are
performed using IEEE 802.11 wireless network instead of
IEEE 802.15.4 wireless network, which is designed for LLNs.
RPL has been implemented and simulated in [5]. However, the
simulation was also done over IEEE 802.11 wireless networks.
We used NS2 simulator with IEEE 802.15.4 to simulate
the performance of proposed routing protocol in large scale
LLNs. Nodes are randomly displaced in a rectangle with the
DODAG root in the middle of rectangle. In the simulation,
transmission range is 30 meters and data rate is 100kbps. The
CBR traffic is employed with 50 bytes of payload.
TwoRayGround channel model and Shadowing channel model
[8] are used. Performance metrics are data packet delivery rate
(PDR), data average end-to-end delay (AED) and routing
overhead (ROH) per data packet.
TABLE 2. TwoRayGround Channel Model with 1000 Nodes

Tables 2 shows simulation results using TwoRayGround
channel model, 1000 nodes and 24 hours simulation time.
1000 nodes are randomly deployed in a 320m by 320m
rectangle. LRPL achieves 100% of packet delivery rate.
AODV only achieves 56.78% of packet delivery rate for 5minute CBR Interval and drops 82.6% of data packet for 2minute CBR interval. For 5-minute CBR interval, LRPL is 6.6
times faster than AODV. For 2-minute CBR interval, LRPL is
15.4 times faster than AODV. For 5-minute CBR interval,
LRPL’s routing overhead is 27 times lower than AODV
outing overhead. For 2-minute CBR interval, LRPL’s routing
overhead is 49 times lower than AODV routing overhead.
TABLE 3. Shadowing Channel Model with 500 Nodes

Figure 8. Example of the DODAG Local Repair

Upon receiving this DR-REP message, N4 decreases its
rank R(N4) to 1/3 because its old R(N4) = 1/2, which equals to
R(Nq). N4 then sets R(Np) to its new rank R(N4) = 1/3 and
forwards the DR-REP message to N5. Upon receiving the DRREP message, N5 decreases its rank to 2/5 because its old rank
R(R5) = 2/3, which is greater than R(Nq) = 1/2. N5 then sets
R(Np) to its new rank R(N5) = 2/5 and forwards DR-REP
message to N1. Upon receiving the DR-REP message from N5,
N1 selects N5 as its parent and transmits DIO message without
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Table 3 shows the performance comparison with
Shadowing channel model and 500 nodes, which are randomly
deployed in a 250m by 200m rectangle. The shadowing
deviation is 4dB, CBR interval is 30 minutes and simulation
time is 24 hours. Table 3 illustrates performance variation of
routing protocols as path loss exponent (PLE) changes. LRPL
almost achieves 100% of packet delivery rate. However,
AODV drops more than 63% of packets. LRPL is about 10
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times faster than AODV. The routing overhead of LRPL is at
least 380 times lower than that of AODV.
TABLE 4. Shadowing Channel Model with 500 Nodes

Table 4 illustrates a more complete performance of LRPL
with Shadowing channel model and 500 nodes. It can be seen
that the overall performance of LRPL is excellent. LRPL
maintains its performance as path loss exponent increases
from 2.0 to 4.0, especially the packer delivery rate, which is
almost 100%. The end-to-end packet delay and the routing
overhead tend to increase; the change however is very small.
TABLE 5. Shadowing Channel Model with 1000 Nodes

routing protocol performs much better than conventional
routing protocols. It achieves almost 100% of packet delivery
rate with much shorter end-to-end delay and lower routing
overhead. Therefore, it is a desired routing protocol for LLNs,
especially when network scale is large and message generation
rate is high. We are planning to implement RPL in 802.15.4
wireless network. The results will be reported in the future.
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Abstract—The need for low power personal area network
(LoWPAN) devices to be connected to the Internet is increasing
due to the demand and proliferation of new applications.
Previously, these devices didn’t have the need to be connected
to Internet. With the introduction of IPv6 over Low power
personal area network (6LoWPAN) and the push for Internet
of Things (IoT), these devices are now reachable using the
common TCP/IP stack. Gateway is an important component to
ensure that the packets from LoWPAN network are properly
routed to the Internet. This paper provides a new gateway
architecture to support 6LoWPAN stack and the performance
analysis for end-to-end communication in an office environment. The architecture can be used for implementation in various 6LoWPAN related applications. Performance is measured
on the latency and transmission success rate. The experiment
results shows that the communication between WSN and client
using the 6LoWPAN gateway is successful. Besides that, the
success rate is 100% for 1 hop and slightly lower in 2 hops.
The latency rate between 100 and 135 ms is acceptable and
comparable with existing prior art which is 125 ms on average.
Keywords-6LoWPAN; Wireless Sensor Network; Gateway;
IPv6; 802.15.4.

I. I NTRODUCTION
One of the growing sectors in wireless technology
is IEEE802.15.4 Low Power Personal Area Network.
IEEE802.15.4 is the basis for the ZigBee [13], WirelessHART [14], ISA100.11a [15] and MiWi [16]. These
existing standards were created to provide connectivity in
Personal Area Networks (PAN) area without having connectivity to the Internet. This is because small devices with low
resources are thought to be incapable to have TCP/IP stack
and also because the needs to be connected to the Internet
were not matured.
Knowing the fact that existing TCP/IP is too heavy to
be used in IEEE802.15.4 devices, 6LoWPAN [1] working
grouping was created to provide a solution. The Working
Group (WG) stated that the solution would be “pay as you
use” header compression method that removes redundant
or unnecessary network level information in the header.
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Some of the information can be derived from link-level
IEEE802.15.4 header. Hence the 40 bytes IPv6 header was
reduced to 2 bytes. This is achieved by reusing the link
layer header information. The reduction of the header size
is necessary as the total header size of IEEE802.15.4 is only
127 bytes which is too small to accommodate the entire 40
bytes IPv6 header.
The solution by the 6LoWPAN Working Group does not
provide an end-to-end communication between the nodes
and external devices in the Internet. It is because the header
format of 6LoWPAN is different than the standard IP header.
Therefore, a gateway or an intermediary device is required
to provide a conversion between the 6LoWPAN and IP
Header. The adaptation layer that is positioned between the
link and network layer, provides the header compression
for 6LoWPAN nodes. A gateway architecture was proposed
[2] to provide solution for this. It provides an interface
for communication between the IEEE802.15.4 nodes that
uses 6LoWPAN stack to the external network that has
interfaces such as WiMAX, Ethernet and WiFi. The gateway
is configured so that it can process both the data that is
sent periodically by the nodes and also request from the
client. This paper adds contributions to [2], by providing the
detail gateway architecture and performance analysis of the
gateway. Figure 1 shows the overall communication scenario
and the communication stacks between 6LoWPAN nodes,
gateway and end user.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews
the existing solutions related to WSN gateways. Section III
provides the gateway architecture and the communication
between various components. Section IV discusses the implementation for the gateway, while Section V gives the
experiments that were conducted and the results. Finally,
conclusion and future research work are presented in Section
VI.
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Figure 1. Interconnection between WSN nodes and end user and the
communication stacks
Figure 2.

II. E XISTING S OLUTIONS
There are several gateway architectures that were proposed for various implementation scenarios. One of the
applications is for AC energy usage monitoring using 6LoWPAN. Jiang et al. [4] discussed the application that uses
TinyOS and blip. Edge routers were used to route data to a
database and uses a web server for visualization of the data.
Wenbin et al. [5] developed WSN gateway specifically to
monitor forest environment. Information from the sensors is
sent to a monitoring centre using GPRS module. Jara et al.
[6] introduced a WSN architecture that uses mobile nodes to
collect healthcare information. 6LoWPAN gateway was used
to connect the nodes to a database. All these solutions have
little information on the gateway design and didn’t provide
the operation of the gateway.
Dun-Fan et al. [3] proposed gateway architecture for environmental monitoring which connects WSN with external
network and shares the data collected using web services.
The paper didn’t explicitly mention the addressing of the
nodes and communication between the nodes and external
network. It is stated that ZigBee proprietary protocol was
used for WSN. This is a drawback as the end users cannot
directly communicate with the nodes.
There is an implementation [7] that uses 6LoWPAN short
ID which is the MAC address. The internal node retrieves
the destination MAC address by querying the gateway using
the destination IPv6 address. Gateway retrieves link layer
MAC address from the destination address provided by the
internal node. This is unnecessary process as the nodes can
directly send the data using the destination address and it is
not practical as not all global address generated using link
layer MAC address. Zimmermann et al. [8] introduces a
one-to-one translation between link local address and global
address at the gateway. They use a DNS-ALG like server
to intercept the DNS query to assign link local address to
internal node. If the DNS query could not be intercepted,
communication would be disrupted.

6LoWPAN Gateway Modules

Jin et al. [12] proposed an interoperable architecture
between NEMO and 6LoWPAN focusing on routing scheme.
The nodes are configured with global IPv6 address and as
such translation of header is not required. In our solution,
we propose a solution for nodes that uses MAC address for
communication. Besides that, we focus on the performance
analysis on real testbed compared to the simulation results
by [12].
III. G ATEWAY A RCHITECTURE
A complete end-to-end architecture could consist of sensor nodes, a gateway, database server or web server and
end users. The gateway is designed to support two kinds of
standard communications:
•
•

Pull communication method - IPv6 clients request data
from sensor node in 6LoWPAN network.
Push communication method - Sensor nodes periodically send data to an external IPv6 device. The external
IPv6 device in this system could be any remote station
or server.

Based on dual stack protocol, the gateway is designed
to have 3 modules as shown in Figure 2. The PHY/MAC
for multiple interfaces that connect to external IP network
is defined as external interface module, 6LoWPAN PHY
and MAC layer is defined as 6LoWPAN Interface Module
and all the services that might be implemented on top of
adaptation layer which are network layer, transport layer
and application layer reside in Packet Handler Module of
the architecture.
The function of the three modules are explained briefly
below.
•

6LoWPAN Interface (WSN) Module - This module
consists of IEEE802.15.4 compliance hardware which
has the 6LoWPAN stack on it. The module is responsi-
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Figure 4.

Figure 3.

•

•

Address management table in the Gateway

ble for handling connectivity and data transmission of
6LoWPAN network using IEEE802.15.4 standard.
Interface Module - This module defines the Physical
and MAC layer of any interface that provides connectivity to external IP network. Therefore, the role of this
module is to offer functionalities required to ensure
connectivity to external public IP network. Some of the
interfaces might provide connectivity to LAN/Wireless
LAN (e.g., Wi-Fi), while others can provide connectivity to backhaul internet (e.g., Ethernet or WiMAX).
Packet Handler Module - This module provide services to handle both 6LoWPAN and IPv6 packets. This
is a significant module that bridges all the interfaces
that connects to different networks. Since most of the
main processes occur in this module, the service module has major responsibility integrating the 6LoWPAN
network with the IP network through other external
interfaces. The main purpose of this module is to provide functionalities for handling standard IPv6 packet
from external network as well as 6LoWPAN packet.
Both IPv6 and 6LoWPAN packets are analysed and
processed accordingly. 6LoWPAN packets are transformed to IP packet and vice versa to enable smooth
communication between 6LoWPAN nodes and external
network.

Packets arrive at the gateway both from external network
and 6LoWPAN network, would be first identified based on
the address. If the packets are from external network, the
gateway would find the destination address in the mapping
table. The address would be translated into matching MAC
address and the data is copied to 6LoWPAN header and sent
to the node. If there is no matching address in the table,
the request from the external network would be discarded.
The same process is applied when a packet arrives from
6LoWPAN network. The MAC source address is replaced
with the IPv6 address of the node and packet is sent using
IPv6 header. The translation and mapping table is given in
Figure 3.

Gateway handling one-to-one communication

A. Gateway Communication
There are two scenarios for pulling sensor data; one client
to one sensor node communication and many clients to one
sensor node communication. For both the scenarios, a table
is created to handle the packets that arrive at the gateway.
Gateway maintains the entry in an Address Information
Table, which will be used to route the sensor nodes’ response
packet back to the corresponding users. Address Information
Table consists of ID number of packet, source address
(Client’s IPv6 address) and destination address (Sensor
Node MAC address), port number allocated and the status.
The status could be that the packets are already sent to
sensor node, gateway already replied to client’s request or
and packet pending for transmission awaiting reply from
sensor node for earlier requested information. Packets that
are destined to the same node would be queued and not
immediately transmitted to avoid collision. With the use
of this table, retransmission of packets would be reduced
and this will save energy in the nodes. An example of oneto-one communication is given in Figure 4. Different port
numbers are used to differentiate the sensor’s traffic from
both the schemes. RFC 4944 [11] defines a well-known port
range (61616-61631) for UDP packet in 6LoWPAN. In this
implementation, the ports used are
• Port 61631 is used at the gateway to receive data from
sensor nodes in push based method.
• Port 61616 is used by the gateway to send data to the
sensor nodes in pull based mechanism.
• Port 61617 is used by the gateway to receive data from
sensor nodes in pull based mechanism.
• Port 61630 is used by the nodes to receive the request
from the external node through the gateway.
In the push method, sensor nodes send data to a fix
destination port, 61631. All the data arrive at the gateway
at that port would be automatically forwarded to a preconfigured destination address of a collector or database
server. This is shown in Figure 5.
IV. G ATEWAY I MPLEMENTATION
A testbed was created to validate the gateway architecture
and to measure the end-to-end performance as shown in
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Table I
P ERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT PROPERTIES
Properties
Network Size
Distance
Data Sampling
intervals
Duration
Message size
Measurements
Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Pushing data from sensor to external node

Method

Details
4-8 nodes for 1 hop away. 2x2, 2x4
and 2x6 for 2 hops
3 meters for each hop
20 seconds
120 samples (1 hour)
4, 8, 16, 37 bytes
Transmission Success Rate and Latency
Start with 1 node and gradually
increase the nodes while sending
data simultaneously

Testbed for validating and performance measurements

Figure 6. The tests were conducted in an indoor lab environment with over 20 active WiFi Access Points operational
which is detected using a Network Stumbler software [11].
The sensor nodes that were deployed provide readings for
temperature and light intensity measurements.
The setup consists of nano router and sensor nodes
developed by Sensinode Inc. [9] as our hardware platform.
Gateway is a laptop computer with Linux OS and has three
interfaces; a nano router for the wireless sensor network
and WiFi and Ethernet interface that connects to the IPv6
network. Nano router is a USB device that is attached to one
of the available USB port in the gateway. Packet Handler
module explained earlier is configured and executed on the
gateway. The sensor nodes are installed with the free realtime operating system (FreeRTOS) with the NanoStack software module which consists of 6LoWPAN stack with added
features. Each of the sensor node has 2 AA batteries. The
modules were developed using c programming language.
The communications for both push based and pull based
schemes are maintained through the use of a gateway.
A client laptop was also used to retrieve sensor data to
verify the bidirectional communication. To validate the performance, tests with different settings were conducted with
different data sizes. Furthermore, to test the bidirectional
communication, a ping message was sent from the gateway
and using the reply, the latency was calculated. Table 1
provides the properties for the tests.

Figure 7. IPv6 client application to read data directly from sensors.
MIMOS Bhd. All Rights Reserved

c

2009

in Figure 7 [2]. All the sensor nodes’ IPv6 addresses are
listed in the client and when a particular IPv6 address is
selected, a request is forwarded to the gateway which will
then do the necessary actions. The temperature and light
reading from the sensor will then displayed on the client.
This shows the success of bidirectional communication (Pull
based mechanism). In the push based mechanism, the data
is periodically sent to a web server and the data is displayed
using a web browser as shown in Figure 8.

V. S YSTEM P ERFORMANCE AND E VALUATION
As described earlier, the request from a client will be
forwarded by the gateway using a simple client as shown

Figure 8. Display sensor information using web browser.
Bhd. All Rights Reserved
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Figure 9. Performance of packet delivery rate against number of nodes
and different packet sizes for 1 hop

Figure 10.
for 2 hops

Performance of packet delivery rate against number of nodes

Figure 9 shows the results of packet delivery rate against
the number of nodes and data sizes. There are no changes
with the increase of nodes for various packet sizes in 1 hop
scenario. All the data transmitted was successfully received.
However, with the increase in the number of hops, the packet
delivery rate dropped as shown in Figure 10. It could be
observed that the efficiency also dropped with the increase
of packet size. This could be due to the relay node (Full
Function Device(FFD))that was used could not handle the
packets properly. It could also be because of the high number
of operational access points which shares the same frequency
as IEEE802.15.4 in the lab. To verify this, experiments were
repeated outside the building, in an open space that does
not have any access points coverage. The results obtained in
outdoor environment were similar to the indoor environment.
This proofs that the cause of packet drop is due to the relay
node.
In order to calculate the latency, the client sends a ping
message to a specific sensor node and round trip time (RTT)
retrieved. From the RTT value, average per-hop latency is
calculated. The average latency for 1 hop and 2 hops are
given in Figure 11 and 12. The base latency which is latency
measured with only one node active is about 65 milliseconds
for 1 hop and 90 milliseconds for 2 hops. It can be observed

Figure 11. Average latency for 1 hop with various numbers of nodes with
different packet sizes

Figure 12. Average latency for 2 hops with various numbers of nodes
with different packet sizes

that with the increase in the number of active nodes, the
latency increased and ranges from 100 to 135 milliseconds.
This average latency is comparable with average latency
claimed in the white paper by IPSO-Alliance [10] which
is about 125 milliseconds. Total latency is calculated based
on the processing latency of packet at the node, processing
latency at the network gateway or router and latency due to
network condition. Major contribution of the latency is the
wireless network condition such obstacles, interference of
signal from other devices and others. We noticed that there is
a slight decrease in latency when the experiments conducted
in an open space without any other interference. Besides
the two measurements, the average power consumption to
transmit data every 20 seconds interval is about 0.015 volts.
This was obtained by sending the available power in the
battery as data. The difference between of power reading
between 2 intervals were calculated and averaged. Based on
the tests conducted, the average total consumption of battery
before it malfunction is about 1.5 volts. This can be used to
calculate the battery life of a sensor node in various types
of implementations.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper proposed a gateway architecture to interconnect wireless sensor network with external network using
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6LoWPAN protocol. The gateway provides the mechanism
for the end clients to directly communicate with the sensor
node which was assigned with IPv6 address. Besides that
the gateway forwards the periodical data to a web server.
The architecture is validated with the successful transmission of sensor data which was displayed using a client
and web server. Further tests were conducted to validate
the latency and the transmission success rate. The latency
for 1 hop with various number of nodes ranges between
100 to 135 milliseconds while the transmission success
rate is 100 % for 1 hop. The success rate drop with the
increase of number of hop which could be because of the
relay node (FFD) not forwarding the packets appropriately.
Nevertheless the results are in accordance with the other
prior art.
As future work, the proposed solution can be further
tested in other environments by setting different transmission
intervals, less interferences, etc. The performance can also be
evaluated with the implementation of other components such
as security, routing and mobility with multi-hop scenarios.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been deployed for a variety of applications. As the scale of WSN
deployments has largely increased and the application scenarios
have become more complex, WSN deployment planning can
save unnecessary expense on redundant hardware, software
and human resources and thus makes the deployment more
efficient. This paper presents an ongoing research on developing a deployment planning architecture, called COPlanner.
Our goal is to provide deployment planning strategies for the
static and mobile WSN applications to meet their requirements
with respect to sensing coverage, network connectivity and
data collection. Most importantly, for the inaccessible area,
we consider using Unmanned Aerial or Ground Vehicles (UAVs
or UGVs) as the deployment tools. Therefore, the planning
architecture also covers the Waypoint Planning problem and
offers scheduled routes for the autonomous vehicles to deploy
sensor nodes and collect the data.
Keywords-deployment planning; sensing coverage; connectivity; unmanned vehicles; waypoint planning; obstacle avoidance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been deployed in
physical environments (both indoor and outdoor areas) for
a wide range of applications including habitant monitoring,
disaster management, inventory control, etc. A WSN typically consists of a set of static or mobile sensor nodes,
or so-called Cooperating Objects (COs) [1], which provide
physical measurements and collaboratively carry out system
operations to achieve the application objectives.
As the scale of current CO deployments becomes considerably large, e.g., thousands of sensor nodes and the
application scenarios become more complex, effective and
thorough pre-deployment planning is necessary and is the
key to reduce the deployment cost. To provide a useful deployment plan, the developer must consider several aspects
when designing an architecture for a WSN deployment tool.
First, the planning architecture needs to allow the user to
specify the application objectives, deployment requirement
and the target area characteristics as well as the constraints
for the deployment. Second, for most WSN applications
with static nodes the main deployment requirements are
centered around the issues of sensing coverage and network
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connectivity [2] [3]. Therefore, the architecture must offer
a set of deployment planning strategies [4] [5] [6] and parameterization for optimizing the CO deployments in order
to meet the application requirement. As for the application
with mobile nodes [7], the architecture must provide the
movement schedules as well as the trajectories for the mobile
nodes to perform system operations in order to achieve
required application performance. Third, the most important
things is that the planning architecture has to include an
evaluation unit for assessing the application performance
based on the resulting CO deployments and to output the
optimal deployment plan for the application.
We have been developing a WSN deployment planning
architecture called COPlanner, which aims to cover the
above aspects regarding static and mobile sensor node deployments. Moreover, COPlanner provides realistic deployment strategies by taking into account the physical obstacles.
Furthermore, COPlanner considers using UAVs/UGVs as
deployment tools for the inaccessible target areas. Therefore,
the deployment plan generated by COPlanner also tackles
the Waypoint Planning problem, which involves defining the
optimal route for the deployment vehicles to visit a given
set of waypoints as the deployment locations. COPlanner is
developed in the scope of an European project, PLANET
[8], in which the deployment planning tool is required to
support the CO deployment using UAVs/UGVs for two
applications: the Wildlife Monitoring in Doñana Biological
Reserve (DBR) [9] and the Automated Airfield applications.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We
list the related work in Section II. Section III presents our
architecture design of the COPlanner and it compositional
components; Section IV describes the planning strategies
we have developed for the static WSNs regarding sensor
coverage and network connectivity, and for the mobile
networks regarding waypoint planning. Finally, we describe
our future work and conclude our work in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
There have been lots of deployment strategies proposed
to achieve sensing coverage and network connectivity. Many
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approaches are based on virtual forces, with which the
nodes are either attracted or repulsed in order to achieve
required coverage or connectivity. In [10], the distribution
of sensing events was used to generate virtual forces, which
shape the network topology to adapt the distribution of
expected sensing events. Other grid-based approaches [5]
[11] divided the target area into subareas and arranged the
node locations in order to fulfill the deployment requirement.
While these approaches aim to solve the deployment issues,
they do not consider the impact of obstacles. All of our
deployment strategies deal with the obstacle issue. Tan et al.
[12] and Wang et al. [5] proposed algorithms for the sensor
deployment to cover the target area, which can also include
obstacles. Both approaches tried to minimize the number of
nodes to be deployed. However, these approaches do not
maintain k-connectivity.
While many deployment strategies are available, little
work has been found on the WSN deployment planning
environment. Li et al. described a planning platform [6]
that guides the developer through three steps for deployment planning: Pre-Placement, Simulation/Evaluation and
Optimization. The aim of the platform is to provide an integrated, general deployment planning environment. However,
the deployment strategies for various applications were not
addressed. The goal of COPlanner is to provide different
deployment strategies to meet various application requirements. Therefore, more development efforts spent on the
optimization deployment approaches for different network
deployment configurations.
III. ARCHITECTURE
The main functionality of COPlanner is to, given the user
application input, create efficient deployment plans for various static and mobile WSNs applications. Figure 1 depicts
an overview of the COPlanner architecture. In our design,
the user can specify application-specific input and obtain
the final deployment plan through a web-based application,
so a web service client component is devised to handle the
interaction with the web server. The user application input is
maintained by the User Application (UA) component. Such
input includes the target area description with the deployment constraints, application task description, planning configuration and sensing device configuration. Each piece of
information is maintained by a corresponding subcomponent
associated with the UA component.
The core component of COPlanner is the Planning Manager, which decides the type of the deployment plan to
be generated based on the application input. Once the plan
type is determined, the manager interacts with the Planning
Tool Manager (PTM), which is implemented with a powerful scheme that allows flexibly extending the COPlanner’s
capability with newly developed deployment planning algorithms/strategies. PTM manages a set of Planning Tools,
each of which implements an optimization deployment
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Figure 1.

The Architecture of COPlanner

algorithm to meet the specific user requirements on the
application performance, e.g., data delivery rate, latency and
system lifetime. Section IV will detail these strategies.
The planning tool outputs one or a set of optimized predeployment plans created by the optimization algorithm.
PTM then interacts with the Evaluation Tools component,
which includes different performance metrics for evaluating the application performance based on the planned
deployments. The evaluation of the pre-deployment plans
is performed through the use of a WSN simulator. With
the Simulation Interface component, the Evaluation Tool
can specify the performance metrics and can request the
simulator to simulate the application. From the application
performance results with different pre-deployment plans, the
Evaluation Tool decides on the best candidate as the output
of the deployment plan. The final deployment plan as well as
the performance evaluation is stored in the Storage Manager
component. Note that the discussion on the simulator is not
in the scope of the paper, and we focus our discussion on
the architecture of COPlanner and the deployment strategies
developed for generating optimized deployment plans.
IV. P LANNING S TRATEGIES
The design goal of COPlanner is to provide deployment
strategies, which specify the node deployment locations for
the WSN required by various applications. Our deployment
strategies are classified into two kinds: (1) one for the static
WSN deployments and (2) the other for the deployments involved in mobile vehicles, which can be further categorized
into mobile sensor nodes and the deployment tools. These
strategies are detailed below.
A. Static WSN Deployment Planning Strategies
Our deployment strategies for the static WSN deployment
focus on the issues of sensing coverage and network connectivity with the minimum number of nodes. Moreover,
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Figure 2.

Figure 3.

An example of generated covered deployment plan

An examples of generated connected deployment plan

different from the typical coverage and connectivity algorithms, our approach considers the existence of obstacles in
the target area. In COPlanner, the obstacles are modeled
as polygons, in which no deployment locations can be
specified. We use the Unit Disc Model (UDM) for the
sensing and communication coverage. We assume that two
nodes A and B are connected if their Euclidean distance
|AB| ≤ rc , where rc is the communication range. However,
A and B are disconnected if the segment AB intersects
with any obstacle polygon. Note that our approaches, except
for the CCP approach (described below), are not limited
by the use of UDM. To simply the explanation without
loss of generality, we use the UDM to show the resulting
deployment plans.
We first developed the Coverage and Connectivity Planning (CCP) strategy, which generates a deployment plan
with node deployment locations such that the every point
(except for the ones in the obstacles) in the target area is
covered, while the nodes stay connected. To achieve the
minimum node number, we used the approach proposed in
[4], in which the author analyzed the patterns of node locations in order to maintain full coverage and k-connectivity
(k ≤ 6) with the minimum number of nodes. However, when
considering obstacles, the regularity of the pattern cannot
be totally applied. We modified the approach as follows.
Initially, our CCP approach uses the hill climbing technique
to search for the pattern configuration, which identifies the
starting node location and the angle for applying the pattern
across the target area. In the case where the deployment
locations fall into the obstacle ranges, the deployment holes
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Figure 4.

Figure 5.

An example of generated route by WPP-O

An example of generated route for data collection

will occur. To cope with this problem, CCP uses a heuristic
algorithm to fill up the holes with the minimum number of
nodes. Furthermore, if k-connectivity is required, additional
nodes will be included to match the requirement. Figure 2
and Figure 3 illustrate the examples of resulting deployment
plans for coverage and connectivity with the coverage radius
rs = 50m and rc = 120m, respectively.
Another deployment strategy that is currently in development involves evenly distributing the nodes across the target
area. The motivation for this approach is the applications
that requires sampling at different locations in the target area,
e.g., water samples from different locations of a flooded area
for pollution detection. Connectivity is not main requirement
for such application and the data can be collected, e.g.,
using mobile elements. Wang describes in [13] a vectorbased approach called Minimax Algorithm, which creates a
uniformly distributed network topology. The main idea is to
use a Voronoi diagram and the minimax points within the
Voronoi cells to organize the originally randomly deployed
nodes until the Voronoi cells have approximately the same
size. The next step of our work is to adjust the algorithm so
that it considers obstacles in the target area.
B. Mobile WSN Deployment Planning Strategies
In addition to the static WSN deployments, COPlanner
also covers deployment planning for the mobile WSN applications. Moreover, COPlanner considers using the moving
vehicles as the deployment tools. In this case, the deployment plan contains the locations to be visited and the
movement schedules for the deployment vehicles and the
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mobile nodes. The former can be generalized to the Waypoint
Planning problem, in which given a set of waypoints, the
algorithm outputs the optimal route to visit all the waypoints.
We developed a solution algorithm for the extended
Waypoint Planning problem with the obstacles (WPP-O)
and also modeled the obstacles as polygons in this case.
In addition to the waypoints, our approach first identifies
each vertex of the polygons and includes them in the graph
G. The algorithm then finds the shortest paths between each
pair of nodes in G using our modified Dijkstra algorithm.
In the next step, our approach randomly selects a route that
covers all waypoints, and tries to find the optimal route
using the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) with Simulated
Annealing technique, which assigns the distance as a cost
value to each link. The goal is to create a route with the
minimum cost value. In each iteration, a pair of links are
switched to form a new route. The switch is accepted if the
resulting cost is lower or with a certain probability if the
cost is higher. When the iterations terminates, our algorithm
outputs an optimized route that covers all waypoints while
the obstacles are avoided. Figure 4 shows an example of the
optimal route generated by our WPP-O algorithm.
Additionally, we are currently developing a deployment
strategies for data collection with mobile nodes. The problem of data collection using mobile nodes is defined as:
given a set of node locations and the communication range,
the algorithm outputs a route for the mobile node to pass
through the communication range of every node in order to
collects all sensory data. The objective is also to minimize
the distance of the route. Figure 5 illustrates an example
of resulting route. More improvement on this approach still
needs to be made in order to create the optimal route.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented our ongoing work on a flexible
deployment planning architecture (COPlanner) that can be
easily extended to include different deployment strategies for
various WSN applications using the static or mobile sensor
nodes. Particularly, COPlanner provides deployment plans
that involve in autonomous vehicles as the deployment tools.
We believe that the development of COPlanner can provide
a useful WSN deployment planning architecture to ease the
WSN deployment task and to reduce the deployment cost.
In the future, we plan to perform thorough experiments to
evaluate the developed algorithms, and further to use these
techniques on the real deployment in the project. Moreover,
we will consider more deployment approaches for more
complex applications that required deployments of hybrid
WSNs with both static and mobile nodes.
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Abstract—RFID is a generic term for technologies which use
RF waves to identify, track, or categorize any object. One of
the research areas in RFID systems is a tag anti-collision
protocol; how to reduce identification time with a given
number of tags in the field of an RFID reader. There are two
types of tag anti-collision protocols for RFID systems: tree
based algorithms and slotted aloha based algorithms. Many
anti-collision algorithms have been proposed in recent years,
especially in tree based protocols. However, there still exist
challenges on enhancing the system throughput and stability
due to the underlying technologies having faced different
limitation in system performance when network density is high.
Recently, a Wrap-Around Scan (WAS) technique, which is a
tree based approach, was proposed and aims to speedup tag
identification in large scale RFID systems. The main idea of the
Wrap-Around Scan is to limit the number of collisions by
moving to next level as the number of collisions exceeds a
predefined threshold. The WAS method indeed improves the
efficiency in high density RFID systems. However, the reader
using WAS scheme will spend some unnecessary queries for
the idle response. In this paper, we proposed an intelligent
wrap-around scan technique, which is called the iWAS scheme,
to avoid those unnecessary queries. The simulation results
show that the proposed techniques provide superior
performance in high density environments. It is shown that the
iWAS is effective in terms of increasing system throughput and
minimizing identification delay.
Keywords-Tag anti-collision; query tree; wrap-around scan.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) is an emerging
technology that guarantees to advance modern industrial
practices in object identification and tracking, asset
management, and inventory control [14]. Recently, several
identification systems such as barcodes and smart cards are
incorporated for automatic identification and data collection.
However, these systems have several limits in read rate,
visibility, and contact. RFID systems are a matter of grave
concern because they provide fast and reliable
communication without requiring physical sight or touching
between readers and tags.
One of the areas of research is the speed with which a
given number of tags in the field of RFID readers can be
identified. For fast tag identification, anti-collision protocols,
which reduce collisions and identify tags irrespective of
occurring collisions, are required [6], [7]. There are two
types of collisions: reader collisions and tag collisions.
Reader collisions indicate that when neighboring readers
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inquire a tag concurrently, so the tag cannot respond its ID to
the inquiries of the readers. These collision problems can be
easily solved by detecting collisions and communicating
with other readers. Tag collisions occur when multi tags try
to respond to a reader simultaneously and cause the reader to
identify no tag. For low-cost passive RFID tags, there is
nothing to do except response to the inquiry of the reader.
Thus, tag anti-collision protocols are necessary for
improving the cognitive faculty of RFID systems.
In general, the tag anti-collision techniques can be
classified into two categories, aloha based and tree based
protocols. Aloha-based approaches use time slot to reduce
collision probability. Tags randomly select a particular slot
in the time frame, load and transmit its identification to the
reader. Once the transmission is collided, tags will repeatedly
send its id in next interval of time to make sure its id is
successfully recognized. Aloha based protocols can reduce
the collision probability. However, they have the tag
starvation problem that a particular tag may not be identified
for a long time. For the consideration of performance, the tag
collision rate is increased as the number of RFID tag
increased, which may result a low tag recognition rate.
The tree based schemes use a data structure similar to a
binary search algorithm. An RFID reader consecutively
communicates with tags by sending prefix codes based on
the query tree data structure. Only tags in the reader’s
interrogation zone and of which ID match the prefix respond.
The reader can identify a tag if only one tag respond the
inquiry. Otherwise the tags responses will be collided if
multiple tags respond simultaneously.
Although tree based protocols do not bring the tag
starvation problem, but they have relatively long
identification delay. Recently, a Wrap-Around Scan (WAS)
technique was proposed and aiming to coordinate
simultaneous communications in high density RFID
environments, to speedup tag identification and to increase
the overall read rate and throughput in large-scale RFID
systems [15]. The main idea of the Wrap-Around Scan
technique is to limit number of collisions during the
identification phase. When number of collisions larger than
the predefined acceptable ratio, it reveals that the density in
RF field is too high. In order to minimize unnecessary
inquiry, the prefix matching will be moved to lower level of
the query tree, alleviating the collision problems. The
method of setting collision bound indeed improves the
efficiency of large-scale RFID tag identification. However,
the reader using WAS scheme will spend some unnecessary
queries for the idle response. In this paper, we proposed an
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intelligent Wrap-Around Scan technique (iWAS) to avoid
those unnecessary queries. To evaluate the performance of
our proposed technique, we have implemented our proposed
iWAS scheme along with previous proposed WAS method
and the query tree protocol. The experimental results show
that the proposed technique presents significant
improvement in most circumstance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Related work is discussed in Section II. In Section III, the
tree based tag identification algorithm is introduced as
preliminary of this study. In Section IV, our proposed query
tree based algorithm, the intelligent Wrap-Around Scan
(iWAS) is presented. Performance comparisons and analysis
of the proposed technique will be given in Section V. Finally,
in Section VI, some concluding remarks are made.
II.

RELATED WORK

Many research results for collision avoidance have been
presented in literature. The existing tag identification
approaches can be classified into two main categories, the
Aloha-based [3], [4], [8], [11], [14] anti-collision scheme and
the tree-based scheme [1], [7], [9], [13]. RFID readers in the
former scheme create a frame with a certain number of time
slots, and then add the frame length into the inquiry message
sent to the tags in its vicinity. Tags response the interrogation
based on a random time slot. Because collisions may happen
at the time slot when two or more tag response
simultaneously, making those tags could not be recognized.
Therefore, the readers have to send inquiries contiguously
until all tags are identified. As a result, Aloha-based scheme
might have long processing latency in identifying large-scale
RFID systems [4]. In [14], Vogt et al. investigated how to
recognize multiple RFID tags within the reader’s
interrogation ranges without knowing the number of tags in
advance by using framed Aloha. A similar research is also
presented in [11] by Zhen et al. In [3], Klair et al. also
presented a detailed analytical methodology and an in-depth
qualitative energy consumption analysis of pure and slotted
Aloha anti-collision protocols. Another anti-collision
algorithm called enhanced dynamic framed slotted aloha
(EDFSA) is proposed in [5]. EDFSA estimates the number
of unread tags first and adjusts the number of responding
tags or the frame size to give the optimal system efficiency.
In tree-based scheme, such as ABS [7], IBBT [2] and
IQT [10], RFID readers split the set of tags into two subsets
and labeled them by binary numbers. The reader repeats such
process until each subset has only one tag. Thus the reader is
able to identify all tags. The adaptive memoryless tag anticollision protocol proposed by Myung et al. [6] is an
extended technique based on the query tree protocol. Choi et
al. also proposed the IBBT (Improved Bit-by-bit Binary-Tree)
algorithm [2] in Ubiquitous ID system and evaluate the
performance along three other old schemes. The IQT
protocol [10] is a similar work approach by exploiting
specific prefix patterns in the tags to make the entire
identification process. Recently, Zhou et al. [12] consider the
problem of slotted scheduled access of RFID tags in a
multiple reader environment. They developed centralized
algorithms in a slotted time model to read all the tags. With
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the fact of NP-hard, they also designed approximation
algorithms for the single channel and heuristic algorithms for
the multiple channel cases.
Although tree based schemes have advantage of
implementation simplicity and better response time compare
with the Aloha based ones, they still have challenges in
decreasing the identification latency. In this paper, we
present an enhanced tree based tag identification technique
aims to coordinate simultaneous communications in largescale RFID systems, to speedup minimize tag identification
latency and to increase the overall read rate and throughput.
Simulation results show that our proposed technique
outperforms previous techniques.
III.

TREE BASED TAG ANTI-COLLISION SCHEMES

In this section, we present two tree based anti-collision
techniques, namely the Query Tree algorithm (QTA) and the
Wrap-Around Scan algorithm (WAS), that are most related
to our work.
A. Query Tree Algorithm
The query tree algorithm (QT) uses binary splitting
strategy to identify tags. A reader transmits the k-length
prefix. Then tags send from (k + 1 )th bit to the end bit of
tag IDs if the first k bits of tag IDs are the same as the
prefix. Also, if the received tag IDs collide, the extended
prefix attached ‘0’ or ‘1’ to the prefix is retransmitted.
Furthermore, if there is no collision, the reader identifies
one of the tags. Figure 1 shows an example of the query tree
scheme. Table 1 summarizes the detail steps of
communication between the reader and the tags with the
example shown in Figure 1.
B. Wrap-Around Scan algorithm
In the environment with high tags density, collision may
happen very frequently while using the query tree algorithm,
and due to that, a lot of query time will be wasted. The main
idea of Wrap-Around Scan algorithm is using a threshold
jumping strategy in which a threshold of collisions is mainly
used as the criterion of moving the identification process to
the next level of a query tree. By using the collision
threshold, when the collisions happen frequently in a level,
the corresponding level of the query tree will be jumping
over. As shown in Figure 2, when the number of collision
exceeds the predefined threshold, prefix matching at the
present level will be skipped in order to save unnecessary
prefix inquires for the remaining part at the same level.
Through the process, the number of inquiry message could
be significantly reduced. The collision threshold in WrapAround Scan technique is set to 2I/M, where I denotes the
level in the query tree and M is a pre-defined constant.
Let us use an example to demonstrate the WAS scheme.
Figure 3 shows an example of an RFID network having 6
tags with 4-bits id length using WAS with M = 3. The WAS
scans the query tree from left to right in level 1, the reverse
in level 2, and reverse again in level 3, and so on. Since M =
3, the threshold of collisions are 1, 2 and 3 in level 1, level 2
and level 3, respectively. The only one collision happened in
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level 1 is node 0, the two collision nodes appeared in level 2
are nodes 10 and 11; while the three collision nodes in level
3 are happened at nodes 011, 101 and 110 in order. Table 2
summarizes the detail steps of communication between the
reader and the tags with the example shown in Figure 3.

Wrap-Around Scan
Success
Collision
Idle
ROOT

Jumping

I=1

0

1
I=2

ROOT
00

01

10

11
I=3

0

1
000
Idle

00
Idle

01

010
Idle

Success
Collision

10

011

100
Idle

0110 0111
Tag A Tag B
0110 0111

Idle

Figure 1.

101

An example of query tree algorithm.

Status
Collision
Collision
Idle
Collision
Collision
Collision
Idle
Collision
Idle
Collision
Collision
Idle
Identify Tag A
Identify Tag B
Identify Tag C
Identify Tag D
Identify Tag E
Identify Tag F

ROOT
I=1

I=2

I=3
Collision > Threshold

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Threshold Jumping

100
Idle

101

110

111
I=4

1010 1011 1100 1101 1110 1111
Tag C Tag D Tag E Tag F Idle Idle
1010 1011 1100 1101

An example of WAS algorithm.

TABLE II. COMMUNICATION STEPS OF FIGURE 3.

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Broadcast
0
11
10
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
1111
1110
1101
1100
1011
1010
111
110
IV.

Inquire
Threshold Jumping

011

0110 0111
Tag A Tag B
0110 0111

111
Idle

110

1010 1011 1100 1101
Tag C Tag D Tag E Tag F
1010 1011 1100 1101

Broadcast
0
1
00
01
10
11
010
011
100
101
110
111
0100
0111
1010
1011
1100
1101

010
Idle

11

TABLE I. COMMUNICATION STEPS OF FIGURE 1.

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

001
Idle

Status
Collision
Collision
Collision
No Response
No Response
No Response
Collision
No Response
Collision
Collision
No Response
No Response
Identify Tag F
Identify Tag E
Identify Tag D
Identify Tag C
Identify Tag B
Identify Tag A

THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Recall that, in WAS technique, the identification of tags
in the right sub-tree could be advanced by reversing the
direction of scan in each level alternatively. Figure 4
demonstrates the idea of wrap-around scan. The level
ordered scans start from left to right in all “odd” (or even)
levels and starts from right to left in all “even” (or odd)
levels. Using wrap-around scan, the amount of prefix
inquiries is expected to be decreased as the advance findings
of the information of no response / collisions in the query
tree could be in a balanced way. In WAS approach, jumping
will reduce the number of collisions in a level. However, it
will also cause unnecessary inquiry in the next level since
some of inquires could be omitted once the status of the
corresponding upper level is known. We describe our idea in
the following sections.

The paradigm of threshold jumping technique.
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In query tree algorithm, every time when collision
happened, the reader will add one bit for prefix matching at
next level. In such way, it may waste too much time in
scanning the entire binary tree. The main idea of our
proposed technique is that, instead of adding one bit for
prefix matching at next level as collision occurred in query
tree algorithm, we first analyze the possible ways for causing
the collision and take appropriate actions at next level. We
study the relationship for a collision parent node and its two
child nodes. In our observation, there are four possible ways
causing the collision parent node: 1) two collision child
nodes, 2) one collision child node and the other identifiable
(success) child node, 3) one collision child node and the
other idle child node, and 4) two identifiable (success) child
nodes. Figure 4 shows the four possible cases for a collision.

reader broadcasts prefix bit string 010 to tags, there is no
response from tags since no tags match 010 in their ids. At
this moment, the reader is aware that nodes 000, 001 and 010
are all in idle state and node 0 is in collision state. Thus, the
reader can conclude that node 011 should be in collision state.
As a result, tags A and B can be identified according to case
(4). Similarly, as node 100 is in idle state, the reader is aware
that node 10 is in collision state. Thus, node 101 can be
recognized as in collision state. As a result, tags C and D can
be identified at this moment. Therefore, the proposed iWAS
technique can significantly reduce the query time. Simulation
results show that our proposed iWAS algorithm outperforms
the original WAS algorithm in many situations. We evaluate
the performance in the following section.
Success
Collision
Idle

ROOT
Case 1
0
Idle

ROOT

Jumping

1
Collision
Case 2
10
Collision
Case 4
100
Collision

Success
Collision

Case 3

00

11
Collision

110
Collision

01

000
Idle

Case 4
101
Tag C
1011

001
Idle

1100 1101
Tag D Tag E
1100 1101

Based on the relationship between a collision parent node
and its two child nodes, we observe that cases (3) and (4) can
be used as a prior knowledge for deciding the status of a
child node when the status of the sibling for the child node is
known. For example, in case (3), once the result of the prefix
matching is known to be idle, the prefix matching will be
unnecessary for the sibling node since the status of their
parent node is collided and as a result, the status of sibling
node will be collided too. Another observation is that if a
collision occurred at level (n-1), then, as we described in
case (4), the two child nodes at level n must be identified.
Combining the WAS algorithm with the enhancement
technique, we develop an enhanced WAS algorithm with
prior knowledge, called the intelligent Wrap-Around Scan
(iWAS) algorithm to reduce the query time in identification
process. Figure 5 shows an example to illustrate the
performance of proposed iWAS technique. Table 3
summarizes the detail steps of communication between the
reader and the tags with the example of Figure 5. As shown
in Table 3, 6 tags can be identified in 9 steps by using iWAS
algorithm while using original WAS technique, it will take
18 steps to identify 6 tags. It should be noticed that when the
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11

101

110

111
Idle

1010 1011 1100 1101
Tag C Tag D Tag E Tag F
1010 1011 1100 1101

An example of iWAS technique.

TABLE III. COMMUNICATION STEPS OF FIGURE 5.

1
2
3
4
5

Broadcast
0
11
10
000
001

WAS
Status
Collision
Collision
Collision
No Response
No Response

Broadcast
0
11
10
000
001

6

010

No Response

010

7

011

Collision

100

8

100

No Response

110

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

101
110
1111
1110
1101
1100
1011
1010
0111
0110

Collision
Collision
No Response
No Response
Identify Tag F
Identify Tag E
Identify Tag D
Identify Tag C
Identify Tag B
Identify Tag A

1111

Step
The four possible cases for a collision.

100
Idle

0110 0111
Tag A Tag B
0110 0111

Figure 5.

Figure 4.

10

011

010
Idle

111
Idle

Idle
1000 1001
Tag A Tag B
1000 1001

1

0

iWAS
Status
Collision
Collision
Collision
No Response
No Response
No Response
Get info. 011 collision
Identify Tags A and B
No Response
Get info 101 Collision
Identify Tags C and D
Collision, Identify Tags E
and F
No Response
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Balance Tree (16Bits)

To evaluate the performance of the proposed technique,
we have implemented the iWAS scheme along with the
query tree protocol (QT) and Wrap-Around Scan scheme
(WAS). Figure 6 compares the number of inquires to identify
different number of RFID tags. In this experiment, the tag id
is set 8 bits length and density = 10% means that there are 28
 10% = 26 tags, and so on. All tags are randomly generated
in a uniform distribution manner. As a result, a balance tree
is generated as entitled in the figure. In this experiment, the
threshold value M is set 3. As shown in Figure 6, the
proposed technique iWAS can reduce the amount of inquiry
messages. As we expected, the iWAS outperforms both the
WAS and QT techniques. When network density increasing,
the proposed iWAS method presents significant
improvements to the traditional query tree protocol and
WAS method.

160000

Inquiry
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120000

80000

40000
Density(%)

0
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Figure 7.
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90

100
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The last experiment was conducted with different
distribution of ids among tags. The term Tree Balance Factor
(TBF) defined in Figure 8 is used to indicate the percentage
of tags distribution in left sub-tree and right sub-tree of a
query tree. TBF = 10% means that number of tags in left
sub-tree and right sub-tree are with the ration 1:9, TBF =
20% represents the number of tags in left sub-tree and right
sub-tree are with the ration 2:8, and so on. As a result, an
imbalance tree is generated as entitle in the figure. This
experiment varies the tree balance factor from 10% which
means an imbalance tree, to 50% which reflects a balance
tree. The density is set 80% in the experiment. From the
experimental results, the iWAS outperforms the WAS and
the query tree methods in both imbalance and balance
distributions.
Imbalanced Tree(8bits)
300
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Performance comparison of the iWAS, WAS and QT with 16
bits RFID tags.

Performance comparison of the iWAS, WAS and QT with 8 bits
RFID tags.

Figure 7 uses the same configuration as that of Figure 6
except the length of tag ID is set 16 bits. The number of tags
in this experiment is set from 216  10% = 6554 to 216 
100% = 65536. This experiment has similar observations as
those of Figure 6. The proposed iWAS has better
performance compare to the WAS and QT in terms of the
inquiry message. It should be noticed that the amount of
inquiry messages of proposed iWAS method is almost the
same when the network density exceeds 70%. This is due to
that when the network density is high, the balance tree is
almost full. As a result, the reader can obtain the collision
state in the same level during the identification process of
our proposed iWAS method. Therefore, the amount of
inquiry message is almost the same when network density is
high.
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Figure 6.
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Performance comparison of the iWAS, WAS and QT in
imbalance tree.
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VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With the emergence of wireless RFID technologies,
identifying high density RFID tags is a crucial task in
developing large scale RFID systems. In this paper, we have
presented an enhanced tree-based tag identification
technique for minimizing tag identification cost. By using a
prior knowledge, many unnecessary inquires can be
reduced. Together with the Wrap-Around Scan technique
(WAS), the efficiency of tag identification can be
significantly improved. To evaluate the performance of
proposed techniques, we have implemented the iWAS
technique along with the WAS and the query tree protocol
(QT). The experimental results show that the proposed
technique provides considerable improvements on the
latency of tag identification. It is also shown that the iWAS
is effective in terms of increasing system throughput and
efficiency. It remains challenging, however, to find an
optimal approach that would use least prior knowledge to
reduce unnecessary inquires as many as possible.
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Abstract— In this paper, we propose the priority based multichannel MAC protocol with single radio interface for the real
time monitoring of the flight test of weapon systems.
Concurrent transmissions with multi-channel of sensor nodes
can improve the network throughput compared with singlechannel transmission in wireless sensor networks. Our
proposed MAC protocol has two operation modes. First is
'Normal' mode and second is 'Priority' mode. In normal mode,
nodes are operated on normal CSMA/CA. And nodes have
different priority depending on a sensed signal level in priority
mode. High priority nodes can use more transmission channel
for data send than low priority nodes. This method can
guarantee successful transmission of important data generated
by high priority nodes. The Class of a node is determined by
own sensed data, in ‘Priority’ mode; nodes have three degrees
– Class A, Class B, and Class C. When a sensed data of each
node exceeds specific threshold value, each node has specific
class respectively. High class node has low backoff exponents
and can use more transmission channel. This mechanism
allows that high class node has more transmission opportunity.
It guarantees transmission of important data generated by
high class nodes.
Keywords- Multi-Channel; Wireless Sensor Network; MAC
Protocol; Weapon Flight Test; Test Command and Control.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1-3] are used over a
wide range such as military application, environmental
monitoring, medical care, smart buildings and other
industries. Energy efficiency is a main objective in most of
the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for WSNs [4–
7]. Other parameters such as bandwidth utilization, lowlatency, and scalability are mostly ignored or dealt with as
secondary objectives. However, bandwidth and low-latency
are as important as saving energy in some applications such
as military, surveillance, fire, and intrusion detection which
are required a real time monitoring.
Real-time monitoring is one of the prime necessities of a
flight test of weapon systems for the test command and
control and the safety of person and property. A flight test of
weapon systems are very dangerous and occur within short
spans of time. Besides, the test is performed in a wide area
and has a difficulty in a wired connection for a transmission
of sensed data.

The flight test is an event-triggered application [8] in
which sensor nodes do not transmit any data unless a
relevant actual event (i.e. a explosion and a crash) occurs.
When sensor nodes detect event, they send a sensed data to
the sink at the same time. It can generate a traffic burst in the
network. Because an event typically triggers many sensor
nodes concurrently, the occurrence of traffic bursts produced
by different nodes is highly correlated in time. Bursty or
heavy wireless communication in one location (or node) may
lead to contention for channel access by the nearby sensor
nodes. WSNs for the flight test are required efficient and
timely collection of large amounts data with high resolution.
However with a single channel, WSNs cannot provide these
requirements because of radio collisions and limited
bandwidth.
Existing MAC protocols are not well-suited for real time
monitoring of such event triggered applications with large
amount of data. Characteristics of the event in a flight test of
weapon systems are different from ordinary environment.
We may not know exactly the event area in a wide test zone
and the event occurrence time is very short. Therefore,
schedule based multi-channel protocols is not appropriated to
a real-time monitoring of a flight test of weapon systems. A
scheduled multi-channel scheme is needed to negotiate time
and procedure before data packet transmission between the
sender and receiver node. A data of a event area is the
interest information which is more quickly transmitted to
sink than other area.
So we design the multi-channel communication protocol
based on the modified Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) over a single radio
for WSNs in order to improve network throughput and
provide reliable and timely communication services for real
time monitoring of the flight test.
Proposed MAC protocol adds a specialized priority factor
under the weapon flight test environment at normal slotted
CSMA/CA mechanism. This MAC protocol gives high
transmission priority to the inner nodes of event area than the
outer nodes. Furthermore, this MAC protocol can get not
only collision reduction effect between nodes in whole
sensing area but also guarantee transmission of priority
nodes.
Our proposed MAC protocol has two operation modes.
First is 'Normal' mode and second is 'Priority' mode. In
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normal mode, nodes are operated on normal CSMA/CA.
Also nodes have different priority depending on a sensed
signal level in priority mode. High priority nodes can use
more transmission channel for data send than low priority
nodes. This method can guarantee successful transmission of
important data generated by high priority nodes. Class of a
node determined by own sensed data, in ‘Priority’ mode and
class of nodes have 3 degree – Class A, B and C. When
sensed data at each node exceed specific threshold value,
each node has specific class. High class node has low
backoff exponents and can use more transmission channel.
This mechanism allows that high class node has more
transmission opportunity. It guarantees transmission of
important data generated by high class nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works. Section 3 presents the proposed
scheme based priority in details. Section 4 presents
performance evaluation through simulations. Finally, Section
5 concludes this paper with summary and directions for
future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Researchers have proposed multi-channel MAC
protocols [10-15] that exploit multiple channels to increase
the network throughput by eliminating the contention and
interference on a single-channel in WSNs. WSNs have some
limitation such as limited computation, low bandwidth, small
MAC layer packet size, battery-operated power, and so on.
Therefore, multi-channel MAC protocol for WSNs should
consider the minimum control overhead possible in channel
negotiation. Channel negotiation packets cannot be ignored
as small overhead.
Multi-channel MAC protocols can be classified into three
categories [9]: scheduled protocols [10-12], contention
protocols [13, 14], and hybrid protocols [15].
A. Scheduled multi-channel protocols.
In this scheme, a time slot in TDMA frame for data
transmission is allotted to every node which is unique in its
2-hop neighborhood. This guarantees collision-free medium
access, and protocol does not waist energy and bandwidth on
competition and collisions.
MC-LMAC [10] proposed a multi-channel scheme based
on LMAC which allows the node to utilize new frequency
channels on-demand, if the network reaches a density limit.
This method is composed of two phases, one where the
nodes try to select timeslots according to the single channel
in LMAC rule and the second involves nodes which are
unable to grab a timeslot in the first phase invite the neighbor
nodes which are free to listen to them on an agreed channel
or time slot.
TMCP [11] is a tree-based multi-channel protocol for
data collection applications. The goal is to partition the
network into multiple subtrees with minimizing the intra-tree
interference. The protocol partitions the network into
subtrees and assigns different channels to the nodes residing
on different trees. TMCP is designed to support convergecast

traffic and it is difficult to have successful broadcasts due to
the partitions. Contention inside the branches is not resolved
since the nodes communicate on the same channel.
In TFMAC [12], a channel scheduling mechanism is
used to manage and decide when a node should switch
channel to support the current communication requirements.
TFMAC requires Time Synchronization and it uses single
half duplex transceiver. This protocol divides each channel
into time slots and the slot scheduling has been done for the
medium access. The frame has been divided into contention
access period where the slot scheduling and channel
allocation has been done and contention free period where
the data transfer has been done.
B. Contention-based multi-channel MAC protocols
Contention-based multi-channel MAC protocols use
neither a predetermined transmission schedule nor the frame
is divided into time slots. Instead, contention procedure is
conducted at the beginning of each frame, beforehand every
transmission, in order to avoid collisions. Contention-based
MAC protocols allow small delay and high throughput in
cases of low traffic.
MMSN [13] and TMMAC [14] have attempted to make
use of multiple channels by assigning different channels to
different nodes in a two-hop neighborhood to avoid potential
interference. They use a different channel from its
downstream and upstream nodes. Time slots are used to
coordinate transmissions in these protocols. They also
require precise time synchronization at nodes with frequent
channel switching delays and scheduling overheads
especially for high data traffic. In the multi-hop flow, nodes
have to switch channels in order to receive and forward
packets. This causes frequent channel switching and
potential packet losses. In order to prevent packet loss these
protocols use some negotiation or scheduling schemes to
coordinate channel switching and transmission among nodes
with different channels. They need many orthogonal
channels for channel assignment in dense networks.
C. Hybrid protocols
These protocols combine principles from previous two
methods. The frame is divided into time slots, but slots are
assigned to receivers instead of transmitters. In the absence
of traffic, hybrid protocols are more energy efficient then
scheduled protocols, since each node need to be awaken to
receive data only once per frame. Although hybrid protocols
require contention of the potential transmitters at the
beginning of each slot, contention mechanism is simpler and
wastes less energy than with contention-based protocols
since there is always only one receiver.
Y-MAC [15] is a hybrid multi-channel MAC protocol. to
TDMA, Y-MAC divides time into frames and slots, where
each frame contains a broadcast period and a unicast period.
Every node must wake up at the beginning of a broadcast
period and nodes contend to access the medium during this
period. If there are no incoming broadcast messages, each
node turns off its radio awaiting its first assigned slot in the
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unicast period. Each slot in the unicast period is assigned to
only one node for receiving data. This receiver-driven model
can be more energy-efficient under light traffic conditions,
because each node samples the medium only in its own
receive time slots.
III. PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Our proposed MAC protocol is based on the MultiChannel mechanism. Our proposed MAC protocol
distributes the nodes in a network to multiple channels, so
this method can reduce collisions between nodes in a
network and improve network transmission efficiency [16,
17]. Our MAC protocol has two operation modes. First is
‘Normal’ mode and second is ‘Priority’ mode. Change of
this operation mode is controlled by outside signal. In
‘Normal’ mode, nodes in a network operate on normal
CSMA/CA what use Multi-channel manner. And, in
‘Priority’ mode, nodes in a network have priority for data
transmission. High priority nodes can use more transmission
channel for data send than low priority nodes. This method
can guarantee successful transmission of important data
generated by high priority nodes.
The Class of a node is determined by own sensed data, in
‘Priority’ mode; nodes have three degrees – Class A, Class B,
and Class C. When sensed data at each node exceed specific
threshold value, each node has specific class. High class
node has low Backoff Exponents (BE) and can use more
transmission channel. This mechanism allows that high class
node has more transmission opportunity. It guarantees
transmission of important data generated by high class nodes.
A. Normal operation state
In a general situation, proposed MAC protocol operates
normal CSMA/CA. But, nodes in a network can use multiple
channels, and perform not only time backoff but also channel
backoff [18]. This twin backoff mechanism is more efficient
to avoid collisions between nodes in a network. All nodes
have same CW (Contention Window) and BE and can use
three channels.
When there is a need to transmit sensed data, they first
generate backoff value and select transmit channel randomly.
And perform CCA (Channel Clearance Assessment) at on
time and selected channel. If selected channel is idle,
perform data transmit. Nor perform new time and channel
backoff using new CW and increased BE value. Detail
description about this procedure represented in Fig. 1.

Class B node only use one data channel and has maximum
max BE value. Fig. 2 represents procedure of priority state.
Each node decides own transmission priority when sending
data generated by pre-determined threshold value. Follow
own transmission priority, each node select BE and TX
channel. After select BE and TX value, each node perform
CCA on backoff period boundary. If channel is clear, nodes
perform data sending sequence. But, if channel is buys nodes
perform backoff sequence. In backoff sequence, a node only
re-select TX channel.
Class A node can access not only own channel but also
channel of class B and C. And, class B node use own
channel and class C’s channel. All node in a network can
access class C’s channel. So, in the class C’s channel occur
many collision between all nodes in a network. We also
propose channel selection weight factor for reduce this
collision at common channel. Each node has weight factor
for select own channel. Nodes in a network select own
channel more frequently by effect of this weight factor.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this paper, we evaluate our proposed MAC protocol
via simulation. We compare average media access delay and
total number of successful media access. First, we compare
all node in a network can access all channels with our
proposed MAC protocol.
Fig. 3 shows average media access delay and total
number of successful media access by channel allocation
method. Uniform allocation method means all nodes in a
network can access same multiple channels and classified
allocation method mean some node has higher media access
priority than other nodes. Like table 1, Class A node can
access all data channel but class B node can access 2 of 3
data channel and class C node can access only 1 channel.
TABLE I.

NUMBER OF ALLOCATED CHANNEL
Number of allocated channel

Uniform allocation

Priority based allocation

Class A

3

3

Class B

3

2

Class C

3

1

B. Priority State
In Priority state, each node verifies own sensed value. If
this value exceed specific threshold, that node has
transmission priority. Nodes what get high priority, has more
accessible data channel and low BE value. So, these high
priority nodes can access media more easily than low priority
nodes. Each node in a network can get one of 3 classesClass A, B and C.
Class A node can access all channel and has minimum
max BE value. These nodes can access media easily than
other class nodes. Class B node can use 2 of 3 channel and
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In case of uniform channel allocation method, average
channel access delay and total number of successful media
access of each node in a network is very similar. But, in
priority based allocation mechanism, number of successful
media access of class A nodes what can use more channel
than other low priority nodes is larger than other class nodes.
Next simulation result compare uniform channel
allocation ratio with priority based channel allocation ratio.
Allocation ratio represented in table 2.
TABLE II.

CHANNEL ALLOCATION RATIO

Uniform channel
allocation ratio

Priority-based channel
allocation ratio

Class A

1:1:3

Class B

1:2

1:1:1

Class C

1

Fig. 4 shows number of unused channel at each channel.
In case of don’t use weight factor for channel allocation,
almost slot in #1 channel has been used but a lot of slot in #3
channel – only for class A nodes, don’t used. But in case of
we use weight factor for channel allocation, the number of
unused slot in #3 channel is lower than don’t use weight
factor.

Figure 2. Average Delay and Number of Tx Success.

V.

Figure 1. Ratio of Unused Slot at Each Channel.

Next Fig. 5 shows simulation result when each class has
different maximum BE and minimum BE value. Table 3
shows this BE value.
TABLE III.

CONCLUSION

Real-time monitoring is one of the prime necessities of a
flight test for the test and evaluation (T&E) of weapon
systems. Data of a event area is the interested information
which is reliable and quickly transmitted to sink than other
area.
Existing MAC protocols in WSNs are not well-suited for
real time monitoring of the flight test with large amount of
data. Therefore we proposed the new multi-channel MAC
protocol based on the modified CSMA/CA, which has two
operation modes. In normal mode, nodes are operated on
normal CSMA/CA. And nodes have different priority
depending on a sensed signal level in priority mode. High
priority nodes can use more transmission channel for data
send and has lower backoff exponents than low priority
nodes. It guarantees transmission of important data generated
by high class nodes.
In the future, we plan to setup testbed sensor network
system and evaluate the performance of the proposed MAC.

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUN BE VALUE
Same BE

Different BE

minBE

maxBE

minBE

maxBE

Class A

0

3

0

3

Class B

0

3

1

4

Class C

0

3

2

5
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Figure 4. Priority State Procedure Flow Chart.
Figure 5.
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Abstract— Cost reduction in wireless sensor networks becomes
an important requirement to extend their application in fields
where a great amount of sensors is needed. Traditional
approach to use multichannel analog-to-digital converter
and/or analog multiplexers for analog sensors will not give any
reduction in price. Moreover, the analog multiplexer
introduces additional measuring error. This paper describes in
details the developed advanced, robust but cost-effective sensor
nodes' architectures suitable for further integration in a nodeon-chip. Such sensor nodes can work with any analog and
quasi-digital sensors and transducers, and its sensing subsystem lets achieve the best metrological performances. A
comprehensive comparative study of sensor node's
architectures and sensing sub-systems are presented.
Keywords-sensor nodes; wireless sensor networks, frequencyto-digital converter, universal sensors and transducers interface,
node-on-chip

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensors and sensor networks can be deployed
almost anywhere at a far lower cost than can a wired system.
With the recent advances in embedded systems and wireless
technology, the hardware used is becoming more
inexpensive and more widely available. Wireless sensor
devices connect sensors wirelessly among each other as well
as to monitoring and management setups. According to the
MarketResearch.com the global market for wireless sensor
devices used in end vertical applications totaled $ US 790
million in 2011 and expected to increase at a 43.1 %
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) and reach an
estimated $ US 4.7 billion by 2016 [1].
Because wireless sensor networking is built around lowpower radios, the nodes that make up the network play a key
role in wireless communication. From a physical perspective,
the deployment of nodes may take several forms depending
on the sensor application and the desired pattern of
communication. Deployment may also be a one-time
activity, where the installation and use of a sensor network
are strictly separate activities. It can also be a continuous
process where more nodes are deployed over the lifetime of
the network [2]. The application can vary from a single
sensor node to multiple sensor nodes.
A wireless sensor net is made up of a group of sensor
nodes. Wireless sensor nodes are the essential building
blocks in a wireless sensor network. Each sensor node
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possesses the ability to monitor some aspect of its
environment, and each is able to communicate its
observations through other nodes to a destination where data
from the network is gathered and processed. Recent
developments in wireless technologies and the
semiconductor fabrication of miniature sensors are making
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) smaller and more costeffective for a growing number of uses [3].
Cost reduction in wireless sensor networks becomes a
requirement to extend their application in fields where a
great amount of sensors is needed [4], for example, industrial
applications. In this case it should be a good solution to
connect many existing low-cost sensors both: analog and
quasi-digital to one sensor node to reduce the cost of nodes.
Traditional approach to use multichannel analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) and/or analog multiplexers for analog
sensors will not give any reduction in price. Moreover, the
analog multiplexer introduces additional measuring error.
Hence, the analog signal must be preliminary converted to
the quasi-digital signal (frequency, period, duty-cycle, time
interval, phase-shift, pulse number or pulse-width modulated
(PWM) output).
The described in [4] sensor interface transforms the
voltage provided by various sensors with different output
ranges to a pulse signal, which frequency will depend
proportionally on the input voltage. The conversion of the
sensor signal to a frequency value will bear much less
sensitivity to interferences. The further frequency-to-digital
conversion is performed by using the classical direct
counting method. This technique counts the number of
pulses Nx of a signal of unknown period Tx=1/fx during a gate
time window T0 determined by n periods of a signal of
known, reference frequency f0. The unknown frequency fx is
calculated by the number of pulses into the counting
window:

Nx  n 

T0
Nx
 fx 
.
Tx
n  T0

(1)

Such classical method has two well known disadvantages:
the dependence of relative quantization error x on frequency
fx, and redundant conversion time determined by the constant
gate time T0. In order to achieve acceptable performance in
the conversion to digital values of the frequency signal, it is
necessary to the different sensor output ranges are converted
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into the same frequency range. For this, the conditioning
electronics must be able to change sensor’s gain and offset
voltage depending on the sensor signal characteristics.
The circuit [4] consists of two operational amplifiers,
analog multiplexer, two programmable potentiometers and
voltage-controlled oscillator, which performs the
transformation to the frequency range. The low resolution
serial digital-to-analog converter is used for self-calibration
purposes. When a node of the network is activated, the
microcontroller selects the sensor to be read by means of the
control lines of the analogue multiplexer and carry out the
conditioning and the conversion. However, such sensor
interface has some disadvantages. It introduces additional
error, because of mainly based on analog electronics
components.
Mantracourt Electronics Ltd. (UK) manufactures
Wireless Telemetry Pulse Acquisition Module (T24-PA) for
quasi-digital sensors and transducers with frequency range
from 0.5 Hz to 3 kHz and relative error 0.15 ... 0.25 % [5]. It
can not be used with various quasi-digital sensors and
transducers, which as rule have very broad dynamic
frequency range: form part of Hz to some tens MHz, and low
relative error 0.01 % and better [6]. In order to get the
optimal trade-off between metrological performances and
price for the sensor node it is expediently to use other,
universal, advanced solutions based on the novel frequencyto-digital conversion method.
In order to design cost-effective sensor nodes, which
satisfy to modern requirements, the following measures must
be realized. Instead of voltage or current sensors, so-called
quasi-digital sensors with frequency, period, time interval,
phase-shift, pulse number or PWM output must be used. The
frequency-to-digital converter should be based on the
advanced method for frequency measurements, which have
not disadvantages, mentioned above. In case of analog
output sensors, the intermediate voltage-to-frequency
converter(s) should be used.
The aim of this paper is to describe in details the
developed advanced but cost-effective sensor nodes'
architectures suitable for further integration in a node-onchip for wireless sensor networks. The paper consists of four
parts and is organized as follows. The first part includes
state-of-the-art review and task definition. The second part
describes a design approach for sensor nodes architectures
based on a Universal Sensors and Transducers Interface
circuit (USTI) and are suitable for any quasi-digital sensors
and analog sensors, and the third part is devoted to the
further design of a node-on-chip based on the USTI-WSN
IC. The forth part includes results of experimental
investigation of sensing sub-system based on the USTI IC.
The last part of the paper provides conclusions and future
research directions.
II.

SENSOR NODES' ARCHITECTURES

A sensor node in a wireless sensor network is capable of
performing some processing, gathering sensory information
and communicating with other connected nodes in the
network. Its architecture consists of the following
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components: sensing sub-system, processing sub-system,
communication sub-system and power management subsystem. The sensing sub-system directly influences on
metrological performances on the whole. However, during
the last years a lot of publications have been devoted mainly
to communication and power management sub-systems. This
article will be focused on the sensing sub-system design,
which satisfies to the modern requirements of relatively low
cost, expansibility and power-aware [7]. The low cost means
that sensor node should be cheap since wireless sensor
network may have hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes.
The expansibility signifies that hardware design must be
expandable with a number of different quasi-digital and
analog sensors to support a variety of applications. The
power-aware means that hardware supports intelligent
function, which allows algorithms to adapt themselves to the
available power.
Let consider several advanced sensor node architectures
for analog and quasi-digital sensors and transducers. All
these architectures are based on novel USTI ICs developed
by authors [8].
A.

Sensor node architecture with analog multiplexer
A simple sensor node for analog and quasi-digital sensors
with analog multiplexer and time division channeling is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sensor node with analog multiplexer.

Sensing sub-system in such architecture contains an
analog multiplexes (MUX), voltage-to-frequency converter
(VFC), and USTI ICs. A processing sub-system,
communication sub-system and power management subsystem are realized on a separate microcontroller. The USTI
is a core component of the sensing sub-system. It is based on
advanced, modified patented frequency (period)-to-digital
conversion method of the dependent count with a constant
quantization error in all broad frequency range and nonredundant conversion time [8-10]. The dependence of
relative error on conversion time is shown in Figure 2.
In this case it is not necessary to convert the different
sensor output ranges into the same frequency range, as it was
proposed in [4]. Only one voltage-to-frequency converter is
used to convert sensor's output to frequency. As usually,
integrated VFCs have broad frequency ranges and good
metrological performances [11, 12]. In addition, one quasidigital sensor can be directly connected to the second
channel of USTI IC, and one sensing element (resistive,
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capacitance or resistive bridge) can be also connected to this
IC [13].
1

Relative error, %

0,8

includes three main components: conversion rate (tconv),
communication time (tcomm) and calculations time (tcalc) [13].
The digital multiplexer does not introduce any additional
error. However, the VFCs still do it. So, the solution with
minimum possible hardware and high metrological
performance is possible if instead of analog sensors to use
quasi-digital sensors.
C.

Sensor node architecture for quasi-digital sensors
A low-cost sensor node with high metrological
performance for quasi-digital sensors and transducers is
shown in Figure 4, which addresses the challenges of
metrological performance improvement and node's cost
reduction [4, 7, 13]. In this sensor node architecture no any
VFC is necessary.

0,6
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0,16
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Time, s

Figure 2. Relative error vs. conversion time.

B.

Sensor node architecture with digital multiplexer
The analog multiplexer and VFC introduces additional
measurement errors. To eliminate the error due to analog
multiplexer, it is possible to convert voltage to frequency for
each of analog output sensors before the multiplexer, and use
a digital multiplexor (MX), instead of analog multiplexer.
Such sensor node with the digital multiplexer and combined
(time for digital signal domain and space for analog signal
domain) channeling is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Sensor node with digital multiplexer.

For the time-division channeling, the cycle polling time 
can be calculated according to the following equation [14]:

  n  (Tmeas   delay1   delay 2 ) ,

(2)

where delay1 is the time delay between the ending of the
conversion in the previous sensor and the command to poll
the next sensor; delay2 is the time delay of the frequency
conversion starting after the sensor connection; n is the
number of sensors in the sensor node; Tmeas is the
measurement time. The measurement time Tmeas for the USTI
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Figure 4. Low cost sensor node for qusi-digital sensors.

By this way it is possible to decrease the total
measurement error, for example, from 0.14 % to 0.08 % (for
the numerical example, described in [13]), and reduce the
sensor node's price. For example, at the same price for
analog and quasi-digital sensors, the core of sensor node the 24-bit resolution, 8-channel ADC ADS1278 [15] costs
23.95 $ US (in quantities of 1,000) while the USTI IC with
significantly better metrological performance and a digital
8-channel multiplexer costs only 18.95 $ US in the same
quantities.
The space division and combining channeling also can be
realized in this sensor node. In such sensor node instead of
one USTI and the n-channel digital multiplexer, n ICs
(according to the number of channels) and a microprocessor
system with n inputs are used. That is, for simultaneous
measurement of several frequencies, there is an independent
channel with the USTI. The microprocessor simultaneously
starts all converters and at the end of the measurement
processes reads results. Quasi-digital sensors and transducers
can be also connected in pairs to one USTI. In addition, one
resistive, capacitive of resistive bridge sensing element can
be also connected directly to the USTI. For one's turn, all
USTI can be connected to a master microcontroller or
microprocessor with the help of SPI or I2C buses. Each
USTI IC can serves up to 3 channels by itself in a sensor
node.
The cycle polling time  for the space-division
channeling is decreased approximately in k times in
comparison with the time-division channeling and should be
calculated as:
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= Tmeas + treadout,

(3)

where treadout, is the time for result reading by a
microprocessor.
In the case of analog sensors, an addition VFC in each
channel should be also used. Such solution lets achieve
maximum possible speed at a little bit increased cost for a
sensor node.
Another benefit to use quasi-digital sensors and
transducers instead of analog sensors in WSN is a possibility
to transmit frequency-time signals without preliminary
conversion to digital. Two examples are described below.
The RF transmitter using pulse width modulation (PWM)
method is reported in [16]. It does not use an analog to
digital converter for the RF transmission of analog data. The
transmitter consists of a pulse width modulator, a voltagecontrolled oscillator (VCO) and on-chip antenna. The PWM
method digitally encodes analog signal levels, but the PWM
signal remains quasi-digital. By keeping the signal quasi-digital, noise effects are minimized. The modulated signals
are inputted into the VCO using PWM. If the voltage of the
modulated signal is the high level, the VCO is oscillated, and
the RF carrier waves for transmission can be obtained. Then,
the output of the VCO is transmitted by the on-chip antenna
[16]. The transmitter was possible to transmit with low
power dissipation of 0.75 mW the carrier of 315 MHz.
An interdigital capacitor based battery-free wireless
pressure sensor is described in [17]. It consists of an
interdigital capacitor (IDC) that serves as a pressure sensing
element and an inductor, which works as a passive power
source and data communication element. These two
components work together as an LC resonator to realize the
wireless pressure sensing and remote power to eliminate the
need for wire connection in conventional pressure sensor.
The sensing element is comprised of a set of linear parallel
electrodes coated with Polyvinylidene Fluoride pressure
sensing material on the top. The change of capacitance in the
IDC is a function of the geometry of the electrodes and the
electric properties of the sensitive layer. The sensor
prototype demonstrated that it performs well in the range of
0 psi to 60 psi with an average pressure sensitivity of
25 kHz/psi [17].
III.

NODE-ON-CHIP

The future step to reduce hardware expenses is to use the
recently designed IC USTI-WSN of node-on-chip instead of
the USTI IC and C [13]. The USTI-WSN IC contains all
sensor node's sub-systems (see Figure 5). The USTI-WSN
IC prototype is shown in Figure 6.
The prototype can work with two various quasi-digital
sensors or transducers and one sensing element at the same
time. It has a high speed embedded transmitter with high
data rate transceiver for the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The radio
transceiver provides high data rates from 250 kb/s up to
2 Mb/s for wireless communications and provides frame
handling, outstanding receiver sensitivity and high transmit
output power enabling a very robust wireless
communication. High performance RF-CMOS 2.4 GHz
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radio transceiver designed for industrial and consumer
applications targeted for IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee,
IPv6/6LoWPAN, RF4CE, SP100, WirelessHART and ISM
applications. Supply voltage is 3.6 V. Power consumption is
less than 18.8 mA in active mode, and < 250 nA in sleep
mode. The operation temperature range is -40 ºC to 85 ºC.

Figure 5. Block-diagram of node-on-chip.

Figure 6. USTI-WSN IC prototype in 64-pad QFN package.

IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The USTI IC has been tested with various quasi-digital
temperature, humidity, acceleration, light, displacement, etc.
sensors with frequency, period, duty-cycle and PWM
outputs, and sensing elements such as resistive, capacitive
and resistive bridges. The maximal possible input frequency
of a square waveform pulse signal for the USTI was 9.1
MHz without prescaling, the minimal possible frequency
was 0.04 Hz. The IC was programmed to measure frequency
with the minimal possible relative error x=0.0005 %.
Experimental results of measurements for 9 MHz and
0.05 Hz frequencies square waveform pulse signals are
shown in Figure 7 (a) and 7 (b) respectively.
Before measurements, the USTI was calibrated in the
working temperature range: +23.5 oC … + 25.4 oC with the
purpose to compensate the quartz oscillator’s systematic
error [18]. The statistical characteristics are presented in
Table I.
As it is visible from the table, the maximal relative error
does not exceed the programmable x <  0.0005 % in all
frequency range including high and infralow frequencies.
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For 0.05 Hz frequency the relative error does not exceed
x =  0.00009 % <  0.0005 %.
fx, Hz
9000040
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Figure 7. Experimental results for frequency measurements: 9 MHz (a),
and 0.05 Hz (b).
TABLE I.

STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS.
Value fx

Parameter

9 MHz

Number of
measurements, N
Minimum fx (min), Hz
Maximum fx (max), Hz
Sampling Range,
fx (max)- fx (min), Hz
Median
Arithmetic Mean, Hz
Variance
Standard Deviation
Coefficient of Variation
Relative error, %

0.05 Hz

65

70

9000032.48
9000038.73

0.049999576263
0.049999652243

6.2515

7.6E-0008

0
9000035.42
2.405
1.5508
5803428.66
0.00039 < 0.00050

0
0.04999962
3.4E-0016
1.8E-0008
2709716.49
0.00009 < 0.0005

The absolute and relative errors for infralow frequency
measurements (fx=0.05 Hz) are shown in Figure 8 (a) and 8
(b) respectively. The 2 test for goodness of fit test was
applied to investigate the significance of the differences
between observed data in the histograms and the theoretical
frequency distribution for data from the Gaussian
distribution law. The number of equidistant classes was
calculated according to the following equation [19]:

k = 1.9  N0.4,
where N is the number of measurements.
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(4)

N

Figure 8. Absolure error (a), and relative error at 0.05 Hz
frequency measurements.

At probability P = 97 %, and 5 equidistant classes (k=5),
the hypothesis of Gaussian distribution law can be accepted
for all sets of measurement data because of S < 2max, where
S = 1.7593 is the sum of deviations between the dataset and
the assumed distribution; S < 2max = 7 is the maximum
possible allowable deviation in the 2 distribution. Hence,
the hypothesis of normal (Gaussian) distribution can be
accepted.
Experimental results confirmed high metrological
performances and justified, that the USTI IC can be used
with all quasi-digital sensors existing on the modern market
[6]. The comparative analyze of proposed solution for sensor
nodes and convenient solution described in [4] is shown in
Table II.
The comparative metrological and technical performance
of proposed solution and wireless module T24-PA available
on the market [5] are shown in Table III. As it is visible from
this table the wireless sensor node based on the USTI IC has
significantly better metrological performance. In addition,
the USTI IC has much wider functionalities and can work
not only with frequency and period output sensors but also
with any duty-cycle, pulse-width modulated, phase-shift,
time interval, pulse number output sensors and transducers.
The further reduction of power consumption will be able
due to the use of advanced method for frequency-to-digital
converter with non-redundant, programmable reference
frequency [20]. It will allow to change accuracy for power
consumption and opposite dependent on sensor node's
activity, measuring algorithm and available power.
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TABLE II.
No.

1.

COMPARISON RESULTS OF SENSOR NODE DESIGNS.
Traditional
Solution [4]

Proposed
Solution

Analog sensors

Benefits

Quasi-digital
sensors

More robust and
cheaper; less
sensitive to
interferences and
noises

2.

Analog multiplexor

Digital
multiplexor

No addition error

3.

Analog and mixed
IC design

Digital IC design

Easy integration in
standard CMOS
technological
processes

4.

Low metrological
performances

5.

Need a frequency
range unification

High metrological
performances
Does not need any
frequncy range
unification

6.

Classical direct
counting method

Modified method
of the dependent
count

7.

Adaptation features:
no

Adaptation
features: yes

TABLE III.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) technology has imposed itself in civilian and industrial applications as a promising
technology for wireless monitoring due to its wireless connectivity,
removing many hardware constraints. Initially used in lowfrequency sampling applications, the increasing performances of
electronic circuits has driven WSNs to integrate more powerful computation units, paving the way for a new generation
of applications based on distributed computation. These new
applications (process control, active control, visual surveillance,
multimedia streaming) involving medium to heavy computation
present real-time requirements at node level where reactivity
becomes a primary concern as well as at the network level
where latency must be bounded. In this paper, we present the
implementation of a high-level language MinTax coupled with
an in-situ compilation solution for real time Operating Systems
enabling energy-aware dynamic reconfiguration while supporting
hardware heterogeneity in Wireless Sensor Networks.
Keywords-Wireless Sensor Network; dynamic reconfiguration;
MinTax; real time; in-situ compilation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks are highly distributed selforganized systems. A wireless sensor network is made of
a large number of scattered tiny low-cost devices featuring
strong constraints in terms of energy, processing, communications and memory capabilities. Common applications of WSN
deployed on a given space are data collection from sensor node
measurements that are transmitted to a specific node called the
sink node. Typical deployment of wireless sensor network can
be seen Figure 1.

deployed in applications to remove wired connections and
to offer new approaches in the physical deployment of distributed systems. Hardware node platforms of those WSNs
offer limited computation ability, small memory capacity and
energy constraints are so high that local demanding computations are alleviated (or sometimes optimized [1]) restraining
WSN node activities to the sensing and data transmitting
tasks. Yet with the advance of microelectronic technology,
the new generation of hardware WSN nodes offers improved
performances in power management domain as well as in
computation field. Consequently, local processing on WSN
node can be considered in a WSN design process flow.
Thus, WSNs are now disseminating into the fields of high
performance networked applications such as process control,
multimedia streaming [2] and active control [3]. In this last
domain, numerous successful implementations can be found,
particularly in Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) [4] where
realizations are numerous and distributed computation possibilities offered by WSNs are beginning to be explored [5].
These performance-critical applications require bounded delay
latency and then can be referred to as real-time applications
that generate new design constraints in WSN compared with
conventional WSN applications.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the capability of a
reconfiguration solution based on a high-level language called
MinTax [6], [7] for current real-time applications. This solution takes benefit from new hardware node architecture
to reduce reconfiguration consumption in WSN by in-situ
compilation at node level and can be easily deployed on
hardware and software heterogeneous nodes architecture in
a real-time context. This paper falls in four parts: after a
presentation of WSN reconfiguration state of the art, we will
develop the stakes in real-time WSN (RTWSN). Then, we will
develop MinTax and in-situ compilation and demonstrate by
experiment that it can be used in a RTWSNs.
II. R ECONFIGURATION : BRIEF OVERVIEW
A. A complex problem

Fig. 1.

Classical deployment of wireless sensor network.

First generation of Wireless Sensor Networks has been
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Reprogramming a whole network can be addressed in
numerous ways. The taxonomy for programming model (cf.
Figure 2) established by R. Sugihara and R. Gupta [8] demonstrates the different hierarchical levels at stake in programming
of WSN nodes. Our solution falls in the platform-centric
category of the node-level abstraction. We will then focus on
the reconfiguration of the node itself and the cost minimization
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of this task while complying with WSN design constraints
(including real-time aspects) and not on the global process of
disseminating the reconfiguration through the whole network
[9] .
B. Challenges and stakes in WSN reconfiguration
The main challenges in WSN reconfiguration are [10]:
(1) the energy cost of reconfiguration should be as small
as possible, (2) minimization of the size of the code and
small necessary memory usage to perform the reconfiguration
because of the constrained hardware architectures used in
WSN and last (3) the size of the code to be updated or created
should be kept minimal. This last aspect has a huge impact on
reconfiguration in two ways. First, minimizing the size of the
code sent by RF to reconfigure node minimizes the consumption of the node. Secondly, wireless communications being
unreliable due to possible signal collisions, interferences, and
packet contentions, a short reconfiguration code improves the
probability of being successfully received.
To those commonly recognized challenges we add the
support for heterogeneity of end systems. WSNs are deployed
for a long period of time: nodes can be replaced by new
architectures with different hardware and software specifications compared with the initial deployment. Hence any
reconfiguration solution for long-term deployed WSNs should
provide support for both hardware and software heterogeneity.
Now that challenges are clearly established, we will put
into context the common existing solutions for performing
reconfiguration at node level.
C. Current solutions for WSN reconfiguration at node level
Three main approaches for dynamic reconfiguration are
usually identified [7] as follows: use of machine code, use
of bytecode for a Virtual Machine and diff-based approaches.
The first category is either associated with Operating Systems (OS-es) that can dynamically load/unload modules (modular) or those that cannot (monolithic). Monolithic OS-es
are statically compiled and globally optimized into a single
executable image. Part of the code cannot be reprogrammed
independently and requires a complete rewriting of the entire
code resident on the node. Modular OS-es offer a partial
reprogramming paradigm that can take a part (module) of
the functionality and link it to existing functionalities already
running on the node. In general, operating systems do not
offer support for hardware heterogeneous WSN and offer at
best limited support for real-time [11]. The updates consist of
machine code for a particular instruction set.
The second category is associated with Virtual Machines,
which execute an intermediate form of information called bytecode. This bytecode is decoded and the resulting instructions
are executed. If they offer a promise of hardware heterogeneity,
they are either tied to a particular OS or deployed as a standalone solution. In the context of a software heterogeneous
WSN, they do not provide support for different Operating
Systems. Moreover, since the code is interpreted (decoded) on
every run, the execution of a functionality implies overhead
which means a greater energy expenditure.
The last category, the diff-based approach makes use of
a difference computing algorithm that runs on the PC and
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generates a delta-file. This delta file contains the modifications
between two versions of the software, the one already present
on the node and the newer version. Then, this delta file is
sent to the node and is added by a resident program to the
targeted functions (improvement or creation). Functions being
committed to be increased in size, a slop region between them
can be provided so as to easily accommodate to those code size
modifications. The diff-based approaches offer the advantage
of extremely small updates, but do not offer either hardware
or software heterogeneity.
D. Performances metric
Current reconfiguration solutions are based on a code processed by cross-compilation and then disseminated through
the network. Hence, size of the code to be transmitted is
critical since the RF transceiver is the most consuming part in
WSN node. The metrics that are commonly used to evaluate
performances of a reconfiguration solution are completion
time, energy consumption and memory usage [10]. First,
reprogramming a node is a non-trivial task which necessitates
a quick completion so as to keep disruption of embedded
software on the nodes to minimum, especially in case of partial
reprogramming of a network. Secondly, since energy is at the
heart of any WSN design process, reprogramming must ensure
that the node can keep on working after the reconfiguration has
been performed: this process must consume as little as possible
so as not to exhaust the node. Lastly, embedded architectures
in WSN nodes offer limited memory capacity: the program
and data memories used in the reprogramming process must
be kept to a minimum.
E. Specifications for an optimal reconfiguration solution
From our point of view, a good reconfiguration solution
must provide the high level approach of a Virtual-Machine
that can offer support for hardware heterogeneity and must
minimize the size of the code to be sent by radio-frequency
with the effectiveness of code-machine that reduces execution
consumption of the code. Furthermore, the energy cost of
reconfiguration must be minimal so any monolithic operating
system should be avoided. Our solution that will be developed
in the next sections mixes those three aspects. To those
classical WSN specifications, we will add the constraints
introduced by real-time applications that will be developed
in the following section.
III. R ECONFIGURATION FOR REAL - TIME WSN
A. Real-time WSN
Defining the real-time capacity of a wireless network requires a two-fold approach: if a quantitative notion of real-time
capacity is often related to the amount of real-time data that
the network is able to route in their deadlines, reactivity of
the nodes themselves makes the real-time aspect fundamental
in the node hardware platform itself (particularly in active
control applications [5]). Most works in the field of RTWSNs
focus on the quality of service with strong emphasis on the
protocols [9], [12]: that is the reason why characterizing realtime ability of WSNs and evaluating performances is often
linked to metrics related to network wireless communication
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Fig. 2.

A taxonomy of programming for WSN [8].

performances [13]. If such an approach is sufficient in traditional WSN applications based on low-frequency sampling
rate, more demanding applications such as active control [5]
or multimedia sensors [2], requiring local computation, necessitate real-time management at node level implemented in
operating systems features [14], [15].
Very scarcely used in conventional WSN application, realtime is being increasingly used in new WSN applications and
is very application-dependent. Then, implemented solutions
will differ, both on the protocol aspect [16], [17] and at
node level. Real time constraints support of software can be
achieved by implementing adequate scheduling policies [12].
B. Real-time operating systems
Among existing operating systems for WSN, very few offer
support for real-time [11], [18]. So as to establish the adequacy
of our solution with real-time WSN, we have selected the
following operating systems including energy-aware RealTime Operating System (RTOS) kernels offering preemptive
multithreading based on a traditional programming paradigm:
FreeRTOS [19]. While Nano-RK (not presented in this work
but currently being implemented) is the only RTOS dedicated
to WSN and offering energy-awareness, FreeRTOS offers a
small footprint and targets limited computation architecture:
they can easily be deployed for WSN and are commonly used
in WSN community [20].
FreeRTOS is a portable, open source, mini Real Time Kernel.
FreeRTOS code base is small (classical kernel size from
4kBytes to 9kBytes) and is mostly written in standard C.
Each task is assigned a priority and tasks with the same
priority share the CPU time in a round-robin fashion. The
FreeRTOS scheduler is preemptive so as to meet real-time
behaviour required by the system. FreeRTOS is often used
in WSN applications [20] and offers an extensive hardware
heterogeneity support.
C. Reconfiguration specifications for real-time WSN
A real-time system must perform a set of actions within a
certain time interval. In RTOS, tasks are executed periodically
and must be completed within their deadlines. The way a
RTOS manages the concurrent programming of these tasks
is set by its scheduling policy that may be based on priority
assignments. Reconfiguration of a real-time WSN node is critical since the new tasks to be embedded must comply by the
existing deadlines. In this paper, we made the assumption that
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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the application to be programmed is validated on a node so as
to ensure the real-time integrity of the resulting programming.
In particular, latencies of the system after reprogramming
node must be verified on a test node before reconfiguration
deployment. The resulting constraints that must be respected
are the following: the RF communication must be shortened so
as to ensure a viable transmission of code to be implemented
and the duration of the reconfiguration of the node must be
kept as small as possible.
IV. M IN TA X FOR REAL - TIME WSN S
MinTax [6], [7] is a high-level programming language
designed and tailored precisely for energy-aware software
updates in Wireless Sensor Networks. It is compiled dynamically on the node (in-situ) after its deployment. The resulting
machine code is then written to the microcontroller memory
and is available as a new functionality.
Its high-level semantics mean that the code is not dependent
on the underlying node hardware, as is machine code. As a
consequence, when an update on a hardware heterogeneous
WSN is performed, a single update for all present architectures
is broadcast once. MinTax can also be considered as a generic
reconfiguration method for WSN from a hardware point of
view. Furthermore, the MinTax compiler residing on the node
does not interact with the Operating System that may be
present on the node, and the update written in MinTax does
not contain any information pertaining to the OS, software
heterogeneity is thus supported. What is more, because the
updates need to take a short amount of time, they take the
form of modules that a modular OS links to its kernel and
makes them coexist with functionalities already present on the
node. The MinTax compiler supports modular compilation and
software heterogeneity.
A. Features of MinTax
MinTax was inspired from C, and offers a subset of the
C language. Function calls, with up to 4 bytes as formal
parameters, as well as returns are present. Iteration clauses
such as “while” and “for”, as well as branching (“if” and
“switch-case”) clauses are also supported. Other features include analog/digital port read/write (analog read and PWN
output) and arithmetic clauses. Future versions of MinTax
will probably support matrix manipulation, which would significantly improve the scope of the applications that can be
deployed using it.
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B. The MinTax compiler
A classical compiler is composed of an Analysis and
Synthesis part, presented in Figure 3. The Analysis part is
responsible for reading the input file, divide it into atoms
(or indivisible parts) and constructing a parse tree. This tree
contains information on the order the instructions are to be
interpreted. The splitting into atoms is called lexical analysis
and the construction of the parse tree is done by the syntactical
and semantical analysis. Next, the Synthesis part is the part
that does the actual machine code generation. In the case of

then supported: the AVR ATMEGA128 family and MSP430
and MSP430x architectures. A cross-compilation feature is
also provided so as to enable development and debugging on
computer before deployment. Some platforms supported by
the MinTax compiler are presented in Table I.
TABLE I
M IN TAX C OMPILER S UPPORT FOR C OMMERCIAL WSN P LATFORMS
WSN Node
Mica2
AVRRaven
Zolertia Z1

Flash usage
26kB
26kB
22kB

RAM usage
150bytes
150bytes
168bytes

RF Transceiver
CC1000, 433Mhz
AT86RF230, 2.4Ghz
CC2420, 2.4Ghz

V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We have validated our approach on a point-to-point communication between two different hardware platforms implementing two different real-time OSes (funkOS and FreeRTOS).
A. Hardware and software configuration

Fig. 3.

Classical compiler structure

the MinTax compiler, the lexical analyser is generated using a
program called Re2C [21] (regular expression to C). Lexical
rules are given in the form of regular expressions, and a C
file is generated with the language’s corresponding lexical
analyser. In what concerns the Semantical and Syntactical part,
the parser is generated with a parser generator called Lemon
[22]. Lemon takes semantic rules in the form of an input
file in which the grammar of the MinTax language has been
implemented. During the parsing process, a Symbol Table
with the all the symbols present in the MinTax file (functions,
variables) is created. It will be used to generate the code in
the generation phase.
For the Synthesis part, the instruction set for every supported architecture (AVR and MSP430) has been implemented
as function primitives. These primitives take formal parameters
as arguments and generate the instructions they model.
The process described above is described in Figure 4.
Lexical Sintactical
Rules
rules

syntax.c grammar.c

MinTax
compiler
for AVR

Fig. 4.

MinTax
compiler
for MSP430

A Zolertia Z1 node under funkOS [7] sends a functionality
written in MinTax to an AVR Raven node from ATMEL
running the FreeRTOS kernel. This node receives the functionality, compiles the function and links it to its existing
functions. In the same time it resends the received data to
another node so as to emulate a dissemination. Measurements
are processed through the use of a home-made current-sense
amplification circuit, which enables us to correlate measurements with the different phases of microcontroller activity.
This RTOS offering no support for RF communication, we
have implemented an IEEE 802.15.4 RF packet format since
it is the common protocol used in real-time WSN [9].
B. Code example
The code implemented is a loop corresponding to the
following pseudo-code: count to led until 11, send RF, delay.
This example uses a great number of functionalities of MinTax
(calculation, jump, use of hardware feature of microcontroller,
etc.) and illustrates the robustness of this high-level language
solution. The MinTax translation of this pseudo-code is the
following (code is commented as pseudo-code to help the
understanding of MinTax syntax):
inputMinTax[]={
"bCa{" // function b, char parameter a
"Ea<11;" //if a>11
"s@a;" // call send a
"#" //end if
"};" //end function b
"aa{" //function aa
"Wa<11;" //while a<11
"a+;" // increment a
"#" //end while
"};" //end function aa

"a{" //function a
"WT" //while true
"b=$a;" //read port a
"b@a;" // send
"b+;" // increment
"$a=b;" // while porta
"aa@;" // delay
"#" //end while true
"};" //end function a

The process required to compile the MinTax compiler

For a more detailed presentation of MinTax features, the
reader may refer to previous works [6], [7].
C. Supported hardware architectures
One of the key feature of MinTax is its support of heterogeneity: the major microcontroller families of WSNs are
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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};

The function realized by this code has a compiled sized
(machine code obtained by cross-compilation) of 96 bytes.
The MinTax formulation of this code occupies 60 bytes. On
this quite simple solution, the MinTax abstraction enables a
gain of 33% on the size, which should result in reduced RF
transceiver consumption.
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TABLE II
D ETAILED OF D URATION AND E NERGY C ONSUMPTION OF
R EPROGRAMMING P ROCESS .
State
RX
Compile
Flash
TX

Duration
40,8
111,28
23,3
9,28

Power
127,15
83,33
80,66
130,01

(mJ)
4,986
9,273
1,879
1,207

Total (mJ)

17,547

C. Experimental results
Figure 5 shows the activity on the microcontroller of the
AVR Raven node and durations and energy consumption of
each state are summarized in the Table II. Beyond the success
of reprogrammation of the function that is seamless merged
with other existing functionalities, a thorough analysis of these
results enables us to evaluate the performances of our solution.
Four successive phases are to be observed:
1) the receiving of the data whose shortness enables to
solicit at minimal the consuming RF transceiver,
2) the code is compiled by the in-situ compiler and linked
to the FreeRTOS kernel,
3) the generated machine code is written in the flash
memory,
4) broadcast of the MinTax code to the other nodes so
as to reconfigure the whole network. This step is accomplished at the end of the process so as to validate
the integrity of the received file. Hence, no corrupted
data, and then no useless configuration file, is emitted
through the network at the cost of a slight latency in
the global reconfiguration process. This implementation
offers a supplementary robustness to the reconfiguration
process.
At the end of the RF-broadcasting, the experimental traces
show the execution of the new functionality.

Fig. 5.

IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for initial sending of data from Zolertia Z1 to AVR Raven node, the resending of data is accomplished without any protocol layer.This choice was made to
evaluate the cost of the protocol overhead on our solution. As
a result, the strong overhead necessary for an IEEE 802.15.4
protocol-based communication stands for 75% of the energy
necessary to the RF transmission of the reconfiguration data.
This cost has obviously a strong impact on the reconfiguration
process. Hence, if MinTax enables a gain of 33% on the size
of the transmitted code, it represents only a gain of 5ms on
the 40.8ms of the global RF communication. MinTax should
then be used with a lightweight RF protocol such as the RF
layer used for Contiki [23]. Moreover, it is important to notice
that the presented example is quite simple and the advantages
of our solution grow with the size of the application code
to reconfigure. If for small applications, compilation could
remain consuming, for big applications, compilation energy
will be smaller compared with transceiver energy expenditure
since offering a power consumption reduced by one third.
Otherwise, the global performances of MinTax present an
improvement for reconfiguration compared with the literature.
For example, the reconfiguration of a blink application using
run-time linking of ELF files in the Contiki operating system [24] takes 972ms for a total consumption of 19.92mJ.
E. Compression implementation for improved performances
To improve latency performances of MinTax in a real-time
applications context, we have implemented the support for
compression. After the generation of the MinTax code, we
proceed to a compression using a Huffman-based compression
algorithm.
This approach has been used with the example previously
described. From a size of code of 60 bytes for MinTax,
we obtain a size of 49 bytes, i.e., a gain of 12%. From
the previous conclusion, it is obvious that this gain will not
have a huge impact on the reconfiguration cost in a classical
WSN configuration using a IEEE 802.15.4 algorithm. We,
nevertheless, performed the experimentation so as to evaluate
the cost of the decompression on the reconfiguration process.
The experiment results are to be seen on Figure 6.

Physical measurement of the reconfiguration process.

D. MinTax and in-situ compiler performances analysis
MinTax used with in-situ compilation enables the fast
reconfiguration of node in approximately 184.66 ms with less
than 18 mJ. The transmission duration and energy budget is
from far inferior to the receive phase: indeed, if we use an
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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Fig. 6. Physical measurement of the reconfiguration process using compression.

The decompression phase is added to the previous behaviour, resulting in five successive phases to be observed: (1)
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TABLE III
D ETAILED OF D URATION AND E NERGY C ONSUMPTION OF
R EPROGRAMMING P ROCESS U SING C OMPRESSION .
State
RX
Decompress
Compile
Flash
TX

Duration (ms)
39,44
25,84
108,24
23,44
7,84

Power (mW)
126,43
52,46
82,03
78,91
134,96

Energy (mJ)
4,986
1,356
8,879
1,850
1,058

[2]

Total (mJ)
[3]
18,129

[4]
[5]

receiving of the compressed MinTax code, (2) decompression
of the archive by a resident algorithm on the node, (3)
compilation of the code, (4) writing of the generated machine
code in the flash memory and (5) broadcast of the MinTax code
to the other nodes so as to reconfigure the whole network.
Durations and energy consumption of each state are summarized in the Table III.
From a global point of view, the overall performance of
the reconfiguration is very similar to the precedent section
where no compression was applied. The decompression cost
is not really high in term of energy consumption (only 7.4%
of the global energy consumption) but is more impacting
on the latency with 25.84ms, the same duration of the flash
writing, that is to say about 12.6% of the total duration of the
reconfiguration (204.76 ms).
The loss of performances compared with the case where no
compression is implemented is about 15% as well on energy
consumption as on duration of reconfiguration. Yet the slightly
reduced duration time for receiving and transmitting of the
reconfiguration code could justify the use of compression.
Furthermore, the application case is here quite simple. If
we consider more complex applications such as distributed
computation on node requiring reconfiguration, the over-cost
of compression should be absorbed by the gain in code size
and in duration of dissemination.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE
We have here successfully demonstrated the use of MinTax
for real-time operating systems with hardware heterogeneous
support. Furthermore, the energy cost of reconfiguration is
kept minimal and the duration of the reconfiguration is small
compared with the current reprogramming solutions, making
it particularly suitable for real-time systems. The latencies
introduced by reconfiguration (key parameter in real-time
systems) are currently being explored so as to establish the
upper-bounds: more complex functions such as distributed
computation algorithms being used in active control applications are under test since MinTax support high complexity [6]
code involving loop, conditional evaluations, nesting, etc.. This
work will validate the quality of services offered by MinTax
as well as the validity of compression approach that will take
benefit from the increased size code. MinTax is also currently
being developed for Nano-RK [14] a popular reservation-based
real-time operating. The support of this RTOS should offer to
MinTax and its compiling solution an extended coverage of
RTOS for WSN.
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Abstract—Context-awareness is one of the prerequisites in
order to design adaptable applications and services. As
Wireless Sensor Networks get more pervasive in nature and
cater to diverse application they need to incorporate contextawareness. A lightweight sensor node level context processing
framework is desirable. A component software programmingbased approach has been proposed to design the context-aware
architecture. A reference implementation has been provided
and potential advantages in terms of low software
reconfiguration overhead have been highlighted.
Keywords-context-awareness;
middleware;adaptive sampling.

I.

component-based

software;

INTRODUCTION

Context-awareness is important for Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) since there are several WSN applications
that need to make decisions on the basis of the prevailing
contextual environment. For the current work, air pollution
monitoring for urban streets application is being worked
upon and the sensor nodes need to provide fine grained
resolution pollution measurements for variables like carbon
monoxide, etc. The sensor nodes can also provide support
for measuring variables like temperature, air pressure,
humidity, wind speed, location etc. These additional
variables can be used as contexts for adapting the sensor
application. An adaptive sampling application for changing
the sampling rate of the sensor nodes is an example of such
a context-aware application; wherein the sampling rate
needs to be adapted as and when sensor nodes undergo
certain environmental changes using an intelligent
algorithm.
Hence, as the WSNs get more pervasive in nature and
need to incorporate more intelligence in order to facilitate
node level decision making, a generic lightweight contextaware framework design and implementation for the
wireless sensor nodes becomes an imperative need to design
smarter and adaptable applications. One of the challenges to
be addressed is to make the framework customizable,
allowing
runtime
reprogramming
and
dynamic
reconfiguration, in order to address the application and
environmental diversity, to which the WSNs generally cater.
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Recently, component-based software development
[1][2][3] has been advocated for WSN programming.
Software componentization provides a high level
programming
abstraction
through
interface-based
interactions between modules. A component represents a
single unit of functionality and deployment. Components
can be compiled separately and then composed into a
system. A component can communicate with its outside
through a well-defined interface and receptacle. An
interface defines a set of operations provided by a
component to others, while a receptacle specifies the set of
operations a component requires from others. The system
can be reconfigured by switching from an old component to
a new one implementing the same interfaces.
Dynamically deployable and reconfigurable software
components offer a lot of advantages for WSN since they
are typically large in scale and operate for long periods of
time in the face of dynamic environmental conditions and
changing application requirements. Software development
becomes easier since during the development cycle, changes
to only one part of the system (single algorithm or function)
are done at a time, so the rest of the software remains
unaffected. Software updates become very convenient since
only the updated components need to be transmitted through
the network. It is possible to implement dynamic and
reconfigurable applications since the functionality can be
altered by reprogramming only parts of the system.
Hence, the main contribution of the paper is to propose a
component-based context-aware architecture for sensor
nodes. This framework bridges the gap between componentbased software and context-awareness for WSNs by
enabling a lightweight solution for context management.
Though the use of component-based software development
in the WSN field is not new at all, but the majority of the
sensor nodes today are not capable of managing the contexts
(other than merely acting as a context collector). This sensor
node-based framework will aid not only in collection, but
also in processing and use of the contexts for decision
making. In a traditional context-aware application where all
the contexts are collected and processed in a single
monolithic application, a change or modification related to
one of the contexts will lead to the complete application
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change. On the contrary, in case of the component-based
context-aware application design, only the context which
needs to be changed can be updated by means of
incorporating changes to that particular component. The
specific requirement to make sensor nodes smarter and more
practical by means of managing multiple contexts in an
online manner is the main driver behind the proposed
architecture.
Rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II gives
details about various context-aware frameworks and
component-based middleware and software systems
available for WSNs. Section III gives details about
architectural design of the component-based context-aware
framework. Section IV gives the reference implementation
details and Section V draws a conclusion on the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Context-awareness has been acknowledged as a very
important step in ubiquitous computing and there are a lot of
context-aware systems which exist in the literature [4][5][6].
Most of these context-aware systems typically cater to the
needs of pervasive computing, but are not suitable for
sensor node level context processing in WSN. Most of these
systems are heavyweight and need back end processing.
Given the nature of WSNs, a context-aware framework for
WSNs cannot be heavyweight and processing/memory
intensive. Therefore, new designs are required which are
lightweight and are suitable for the needs of WSN
applications.
Hence an investigation into component-based software
paradigm for wireless sensor networks was carried out.
Both component-based middleware solutions for WSN as
well as component-based software reconfiguration and
operating system exist for WSNs in the literature. RUNES
[7], GridKit [8] and LooCI [9] are examples of componentbased middleware’s for WSN, but they do not address
context-awareness specifically. RUNES and GridKit are
more suitable for network level reconfiguration, while Javabased implementation of LooCI limits its usage. On the
contrary, in this research work, the aim is to develop a
context-aware framework built using a lightweight
component middleware which can work on resource
constrained nodes. Wisekit [10] is the only node level
component-based middleware solution for WSNs found in
literature that addresses context-awareness by providing
application adaptation. It is a distributed component-based
middleware solution which addresses context-awareness by
making the adaptation and reconfiguration of WSN
applications possible, but actual implementation details are
not mentioned in the paper. Figaro [11] for fine grained
software reconfiguration and Lorien [12], dynamic
component-based operating system are examples of use of
component software paradigm in WSNs, but again, they do
not address context-awareness specifically.
Based on the literature survey on both the context-aware
framework and component-based software for WSNs, it was
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found from the survey that a gap exists in these two
domains in terms of integration by means of developing a
component-based context-aware framework. Hence, in the
current work, it has been proposed to adopt the componentbased software programming paradigm for the development
of a lightweight and reconfigurable context-aware
framework. The architecture design has been explained in
the following section.
III.

DESIGN OF THE COMPONENT-BASED CONTEXTAWARE FRAMEWORK

In this section, the design architecture for a componentbased context-aware framework has been proposed. The
context-aware framework needs to be built using the
services of a component-based middleware. A componentbased middleware called MIREA [13], developed at UCL,
and has been used in this research work to build the contextaware framework. MIREA is specifically targeted at realtime embedded systems. MIREA is light-weight,
component-based, and supports flexible reusability of
software components. The aim of building the contextaware framework on top of the component-based
middleware in this research work has been to lend
adaptability at the middleware level that in turn will lead to
adaptation at the application level.
A component can specify functionality that it requires
and/or provides using a well-defined interface. The model as
shown in Fig. 1 consists of ComponentTypes, Components,
Interfaces, Receptacles, and Connectors. A Component is a
runtime instance of a ComponentType. A ComponentType
can export one or more Interfaces, through which a given
component provides a set of functionalities to other
components (i.e., in the form of a set of C/C++ functions in
the middleware). A Component can have any number of
Receptacles, through which a set of required functionalities
are specified. A component can also have an associated
component wide state that is only accessible from within the
containing component. Connectors are a specialized form of
component that performs intermediary actions if required,
for instance, in order to monitor, log or encrypt data for
security reasons.

Figure 1. Elements of a component-based system.

MIREA provides the following categories of core
services:
1. Loading and unloading of ComponentTypes
2. Instantiation and destruction of Components
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3.

Registration and acquisition of Interfaces and
Receptacles
4. Connection between Interfaces and Receptacles
5. Registration and acquisition of Components’ States
6. Destruction of Connectors
All of the services above are runtime activities whereas
the process of defining a new ComponentType, Interface,
Receptacle, Connector and State are static in nature defined at an application design stage. Connections between
components can be reset and reconfigured by first
destroying an existing connector instance and then
reconnecting them to a new type of interface and receptacle.
After this, any invocations made on the given Receptacle
will be redirected to the newly connected Interface instance,
hence a new/different Component instance. More details
about MIREA can be found in [13].
Most of the context-aware systems have a generic
architecture consisting of context collector, context reasoner
and a context database. In the component-based
architecture, each of these tasks is going to be performed by
an individual standalone component that will have a welldefined interface for interaction with the other components.
These reusable components can be loaded and unloaded
during runtime. Also, once loaded, the components can be
instantiated at run time and their respective interfaces and
receptacles can be registered and connected to each other
using the MIREA API’s. The architecture of the componentbased context-aware framework has been shown in the Fig.
2.
The various components and their respective
functionality in this architecture are explained as follows:
 Sensor Manager will be responsible for interacting with
the physical sensors and will hide the hardware specific
details from the application. The context collector will
invoke the sensor manager for data from a particular
sensor depending on a particular application and the
sensor manager will provide the data to the context
collector.
 Context Collector will be the main component
responsible for collecting the application specific
contexts and use interfaces provided by other
components to gather data from sensors and map it into
contextual information, store data in buffers and
provide contextual data to the context reasoner.
 Context Database provides storage service for the
various contexts and depending on the application
requirement, the data can either be offloaded to the base
station or be stored in external storage available on the
sensor node.
 Context Reasoner is the component responsible for
carrying out the reasoning over the various collected
contexts and make adaptive decisions according to the
application requirements. This component will also be
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responsible for performing data processing tasks like
prediction or clustering analysis of the gathered
contexts in order to facilitate the decision making
process.

Figure 2. Architecture of component-based context-aware framework.

IV.

REFERENCE IMPLEMENTATION

The reference implementation for an adaptive sampling
based data collection application is shown in the Fig. 3,
which defines the various interfaces/receptacles between the
various components. The adaptive sampling technique used
in the reference implementation has been proposed as a part
of on-going research work and more details can be found in
[14]. The adaptive sampling technique based upon time
series forecasting can adapt the sampling rate of a sensor
node according to the prevailing contextual environment.
The implementation has been done using the Contiki [15]
operating system on the T-mote sky platform. Contiki was
chosen as the operating system of choice because of its
support for dynamic loading and linking of loadable
software modules [16]. Each loadable module in Contiki is
in Compact Executable and Linkable format (CELF) format
which is a modification of the common object code format ,
Executable and Linkable format (ELF). The dynamic
loader/linker (elfloader) in Contiki parses the ELF format
and is able to perform dynamic loading, linking and
relocation of ELF object code files. Initially the components
can be stored in the external EEPROM by programming
either using the serial interface or over the air programming.
The various steps involved in implementing the contextaware framework on the T-mote Sky are as follows:
 The MIREA middleware was ported onto Contiki.
 The components were implemented and built using the
platform specific compiler.
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The components are loaded on the external flash of the
T-mote sky using the serial interface.
The MIREA application driver program loads, connects
and unloads the components using the MIREA API’s.

TABLE II.

COMPARISON OF MEMORY FOOTPRINTS FOR DIFFERENT
IMPLEMENTATIONS

Memory Footprints

Different Implementations
Contiki image with monolithic
context-aware framework
Contiki image with MIREA
middleware

V.

Figure 3. Interface/receptacle definition for an adaptive sampling
application.

The memory footprints for each of the components (w.r.t.
both program and data memory) for T-mote sky are shown
in Table I. The memory footprints have been evaluated by
looking at the size of binary images after compilation. The
text section represents the code size, data section is the size
of initialized memory, and bss section is the size of
uninitialized memory.
TABLE I.

MEMORY FOOTPRINTS FOR VARIOUS COMPONENTS

Component Name

Memory Footprints
Text(bytes)

Data(bytes)

BSS(bytes)

sensorManager

554

10

12

contextCollector

632

10

0

contextDatabase

256

10

0

contextReasoner

984

22

14

Another experiment was carried out to compare the Contiki
image size with context-aware framework implementation
as a single software module (monolithic context-aware
framework) vs. Contiki image with MIREA implementation
and the results are shown in Table II In case of monolithic
implementation, once the context-aware framework is
programmed on the node, it is difficult to reconfigure and
update the software program. Any software reconfiguration
would require communicating full application image of
~23K bytes to the node. On the contrary, in case of the
component-based implementation, once the node is
programmed with MIREA middleware that occupies ~33K
bytes, less than ~1K bytes (refer to Table I) need to be
transmitted to the node to enable component runtime
reconfiguration or reprogramming.
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Text(bytes)

Data(bytes)

BSS(bytes)

23054

178

5164

32936

170

7658

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a design of a component-based contextaware framework has been proposed for WSN. This
framework provides integration between the component
software and context-awareness technologies for the WSNs.
This design architecture has several advantages in terms of
ease of programming, software updates and reconfiguration,
dynamic application development etc. This architecture is
lightweight in nature and suitable for sensor node level
context-aware processing. Most of the context-aware
systems existing in the literature do not cater to the needs of
sensor nodes and are architecturally and functionally more
sophisticated and heavyweight in nature. The componentbased software technology is suitable for programming
context-aware WSN applications and a proof of concept
reference implementation using the Contiki OS that enables
dynamic linking/loading of software components has been
carried out.
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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) middleware eases
the WSN application development by providing an application
programming interface (API). Rule-based WSN middleware
enables the applications and users to program the behavior of
the sensor nodes. REED (Rule Execution and Event
Distribution) is such a middleware solution that allows sensor
networks to be programmed at run time. In this paper, we
propose a method of developing WSN applications that uses
finite state machine (FSM) as a bridge between application
logics and the rules running on the REED, and demonstrate
that for applications, if their behaviors can be described using
finite-state machine (FSM), they can be directly described
using the rules and thus implemented on the REED; further,
we argue that rule-based middleware is useful for
implementing bio-inspired mechanisms, such as selforganization, on WSN systems. Two WSN applications are
implemented, as examples, on the REED: one is the desynchronization of sensor nodes, and the other is the
clustering-based self-organization. This paper is not aimed to
study a specific application or control mechanism on WSNs,
but to, via two prototype implementations, show that rulebased middleware such as the REED is useful and flexible
enough to support the development of WSN applications,
especially for bio-inspired mechanisms.
Keywords-wireless sensor network; rules; finite state
machine

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advance in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
technology has led to a variety of WSN applications. One
example is PROSEN [1] (PROactive SENsing) research
project that aimed at developing a WSN system for proactive
wind farm condition monitoring. The features of WSN
systems, such as the distribution and heterogeneity of sensor
nodes, the constrained processing power, memory, and
energy for each sensor node; and the error-prone wireless
links over which sensor nodes communicate, make the WSN
application development a challenging task [2]-[4]. To ease
the wireless sensor data collection, delivery and query, WSN
middleware is introduced that provides an application
programming interface (API) to shield the application
(developer) from the complexities arising from the WSN.
Rule-based WSN middleware enables the applications and
users to programme the behaviour of the sensor nodes.
Conceptually, a rule takes the form of <event, condition,
action> where:
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an event is received from any other component in the
system. This is can be an event carrying data values,
or other events such as a timeout event, a sleep or
wake-up event, and so on.
 a condition is a Boolean expression that will be
evaluated when the event occurs.
 an action is executed if the above condition is true
when the event is received. The action may
manipulate or store data. It may also generate
another event to other components in the system,
such as an event to trigger other rules.
Fig. 1 shows the general architecture of the rule-based
middleware [7]. The Rule-Base stores all the rules derived
from the application while the Fact-Base stores the states of
the node and the events that have occurred. The EventManager is responsible for receiving events and passing
them to the Rule-Engine. The Rule-Engine, based on the
current event and the states stored in the Fact-Base, executes
matching rules stored in the Rule-Base. The results of the
execution could be the update of the Fact-Base, or sending
an event to other components in the system via the Event
Manager.
Application

Fact
Base
Event
Manager

Rule
Engine

Rule
Base

Sensor Platform

Figure 1. Architecture of rule-based middleware

A Rule Execution and Event Distribution (REED)
middleware, originally for the PROSEN project, has been
designed and implemented. REED is based on the general
architecture described in Fig. 1; but further, enables
programmability at run time, i.e., the system behaviour can
be programmed by applications at run time, so as to be
adaptive to the changing application goals and changing
environment [5][6].
Provided the rule-based middleware such as the REED,
for application developers, their main focus should be on
constructing the rules that describe the logics of the
application tasks, and this leads to the question of how to
effectively and efficiently express the application specific
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domain behaviour using rules. In this paper, we propose a
method of developing WSN applications that uses finite state
machine (FSM) as a bridge between application logics and
the rules running on the REED. Further, we argue that rulebased middleware such as the REED is especially useful for
implementing bio-inspired mechanisms for WSNs as bioinspired mechanisms imply that only simple rules are needed
to be running on each node in order to achieve the emergent
behaviour (such as self-organization) of the whole WSN
system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related
work is discussed in Section II. Then, the REED for the
PROSEN project is briefly described in Section III. In
Section IV, a general method of constructing WSN rules is
proposed, followed by explaining the advantages of rulebased middleware for bio-inspired WSN mechanisms. The
implementation of two bio-inspired mechanisms on the
REED, i.e. sensor nodes clustering and de-synchronization,
are described in Section V and tested and evaluated in
Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Fei and Magil [5] and Fei and Yu [6] have listed the
related work on the rule-based middleware for WSNs,
including a general architecture of the rule-based middleware
proposed by Terfloth, Wittenburg, and J.Schiller [7]. Fei and
Magil [5] also developed a rule-based middleware, called
REED, for the PROSEN project. In addition, a survey across
a broad array of WSNs and middleware including rule-based
middleware has been provided by Mottola and Picco [2]. A
systematic study on the same topic has been given in
Terfloth [10]. As mentioned in Section I, for application
developers, directly constructing rules for the WSN systems
is still non-trivial. Using FSM, a primitive and useful graphic
model for describing system behaviours, as a bridge between
application logics and the rules running on the WSN systems
will make it more straightforward for the application
developers to construct rules running on the rule-based WSN
middleware such as the REED. To the knowledge of the
authors, this paper is the first to build up the relationship
between FSMs and the rules running on the WSN systems.
Some bio-inspired mechanisms on WSNs have been
proposed. The biologically-inspired clustering algorithm
proposed by Wokoma, Shum, Sacks and Marshall [11] was
inspired from quorum sensing, a biological process that is
carried out within communities of bacterial cells. Based on
how ﬁreﬂies and neurons spontaneously synchronize,
Geoffrey, Geetika, Ankit, Matt and Radhika [12] developed
a fully distributed time synchronization mechanism among
TinyOS-based motes; likewise, Julius, Ian, Ankit and
Radhika [13] developed a fully distributed time desynchronization mechanism. Boonma and Suzuki [14]
developed the BiSNET, a biologically-inspired sensor
networking architecture, to address issues such as scalability,
energy efficiency, self-healing, etc. However, they were not
implemented on rule-based middleware. We argue and
demonstrate in this paper that rule-based middleware, plus
the FSM-based rules construction method, will ease the
applications development on WSN systems.
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Jacobsen, Zhang and Toftegaard [15] provided an
overview of bio-inspired principles and methods applicable
to sensor network design. This overview also mentions that
by using simple rules for the behaviour and the interaction
among individuals a global optimum can be achieved on a
large, system-level scale. However, no real case of rulebased bio-inspired mechanism is provided. In this paper, two
bio-inspired mechanisms will be implemented on a rulebased middleware to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
rule-based bio-inspired mechanisms development on WSNs.
III.

REED FOR PROSEN

A. PROSEN Architecture
Fig. 2 illustrates the system architecture for PROSEN
where REED lies in. The system consists of a Policy Server
(PS), a PN (Processing Node) for each wind-turbine, and
sensors to measure parameters such as temperature, windspeed, wind-direction, and gearbox temperature. The PS
interacts with users and operators to obtain the goals for the
system. Such goals might describe a desirable power output
or response to poor weather conditions. The PS converts the
goals to a set of policies. These policies in turn are converted
to low-level rules. These rules are then distributed to the
REEDS on the PNs.
For the Rule-Engine, in addition to executing the rules in
response to received events as described in Section I, in order
to support on-line programmability, its functionality also
includes:
 Managing a rule database to allow the adding,
removing, and overriding of rules
 Verifying rule consistency
 Merging and filtering rules.
For detailed information on the REED and its language
description, refer to [5].
Processing Nodes
PN level App.

User/
Operator
Policy

Policy
Server

SetEvent/
NtfEvent
SetEvent/
NtfEvent PN level App. SetEvent/
NtfEvent
SetEvent/
PN
REED
SetEvent/
NtfEvent
NtfEvent
Middware
SetEvent/
PN REED
NtfEvent
SetEvent/ Middware
PN REED
NtfEvent
SetEvent/ Middware
NtfEvent
Sensor Rule-Engine
SetEvent/
NtfEvent

PN level App.

SetEvent/
NtfEvent

… Sensor
… Sensor
… Sensor

Sensor Rule-Engine

Policy
Store

Sensor
Sensor
Sensor Rule-Engine
Sensor
Sensor

Sensor
Sensor

Figure 2. PROSEN system architecture

B. General Prototype Structure
The general prototype system structure, as shown in Fig.
3, consists of one PC functioning as a PS, one PC as a
Gateway [6] and PNs that are the combination of PCs (as PN
emulators) and a GumstixTM [8]. GS400K-XM is a
miniature full function Linux motherboard based on low
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power Intel XScale® technology. It has 16MB flash memory
which can accommodate JamVM [9], which is a compact
JVM (Java Virtual Machine). REED is developed using Java
and running on PNs (PCs and the Gumstix). The PS and the
gateway are connected via the Internet, and the Gateway and
the PN are connected via a 174MHz wireless link. The
sensor reading is simulated via random number generator.

Event 1
Action 1

State1

State2

Event 2
174MHZ
Wless board

Event 3

Action 2

Action 3

Figure 4. Finite state machine

Gumstix

Figure 3. General prototype system structure

IV.

APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT ON THE REED

A. A General Method of Constructing WSN Rules
Rule-based middleware, such as the REED, to some
extent ease the development of WSN applications However,
as each rule is encoded by a structure of textual data format;
application developers may still face difficulties in
constructing the rules that describe the behaviour of the
application tasks. For them, graphical models, such as FSMs
and UML statechart diagrams, are the convenient ways of
expressing the behavior of the application. We argue that the
FMS as shown in Fig. 4 has the direct relationship with the
rules supported by the REED, and the mapping from the
FMS to the rules are as follows:
 The Event part in the FSM can be mapped to the
event of a rule;
 The State part in the FSM can be mapped to the
condition of a rule;
 The Action part in the FSM can be mapped to the
action of a rule plus an extra action that is to update
the current state;


Event
Action
The number of the
in the FSM is equal to

the number of the rules for an application.
So, as long as the application behaviour can be described
using finite-state machine (FSM), the construction of rules
from FSM is straightforward. Two cases in Section V
provide examples of how to construct rules via FSMs.
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B. Support for Bio-inspired WSN Mechanisms
Biological systems achieve complex goals reliably via
the collaboration of a large number of cheap, unreliable
components. Such collaboration is based on each component
executing simple tasks in respond to the stimuli. For WSN,
sensor nodes share the similar features with the components
in biological systems: distributed, resource limited,
unreliable, and etc.
Bio-inspired mechanisms, such as self-organization, have
been applied to WSN. If the simple tasks executed on each
node in response to the stimuli can be expresses as a small
set of rules, as mentioned above, rule-based middleware
such as the REED will be advantageous in facilitating the
implementation of the bio-inspired mechanisms on WSNs.
Both two cases in Section V are bio-inspired.
V.

TWO CASE STUDIES

A. Rule-Based Sensor Nodes Clustering
Clustering sensor nodes is one of the self-organisation
mechanisms applied to WSNs. There exist quite a few
clustering mechanisms for WSNs [11]. The clustering
algorithm implemented in this paper features first the clusters
are formed dynamically and updated periodically; second,
the process overhead imposed on the cluster heads is
balanced among all the sensor nodes.
To describe the behaviour of the clustering algorithm, its
FSM is drawn first as in Fig. 5. As „UpdateCurrentState‟ is
the default action, due to limitations of space, it is not listed
in the action part of the rules. According to the Section IV,
the rules can be directly derived from the FSM as shown in
Table 1. Further, it is found that if the action set for an event
is always the same across the whole states, the condition part
of the rules for that event can be simply replaced by
“TURE”; this is especially the case if for an events, it occurs
only when the PN is in a specific state. This replacement not
only makes the rule set concise, but also reduce the
processing time for the PNs to check the condition part of the
rules. So for R1, R2, and R3, their condition part is simply
“TRUE”.
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R-5
[ Member;

Idle
PowerOn

RandomizedHeadElectionTimeOut
 Broadcast (HeadBeacon)

ClusterHead

sensed_data
ForwardToHead (SensedData)]

]

Rule 6 and 7 are triggered for cluster head updating.
R-6
=
leader_update_timeout
[ Head;
SendToHost (AggregatedData),
Initiate (RandomizedLeaderElectionTimer),
Initiate (LeaderUpdateTimer)
]
R-7
=
leader_update_timeout
[ Member; Initiate (RandomizedLeaderElectionTimer),
Initiate (LeaderUpdateTimer)
]

HeadUpdateTimeOut
 Initiate (RandomizedHeadElectionTimer)
 Initiate (RandomizedHeadElectionTimer)  Initiate (HeadUpdateTimer)
 Initiate (HeadUpdateTimer)

HeadElection

=

HeadBeacon
 Clear (HeadElectionTimer)

ClusterMember

SensedData
 ForwardToHead (SensedData)  Initiate (RandomizedHeadElectionTimer)
 Initiate (HeadUpdateTimer)

Idle

SensedData
 Aggregate( SensedData)

PowerOn
 Initiate (SelfFireTime, PreFireTime,
NextFireTime, alpha)
 Initiate (SelfFireTimer)

SelfFireTimeOut
 SelfFireTime = CurrentTime
 Broadcast (SelfFire)

Figure 5. FSM for the clustering algorithm
BeforeFire

B. Rule-Based Sensor Nodes De-synchronization
De-synchronization implies that sensor nodes perfectly
interleave periodic events to occur in a round-robin schedule.
It is useful in that it enables the sensor nodes to evenly
distribute sampling burden in a group of nodes, schedule
sleep cycles, or organize a collision-free TDMA schedule for
transmitting wireless messages [13]. DESYNC, proposed by
Julius, Ian, Ankit and Radhika [13], is a biologically-inspired
self-maintaining algorithm for de-synchronization in a
single-hop network. In this paper, the algorithm of the
DESYNC will is implemented on the REED. Due to
limitations of space, for detailed description of the
DESYNC, please refer to [13].
Fig. 6 describes the behaviour of each sensor node in
order to achieve de-synchronization, from which it can be
seen that only four rules running on each node are enough to
achieve the emergent de-synchronization of the sensor nodes
in a fully distributed way. Table 2 lists the four rules derived
from Fig. 6.
TABLE I.

RULES FOR SENSOR NODES CLUSTERING

Rule 1 is triggered when the sensor node is powered on.
R-1
=
power_on
[ TRUE; Initiate (RandomizedLeaderElectionTimer),
Initiate (LeaderUpdateTimer)
]
Rule 2 is triggered for cluster head election.
R-2
=
leader_election_timeout
[ TRUE;
Broadcast (LeaderBeacon)

]

Rule 3 is triggered for cluster members.
R-3
=
leader_beacon
[ TRUE;
Clear (LeaderElectionTimer)

]

Rule 4 is triggered for cluster head to aggregate data.
R-4
=
sensed_data
[ Head;
Aggregate (SensedData)

]

AfterFire

FireFromMembers
 PreFireTime = CurrentTime

FireFromMembers
 NextFireTime = CurrentTime
 SelfFireTimer = SamplePeriod +
(1- alpha)*SelfFireTime +
alpha*(PreFireTime +
NextFireTime)/2 – CurrentTime
 Initiate (SelfFireTimer)

Figure 6. FSM for the de-synchronization algorithm

TABLE II.

RULES FOR SENSOR NODES DESYNCHRONIZATION

Rule 1 is triggered when the sensor node is powered on.
=
R-1
power_on
[
TRUE;
Initiate (SelfFireTime, PreFireTime,
NextFireTime, alpha),
]
Initiate (SelfFireTimer)
Rile 2 is triggered when the sensor node receives firing
signals from its neighbour before it fires
R-2
=
fire_from_members
[ BeforeFire;
]
PreFireTime = CurrentTime
Rile 3 is triggered when the sensor node fires
R-3
=
self_fire_timeout
[
TRUE;
SelfFireTime = CurrentTime

]

Rile 4 is triggered when the sensor node receives a firing
signal after its neighbour before it fires
R-4
=
fire_from_members
[ AfterFire;
NextFireTime = CurrentTime,
SelfFireTimer = SamplePeriod + (1 alpha) * SelfFireTime + alpha *
(PreFireTime + NextFireTime)/2 –
CurrentTime,
]
Initiate (SelfFireTimer)

Rule 5 is for cluster members to send data to its head.
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PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION

The prototypes of the two cases have been implemented
based on the general structure as shown in Fig. 3. To ease the
implementation, the gateway is not included and the
underlying communications among the PS and PNs are
TCP/IP. However, the interfaces provided by the REED
middleware are kept the same.
A. Evaluation of the Clustering Algorithm
To evaluate the rule-based clustering mechanism, a
prototype containing three PNs in a single-hop network has
been implemented. The cluster head update period is set as
12 seconds and the sampling period is 5 seconds. Two tests
are carried out:
1. Formation of cluster heads: Fig. 7 shows the
debugging information on the clustering algorithm,
from which it can be seen that in this specific period,
node A, with its ID being 101.0, becomes the cluster
head/leader, and aggregated information (average of
the sensed data) has been collected and sent by node
A, the cluster head/leader.
2. Distribution of the cluster head: the system is tested
for one hour and 20 minutes which equals to 400
cluster head update periods. Fig. 8 provides the
information on the distribution of the cluster head
across the PNs, where Node A was elected 135
times, Node B 138 times and Node C 137 times. It
presents an overall uniform distribution which
demonstrates that the process overhead imposed on
the cluster heads are balanced among all the sensor
nodes.
3. The test results show that the clustering mechanism,
with the features being those mentioned in Section
V, has been implemented on the REED.

Distribution of the cluster head
160
140

No. of occurences

VI.

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Node A

Node B

Node C

Figure 8. Distribution of the cluster head

B. Evaluation of the De-synchronization Algorithm
To evaluate the de-synchronization algorithm, a
prototype containing three PNs in a single-hop network has
been implemented. The sampling period for each PN is set as
12 seconds and alpha is set as 0.95. By dividing the sampling
period by the number of the PNs, the desired time slot size,
which in this case is 4 seconds, can be obtained. Fig. 9 shows
the debugging information on the de-synchronization
algorithm, from which the firing time difference between
two time-wise adjacent nodes, i.e. the time slot size, can be
derived. Time slot size is the core evaluation metric for the
de-synchronization mechanism.
Fig. 10 illustrates the firing time differences between two
PNs over time. It can be seen that at the very beginning,
deviation from the desired slot size is non- negligible. This is
because each PN initially starts their sampling tasks at
random time. By running the de-synchronization algorithm,
the firing time differences converge to the desired slot size
quickly.

Figure 7. Debugging information on the clustering mechanism
Figure 9. Debugging information on the de-synchronization
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realization of bio-inspired mechanisms. Further, we stressout that the REED provides a framework that makes the
application development more straightforward.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the application
development method proposed by this paper, in the future,
we aim to extend our research by on the one hand,
implementing more existent bio-inspired mechanisms on the
REED; and on the other hand, developing real-world
applications using the proposed FSM-based rules
construction method.
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Abstract—The energy efficiency of wireless sensor networks
strongly depends on the possibility of exploiting the idleness of
their nodes. In principle, idle periods could be fully exploited
by making use of ultra low power micro controller units
(MCUs) and power manageable network interfaces which
provide a wide range of sleep states with sub micro Watt power
consumption. One of the key issues, however, is to avoid to
keep sensor nodes busy when they could be idle, thus reducing
the opportunity of dynamic power management. This issue is
particularly serious in case of sensor nodes running a virtual
runtime environment, since the virtual machine (VM) is seen
by the scheduler of the underlying operating system (OS) as
a process which is always active in spite of the idleness of the
threads running on top of it. On the other hand, the benefits of
virtualization in terms of abstraction and usability motivates
the development of sensor nodes with power manageable
virtual runtime environments. Promising results have been
recently achieved in this direction by using a modified version
of the Darjeeling VM on top of Contiki OS. This paper moves
a step forward by introducing VirtualSense, an event-driven
communication library for the Darjeeling VM which exhibits
two distinguishing features. First, it is general enough to enable
the implementation of advanced communication protocols in
Java. Second, its event-driven nature makes it possible for a
Java thread to react to incoming messages without keeping the
MCU busy while waiting.
Keywords-Event drive, communication library, reactive sensor, low-power;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The energy efficiency of a wireless sensor network (WSN)
depends on the capability of its nodes to adapt to timevarying workload conditions by turning off unused components and by dynamically tuning the power-performance
tradeoff of the used ones. Dynamic power management
(DPM) is a wide research field which has brought, on
one hand, to the design of power manageable components
featuring multiple operating modes and, on the other hand,
to the development of advanced DPM strategies to exploit
them. The best DPM strategy is the one which meets the
performance constraints imposed by the application with
minimum power consumption. Apart from the fine tuning
of the power-performance tradeoff of the active states, the
main power-saving opportunities come from idle periods,
which allow the power manager to take advantage to ultra
low-power inactive modes. Exploiting idleness is mandatory
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in wireless sensor nodes, which spend most of their time
waiting for external events or for monitoring requests, and
which are often equipped with energy harvesting modules
which promise to grant them an unlimited lifetime [5] as
long as their average power consumption is lower than the
average power they take from the environment.
A suitable answer to power management needs in WSNs
is provided by state-of-the-art ultra low power micro controller units (MCUs), which feature a wide range of active
and inactive power states while also providing enough memory and computational resources to run a virtual machine
(VM) on top of a tiny operating system (OS). Virtualization
adds to the simplicity and portability of applications for
WSNs at the cost of increasing the distance between hardware and software, which might impair the effectiveness of
DPM both for the limited control of the underlying hardware
offered by the virtual runtime environment, and for the
limited visibility of the actual activity offered by the VM.
In fact, the VM is usually viewed by the scheduler of the
embedded OS as a process which is always active in spite of
the possible idleness of its threads. Two solutions have been
proposed to address these issues. The first one is provided
by bare-metal VMs, which runs directly on top of the MCU
without any OS [6], [7], [8], at the cost of loosing portability.
The second one is provided by full-fledged software stacks
specifically designed for power manageable sensor nodes in
order to make it possible to take DPM decisions directly
from the runtime environment and to grant to the OS
scheduler full visibility of the idleness of the virtual tasks.
This is the approach adopted in this paper, starting from a
recently proposed architecture [4] base on Darjeeling VM
[2] and Contiki OS [1].
The effectiveness of DPM risks to be impaired, however,
by the paradigm adopted for inter-node communication.
Although a sensor node is primarily designed to sense a
physical quantity and to send a message to the sink to
report the measured value, most of the nodes in the network
act as routers to relay other nodes’ messages towards the
sink. Moreover, in self-adapting sensor networks all the
nodes have to be able to receive interest messages from the
sink and to broadcast them to their neighbors in order to
be assigned a task and to update their own routing tables
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[9]. While all other activities can be either scheduled or
triggered by external interrupts, receiving a message is an
asynchronous event which needs to be carefully handled.
In the Darjeeling VM a thread waiting for a message
is suspended and rescheduled at next timer interrupt (by
default, after 10ms) to look for an incoming message in
the network buffer. This polling mechanism keeps the MCU
busy regardless of the idleness of the node.
This problem could be solved by implementing a smarter
protocol in the Contiki OS, but this would fail in the attempt
of making the sensor node completely programmable in
Java. An alternative approach would consist of increasing
the timer interrupt in order to grant to the OS enough time
to put the MCU into an inactive state, but this would reduce
time resolution and increase the average response time of
the node.
This paper presents a communication library for the
Darjeeling VM which makes available event-driven send and
receive primitives to achieve two goals: to provide the generality required to enable the implementation of advanced
communication protocols in Java, and to make it possible
for a Java thread to react to incoming messages without
keeping the MCU busy while waiting. Experimental results
show that the proposed library enables the full exploitation
of the low-power states of the MCU with a negligible time
overhead.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the architecture of a node with virtual runtime environment, Section III introduces the Java library, Section IV
presents a representative case study and some measurements,
Section V concludes the work.
II. N ODE A RCHITECTURE
We consider the architecture of a sensor node composed
of: a power-manageable MCU, an embedded OS (namely,
Contiki OS [1]), and a tiny Java-compatible VM (namely,
Darjeeling VM [2]).
As briefly discussed in the introduction, the presence of
an OS provides a suitable decoupling between HW and
SW which makes the approach described in this paper
independent of the underlying MCU. Nevertheless, in the
following we refer to Texas Instruments’ MSP430F54xxa
MCUs, which are highly representative of state-of-theart power-manageable MCUs providing four categories of
power states: Active, Standby, Sleep, and Hibernation. In
Standby mode the CPU is not powered, but the clock system
is running and the unit is able to wakeup itself by means
of timer interrupts. In Sleep mode both the CPU and the
clock system are turned off, so that the unit wakes up only
upon external interrupts. In Hibernation even the memory
system is switched off, so that there is no data retention and
a complete reboot is required at wakeup.
Contiki [1] is a real-time embedded OS particularly suited
for sensor nodes. It has an inherent event-driven structure
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Figure 1. Power state diagram of a power-manageable MCU running the
Darjeeling VM on top of Contiki OS.

which reduces the overhead of periodic wake-ups by making
the interrupt handler aware of the next time at which a process has to be resumed by a timer interrupt. This allows the
MCU to go back to sleep without invoking the scheduler in
case of premature wakeup. The only exception is represented
by processes waiting for external events, which need to be
resumed whenever an interrupt arrives.
Darjeeling [2] is a VM for wireless sensor networks which
supports a significant subset of the Java libraries while
running on 8-bit and 16-bit MCUs with at least 10kbytes of
RAM. The VM runs on top of Contiki as a single process, in
spite of its multi-threading support. Hence, the VM has its
own scheduler to switch among the active threads according
to a preemptive round-robin policy. Whenever the running
thread is suspended the scheduler waits for the a timer
interrupt before resuming execution.
A. Power-manageable virtual sensor node
Figure 1 shows the power-state diagram of a powermanageable MCU running the Darjeeling VM on top of
Contiki OS. All the states aligned at the top of the diagram
represent the macro steps required at wake-up to resume the
execution of a Java thread. Wake-ups can be triggered either
by timing interrupts (solid arrows) or by external events
(dashed arrows). It is worth noticing that self wake-ups are
enabled only in Standby mode, while external events are
required to trigger wake-ups from Sleep and Hibernation.
Contiki puts the MCU in Standby whenever all its running
processes are waiting for external events or timer interrupts.
In order to keep control of the elapsed time it sets a periodic
timer interrupt which wakes up the MCU every 10ms to
allow the interrupt handler to evaluate if there are processes
to be resumed. If this is the case the control is passed to
the scheduler, otherwise the MCU is turned off again. As
previously stated, the VM needs to be resumed at each timer
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Active

Busy
c

Standby.a(T)

Standby.b(T)
Standby
Standby.t

Standby

State
name
Active
Standby.a( )
Standby.b( )
Standby.t
Standby
Sleep.t
Sleep
Hibernation.t
Hibernation

Power
[ W]
6600 W

    
   
 
4.5
1.5  0.3
1.5
0.1  0.3
0.1

WUt
[ms]
n.a.
23.41
23.41
23.41
23.41
23.41
23.41
560
560

WUe
[ J]
n.a.
153.57
153.57
153.57
153.57
153.57
153.57
2312.8
2312.8

SDt
[ms]
n.a.
–
–
–
–
–
–
78.8
78.8

SDe
[ J]
n.a.
–
–
–
–
–
–
606.76
606.76

Table I
C HARACTERIZATION OF THE POWER STATES OF THE VIRTUAL SENSOR
NODE ARCHITECTURE [4] RUN ON A T EXAS I NSTRUMENTS ’
MSP430F2618 POWERED AT 3V AND CLOCKED AT 16MH Z WITH A
4K BYTE VIRTUAL MACHINE HEAP.

Sleep.t
Sleep
Sleep

Hibernation.t
Hibernation

run on top of a Texas Instruments MSP430F2618 MCU
powered at 3V and clocked at 16MHz. Each inactive state is
characterized by: power consumption (Power), wake-up time
and energy (WUt and WUe), and by shut-down time and
energy (SDt and SDe). Transitions energies (times) lower
than 0.01 J (0.01ms) are not reported. software each power
state

Hibernation

Figure 2. Power state diagram of a power-manageable virtual sensor node
[4].

interrupt in order to check for the status of its threads which
are not visible from the OS.
Figure 1 makes use of labels a, b, and c to denote the
transitions taken upon a timer interrupts in case of: a) VM
with no tasks to be resumed, b) OS with no processes to
be resumed, and c) virtual task to be resumed. While case
c) represents a useful wakeup, cases a) and b) should be
avoided in order to save power. To this purpose, a modified
software stack was recently proposed [4] which: i) avoids
periodic wake-ups by making the OS aware of the time of
the next event scheduled by the VM and by tuning the timer
interrupt accordingly, ii) supports hibernation by saving and
restoring the heap of the VM, and iii) maintains timing
information in deeper low power states by means of an
external ultra low-power real-time clock.
The modified software stack builds a power manageable
virtual sensor node which makes directly available from the
Java runtime environment all the power states represented in
Figure 2. The first two Standby states are parameterized by
the timer interrupt ( ) which can be adjusted to explore the
tradeoff between power consumption and reactivity. Suffix 
is used to denote the usage of the external real-time clock
to provide accurate timing information in spite of the lack
of the internal clock. Table I reports the power-performance
tradeoffs offered by the power states of the software stack
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B. Communication issues
Communication across the radio channel is handled by the
Radio class of the Darjeeling VM, which makes available
a receive() method to be invoked by any Java thread
waiting for a message. As soon as the method is invoked,
the Java thread is suspended by the scheduler of the VM. If
there are no other threads ready to execute, the Darjeeling
process is suspended as well and rescheduled by the OS
at next timer interrupt (i.e., at most after 10ms). Referring
to the state diagram of Figure 1, as long as the message
does not arrive, the MCU keeps waking up at each timer
interrupt and executing the interrupt handler routine, the OS
scheduler, and the VM scheduler before deciding to go back
in Standby mode. This is a power-consuming self loop which
is labeled with a in Figure 1 and schematically represented
by macro state Standby.a(T) in Figure 2. No other low power
states can be exploited while waiting for a message.
Looking at Table I, it is worth noticing that power
consumption of Standby.a(T) is several orders of magnitude
higher than that of Sleep and Hibernation. Moreover, the
wake-up time is larger than 10ms, so that the MCU would
stay always while waiting for a message unless a longer
timer interrupt was set in the modified stack. The minimum
timer interrupt which could allow the exploitation of Standby
!
mode is
.
The event-driven communication library presented in next
section solves this issue by enabling the exploitation of all
the low-power states of a power-manageable virtual sensor
node waiting for incoming messages.
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on the Contiki network stack without involving the Radio
driver process.
In the following we outline the three packages developed to extend the Darjeeling Java libraries in order to support the event chains described above: i)
javax.virtualsense.radio, containing the static
native methods used to communicate with the radio device;
ii) javax.virtualsense.network, making communication primitives available to user-level Java threads; iii)
javax.virtualsense.concurrent, providing synchronization primitives. A simplified class diagram is shown
in Figure 4.

Sensors

A. Radio package
Figure 3.

VirtualSense software architecture

III. V IRTUAL S ENSE

COMMUNICATION

The software architecture of the proposed communication
framework is shown in Figure 3, where arrows are used to
represent the event chain triggered by the reception of an
incoming packet. The figure points out the interactions between user-level and system-level execution flows, as well as
those between Contiki processes (namely, Radio driver
process and Darjeeling VM) and Darjeeling threads
(namely, Protocol and User app).
While waiting for an incoming packet all the processes are blocked and they do not consume any computational resource. When a packet is received by the
radio device, the Radio driver interrupt handler issues a PROCESS_EVENT_POLL for the Radio driver
process which was waiting for it. At this point the scheduler of Contiki wakes up the Radio driver process
which: takes the packet from the radio device buffer,
forwards it to the Contiki network stack, issues a new
PROCESS_EVENT_POLL for the Darjeeling VM, and
releases the CPU while waiting for next packet. The CPU
is then taken by the Darjeeling VM process, which
resumes the execution of the Protocol thread which was
blocked for I/O. The Protocol plays the role of consumer
by popping the incoming message from the Contiki network
stack, which acts as a buffer in the producer-consumer
interaction.
The event chain described so far is general enough to
enable the implementation of any kind of communication
protocol either within the Protocol thread or at application level. Depending on the protocol adopted and on
its implementation, received packets can either be handled
directly by the Protocol thread or be forwarded to the
User app waiting for them.
Sending a packet is much simpler than receiving it: the
User app which needs to send a message invokes the
send() method of the Protocol, which puts the packet
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The radio package contains the Radio class (represented in Figure 4) and some other classes used to
handle exceptions. The Radio class exports static native methods which directly interact with the platform
radio driver and with the network stack of Contiki OS:
a method to perform radio device configuration and initialization (init()), unicast and broadcast send methods
(send(), and broadcast()), a blocking receive methods
(receive(), and two methods to get the sender and receiver IDs (getSenderId() and getReceiverId()).
All the methods are protected, in order to be used only
through the Protocol class, which is part of the network
package.
Unicast and broadcast send methods make use of the
Contiki unicast_conn and broadcast_conn network connections from the rime network stack. The
receive() method suspends the calling Java thread by
putting it in a waiting queue and acquires a lock on the
radio device preventing the power manager to shut down
the network device. Whenever a radio message is received
from the Contiki network stack two different call-backs are
activated depending on the nature of the received message:
broadcast call-back or unicast call-back. Both call-backs
wake up the suspended Java thread, set the senderId and
receiverId attributes, and release the device lock.
B. Network package
The network package acts as a middleware layer which
lies between the system level radio package and userlevel applications. In particular, this package contains an
abstract Protocol class, providing a communication protocol skeleton, and a Network class, providing a public
interface to make communication primitives available to
user-level threads.
The Network implements the singleton pattern, so that
it can only be instantiated by means of its init() method,
which can be invoked with or without a given protocol (i.e.,
an instance of a subclass of Protocol. If no protocol
is specified, then the NullProtocol is used by default.
After network initialization, user level threads can call
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Semaphore
javax::virtualsense::concurrent
+ Semaphore(short premits)
− create() : short
− waitForSemaphore(short id) : void
− wakeupWaitingThread(short id) : void
+ acquire() : void
+ release() : void

NullProtocol
javax::virtualsense::network
+ packetHandler(Packet p) : void

Protocol

Network

javax::virtualsense::network

Radio
javax::virtualsense::radio
# init() : void
# getSenderId() : short
# getReceiverId() : short
# receive() : byte[]
# send(byte[] bytes, short id) : void
# bradcast(byte[] bytes) : void

javax::virtualsense::network

# start() : void
# stop() : void
# send(Packet p) : void
# sendBroadcast(Packet p) : void
# receive() : Packet
# notifyReceiver() : void
# packetHandler(Packet p) : void

− Network()
+ init() : void
+ init(Protocol p) : void
+ send(Packet p) : void
+ receive() : Packet

Packet
javax::virtualsense::network
+ getData() : byte[]
+ getSender() : short
+ getReceiver() : short

Figure 4. VirtualSense communication class diagram. Public methods are denoted means ”+”,l while protected and private methods are denoted by ”#”
and ”-”, respectively.

send() and receive() methods to communicate. These
two methods provide a public interface to the corresponding
methods of the Protocol class.
Protocol is an abstract class which has to be subclassed in order to implement specific routing strategies.
The class maintains as local properties the routing table and
the queue of received packets. In order to decouple systemlevel and user-level packet reception tasks, the Protocol
class provides a dedicated thread (instantiated and launched
within the class constructor) which runs a loop containing
a call to Radio.receive(). The thread is suspended on this
call until a packet is received, as described in Section III-A.
Upon reception of an incoming packet the thread resumes
execution and it calls the packetHandler() method, an
abstract method that has to be implemented in any Protocol
subclass.
Methods receive() and notifyReceiver() provide the means for using the event-driven reception mechanism from user-level threads. To this purpose, an application which needs to receive a packet from the radio
device invokes the Network.receive() method which,
in turn, calls Protocol.receive() which suspends the
calling thread on a counting semaphore. Upon reception
of a packet to be forwarded to the waiting application,
the Protocol invokes notifyReceiver() to release
a permit on the semaphore. From the implementation stand
point, the invocation of notifyReceiver() has to be
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placed inside packetHandler(), which is the method
where the actual routing protocol is implemented. The
default NullProtocol does nothing but invoking this
method to forward to the applications all incoming packets.
C. Concurrent package
The concurrent package provides a robust and efficient way to manage thread synchronization. In particular
the Semaphore class implements a standard counting
semaphore based on a waiting queue. Any thread waiting
for a semaphore permit is suspended by the VM and
moved to the semaphore waiting queue. In this way it
allows the power manager to shutdown the MCU. As
soon as a new permit is available on the semaphore,
the waiting thread is woken up by removing it from the
waiting queue. Thread suspension and wake up are implemented through native methods waitForSemaphore()
and wakeupWaitingThread(), respectively, which directly interact with the VM scheduler and manage thread
displacement.
IV. C ASE S TUDY

AND

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section we show, with a practical example, how to
use the communication library presented in Section III. We
use as a case study a sensor network programmed to perform
a periodic monitoring task: each node in the network senses
the target physical quantity once per second and sends the
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measured value to the sink. The sink is nothing but a sensor
node connected to a desktop PC by means of the serial port.
All other sensor nodes act also as routers, implementing a
self-adapting minimum path routing protocol.
01 import javax.virtualsense.network.*;
02
03 public class MinPathProtocol extends Protocol{
04
05
private short minHops = Short.MAX_VALUE;
06
private short epoch
= 0;
07
08
protected void packetHandler(Packet p){
09
if(p instanceof InterestMsg){
10
InterestMsg interest = (InterestMsg)p;
11
if(interest.getEpoch() > this.epoch){
12
this.epoch = interest.getEpoch();
13
super.bestPath = -1;
14
this.minHops = Short.MAX_VALUE;
15
}
16
if(interest.getHops() < this.minHops){
17
this.minHops = interest.getHops();
18
super.bestPath = interest.getSender();
19
interest.setHops(interest.getHops()+1);
20
super.sendBroadcast(interest);
21
}
22
}else if(p instanceof DataMsg) {
23
DataMsg data = (DataMsg)p;
24
if(data.toForward())
25
super.send(data);
26
else
27
super.notifyReceiver();
28
}
29 }// end method
30 }//end class

Figure 5.

Minimum path algorithm implementation

The sink collects all the measurements and triggers period
updates of the routing tables by sending an broadcast interest
message (InterestMsg) to the network according to a
directed diffusion paradigm [9]. The interest contains a
progressive counter, called epoch, which is used by the
nodes which receives and forward the interest message to
verify its freshness. In addition, it contains the number
of hops from the sink, which is incremented at each hop
to allow sensor nodes to identify the best path. Figure 5
reports the Java code of the MinPathProtocol class
which extends the Protocol and overrides abstract method
packetHandler() to implement the minimum path directed diffusion algorithm.
Whenever a
new
packet
is
received,
the
packetHandler() checks if it contains an interest
message (Figure 5, line 09) or a data message (line 22). In
case of an interest, its epoch is compared with the previous
one (line 11) in order to reset the routing table in case
of new epoch (lines 12-14). In the directed diffusion min
path protocol the routing table is nothing but the ID of the
neighboring node along the best path to the sink. Such an
ID is stored in bestPath, which is updated with the ID
of the sender of last interest message whenever the number
of hops annotated in the message is lower than the current
value of minHops (lines 16-19). In this case the interest
message is also forwarded (line 20).
Data packets are either to be forwarded to the sink
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through bestPath (line 25) or to be notified to user-level
applications possibly waiting for them (line 27). According
to the directed diffusion algorithm sensor nodes never play
the role of recipients of data messages. Nevertheless, line
27 has been added in Figure 5 as an example of user-level
communication.
A. Performance overhead
The proposed architecture was instrumented in order to
measure the software overhead introduced by the high-level
implementation of the communication protocol.
In particular we measured Contiki and Darjeeling execution times as separate contributions to the reception eventchain starting from the sleep state. Contiki overhead was
measured as the time between the reception of a radio
interrupt and the corresponding Darjeeling VM process poll.
Darjeeling overhead was measured as time between the wake
up of Darjeeling VM process and the delivery of the incoming packet to the user-level application. The results obtained
in a prototyping board equipped with an MSP430F5435a
running at 16MHz where respectively 3.7ms and 14.4ms
for Contiki and Darjeeling software overheads resulting in
a total overhead of 18.1ms.
On the other hand the software overhead introduced by
the proposed Java library in the sending chain was of 3.4ms.
It is worth mentioning that the Java library introduced
in this paper allows the power manager to exploit the
waiting times to put the sensor nodes either in Sleep or
in Hibernation, depending on the DPM policy adopted. For
instance, in case of a sensor node acting as a router handling
on average two data packets per second, the exploitation of
the Sleep state would reduce the power consumption from
the 6600 W of the Active state of our MCU to a measured
value of 1620 W, which would tend to a few  W as the
monitoring rate decreases.
This example shows how the proposed network library
allows the programmer to implement a routing protocol with
a few lines of code, enabling the full exploitation of the lowpower states of the MCU without impairing the reactivity of
the sensor node.
V. C ONCLUSION
The availability of ultra low-power MCUs able to run
a virtual machine makes it possible to design power manageable sensor nodes that can be programmed in Java. The
separation between the virtual runtime environment and the
underlying MCU has been recently bridged by means of
a modified software stack which retains the key benefits of
virtualization without impairing the effectiveness of dynamic
power management. Any node in a wireless sensor network,
however, spends most of its operating time waiting for
incoming packets. In spite of the idleness of a waiting node,
the capability of reacting to an incoming message is often
implemented by means of polling mechanisms which keep
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the MCU busy and avoid the exploitation of its low-power
inactive states. This is what happens with the communication
primitives made available by the Darjeeling VM running on
top of Contiki OS.
This paper has presented an event-driven communication
library, called VirtualSense, which provides energy-aware
send() and receive() methods which allow the MCU
to exploit inactive low-power states while waiting for incoming packets and to resume the execution of the Java thread
as soon as a packet is received. A simple case study has
been presented to show that the proposed library makes it
possible (and easy) to implement a communication protocol
on top of the Java runtime environment without impairing
the effectiveness of dynamic power management in ultra
low-power sensor nodes.

[9] Chalermek Intanagonwiwat, Ramesh Govindan, Deborah Estrin, John Heidemann, and Fabio Silva. ”Directed diffusion for
wireless sensor networking”. IEEE/ACM Trans. Netw. 11, pp.
2-16, 2003.
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for Wearable Sensor Nodes
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Abstract—Data for the availability of ambient light for a wristattached senor node was gathered. The average energy harvest
totaled 0.074 J/cm2/day when using a 1.8% efficiency, 0.6V
DSSC (dye-sensitized solar cell) and 0.48 J/cm2/day when using
a standard 16% efficiency, 0.65V mono-crystalline Si cell. The
irradiance averaged for both indoor and outdoor activity of
office employees was found to be equivalent to 0.78 W/m2 of
solar spectrum light. At lower irradiation, the DSSC produced
a higher open-circuit voltage but harvested less power than the
Si solar cell.
Keywords - solar cell; sensor network; sensor node;
wearable; energy harvesting

measurements, a smaller, more autonomous sensor node was
necessary for unbiased measurements.
Recently, there have been several attempted
implementations [3][4][5] of a wearable sensor node system
utilizing solar cells. Therefore, a detailed assessment of the
properties of ambient light is necessary for the proper
selection of solar cell type – either high-efficiency at high
irradiation level (Si cell) or more stable at lower irradiation
and lower efficiency (DSSC).
TABLE I.

PREVIOUSLY REPORTED IRRADIANCE LEVELS
Parameters
Indoor irradiance,
W/m2

Outdoor
irradiance, W/m2

Building
management [6]

6.7

500

Wearable [7][8]

0.4-38

10-100

Building
management[9]

1-5

-

1

1000

Sensor node type

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar power may be a viable solution for powering
wearable sensor nodes. However, there is a scarcity of data
on the actual harvestable power for wearable sensor nodes
using photovoltaic cells. The actual power depends on the
following factors:
Primary (light-related) factors:
The total irradiance (W/m2)
The angular distribution of light from light sources
The spectrum of the light sources
The daily variability of the light sources
The seasonal variability of light sources
Secondary (harvester-related) factors:
Type of solar cell
Lifestyle of wearer
Harvesting location on body
Because of the many unknowns, solar cells have been
considered too unpredictable to serve as a power source for
wearable sensor nodes without using additional power
management methods [1] [2]. Even for the total irradiance
metric, wide and conflicting ranges have been reported, as
summarized in Table 1. Therefore, experimental data on
solar energy harvesting for wearable sensor nodes attached to
the users’ wrists is provided in this paper. The reason
irradiation data for wearable nodes has not been gathered
before is because of the obtrusiveness and unreliability of
past wearable sensor nodes. Previous sensor nodes required
frequent maintenance, charging, and data downloading, thus
affecting behavioral patterns of the person wearing a node.
Because the behavioral patterns affect the irradiation
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Wearable[10]

In this paper, Section II describes measurement
conditions and algorithms used for data processing.
Section III presents the irradiance measurement results and
calculations of the harvestable energy for the DSSC and Si
solar cells. Section IV concludes that although the Si solar
cell was more effective in overall energy harvesting, the
DSSC cell provides more reliable energy harvesting.
II. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
The measurement of light levels was done using the
Indy2050 DSSC [11] attached to the wearable sensor node
prototype LM03 provided by the University of Hyogo. The
location of the experiment was Himeji, Japan. A photograph
of the sensor node with solar cell is provided in Figure 1.
The solar cell was connected directly to the voltage input of
the ADC of the sensor node. To convert photocurrent (and
hence the irradiance) to a voltage signal, a resistor was
connected in parallel with the solar cell.
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Figure 1. Photo of the measurement setup.

Because the ADC embedded in the sensor node had
insufficient dynamic range, two setups were prepared: first
with a 100 Ohm resistor, giving a measurement range of 1 to
400 W/m2, and second with a 10 kOhm resistor, giving a
measurement range 0.01 to 4 W/m2. The two setups were
worn by different users (both working in the same lab), and
were swapped between users twice per week. A larger
number of experimental setups was prepared, but severe
hardware problems of the highly-experimental LM03 sensor
node resulted in only two setups being operational. The ADC
was sampled 20 times per second, and data was stored on a
MicroSD card inside the sensor node. Ten days of recorded
data (from April 1 to April 11) were downloaded to the PC
on April 12, 2012 and processed. Processing included the
removal of anomalous data (whenever time stamp showed
discontinuity due sensor node being shut down) and simple
averaging of samples down to a data rate of 1 sample per
second. Also, the data from both setups was merged into a
single dataset using the measured photocurrent-to-voltage
gain and the ADC’s offset voltages. The solar cell efficiency
versus irradiance for the Indy2050 DSSC solar cell and
typical Si cell was measured before starting energy
harvesting measurements. The data on the efficiency of the
Indy2050 solar cell and typical Si cell (extracted from [1]) is
shown in Figure 2.

Power efficiency of the solar cell is not the only
important property for energy harvesting. The open circuit
voltage is also important. Since dark current is the dominant
cause of efficiency loss, the open-circuit voltage drops to
half of the nominal value at a corresponding power
efficiency of 25% of nominal. At low irradiation levels, the
DSSC cell [11] produces higher open-circuit voltages (0.6V),
enabling the use of less demanding power converters in the
sensor node. Below that point, energy harvesting for the
solar cells becomes complicated because the supplied
voltage becomes insufficient to drive CMOS low-leakage
transistors above their threshold voltage. For the DSSC, the
voltage-limited harvesting threshold was found to be 0.7
W/m2 compared to 2.0 W/m2 for the mono-crystalline Si cell.
III.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The raw irradiance data averaged over 10 days was
normalized for 1-day intervals (86,400 seconds) with a
sampling rate of 1 sample/s (see Figure 3) and binned using
thresholds listed in Table 2. The data from Table 2 is plotted
on Figure 3. The probability peak at 0.2-0.5 W/m2 most
likely corresponds to indoor conditions, while the smaller
peak at 2-5 W/m2 may be attributed to outdoor light. The
averaged time series of the irradiance can be seen in Figure 4.
The peak at about 9am corresponds to transit to the
workplace. The broad peak about midday corresponds to
daylight leaking through the office windows and to
lunchtime activity, and the peak around 5pm corresponds to
the transit from the workplace to home.
TABLE II.

TABULATED IRRADIANCE DATA
Parameters

Bin #

Min. irradiance,
W/m2

Max. irradiance,
W/m2

Seconds/day

1

0

0.01

36776

2

0.01

0.02

54

3

0.02

0.05

113

4

0.05

0.1

286

5

0.1

0.2

5011

6

0.2

0.5

28681

7

0.5

1

6039

8

1

2

3002

9

2

5

3344

10

5

10

1916

11

10

20

819

12

20

50

323

13

50

100

35

14

100

200

0

15

200

500

0

Figure 2. Efficiency of the DSSC and Si cells versus irradiance.
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Figure 3. The probability distribuiton of irradiance.

Multiplying the probability distribution from Figure 3
with the geometric average of the power flux (irradiance) in
a given bin results in a new metric: the harvestable energy
per irradiance bin. Integrating the harvestable energy per
irradiance bin results in the cumulative harvestable energy
metric. This metric is useful if it is necessary to decide at
which irradiance level the solar battery should start
harvesting and to determine what losses are expected from
not harvesting at lower irradiance levels. The harvestable
energy and cumulative harvestable energy plots are shown in
Figure 5. From Figure 5 it is shown that 99% of the
harvestable radiant flux occurs at irradiances above 0.2
W/m2 and 50% occurs at irradiancies above 5 W/m2.

Figure 4. Daily variation of the irradiance.

Figure 5.

Harvestable energy and cumulative harvestable energy.

Finally, the effect of the reduced efficiency of solar cells at
lower irradiance levels should be taken into account.
Multiplying solar cell efficiency from Figure 1 by the
harvestable energy from Figure 5 results in harvested energy
as a function of irradiance. Figure 6 shows that because of
the low performance of existing solar cells in low light
conditions, most energy is harvested at irradiance 10-50
W/m2. The DSSC cell used (designated by maker as an
indoor energy harvester) performs more consistently at
various light levels compared to Si cell, but it still fails to
harvest energy efficiently at irradiation range 0.2-0.5 W/m2
corresponding to typical indoor lighting conditions.

Figure 6.

Harvested energy as function of irradiance.

IV. CONCLUSION
The parameters of harvestable light for wearable sensor
nodes worn on the wrist of a typical office worker were
measured. Harvestable solar energy for the DSSC and monocrystalline silicon solar cell was estimated. The results are
written in Table 3.
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TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF THE AMBIENT LIGHT ENERGY HARVESTING
FOR THE WEARABLE SENSOR NODE

Parameters

Values

Indoor irradiance, W/m2
Outdoor irradiance, W/m

0.2-0.5
2

2-5

Average irradiance on wrist, W/m

2

Energy harvested with DSSC [11], J/day/cm

0.78
2

Energy harvested with 16% efficient Si cell, [1] J/day/cm

0.074
2

0.48

For the tested DSSC solar cell, average power available
at the solar cell terminals was 7.7uW (for cell area of 9 cm2).
Because the LM03 sensor node does not have any facility for
power conversion, estimation of the conversion efficiency
and storage efficiency was not attempted. Typical conversion
and storage efficiency reported in literature was 11-18%
[12].
The authors are continuing to gather data in order to
reduce random errors and ultimately to acquire the
dependence of the harvested energy on the season of year.
The authors believe that DSSC is more promising for
indoor light energy harvesting. The important property of
DSSC is the ability to deliver high voltages at low irradiation
levels. Harvesting energy at low levels of irradiation reduces
the probability of sensor node brownout, because low-light
conditions (0.2-0.5 W/m2) are very common for a typical
office employee lifestyle (see Figure 2). Therefore, DSSCbased sensor node may have a smaller, cheaper battery
subsystem. To more fully utilize energy from indoor lighting,
further effort is necessary to reduce the dark current by 65%
to 75% and simultaneously increase the efficiency of the
commercially available DSSC to at least 8%.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a novel approach to
manage an active resources for a centralized active vision
system assisted by a wide field of view fixed cameras
(WFOV-FC). Indeed, since the WFOV-FC can provide only
large coverage with low resolution, these later are used to
generate spatiotemporal observation requests from all
detected and tracked target in the surveillance zone. The
information gathered will be used to schedule the set of
active Pan-Tilt-Zoom cameras (PTZ-AC) in order to collect
high-resolution videos suitable for further biometric
analysis. Based on the output of this biometric analysis, the
same used set of active cameras is requested to maximize at
the same time the coverage with close-up views of every
target identified as a threat. We formulate PTZ multicameras assignment and handoff as a planning problem
whose solution achieves optimal cameras assignment in real
time. Simulation results, show the efficiency of the proposed
policy in satisfying both objectives at the same time
Keywords-Multi-cameras systems; active
cameras; assignment; online scheduling

and

fixed

I. INTRODUCTION
There is an ever increasing demand for security
monitoring systems in the modern world. Visual
surveillance is one of the most promising areas in security
monitoring for several reasons. It is easy to install, easy to
repair, and the initial setup cost is inexpensive when
compared with other sensor based monitoring systems,
such as audio sensors, motion detection systems, thermal
sensors, etc. [1].
Video surveillance systems are installed in locations
ranging from multinational banking organizations to public
institutions to small local stores, and there is a similar
disparity in the level of sophistication of installed systems.
The use to which these systems are put also varies widely
with the intentions of the operators and the budget
available for the implementation of the system.
Earlier works in the field of cameras and videos
technologies have made it possible to network numerous
video cameras together by an operator in order to provide
visual coverage of small and medium spaces such as banks
and shops. However, as the size of the multi-cameras
system grows and the level of activity in the public space
increases, it becomes infeasible for human operators to
monitor the multiple video streams and identify all events
of possible interest, or even to control individual cameras
in performing advanced surveillance tasks, such as
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zooming on a moving subject of interest to acquire one or
more facial snapshots. Moreover, the cost of employment
of a human operator outpaces the cost of installing and
maintaining the multi-camera systems. Consequently, a
timely challenge for computer vision researchers is to
design multi-cameras systems capable of performing
visual surveillance tasks automatically or at least with
minimal human intervention. We regard the design of an
autonomous multi-cameras system as a problem of
resource allocation and scheduling, where the cameras are
treated as resources required to complete the desired
sensing tasks.
Autonomous multi-cameras systems using only
WFOV-FC can provide large, low resolution coverage of
the scene. However, recognition and identification of
targets usually require close-up views at high resolution
which need PTZ-AC. The resulting proposed autonomous
multi-cameras system is based on a set of WFOV-FC’s and
a set of PTZ-AC’s as illustrated in Figure 1. The major
challenge in this work is the control and scheduling of the
set of PTZ-AC so that satisfying the tradeoff between three
competing objectives:
- Capture high quality video for as many as possible,
preferably all, of the targets in the scene
- Observe each target for as long or as many times as
possible, since the chances of identifying and classifying a
target improve with the amount of data collected about
that target.
- Maximize the coverage time of targets identified as a
threats during their stay in the surveillance zone.
Not considering one of the three objectives will
conduct to the situation where each camera follows a
single target for their entire stay in the scene, ignoring all
other pedestrians. The second situation is that a camera
briefly observes every target in turn and repeatedly, thus
spending most of the time transitioning between different
pan, tilt, and zoom settings. The third one leads to ignore
appeared threats.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
comprehensive background of the current and emerging
approaches for camera selection and handoff. This is
followed by presenting the adopted system architecture for
an accurate autonomous video surveillance. In Section IV,
we present the formulation of the challenge targeted as a
machine scheduling problem. We next propose our
scheduling policy in Section V. Finally, we describe
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simulation setup and results in Section VI and conclude the
paper in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Previous work on multi-camera systems has dealt with
issues related to low and medium-level computer vision,
namely identification [2, 3], recognition [4, 5], detection
and tracking of moving objects [6-13]. The importance of
accurate detection, tracking, and data association is
obvious, since tracking information is needed as the initial
stage for controlling one or more PTZ cameras to acquire
high-resolution imagery.
However, in addition to detection and tracking, the
acquisition of high-quality imagery, particularly for
biometrics purposes, requires accurate calibration between
the fixed and PTZ cameras in order to focus attention on
interesting events that occur in the scene. The control or
the schedule of active cameras set when there are more
objects to be monitored in the scene than the active
cameras is also a challenge for many researchers. Some of
themes employ a WFOV-FC to control an active tilt-zoom
camera. This configuration is often termed in the literature
as master–slave. Many researchers use a master–slave
camera configuration with two or more [19] cameras. In
particular, most of the methods strongly rely on a direct
camera calibration step. Basically these approaches are not
autonomous since they need a human to deal with
calibration marks. Nevertheless, few exceptions are
discussed, where in order to track targets across a fixed
and a PTZ camera, they used an affine transformation
between consecutive pair of frames for stabilizing moving
camera sequences, and an homography transformation for
registering the moving and stationary cameras with the
assumption that the scene is planar.

cameras in a task-dependent fashion , static and non static
priority policies [15].
The work presented here, differs from the previous
existing scheduling multi-cameras works in the following
points:
It can handle several PTZ-AC’s
The different PTZ-AC’s are modeled as autonomous
agents that are not driven by the WFOV-FC’s.
The scheduling strategy supports both high quality
videos recording and coverage insurance of targets and
threats.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system. The
system considered consists of "N " N
1 PTZ-AC’s
and WFOV-FC’s. The WFOV-FC’s detect and label all
moving objects in the scene. The states of the objects (e.g.,
size, position and velocity) in the 2D image space are
tracked and predicted. Based on the prediction, the
different observation requests are generated. Then the
request assignment process assigns a subset of the
targets/requests to each PTZ-AC by computing the
relevance of the different PTZ-AC’s to the observed
targets in the surveillance zone. Each PTZ-AC camera
tracks the objects assigned to it by selecting the PTZ-AC
parameter settings that best satisfy these requests to
capture high resolution images/videos of the targets.

A camera scheduling algorithm [14], would typically
utilize tracking information, provided by one or more fixed
cameras performing detection and tracking [16, 17], for
computing a schedule that controls the assignments of
targets to PTZ cameras over time. Each PTZ camera would
then servo, based on calibration data, to aim itself at
different targets in a timely fashion as specified by the
schedule.
A similar approach involving calibrated static and
pan/tilt cameras is presented in [9]. Data from multiple
static cameras is fused to estimate the 3D location of the
pedestrian. An active camera uses calibration information
to bring the target into the center of its view. After initial
repositioning, the active camera autonomously tracks the
target [6, 7], thereby avoiding the communication
overhead associated with master-slave configurations. The
active camera periodically sends its pan/tilt settings to the
static cameras. The static cameras can use this information
to decide whether or not the active camera is tracking the
correct target. If it is not, the active camera is repositioned.
Other authors, such
number of different
designed for different
include, for example a

Lim et al. [20], have proposed a
camera scheduling algorithms
application goals, where they
scheme for scheduling available

The problem is to find a schedule on "N " PTZ-AC
that minimizes the total unit penalty when target "I" with
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Figure 1. System Overview

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT
"

We consider a multi-cameras system including
"calibrated WFOV-FC’s and " " PTZ-AC’s.

Let
\
1,2, … denote the set of targets
observed at a given time by the multi-cameras system. At
that time, the state of a target is given by
,
where " " and " " represent the position and velocity,
respectively, of observed target i.

Let
each
PTZ-AC
be
described
by
a
tuple ,
,
,
,
,
,
. We assume
therefore that the "3D position of each PTZ-AC is
known a priori. [
,
], !
,
" and
[
,
] represent the pan tilt and zoom limits,
respectively, for each PTZ-AC.
deadlines "d$ " are released at time "r$ " The targets require
arbitrary processing times and pre-emption (pmtn) is
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allowed. So, minimizing the total unit penalty is akin to
maximizing the number of targets successfully recorded
prior to their deadlines.
We can describe the camera scheduling problem
proposed as:

&

&∗

.& /0 ∈ 1023445

()*+( , &
& ∈&

6789

, 0: ;, ∈ !1,

"<

where & denote a feasible event defined as follows:

= > ?@A ,

&

= > ?@A ,

∪ = > ?@A , 0

1

2

3

− The recording of human target by a PTZ-

= > ?@A , 0 − The recording of human target identified
as a threat by a PTZ-AC.

AC.

0: − Preset time that indicates the number of predicted
plans depending on the predicted states of humans targets
observed.
The complexity of problem (1) is NP-hard [18]. Hence,
we resort to a greedy algorithm for scheduling cameras to
observe targets.
The obvious non-clairvoyant online algorithms are
Round Robin (RR) and Shortest Elapsed Time First
(SETF). The idea of the RR is to devote identical
processing resources to all jobs, whereas SETF devotes all
resources to the job that has been processed the least. As
SETF is known to perform poorly when jobs are not fully
parallelizable [19], we used the weighted RR.
The policy of using a weighted RR scheduling scheme
is to assign jobs to multiple processors with different load
capacities. Each processor is assigned a weight indicating
its processing capacity and more jobs are assigned to the
processors with higher weights.
We model each PTZ camera as a processor whose
weights, which quantify the suitability of a camera with
respect to observing a target, are adjusted dynamically.
These weights are assimilated to a combination of
several quality measures.
The computation of the relevance of a PTZ-AC to the
task of recording close-up videos of selected targets for
further identification and/or classification process, encodes
an intuitive observation which is formalized by describing
the relevance of a PTZ-AC to the task of observing a target
in terms of quality factor"q". omitting superscripts
t, i and E , the global quality is expressed as follows:
q

1 if > ?@A M NOP
K
qQRS . qU . qV . qW . qX

(4)

where the different sub qualities are defined in the
following subsections:
A) PTZ limits ",YZA " :

The turn and zoom limits of cameras should be taken
into account when assigning a camera to observe a target.
A camera that has more leeway to turn and zoom may be
able to follow a target for a longer period of time. The
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mechanical limitation for each PTZ camera on its Pan Tilt
Zoom parameter range is defined by:
,
,
,
,
.

qQRS

exp ^− α − ὰ
ὰ

βd

a

a
a
− bβ − βde − bZ − Zde g

+
2

Z87j k Z8lm
a

(5)
6

7

where: "α" and "β" are respectively, the pans, tilts angles
corresponding to the location of the target.
" ", is the actual zoom setting of a given camera.

o ", is the desired zoom to record close-up videos.
"Z
B) Observational range ",p ":

It reflects the observational constraints of a camera. It
is set to 0 when the human target is outside the
observational range of a camera; otherwise, it is set to 1.
qU

q

1

if α ∈ !αr$s , αr t " and
∈ !βr$s , βr t " and
Z ∈ !Zr$s , Zr t "

(8)

0
",
!β
!α
where: r$s , αr t
r$s , βr t " and !Zr$s , Zr t " are the
external vertical, horizontal rotations, and zoom factor.
C)

Target-Camera Distance ",v "

Tracking becomes harder as camera-to-target distance
grows. The quality of captured imageries generally
degrades as the distance"dwX ", between the target and the
camera increases or decreases consequentially. Hence, this
quality measure is only based on "dwX ".
qV

^a
exp − ^bd 2 − dde g

(9)

where dd is the desired distance of a target to a camera that
allows recording close-up videos.
D)

View Angle ",y "

It is more desirable to select a camera that has frontal
view of a target, in order to record high quality videos that
will serve for identification purposes. This later is defined
as it is the angle between the velocity vector of the target
and the optical centre of a camera.
qW

exp −σ

where σ is defined as the angle between the velocity
vector of a target and the line that join the position of that
target and a selected camera.
(10)

E) Handoff candidate",2 "

Handoff candidate quality gives preference to handoff
candidates in the vicinity of the camera currently observing
the target. The idea is that nearby cameras have similar
viewpoints, making appearance based target signature
more relevant for the candidate camera.
qX

exp −δ

(11)
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where δ is the angle between the fixation vector of
camera > ?@A and the fixation vector of the camera
currently observing the target.
V. MULTI-CAMERAS SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the scheduling policy for
scheduling a set of PTZ-AC’s in order to achieve the above
cited challenge. Finding an optimal event that fits with the
movement horizon of the targets/ threats, while
maximizing the objective function (1) is a combinatorial
problem. Our policy is based on some modifications in the
well known Round Robin algorithm which yields to a
novel heuristic able to satisfy the three points of our
challenge. Algorithm 1 outlines our policy strategy:
Data: set of PTZ-AC’s currently assigned to the
different targets"V}~•€X r " . Set of PTZ-AC’s cameras that
are currently available"V•‚ƒƒX r ". Set of targets that are
currently not assigned a PTZ-AC "V„s•X…ƒV† U ". Set of
targets that are currently being followed by PTZAC’s "V•X…ƒV_U ". Set of threats that are currently not
assigned a PTZ-AC "V„s•X…ƒV† Uw ". Set of threats that are
currently being followed by PTZ-AC’s "V•X…ƒV_Uw ".
Set ˆ}~•€X r , ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U , ˆ‰2Š5v_p , ˆ„s•X…ƒV_Uw and
ˆ‰2Š5v_p to ∅ .

Begin:

ˆ•‚ƒƒX

r

> ?@A /

For t= 1: 0: : … .. do

1, … ,

Remove targets and threats that appears to have left
the scene from ˆ„s•X…ƒV†U , ˆ‰2Š5v_p , ˆ„s•X…ƒVUw and
ˆ•‰2Š5v_p . Move the corresponding cameras from
ˆ}~•€X r to ˆ•‚ƒƒX r
For all New arrivals " " do

Set "0‰_p7 0" (the timestamp of" "). Set
"042_p7 0" (times-recorded count on" "). Add
" " to ˆ•‰2Š5v_p

For all Cameras "> ?@A " in the ˆ}~•€X
End for

r

do

if 0‰_p7 by a "> " is equal to 0:4é5 : p
then Set "0‰_p7 0". Increment "042_p7 ". Move
"> ?@A " from ˆ}~•€X r toˆ•‚ƒƒX r . Move " "
from ˆ‰2Š5v_p to ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U
?@A

else
if("0‰_p7 "
is>= 0:4é5 : p

by

a
Camera
"> ?@A "
and (ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U ≠ ∅ or

ˆ„s•X…ƒV_Uw ≠ ∅
and (Camera "> ?@A "
is
relevant to at least one of the targets in ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U
or threats in ˆ„s•X…ƒV_Uw ) or (" " times-recorded
count ≥1 and a target " ‘ , ’ ≠ " in ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U has
times-recorded count equal to 0 and Camera
"> ?@A " is relevant to " ‘ " ) or threat " 0‘ , ’ ≠ "
in ˆ„s•X…ƒV_Uw has times-recorded count equal to 0
and Camera "> ?@A " is relevant to " 0‘ " )then
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0" and Move "> ?@A "

(Set "0‰_p7

to ˆ•‚ƒƒX r and Move " "
ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U ) or (Move "> ?@A "
ˆ•‚ƒƒX r and Move " 0 "
ˆ„s•X…ƒV_Uw )

End if, End for

For all Cameras "> ?@A "

in ˆ•‚ƒƒX

fromˆ}~•€X

r

from ˆ•X…ƒV_U to
from ˆ}~•€X r to
from ˆ•X…ƒV_Uw to

r

do

Compute ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_U which consists of the targets in
ˆ„s•X…ƒV_U that are relevant to "> ?@A ".
Compute ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw•– which consists of the targets in
ˆ„s•X…ƒV•– that are relevant to "> ?@A "
If ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ”

sw_Uw

If ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ”

sw_U

∅ then

∅ then Continue

∅ and ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_U ≠ ∅
Elseif ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_Uw
then Pick target " " from ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_U with the
highest probability of threat. Assign "> ?@A "
from ˆ•‚ƒƒX r to
to " ". Move "> ?@A "
ˆ}~•€X r . Move " " from ˆ„s•X…ƒV to ˆ‰2Š5v

Elseif (ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_Uw ≠ ∅ and ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_U
∅ ) or (ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_Uw
∅ and ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_U
∅ ) then Pick target " 0 " from ˆ‚ƒ“ƒ” sw_Uw
with the highest probability of threat. Assign
to " 0 ". Move "> ?@A "
from
"> ?@A "
ˆ•‚ƒƒX r to ˆ}~•€X r .

End if, End for, End for

Algorithm 1. Sheduling policy

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulate a monitoring area with up to 15
autonomous targets that enter, travel for free inside, and
leave the monitoring area of their own volition. We tested
the scheduling strategy in various scenarios using from 1
to 5 PTZ active cameras.
Each target spends anywhere from 40 to 150 seconds in
the monitoring space. The processing time judged
satisfactory to capture sufficient frame for identification
and classification purpose is set to 30 seconds, while the
preemption cut-off time is set to 5 seconds. The targets are
assumed to enter the monitoring area randomly. The
simulation time is set to 180 seconds.
As expected, we can see from Figure 2 that the
probability of correct recording depends to the ratio
between the number of targets and available cameras.
However, we judge that the results are acceptable since the
majority of obtained values are superior to 0.5. This is due
in part to the use of the quality measure which exhibits
high success rate for recording close up video and lower
average lead time required by a PTZ-AC to fixate on a
target and initiate video recording.
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several objectives at the same time and return an optimal
scheduling solution at every time step.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 2. Average succes rate of correct recording

We have presented a novel approach to control
multiple PTZ-AC’s assisted by a set of WFOV-FC in order
to satisfy three main objectives in real time. The main
novelty of our approach lies in capturing high quality
video for as many as possible of the targets in the scene,
while observing each target for as long or as many times as
possible and at the same time maximizing the coverage
time of targets identified as a threats during their stay in
the surveillance zone. The problem was solved by using a
probabilistic objective function that encapsulates a set of
quality measures. The reported simulations demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed policy in satisfying the
above objectives in the same time. We are interested in
conducting more detailed quantitative performance
evaluation in the future by validating imageries captured
online with biometrics tasks such as face detection or
recognition that can be conducted offline.
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Abstract—Sheep tracking ease the work of the farmer when
retrieving the sheep. The current commercial sheep tracking
solution is popular but not energy-efficient. It only uses GSM
and GPS and has no interaction between the sheep. Sheep
often walk in clusters. If a farmer knows the location of all
clusters and also which sheep are in each cluster, he does not
need to know the exact location of each sheep. By using a new
cluster-based localization and data retrieval approach this
paper show, through energy measurements and simulations,
that it could be possible to reduce the average energy
consumption by more than 50 % in flocks were the sheep
walks in large clusters. The reduced energy consumption could
be used to either increase the update frequency or to reduce
the battery capacity. The cluster–based approach can also
eliminate the need for GSM and GPS modules on part of the
sheep nodes, thereby making the system more affordable for
farmers. The reduced energy consumption and cost makes the
solution described in this paper better than the currently
available commercial one.
Keywords-Wireless Sensor Networks; Animal Tracking;
Energy Consumption.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Sheep farmers in Norway send their sheep to graze on the
fertile mountain grass during the summer. This is important
since the grass on the farm then is allowed to grow freely
and can be harvested and used as food for the sheep during
the winter. One of the big problems with this custom is to
locate the sheep when the summer is over. The common
method for sheep localization has been that the farmer
searches for the sheep manually. This search will typically
start in the area where the farmer thinks the sheep will be
located and expand outwards to the less likely areas. The
search continues until all sheep are found, or the farmer
grows tired of looking for them. This process can take a
week or more of walking in often challenging terrain.
In the last few years there have come a solution to this
inefficient retrieval method. Telespor [1] is a commercially
available system based on the electronic shepherd research
project [2]. It tracks the sheep using GPS and sends the
position of the sheep back to the farmer using the GSM
network. However, it is far from perfect. The biggest
problem is cost. Each unit cost approximately € 200, which
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is too expensive for most farmers, at least if they want to
equip their entire flock with these devices. Another limiting
factor is the battery capacity. The batteries should not have
to be replaced during the season which last around 100 days.
Since there is a size and cost limitation on the batteries, it is
important to reduce the energy consumption of each update
to allow for more position updates and thereby increase the
utility of the system.
This paper looks at the possibility of mitigating both the
cost and energy consumption problem by taking advantage
of the fact that sheep tend to move in clusters. In the current
Telespor system every sheep find their own position using
GPS. The farmer however, only needs to know which sheep
are in each cluster and the position of one of the sheep in
every cluster. Knowing this, it is possible to construct an
algorithm where only the sheep with the highest battery
level in a cluster use the GPS to find its location. The rest of
the cluster only needs to report which cluster they belong to.
This will reduce the energy consumption since GPS
localization requires fairly high amounts of energy.
Using a cluster-based approach it is also achievable to
have some of the sheep only carry radio transceivers, not
GPS receivers and GSM transceivers,. It will only be
possible to locate these cheaper equipped sheep when they
are in a cluster with at least one sheep with a GPS receiver.
It can be argued that this information is of limited value
when retrieving the sheep. The farmer has to retrieve every
cluster anyway and will therefore find these extra sheep. It
can however be useful during the season for a farmer to
know if a sheep is doing well. If for instance a sheep that
has been following a cluster for some time suddenly
disappears, it might be a signal that it is injured or dead.
Two systems have been developed and tested during this
research project. The difference between the two systems
lies in how the sheep transport data back to the server. In the
system called Distributed GSM, every sheep reports their
position. In the Centralized GSM approach, only the sheep
responsible for finding the GPS position of the cluster,
report its position along with the information of which
sheep are in the cluster.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II contains
related work. System design and equipment is covered in
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Section III. Section IV contains the results found by
analyzing the different systems, measuring the energy
consumption and performing simulations. Section V
concludes the paper and looks at future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

The Telespor [1] system described in [2] is used as a base
line reference throughout this paper and is therefore a
closely related work. Telespor is described in Section III as
a benchmark version was made to work on the same
equipment used in the rest of this paper. This benchmark
version was built on the principles described in the
electronic shepherd paper.
Stølsmark and Tøssebro looked at the possibility of
localization via trilateration in a sheep tracking network [6].
Some of the sheep would be equipped with GPS and the rest
of the flock would find their position by using GPS sheep as
beacons for RSSI-based trilateration. They found that the
position estimates were not accurate enough to be useful.
This was mainly due to the RSSI being highly dependent on
non-distance related factors, such as weather and
topography.
Huircán et al [7] tried to locate cattle in a field using
RSSI. They were able to achieve a high level of accuracy
but only by having a dense beacon placement, with around
80 m between each beacon. This makes such a localization
scheme unsuitable for a large area where sheep typically
graze.
In the Zebranet project [8, 9] Juang et al. tried to track
zebras in an area without GSM coverage. The zebras would
store logs of their own positions and exchange these logs
when they met other zebras. The logs could then be
downloaded by the data collecting scientists driving around
the savannah with radio transceivers.
The WildSensing project [10] tries to monitor badgers in
the wild in an energy-efficient manner. Dyo et al. equipped
the badgers with RFID tags and set up RFID readers at
strategic locations where the badgers would likely be. Since
the badgers sleep during the day, the readers would only be
active at night. Markham et al. even tried monitoring the
badgers in their underground burrows using magnetic fields
[11].
Polastre et al. monitored seabirds on the remote Great
Duck Island [12] using a tiered architecture to save energy
and money. This meant that the wireless sensor network
nodes would send their data to a base station on the island
which would provide WAN connectivity to send data back
to the scientists.
Surveys on different localization methods can be found as
part of the extensive wireless sensor network survey
performed Yick et al. [13] and in the survey by Akyildiz et
al. [14].
Much research effort has been put into localization, but
different applications require different solutions. A solution
that works for badgers is not necessarily suitable for sheep.
In the case of sheep, it is possible to design a system that
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benefits from the fact that lambs follow their mothers. The
application-specific requirements will make it difficult to
design one tracking system that can handle every situation.
It could be possible to identify a few different scenarios that
would fit most applications and design solutions to them.
An example of such a scenario could be tracking a large
animal in an area without GSM coverage. Identifying the
suitable scenarios and creating solutions to them is still an
open problem.
III.

SYSTEM DESIGN AND EQUIPMENT

A sheep tracking system has to be able to provide the
farmer with the position of his sheep, at regular time
intervals, throughout an entire season, without any manual
local intervention. Any method requiring manual
synchronization or battery replacement is therefore not an
option. It should also be possible to change the frequency of
position updates during the season since it is more important
to have frequent updates when collecting the sheep.
This paper looks closer at three possible sheep tracking
solutions. They all use GSM for data transport between the
sheep and the farmer. They also use GPS as part of the
localization process. The difference between them lies in the
amount of interaction between the sheep in a flock.
A. Telespor
Telespor is the system farmers are currently using to
locate their sheep. It is a simple but working solution with
no interaction between the different sheep in a flock. At
regular intervals the sheep calculates their location using
GPS and sends this location to a server via the GSM
network. The benefit of this approach is that since it does
not communicate between the sheep, it is not necessary to
equip the sheep with an additional transceiver and antenna.
One of the problems the farmers have reported with the
Telespor system is the poor performance in areas with little
GSM coverage [3]. Sometimes, it could take weeks between
sheep position updates. The results presented in [4] show
that adding sheep to sheep communication equipment is a
good solution to the coverage problem. Therefore it is
reasonable to argue that sheep to sheep transceiver
equipment should be added anyway, and thereby making it
possible to implement the two other systems studied in this
paper.
Telespor is used as a baseline reference when studying
the performance of the different systems. It is especially
interesting to look at how much energy consumption can be
reduced by using a cluster-based positioning approach, to
see if it is worth the effort and added complexity. Algorithm
1 describes the Telespor solution.
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On init(){
SleepUntil(first update);
}
On update(){
pos = GPS.getPosition();
GSM.SendToServer(pos, id);
SleepUntil(next update);
}
Algorithm 1. The Telespor algorithm.

B. Distributed GSM
The Distributed GSM solution is identical to the
Telespor system in the way that each sheep send their
position back to the server. The positioning differs due to
the cluster-based approach. The sheep are synchronized and
wakes up from sleep at regular intervals. Upon wake up,
every sheep will calculate a delay based on the amount of
energy left in their battery. In experiments 20 seconds was
found to be a sufficient maximum value for this delay. If a
leader message is received during this time the receiving
sheep will become a follower of the leader sheep. If a sheep
does not receive any leader message before the delay expire,
it will become a leader sheep itself and send out a leader
message. A leader sheep and all of its followers are
considered to be one cluster. The leader will locate its
position using GPS and broadcast this position to the
followers. The followers, as well as the leader, will report
the same position back to the server via the GSM network.
Distributed GSM require every sheep to individually report
its own position, no in-network aggregation or collection is
performed in this solution. The Distributed GSM algorithm
can be seen in Algorithm 2.
On init(){
Clock.Synchronize();
SleepUntil(first update);
}
On update(){
delay = CalculateDelay(battery.status);
Wait(delay);
if(HasReceived(leaderMessage)){
//become follower
leader = leaderMessage.leader;
}else{
//become leader
leader = this;
leaderMessage.leader = this;
Broadcast(leaderMessage)
pos = GPS.getPosition();
Broadcast(sheepid, pos);
}
GSM.SendToServer(leader.id, id);
SleepUntil(next update);
}
Algorithm 2. The Distributed GSM algorithm.
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C. Centralized GSM
Centralized GSM is identical to Distributed GSM when it
comes to leader choice and sheep localization. However,
instead of each sheep individually reporting its position to a
server via the GSM network, the follower sheep send a
notification to the leader. The leader sends its position along
with the list of followers to the server. This has the potential
of saving energy since the energy consumption of each
follower is reduced at the expense of increased energy
consumption for the leader. The increased consumption at
the leader is due to more communication and an extra
listening period when waiting for the messages from the
followers. It is also possible to use the Centralized GSM
solution to reduce costs by not equipping every sheep with
GSM transceivers. Centralized GSM is described in
Algorithm 3.
On init(){
Clock.Synchronize();
SleepUntil(first update);
}
On update(){
delay = CalculateDelay(battery.status);
Wait(delay);
if(HasReceived(leaderMessage)){
//become follower
SendToLeader(id);
SleepUntil(next update);
}else{
//become leader
numFollowers = 0;
followers = Ø;
Wait(followerdelay);
For(each receivedFollower){
followers.Add(receivedFollower) ;
numFollowers++;
}
pos = GPS.getPosition();
GSM.SendToServer(pos, id,
numFollowers, followers);
SleepUntil(next update);
}
}
Algorithm 3. The Centralized GSM algorithm.

IV.

RESULTS

To find the best algorithm, three different investigation
methods were used: Analysis, experiments and simulations.
A. Analysis of the different solutions
To be able to better understand the difference in energy
consumption between the different solutions an analysis of
them was performed. The analysis tries to calculate the
expected number of updates each sheep can perform before
running out of battery.
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Battery capacity (Bat)
GPS consumption (GPS)
GSM consumption (GSM)
Processor consumption (Proc)
XBee broadcast consumption,
full power (XBc)
XBee receive consumption (XRcv)

Number of updates

TABLE 1. LIBELIUM WASPMOTE ENERGY FIGURES.
6600 mAh
27.5 mA
100 mA
9 mA
160 mA
73 mA

The analysis use the energy consumption figures for the
Libelium Waspmote [5]. This is the hardware that was used
to measure the energy consumption of the different
algorithms. The relevant hardware figures are listed in Table
1.
The analysis is based on a scenario where the sheep is
always part of the same cluster and every sheep starts with a
fully charged battery. Defining N as the number of sheep in
a cluster, each sheep will be leader in 1/N of the execution
cycles. U is defined as the average number of position
updates a sheep can perform before running out of battery
power. The following formulas were used for the different
algorithms:
1) Telespor
Bat

U
GPS  Pr oc  GSM

2) Distributed GSM
Bat
U
1
N 1
* (GPS  2 * XBc) 
* (2 * XRcv ) 
N
N
(2)
GSM  Pr oc
3) Centralized GSM
U

Bat
1
( * (GPS  2 * XBc  ( N  1) * Xrcv  GSM) 
N
N 1
* (2 * XRcv  XBc)  Pr oc)
N

(3)

When performed with a varying number of sheep in the
cluster, the analysis was able to provide some insight into
the properties of the different algorithms. Telespor is the
preferred algorithm when there is only one sheep in a
cluster, making it good for small flocks. For clusters with
more than one sheep Distributed and Centralized GSM is
better than Telespor. Distributed and Centralized GSM has
almost the same energy consumption, however the gap
between them increase with cluster size in favor of
Centralized GSM. The analysis results can be viewed in Fig.
1.
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Figure 1. Analysis of average number of updates per sheep with different
cluster sizes.

One algorithm was analyzed, in addition to the three
mentioned earlier. This was a Centralized GSM algorithm
were the nodes would broadcast every message they
received to extend it into a multi-hop network, since this
could increase flock size. It was decided that this algorithm
would be dropped after the analysis showed that it
performed worse than the other algorithms, especially in
clusters with more than 10 sheep. Another point is that if the
cluster covers a very large area, it gets harder for the farmer
to find the sheep. With a multi-hop network it becomes
more difficult to define the maximum area of a cluster.
Limiting the number of hops could be a possible solution.
B. Measurements of Energy Consumption
The three different systems were implemented on the
Libelium Waspmote [5] wireless sensor network platform.
This is a platform were different modules can be attached
when needed. The GPS and GSM modules were used during
the energy consumption experiments. The GSM
communication was performed by means of GPRS data
packets with a maximum payload of 100 bytes. If a sheep
cluster had more than 30 sheep, it would have to send
additional packets and thereby slightly increase energy
consumption. The communication between the nodes was
carried out using an XBee 868 MHz transceiver attached to
a 4.5 dBi antenna. This has five different power levels. On
the highest power level it has an output of 315 mW and a
mean range of 515 m [4]. The transceiver was set to
transmit at the lowest power level during the energy
measurements. This corresponds to an output of 1 mW, with
an unmeasured range shorter than 515 m. The energy
consumption analysis showed that the choice of power level
was not a significant factor in the total energy consumption.
There was only a 2% increase in battery life at the lowest
power level compared to the highest. The battery used in the
test had a voltage of 3.7 V and a capacity of 6600 mAh. All
tests were performed with the nodes stationary, in close
proximity and in an office environment.
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TABLE 2. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MEASUREMENTS
Node type (number of nodes
in test)
Telespor (1)
Distributed GSM leader (1)
Centralized GSM leader (1)
Distributed GSM leader (2)
Distributed GSM follower (2)
Centralized GSM leader (2)
Centralized GSM follower (2)
Distributed GSM leader (3)
Distributed GSM follower (3)

Average battery level
percentage decrease
per update
0.5472
0.1445
0.4043
0.2418
0.0875
0.7576
0.0400
0.3056
0.0920

Standard
deviation
3.2
0.7
0.9
0.8
0.6
1.5
1.3
1.0
0.7
Figure 2. Libelium Waspmote [5].

Six different setups were used for the experiments:
Single node Telespor, Distributed GSM and Centralized
GSM, two nodes running Distributed GSM and Centralized
GSM and three nodes running the Distributed GSM
algorithm. Every time one cycle of the algorithm had been
completed the nodes would start the algorithm over again
without sleeping, as the sleeping energy consumption
should be equal among the three algorithms. All nodes
reported their battery level back to the server in the same
message used for reporting position. In the Centralized
GSM case this information was sent via the current leader
node. Each setup was tested with approximately 100 updates
per node. The average decrease in battery level per update is
displayed in Table 2 along with the standard deviation of the
measurements. The most surprising result was the big
difference between the energy consumption between the
Centralized and Distributed GSM algorithms. It seems like
the GSM use more energy than assumed in the analysis,
however some of the difference might be caused by the
battery level measurements not being 100 % accurate.
Sometimes the battery level would actually increase
between updates. This factor is probably the reason why
Telespor has higher measured energy consumption than the
Leader in the Distributed GSM algorithm. The Distributed
GSM leader algorithm does everything the Telespor
algorithm does, but also sends out two XBee messages and
waits for synchronization with potential followers. This
leads to the conclusion that some of the energy
measurements must be wrong. Therefore we have chosen to
conservatively set the Telespor energy consumption as 80%
of the measured Distributed GSM consumption when
comparing the algorithms in simulations.
C. Simulation Setup
The results from the energy consumption measurements
was used as input to a Java simulator built for the purpose of
evaluating the three different algorithms in a realistic sheep
grazing scenario with between 50 and 250 sheep. The
simulator placed the sheep randomly in a landscape
measuring 5000 x 5000 meters. Every sheep was equipped
with a transceiver that had a range which followed a
gaussian distribution with a configurable average.
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Once placed, the sheep would discover the other sheep
within their transceiver range and form clusters. The sheep
would then start executing the leadership choice part of the
two cluster-based algorithms. With a role as leader or
follower the sheep would then deduct energy from the
battery accordingly. This cycle of leader choice and energy
deduction would continue until no sheep had any energy left
in their battery. Each simulation scenario was repeated 1000
times and the figures presented in the results section are
averages of these simulations. The simulations focus on
number of updates instead of time until battery depletion.
This is because all algorithms use the Waspmote hibernate
mode between updates. In this mode the Waspmote
consumes no energy from the main battery, since it only use
the auxiliary clock battery to run the real-time clock.
Therefore it is not necessary to consider the update interval
when comparing the algorithms.
The Telespor solution was not simulated since it has no
interaction between sheep. This means that it will have the
same energy consumption no matter how the sheep are
distributed. A simple calculation was done instead. If one
Telespor update costs on average 0.244 % (80% of the
measured consumption of the Distributed GSM leader) of
the total energy in the battery, the battery would last
approximately 410 updates.
D. Simulation Results
1) Effect of Transceiver Range: The transceiver range
is adjustable by changing the transceiver power level. It is
interesting to look at how this range affects the energy
consumption. A shorter range will give smaller clusters and
thereby increase the localization accuracy but it will also
consume more energy. To test this, simulations with
different transceiver ranges and a constant flock size of 250
sheep were performed. Table 3 shows the average number
of updates per sheep in these simulations while Table 4
displays the average error.
The results indicate that it is possible to double the battery
life by increasing the transceiver range from 100 to 500 m.
An average error of approximately 300 m might be
unacceptable, especially in areas with limited visibility such
as forests.
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TABLE 3. AVERAGE NUMBER OF UPDATES PER SHEEP WITH
DIFFERENT TRANSCEIVER RANGES
Transceiver range/std.
dev.
100 m/34 m
200 m/68 m
300 m/103 m
400 m/138 m
505 m/174 m

Distributed GSM
380
483
578
659
728

Centralized
GSM
168
245
335
429
530

Number of updates
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE ERROR [M] FOR EACH UPDATE WITH
DIFFERENT TRANSCEIVER RANGES.
Transceiver range/std.
dev.
100 m/34 m
200 m/68 m
300 m/103 m
400 m/138 m
505 m/174 m

Distributed GSM
17
77
149
223
299

Centralized
GSM
20
90
165
234
318

Choosing a transceiver power level that gives a range of
300 m is a good trade-off between energy consumption and
accuracy. When comparing the two algorithms it seems like
the average error is quite similar.
The battery lasts longer using Distributed GSM than
Centralized GSM, especially with a short transceiver range.
There are simply not enough followers per leader to
outweigh the added leader cost of the Centralized solution.
Clustering of Sheep: The two new algorithms presented in
this paper use a cluster-based approach for localization and,
in the Centralized version, also for data retrieval. Therefore,
it is interesting to look at what effect the average cluster size
has on the performance of the algorithms. To simulate sheep
flocks with different tendencies to move in clusters, the
sheep placement method was changed. First, a number of
clusters were given a random position. Then, the sheep
would be added to a random cluster and given the same
position as that of the cluster. The simulations were
performed with 250 sheep in the flock and the transceiver
range set to 300 meters with a standard deviance of 103
meters. The average number of updates per sheep can be
seen in Fig. 3. The centralized algorithm becomes better
than the distributed when cluster size increases. The average
energy consumption curves intersect at an average cluster
size of approximately 8 sheep. This is not an unrealistic
cluster size, especially if lambs are fitted with transceivers
as well. The lambs always follow their sheep mother unless
there has been an accident. Since each sheep typically have
2 lambs, there only needs to be 3 separate sheep in a cluster
to get a total of 9 transceivers. If the lamb also carry
transceivers the centralized algorithm is preferable. If not,
the distributed algorithm will probably perform better,
unless the flock is very large or in a small area. With a very
small area there may not be much use for a sheep tracking
system anyway.
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Number of clusters

Figure 3. Average number of updates per sheep with different number of
clusters.

2) GPS percentage: The sheep that are not leaders do
not use GPS to find their position. To save money it could
be possible to drop the GPS module from some of the sheep.
These will then only have the possibility to be followers and
can not find and report their position unless they are within
range of another sheep with GPS. If this approach is to be
implemented, it would be best to use the Centralized
algorithm since it would then be possible to also abandon
the GSM module on the nodes without GPS. The success of
this method can be measured using the update failure ratio
of the non-GPS nodes. The update failure ratio is the
number of updates failed due to being out of range of a
GPS-sheep, divided by the total number of updates
performed by non-GPS nodes. Table 5 shows the update
failure ratio for different flock sizes and number of clusters
with a GPS percentage from 20-80 %. The transceiver range
is kept at 300 m, with a standard deviance of 103 m and the
centralized GSM algorithm is used. The GPS sheep are
randomly chosen from the set of sheep. The results show
that it is possible to drop the GPS and GSM modules on
some of the sheep if the flock is big enough. 50 sheep is too
few, but with more than 100 sheep and some clustering it is
a good solution. Especially if lambs are included among
those 100, since that increase the clustering effect.
TABLE 5. AVERAGE NON-GPS UPDATE FAILURE RATIO FOR
DIFFERENT FLOCK SIZES AND NUMBER OF CLUSTERS.
Flock size and number of clusters
50 sheep and no clustering
100 sheep and no clustering
250 sheep and no clustering
50 sheep and 30 clusters
100 sheep and 30 clusters
250 sheep and 30 clusters

20 %
GPS
0.89
0.79
0.55
0.65
0.41
0.12

50 %
GPS
0.74
0.55
0.23
0.33
0.11
0.01

80 %
GPS
0.62
0.39
0.10
0.18
0.03
0.00
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TABLE 6. AVERAGE NUMBER OF UPDATES PER SHEEP WITH
DIFFERENT FLOCK SIZES
Flock size
50 sheep
100 sheep
150 sheep
200 sheep
250 sheep

Distributed GSM
409
469
514
549
578

Centralized
GSM
189
235
272
305
335

A good solution could be to equip the sheep mothers with
GPS and the lambs with no GPS, since lambs would be able
to report their position as long as they stay with their
mother.
3) Flock size: The flock size is a factor in choice of
algorithm, but not as important as the clustering effect.
However, a bigger flock can lead to bigger clusters. The
simulation results in Table 6 show the average number of
updates with different flock sizes. The simulations were
performed with no clustering effect and a 300 m transceiver
range. The performance varies with flock size, but with no
clustering effect the Distributed GSM outperforms the
Centralized GSM for all common flock sizes. For flocks
with less than 50 sheep and no clustering effect the most
efficient algorithm is Telespor.
V.

The final step in this project should be a real-world
deployment with as many sheep as possible. This is the only
way to really prove the performance of the Centralized GSM
algorithm.
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Abstract—When it comes to deploying large scale, low
power wireless networks comprising battery-operated embedded systems or motes, frequent replacement of batteries
is undesirable. This motivates estimating the energy consumption in wireless motes accurately prior to deployment,
and would avoid “sudden” decreased network coverage
owing to pre-mature mote deaths. Using our proposed
model, the energy consumption in the PHY layer was found
to be within 10–15 % of the actual value obtained using
measurements, and corresponded to an accuracy of 2–
10% in the mote life. Furthermore, the cross-layer energy
profiling involving the MAC layer provided insights into
the energy consumed during the key modes of a simple,
practical MAC protocol. To summarize, the primary purpose of this paper is to profile the energy consumption in a
mote using a novel “off-line” model to predict its operation
life with high accuracy.
Index Terms—Modeling and simulation of systems, practical medium access control protocols (MACs), energy
efficiency

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most of the wireless motes are battery backed and
are deployed in remote areas. Hence, replacing their
batteries could be extremely difficult [1]. Accurate energy profiling of the motes still remains a key challenge
in modeling the sensor networks [2]. The lifetime of
sensor nodes may often be significantly shorter than
expected. Szewczyk et al. found that their habitatmonitoring wireless network shrunk drastically due to
mote failures within four days of deployment [3]. It
has been observed that there were as many as 50 %
of the wireless motes unexpectedly owing to inaccuracies in the energy consumption model. Thus, energy
evaluation before deployment is extremely important.
Hence, an accurate energy consumption model would
help in avoiding expensive unexpected mote failures.
The outcome of our research work is a simple, novel,
system-level, “off-line” tool that accurately models the
energy consumption exclusively in the PHY layer, (i.e.,
the transceiver (or the radio) and the micro controller
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(µC)) and a cross-layer energy consumption profiling
involving the MAC layer. In areas involving commercial
and scientific applications, low-power networks that operate in the industrial/scientific/medical (ISM) bands of
2.4 GHz are being widely adopted. Considering this, the
effectiveness of the proposed model has been validated
using commercial ZigBee-ready motes [4].
A wireless sensor network is composed of many sensor motes. A wireless mote comprises of transceiver, µC
and sensor. In our paper, the PHY and the medium access
control (MAC) layer are the focus areas for the energy
consumption model. The classification of a transceiver
would include radio frequency (RF) front-end (FE) and
baseband processing back-end (BE). The front-end (FE)
would in turn comprise of low noise amplifiers (LNAs),
power amplifiers (PAs), mixers, filters, voltage controlled
oscillators (VCOs), frequency synthesizers, intermediate frequency amplifiers (IFAs), automatic gain control
(AGC) units, analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), and
digital-to-analog converters (DACs) [5], [6]. The backend (BE) comprises of blocks that perform functions as
modulation, demodulation, error detection and correction, and pulse shaping.
The motes available in the industry are LOTUS [7],
TelosB [8], MICAz [9], IRIS [10], CRICKET [11], etc.
While deploying the mote, it is important to choose
the right mote. It is remarked that measurements are
necessary to validate the simulations, and there is the
possibility to perform these measurements. However, it
is very complex to measure the power directly and easier
to simulate the energy consumption in a mote. It is
necessary to treat the chip as one entity. In a simulation,
the energy consumption of each block can be obtained
and this information is useful when energy hogs in
a mote needs to be studied. The proposed algorithm
for modeling the energy consumption is “generic” in
the sense that some of the more traditional receiver
(e.g., low-power IF) and transmitter (e.g., direct-up
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conversion) architectures that are very specific in their
implementations [12].
The organization of the paper is as follows. Sections II
and III describe the related state-of-the-art in predicting
the energy consumption in wireless motes, and the novel
energy consumption model. In Section IV, the experimental setup, methodology, and the results are presented.
Finally, Section V has the concluding remarks resulting
from this work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Although recent research provides many system-level
energy consumption models, the accuracy of the model
and completeness still remains an open topic to research.
For instance, Cui et al. developed an energy model for
low-power wireless motes to analyze the best modulation
technique and transmission strategy to minimize energy
consumption [6]. However, the energy costs associated
with the µC and the modulation techniques were not
considered; using our model, we show that when the
modulation technique is considered, the architecture of
the transceiver changes and the energy consumption
increases by approximately 100%. The power consumption of the µC is non negligible too [14]. Our energy
model considers the µC energy model which results in
the higher accuracy of predicting the lifetime of the
mote. The simulator presented in [15] considers the
energy profiling of the µC but there a problems such
as over counting and under counting of instructions
which has been eliminated in our model. An energy
model based on the transceiver battery life has been
presented in [1]; however, the model did not account
for the power consumption in the modulator, filters, the
ADC, and the DAC. Using our model, we show that the
powers consumed by the ADC and DAC are 1.4 mW
and 19.01 mW, respectively, and cannot be disregarded.
Another recent energy model took into consideration
most of the RF FE blocks with the exception of the
pulse shaping filter because it is usually very low relative
to the other “energy-hogs” [5]. However, the model
also did not consider other baseband functions such as
modulation and coding.The energy consumption in the
MAC layer has not been studied in any of the above
mentioned works. Kohvakka et al. in [17] have shown
that the energy consumption due to the MAC depends
on the number of nodes and the beacon interval. Our
analysis of the energy consumption due to the MAC
layer shows the key energy consuming modes in a MAC
protocol. To summarize, the energy profiling of the µC is
important to accurately estimate the energy consumption
in PHY layer. The model proposed in the paper takes into
consideration the effects of the modulation technique
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along with the baseband processing blocks, the µC and
the MAC layer resulting in a more accurate and complete
estimation of the lifetime of a mote.

III. T HE E NERGY C ONSUMPTION M ODEL

The proposed energy consumption model has been
adapted to the on-chip radio architecture [18], [19] to
accommodate the preferred modulation technique, offsetquadrature phase shift keying (O-QPSK) and is shown
in Fig. 1. The energy equation of each block proposed
by many researchers has been tweaked to accommodate
them as a part of the whole chip. Parameters such
as voltage, device dimensions, frequency, data rate are
common to all components in the chip and do not
vary. Hence, they can be considered as constant and the
expression becomes a function of the variables.

A. Physical Layer in a Wireless Mote
A PHY layer of the wireless mote mainly consists of
the transceiver and the µC. The energy consumption in
the PHY layer is given as: EMote = ETransceiver + EµC .
1) The Transceiver: We have used MICAz motes to
validate our model because of their wide popularity and
extensive use in the sensor network community. MICAz
motes operate on 2.4 GHz, and support data rates of up
to 250 kbps [18], [19]. The operating voltage range is
2.1 − 3.6 V [19], and traditionally has four distinct operation modes depending upon the power requirements.
The system-level breakdown of the energy consumption
X in the RF transceiver is given by Etransceiver =
EFE,i + EBE,i , where i ∈ {Transmitter, Receiver},
i

and EFE and EBE denote the energy consumptions in
the front- and back-ends, respectively.
The RF FE of a transmitter comprises of a DAC, lowpass filter (LPF), mixer, PA, and the BE is the digital
spreader. Similarly, the RF FE of the receiver is made
up of a ADC, IFA, band pass filter (BPF), mixer, and
a digital despreader as the BE block. The frequency
synthesizer (FS) is common to both the transmitter
and receiver architectures. Therefore, a simple unified
expression for the energy consumption in the transceiver
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Fig. 1.

Generic physical layer architecture of a wireless mote (a MICAz mote, in this paper).

is given by:

which depends on the device dimensions and
process parameters, BW is the bandwidth of the
baseband amplifier, f0 is the center frequency, and
αBA is the baseband amplifier gain.


Etransceiver = ttx

PSpreader
| {z }

BE, Transmitter


+ 2PDAC + 2PLPF + 2PMixer + PFS + PPA
|
{z
}
FE, Transmitter

+trx PDespreader
| {z }

•

Spreader (and Despreader): PSpreader = PXOR +
NPSR , where PXOR is the power consumption of
the XOR gate, PSR is the power consumption of the
shift register, and N is the number of shift registers.

BE, Receiver


2) The µC: The µC on a MICAz mote is AT+ 2PACD + 2PIFA + 2PMixer + PFS + PLNA , mega128L, a low-power CMOS 8-bit µC based on
|
{z
} the enhanced reduced instruction set computer (RISC)
FE, Receiver
architecture. The energy consumption of a µC can be
I∗V∗N
where ttx and trx are the time durations during which given as: EµC = F , where I is the current supply,
the mote is operating in the transmitting or the receiv- V is the voltage supply, N is the number of cycles, F
ing mode, respectively. Next, the simplified analytical is the frequency of operation.
models for the principle “power hogs” are listed:
•

•

•

•

Power amplifier: PP A = αPout , where α is a
constant that depends on efficiency of amplifier
and peak to average ratio and Pout is the output
power.
RF Filter: PF ilter = βSNR2 BW, where SNR is
the signal to noise power ratio, β is a constant that
depends on Boltzmann’s constant, the temperature,
and BW is the bandwidth of operation.)
A
Low noise amplifier: PLN A = γ NF
, where γ is
the proportionality constant, A is the gain of the
low noise amplifier, and NF is the noise figure.
Intermediate frequency amplifier: PIF A =
√
δ(BW + f0 ) αBA [5], where δ is a coefficient
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The operating system on the MICAz is TinyOs.
TinyOS is a free and open source component-based
operating system and platform targeting wireless sensor
networks. TinyOS applications are written in nesC, an
extension to the C programming language designed to
embody the structuring concepts and execution model of
TinyOS. The nesC code has been converted into assembly language code, a low-level programming language
for µCs using XATDB, the debugger of a sensor network
simulator [21] in order to find the energy consumed by
the µC while running the executable code. The assembly
language code is used to compute the cycle count using
XATDB and is substituted in the above equation.Data
such as the supply voltage, supply current, and frequency
of operation has been taken from the ATmega 128L data
sheet [22]. The predicted energy consumption of the µC
to run the executable code is 15 mJ.
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B. MAC Layer in a Wireless Mote
The MAC protocol on a MICAz follows the IEEE
802.15.4 protocol [9], and supports two kinds of
modes: beacon and non-beacon enabled. In a beacon
enabled mode, the motes synchronize with each other
and transmit only during their specified beacon. In a nonbeacon mode carrier sense multiple access with collision
avoidance (CSMA/CA) is used in order to avoid collision
of the packets.
1) CSMA/CA: In CSMA/CA protocol, as soon as a
node receives a packet that needs to be transmitted,
it checks if the channel is available, and transmits it.
If the channel is busy, the node waits for a randomly
chosen period of time, and then checks again to see if
the channel is available. If the channel is clear when
the back-off counter reaches zero, the node transmits
the packet. If the channel is not clear when the backoff counter reaches zero, the back-off factor is set again,
and the process is repeated.
2) Beacon mode: It is an energy efficient mode and,
hence choice for our model. The beacon enabled mode
is used by motes to synchronize with each other. The
communications are performed in a super frame structure
illustrated in Fig. 2. There are three main parts in a super
frame viz. the beacon, contention access period (CAP)
and contention-free period (CFP). The nodes enter into
power saving mode at the end of the super frame. The
coordinators listen to the channel during the whole CAP
to detect and receive any data from their child nodes.
The child nodes may only transmit data and receive an
optional acknowledgement (ACK) when needed.

tween two super frames. Similarly the beacon interval
(BI) is the time duration between two beacons.
3) Cross-Layer Energy Profiling: The energy
consumption during a MAC mode is given by
Ei = Ei,Beacon + Ei,Direct + Ei,Indirect + Ei,Sleep , i
∈ {mote, coordinator}. In the Beacon Mode the
transmitted beacon by the coordinator is received by the
mote during this mode.In the Direct Mode, the mote
exchanges data with the coordinator in its specified
beacon slot.In the Indirect Mode, downlink data from
a coordinator to its child node are sent indirectly
requiring totally four transmissions. The availability of
pending data is signaled in beacons. First, a child node
requests the pending data by transmitting a data request
message. The coordinator node responds to the request
with ACK frame, and then transmits the requested data
frame. Finally, the child node transmits ACK if the data
frame was successfully received. A schematic of the
start-topology is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Schematic of the star-network topology implemented using
MICAz motes.

IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
A. Experimental Setup

Fig. 2.

Superframe structure (Beacon-enabled mode) implemented.

Contention access period (CAP) is the time interval
during which the coordinators listens to the channel during the whole CAP to detect and receive any data from
their child nodes. The child nodes may only transmit data
and receive an optional acknowledgement (ACK) when
needed. In star networks, a device may obtain better
Quality- of-Service (QoS) by the use of guaranteed time
slot (GTS), since contention and collisions are avoided.
The superframe duration (SD) is the time interval be-
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The energy consumption due to the PHY layer of the
mote was verified experimentally. A source-destination
link was implemented using MICAz motes as shown
in Fig. 4. A payload of 20 bytes was transmitted by
the source every 250 ms, and the base station (i.e., the
destination) received payload at intervals of 250 ms. A
sampling rate of 400 Hz was chosen to log the voltage
and current consumption at the two motes to calculate the power consumption. The test consisted of 100
samples of current and voltage every second. The data
was collected over a period of three days. The power
consumed during a random hour was calculated and
plotted with the simulation values. The samples obtained
from the data logger were used to compute the power
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B. PHY Layer Energy Consumption Analysis
MATLAB [23] was used to implement the analytical
model. The parameters for the transceiver model were
selected from the CC2420 data sheet [19]. The energy
consumption in the two modes of operation (transmit and
receive) were estimated using the approach described
in Section III. A, and the mote operation lives were
compared to the experimentally measured values to
validate the analytical model.
Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the variation of residual energy
(in mJ) with time of operation (in hours) at the transmitting and receiving motes, respectively. From Figs. 5
and 6, it can be observed that the energy consumptions of
the transmitter and receiver obtained using our analytical
model, are within 10.6% and 15% of the experimentally
measured values. These differences can be accounted for
by the light-emitting diodes (LEDs), battery leakage, onboard passive elements (i.e., resistors and capacitors) and
voltage regulator that have not been considered in the
analytical model.
The battery self discharge is negligible (typically 2–
3% per month) in comparison to the discharge due to
the load, and hence, neglected. Figure 7 illustrates the
energy consumption (in mJ) for a certain payload, in the
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diagram.
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consumption per sample, which were then averaged
to obtain PTransmitter and PReceiver , the power consumed
during the transmit and receive modes, respectively. The
wireless motes were powered by two AA-sized batteries,
each rated at 3000 mAh [25], which when multiplied
with the operating voltage yielded the initial residual
energy, which in turn was used in the estimation of the
mote operation life.
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Fig. 6. Receiver residual energy versus mote operation life (in hours).

transmitting and receiving motes. The higher accuracy of
the proposed model can be explained by the inclusion
of the effects of digital modulation technique in the
energy consumption computations along with the energy
costs associated with the spreader (and de-spreader) and

Fig. 7. Energy consumption of the transceiver for a 0.4% mode
duration (i.e., transmit or receive).
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µC. The linear equation for the transmitter analytical
model is given by R = −33.678t + c, where R, t,
and c denote the instantaneous residual energy on the
battery, operation hours, and the total residual energy
on the battery. The slope is the parameter that produces
the change in the curve since the residual energy was
assumed to be the same across the different models.
Similarly, the equation of the receiver analytical model
is given: R = −26.332t + c.
C. Cross-Layer Energy Consumption Analysis
A star topology comprising five MICAz motes (referred to as the daughter motes) connected to a “coordinator” MICAz mote operating in the beacon-enabled
mode. The energy consumption of each daughter mote
is 1.25% of the coordinator mote, and is due to the
higher duty cycle of the coordinator mote. Fig. 8 shows
the time for the first mote and the coordinator to die.
The burden of coordinating and being the ”fusion” point
for the cluster results in the coordinator node operating
more, and hence dying earlier. While this should not
be surprising, our analytical model helped predict this
accurately and verifying this using our experiments.
Next, the energy consumption of each mode in terms
of the percentage of total energy consumption is given
in Fig. 9. Again, not surprisingly, it can be seen that
direct and indirect modes consumed the majority of the
energy, again accurately predicted using our analytical
model.
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Fig. 9.

Percentage of energy consumption per mode

unified, system-level energy consumption model, the
predicted mote lives were found to be within 2–10%
of the measured values. The high accuracy stems from
the inclusion of the energy costs associated with the onboard functions such as control (i.e., the µC) and digital
baseband processing (such as modulation, demodulation,
spreading, and de-spreading).
By analyzing and expressing the results in terms of
the three modes of operation of a mote (i.e., transmitting,
receiving, and idle), our model gives better insights into
the principle power hogs in the PHY layer of the mote
during each mode. Furthermore, the cross-layer energy
profiling involving the MAC layer provided insights
into the energy consumed during the key modes of a
simple, practical MAC protocol, and serves as motivation
for future work in developing energy-efficient MAC
protocols.
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Abstract—Climate change is considered one of humankind’s
greatest challenges in the near future. The climate change is
expected to interfere in the scenario of worldwide agriculture.
Its economic, social and environmental impacts can be positive,
negative or neutral, since these changes can decrease, increase
or have no impact on plant diseases, pests or weeds depending
on each region or period of time considered. A type of
experiment called FACE, Free Air Carbon-dioxide
Enrichment, has been conducted in the USA, UK, Germany,
Japan, Australia, Italy, Denmark, among other countries, to
study particularly the impacts of the CO2 concentration
increasing on crops. In Brazil, the first FACE experiment in
South America has been installed by a group of scientists of
Embrapa (Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation).
Compared to the existing FACE projects, the Brazilian
implementation has been innovated with a wireless sensor
network approach. In the present article, we describe the
design and some operational aspects of that implementation.
Keywords-Wireless Sensors; Environment Monitoring; Plant
Diseases; Climate Change; FACE Facility.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The global atmospheric CO2 concentration is increasing
rapidly in the last decades and despite the international
efforts for the reduction of CO2 emission. It will probably
continue increasing and a long period will be necessary for it
to return to the previous concentration [1]. The effects of
high CO2 atmospheric concentration on crops are often
observed in the host plant, resulting in alterations in the hostpathogen relationship. CO2 enrichment promotes changes in
plant metabolism, growth and physiological processes. There
is a significant increase in the photosynthetic rate and a
decrease in the transpiration rate per unit of leaf area, while
total plant transpiration sometimes increases, due to the
larger leaf area. Despite the evidence of beneficial effects of
CO2 on the host plant, it is not well known whether these
effects will still take place in the presence of pathogens,
pests and weeds or other limiting factors, particularly in
tropical countries [2]. Few studies have been conducted in
controlled conditions. They might not reflect plant responses
in the field, where there are variations and interactions
among temperature, precipitation, and other factors. The
search for more realistic conditions has led to the use of
open-top chambers (OTCs) and Free Air Carbon-dioxide
Enrichment (FACE) experiments [3].
In Brazil, the first FACE facility has been installed near
Jaguariúna city - state of São Paulo, besides the installation
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of six OTCs experiments throughout the country (Belém,
PA; Petrolina, PE; Sete Lagoas, MG; Londrina, PR;
Jaguariúna, SP; and Vacaria, RS). The project named
“Impacts of climate change on plant diseases, pests and
weeds”, with the nickname “Climapest”, has been supported
by Embrapa (Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation).
The severity of diseases and pests, weeds, plant
development, interaction with microorganisms, plant
nutrition, production and other possible impacts will be
evaluated. The Climapest-FACE has been planned to
discover the effects of high CO2 concentration on coffee
diseases, pests and weeds, as well as plant characteristics.
The studies with forest species, apple, peach, soybean, grape,
corn, cotton, castor beans, forage crops, coffee, cassava and
banana will be conducted in the OTCs.
There are more than 30 FACE facilities around the
world. They consist of a set of circles having pipes around
them to perform the CO2 fumigation. The fumigation can be
achieved by direct injection or prediluted injection [4]. In
either case the main operational issue is to maintain
acceptable fluctuations and gradients of the CO2
concentration inside the circles, which are affected mostly by
the wind. In Brazil it was chosen the direct injection system
and an octagonal arrangement of pipes, which is generally
utilized in existing installations. Each octagon segment has
individual gas valves to compensate the wind direction and a
flow control device to compensate the wind speed changes.
The OTCs have smaller circles, around 2m in diameter, and
a plastic cover with an open top surrounds them. The basic
instrumentation for a FACE and OTCs experiments usually
consists of an Infra Red Gas Analyzer (IRGA) to measure
the CO2 concentration, an anemometer, a set of proportional
or on-off valves and other environmental sensors like air
temperature and humidity, solar radiation and precipitation.
The improvement that has been accomplished for the
Brazilian FACE and OTCs instrumentation is to operate all
those devices based on the Wireless Sensor Network
technology, already present in the rural area [5] and which is
the expertise of the Brazilian FACE implementation group
[6]. This approach has simplified the system installation and
maintenance and has improved its electromagnetic
compatibility, since lightning is a huge issue in Brazil.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

By the time this project started (January 2009), most
necessary instruments were not commercially available as
wireless devices. Therefore, the decision was to buy
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conventional sensors and actuators, as well as wireless
ZigBee based modules, to develop a general-purpose
interface circuit to integrate those parts to achieve the
required wireless sensor network devices. In Table 1, it is
shown a list of the chosen devices and the features
considered for developing the interface circuit. The CO2
sensor model GMP343 was selected for the FACE
experiment and the CO2 sensor model GMM222 was chosen
for the OTCs experiment. The weather devices, i.e., the
anemometer, the sensors of air temperature, air humidity,
precipitation and barometric pressure are all part of the same
instrument, the WXT520 weather station.
The wireless modules were purchased from Telegesis
Inc., specifically the ETRX3 series. They incorporate the
ZigBee protocol and operate in 2.4 GHz. They are IEEE
802.15.4 compliant and they are expected to operate in the
planned range of 100 meters from each other with an onboard antenna. They also have all necessary digital and
analog inputs/outputs, besides a serial interface and five
counter/ timers. A set of proprietary AT commands
facilitates their software development.
The general-purpose interface circuit was designed with
the following premises:
• Should be powered by a 12Vdc external source or a
4.2Vdc internal lithium-ion battery;
• Should have serial communication with either EIA or
TTL levels;
• Should provide four analog single ended inputs with
fixed gain individually adjustable;
• Should have a switchable 12Vdc output capable to
supply the power requirements of the selected sensors and
actuators devices;

• Should provide I/O pins and power supply lines in a
connector for a secondary interface board.
The block diagram of the achieved circuit can be seen in
Figure 1. Two light emitter diodes (LEDs) inform the system
operation mode. The 3.3Vdc regulator is a low dropout and
low quiescent current circuit since the internal battery mode
is supposed to be low power giving long battery life
operation. This basic circuit was used to interface all devices
listed in Table 1 but the latching Solenoid Valves. For those
valves it was developed a secondary board with H bridge
circuits to provide the direct and reverse pulses for up to four
solenoids.
Figure 2 shows the final assembly for the GMM222 CO2
probe adapted as a wireless sensor. A 12Vdc lead-acid
battery associated to a photovoltaic panel was used as power
supply due to the relatively high power requirements of the
probe itself. The remaining devices had similar construction.
The network coordinator is an USB ZigBee interface,
also purchased from Telegesis Inc. This USB stick has been
used with the Windows 7 and Ubuntu Linux version 10.4
operating systems through, respectively, the Telegesis
Terminal and the minicom terminal, to send the AT
command lines directly to the devices. In this way, basic
tests have been conducted to: check, list or modify the sensor
network, switch the devices power; perform serial
communication direct with the devices (through a data
mode); acquire analog and digital signals; and switch the
valves. Based on the set of the most useful AT commands, a
program has been written in the LabView 8.2 graphical
development environment to perform data collection and run
the control algorithm for the CO2 injection (Figure 3).

TABLE 1. LIST OF SENSORS AND ACTUATORS AND THEIR FEATURES
Device
CO2 Sensor 1

Operation
method
IRGA

CO2 Sensor 2

IRGA

Anemometer
Air
Temperature
Air Humidity
Rain
Barometric
Pressure
Solar radiation

Ultrasound
Capacitive

Silicon
photodiode

Analog (mV)

None

Immediate

Li-cor

Flow
Controller

Differential
precision
temperature
sensor windings
Latching

Serial RS-232/ASCII
or analog (0-5V)

12 Vdc / 9.6W

2s

Aalborg

Direct and reverse
pulses

12 Vdc / 24W
(100ms pulses)

Immediate

Jefferson

Solenoid Valve

Signal interface /
Protocol
Serial RS-232/ASCII
or analog (0-2.5V)
Serial TTL/ASCII or
analog (0-2.5V)

Power
requirements
12 Vdc (11 to 36) / 1
W (max. 3.5 W)
12 Vdc (11 to 20) /
2.5 W

Response
time
2 s (no filter,
no average)
20 s

Supplier

Serial RS-232/ASCII

12 Vdc (5 to 32) /
36mW (with no
heating)

0.25 s
Immediate

Vaisala

Capacitive
Piezoelectric
Capacitive
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Vaisala
Vaisala

Model /
Comments
GMP343 /
Difusion probe
GMM222 /
OEM / Difusion
probe
WXT 520

Immediate
Immediate
Immediate
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LI-90
(Quantum) and
LI-200
(Pyranometer)
GFC 17 with
optional RS-232
BA222-70
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III.

Figure 1. Block diagram for the circuit used to implement the wireless
sensor network nodes.

Figure 2. The OTCs CO2 probe adapted as a ZigBee device powered by a
12Vdc lead-acid battery associated to a photovoltaic panel.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Six OTCs experiments and one FACE facility have been
established with the obtained Wireless Devices. Only the
operational aspects restricted to the FACE facility are
presented here. The OTCs have similar results from the
operational point of view. Figure 4 shows one FACE plot of
twelve, with the adapted sensors and valves. The experiment
has been running with a constant gas flow of 60 l/min. The
injection occurs only from two octagon sections, the ones
positioned against to the wind direction. If the wind direction
predominates towards just one section, mostly at a right
angle to it, then the control algorithm alternates the injection
from its left and right neighbors sections in a cycle of 5
seconds each, besides injecting all the time from the central
section. In order to save money in the CO2 consumption it
was decided to run the injection only during the day, through
the period from 7:00 to 17:00 hours. Therefore, during the
night data have been collected only from the plots with
injection to make sure there is no gas leak and to have data
from the environment concentration. The system has been
adjusted to allow injection only for wind speeds in the range
from 0.2 to 4.0 m/s. There is yet no variation in the flow to
compensate for wind speed. By the time the flow controllers
were purchased, the specifications have been mistaken and
they have not yet been replaced. Figure 5 shows the graphs
of data collected during an arbitrary regular day of operation.
It can be observed higher concentrations during the early
morning period, due to calm wind conditions, and lower
concentrations in the afternoon, due to heavy wind
conditions during that period.
The most important practical observation is that the
wireless instrumentation offers no significant time delay for
the system control, allowing to follow the changes in wind
direction in about a second. That is excellent considering that
a lag time of up to 30 seconds has been reported for this
application [7]. The experiment has been running for seven
months now, what can be considered a middle-term
evaluation. As expected, lightning has not been an issue. On
the other hand, the network has often hung up. The problem
has been identified as some ZigBee modules getting stuck in
the data mode. This mode is used for direct serial data
communication with most devices, and despite the correct
sequence of the Telegesis AT commands supplied to open
and close this mode, the transmission has eventually failed.
A self-recovery solution has come up by a timeout function
implemented in the ZigBee modules to leave itself the data
mode. This function is also available among the Telegesis
AT commands. This operational evaluation has included the
system software, which has been improved a lot since the
first day of operation in August 25th, 2011, with monthly
updates.

Figure 3. Screen shot from the system program showing the
control window, the configuration and data collecting window and
the data-plotting window.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In the present article, we have described the design and
some operational aspects of the implementation of the FACE
project in Brazil. The implementation was innovated with a
wireless sensor network approach. It has been shown that the
wireless instrumentation poses no significant time delay for
the system control
Future works and challenges include: 1) to utilize the
correct flow controller to compensate the effects of the wind
speed; 2) to improve the injection control algorithm,
reducing the operating costs; 3) to make the fumigation as
uniform as possible inside the plot and avoiding the
contamination of neighbor plots; all that making use of the
advantages of wireless sensor network.

Figure 5. Data collected during one arbitrary day of operation at
the center of two adjacent plots, one with and other without CO2
injection
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Abstract—In home automation systems, and even more in building automation systems, the interoperability of installations from
different vendors constitutes a significant problem for planners,
construction companies and users. A generic communication
infrastructure on All-IP basis, which can be used by several
building automation applications like lighting, heating, ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), access control, evacuation support,
etc., can help to reduce costs during the whole building lifecycle.
These applications perform control tasks with distributed sensors
and actuators; many of these tasks are highly safety and security
relevant. During the project Robust Facility Communication
(ROFCO) we explored the requirements of a generic, but robust
communication infrastructure in a building automation environment, designed and implemented a prototypical solution, and
conducted a validation trial at the site of our project partner
Techno-Z Salzburg.
Index Terms—Control Systems; Building Automation; Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems; Generic Infrastructures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Home automation (HA) and building automation (BA) systems usually consist of a variety of different sensors and actuators (field level) as well as control devices (automation level),
which are interconnected via several field bus technologies,
like European Installationi Bus (EIB), Modbus, Local Operating Network (LON), Digital Addressable Lighting Interface
(DALI), etc. Alternatively, radio or powerline communication
may be used to reduce mounting costs, especially for older
surroundings. The management level, if existing, supervises
and controls the automation tasks; in many cases this is
realised via web-based services in order to allow a remote
control of the automation applications [1].
The market for HA and BA solutions has been rapidly
growing in recent years; yet in most cases buildings are not
equipped with an integrative solution from a system provider,
but with individual solutions for different building automation
applications [2]. The lack of interoperability of these heterogeneous solutions prevents the shared use of existing equipment,
e.g., information from access control systems (like the number
of persons in certain parts of a building) could be a valuable
input for evacuation support systems in cases of danger, but
is usually not accessible due to the proprietary nature of both
solutions.
Our approach to overcome these drawbacks was to use
open protocols and generic standards at every communication
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layer and at every level of the automation pyramid. Basically
we intended to integrate different applications and different
infrastructures via a convergence layer on All-IP basis, which
we referred to as “X-Model”. Yet it was quite obvious that
some additional functions have to be added to a working
solution.
For instance, by ensuring interoperability in the way that
applications should have access to the whole network and
sensor/actuator infrastructure, the danger of potential misuse
arises; this implicates the necessity to define appropriate
security means in order to avoid damages. Thus the main goals
of the generic architecture, which we have developed during
the funded project “ROFCO” [3], is to ensure dependability,
i.e., robustness, reliability, availability, safety and security [4].
Based on the requirements of a distributed heterogeneous
BA system we defined three layers for for our generic ROFCO
architecture, as shown in Fig. 1 [5]:
• An infrastructure layer, which embodies all the necessary
networking functionalities for our control architecture
• A middleware layer, which provides appropriate robustness, reliability, availability, safety and security means on
an end-to-end basis
• An application layer, which is responsible for the distributed control tasks of the applications using the
ROFCO architecture
The application layer comprises several control logics (e.g.,
implemented with Programmable logic controller (PLC) or
Direct Digital Control (DDCs)) at automation level as well as
supervisory tools for end users (so called “SCADA” systems)
at the management level.
In this paper, we concentrate on the infrastructure and
middleware layers of this generic BA control architecture. We
start with an overview of the scientific state-of-the-art and an
assessment of existing market-ready solutions, in Section II.
In Section III, we describe the communication infrastructure
and the testbed we set up at the Techno-Z in Salzburg. This
section is followed by Section IV, a description of the protocol
functionalities we used in order to realise a robust and reliable
communication system, and of the safety and security means
we integrated in the prototype [6], constituting the ROFCO
middleware. The subsequent section explicates the validation
trials we conducted with our prototype, based on the use
cases we defined for blinds and lighting control. We conclude
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Fig. 1.

ROFCO Architectural Concept [5]

with the findings derived from the conducted system trials in
Section VI and an outlook in Section VII to potential followup research topics and exploitation activities.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The heterogeneity of BA solutions has been identified as
a potential barrier for BA technologies since about the turn
of the millennium [7] [8]. Big vendors may offer integrative
solutions, e.g., “Total Building Solutions” from Siemens [9]
or “Raumtalk” from ABB [10], yet based on proprietary
communication and control technologies.
Several research teams have tried to overcome this barrier
by proposing interoperability features for BA systems, e.g., via
gateways between field bus technologies [7], or by providing
complete BA architectures for interoperable BA applications
[1] [11]. For communication infrastructures, the idea of using
the IP standard is not new [8].
A fully integrated approach however requires solutions
for the whole automation pyramid, i.e., on every level of
the control process: setting and getting values at field level,
performing a control task at automation level, and supervising
this at management level. A standardised middleware for that
purpose needs to provide more than just IP communication;
especially a generic modelling of BA objects and variables is
inevitable.
For that purpose, the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) defined
the BACnet standard [12]. With BACnet, complete BA environments could be built based on one generic technology [13];
yet in reality this approach has several drawbacks:
• The calculatory power required by the BACnet protocol
suite is rather high, thus many field layer devices are not
able to implement the BACnet stack, i.e., these devices
have to be integrated via gateways.
• The support of the very common IP protocol is weak, as
it is not part of the native BACnet stack. A work around
named BACnet-IP is provided, i.e., basically a tunneling
of BACnet messages through an IP network.
• State-of-the-art network management concepts like QoS
(Quality of Service) are not supported with BACnet,
which is especially critical with the use of safety or
security relevant control applications (e.g., evacuation
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Fig. 2.

ROFCO Network Infrastructure

support) [14], as they require very high dependability
standards, especially concerning availability of communication infrastructure.
The definition of the OPC-UA [15] standard, which is
already commonly used for the control of industrial production
[16], may help to overcome these shortages. By using OPCUA in combination with TCP as transport protocol we can
integrate IP networks and all the QoS mechanisms existing for
the TCP/IP protocol stack. Some academic implementations
of OPC-UA for BA systems are already existing, e.g., the
solutions of the TU Vienna [17]. Yet the requirements for
end systems still are rather high, resulting in the necessity to
provide gateways to legacy systems containing older devices
with not sufficient calculatory power.
There are some further research activities in the area of
BA systems. These include topics as safety and security [18],
control strategies and technologies [19], as well as performance issues [20]. Especially the safety and security topics
are of notable interest in order to produce saleable solutions,
as open systems always are always prone to outages [21] in
consequence of improper use or even planned attacks.
III. I NFRASTRUCTURE
The goal of our work was to create a generic BA architecture
which allows for easy integration of dependability, i.e., providing generic interfaces for different BA applications, including
visualisation and supervisory control.
For that purpose we defined an IP based network backbone
(Fig. 2), which connects all legacy components via gateways.
SCADA systems however, e.g., “Zenon” from our project
partner Copa-Data, can be integrated natively, i.e., as a part of
the ROFCO robustness domain. This is realised by providing
an open software interface containing IP sockets. Due to this
openness several SCADA manufacturers may share different
end devices and data servers; thus our solution provides
a holistic concept to integrate global dependability means,
opposed to currently available island solutions.
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Fig. 3.

ROFCO Testbed

A. Testbed Network
In order to test the feasibility of our concept, we built a
prototypical solution, which we tested at the site of the project
partner Techno-Z Salzburg.
Fig. 3 shows the network topology of the ROFCO testbed,
which expanded over three buildings (3, 10, 12) at the TechnoZ. It was basically composed of two class C IP subnets:
•
•

Subnet I is the management subnet of the Techno-Z used
in Building 10 and 12
Subnet II the control subnet from the ROFCO laboratory
at Building 3

In both subnets we used switches with two redundant
GBIC ports, thus connecting both subnets with redundant fiber
connections between Building 3 and Building 10. A third
switch in the ROFCO laboratory builds the interface to the
various ROFCO servers. As part of the robustness concept
these (manageable) switches are configured with the spanning
tree (STP) mechanism. Due to the ROFCO security concept
two Virtuel Local Area Networks (VLAN) are configured on
these three main switches, i.e., the devices connected to these
switches can be run in both VLANs.
Both subnets are connected with respective company networks (Techno-Z and Salzburg Research) via a router/firewall
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combination. For further security issues an internal sniffer
was installed to monitor the traffic inside the control and
management subnets. Both functionalities, along with an intrusion detection system, can be performed by using the “MFSecurity-Gateway” from the project partner Underground8.
B. Testbed Components
Each building at the Techno-Z Salzburg is equipped with
different BA systems, e.g., a Somfy system to control blinds
and a Sauter system to control the lighting and all HVAC
components via EIB/KNX. In the following, we will describe
those components which we have researched as part of the
ROFCO testbed.
•

Somfy Control, Building 10
To control the blinds of the Buildings 10 to 15, the Somfy
blind control is separated into three zones. In zone one, a
single Somfy control system at the 3rd Floor regulates the
whole blinds for Building 10. At this place a controller
of our project partner cTrixs was installed, which serves
as gateway between the blind circuit (over relay control
and digital I/Os) and the Ethernet wiring.

•

Facility Management Room, Building 12
For managing the BA systems for the Techno-Z complex,
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a control computer is situated in the facility management room in Building 12 on the ground floor. On this
computer e.g., the Sauter BA system (which includes the
HVAC capabilities) or the Designa access control system
are visualized. Also the central fire indicating equipment
is located in this room.
•

Engineering Room, Building 12
The Sauter BA system, the EIB lighting system and the
central switch are located in the engineering room at the
ground floor in Building 12. The entire building is wired
from this switch. For the ROFCO network a port on the
central switch was reserved and activated. There is also
the possibility to configure VLANs on this Catalyst 2950
switch. A second cTrixs controller provides the interface
to the EIB lighting in the congress room in Building 12;
it is connected to the central switch and to the EIB bus
to control the lights at the ground floor.

•

ROFCO Laboratory, Building 3
The laboratory is equipped with a cTrixs Application
Server (CAPS) and a Zenon machine with master/backup
function. On the Zenon Display the use cases we considered in ROFCO (lighting and blind control) can be
visualised and controlled. The CAPS is used as a central
server for the cTrixs controllers.

At the ground floor in Building 12, the lighting is not
fully represented in the current building management. Thus
the lighting data points and also the blinds functions in the
ROFCO Showcase are implemented and visualised on the
CAPS and Zenon surfaces. In Building 3, the blinds are
handled by an IP-enabled cTrixs controller, but in opposition
to the solution in Building 10, the connection is done directly
via analog outputs and relays, and not via EIB. A Wireless
Local Area Network (WLAN) bridge has been installed to
transmit data to the controller.
IV. M IDDLEWARE
The ROFCO Middleware layer (RML) is used to establish
a dependable end-to-end communication between different
entities (Fig. 1). It supports the independent distribution of
control information between different end systems.
A. Dependability Requirements
A main requirement of the ROFCO system is to use
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. As the ROFCO
hardware must support high reliability and calculable availability, the mean time between failure (MTBF) and the mean time
to repair (MTTR) metrics of each hardware device must be
known in order to derive the overall availability of the ROFCO
system. For authentication and authorisation well established
mechanisms have to be used, such as ITU-T X.501 [22] or
IETF RADIUS/DIAMETER [23] [24]. Encryption is a further
main requirement to establish a secure connection over a
distributed heterogeneous communication system. For the underlying network functionalities classical network devices like
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CISCO switches and routers are used. Address management
and routing are based on IP [25], routing metrics [26] must
be supported.
B. ROFCO Entities and Roles
After determining the requirements for our prototype we
compared potential technologies for our intended solution and
decided for the use of OPC-UA as generic communication and
management protocol. Using the free OPC-UA stack from the
OPC foundation [27] we implemented the basic functionalities
prototypically. OPC-UA can be used as a good base to create
a generic control architecture, yet in order to integrate the
intended dependability means, we had to define functionalities,
which go beyond an ordinary OPC-UA implementation. The
entities we defined for that purpose and their specific tasks in
the ROFCO system are listed in the following:
• Client
• Server
• Registrar
• Mediator
The Client communicates and exchanges information with
the Server. To be part of the installed ROFCO system the
Client and all defined parts must register at the Registrar. To
communicate with a non-ROFCO entity or device the Mediator
maps the information between ROFCO entities and nonROFCO entities. The Server supports the possibility to present
the information in OPC-UA style. The Registrar provides
interfaces for authentication and authorisation to the ROFCO
system. To integrate QoS, service classes are defined for the
different requirements of the supported applications.
C. Registration and Authentication Process
ROFCO devices, such as sensors, actuators, controllers,
etc. must register to a ROFCO Registrar. This is necessary
to exchange session keys and validate user certificates. Each
ROFCO device sends its valid user identification to the corresponding ROFCO device. The corresponding ROFCO device
can verify the received user certificate. If the ROFCO device
does not trust the user it can check the certificate by sending
it to the Registrar. Within the registration process the access
levels of ROFCO devices are managed. In the ROFCO show
case some ROFCO devices have limited access level to some
resources. Fig. 4 shows a scheme of the registration process,
which has to be performed by all devices taking part in the
ROFCO system.
D. Quality Assurance
To identify potential failures in the design and the application life cycle in the whole ROFCO system a procedure called
failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) has been used. The
FMEA gives an overview about which parts of the ROFCO
system have the most important impacts on failure.
The ROFCO system supports the dependable operation of
a communication infrastructure. To detect misbehaviour of
the end systems, keep alive messages are sent during normal
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Fig. 4.

ROFCO Registration Process

defined. Like in an agile software development process, each
single use case had to be validated. Based on the verbal
description and the UML Use Case Diagram of each use case
we defined the respective tests. Each test definition had some
attributes, such as test description, pre-conditions and postcondition, as defined in [30]. The whole ROFCO system, as
described above, was validated in the ROFCO validation trial.
All involved stakeholders and project partners have prepared
the defined use cases to validate the ROFCO system. During
some pre-tests, some misconfigurations in the controller setup
could be identified and fixed. The validation trial showed the
interworking of a heterogeneous building automation system
as expected.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 5.

ROFCO Use Case Blinds Maintenance

operation. Messages sent between different devices are signed
and authenticated.
Anomaly detection is a further goal of the ROFCO architecture to find faulty messages and traffic in the system. With
traffic monitoring this traffic can be detected and isolated from
the system.
V. VALIDATION
To develop a dependable system it is a basic precondition to
use well established and standardised methods for verification
and validation. These methods are based on several different
standards, e.g., IEC 61508 [28]. In this paper we concentrate
on the validation steps of the ROFCO project. The validation
strategy is based on pre-defined use cases. During the course
of the project these use cases were adapted to needs and
requirements. Thus we have achieved an iterative product life
cycle process during the project lifetime in order to enhance
the quality of the ROFCO architecture. The requirement engineering process and the product life cycle process are based
on standards [29].
As an example for the whole validation mechanism in
ROFCO, Fig. 5 shows the use case of the maintenance
sequence of sun-blinds. User stories have been used to describe
the use case in such a way, that all stakeholders could understand the requirements and the interaction with the ROFCO
system. For requirement gathering the verbal description of
the use case and the discussion with the stakeholders improved
the understanding for the developers.
For validating the ROFCO system different steps were
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As a result of our validation trial we proved the feasibility
of our approach, as we were able to access the control devices
using different OPC-UA clients. We were able to implement
getter and setter functions for the data points in different
building units (lighting, blinds). Furthermore, we developed a
robustness concept based on availability calculations according
to IEC 61508 [28] functional safety standard and assessed the
system relevant risks with an FMEA.
A possible barrier for a wide adoption of our approach in future commercial solutions are the relatively high requirements
on the used devices. In order to be able to proceed all the
session and rights management data as well as the OPC stack
the devices need a certain minimum of calculatory power;
for practical reasons this can not be guaranteed in all cases.
Here this can be counteracted by the use of gateways to those
legacy systems, which are not able to implement a native OPC
connection, yet this limits the beneficiaries of our system to
a more narrow system border. However, future developments
have to be observed accurately, as the progress of calculatory
power in embedded devices may make this drawback obsolete
in a few years.
VII. F URTHER W ORK
For safety and security relevant applications like evacuation support, not only principle concepts need to be shown,
but solutions have to be provided which meet certification
requirements. In parts such standards are existing (e.g., for
certification of evacuation systems) but the whole process of
installing and maintaining different applications in a building
environment is not standardised as such, i.e., changing the set
up of any other linked automation subsystem would enforce
another accreditation for the security relevant application,
as the environment of the security relevant subsystem has
changed. This is a major obstacle to install interoperable systems and one of the reasons why integrated HA/BA solutions
are still rare.
An interesting research field is emerging through the current
developments in the smart grid sector. The establishment of
communities which are sharing energy resources generates
many questions regarding not only security, but also privacy,
billing, optimisation of resource usage, and thus controlling
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not only single buildings but bigger unions. Especially the integration of a distributed energy control network with existing
solutions in HA/BA is a considerable challenge.
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Abstract—In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), the node’s
position determines the functionality, life span and the efficiency of the network. The choice of the deployment strategy
is crucial in most mission critical application areas. This
paper examines the issues surrounding the choice of sensor
placement schemes with respect to the application areas,
type of sensors and the operational environment. Simulation
results, based on hierarchical data clustering algorithm , reveal
the effect of both deterministic and non-deterministic sensor
placement strategies on the lifespan of a network formed using
homogeneous sensors. The results corroborate the widely held
view that deterministic sensor placement schemes usually
outperforms non-deterministic methods, due to the higher
level of control available to the network designer in the former
than in the later approaches.

Keywords- sensor; deterministic; non-deterministic; deployment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor nodes deployed with the intention of being
operated autonomously in unattended environments like
an oil pipeline running through hundreds or even thousands of miles presents a non-trivial challenge. In many
configurations, it is normally envisioned that the wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) should consist of hundreds or
thousands of nodes, each operating on a small battery that
stops working whenever it runs out of energy [1]. The
WSN could fail to function should a significant number
of those sensors exhaust their on-board energy supply.
In certain applications and deployment schemes, failure
of the critical node could result in the termination of
the network’s life [2]. Therefore, it is proper to carefully
plan, design and manage WSNs in order to meet the
application’s requirements such as energy conservation
which helps to prolong the overall lifespan of the network.
The choice of a sensor deployment scheme is often
affected by the type of sensors, the application and the
operational environment of the sensors [3]. The need to
exercise control over node deployment is governed by
the monetary and operational costs of the nodes and
when their position in the network significantly affect
their operation.
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There are many perspectives under which the sensor
placement problem could be viewed. The common ones
include nodes function in the network, the optimization
objective and the deployment methodology [4]. From the
deployment point of view, we could classify the sensor
placement problem into two namely, non-deterministic
and deterministic placements.
Non-deterministic sensor placement is often referred to
as random placement, while deterministic placement is
often called controlled placement in some texts. In this
paper, we would refer to random sensor placement as
non-deterministic placement while controlled placement
would be referred to as deterministic placement.
In Deterministic Sensor Placement Schemes (DSPS) [5],
the nodes are placed in order to meet some desired
performance objectives. For example, the coverage of the
monitored region can be ensured through careful planning
of node densities and fields of view and thus the network
topology can be established at setup time. DSPS are
common in certain applications like room temperature
monitoring, medical applications, underwater acoustics,
imaging and video sensors among others.
In many wireless sensor network applications however,
the sensors are deployed randomly. In this placement
scheme, there is little control over coverage and node
density distribution to ensure strongly connected network
topology [6]. Therefore, DSPS is often pursued for only a
selected subset of the deployed nodes with the aim of
structuring the network topology in a way that achieves
the desired application requirements. Besides coverage,
the node’s positions in the WSN affect a number of
network performance metrics such as energy consumption, delay and data throughput. For example, the signal
strength gets attenuated with increase in distance from the
transmitting node.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents related work on sensor placement;
Section III discusses some selected deterministic and nondeterministic sensor placement algorithms and Section IV
highlights the factors that influence the choice of sensor
node placement schemes. Finally, section V concludes the
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paper and points the way forward for our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Sensor placement is an area that has been well researched over the years [7] [1] [6]. In indoor applications,
the sensor placement problem closely resembles the art
gallery problem (AGP) which is aimed at determining the
minimum number of guards needed to cover the interior
of an art gallery [8].
In most of the literature, the problem is often viewed as
an optimization problem that aims to meet some specific
sets of objective function(s) such as coverage of a welldefined physical topology; coverage of a specific target
of interest; network connectivity or maximization of the
network’s life span as the case may be.
Sensor placement in WSN presents a serious challenge
in most of the non-trivial applications. The researchers in
[8], showed that sensor placement problem is NP-hard.
As a result of the complexity involved, [7] [9] proposed
several heuristics aimed at finding sub-optimal solutions
to the problem.
The position of a sensor node in a WSN can be viewed
from three different perspectives namely; the deployment
methodology, the optimization objective and the role of
the node in the WSN [4]. Fig. 1, summarizes the different perspectives under which a sensor node can be
viewed. A node is either deployed deterministically (i.e.,
when the node is carefully and deliberately positioned to
serve its purpose) or non-deterministically (i.e. placement
with little control over the actual positioning compared
to deterministic method). When viewed in terms of its
optimization criteria, the node could be to maximize the
network lifespan, to ensure maximum area or network
coverage, maximize connectivity or it could be to minimize energy wastage and so on. Moreover, a node in the
sensor field could be viewed in terms of its function in
the network. Here, the node could be serving the role of
a sensor, a relay node( viewed in some cases as cluster
head) or a data sink (i.e., terminal point where decisions
on the sensed information is taken).
These optimization strategies are however based on the
assumption that these sensors maintain static positions
throughout the life time of the network so that the quality
of service metrics such as distance, network connectivity
can be measured with relative ease.
Some researchers in this area however, advocate for dynamic adjustment of the node’s location. Their argument
is based on the fact that the optimality of the initial node’s
positions in the WSN may become void during the life
time of the network ( [10] [11]). This, in our opinion,
is a valid point because external factors such as human
activities (e.g., excavation) or environmental conditions
(e.g., earth tremor), may change the initial locations of
the deployed sensors. Moreover, network resources may
result in changes as new nodes join the network, or as
some existing nodes get exhausted and die out.
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Fig. 1.

Sensor Node Placement Strategies

Guo et al. [1] examined the impact of deterministic linear sensor placement on the life span of a wireless sensor
network (WSN) deployed to monitor an oil pipeline using equal distance node placement scheme over different
power configurations. They argued that by using only
the right number of sensors, the life span of the WSN
can be significantly enhanced. Any further addition to
the minimal number of those sensors tends to worsen the
lifespan of the network.
Shakkottai et al. [12] showed that it is possible to
achieve optimal network connectivity without necessarily
achieving area coverage. Their submission is based on the
fact that disparity exists between the sensing and transmission ranges of a sensor . In practice these values are not
always the same so, it is an important consideration that is
equally related to the node deployment strategy. Examples
of DSPS can be found in [13], where the sensors are
used to monitor the health of buildings in order to detect
corrosions and overstressed beams that can endanger the
structure.
Similarly, varying the node density throughout the area
of the sensor field can lead to unbalanced traffic load and
hence bottlenecks. Likewise, a uniform node distribution
may lead to depleting the energy of nodes that are closer
to the base-station faster than those far from it, leading to
shorter network lifetime [1].
III. SENSOR PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS
DSPS in WSN is concerned with careful and controlled
placement of sensors around the area of interest while
non-deterministic on the other hand there is little control
over the deployment at the target locations. In those WSN
applications that employ DSPS algorithms, the positions
of the sensors can be optimized to achieve the best coverage, connectivity or to maximize network lifetime as the
case may be. This sensor placement strategy is common
in most indoor and industrial applications where there is
reasonable level of control on the node positions. Table III
below depicts some sample references to node placement
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Reference
[9]

Type of coverage
Target

[6]

Target

[14]

Area

[15]

Target/area

[16]

Area

Approach
Objective is to minimize the
number of deployed sensors in the network
Algorithm is based on virtual forces (analogous to
magnetic force of attraction
on objects)
Focus of maximizing area
coverage; Algorithm is
based on potential field;
the number of neighbours
of each sensor is required
to be at least K. K, is
number of communicating
neighbours
Focus on connectivity; Assumes equal communication and sensing ranges for
all the sensors
Considers
connectivity;
The algorithm works for
arbitrary-shaped
region
and with any ratio of rc /rs ,
where rc is communication
range and rs is sensing
range

Fig. 2.

is then applied to find the path with minimum weight as
the least exposed.
Zou and Chakrabarty [6], proposed the use of a virtual
force and target location query. The idea is to use the
virtual force to find the optimal location for a sensor after
it is initially placed randomly in the sensor field. The
operational principle of the virtual force is similar to that
of the magnetic force which attracts opposite ends of the
magnetic pole while it repels identical ends. The influence
of this force on the sensors ensures coverage of the target
location by moving them as far apart from their neighbor’s
as the force can possibly allow.

TABLE I
Some Sensor Placement Algorithms

algorithms designed and implemented to address sensor
area coverage, target coverage or both.
In [9], the algorithm uses path exposure (which is a
metric), to estimate the likelihood that a target would
be detected when it traverses through a sensor network.
The metric is obtained by calculating the probability of
detecting the target anywhere along the path. To obtain
the probability, the total energy (E) that each sensor at
position i (i.e., si ) could expend when detecting a target
at position u is formulated as:
Ei (u) =

K
+ Ni
||u − s j ||k

(1)

where K is the energy emitted at the target, k is decay
constant (2 < k < 5), ||u − s j|| is the distance between the
sensor si and the target and Ni is noise at si . The possibility
of detecting a target event that occurred at position
P u is
given by the probability that the total energy ni=1 E(u)
of all the n sensors, with reference to the target at u, is
greater than a certain threshold η. This expression gives
the probability that a target at location u can be detected
by the network:
Pi (u) = Prob

n
X

E(u) > η

(2)

i=1

where Ei (u) is as in equation 1 and η is the detection
threshold.
The monitored area is divided into a fine grids, and
every edge in the grid is assigned a weight equal to Pi (u)
for all the points within that segment. Dijkstra algorithm
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Example of Sensor Placement Forming an r-strip

The same idea of the virtual force usage is further
by extended by Poduri and Sukhatme [14], where they
proposed two opposing forces Fcover and Fdegree , the former
being that which makes neighbouring sensors repel one
another to increase area coverage, while the latter is the
force of attraction among the neighbouring sensors to
maintain a threshold of k connectivity (k being the minimum number of nodes required to maintain simultaneous
connectivity). Consequently, the eventual position of any
sensor in the network is determined by the net force (i.e.,
Fcover + Fdegree ) acting on that sensor. Intuitively, it is easy
to see that under this scheme, a deployed sensor node
would maintain its fixed position until at least one of its
neighbours die out or if some external barrier or force
tends to break this equilibrium. In our opinion, it is not
energy efficient to use this node deployment strategy for
unattended outdoor application areas for obvious reasons.
Different from the schemes in [6] and [14], the authors of [15] examine the classical case of deterministic
placement of nodes in an r-strip (i.e. with equal sensing
and communication radii for all the deployed sensors).
Their work is aimed at properly placing the sensors to
achieve connectivity, coverage and to minimize the overall
number of sensor nodes. The r-strip is as shown in figure
2, where the sensors are placed side by side and the
distance between any two adjacent sensors is given by r.
The overlapping circular rings represent the sensing and
communication radii for each sensor.
Non-deterministic sensor placement is common in such
application areas as disaster recovery and forest fire detections and other mission critical applications where it is
quite risky and/or infeasible to use deterministic deployment strategies.
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Fig. 3.

DSPS Method

Fig. 4.

Non-DSPS Method

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In comparing the performance of DSPS against its nonDSPS counterpart, LEACH [17] algorithm was used with
the following parameters: n = 100 (i.e., the number of
nodes); the topology is given by a 10x10 2-dimensional
grid and r=500 (i.e., the number of rounds for executing
the algorithm ). The data fusion center was situated at
a fixed location within the sensor field while the nodes
were deployed randomly (in the first case) and then
deterministically (in the second case) respectively.
Recall that the LEACH algorithm proceeds in two
phases namely, the network setup and the steady state
phase. The network setup phase is comprised of the
node deployment and initialization activities. Therefore,
the sensor field for the DSPS method, was set up as shown
in Fig. 3, where the nodes were carefully placed at evenly
spaced grid points. This type of deployment is common
in field surveillance applications (e.g., agriculture).
In a similar manner, the non-DSPS method was also set
up as depicted in Fig. 4 with equal number of nodes on
the same topology as in the case of the DSPS method.
The result in Fig. 5 shows the result of comparing
the two deployment strategies in terms of the number
of nodes whose energy are exhausted at each round of
the algorithm. It is obvious that the DSPS method out
performs against the non-DSPS method in terms of the
number of dead nodes per round. This is indicative of the
level of control that is inherently available to the network
designer when DSPS method is used compared to nonDSPS methods.
In addition to the network performance indicators that
correspondingly vary with the node deployment strategy
in use, there are other important factors that govern the
choice of any particular sensor node deployment scheme.
Some of these factors are highlighted below:
(a.) Type of sensor:
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Fig. 5.

Using LEACH to Compare DSPS With Non-DSPS

The type of sensor determines how it could be deployed. For example, heat sensors (thermal) cannot
be deployed to measure wave amplitude (acoustic)
because doing so would not yield the desired results.
There are many dimensions to the type of sensor.
Some of which include detection means, sensor material, size, weight, etc.
(b.) Application area:
Next to the type of sensor is the intended application
area. In applications such as domestic appliances, personal health or scientific measurement, deterministic
placement schemes are advisable while in military
surveillance in enemy territories, forest fire detection,
seismic sensing, etc., non-deterministic approaches
are advisable.
(c.) Cost:
Cost is a general terms which is subject to interpre-
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tation based on the context. Here, we limit the word
to the monetary cost of acquiring and maintaining
the sensor node while in operation. For example,
non-deterministic sensor node deployments are very
common in application areas where the costs of the
sensors are insignificant whereas, deterministic approaches are the norm in areas where the costs are
high.
V. CONCLUSION
One substantive contribution of this paper is in corroborating the widely held view that the choice of sensor
deployment strategy directly affects network performance.
The paper also highlights the factors that influence the
choice of node deployment strategies in wireless sensor
networks. Notable among these factors include the optimization criteria of the network and the role of the node
in the network. Other factors include the type of sensor,
the application area and the acquisition and operational
costs of the nodes.
Whenever the application requires massive number of
sensors in potential target areas, and the cost of the nodes
is insignificant, we opined that non-deterministic placement strategies are more practical. For example, when
using a sensor network to monitor an oil pipeline running
through thousands of miles or for security surveillance
purposes, employing the non-deterministic deployment
strategy would be highly recommended in order to meet
certain acceptable performance objectives such as coverage and connectivity. This paper focuses its investigation
on sensor node deployment strategies in WSNs only. It
does not cover other types of nodes serving different roles
(e.g., relay nodes or base station nodes) in the network.
We envision that a mix of both deterministic and nondeterministic sensor placement schemes would be the most
effective and efficient placement strategy for large-scale
and mission-critical WSN applications where inexpensive
nodes could be deployed to serve the roles of sensors
in the monitored region while few, more powerful nodes
could serve the roles of data relay nodes in the network
to save energy. In our future work, we plan to embark on
the comparative analysis of sensor placement and data
fidelity in WSN using some tested models.
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Abstract—The presence of particulate matter of various
sizes, generally classified as dust, is an important factor
affecting air quality in outdoor and indoor scenarios. Many
industrial processes require clean rooms where dust concentration has to be kept below certain thresholds in order to
assure the success of the manufacturing process or the quality
of the finished product. Applications which need precise dust
quantity measurement presently use complex and expensive
systems. In the mean time, wireless sensor networks (WSN)
have emerged as a tool which promises higher resolution
spatial measurements than conventional devices. Beside usual
sensors, many WSN producers offer data acquisition expansion
modules which supply general purpose analog and digital
inputs allowing for the connection of external sensors. This
paper proposes combining the two technologies by integration
of an optical interferometer dust sensor with a conventional
sensor networking platform through a data acquisition module.
The system design and description as well as an experimental
evaluation in a laboratory setting are presented. We evaluate
the results obtained by comparison to a high precision laser air
quality monitor for 0.5 and 2.5 micron particles. The results
are encouraging and show that our approach is viable for
testing outside the laboratory environment, in a real world
deployment.
Keywords-dust sensors; data acquisition interface; wireless
sensor networks; embedded software;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dust affects many sectors of human activity and it is
widely present in the galaxy. Ambient radiation heats dust
and re-emits radiation into the microwave band, which may
distort the cosmic microwave background power spectrum.
Dust in this regime has a complicated emission spectrum,
and includes both thermal dust emission and spinning dust
emission. Dust samples returned from outer space may provide information about conditions in the early solar system.
Also dust has effects on aviation, in the past 30 years, more
than 90 jet-powered commercial airplanes have encountered
clouds of volcanic ash and suffered damage as a result.
The increased availability of satellites and the technology to
transform satellite data into useful information for operators
have reduced the number of volcanic ash encounters. One
of the more important and common effects of dust is the
influence on environmental pollution and human health.
Most industrial dusts contain particles of a wide range of
sizes. The behavior, deposition and outcome of any particle
after entry into the human respiratory system, and the
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response that it produces depends on the nature and size of
the particle. Breathable dust approximates to the fraction of
airborne material that penetrates to the gas exchange region
of the lung. The breathable fraction varies for different individuals; however, it is possible to define a target specification
for sampling instruments that approximates to the breathable
fraction for the average person. Moreover there is a big
effect of dust in industrial environments, especially in the
case of high precision industries such as integrated circuits
and nanoelectronic fabrication. In industrial plants, where
combustible dusts or dust containing goods are produced,
processed or stored, there is a risk of explosion. Mixtures of
dust and air with concentrations above the Lower-ExplosionLimit (LEL) and below the Upper-Explosion-Limit (UEL)
together with various modes of ignition (electric sparks, hot
surfaces) can cause an explosion.
Networks of wireless sensor devices are being deployed
to collectively monitor and disseminate information about
a variety of phenomena of interest [1]. A wireless sensor
device or mote is capable of sensing, limited amount of
computation, signal processing and data storage and wireless
communication. Advances in integrated circuits design have
led to a reduction in the size, weight and cost of sensor
devices, with an improvement in their resolution and accuracy. At the same time, modern wireless networking of large
number of wireless capable sensor devices can work collaboratively to achieve a common objective. At its core, a WSN
is meant to enable high temporal and spatial measurement
of the surrounding environment. Some of the applications
in which this technology has been deployed so far include:
environmental monitoring, military surveillance, biosensors
for health applications and smart sensors to monitor and
control manufacturing facilities. Integration work with other
systems is very important in order to provide a reliable tool
for domain specialists interested in the provided data [2].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
elaborates on the theory of dust measurements, with focus
on optical measurement devices and describes the context of
our work through related work. Section 3 presents the system
design along with the main components used to implement
the wireless dust measurement node. Section 4 presents the
monitoring results achieved with reference to a precision
air quality monitoring device. In Section 5 we conclude the
paper and highlight directions for future work.
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II. O PTICAL D UST M EASUREMENT AND R ELATED
W ORK
The best known principles of dust measurement devices
are: gravimetric, triboelectric and optical measurement. Each
of these are best suited to specific application domains
which differ in the intensity of dust pollution, water vapor
proportion and the surface of the investigated area.
The optical dust measurement principle which we study
in this paper is based on the attenuation of the intensity of
a light beam by absorption and dispersion upon penetrating
a cloud with solid particles. It is based on the attenuation of
the intensity of a light beam by absorption and dispersion
penetrating a cloud with solid particles. Figure 1 shows a
diagram depicting the conversion from dust concentration to
useful output using a fixed light emitter. Lambert-Beer’s law
[3] describes the relation between the light transmission and
the dust concentration c according to the following equation:
I = I0 · e−ε·c·l

(1)

where:
• I0 = initial intensity
• I = resulting intensity of the light beam
• ε = coefficient of extinction (a specific constant accounting for dust type and application)
• l = distance
• c = dust concentration
For the light source with rectangular pulses, an efficient
GaAs-Luminescent-diode with its maximum spectral sensitivity at 950 nm is used. Consequently, a photo diode of
the same spectral sensitivity is used for receiving. The clock
frequency should be chosen in a way that even rapid changes
or momentary peak values of the dust concentration up to
about 3 kHz are exactly reproduced [3].

Figure 1.

structure, a cluster-tree structure can be built more easily and
the information path takes less memory space. At the same
time, the chain structure needs to be stable and its scale is
limited, which needs to be improved in future investigations.
The proposed system is described as a first attempt and
complement to existing forest fire monitoring and prevention
methods. It provides a solid basis in terms of hardware
for the application of advanced wireless sensor network
technology. It is pointed out that, in order to extend the
potential of the system and improve forest fire monitoring
technology, the problems of energy consumption, nodes
location and clock synchronization have to be addressed in
the future. These are some of the remaining problem areas
to be considered, before the level of forest fire monitoring
can be improved. In comparison to our work, the focus is
rather on networking aspects of the deployed system than
on sensor integration. Also, smoke, as a type of dust, is
inferred from temperature measurement and not from actual
particulate matter detectors.
In [6], a comprehensive overview of smart home instrumentation systems (Figure 2) along with suitable hardware
developments are presented. The authors state that air quality
assessment and the thermal comfort sensation depend on
numerous variables which are difficult to measure precisely
at low cost. They present the core of the sensor system
as a comprehensive monitoring system which continuously
measures the indoor and outdoor air quality and through
gas leakage detection and early fire warnings also address
essential security matters. The conditions for indoor air
quality control and the assessment of subjective thermal
comfort are sometimes contradicting. For example, if the
CO2 concentration exceeds a certain level, commonly 1000
ppm, then the air quality control must have priority over
the adjustment of thermal comfort. In our view, the wireless measurement node that we developed is suitable for
hardware and software integration into such an environment.
The advantages of low power wireless communication, small
device size can be used to achieve significant savings in
retrofitting existing homes and prepare them for smart house
technology.

Optical Dust Measurement Principle Schematic

Zhang et al. [4] propose a forest fire monitoring system
based on a designed ZigBee [5] wireless sensor node. The
main goal is to measure smoke and humidity levels while
benefiting from specific advantages of safety in data transmission, network establishement and low cost and energy
requirements. The topological structure of the system is
an adaptation of a cluster-tree. Compared with a reticular
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Figure 2.

SmartHome Instrumentation Overview [6]
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III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
The high level architecture of our proposed system is
shown in Figure 3. It consists of a mesh network of wireless
measurement nodes relaying data towards the sink. At the
gateway level, the data is collected, stored and presented for
interpretation or further processing.

Node
103

Node
102

Radio Base Station
Gateway

Node
101

Figure 3.

Node
104

Wireless Dust Measurement System Architecture

A wireless measurement node consists of four parts: a processing/radio board, a mote data acquisition board, a optical
dust sensor interfaced with a microcontroller development
board. The most relevant characteristics of the hardware that
we have chosen are described next.
The IRIS XM2110 is the main processing/radio board,
which hosts an ATMega 1281 8 bit MCU and a IEEE
802.15.4 compliant RF230 radio transceiver operating in the
2.4GHz Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band. This
is the newest module in the line of the original Berkeley
motes and is supported by the open- source community
under TinyOS 1.x and 2.1 an event-based, low footprint operating system for resource constrained devices. Compared
to the previous iteration MicaZ, the producer mentions
better performance in terms of radio coverage and improved
energy efficiency. The 51-pin connector provides stackable
expansion possibilities to connect to the MCU peripherals.
The MDA300 [7] is a generic data acquisition expansion
board for the IRIS platform. It offers analog input channels,
digital input and output channels, relays and external sensor
excitation. This opens up a whole range of new applications
such as remote process control. The complete feature list is
the following:
• 7 single-ended or 3 differential ADC channels;
• 4 precise differential ADC channels;
• 6 digital I/O channels with event detection interrupt;
• 2.5, 3.3, 5V sensor excitation and low-power mode;
• 64K EEPROM for onboard sensor calibration data;
• 2 relay channels, one normally open and one normally
closed;
• 200 Hz counter channel for wind speed, pulse frequencies;
• external I2C interface.
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The Sharp GP2Y1010AU0F [8] is a dust sensor with
optical sensing system. An infrared emitting diode (IRED)
and a phototransistor are diagonally arranged into this device. It detects the reflected light of dust in air. Especially,
it is effective to detect very fine particle like cigarette
smoke. In addition it can distinguish smoke from house
dust by pulse pattern of output voltage. The features that
have recomended it are the compact size envisioned for
integration in air purifiers or air conditioning units which
is also suitable for our design. Very important for wireless
embedded application is the low current draw of 20mA. We
employ a popular Arduino board to handle the interfacing of
the sensor in this initial iteration. The microcontroller board
is based on the ATmega328. It has 14 digital input/output
pins, of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs, 6 analog
inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a
power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button.The board
has the task of enabling the duty cycling of the command for
the optical sensor LED according to the pattern in Figure 4.
Basically, a digital output controlling the led of the detector
has to be set to low for 0.32ms in a 10ms time period,
afterwards a analog voltage output can be read.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Optical Dust Sensor (a) Internal schematic (b) PWM Excitation

We place the dust sensor in our region of interest and
air starts flowing naturally through the measurement space.
The microcontroller board runs the embedded software loop
to activate the light source and read the sensitive element
processed output. Once a value has been read, it is output in
the form of an analog signal captured by the ADC0 channel
of the MDA300 board and interfaced to the appropiate input
channel of the mote. The mote is tasked with broadcasting
a radio message containing this voltage value. This happens
either directly to the base station or, if the networking
protocol decides that there is no direct or poor connectivity
to the base station, via multi hop communication with
neghboring nodes acting as relays for the source of the
data. Our system communicates directly with the radio base
station but multi hop is supported without any additional
configuration. The overview of the components is shown in
Figure 5. We have also employed auxiliary elements such
as resistors and capacitors to build the sensor power supply
circuit and the pulse width modulation to analog output for
the microcontroller board.
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IRIS M2110 processing/radio board

MDA300 Data Acquisition Interface

Arduino micro controller development board

Sharp GP2Y1010AU0F Optical Dust Sensor

Figure 5.

Components Overview

Figure 6.

Laboratory Implementation of the Proposed System
Table I
DYLOS DC1100 PARTICLE C OUNT VALUES

IV. R ESULTS : V ISUALIZATION AND E VALUATION
Figure 6 illustrates the experimental laboratory deployment. As a reference system, we use the Dylos DC1100
Air Quality Monitor which is a professional grade laser
particle counter. It offers two measurement channels, one
for small particles in the range 0.5µm − 2.5µm such as
bacteria and mold and one for large particles, 2.5µm−10µm
like pollen or thick smoke. In comparison, the datasheet of
the low cost optical dust sensor states more vaguely that it
detects particles over 1µm. Our version includes an RS-232
connector to communicate with a dedicated logging software
on the host PC which records particle concentration every
minute for both channels. The device is factory calibrated
and we rely on this calibration to perform comparison to
our measurement node. The default measurement unit is a
count thousands of particles per cubic foot which has to be
converted in milligrams per cubic meter. For the wireless
node, the application handling the data is called MoteView
[9]. Data logging and display is supported via MoteView
user interface. The software is designed to be the primary
interface between a user and a deployed network of wireless
sensors. It provides an intuitive user interface to database
management along with sensor data visualization and analysis tools. Sensor data can be logged to a database residing
on a host PC, or to a database running autonomously. One
important factor to consider is that the voltage values are
scaled to adapt to the MDA300 input range of 0 to 2V
as compared to the maximum saturated output of the dust
sensor of 3.7V.
We follow the conversion procedure [10]. The assumption
it follows are:
• particles
are spherical, with a density of
1.65E12µg/m3 ;
• the radius of a small particle is .44µm;
• the radius of a large particle is 2.6µm.
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Channel

Small

Large

Average
Low
High
Average mg/m3
Low mg/m3
High mg/m3

666329
68300
5157300
0.0139
0.0014
0.107

95512
8000
850900
0.4097
0.0343
3.64

so that the formula for deriving mass density from particle
count is:
n
4·π 3
·
·r ·ρ
(2)
0.0283
3
where n is the particle count per cubic foot, r the radius
of a particle and ρ the specific density of the particles.
Therefore, Table 1 shows particle counts per cubic foot for
the small and large channels of the air quality monitor over
the experiment period. The average, low and high values
for both channels are also converted to mg/m3 to enable
comparison with the observed peaks of the Sharp dust sensor
response.
The main experiment that we have performed consisted
of a continous 30 minute monitoring period with the results
illustrated in Figure 7. In this time span we have acquired
31 samples from the professional device and 632 wireless
measurements from our node, with a 3 second sampling
interval. We can see that the peaks are correctly identified
by the measurement node which outputs a saturated value
of around 1.72V. Comparing this to the characteristic output
curve of the sensor in Figure 8, we assimilate the voltage
output of our system for a maximum concentration of
particles of 0.55mg/m3 . An interesting fact is that, over the
saturation limit we can still evaluate higher concentrations
of dust due to the prolonged width of the high output signal.
c[mg/m3 ] =
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(a)
Figure 7.

30 Minute Particle Monitoring Results (a) Wireless Measurement Node (b) Dylos DC1100 Air Quality Monitor

In practice, after the first smoke event the spike in the
sensor answer seems somewhat isolated but for the next two
experiments there are more similar high value readings in
the corresponding time frame.
In order to establish a dust concetration baseline, we
alternate steady periods with high particulate matter events
in the form of smoke resulting from paper incineration.
The spikes in the data analysis show the response of both
systems to such events. The increasing baseline certifies that
the dust sensor we use is sensitive to the steady increase
in ambiental particulate concentrations resulting from paper
burning events. The baseline voltage ranged from 0.05V to
0.15V in the later stages of the deployment.
Fine grained analyisis can be performed only in a given
volume enclosure with a pre-measured quantity of particles.
In our case we relate to the room volume and place the two
measurement systems close together. It it to be noted that
the Dylos device uses forced supply by means of a small
fan while the measurement node relies on natural air flow.

Figure 8.

(b)

Dust Sensor Output Characteristic

After this experimental evaluation, we can conclude that
initial testing has showed promising results regarding the
response and sensitivity of the Sharp optical dust sensor
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and, implicitly, of our wireless measurement node. The
professional grade air quality monitor provided a trustworthy calibration reference which has enable us to establish
a baseline for dust concentration and effectively measure
particle counts and equivalent mass densities.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have reported how to create a wireless
node to measure dust concentration at any industrial site or
other areas, by combining smart data acquisition technology
and wireless sensor networks. All the components in the
laboratory have been connected in one system to create a
smart node, and were adjusted according to their specific
purpose. By using specialized software we collected the
results from the nodes and we created the wireless link
with the available network by self configuration with the
network. In addition to the low cost, a smart node has many
advantages: it runs on batteries which can operate for long
periods of time, it is scalable, allowing the addition of nodes
to additional features and to expand the network up to tens
or even hundreds of nodes. We have used a professional
grade air quality monitoring device in order to validate the
experimental data coming from our system in low and high
particle concentration environments.
Future work direction is two fold. First, we want to
make the microcontroller development board redundant by
implementing TinyOS components and modules directly on
the mote processing board to handle sensor reading tasks.
Its sole role as an intermediary in the current iteration of the
system can be removed and thus enable the node to operate
independently. Second, we propose to evaluate an alternative
to the Sharp sensor in the form of the Shinyei PPD4NS
particle sensor. Literature review has pointed out that in
some situations, it is better suited to certain application due
to enhanced sensitivity. Also, the pulse width modulation of
this sensor works in a more reliable manner than the analog
output voltage of the Sharp version.
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Abstract—This paper describes a field demonstration system
that monitors the power consumption in an apartment. To
evaluate the effectiveness of the system, 20 houses selected
from Mudeung Park Apartment have participated in this
project. The system includes 20 smart meters, 20 in-home
displays, 2 data collection units, 20 energy service interface
servers, and one meter data management server. A wireless
sensor network based on ZigBee is used to exchange metering
data between smart meters and data collection units as well as
between an in-home display device and an energy service
interface server in a home; the meter data management server
exchanges data with data collection units and energy service
interface servers through an IP network. The meter data
management server has operated to collect periodically the
power consumption from all meters and to send the amount of
power usage and charge as well as additional data such as
weather and price policy to each in-home display device. This
testbed provides valuable insights about the operation of the
system in an apartment that has a lot of obstacles which
interfere in the wireless communication.
Keywords- smart grid; WSNs; apartment; power monitoring

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rapid industrialization and indiscriminate
development in a lot of countries have increased greenhouse
gas emissions, caused environmental degradation, and
depleted natural resources. To overcome these problems,
many counties have sought to develop technologies to reduce
the use of natural resources as well as the greenhouse gas
emissions. A smart grid is considered one of innovative
technologies that reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by
increasing energy efficiency [1]-[3].
Korean Government has constructed a smart grid testbed
on Jeju Island [4][5]. About 10 consortiums in five areas
have participated in the testbed project to test technologies
and develop business models. The areas are smart place,
smart transportation, smart renewable, smart power grid, and
smart electricity service. The smart place is related to
customers directly and includes customers as a part of a
smart grid to increase energy efficiency. As a utility provides
power usages and charges that customers have consumed for
the customers, the utility encourages consumers to save
energy. The smart transportation constructs a charging
infrastructure for electric vehicles. There are two types of
electric vehicle chargers: high speed charger and low speed
charger. The former can be used at electric vehicle charging
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stations and the latter can be used at a house. Therefore, a
utility should consider the number of electric vehicles, the
amount of battery installed in each electric vehicle, and the
time when an electric vehicle starts the charging in order to
balance the power generation and the power consumption.
The smart renewable develops renewable power generation
technologies and builds power generation complexes to
reduce CO2 emissions. Also, the smart renewable can
construct a micro-grid that generates and consumes the
power by itself. The smart power grid constructs open power
grids that can allow various interconnections between power
suppliers and consumers. By using the open power grids,
many new business models will be developed. The smart
electricity service is to improve consumer’s right-to-choose
by introducing various price policies and demand response
programs.
There are several competing technologies for capturing
and transmitting the electricity usages of consumers in the
smart grid, such as wired technology, PLC (power line
communication) technology, and WSN (wireless sensor
network) technology [6]. Although each technology has its
own advantages, the WSN technology is very promising
candidate among these technologies for several reasons. The
WSN technology represents an emerging set of technologies
that will have profound effects across a range of industrial,
scientific, and energy management applications [7]-[14]. The
WSN can reduce wiring cost and time for the smart grid
deployment. Also, the WSN technology can reduce labor
costs by simplifying installation. Moreover, it is one of key
solution for facilities that frequently reconfigure spaces and
places where a wire communication is difficult to apply.
Meanwhile, in the residential area, the WSN is regarded as a
part of the home network system. Accordingly, various
service concepts which integrate the smart grid with home
networks can be derived [6][7][8]. By introducing WSN
technologies which assure network flexibility and mobility, it
is easier to provide value added services like electricity
equipment control.
In Korea, the ZigBee and the PLC are the popular
communication technologies to implement the monitoring
and controlling of the energy consumption for the smart grid.
We selected the Zigbee technology because it provides the
high interoperability as well as is the defacto standard in the
smart grid. Also, a ZigBee Device can be moved to another
place easily. The ZigBee Alliance published the smart
energy profile for interoperable products that monitor,
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control and automate the delivery and use of energy [15].
The profile includes several specifications related to the
advanced metering, the demand response and load control,
pricing, and text message.
We installed several devices at 20 houses whose
residents expressed the participation in this project. They
were selected from Mudeung Park Apartment to evaluate our
system in a city environment with a lot of obstacles that
interfere in the wireless communications. The system is
shown in Figure 1. Every house has one smart meter and one
IHD (in-home display), and one ESI (energy service
interface) server. Two houses from those have additional
devices: PCT (programmable communicating thermostat)
and LCD (load control device). MDMS (meter data
management server) installed in a utility collects the power
usage of each customer through DCUs (data collection units),
calculates the charge on the usage, and sends them to IHD
periodically. A customer can check them on the screen of
IHD.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
motivation is discussed in Section II. The detailed design of
the testbed is described in Section III. Finally, Section IV
provides the conclusion and the future work.
II.

III.

TESTBED DESIGN

The system consists of six main components: (i) MDMS,
(ii) DCU, (iii) ESI, (iv) IHD, (v) load control devices (LCD
and PCT), (vi) smart meter, and (vii) an information network
connecting all devices.

Figure 1. System configuration

MOTIVATION

In this section, we discuss the motivation of this study. In
2010, we implemented several devices based on the ZigBee
standards [16]. They were installed in a two-story building in
Jeju Island, South Korea. Our system focused on measuring
and monitoring the amount of power consumption and
generation, and controlling the energy consumption on the
customer side. The system consists of smart meters, a wind
power generator, a photovoltaic power generator, a
rechargeable battery, electric vehicle chargers, light
controllers, and a smart outlet. The light controllers exchange
data through a power line communication; the other devices
exchange those through a wireless sensor network. A central
monitoring server has operated to collect periodically all data
such as the amount of the electricity consumption and
generation and to control the amount of electricity
consumption and charges.
However, the system test in Jeju Island has a
shortcoming because the system was installed on a typical
rural village. It is difficult to prove the efficiency of the
system and the reliability of the wireless communication. As
the people in the village go to work early in the morning,
return to their home at sunset, and go to bed early in the
evening, they almost do not use the power during the day
and use a little at night. Therefore, it is very difficult to prove
that the system saves the power consumption or increases the
power efficiency. Furthermore, there are few structures that
interfere with the wireless communication because most
houses built in a single layer and are relatively far apart.
Therefore, it also is hard to prove that the wireless
communication used to exchange metering data among
devices is stable. To evaluate the efficiency and the
reliability of the system, we selected another testbed where a
lot of barriers exist and the power usage is relatively high.
We have worked with LS Industrial System, KEPCO (Korea
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Figure 2. Power usage and charge

A. Meter Data Management Server
MDMS is the key component of our system. MDMS
collects metering values from all smart meters through
DCUs, and sends power usage and charge of each customer
to IHD installed in the house of the customer. MDMS
manages not only metering values and charges but also
customer information, weather, CBL (Customer Baseline)
for billing, power factor, price, etc. MDMS gathers the
weather from Korea Meteorogical Administration and sends
it to customers according to their residential area one a day,
about 5 AM. MDMS calculates CBL that indicates a baseline
load shape of the power usage of each customer. It is used to
calculate the billing for each customer. Figure 2 shows the
power usages and the charges from the noon to the midnight
on 25 October. The bar chart indicates the usages, and the
red and the yellow line curves indicate RTP (Real Time
Price) and general price, respectively. Also, MDMS can send
a load control message to a customer while the amount of
power consumption is increasing dramatically. A load
control device which receives the load control message
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reduces the power usage of an appliance by adjusting an
operating condition of it or turns off an appliance, for
example, increasing the set temperature of an air-conditioner.
MDMS uses CIM (common information model)-based
XML messages to collect metering data from DCUs and to
send billing information to each IHD. CIM is a standard
defined as IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
61968 for exchanging information among electrical systems
and devices [17]. Figure 3 is an example of customer billing
information. The customer billing information is consisted of
daily or monthly charge of a customer, billing date, billing
cycle, meter identifier, type of billing, billing period, etc.
Customers can check their power usage and charge on a
portal that MDMS provides. The type of users of the portal is
divided into two groups roughly. One is customers and the
other is administrators. For customers, the portal provides
customer information including name, address, energy usage,
charge, etc. For administrators, it provides the device
information, network state information, statistics on the
energy usage and charge. Authorized customers on the
system can check their own information through the Internet.
The Portal assigns different access rights to each user in
order to limit the available information according to the user
authority. For example, a customer cannot access the
network state information. On the other hand, an
administrator can access all information related to both
customers and administrators. All information the Portal uses
is stored and managed by MDMS.

In this project, DCU is installed on a utility pole outside
the apartment and acts as a gateway in a wireless sensor
network. The goal of DCU design is to collect metering
values from 200 meters within 15 minutes. In this testbed,
one DCU connects to ten smart meters and collects a
metering value from each smart meter periodically. The data
received from smart meters are transmitted to MDMS
according to a transmission schedule. The size of data which
DCU can sent at a time is designed less than 680 Bytes.
During the operation of the system, there are many missing
data due to collisions among data transmissions sent by
smart meters. Therefore, the success rate of metering data
collections is about 96 percent due to the collisions. To
overcome these limitations, we adapt a query scheduling
method which collects simultaneously two metering values.
A query scheduling assigns a report time to each smart meter
to avoid the collisions. Each smart meter sends its two values,
the current metering value and the value which was
measured 15 minutes ago, at the time assigned by the
scheduler. However, this method increases the success rate to
only 99 percent. The missing values are collected by a batch
process in which MDMS executes one per day.
C. Energy Service Interface
ESI becomes a bridge between the wireless sensor
network and MDMS through an IP-based network. ESI
provides the gateway device interface and the smart energy
profile 1.0 announced by ZigBee Alliance as well as
provides the functions that connect and manage all devices
within a home area network [15][18]. ESI includes PANC
(personal area network coordinator) starting the network
formation and routing messages between the gateway and
each electric device. ESI is implemented on Linux 2.6 in the
C programming language, and uses PHP (personal hypertext
preprocessor) for the web application to exchange data
formatted in XML with MDMS.

Figure 3. Customer billing information

B. Data Collection Unit
DCU locates between a smart meter and MDMS and
distributes the load of data collection of MDMS. If MDMS
collects metering values from a thousand of meters directly,
it gives much of a burden on MDMS. To collect metering
values, a variety of communication methods such as
ZigBee[18], PLC[19], and WiFi[20] are implemented in
DCU.
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Figure 4. Example of ZCL message
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The data transmitted through the home area network is
formatted in ZCL (ZigBee cluster library). We use different
clusters according to the type of transmitted data. When we
receive the metering data from a smart meter, we use the
simple metering cluster. If we want to control LCD, we use
the demand response and load control cluster. They are
included in SEP (smart energy profile). ESI coverts a CIMbased XML message into a ZCL message and vice versa.
An example of ZCL message is shown in Figure 4. The
message is sent to LCD to collect the energy usage that an
appliance connected to the LCD has consumed.
D. In-Home Display
IHD is a portable device installed in a home. Therefore, a
customer can move it to another home. In this situation, we
have to prevent this IHD from joining to another ESI
installed in the home where the customer visits. If this IHD
connects to ESI of another home, it might receive the power
usage and charge of the home that the customer visits. To
prevent the situation, we make ESI, IHD, PCT, and LCD
within the same home share the same unique key.
IHD receives several data such as power usage and
charge, weather, CBL, price, etc., from MDMS and displays
them on the screen. Table 1 shows the attribute of CBL
curve. IHD draws a CBL curve when it receives the data.
The user interface of IHD is shown in Figure 5. A customer
can see the amount of power consumption, hourly power
price, the trend of them, and weather on the same window.

Figure 5. User interface of IHD

E. Load Control Device
A load control device is divided into two groups: PCT
and LCD. They receive a load control message and return the
result to MDMS. LCD has been implemented in the form of
a switch and an outlet. Their roles are a little different. PCT
can control an air conditioner with ZigBee functions;
however, PCT does not have a metering capability. On the
other hand, LCD controls an appliance such as an electric
pan; and it can measure the power usage of an appliance that
connects to itself because it has a metering capability.
Furthermore, LCD can send its metering value to MDMS
through ESI. Therefore, our system can measure a finegrained power usage that each appliance has consumed.
F. Smart Meter
A smart meter measures the electricity usage of a home
in which it is installed. It has recorded the electricity usage
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and sent the data formatted in the smart energy profile [15]
to DCU on every 15 minutes. The meter also sends LP_Data
(load profile data) including forward active power, backward
active power, reactive power, etc as well as power quality.
The forward power indicates that it is supplied for a
customer by a utility; the backward power indicates that it is
supplied for the utility by the customer. The power quality
consists of the set of electrical properties such as power
quality, frequency quality, and voltage quality.
The meter provides several different tariffs including
time-of-use, real-time-pricing, critical-peak- pricing, and
progressive-pricing. In Korea, the progressive pricing policy
is applied to most of electric users. However, the Korean
government seeks to change the tariff from the progressive
pricing to the real-time-pricing to reduce the electricity usage.
TABLE 1. ATTRIBUTE OF TODAY CBL

G. Information Network
An information network called SUN (smart utility
network) can be divided into three categories. One is HAN
(home area network) that is a residential local network for
communicating among ESI, LCD, and IHD deployed in a
home; another is NAN (neighborhood area network) that
communicates between DCU and either ESI or smart meter;
the third is WAN (wide area network) that communicates
between DCU and MDMS operated by a utility company. In
this project, ZigBee is used in both the home area network
and the neighborhood area network, and the Internet is used
in the wide area network. HAN devices such as IHD and
LCD cannot communicate with NAN devices such as DCU
and a smart meter due to the wall of the house.
Our wireless sensor network is developed based on
ZigBee specification and IEEE 802.15.4. The sensor network
installed in each house consists of one ESI, one LCD, one
IHD, and one PCT. In this project, the devices can exchange
messages via one-hop communication with star topology
because every device is within the radio range of ESI. Also,
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DCU exchanges messages via one-hop communication with
a smart meter.
After PANC included in ESI starts the network formation,
a device willing to associate with the network starts the
association procedure by requesting for a beacon with
channel scanning. A joined device permits the association by
beaconing with setting permit-joining flag on. Once a device
has associated the network, it maintains three data tables:
routing table, neighbor list table and link cost table. The
maintaining of those tables allows the further expanding of
the network up to the mesh topology, and the size of each
table is resizable according to the network size.
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Abstract—Wireless Sensor Networks can be entitled as one of
the most challenging and emerging technologies empowering
the provision of enhanced services to miscellaneous application
domains. The objective of this paper is to examine and present
an implementation of a real-time parking management system.
This system adapts efficiently into a contemporary urban
environment, and eventually provides to users the ability to
find and navigate easily to a free curb space. The system is
comprised of a deployed sensor network based on two
collaborative vehicle detection schemes supported by an eventdriven processing algorithm and a web based application. The
evaluation of the system is performed by conducting a number
of experiments in order to select the optimal sensing modality
and confirm the feasibility of the proposed application system
in actual running conditions. Results demonstrate that the
proposed system is capable of effectively detecting overlying
automobiles and robustly distinguishing false positive
indications.
Keywords-wireless sensor network; vehicle detection;
magnetic sensor; passive infrared sensor; web based interface

I.

INTRODUCTION

The very viable and sustainable development of urban
environment is inextricably connected with contemporary
approaches concerning traffic congestion issues. A basic
aspect of this problem is undeniably the parking procedure, a
costly and time-consuming stage within urban transports and
an everyday headache for millions of drivers and urban
planning departments. Modeling this procedure is not an easy
task due to problems in measuring the overall time since it
being dependent upon inherently random factors. Looking
for parking duration it has been proven that is not negligible
and indeed according to [1], “cruising in congested
downtowns takes between 3.5 and 14 minutes to find a curb
space, and between 8% and 74% of the traffic can be
appointed to cruising for parking”. In addition to that, a
variety of studies, as [2] states, infer that automobiles spend
approximately over 95% of their time parked and for trucks
this percentage is over 85%.
In this paper, an innovative approach in solving the
aforementioned problem is proposed utilizing WSNs
(Wireless Sensor Networks). WSN technology has a wide
spectrum of applications which are deeply embedded into
the everyday world ranging from health monitoring and
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disaster early-warning systems up to vehicle detection and
military purpose application scenarios. Such a sensor
network is comprised of a large number of microelectronic
devices capable of monitoring and collecting raw data in
different environments and conditions. Typically, each
device –often characterized as a node– is consisted of a
microcontroller, a power source, a radio frequency
transceiver, an external memory, and various sensors. These
resource constrained sensor devices communicate wirelessly
and untethered, forming complex mesh networks through
which data is being disseminated.
Our objective is to investigate, simulate and
experimentally verify the prospect of implementing an
intelligent parking management system that provides to
drivers the possibility to conveniently locate and be guided
towards a free parking lot near their destination. From a
system design perspective, WSN solution offers a number of
unrivaled advantages. Firstly, we can hugely benefit from its
low-cost deployment. Secondly, there is flexibility with
regards to vehicle detection approaches since a wide
spectrum of applicable sensing techniques is being offered.
Finally, autonomous and long-term operation of the system
compounds is another important feature. The latter can be
achieved thanks to the enhanced administrative capability
since extra information can be retrieved in real-time
concerning features like illegal parking activity, time
duration of each occupied lot, and other metrics that are
indicative of a robust system operability.
Although there is an abundance of existing solutions
focusing on parking assistance applications that are
employing WSN techniques, our approach differentiates in
many aspects. We propose a hybrid detection scheme
utilizing magnetic and passive infrared sensors. A pair of
sensors, located at a distinct parking spot within the urban
fabric, collects the raw data. Then this information is
received and processed at the sinks, and ultimately evaluated
whether if the correspondent spot is occupied or not. The
result is appropriately stored in databases in the base station
and then it is uploaded to a web interface and finally,
depicted onto a user friendly map.
The ensuing content of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 briefly describes the related work and
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how it is correlated with our approach. Section 3 overviews
the design stages of our system, the operating principle of
the utilized devices and the system architecture. Section 4
describes system‟s implementation. Section 5 reports the
system‟s testing results with respect to the various
simulation scenarios and requirements. Finally, Section 6
concludes with general remarks and discussion about the
potential for future expansion.
II.

RELATED WORK

Confronting the problem of park cruising within the
context of urban transportation planning is not something
new to this research field. Besides theoretical approaches in
analyzing the problem [1][2][3], there are numerous
research projects [4] utilizing intelligent transportation
systems (ITS) techniques outside the WSN research area.
Indicatively, we can mention mobiPARK [5], a free parking
lot indicating system based on a text messaging service
platform for a driver that departs from a previously occupied
lot. NYU-Poly and Rutgers University [6] collaborating
research teams attempt to provide a multimedia stream
application that could display free parking spots within the
congested Brooklyn. As drivers cruise streets, sensors feed
real-time visual information regarding parking availability
uploaded via a 4G network and depicted onto special
graphic user interface (GUI) platforms.
From another perspective that focuses mainly on WSN
technologies there can be found a number of similar
approaches. Parking Finder [7] is a Mica2Dot/MIB510based WSN platform implemented for detecting the
presence of a car over a designated parking lot within a
metropolitan city infrastructure. It employs magnetic sensors
(HMC1001) for vehicle detection with each mote running
on a TinyOS [8] environment. After data aggregation and
storage in the basestation the processed data can be accessed
via a Java-based GUI. Although there are many
commonalities with our presented approach, it lacks specific
characteristics that pose serious threats to its overall
credibility. The absence of experimental verification is more
than evident. The GUI does not fully utilize the advantages
of a web-based implementation that our version benefits
from and does not offer enough interoperability. Above all,
the unilateral usage of magnetic sensors does not take into
consideration the inherent abnormalities of the application
environment. Thorough experimentation within our research
proved as necessary the complementary usage of infrared
sensors which Parking Finder excluded as inappropriate at
the initial stages of its implementation.
In Intelligent parking lot application using WSN [9], it
was proposed and proven as optimal the combinatory usage
of magnetic and ultrasonic sensors for an accurate and
reliable detection of vehicles within a multi-storied parking
space. Although there are similarities in the deployment
scenery since Tmote Sky sensors are also utilized, their
proposal undeniably cannot withstand a boisterous and
hectic city center environment. Moreover, their data
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processing and detection algorithm followed a different
approach employing a modified version of the min-max
algorithm suitable for analyzing the waveformed raw
magnetic and acoustic data. Their extensive experimental
results imply and strengthen the necessity for assiduous
system verification, an important attribute for every kind of
such an application area systems.
Design considerations for a WSN for locating parking
spaces [10] presents a scheme for reliable detection of
automobiles employing the same type of sensor nodes,
Mica2/MTS310/MIB510 equipped with the same 2-axis
magnetometer HMC1002. Their proposed platform refers to
public parking garages and is consisted of a network of
nodes that are distributed in strategic locations throughout
the targeted public parking area instead of at every parking
spot. Although the prominent differences in the objective,
the deployment environment and the algorithmic notion of
the detection process, the important commonality lies in the
crucial analysis of the peculiarity in the operating nature of
the magnetic sensor. The obtained through trial and error
accurate positioning and orientation of the node was also
observed in this paper. Despite that, their proposed
algorithmic approach in order to surpass this obstacle
differentiates from our more practically orientated
perspective.
III.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, the design process is presented detailing
the procedure under which the specific combination of
magnetic and passive infrared sensors was promoted as the
optimal choice. Moreover, the operating principle of these
sensing devices is briefly discussed and finally, the system
architecture is unfolded.
A. Design Process
Solving a complicated issue such as cruising for curbspace parking, it is relevant upon multilateral research
derived from distinct launching perspectives. Figure 1
indicates the initial attempt to address a solution via the
usage of a mechanical arm with a sensor node attached at its
base, placed under the road surface or enclosed in a
protective sealing. A vehicle while in parking process would
drag down the joint and an actuator would recognize the
corresponding slope if a predefined critical angle (Φcritical)
was breached. This in turn would enable the record of a
vehicle‟s presence for the designated spot and this
information would be propagated throughout the network
for further processing. After consideration, this scheme was
aborted from being a plausible implementation due to the
inappropriateness of joint‟s material while colliding with
vehicle parts and the inherent difficulties in implementing
such a mechanical arm based on the laboratory‟s available
apparatus.
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Figure 1. Initial system implementation.

As a next step passive infrared sensors (PIR) were
selected as a plausible detection scheme within a deployed
sensor network. Their advantage lies within their passive
nature, that is, independence from external conditions since
receiving and not emitting signal. Experimental verification
proved that the PIR sensors were extremely sensitive in
response to environment stimuli and their detection range
was exceedingly wide. This results to the sensor being
constantly triggered after the initial successful detection of
the vehicle, in case later on another car or pedestrian was
mobile within the detection zone. The unilateral usage of
PIR was thus rejected since neither the detection zone nor
the detection sensitivity can be recalibrated to custom needs
according to its manual [11].
As a next designing stage, the viability of acoustic
sensors‟ usage was investigated. Various experiments were
conducted but without deducing sufficient and credible
conclusions regarding neither a unilateral nor a collaborative
usage of acoustic sensors. A detection pattern for overlying
and passing vehicles could not be concluded and thus
uniformly applied since noise in an urban fabric, and
especially near road surface, is an unpredicted factor.
In order to select the optimal sensing device, and
consequently scheme, we ought to consider the very nature
of the object to be detected. Since a vehicle is in fact a
sizable metal mass, the subsequent distortion it enforces in
the earth‟s magnetic field is easily tractable by a magnetic
sensor, thus resulting to its imperative usage. This distortion
is unique for every ferromagnetic object and under ideal
conditions can be perceived as its magnetic footprint, a
useful characteristic for a wide spectrum of ITS applications
relevant to tracking and detecting automobiles [12].
In addition to that, an auxiliary operation of passive
infrared sensors would benefit the most to the system. In
order to narrow their detection area it is obligatory to place
them under road surface and inside a protective enclosure.
The road penetrating costs can be compensated if
considering the advantages that can be obtained through this
enclosure approach such as, extra protection from theft and
harsh weather conditions [13].

At the initial experiments, there were observed minor
discrepancies in the magnetic sensor‟s output waveform.
Strangely enough, it remained idle at a maximum value of
approximately 780 (based on the range the utilized
Oscilloscope/TinyOS application produces as an output, see
Figure 2). Moreover, it did not respond to the presence of
any ferrous objects unless a material with high magnetic
permeability was presented in a distance less than 2cm.
According to [14], “the NiFe core of the magnetic sensor is
extremely sensitive. However, it is also subject to saturation.
Saturation occurs when the sensor is exposed to a large
magnetic field. Unfortunately the MTS310 circuit does not
have an automatic saturation recovery circuit”. After
experimentation, and having excluded the prospect of
implementing such a recovery circuit, it was elicited that the
sensor can be calibrated via appropriate nesC [15] coding of
the relevant interfaces and components. Its sensitivity level
can be set manually within a range between 0 and 255, and
accordingly to the ambient earth‟s magnetic field. Thus, as
the sensor is moved around in the field its output waveform
will ultimately exhibit transitions. It was experimentally
proven that the exact sensitivity level for each deployment
site can be calculated and eventually a waveform in between
the desired range can be received. The sensor is thus ready
for use.
B. Device Specification
The magnetic sensor module is based on Crossbow‟s
Mica2 [16] motes equipped with the Atmega128L MCU
(128KB flash, 521KB storage, 4KB RAM) that are attended
with the MIB510CA programming board [17] both depicted
in Figure 3. Sensing operation is performed via the MTS310
sensor board [18] equipped with the HMC1002 2-axis
anisotropic magneto-resistive (AMR) sensor that functions
under the following principle. Since the earth‟s magnetic
field is uniformly distributed along an area of several
kilometers a ferrous object (e.g., automobile) causes local
disturbances in this field while idle and/or moving [19][20].
The AMR sensor, implemented as Wheatstone bridge,
detects such disturbances in the X or Y axis and interprets
them as a differential input voltage that can be transformed
into exploitable information regarding the presence or not of
an overlying ferrous object.

Figure 2. Transitions of the magnetic sensor‟s output while being moved.
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Figure 3. Mica2 mote equipped with the MTS310 sensing board and the
MIB510 programming board, [16][17].

Figure 4. Tmote Sky equipped with WiEye sensor board, [22].

The other subsystem is constituted of a number of
deployed Sentilla‟s Tmote Sky [21] nodes based on TIMSP430F1611 MCU (48KB flash, 1MB storage,
10KBRAM). Sensing operation is performed via the WiEye
sensor board [22] equipped with the AMN44121 PIR
motion sensor, NaPiOn [23], all shown in Figure 4.
According to the pyroelecrtic phenomenon [24], crystalline
compounds can produce electric charge while being exposed
to thermal energy. A variable thermal flux within the
infrared spectrum will deduct a variable load onto the quadtype pyroelectric element of the Napion which‟s output
amplitude into the measuring circuitry will be analogous to
the amplitude of the changing flux. Thus, when an object
enters the detection zone, NaPiOn identifies the temperature
difference between the target and its surroundings and
transforms this difference into a processable value-signal.
C. System Architecture
The proposed real-time parking management system is a
hierarchical module comprised of collaborating subsystems
and based on a three tier architectural design (see Figure 5).
At the lowest level the data collection subsystem
developed in TinyOS-2.x samples the environmental stimuli
which are then aggregated to the appropriate sinks. Current
system implementation directs a one hop routing scheme
containing four motes, two sensor motes (one magnetic and
one PIR) that comprise a deployed system node, and the two
correspondent base stations. Scalability though can be easily
achieved via the usage of proper disseminating nesC
interfaces, since the other hierarchical levels are already set
for a larger number of deployed nodes.
The second level is comprised of the data processing
applications residing in the two base stations. Specially
implemented detection algorithms indicate the occurrence of
a magnetic or a PIR triggering event. This information is
then stored with a timestamp at a database named
sensor_state. Each record refers to the status of the pair of
magnetic and PIR sensors that are located at each parking
lot. A second database named nodes is used for correlating
these data with the third level. Analogously, each record
corresponds to a deployed node and contains information
regarding the status of the node and thus the availability of
the parking lot, as well as timestamps and various spatial
information. Moreover, there are Java-based algorithms
responsible for the initialization of the system, the execution
of the surveying algorithm and the update of all the
databases‟ records correspondent to each node deployed.
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Figure 5. System‟s information flow chart.

Finally, a web server program is implemented with the
task of uploading the information of the nodes database to a
web GUI. There are two interfaces implemented with
distinct layout, one for the administrator (providing extra
functionality) and one for the potential clients that both offer
a customized query processing operability. The end user can
select an area of interest within the urban fabric and he is
given a real-time graphical representation of the available
parking lots with green dots appearing on a google map. The
user is also provided if requested with routing directions.
The administrator on the contrary has access to extra
information such as lot‟s duration of occupation, overall
system view, or error node‟s indication. An overall
illustration of the system‟s information flow is presented in
Figure 5.
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
In the current section, the algorithmic perspectives of
raw data processing as well as the administrative principles
of our system are explained.
A. Raw Data Analysis
The designing process for an algorithm appointed with
the magnetic raw data analysis is crucial for the overall
credibility of the system. The initial experiments regarding
HMC1002‟s response to ferromagnetic stimuli proved that a
rather simple detection algorithm can be utilized based on
two fundamental notions deriving from the Statistics field,
the arithmetic mean and the population variance. It was
observed and verified that in idling state the collected data is
characterized by a mean value within a predefined
equilibrium level and by a variance tending to zero. Upon the
approximation of a ferrous object the output waveform
would effect a drastic transition also indicative via an
increase in the variance of the samples. Moreover, a constant
presence of the object would be accompanied with a
progressive stabilization of the samples‟ mean and with a
variance again tending to zero. To this extend, the
subsystem‟s states can be concluded (Table I), provided that
appropriate operating levels are predefined with regards to
the output waveform (see Figure 6).
As mentioned before, the processing algorithm of the
infrared data has an auxiliary role due to the fact that after
experimentation it was proven that PIR sensor was constantly
triggered and thus, implementing an accurate pattern
detection scheme was unfeasible. Its final contribution was
confined in confirming an overlying ferrous object after
consulting for a potential magnetic triggering recorded event.
Nevertheless, its usage cannot be excluded otherwise the
overall system‟s credibility can be dramatically hindered.
Through its utilization all false positive magnetic triggering
events can be neglected. On a similar basis we can define the
correspondent operating states, as well as a state diagram
(see Figure 7).
B. Core Algorithm
Τhe core of the administrative algorithm consists of a
infinite loop in which the node statuses are retrieved from
the databases and according to various combinations we can
define updating functions calculating the next system state.

Figure 7. Infrared sensing subsystem‟s finite state machine.

These combinations are explained in Table II (OFF
stands for a sensor not detecting any stimuli, and ON
otherwise). In case A, both sensors are activated and thus we
deduce that the corresponding parking lot is occupied. Cases
B and C are referring to undesirable circumstances
whenever either an object with low magnetic permeability
(animal, pedestrian, other) is revolving near and/or above
the protective enclosure or an automobile has not parked
within the designated lines of the parking slot. In both cases
the specific parking slot is consider to be in error state. After
experimentation it was derived that the PIR sensor detection
range (placed within the enclosure) is under 20cm, and the
magnetic sensor less than 2m. The last combination (case
D,E) corresponds to both sensors being deactivated. That is
either when the system has recuperated from an error state
(due to hardware failure, false positive magnetic triggering
or cease of constant PIR triggering) or the parking lot is free
after a vehicle completed its withdrawal. In both cases, the
space is free and the nodes are reinstantiated.
TABLE I.
STATE

MAGNETIC SENSING SUBSYSTEM STATES

System State

Interpretation
Absence of ambient magnetic
stimuli
Variation detected

0

System Idle

1

Detecting

2
3

Parking slot - Busy
Car unparking

4

Car withdrawing

5

Parking slot - Clear
B U S Y@MID checking
B U S Y@MID PICKED

6
7

TABLE II.
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SYSTEM STATUS

ΟN

Passive
Infrared
(PIR)
ON

ΟFF

ON

Case B - Error : MG = OFF ^PIR = ON

ON

ΟFF

Case C - Error : MG = ON ^PIR = Off

OFF

ΟFF

Magnetic
(MG)

Figure 6. Magnetic sensing subsystem‟s operational levels.

Overlying ferromagnetic object
Withdrawal initialization
Disengage. Final stage of
withdrawal
Initial idling stage
Check for potential malicious
parking behavior
Potential malicious parking
behavior confirmed

Interpretation
Case A - Car detected

Case D - Node reinstated
Case E - Car withdrawing
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V. SYSTEM EVALUATION
In this section, the experimental setup is presented
including a detailed description of the experiments that were
conducted and the evaluation results that reinforce the
system‟s credibility.
A. Simulation Scenarios
System verification and evaluation process included
different simulation scenarios that reassured the correctness
and the preciseness of the detection procedure. These
scenarios involved among others,
 detecting an overlying and/or passing bicycle,
motorbike, and distinct manufacturer car models
(and thus distinct ferromagnetic footprints),
 conducting measurements for sensor‟s response
while a vehicle could be approaching from different
directions and approximating distances,
 simulating a parking procedure with different kinds
of maneuvers and total moves,
 executing an experiment emulating actual parking
conditions in a free spot between two parked cars,
 verifying system‟s response while using two
magnetic sensors in order to simulate a malicious
driver behavior,
 evaluating system‟s response in full-scale and realtime operating conditions.
Especially for the latter two scenarios, they were crucial in
verifying the system‟s credibility. As previously stated,
NaPiOn can benefit the most for the system. Its usage is
essential in detecting a malicious driver parking between
two nodes. As depicted in Figure 8, although magnetic
sensors are initially triggered (t1 and t2 timestamps) the car
stops in between them and outside their detection area. If
NaPiOn sensor is used then the magnetic initial triggering
event could be verified and act accordingly, resulting in
successful vehicle error detection (Case B in Table II). The
final scenarios included experiments being conducted in
actual urban conditions. A picture of the developed WSN
within a real parking area is given in Figure 9 with green
arrow indicating the deployed pair of sensor nodes.

Figure 9. Deployed WSN in actual parking conditions.

B. Experimental Results
The experimental procedure evolved according to the
following stages. Initially, the response of each sensor was
measured individually and in laboratory environment. This
was a compulsory step in order to become familiarized with
the sensors‟ operating principle and in order to assure that
the design of the detection algorithm would follow the
correct path. As a next stage, experiments involving sensors‟
response within outdoor conditions were conducted.
The NaPiOn‟s outdoor experiments verified the initial
studies and assumptions regarding its response to ambient
stimuli. NaPiOn reacts independently from the object‟s
nature to be detected and the weather conditions. On the
contrary, magnetic sensor‟s experiments demanded a much
more strenuous treatment since an assiduous comprehension
of HMC1002‟s sensing philosophy was imperative before
embarking on fully designing its detection algorithm.
In order to conclude to as safe experimental results as
possible, it was necessary that the experiments were to be
repeated under different environmental conditions and
simulating scenarios. In Table III the characteristic
environmental conditions of such distinct experiment are
presented. As implied from the data, experiments on
different dates and times of day were conducted in order to
benefit from variable weather conditions. Regarding the
magnetic sensor, its sensitivity function was invoked with
different parameters for the scenarios were one and two
Mica2 motes (n1, n2 in table) were deployed respectively.
TABLE III.

Figure 8. Setup justifing the necessity of NaPiOn‟s usage.
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EXPERIMENTS ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Date

09/04

13/04

Sensitivity

50,100
for n1

50
for n1

Time

17:00
–
19:00

18:23
–
20:10

Temperature

17oC

23 oC

Humidity

~60%

~50%

16/04

17/04

50 for n1
45 for n2
17:30
–
21:00
16 oC 13 oC

50 for n1
45 for n2
20:30
–
21:30
9 oC 8 oC

~55%

~92%

18/04
50
for n1
17:30
–
19:30
10 oC
~77%
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An important characteristic is the fact that night and rain
conditions were present on 17.04.2011 day adding therefore
more credibility to our experimental set. Apart from the
above, more experiments were conducted on laboratory
conditions regarding the evaluation and the correctness of
the detection algorithm while it was being implemented
throughout its various design stages.
Moreover, real-time system verification was performed
including a final full-scale emulation of an actual parking
procedure. The conducted experiments included active
participation of all the operational components of the system
that ranged from the initialization of the sensor nodes,
verifying the response of the administrative algorithm and
until projecting the information of the system onto the map
of our web GUI. These experiments were performed both in
safe and hostile environments. The former was performed in
the scenery depicted in Figure 9 and the latter in front of the
University building in one of the most traffic congested
avenues and during evening rush hour. Truly, in both cases
the response of the system was exceptional after carefully
selecting such a sensitivity level that would avoid passing
vehicles (even buses) hinders its functionality. Performing
experiments with such a wide range of conditions verified
the anticipated behavior of both the utilized sensors and
verified the correctness of the utilized combinatory sensing
modality. In Figure 10 the hand-crafted protective enclosure
containing the pair of sensor nodes used during
experimentation process is presented. The enclosure is made
of a material with zero magnetic permeability (wood) and on
the top it is protected from overlying leakage by a PVC
surface enabling radiation penetration and thus not hindering
NaPiOn‟s operability. More information on the verification
procedure including photo shoots and video raw footage can
be found on the application‟s support website [25].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this section, the overall knowledge obtained
throughout the research procedure is presented and future
work concludes the implementation presented.
A. Lessons Learnt
This research idea was developed in an attempt to seek
an applicable solution for a major problem of contemporary
urban environments. Cruising for parking contributes
significantly in exaggerating air pollution due to traffic
congestion issues, phenomena that ought to be reduced or
even evicted from our future envisioned megacities. Our
objective was to assiduously examine the viability of such a
proposed application system by evaluating it on a smallscale deployed WSN in real-time and actual conditions.
After examination the optimal WSN sensing technology was
utilized, comprised of a collaborative usage of magnetic and
passive infrared sensors. The data sampling procedure was
implemented in Java via customizing the default TinyOS1.x and 2.x functionalities, and the administrative algorithm
included various other features responsible for processing,
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Figure 10. Nodes‟ hand-crafted protective enclosure.

storing, uploading and retrieving the collected information.
Ultimately, a designated parking curb space can be
monitored and accordingly stamped onto a web GUI map if
it is occupied or not. The experimental and simulation
procedure involved testing a great range of detection
scenarios and under variable ambient conditions. Concrete
evidence was derived in terms of the specific utilized
detection scheme and in comparison with the related work
proposals. The magnetic sensor can be manually calibrated
in order to adjust to custom needs and thus can efficiently
detect any overlying vehicle with merely zero error rate. The
auxiliary operation of the passive infrared sensor was
proven obligatory since it enables the system to be aware of
any kind of malicious parking behavior or false positive
magnetic indications. Thus, the overall system error rate is
substantially low, a fact proven through the strenuous fullscale experimental results.
B. Prespectives for Future work
The current implementation scale can be considered as a
rather limited one if we contemplate upon the actual
capabilities this system can offer at a full-scale deployment.
To that extend, its further expansion could enable further
optimization of the administrative algorithm in terms of
reducing its response time from the moment that ambient
stimuli is recorded until when the information is depicted
onto the google map. Another important feature that should
be ensured is expanding into a multihop networking
architecture. On the same notion, when a multihop scheme
will be adopted charging machines (present in every urban
fabric) can be equipped with a pair of motes so as to operate
with the form of relay nodes with extra powering capabilities
that would reduce in this sense the overall networking strain.
Some optimistic scenarios would even promote this parking
assistance system as a platform responsible for traffic
management system based on the knowledge that each driver
declares his destination and thus he could receive distinct
routing directions towards each free parking space. To that
extend, routing algorithms can be adopted from relevant
research areas in order to facilitate such kind of expansion.
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Abstract— In this study, we verified the applicability of the
energy harvesting technology to the railroad system for realtime wireless sensor networks. The origin of the power for this
technology is found in the concept of energy harvesting, which
resources thermal deviation occurring when a train runs. For
this, we measured the temperature generated on the axle box
bearing from the train’s running environment by using a highspeed train, analyzed the thermal deviation and calculated the
estimated energy harvesting power for the sensor network of
the railroad system. The thermal deviation occurred in the axle
box bearing when a train runs; the deviation was
approximately 12.97 ∼ 14.68 ℃ . We calculated in the
assumption of the basic thermo element of the axle box bearing
area, which is the area of the temperature sensor attached on
the axle box bearing. Theoretically, the energy harvesting
power of 63.8mW can be obtained and thus by using the
energy harvesting power it will be possible to operate the
wireless sensor network for railroad monitoring.
Keywords-Railroad; Sensor; Energy harvesting; Thermal
deviation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With regards to railroads, accelerating the speed of the
system always demands absolute development in reliability
and safety of passengers and trains, and the increase in
system maintenance cost has become another problem. Thus,
it is necessary to develop a new technology of maintenance
for fulfilling both reliability and safety, and maintenance cost
in system speed acceleration. In order to accomplish this, a
real-time sensor network system must be established.
Usually, a sensor network system is needed for prevention
and response before a dangerous situation occurs, by
detecting abnormal conditions in the corresponding system
during the operation. It is also used for constant monitoring
to analyze the information for possible understanding of the
situation.
However, present monitoring systems in railroad systems
almost exclusively use wired sensor networks, and recently,
the demand for monitoring systems with wireless sensor
networks has expanded in accordance with their easy
installation in places that had previously been considered
difficult to access and install in. Specifically, when a
wireless sensor network is applied to the railroad monitoring
system, it is possible for the real time condition basedmaintenance, differentiated from the existing method used
for scheduled maintenance, and by this, the reliability and
safety of maintenance is increased [1]. Though, in the case

of a wireless sensor network with easy installation, it is
necessary to solve the problem of power supply for using it
in a monitoring system. This is because the regular changing
of batteries is necessary for additional maintenance.
Therefore, for the wireless sensor network in a railroad
system, it is necessary to develop an ‘Energy Harvesting’
technology in order to be maintenance-free from the
changing of batteries. It is also environment-friendly and
semi-permanent [2]-[4].
Therefore, in this study, we verified the applicability of
the energy harvesting technology to the railroad system for
real-time wireless sensor networks. The origin of the power
for this technology is found in the concept of energy
harvesting, which resources thermal deviation occurring
when a train runs. For this, we measured the temperature
generated on the axle box bearing from the train’s running
environment by using a high-speed train, analyzed the
thermal deviation and calculated the estimated energy
harvesting power for the sensor network of the railroad
system.
II.

THE TEMPERATURE CHANGE OF AXLE BOX BEARING
DURING THE OPERATION

A. The expriments
In this study, surrounding energy generated at the normal
train operation environment was measured using high speed
rail train in operation and to identify the applicability of the
energy harvesting, the energy source was measured with the
train running 586.2km (return way from Seoul to East-Daegu)
at maximum operating speed 300km/h. And to measure the
temperature variation of the heat sources generated during
train operation at 300km/h, temperature sensor (Model:
TC1047AVNB, 2.64mm x 3.05mm x 1.02mm, temperatureranges of -40℃ ~125℃) was installed on axle bearing which
is one of the part on which the temperature varies
significantly with Bluetooth module as shown in Fig 1 and
the temperature variation of axle bearing was measured on a
real-time basis using wireless sensor.

Figure 1. The temperature measuring on the axle box bearing
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Figure 2. The temperature change of axle box bearing during the operation and zoom-in of tunnel section

B. The result of temperature change of axle box bearing
We analyzed the temperature of the axle box bearing in a
300km/h maximum speed operation train. As a result, as
shown in Fig. 3, the temperature of the axle box bearing
during the operation repeats up and down in accordance with
the surroundings; tunnel, bridge, speed and stations, etc. If
we look closely at Fig. 2, the temperature of the axle box
bearing starts with a temperature similar with the outside air
temperature, but increases as the train runs. The deviation
between outer air and axle box bearing is 15∼20℃ in the
summer. Especially, the temperature tends to decrease when
the train passes tunnels and each sensor’s temperature
change occurs by the location of the sensor on the same axle
box bearing, as in Fig. 3, which depends on the direction of
operation. The reason is the air-cooling effect taking place
during the train operation, so the temperature of No. 1 and
No. 2 sensors is lower than the temperature of No. 3 and No.
4. Also, regarding the temperature between the axle box
bearing and outside air, we can use this thermal deviation to
make energy harvesting possible if a thermo element is
applied as the power.
In addition, the tunnel section of Fig. 2, the temperature
changed very rapidly; the train enters the tunnel, the
temperature of the axle box bearing descends, and after the
train passed the tunnel, it ascends again. This is because of
the air-cooling effect from the outside air temperature of
going in and out of the tunnel. The outside air temperature
in the tunnel is lower than the outside air temperature
outside of the tunnel in the summer. Also, the average
temperature data from the axle box bearing of high-speed
trains is stated in Table 1. The outside air temperature was
measured approximately 28℃∼30℃ and the average
thermal deviation (ΔT) was measured approximately
12.97℃∼14.68℃.

Axle Box Bearing

No.4 Sensor
No.1 Sensor
No.3 Sensor
No.2 Sensor

Figure 3. The temperature sensors location on the axle box bearing
TABLE I.

THE AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF AXLE BOX BEARING

Sensor No.

1

2

3

4

Temperature(℃)

43.39

42.97

44.68

44.31

III. APPLICABILITY OF ENERGY HARVESTING
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE SENSOR NETWORK OF RAILROAD
SYSTEM BY THERMAL DEVIATION
When looking at the results of the average temperature
on the axle box bearing, we notice that the highest
temperature was 44.68℃. Thus, if we suppose the outside
air temperature is fixed at 30 ℃ , the biggest thermal
deviation obtainable from the axle box bearing is 14.68℃;
generally, the thermo element is known to properly gain
efficiency when the temperature deviation between high and
low temperature parts is over 300℃ [5]. However, if the
thermo element form is made as thin as a form of Thin-Film,
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Figure 4. Figure-of-Merit vs. Temperature [6]
TABLE II.
THE ESTIMATED ENERGY HARVESTING POWER BY
THERMAL DEVIATION (SINGLE SIZE THERMO ELEMENT : A=4 ㎠, D= 1 ㎝,
LARGE SIZE THERMO ELEMENT : Ø= 25.4 ㎝, W= 2 ㎝, D=1 ㎝)
sensor

ΔT

Power (mW) :
Single size element

Power (mW) :
large size element

1

12,97 K

1.2

47.9

2

13.93 K

1.4

55.8

3

14.31 K

1.5

59.8

4

14.68 K

1.6

63.8

it is not easy to obtain electricity and efficiency in small
temperature deviation [6]-[8]. Of course, in this case, the
Thin-Film thermo element has the most optimum quality
index in corresponding temperature and should be chosen.
As you can see in Fig. 4, when the thermal deviation is
14.68 ℃ , n-Type should be selected as Bi2Te3 (Bismuth
Telluride) and p-Type as Sb2Te3 (Antimony Telluride) for
Figure-of-merit theoretically [6]. For the normalization of
obtainable power by thermal deviation occurring in the axle
bearing, we calculated in the assumption of the most basic
thermo element, a single rectangular Thin-Film thermo
element of 4 ㎠ area, 1 ㎝ thickness. Also, the axle box
bearing symmetry and the thermal deviation in the axle box
bearing is relatively even in all locations. Therefore, the
maximum energy harvesting power obtainable by using
average temperature measured in the 4th sensor was 1.6mW
as shown in Fig. 5 and the power estimated through ΔT is
shown in below Table 2.

Figure 5. Estimated energy harvesting energy on the axle box bearing

We estimate the energy harvester need to generate more
than 20mW for self powered (= energy harvesting) wireless
on-board condition monitoring system. As shown in Fig. 6,
sensor consumes very small energy, 15uW ~1mW, but
wireless data transmit requires 10mW~15mW energy, even
Zigbee protocol [9].

Figure 6. Required energy for wireless monioring

Regarding the larger sized thermo element of the axle
box bearing area, the size is Ø= 25.4 ㎝, width= 2 ㎝,
thickness=1 ㎝, which is the area of the temperature sensor
attached on the axle box bearing. Theoretically, the energy
harvesting power of 63.8mW can be obtained; so if more
thermo elements are attached on the axle box bearings of
high-speed trains though optimum design, hundreds mW of
electric power can be obtained, and thus by using the energy
harvesting power it will be possible to operate the wireless
sensor network for railroad monitoring.
IV.

CONCLUSION

This study was to confirm the applicability of energy
harvesting technology, with new energy resources from the
environment, for wireless sensor networks in railroad
systems. We measured the temperature and thermal
deviation during high-speed train operation, and estimated
the energy harvesting power by thermal deviation on the
axle box bearing.
1) The thermal deviation occurred in the axle box
bearing when a train runs; the deviation was approximately
12.97∼14.68°C
2) As a result of calculating the energy harvesting
power by the thermal deviation, about 1.6mW power was
obtainable in the rectangular thin film thermo element on
the axle box bearing during the operation: 4 ㎠ area, 1 ㎝
height.
3) Concerning the larger sized thermo element of the
axle box bearing area, the size is Ø= 25.4 ㎝, width= 2 ㎝,
thickness=1 ㎝, which is the area of the temperature sensor
attached on the axle box bearing. Theoretically, the energy
harvesting power of 63.8mW can be obtained; so if more
thermo elements are attached on the axle box bearings of
high-speed trains though optimum design, hundreds of mW
of electric power can be obtained, and thus by using the
energy harvesting power it will be possible to operate the
wireless sensor network for railroad monitoring.
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Abstract—Directional sensor network is composed of many
directional sensor nodes. Unlike conventional sensors that
always have an omni-angle of sensing range, directional
sensors may have a limited angle of sensing range due to
technical constraints or cost considerations. Area coverage
problem is still an essential issue in directional sensor networks.
In this paper, we study the area coverage problem in
directional sensor networks. The problem is to maximize the
area coverage of a randomly deployed directional sensor
network. Each directional sensor can through rotating
orientation to get better coverage in an interested region. We,
therefore, propose a greedy algorithm to enhance the area
coverage. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm
outperforms the previous proposed method in term of the
coverage area.
Keywords-directional sensors; coverage; greedy algorithms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have
received a lot of attention due to their wide applications in
military and civilian operations, such as environmental
monitoring, battlefield surveillance, and habitat monitoring
[1], [2]. Therefore, many research topics such as area
coverage, routing, and network security [3] about WSNs
gain widespread attention. However, area coverage is a
fundamental problem in WSNs since it reflects how well the
environment is monitored, and serves as a basis for
applications such as habitat monitoring and target detection
[3], [4]. Most of the past work is always based on the
assumption of omni-directional sensors that has an omniangle of sensing range. However, there are many kinds of
directional sensors, such as video sensors [5], ultrasonic
sensors [6] and infrared sensors [2]. The omni-directional
sensor node has a circular disk of sensing range. The
directional sensor node has smaller sensing area (sector-like
area) and sensing angle than the omni-directional one.
For obtaining the better performance in directional sensor
networks, directional sensors (e.g. cameras) may be able to
rotate around a fixed axis to enhance its coverage in sensing
radius [7], [8]. Therefore, the coverage region of a
directional sensor is determined by both its location and its
direction of sensing radius. Those sensors that can rotate
their sensing directions are called the rotatable sensors. We
define the working direction of a sensor as the direction in
which it is currently pointing at. We also call the sensing
range of a sensor’s working direction as its coverage region.
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The coverage region of different sensors may be overlapped
with other sensors after they are randomly deployed. Thus,
we need to schedule sensors to face to certain directions to
maximize the covered area of the whole network.
In this paper, our goal is to maximize the area coverage
of a randomly deployed directional sensor network. The
problem of working direction scheduling to cover maximal
regions, called Maximum Directional Area Coverage
(MDAC) problem, has been proved to be NP-complete [9].
A greedy solution has also been provided through scheduling
working directions of sensors. We propose two different
algorithms for MDAC problem with rotatable sensors.
Simulation results show that both of our proposed algorithms
outperform than the previous proposed Face-away (FA)
algorithm [7].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Related work is discussed in Section II. In Section III, the
problem statement and sensing model are proposed. In
Section IV, we propose two greedy algorithms for solving
the problem. Section V describes the setting of our
experiments and the performance metrics. In Section VI, we
present experimental results obtained from different
perspectives on the number of sensors, the sensing radius
and the sensing angle, respectively. Section VII summarizes
our findings.
II.

RELATED WORK

Recently, in directional sensor networks, the coverage
problem has been received a lot of attention from many
researchers, not only in area coverage but in target coverage
as well. The difference between area coverage [10], [11] and
target coverage [12], [13] is in the measurement of the
coverage performance. In the area coverage problem, we are
focused on the coverage performance on the covered region
while in the target coverage problem; the coverage
performance on the number of covered targets is discussed.
In this paper, we pay our attention to the area coverage
problem. Therefore, in the following, we only discuss the
recent works related to area coverage problem.
Ma and Liu [14] discuss that the number of directional
sensors can be deployed to achieve coverage rate p in a
distributed directional sensor network (equation (1)).
Directional sensors are randomly and uniformly scattered
within a given area. Here, R is the sensing radius, S is the
given area, and α is the offset angle of the field of view. To
be clear,
/S indicates that a directional sensor can
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monitor given area that is within its sensing region.
Therefore, after N directional sensors are deployed, the
probability that covers a given area is represented in

In other words, if the coverage rate of a given area is at
least p, the number of deployed directional sensors should
be represented in

Kandoth and Chellappan [7] proposed a greedy solution
called the Face-Away (FA) algorithm to achieve the
maximal area coverage rate in the interested region. The FA
algorithm works in a very simple manner. Each sensor
calculates a new working direction that only needs the
positions of neighboring sensors. The neighboring sensors
of a directional sensor, say s, are those sensors located
within the circular area centered at s with sensing radius R.
In fact, every sensor should be recognizable from its
surroundings when being viewed by its neighbors. Once a
sensor is recognized, each sensor must center it in view and
record the current working direction.
In Fig. 1(a), there are six sensors randomly deployed in
this network, namely s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 and s6, each has an
initial working directions. According to the Face-away
algorithm, each sensor computes the position of its
neighbors (the distance of R) by communicating with its
neighbors. Each sensor will decide their working direction
after rotating its angle to candidate point. The final result is
shown in Fig. 1(b), where it can easily be seen that sensor s1
are overlapped with s6, and sensor s2 is overlapped with s3.
According to the above example, we can see that the
Face-away (FA) algorithm cannot obtain better performance
in term of the area coverage since there are still many
overlapped area after scheduling by the Face-away
algorithm, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In this paper, we propose a
greedy algorithm to improve the performance of Face-away
(FA) algorithm. The detailed procedure of our algorithms
will be discussed in section IV.

S5

S2

S3

S5

S2

S3

S1

S1

S6

S6
S4

S4

(a) An initial deployment

(b) Final result of Face-away

Figure 1. An example of FA algorithm.
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III.

DIRECTIONAL SENSING MODEL

In this section, we describe the directional sensing model
and notations for the Maximum Directional Area Coverage
(MDAC) problem. In a directional sensor network, each
directional sensor cannot sense the whole circular area.
Therefore, from the concept of field of view in cameras, we
can employ a 2-D model where the sensing area of a sensor
is a sector denoted by 4-tuple (P, R, , ). Here P is the
location of the sensor node, R is the sensing radius,
is the
working direction and  is the angle of view. The common
directional sensing capability for 2D spaces is illustrated in
Fig. 2. The special case of this model, where  = 2 can be
described as omni-sensing model.

P

→

α

W

R
Figure 2. The directional sensing model.
We illustrate the characteristic of directional sensors:
1) Each directional sensor is homogeneous, such as:
sensing angle, sensing radius, and communication radius.
2) Each directional sensor can sense only one limited
angle of omni-direction.
3) Each directional sensor is fixed and can rotate
arbitrary angle in sensing region.
4) The communication radius is twice than the sensing
radius such that sensing neighbors can reliably communicate.
IV.

THE PROPOSED GREEDY ALGORITHM

In this paper, we are going to improve the previous
results in solving the Maximum Directional Area Coverage
(MDAC) problem. The MDAC problem is shown to be NPcomplete [9]. It is unlikely to solve the MDAC problem in
polynomial time. Each directional sensor has an initial
working direction and it has a lot of overlapped area in an
interested region. Fortunately, we can rotate the sensing
angle of sensors to avoid the overlapping among sensors
which in a result can maximize the coverage area between
directional sensors. However, since there is no global
information available in a distributed environment, each
directional sensor has to make its decision independently
only based on its local information gathered from
neighboring sensors. As we know that, although the
distributed solution cannot be expected to achieve as
maximal coverage as the centralized schemes, it is more
computational scalable and does not incur high
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communication overhead as required by a centralized
solution. Therefore, the localized solution is more practical
and valuable. In this section, we present a distributed greedy
algorithm for the MDAC problem.
Although we all know that a sensor can rotate its sensing
direction to increase the coverage, we still do not know
which direction is the best for a sensor to rotate. Therefore,
the main idea of our proposed algorithm is to determine the
most possible direction of a sensor to rotate. The following is
our strategy for finding the rotating direction. We know that
if there is some overlapped area in the whole circular area of
two directional sensors, then these two directional sensors
may have chances to overlap with each other in their sensing
range after rotation. We also know that if some portion of arc
on the circumference of a sensor is covered by another
sensor, the whole circular area of these two sensors overlap.
Therefore, we try to find the possible new direction for a
directional sensor to rotate so that the possible overlapped
area with its neighboring sensors is minimized. To do so, we
evaluate each portion of arc on the circumference of a sensor
associated with a weight indicating the degree of likelihood
of that portion of arc that may be overlapped with
neighboring sensors. Thus, the more weight of that portion of
arc can be, the higher possibility of that portion of arc may
be overlapped with other directional sensors. In our strategy,
a sensor will rotate its direction to the portion of arc with
least weight for reducing the overlapped area with other
sensors. We describe our idea in detail in the following
sections.
Let si and sj be the two directional sensors, R be the
sensing radius, and d(si, sj) be the distance between them.
Then, we define the degree of closeness between sensors si
and sj, denoted as Cij, as in the following equation:

= 0, otherwise.
Note that, the degree of closeness of two sensors indicates
the degree of overlapping, which will influence the size of
overlapped area. Obviously, the range of Cij is [0, 1] and as
the value of Cij increased, the overlapped area between
sensors si and sj also increased.
For convenience, we also define Arc(P, R, , ) to
indicate a portion of arc on the circumference of a sensor.
Here P is the location of a sensor, R is the sensing radius,
is the direction and  is the angle of view. Fig. 3 shows
the meaning of Arc(P, R, , ).

In order to determine which direction for a sensor si to
rotate to achieve minimum overlapped area with other
sensors, we evaluate the weights of the points on the arc of
the circle of sensor si which can indicate the possibilities of si
to overlap with another sensor, say sj, if si rotates its working
direction to face the new direction of the arc. The weights
can be evaluated accordingly based on the following
different overlapping situations: (a) d(si, sj)  2R, (b) R 
d(si, sj) < 2R, (c) R  d(si, sj) < R, and (d) d(si, sj) < R. Fig.
4 shows the different situations. In Fig. 4(a), since there is no
overlapped area, the weights of all points on the circle of
sensor si are zero. In Fig. 4(b), the points on the arc from
intersection point x to point y along with the clockwise
direction will be evaluated. In Fig. 4(c), the points on the arc
from the point u to point v along with the clockwise direction
will be evaluated, where u and v are the intersection points of
the circle of si and the tangent lines from si to the circle of sj.
Finally, in Fig. 4(d), all the points on the circle of si will be
weighted since there exist some overlapped area between
sensors si and the circle of sensor sj regardless the rotation of
sensor si.

x
si 

sj

si

sj
y

(a) d(si, sj)  2R

 d(si, sj) < 2R

(b)

u

si



sj

si


sj

v
(c) R  d(si, sj) <

R

(d) d(si, sj) < R

Figure 4. Four overlapping situations between si and sj.
According to Fig. 4, we know that once two sensors, say
si and sj, are intersected, then part of the arc on the circles of
si and sj should be evaluated for the weight. The weight of a
point on the arc can be evaluated as follows. Let Arc(P, R, ,
) be an arc on the circle of a sensor , T be a point on the arc
and  be the angle between
and
Then the weight of T
is evaluated according to the following equation:




P

α

→
V

R

where Cij is the degree of closeness between si and sj. Note
that according to the above equation, the weights of the
points on the arc Arc(P, R, , ) will be increasing from the
starting point, say s, to the center line and then decreasing
to the ending point, say t, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 3. Arc(P, R, , ).
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Algorithm: Maximal Overlapped-Area First algorithm

s
P


 V
R

T

t

Figure 5. The weights of the points on an arc.
For clarity, we summarize the weight evaluation
methodology in this study as follows:
1) d(si, sj)  2R. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the weights of
all points on the arc of circles of si and sj are zero.
2)
R  d(si, sj) < 2R. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the
effective arc of sensor si is arc Arc(si, R, , ), where  is
the angle between
and
, and the weights of points on
the arc are computed according to the weighting function.
3) R  d(si, sj) <
R. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the
effective arc of sensor si is arc Arc(si, R, , ), where  is
the angle between
and
, and the weights of points on
the arc are computed according to the weighting function.
4) d(si, sj) < R. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the effective arc
of sensor si is arc Arc(si, R, , ), where  = 2, and the
weights of points on the arc are computed according to the
weighting function.
Here, we describe our proposed greedy algorithm for
MDAC problem. The proposed algorithm is called the
Maximal Overlapped-Area First (MOAF) algorithm. It
should be recalled that the basic idea of FA algorithm is to
find the largest angle between adjacent directions and makes
the bisector to that angle as the new working direction.
However, the FA algorithm did not take the overlapped area
between sensors into account. Therefore, the increasing
coverage rate that can be obtained from the FA algorithm is
limited. On the contrary, our proposed MOAF algorithm will
consider the overlapped area as priority of each sensor. As
we mentioned above, we evaluate the weight of points on the
circle of each sensor to indicate the possibilities that could be
overlapped with other sensors after rotation. In our algorithm,
the total weight of the circle of a sensor is considered to be
the priority for the sensor. Therefore, if the weight of a
sensor is high, meaning that the sensor has many neighbors
and the size of overlapped area is large, which as a result the
sensor has higher priority to be scheduled for rotation.
Once a sensor has determined to rotate, the new direction
can be obtained by finding the point, say A, on the circle with
least weight value. Then, the working direction
of the
sensor will be rotate to the direction of
The pseudo-code of the Maximal Overlapped-Area First
(MOAF) algorithm is shown as follows:
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I. Initialization Phase (only performed once)
1: send a coverage message containing sensor ID and
location of sensor si
2: calculate the weights of all points on the arc of circle
that is overlapped with its neighbors after waiting for a
period of time to collect the coverage messages from
sensing neighbors
3: determine the priority value Pi and broadcast the value
4: collect the priority values from all of its neighboring
sensors and go to the Decision Phase.
II. Decision Phase
1: while true do
2:
find the highest priority values, denoted as Pmax,
among neighboring sensors
3:
if Pi > Pmax then
4:
find the point, say A, on the circle with least
weight value
5
rotate its working direction to point A, set
its priority value to 0 and send a scheduled
message containing ID and priority value to its
sensing neighbors
6:
Exit the while loop
7:
else
8:
if Pi = Pmax then
9:
wait for a random duration or a scheduled
message sent by a sensor, say sj, is received
10:
if no scheduled message received then
11:
find the point, say A, on the circle with least
weight value
12:
rotate its working direction to point A, set
its priority value to 0 and send a scheduled
message containing ID and priority value to
its sensing neighbors.
13:
Exit the while loop
14:
end if
15:
else
16:
wait until a scheduled message sent by a
sensor, say sj, is received
17:
end if
18:
set the status of sj as “scheduled” and update its
priority Pi according to its remaining
“unscheduled” neighboring sensors
19:
send Pi to its “unscheduled” neighboring sensors
20:
collect the priority values from all of its
“unscheduled” neighboring sensors
21:
end if
22: end while
V.

SIMULATION RESULTS

This section describes the parameters and performance
effects of different perspectives on our proposed algorithms.
We conducted our experiments on a computer with 3.0
GHz CPU and 4GB memory. All experiments are done in C#
on .NET platform. Our simulation network consists of 50 to
200 directional sensor nodes placed randomly within a 500 m
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TABLE I.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER

Parameters
Network Size
Sensing Radius
Sensing Angle
Number of Sensors

Description
500 × 500 (m2)
30m, 35m, …, 60m
60,80, …, 180
50, 75, …, 200

The main goal of our simulation is focused on the
evaluation of the performance of our proposed algorithms in
term of the coverage rate. The coverage rate p is defined as
the ratio of the total covered area by all sensors over the
network size. We evaluate the effects of our algorithm on
three different perspectives. First, we examine the effect that
the number of sensors N makes to the improvement of
coverage rate p. Second, we evaluate the effect that the
sensing radius improves the coverage rate p. Third, we
examine the effect that the offset angle makes to the
improvement of coverage rate p.
Following are our simulation results that demonstrate the
effects of our coverage-enhancing algorithms.

R=50, α=80°

100
90
80
70
60
50
40

MOAF

30

FA

20

Expected value

10

Random

50

75

100

SIMULATION RESULTS

We evaluate the performance of the Maximal
Overlapped-Area First (MOAF) algorithm, the Random
approach (Random) in which each sensor select its sensing
direction randomly and the Face-Away (FA) algorithm.
Moreover, we compare the simulation results with the
theoretic solution, denoted as Expected Value, which are
obtained by (1).
A. Coverage rate vs. Number of sensors
This experiment evaluates the effect that the number of
sensors N makes to the performance of coverage rate p of
Random approach, FA algorithm, and the MOAF algorithm,
respectively. The sensing radius R is set to 50m. We first set
the sensing angle  to 80, and then repeated the experiment
with sensing angle equals to 100. The results are shown in
Figure 6.
In these graphs, we can see that our proposed MOAF
algorithm outperforms Face-away (FA) algorithm and
Random approach. For example, when the number of sensors
is 200, the sensing radius is 50m and the offset angle is 40,
the coverage rates of Random approach, Face-away (FA)
algorithm, and MOAF algorithm are 65.31%, 67.48%, , and
77.42% respectively. Thus, our proposed MOAF algorithm
performs 9.94% better than FA algorithm. This is because
that our MOAF algorithm can achieve the less overlapping
area and the order of sensors chosen to rotate will influence
the performance of coverage rate. Therefore, our proposed
MOAF algorithm can get the most improvement on coverage
rate among all algorithms.
Furthermore, in these graphs, we observe some similar
behaviors. We can see from comparing Fig. 6(a) and Fig.
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125
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200

Number of sensors

(a)
R=50, α=100°

100

Average coverage rate(%)

VI.

6(b), as the sensing angle  increases ( increases from 80
to 100 in this experiment), the coverage rates of all
algorithms increase. This is obvious since the larger the
offset angle is, the more area can be covered. Similarly, as
the number of sensor nodes N increases, the average
coverage rate p also rises. However, once the value of N
exceeds a certain value ( 150 in this experiment), the
increasing coverage rate becomes flat rising. This is because,
when the sensing radius and offset angle are fixed, the
greater the network density is, the smaller the possibility of
uncovered area becomes.

Average coverage rate(%)

x 500 m area. Every experiment was repeated 100 times and
the recorded data was averaged over those runs. Table 1 lists
the values of the common parameters used in all the
experiments.

90
80
70
60
50
40

MOAF
FA
Expected value
Random

30
20
10
50

75

100

125

150

175

200

Number of sensors

(b)
Figure 6. Coverage rate – Different sensing angles. (a)  =
80 (b)  = 100
B. Coverage rate vs. Sensing radius
This experiment examines the effect that sensing radius R
makes to the performance of coverage rate p of Random
approach, FA algorithm, and the MOAF algorithm,
respectively. The sensing offset angle is set to 80. We first
set the number of sensors to 75, and then repeated the
experiment with the number of sensors equals to 150. The
results are shown in Figure 7.
In these graphs, we can see that our proposed MOAF
algorithm outperforms FA algorithm and Random approach.
For example, when the number of sensors is 150, the sensing
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radius is 50m and the sensing angle is 80, the coverage rates
of Random approach, Face-away (FA) algorithm, and
MOAF algorithm are 57.50%, 59.22%, and 69.29%
respectively. Thus, our proposed MOAF algorithm performs
10.07% better than FA algorithm. This is because that our
proposed MOAF algorithm can achieve less overlapping area
and higher coverage rate. We also note that, as the sensing
radius increases, the coverage rates of all algorithms rise.
This is obvious since the greater the sensing radius is, the
more sensing area can be obtained.
Furthermore, we can see from comparing Fig. 7(a) and
Fig. 7(b), as the number of sensors N increases (N increases
from 75 to 150 in this experiment), the coverage rates of all
algorithms increase. This is also obvious to be seen that,
when the sensing radius and offset angle are fixed, the
greater the network density is, the smaller the possibility of
uncovered sensing area becomes.
N=75, α=80°
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Figure 7. Coverage rate of sensing radius – Different
number of sensors. (a) N = 75 (b) N = 150

Average coverage rate(%)
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C. Coverage rate vs. Network size
This experiment evaluates the effect that sensing angle 
makes to the performance of coverage rate p of Random
approach, FA algorithm, and the MOAF algorithm,
respectively. The sensing radius is set to 45. We first set the
number of sensors to 75, and then repeated the experiment
with the number of sensors equals to 150. The results are
shown in Figure 8.
In these graphs, we can see that our proposed MOAF
algorithm outperforms Face-away (FA) algorithm and
Random approach. For example, when the number of sensors
is 150, the sensing radius is 45m and the sensing angle is 60,
the coverage rates of Random approach, Face-away (FA)
algorithm, and MOAF algorithm are 63.86%, 66.15%, and
73.86% respectively. Thus, our proposed MOAF algorithm
performs 7.71% better than FA algorithm. This is because
that our proposed MOAF algorithm can achieve less
overlapping area and higher coverage rate. We also note that,
as the sensing angle  increases, the coverage rates of all
algorithms rise. However, once the value of  exceeds a
certain value ( 120 in this experiment), the increasing
coverage rate becomes flat rising. This is because, when the
network density and sensing radius are fixed, the larger the
sensing angle is, the smaller the possibility of uncovered area
becomes.

N=150, R=45
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Figure 8. Coverage rate of sensing angle – Different number
of sensors. (a) N = 75 (b) N = 150
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigated the Maximum Directional
Area Coverage (MDAC) problem in which we are asked to
maximize the area coverage by scheduling the sensing
direction or rotating the working direction of each sensor.
We propose a greedy algorithm, called the Maximal
Overlapped-Area First (MOAF) approach, which is based
on the size of overlapped area between directional sensors.
Simulation results show that our proposed algorithms both
outperform the previous algorithm in terms of coverage rate
on different number of sensors, sensing radius and sensing
angle. In the future, we will pay our attention to find the
solutions for minimizing the energy consumption while
maximizing the coverage rate.
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Abstract—Energy consumption determines the lifetime of
Wireless Sensor Networks, WSN. In current radio chip sets the
energy consumption for receiving a packet is of the same order
as transmitting a packet. In such a setting, the transmission
range and sleep strategies should be reevaluated. We present a
simple extension to the MAC protocol that reduce the waste of
energy for processing packets not addressed to a node by
letting them sleep during transmission. The nodes enter sleep
mode by means of a Transmission Announcement packet,
TAN, sent by the transmitter. The performance is evaluated
through simulation. Based on a simplified model, we show that
the optimal transmission range in such a setting is given by the
minimum needed to avoid partitioning. We use data sheet
values from three different WSN Transceiver modules to
derive parameter values to be used in the model. The model
and related analysis concentrates on the energy consumption in
transmitting and receiving, since the radio is the main
contributor to energy consumption in WSN. We show that it is
the energy consumption in receiving that is the main
contributor to total energy consumption in WSN.
Keywords-WSN; Energy
Optimal transmission range

I.

Consumption;

Sleep

control;

INTRODUCTION

One of the most active research areas in Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) concerns reduction of the energy
consumption of the nodes to increase the lifetime of the
WSN. A WSN node consists of several units such as the
microcontroller, the memory and the radio, which consumes
most energy [1]. Various energy efficient protocols have
been proposed to reduce the radio energy consumption.
These may be categorized as topology control protocols and
sleep management protocols. Topology control protocols use
hierarchies and transmission control to limit the number of
neighbors (covered nodes) of a node to only those required to
avoid network partitioning [2]. This is achieved by reducing
the transmission power, and thus shortening the transmission
range. But reducing transmission range may degrade the
capacity of the network. In their seminal paper, Takagi and
Kleinrock determined that the optimal transmission range is
when the expected number of neighbors is 8 [3]. However,
their work focused on the capacity, and they did not consider
the energy consumed listening to packets. Hence, the optimal
number of neighbors in order to maximize the lifetime is not
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evident. Reasons to avoid routing over many short hops are
discussed in [4]. Among the listed reasons are interference,
energy consumption, path efficiency and end-to-end
reliability.
Sleep management protocols schedule redundant nodes
to enter sleep mode in order to reduce energy consumption
[5]. However, there exist no sharp distinctions between the
two mentioned categories, as they may utilize each other
qualities to get a more energy efficient network.
Information collected from datasheets for three different
WSN Transceiver modules [6][7] shows that the receiving
energy consumption is of the same order as transmission
energy consumption. In addition, the average number of
nodes in a randomly deployed WSN increases quadratic with
transmission range, leading to a step increase of energy
consumption as transmission range increases. Energy
optimization in such a setting requires short transmission
range or switching redundant receivers to sleep mode.
The contributions of this article are threefold. First, we
present a simple model for calculating the total energy
consumption in WSN, taking all the receiving nodes into
account. Using the model, we analyze the energy optimal
transmission range based on parameters from datasheets for
three different WSN Transceiver modules. Last we present a
simple energy efficient forwarding approach based on the
findings in the analysis. The forwarding approach put
redundant nodes to sleep as packets are forwarded.
The rest of the article is organized as follows: related
work is introduced in Section 2; the energy consumption
model are presented in Section 3; parameter estimation and
analysis are done in Section 4; energy preserving forwarding
is described in Section 5, and related simulations are
presented in Section 6; Section 7 presents the conclusion.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Two main classes of energy optimization solution are
described herein. Sleep management and topology control.
Redundant nodes in a densely deployed network may
switch to sleep mode without negatively affecting the
communication. Sleep protocols may be divided in two
*Centre for Quantifiable Quality of Service in Communication
Systems, Centre of Excellence, appointed by The Research Council of
Norway, and funded by the Research Council, NTNU and Uninett
(http://www.q2s.ntnu.no)”
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groups: local-area-based approaches and backbone-based
approaches. In the local-area-based approaches, a node’s
mode is determined by the mode of the neighboring nodes,
and redundant nodes enter sleep mode if it does not
negatively affect the connectivity of the network. Examples
of protocols in this group are the ones presented in [8][9]
[10][11] and [12]. The backbone-based approach selects
some nodes to stay active to constitute the backbone of the
network. These nodes are responsible for relaying data and
scheduling the other nodes to operate in low duty cycles.
Clustering is one way of creating a backbone network, in
which the clusterhead constitutes the backbone. In LEACH
[13], the network is partitioned into clusters and a
clusterhead is responsible of organizing the communication
in the cluster. Manjeshwar et al. [14] presented an enhanced
clustering by letting redundant nodes alternate in handling
quires from the clusterhead to avoid unnecessary
communication cost. In [15], gridding and clustering are
combined in a grid-based clustering technique and the
energy-optimizing grid size is evaluated. An overview of
sleep management protocols is provided in [5]. Generally,
sleep management protocols add synchronization overhead,
and are prone to added delay. Our energy optimized
forwarding, called Transmitting Announcement (TAN),
differentiates from traditional sleep modes. TAN does not
require synchronization, and is totally decentralized by
simply switching nodes to sleep mode as data packets
progress to sink. A detailed description of the approach is
given in Section 5.
Topology control approaches adjust the nodes output
power to limit the energy consumption of the network. WSN
are generally densely populated networks, hence the nodes’
output power may be reduced without negatively affecting
the connectivity of the network. ATPC [16] proposes a
feedback scheme whereby the nodes find the optimal
transmission power level for each individual neighbor
dynamically. The smallest common transmission power that
results in a connected network is found in COMPOW [17],
and this power is used by all nodes. CLUSTERPOW [18]
integrates routing table information and transmission range
to optimize topology control. Dynamic adjustment of
transmission range based on node degree is investigated in
LINT and LILT [19]. Another example is the one used in
CBTC [20], where transmission power is adjusted to reach
one neighbor in every sector of a specific degree around the
node. A third example is to use graph models, such as used
in GG and RNG [21]. They minimize energy consumption
by using relay node if this reduces transmission range. An
overview of topology control issues and approaches is
presented in [2]. Analysis of the energy optimal transmission
range is given in Section 4.
There exist several energy consumption models for WSN
[22][23][24][25]. However, few of the proposed models
consider the receiving energy consumed by the nodes not
forwarding packets. These nodes only receive packets to
discard them, thus waist energy. The model presented in
[26] includes all receivers as data are forwarded from source
to destination. However, the distance between the nodes
changes as the transmission range change. Hence, the
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number nodes within the range of a transmitter are constant.
The model computes energy consumption for broadcasting.
Opposed to the model in [26], the distance between nodes in
our model is constant. Hence, the number nodes within the
range of a transmitter changes with transmission range.
Further, we consider unicast transmission. The energy
consumption model is presented in Section 3.
III.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL

Our goal is to investigate the relationship between the
nodes transmission range, and total network energy
consumption. The aim is to determine the energy optimal
transmission range for a given node density. We focus only
on the energy used for packet transmission and packet
reception. Our scenario is a WSN where the nodes are
randomly distributed.
The analysis of energy consumption assesses a source
node that is located at a distance D from the sink, without
accounting for the network edges. The energy consumption
for transmitting data packets depends on the amplifier
architecture. A common model for energy consumption per
bit has a constant level, k1, that is independent of the radiated
power, plus an offset, k2, proportional to the radiated power
[27]. All nodes have the same transmission range d. Hence,
the minimum number of times the packet has to be relayed to
reach the sink is D/d. The expression for the energy required
to transmit b bit of data is [27]






In addition, we assume that the energy a node uses for
receiving data is constant equal to k3, energy consumed per
received bit [27]. The total number of active nodes receiving
data is proportional to the density of active nodes, λ, times
the area covered by the emission. The consumed energy per
bit for one transmission accounting for the number of
receivers is thus, πd2*λ* k3. As stated above, the data must
be relayed to reach the destination. Hence, the total
consumed energy has to be multiplied by the number of
times the data is relayed, D/d. The total energy consumed by
nodes that receive b bits becomes


.

The total energy consumed in relaying the data from the
source node to the sink is calculated by adding (1) and (2)


 

Our analysis is with respect to optimal transmission
range. Constants that have no influence on the result are
omitted for simplicity. The expression is normalized with
respect to the constant level of the transmission energy.


(

)
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By differentiating (4), the energy optimum transmission
range is

Based on the equations for the curve fitted line for
CC1000_868, the values for k1, k2 and k3 are 36.1µJ/bit,
0.06pJ/bit/m2 and 37.5 µJ/bit respectively. Choosing λ=0.1
active nodes/m2 give an optimal d=1.75m using (5). The


 average number of covered nodes is then 0.96. Performing
√
the same calculations for CC2420, AT86RF230 and CC1000
433 gives optimal distances of 1.2, 1.4 and 1.7, and average
number of covered nodes of 0.45, 0.62 and 0.96,
IV. DATASHEET-BASED ESTIMATIONS
respectively. The required number of neighbors to avoid
In this section, the parameter values for k1, k2 and k3 are
partitioning is 4 according to the discussion presented in [31]
estimated based on values extracted from datasheets, and the
that is based on results from [32][33]. As the calculated
optimal transmission range are calculated using these
number of neighbors is lower than 1, the network is
parameter values. Three Transceiver modules are
partitioned. Hence, using the energy optimal transmission
investigated: AT86RF230 [6], CC2420 and CC1000 (_868
distance, d, would probably lead to network partitioning.
and _433) [7]. The datasheet [6][7] provides data for
A. Critical parameters regarding energy consumption
transmission with different output powers, and power
measurements for receiving, idle and sleep modes. Power
In order to present a clear understanding of the critical
measurements are converted to energy by multiplying with
parameters determining the energy efficient transmission
the bit-time calculated from the bit-rate of the Transceiver
range, the derivative of the total energy consumption (4) with
modules, which is 250 kbit/s for AT86RF230 [6] and
respect to range is rearranged as:
CC2420 [7], and the highest bitrate for CC1000 [7] is 76.8
kbit/s.
( )
( )

The parameters k1 and k2 are estimated based on the
relationship between transmission range and output power,
The term, πd2*λ, is equal to the number of active nodes
which may be expressed by rearranging Friis [28] equation:
receiving data. Clearly, there must be at least one active
receiver in order to make any progress in forwarding, this
( )
2
 implies that πd *λ must be larger than 1. In (8), this means
that there is no real value for d that gives a minimum point if
k3 approaches k1. Estimations of the parameters based on
Rearranging (6) gives:
datasheet [6] and [7] indicate that k2<<k1, and that k1≈k3,see
above. Thus, the receiving energy consumption, k3, is the
( )
main contributor to the short transmission length. The reason
(
)
 is that a linear increase of transmission range, d, causes an
increase proportional to d2 in the number of receiving nodes.
This result is consistent with the result of the simulations in
The parameters used in these equations are as follows. Pr
[34]. Hence, given that k3≈k1, these findings imply that
is the power received by an antenna through free space, P t is
topology control protocols should aim to reduce the
the transmitted power, Gt is the transmitting antenna gain, Gr
transmission range as much as possible.
is the receiving antenna gain, c is the speed of light and d is
Fig. 2 shows how the node density impacts the energy
the distance between the antennas. The red curves in Fig. 1
optimal transmission range. Increased node density increases
are plotted using (7) with datasheet values for Pr and Pt,
the number of receivers, thus, reducing the optimal
using antenna gain of 1.64, which is the gain of a half wave
transmission range. The values used for the parameters k1, k2
dipole antenna, and choosing path loss exponent n=3
and k3 reflects the relationship between the values as found
[29][30]. The curves show output power versus transmission
above.
range. To find k1 and k2 we need to define the red curves by
Keeping the number of receiving nodes constant would
their corresponding second order equations as k1 and k2
reduce the impact of k3 on the optimal transmission range,
represent the parameter values in these second order
and thus the total energy consumption.
equations (multiplied by bit-time to convert form power to
energy). We use curve fitting to find the equations.
V. TRANSMISSION ANNOUNCEMENT ,TAN, USED FOR
The middlemost of the blue dotted curves in Fig. 1
ENERGY REDUCTION
presents calculated curve fitted lines. The equations for these
The analysis in Section 4 shows that the receivers are the
curves are presented in the respective display. Multiplying
main contributor to the total network energy consumption. In
the parameter values in these equations with bit-time gives k1
WSN, generally all nodes within the transmitter vicinity
and k2. The other two dotted curves show the fitted curve
receive the transmitted packet. However, according to the
with a +/- 10% change of parameter values, indicating that
routing protocol, only one, or a subset, of the receivers are
the real values for k1 and k2 are within +/-10%.
assign to forward the packet. The remaining nodes waste
The receiving power consumption is illustrated by the
energy as they receive the packet just to discard it.
straight green line. k3 is derived by multiplying receiving
power consumption and bit-time.
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Figure 1. Red curve: power consumption vs. transmission range based on datasheet values. Blue curves: the curve fitted power consumption with +/- 10%
change of parameter values. Green curve: receiver power consumption.

Figure 2. Total normalized energy consumption for sending from a source to
the sink. k1=1, k2=0.005 and k3=1.
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Our proposal is to reduce energy consumption by
preventing nodes form receiving packets not intended to
them. This is done by the transmitting node. It prevents
nodes from receiving ordinary data packets by sending a
short signaling packet prior to the data packet.
The proposed data forwarding approach is as follows.
Nodes within the range of the transmitter radio, except for
the next-hop node, are switched to sleep mode using a
signaling packet called TAN. The packet carries the
transmission time for the following data packet, and is
addressed to the next-hop node determined by the routing
table. All nodes receiving the TAN packet not destined to
them change to sleep mode during the corresponding data
packet transmission. Radios in sleep mode do not amplify
receiving data, which prevents the MAC layer form
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receiving data. The length of the sleeping period is: (2*SIFS)
+ (ACK length) + (Data packet length). SIFS is the waiting
time between transmitting TAN and the data package, in
addition to the waiting time between receiving a data
package and transmitting ACK. TAN is only used for unicast
transmission, since broadcast and multicast are intended for
more than one receiver.
The conditions for TAN to be advantageous compared to
plain Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) depend on: the
ratio between data and TAN packet size, node density, and
the distance between transmitter and receiver. The
requirements on the data packet size are found by estimating
the breakeven point when energy consumption using TAN
equals the energy consumption using CSMA.
The breakeven point depends on the localization of the
receiver inside the sender’s transmission range, and two
extreme cases are calculated: (1) when the transmitter and
receiver share all neighboring nodes (co-located sender and
receiver) and (2) when the receiver is localized on the
circumference for the sender’s transmission range. In the
first case, the TAN energy consumption for a one hop
communication is: k*(N+1)*bTAN + k*2*bData + k*2*bACK,
where the average number of neighbors is N, breference is the
number of data-bits in the referenced packet-type, and the
receiving and transmitting energy consumption per bit is
assumed to be equal (k). In the second case, the number of
nodes receiving ACK increases, and is exactly those nodes
that are inside the area of the receiver’s transmission range
but outside the sender’s transmission range. This crescent
shaped area may be calculated based on the formulas
described in [31], and the number of nodes in the area is
found by multiplying by the node density. Thus, the TAN
energy consumption for the second cases is: k*(N+1)*bTAN +
√

k*2*bData + k*(
(
) *bACK. The energy
consumption using plain CSMA is for both cases:
k*(N+1)*bData +k* (N+1)*bACK.
Based on the equations in the paragraph above and the
assumption that ACK and TAN packets size are equal
(bACK=bTAN), the breakeven point for case one is:

Equation (9) shows for N larger than 3, TAN is
advantageous even for data packet smaller than the TAN
packet. Note that this occurs for co-located source and
destination nodes, which is probably rarely the case as it
would result in no progress of the forwarded packet.
By using the fact that N=λπd2, the equation for the
breakeven point for case two is:
√



TAN preserves energy, according to (10), if the data
packet is smaller than the TAN packet when the number of
neighbors is larger than ~ 5.2. On the average, the number of
neighbors needed to make TAN energy efficient for data
packet size no bigger than TAN packet sizes, lies between
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these two extreme values, 3 and 5.2. Clearly, the breakeven
data packet size is reduced with an increased number of
neighbors.
VI.

SIMULATIONS

We evaluate our forwarding scheme in an extension of
the OMNET ++ simulator [35] with the MiXiM module for
wireless communication. The simulator is extended to
separate the receiving and idle energy consumption, and to
implement TAN. Our simulations are validated against
analytic results.
The simulations compare the energy consumption for
relaying unicasting traffic, using a plain CSMA MAC layer
protocol and our TAN. The comparison is made by
measuring the energy consumption when transmitting 1000
data packets from source to the sink. Edge effects are
avoided by placing both the source and the sink at a distance
from the edge of the network that is longer than the
maximum transmission range. Data is transmitted using the
maximum 802.15.4 data packet size, 127 bytes at PHY layer
[36]. The size of the TAN packet used in the simulations is
30 bytes. Three scenarios with different number of nodes are
simulated. The nodes are placed in a random pattern inside
an area of 570 x570 m. The distance between source and the
sink is 382 m. The presented simulated results are averaged
over 30 simulation runs with different seeds for random
deployment of nodes. RPL [37] is used for routing, and the
routing tables in the nodes are completed before any data is
being forwarded.
Simulations performed to compare the total average
energy consumption for varying output power levels are
shown in Fig. 3. The output power values are chosen based
on datasheet values for CC2420. The simulated scenarios
consist of 400 nodes. The related 95% confidence intervals
are shown in the figure.
Figure 3 shows that the total network energy
consumption is lower in TAN than in plain CSMA. In plain
CSMA, the number of redundant receivers increases with
increased output power. The energy consumption for next
highest output power level is higher than for the highest
output power level. This counter intuitive result is traced
back to a higher hop count that outweighs the increase in the
number of covered nodes. The added number of hops
resulted in more transmissions draining more energy.
TAN has only one receiver for each transmission.
However, there is a tiny increase of energy consumption as
output power increases. It is caused by a higher number of
receivers receiving the ACK packet sent from the receiving
nodes. Similar to the CSMA, TAN experiences an increase
in energy for the next highest power. The added energy
consumption is caused by the increase in number of hops,
and the corresponding number of ACKs. Note that, there is
no difference in packet forwarding as routing is equal for
both ordinary CSMA and TAN.
The broader 95% confidence interval at the output power
level of -15dBm is caused by the larger deviation in path
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when using TAN as no redundant nodes receives the
transmitted data packets. Hence, if the simulation in Fig. 3
were extended with result for lower output powers, the
graphs would eventually merge as the number of neighbors
approaches one. Likewise, the graphs in Fig. 4 would merge
for very low node densities.
Loss of data packet occurs if the intended receiver is in
sleep mode caused by TAN packet received from another
node. However, these packets would otherwise be destroyed
by collision from the ongoing transmission. Thus, the
number of lost packets is the same as with CSMA. The
solution to avoid losing these packets is to combine TAN
with RTS/CTS.
VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 3. Energy consumption for transmitting 1000 packets in a network
consisting of 400 nodes.

length. In addition, due to the low node density, some of the
simulations at -15dBm do not have a connection from the
sensor to the sink. These simulations are omitted as no
results with respect to energy consumption due to data
transfer are produced. The 95% confidence interval narrows
as the output power increases.
Forwarding energy for different node densities versus
transmission range is shown in Fig. 4. As expected, the
difference between the plain CSMA and TAN increase with
increased node density. This means that the advantage of
using the TAN increases as the node density increases.
Change of data packet size would give similar results. An
increase in packet size would lead to higher difference
between the TAN and the plain CSMA.
Simulations for -15 dBm output power are omitted in for
the 200 nodes scenario in Fig. 4. The reason is that the
network is partitioned for these low output powers.
If the number of neighbors is low, no energy is preserved

Datasheets for WSN Transceiver modules shows that the
receiving and transmitting energy consumption are of the
same order of magnitude. Furthermore, the average number
of receivers increases quadratic with transmission range in a
randomly distributed network. Thus, the energy optimal
transmission range is short. We calculate the range using
parameter values estimated based on datasheet information.
The calculation is performed using an energy consumption
model that we present. The range is shorter than the
minimum needed to avoid network partitioning. The required
number of neighbors to keep a network connected is 4
according to [31] and its references, but the calculated
optimal range covers less than one neighboring node. Thus,
in order to energy optimize a WSN network the transmission
range must be kept just large enough to ensure a connected
network.
However, if the number of receivers is fixed, the
receiving energy consumption is also fixed. Hence, we
propose a solution that reduces the number of receivers to
consist of only the next hop node towards the sink. The
solution is a simple sleep management approach that makes
redundant nodes switch to sleep mode during transmission of
data packets. A small signaling packet sent prior to the
unicast data packets announces the transmission. Simulations
compare the proposed approach against simple CSMA using
the maximum 802.15.4 packet size. The simulations show
that there is a great reduction in total energy consumption
when using the proposed approach. The energy savings
depends on data packet size and node density.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present two environment-specific
models for predicting radio link quality in embedded wireless
systems as a function of radio transmission power and internode distance. The models are empirically-based and developed
using regression analysis. The underlying data was collected from
over 1400 experiments conducted in open grass fields and dense
forest environments using Tmote Sky nodes. We focus on this
hardware platform due to its popularity in the domain of wireless
sensing. Our models predict radio link quality in typical outdoor
deployment environments, and achieve a goodness of fit of over
0.83.

Keywords-Radio link quality modeling; wireless sensor
networks; embedded network systems; radio link quality
prediction.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Large-scale embedded network systems have moved from
imagination to reality. Applications of these systems vary from
social networking to saving lives in the battlefield [3, 7, 15],
and the domain is still evolving.
Although the community is growing, and interest in the field
is increasing, the domain is still in its infancy. Developing
embedded applications that behave as expected is a challenge.
The main issue is the lack of tools available at the design
stage of the application life cycle to help developers implement
sound applications. In particular, there are few tools to assist in
predicting radio link quality within an embedded network. This
in turn leads to designers implementing applications that suffer
from unpredictable and undesirable wireless performance [12].
We present two empirical models of radio link quality
based on experiments conducted in common deployment environments (i.e., an open grass field and a dense forest). We
use packet reception rate (PRR) as the link quality metric,
defined as the ratio of the number of messages received
to the number of message sent. Using regression analysis,
the resulting models predict the radio link quality within an
embedded network based on transmission distance and radio
power level. The models are based on data collected using
Tmote Sky motes, a widely adopted hardware platform in the
domain of wireless sensing.
Our models are different from existing empirical models
in two significant ways. First, existing models predict link
quality based on data collected from indoor testbeds [6].
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Link quality in indoor deployments often varies significantly
from link quality in outdoor deployments [9]. Our models
rely on empirical data collected from open field and forest
environments to predict link quality in such environments.
These environments represent a large number of wireless
sensor deployments. Second, existing models require users to
perform their own empirical analyses (e.g., measuring signal
decay, noise fading), which limits ease-of-use [5, 6, 17]. Our
models are more straightforward. Users select the deployment
environment (i.e., open grass fields and dense forests), radio
power level, and inter-node distance. The models are then used
to predict link quality based on these parameters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II discusses elements of related work. Section III presents
the process for collecting data for our models. Section IV
describes the process of filtering the data. Section V presents
the link quality models. Finally, Section VI concludes and
discusses future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Seada et al. [10] study various energy-efficient forwarding
strategies for routing in lossy wireless sensor networks. The
authors conclude that PRR is a good metric for evaluating
channel conditions. Accordingly, we use PRR as the link
quality metric in our models.
Liu and Cerpa [6] use a three-phase model for predicting
the estimated link quality between nodes. The authors collect
PRR data from two indoor testbeds. The data is used as input
for training a prediction model using machine learning. This
model is then used by the network to adjust message routing.
This approach suffers from two main drawbacks. First, the
authors rely on indoor data to train their model, which may
render the model inaccurate for outdoor deployments. Second,
the authors require users to provide their own models for
various network conditions.
Kamthe et al. [4] describe a statistical approach to modeling
link quality variation over time. The authors collect PRR
data from a testbed in an indoor lab. The data collected
is used as a training set for a learning algorithm used to
predict packet reception over time. The authors use two
statistical models simultaneously, one for modeling short-term
link quality dynamics, and another for long-term dynamics.
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This work is different from ours in that the authors provide a
statistical model to describe the correlation between successive
packet failures and receptions. Our work provides a model for
predicting radio link quality (i.e., the probability that a packet
sent on a link will be received).
Xu and Lee [16] present a regression-based algorithm for
on-line estimation of link quality using spatial correlation of
nodes. While the model can be used to dynamically adjust
routing protocols, it relies on the network being deployed
before estimating link quality. The drawback of this approach
is that a better network layout can be achieved given a priori
knowledge of link quality.
Cerpa et al. [1] provide a probability density function
that characterizes the relationship between distance and link
quality. The authors use the absolute physical location of nodes
on a grid, as well as the relative physical proximity of nodes
and their neighbors to represent distance. One drawback of
the model is that the authors do not account for physical
obstructions, although the data was collected from experiments
run in environments that include physical obstructions.
Finally, Wahba et al. [14] provide a model for predicting
radio link quality as a function of inter-node distance and
radio transmission power. The model is limited to open grass
fields that are obstruction- and interference-free. With the
introduction of TinyOS 2.x, a new radio MAC protocol was
adopted, which renders the TinyOS 1.x-based model obsolete.
Consistent with the findings of Cerpa et al. [2], the authors
observe that link quality generally falls into three regions: low,
mid, and high. Low- and high-quality regions tend to be stable
over time; mid-quality regions tend to be unstable. In other
words, when PRR is in the high- or low-quality region, it tends
to be immune to temporal changes and minor equipment adjustments (e.g., distance and orientation). However, when PRR
is in the mid-quality region, it exhibits significant variability,
by as much as 100%.
III. DATA C OLLECTION
Our work began with preliminary studies to control for
factors that are not included as independent variables in
our models. We conducted the first study to understand the
noise floor in the environments where the experiments were
conducted. This allowed us to select the radio channel with the
least noise variability. In the second study, we investigated the
effect of height differences between communicating devices
(because we place the motes on risers). In the third study, we
investigated the effect of device orientation on communication
quality. The last study involved investigating the transmission
rate used in our experiments to ensure that the chosen rate did
not lead to network saturation and packet loss. The results of
these studies appear in [13]. We use these results in the data
collection process to ensure data quality.
To collect the empirical data for our models, we developed
two nesC applications designed to run on three motes. The
first, DC_1, is designed to run on a sender, S, and a receiver,
R. The second application, DC_2, is designed to run on a
noise floor data collector, N, and samples the RSSI register
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Fig. 1: Data Collection Sequence Diagram

during data collection. We measured noise floor during our
experiments to ensure that there was no significant interference
affecting the quality of our data.
We also developed three Java applications designed to run
on a basestation, B. The first, BS_1, controls noise floor data
collection. The second, BS_2, controls the main transmission
experiment. The third, BS_3, controls data collection after the
transmission experiment is complete.
To run an experiment, we first install DC_1 on S and R, and
DC_2 on N. S, R, and N wait for a control message from B to
start execution. (N and R are connected to the basestation via
serial.) Figure 1 shows a sequence diagram representing the
data collection process. The numbers in the figure highlight
operations that can be repeated, as explained later. (It is worth
mentioning that operations on the timeline are not to scale.) We
first run the BS_1 application, which sends a serial message
to N to start measuring the noise floor. Upon receiving the
message, N begins to continuously measure the noise floor on
the channel used by S and R, and sends the information to
B. Operation (1) repeats for the duration of the experiment.
N also marks the end of transmission for each experimental
configuration for S and R. (This is discussed later.)
BS_2 and BS_1 begin at the same time. BS_2 sends a
serial message to R with the parameters for the experiment,
and then terminates. This message includes the following
information: (i) initial radio power level, (ii) final radio power
level, (iii) transmission rate, and (iv) period duration (for
each power level). R, in turn, sends this control message
via radio to S. Operation (2) repeats until R receives an
acknowledgment. S then waits for 30 seconds before it starts
sending the desired messages for the first radio power level.
After the 30 seconds are over, operation (3) repeats. In this
operation, S sends radio messages at the specified transmission
rate for the specified duration. Throughout, R counts the
number of messages received. When S finishes sending its
messages for the first radio power level, it sends a message
to R indicating that it has finished that power level. Operation
(4) repeats until S receives an acknowledgment from R. R
then saves the information associated with that power level
in a corresponding array location and clears its counters. R
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also sends a message to N indicating that the messages for
the first power level are complete. N, in turn, sends a serial
message to BS_1, which records an end of round marker.
S then waits for 5 seconds before it starts sending the next
sequence of messages using the next radio power level. These
steps repeat until the final power level is reached. At this
time, N continues to measure the noise floor for another 30
seconds before it terminates. After noise floor data collection
is complete, BS_1 terminates. Accordingly, operations 1, 3, 4,
and 5 are repeated for each experimental setup (i.e., distance).
Operation 2 executes at the beginning of each trial.
To communicate the information stored on R to B, BS_3
executes. This program sends a serial message to R to instruct
it to send the information for each power level. R, in turn,
sends this information; the basestation saves it to a file and
terminates. Operation (6) represents the steps performed at the
end of each trial to collect all data points stored on R.
It is worth noting that each data point represents the PRR
for a certain radio power level and inter-node distance value
(within a specific deployment environment). For each data
point (PRR), S sends 30 messages per second for 30 seconds.

Fig. 2: Field Deployment for Data Collection

A. Experimental Parameters
Here, we summarize the experimental parameters considered in our data collection experiments.
Radio Power Level. We ran the experiments using all
available power levels (1 – 31), in increments of 1 unit. These
values correspond to non-linear changes in dBm, ranging from
less than -37 to 0 dBm, respectively [11].
Deployment Environment. We ran the experiments in
an open grass field at Clemson University, and in a forest
environment in the Clemson Experimental Forest. Figure 2
shows a typical deployment in the open grass field. Figure 3
shows a typical deployment in the forest. Note from the figures
that S, R, and N were placed on 4-foot wooden stakes to avoid
the effects of physical obstructions from the grass. Further, N
and R were placed 6 inches apart. All motes had the same
orientation. For the experiments conducted in the forest, we
ensured that the motes were placed within a clear line of sight.
We chose these two environments as they are typical outdoor
deployment environments. The open grass field represents
an outdoor environment that is free of physical obstructions,
while the forest represents an outdoor environment containing
physical obstructions (i.e., trees).
Inter-node Distance. The distance between nodes was
varied between 1 – 416 feet. Note that according to [11],
the radio range is 410 feet. The distance increment applied
in each step was based on the radio power level. For power
levels 1 – 3, the distance was varied in increments of 2 feet.
For power levels 4 – 16, the distance was varied in increments
of 8 feet. For power levels 17 – 31, the distance was varied
in increments of 16 feet. Without the increment variation, the
number of experiments would have been prohibitively large.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the distances covered for each
power level in the field and the forest, respectively. The
distances covered in the forest are relatively sparse. From
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Fig. 3: Forest Deployment for Data Collection

the experiments, no messages were received beyond 256 feet,
as opposed to 416 feet in the open grass field. Accordingly,
the furthest distance covered was 280 feet. In the dense
forest, experiments were conducted over 20% of the distances
covered in the grass field.
IV. DATA P ROCESSING
After all of the experimental data was collected, we applied
a filtering process to ensure data validity. The first step was
to eliminate outliers; the second was to eliminate data points
collected during noise spikes.
We explain the process of eliminating outliers with example
data shown in Figure 6. If a data point was different from
the two “surrounding” data points by more than 20%, the
experiment was repeated. For example, in Figure 6a, the PRR
data point at a distance of 4 feet differs from the preceding
distance (2 feet) and the succeeding distance (6 feet) by
more than 20% (surrounding distances were within 20% of
one another). Hence, the experiment at distance 4 feet was
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Fig. 7: Example of the Noise Filtering Process

repeated. If the new data was consistent with the surrounding
data, the old data was replaced with the new data, as shown in
Figure 6b. However, if the new data was still inconsistent with
the surrounding data points, two more experiments mid-way
between the outlier data point and the surrounding distances
were run (i.e., at distances of 3 and 5 feet), respectively. If the
data points were within 20% of distances 2 and 6, we discard
the data at distance 4, but keep the data from distances 3 and
5. This is the case in Figure 6c. However, if the data was still
inconsistent, all three data points were kept (e.g., distances 3,
4, 5 feet), as these data points were not outliers. This is the
case in Figure 6d. This approach resulted in 67 reruns and 21
outliers in the field, and 17 reruns and 2 outliers in the forest.
When examining the noise floor data, we noticed that some
experiments were associated with noise spikes, suggesting external interference in the environment. When examining some
of the corresponding PRR data, we noticed that they were
inconsistent with the PRR data collected from the surrounding
distances. At these instances, the noise spikes were more than
twice the standard deviation of the noise samples.
From the noise floor data and the associated PRR data
collected, it was not feasible to determine whether the spikes
in the noise floor occurred at the same time a transmission was
sent/received, hence affecting the collected PRR data. In other
words, we could not adjust PRR to account for noise spikes.
Accordingly, we discarded the PRR data collected when spikes

in the noise floor occurred.
To eliminate the data associated with spikes in the noise
floor, we implemented a Java application that processed all
noise samples collected during our experiments. If we found
a noise spike above a certain threshold (i.e., twice the standard
deviation above the series), we discarded the PRR associated
with the experiment during which the noise spike occurred.
To determine a noise spike, we consider all the noise floor
measurements collected during a single experimental setup
(i.e., one inter-node distance and radio power level). We
describe the process of determining a noise spike through an
example. Figure 7 represents an example of 100 noise floor
samples. The X-axis represents the sample number. The Y-axis
represents the noise floor measurement in dBm. The data is
divided into segments of 10 noise floor samples each, resulting
in a total of 10 segments. For the sake of exposition, we
refer to these segments as segments 1 to 10. The cumulative
average and standard deviation are maintained, from the start
of the series through the end of the last processed segment. For
example, when processing the noise floor samples in segment
4, the average and standard deviation for all data points from
segments 1 – 3 are maintained. After reading the noise floor
samples associated with segment 4, the average of the noise
floor samples in that segment is calculated (i.e., the average
across noise floor samples 31 – 40). If the average of the
noise floor samples in segment 4 is greater than the cumulative
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average plus twice the cumulative standard deviation, a noise
spike is identified. When processing segment 4 in Figure 7,
the cumulative average (i.e., the average for segments 1 – 3) is
-98.33 dBm, and the cumulative standard deviation is 0.479.
(The minimum value the RSSI register can store is ≈-100
dBm [11].) The average of the noise floor samples in segment
4 is -97.4 dBm, which is greater than the cumulative average
plus twice the cumulative standard deviation. Accordingly, a
noise spike is detected. This is consistent with the noise floor
samples in the figure, since the noise floor at sample 35 is -90
dBm, which is indeed a spike in the noise floor. At this point,
when a noise spike is identified, the PRR data associated with
the experimental setup is discarded. This process resulted in
56 data points being discarded from the field experiments and
4 data points being discarded from the forest experiments.
After filtering the data using both procedures, we were left
with a total of 1,211 and 213 data points for the field and
forest, respectively.
V. L INK Q UALITY M ODELS
We used the processed data to design two environmentspecific empirical models that predict link quality as a function
of radio power level and inter-node distance. Figures 8 and
9 summarize the processed data collected from the field
and forest, respectively. Consistent with our findings from
[14], the link quality falls into three regions – high-, mid-,
and low-quality. We characterize the high-, mid-, and lowquality regions as the regions where PRR is between 90%
– 100% inclusive, 90% – 10% exclusive, and 10% – 0%
inclusive, respectively. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the
data collected from the field versus the data collected from the
forest. Notice that the data is consistent in the high- and lowquality regions. However, in the mid-quality region, some data
points in the forest have a higher PRR than their counterparts
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in the field and vice-versa. We suspect the mid-quality region
as the cause.
Using one algebraic model to predict link quality is not
feasible given the variation among regions. Accordingly, for
each deployment environment, we provide a model for the
low-quality region, and another for the high-quality region.
(Designers usually try to avoid the mid-quality region due
to its increased variability [2].) To determine the data points
needed for each model, the data was processed as follows.
For each distance, we identified the value a, corresponding to
the highest power level that resulted in a low PRR. Similarly,
we identified the value b, corresponding to the lowest power
level that resulted in a high PRR. For the field data, this
resulted in 60 and 63 samples for a and b, respectively. The
number of a and b data points was different because at shorter
distances, some b values did not have corresponding a values.
In some cases, PRR was in the high-quality region from the
lowest radio power level. For the forest data, this resulted in
11 samples for both a and b.
For each deployment environment, we used the a values
and linear regression analysis to determine the appropriate
formula for the low-quality region. The process resulted in
the following formulae:
F ield : power = 2.213 + 0.0289 ∗ distance

(1)

F orest : power = −0.1674 + 0.0514 ∗ distance

(2)

These formulae predict the highest radio power level resulting
in a PRR belonging to the low-quality region for a given
distance. The R2 values were 0.85 and 0.892 for the field
and forest, respectively.
Similarly, we used the b values and linear regression analysis to determine the appropriate formula for the high-quality
region. This process resulted in the following formulae:
F ield : power = 3.307 + 0.0341 ∗ distance

(3)

F orest : power = 1.4278 + 0.06155 ∗ distance

(4)

These formulae predict the lowest radio power level resulting in a PRR belonging to the high-quality region for a given
distance. The R2 values were 0.848 and 0.762 for the field
and forest, respectively.
In these models, radio power level is measured in discrete
units, from 1 – 31, and distance is measured in feet. From
the R2 values, the models achieve a good fit to the actual
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data. Figure 11 shows the plots for a and b values, along
with the corresponding models for the field experiments.
Similarly, Figure 12 shows the plots for a and b along with
the corresponding models for the forest experiments.
Limitations. Three limitations of the current models should
be noted. First, the results are specific to a single hardware
platform. We do not expect the models to provide high accuracy for network deployments that employ different hardware
platforms, such as those operating outside the Zigbee band
(i.e., 2.4Ghz). Second, our models are limited to interferencefree environments. Given the effect of interference on network
link quality [2, 8], these models are not likely to provide high
accuracy in the presence of significant interference. Third, we
note that the models assume only a single transmitting process.
In scheduled transmission networks (e.g., using TDMA or
FDMA) and networks with few concurrent transmitters, the
models are directly applicable. However, in the presence of
many concurrent transmitters, the accuracy of the models is
expected to degrade.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The behavior of embedded network systems depends largely
on radio link quality. Without a priori knowledge of link
quality, reliable system behavior is difficult to achieve. As a
result, designers often develop applications characterized by
unpredictable wireless behavior.
We have developed environment-specific empirical models
for predicting radio link quality as a function of inter-node
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distance and radio transmission power. The models help developers understand the behavior of radio links in open grass
fields and dense forests, which correspond to a large number of
network deployments. Hence, designers should be better able
to develop applications that yield predictable performance. For
example, designers will be able to use the models to determine
which node layout and radio transmission power yield high
performance for a given deployment site. Additionally, by
adjusting radio transmission power, designers will be able
to prolong application lifetimes by saving energy without
sacrificing performance.
We have two elements of future work to extend our models.
First, we plan to measure the degradation in the accuracy of
the models when used in the presence of interference. Second,
we plan to measure the accuracy of the models in the presence
of common occurrences of noise spikes. In other words, we
plan to measure the sensitivity of the models to the frequency
of noise spikes as opposed to noise threshold – our current
approach.
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Abstract—Some applications in Sensor Networks need firm
real-time support in order to work properly. The difference
to hard real-time systems is that this type of application can
withstand minor violations of the maximum delay and minimum
throughput if these violations are limited. Many standards like
IEEE 802.15.4 provide standardized means to ensure delay
and bandwidth constraints which work well when there are
no interferers in the same frequency band. However, in a
heterogeneous environment today these approaches fail when the
interference is not aware of the IEEE 802.15.4 traffic. Switching
the channel is one option to avoid this kind of interference. We
suggest a new non-invasive cognitive radio protocol approach
where all participants follow simple rules to enable firm real-time
conditions in decentralized design. As a demonstrator we use a
three-fold pendulum with firm real-time signal delay constraints
of 5ms. The contributions of the paper comprise evaluation
results by real measurements with the demonstrator system.
Index Terms—Wireless Sensor; Cognitive Radio; Firm Realtime; Protocol;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s radio standards were continuously improved and
engineered in the past. Therefore, new fields of application
for wireless systems are enabled [1]. Systems which were
impossible to setup can now be implemented. Especially
wireless control system can gain from this development. Realtime applications are one example for a new application area
of wireless technologies. Such applications can be divided
into hard, firm and soft real-time applications [2]. In hard
real-time missing a single system deadline results in a total
system failure. Firm real-time systems tolerate missing a
deadline infrequently until a certain marginal degradation of
the system performance. Soft real-time applications accept
missing deadlines and the corresponding degradation of the
system performance. In our work, we implement a firm
real-time application, the control of a three-fold pendulum,
as a demonstrator to evaluate the performance of our new
developed non-invasive cognitive radio sensor protocol.
Another important effect of the successful radio standards
is that more and more wireless systems are deployed for
all kinds of applications. With this increasing utilization of
radio links the available frequency spectrum becomes a scarce
resource. One typical example for such a heterogeneous radio
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environment is the 2.4GHz frequency band, utilized inter alia
by WLAN, Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4. Cognitive systems,
also known as Cognitive Radios (CR), are currently under
investigation [3], [4]. They are aware of the current radio environment and have the potential to reach coexistence of wireless
systems even in the future within heterogeneous environments.
Our approach uses CR techniques to detect concurrent radio
links and adapt transmission parameters accordingly to avoid
collisions and reach firm real-time characteristics.
Therefore, contribution of our work is threefold. First, we
present a new non-invasive cognitive radio protocol for a
sensor application with firm real-time requirements. Our solution is based on a decentralized rule based approach beyond
existing reservation and synchronous Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) schemes. Second, we provide solutions in a
heterogonous radio environment by switching to free channels
without an additional control channel. We detect own data
packets, interfering packets using same wireless technology
AND other interfering wireless technologies. Third, we present
a firm real-time demonstrator based on 802.15.4 physical
layer with delay requirements less than 5ms to evaluate and
prove the effectiveness of the approach. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time that such a non-invasive
cognitive radio sensor protocol including demonstrator in such
a heterogeneous environment has been presented.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
will introduce related work and demonstrate the need for new
approaches. We will describe our approach in more detail in
Section III. Section IV presents our new cognitive radio sensor
protocol. In Section V we describe the demonstrator that was
used for the evaluation. The results of our evaluation are shown
in Section VI. The paper will conclude with a short summary
and presents future work in Section VII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Cognitive Radios are developed to find and utilize free
frequency channels in a heterogeneous radio environment.
Haykin [5] defines a Cognitive Radio (CR) as an intelligent
wireless system that is aware of its surrounding radio environment. It changes its operating parameters according to the
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learning from the environment. Akyildiz et al. [3] describe the
tasks which are required for an adaptive operation in an open
radio environment, referred to as the cognitive cycle. Therefore, a Cognitive Radio has to follow three steps, Spectrum
Sensing, Spectrum Analysis and Spectrum Decision. Spectrum Sensing monitors the actual occupancy of the spectrum.
According to the monitored and analyzed results (Spectrum
Analysis) the CR decides for a suitable dynamic spectrum
access (Spectrum Decision). Akan et al. [4] describe the main
design principles, potential advantages and application areas
for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks. It is shown that wireless
sensor nodes equipped with cognitive radio can benefit from
potential advantages of dynamic spectrum access. As already
mentioned, one major task of a CR is to perform Spectrum
Sensing. A detailed summary of spectrum sensing schemes
is given by Yücek and Arslan [6]. Two important schemes which are also utilized in our work - are energy detection and
matched filter. Energy detection simply measures the energy
transmitted by other wireless nodes over a corresponding
frequency channel to detect if the channel is free or occupied.
Matched filter analyzes the received data to check if a channel
is occupied by a concurrent radio link with the same radio
technology. Therefore, prior knowledge of concurrent radio
links is required to demodulate and decode received signals.
CRs deploy the Spectrum Decision over a common control
channel according to the results of Spectrum Sensing and
corresponding Spectrum Analysis.
Another important issue to be solved in our work is to guarantee certain Quality of Service (QoS) requirements by an appropriate MAC protocol. Chen et al. [7] propose an improved
low-latency IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol. The improvement
includes the modification of the superframe structure and the
reduction of the MAC overhead. The contention access period
is removed within the modified superframe. Therefore, the
guaranteed time slots need to be pre-allocated to each of the
participating devices. Additionally, the MAC layer data frame
overhead is reduced. It only includes a payload of one byte and
a frame checksum of two bytes. With these modifications the
latency for 20 participating devices can be reduced from 17ms
to 8ms. Another example for guaranteeing real-time services
with IEEE 802.15.4 is presented by Yoo et al. in [8]. The
approach proposes a modification of the guaranteed time slot
allocation, but does not reach a real-time interval smaller than
10ms. Both schemes do not consider a heterogeneous radio
environment and therefore can react on occurring interference.
The WirelessHART standard was developed by companies
to meet the stringent requirements of control applications as
presented by Song et al. in [9]. It adopts the IEEE 802.15.4
physical layer. On top of that it defines an own MAC. The
MAC layer utilizes CSMA, TDMA and channel hopping to
avoid interference with other concurrent radio links. Mesh
topology with a network manager which configures the network, schedules and manages the communication between the
nodes. Even though it avoids channels with interference it does
not meet the requirements of real-time intervals smaller than
10ms.
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Our approach follows the idea to avoid channels with interference or other concurrent IEEE 802.15.4 links. This idea,
switching to another channel when an interference occurs,
was also presented in one of our previous work in a different
context in [10].
The control of a single inverted pendulum over an IEEE
802.15.4 wireless sensor and actuator network was presented
by Hernandez et al. in [11]. The proposed approach provides
only a sampling period of 32ms and also cannot deal with
interference on the used frequency channel. The 3fold pendulum in our work needs control cycles less than 5ms. In [12]
Yang et al., present the control of even two inverted pendulum,
but for wireless communication an IEEE 802.11b radio link
was used and also a heterogeneous radio environment was not
considered.
III. A PPROACH
To achieve firm real-time requirements in heterogeneous
environments we make assumptions about the environment.
First, there is free spectrum available, so called holes that
change dynamically over time as we cannot solve the problem
if there are no resources left. We further assume that the
application data traffic is variable bit rate (VBR) where the
system without the presence of interference is capable to
fulfill the required real-time characteristics like data rate and
delay with a certain margin left to tolerate some interference.
Additionally we restrict the solution of this problem for singlehop scenarios in this work. Multi-hop scenarios need more
complex solutions to provide the required QoS for firm realtime requirements. We plan to extend our approach to multihop capabilities in the future. To achieve this goal the system
needs to be aware of the environment in the sense of Cognitive
Radio Research.
We describe the idea with the help of a scenario where there
are many sensor sources and a single data sink. The approach
is not limited to this setup but for now this specific scenario
helps to understand the design.
Channel Switching: In our approach sources and sinks
agree on a channel usage sequence similar to a hopping
sequence in frequency hopping. This happens before starting
the system and can be dynamically adapted if needed. The
predefined channel usage sequence improves the performance
of the system as in the case of interference the nodes implicitly
agree to hop to the next channel even if the interference does
not allow to communicate on the actual channel. In contrast
to other approaches previously published that are based on
Cognitive Radio, we do not assume a dedicated reliable control
channel for resource planning and cooperation.
The channel usage sequence can be extended in the future
by blacklisting like Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) does
for Bluetooth. The advantage of blacklisting is that interferences of crowded channels can be omitted and the system
has a better chance to achieve the QoS requirements of the
application.
Detecting Interferences: To avoid ambiguity only one
dedicated node in the network listens to the medium to detect
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interferences of other wireless technologies. This node is
called Full Cognitive Node (FCN). Consequently, we name the
other nodes Reduced Cognitive Nodes (RCN). If the measured
interference of the FCN reaches a limit, this node sends a
packet switch RF channel to all nodes. All reduced cognitive
nodes in the network listen to these packets continuously and
switch accordingly.
Additionally, all cognitive nodes switch channels if they
receive a large packet that violates the predefined timing
constraints of the application. The latter decision is helpful if
other applications on nearby nodes start to send large packets.
Optionally, the FCN can send an additional switch RF channel
in this case too if delay constraints allow so.
Non-Invasive Behavior: Instead of starting to negotiate
resource usage with the other applications we implement a
non-invasive strategy by switching to another channel as fast
as possible to keep the firm real-time constraints. We prefer
this strategy as cooperation between wireless firm real-time
applications is standardized only in optional sections of the
specifications. Therefore, in real scenarios, we cannot assume
that all wireless nodes in range are capable of this cooperation.
In the following, we summarize the approach starting from
the detection to the switching rules. All nodes count, measure,
analyze received data and apply a matched filter. The FCN
additionally detects interference of other concurrent wireless
transmissions by energy detection or more advanced schemes.
Cognitive nodes switch to a new channel based on a predefined
channel usage sequence in either two cases: (1) A large packet
or (2) a switch RF channel packet is received. Thereby, we
have defined a simple robust decentralized rule based system.
We discuss some details of the implementation in the next
section.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS
In this section, we provide more details of the protocol
using flow charts and present the timing model to calculate
the parameter settings.
Start

Pkt.
Received?

Is it a
Pkt. ?

Yes

No

Pkt.
Length >
lTH?

No

No

Yes
Switch RF
Channel

Yes

Process
Packet

Start

Fig. 1.

Flow Diagram of Receiving Process Reduced Cognitive Node

The reduced cognitive node is kept very simple and does
not have any timing conditions as can be seen in Figure 1.
The only parameter needed for the protocol is the threshold
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length of a packet lT H in bytes if a fixed data rate is used in the
system or in packet duration if adaptive data rates like in IEEE
802.11 occur. In IEEE 802.11 depending on the signal to noise
ratio and capabilities the transmission rate is between 1Mbps
up to 11Mbps in IEEE 802.11b, but downwards compatible to
original IEEE 802.11.
Start

tlast = time()

Pkt.
Received?

Yes

Pkt.
Length >
lTH?

No

Process
Packet

No
Measure
Sig. Strength
(RSSI)
No

Switch RF
Channel
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RSSITH
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Fig. 2.

Yes

Yes (Interference
detected) Send Packet
time()-tlast
„Switch RF
Yes
> tTH
Channel“ to
Clients

Flow Diagram of Interference Mitigation Full Cognitive Node

For detection of the interfering signals we need access
to the signals on the RF-Chip. We identified the following
characteristics for concurrent transmissions and noise or other
radio interference that can be measured with common RFChips.
• Interfering packets change the RSSI value of the receiver
due to the preamble signal.
• Nearby transmitters result in high RSSI values.
• After the complete preamble the RF-Chip enters the state
”receiving”.
In contrast, noise or other radio interference results in the
following characteristics.
• Interfering signals change the RSSI value of the receiver.
• Strong interference results in high RSSI values.
• Even with long periods of interference the RF-Chip does
not enter the state ”receiving”.
Figure 3 illustrates the typical scenario where for a short
time the FCN detects the violation of the critical RSSI
threshold and starts a timer. When the interference stops before
the timer expired, the FCN resets its timer again.
In Figure 4, the timer expires after the threshold tT H so
that the FCN decides to send a packet ”switch RF channel”
to all nodes. If the RSSI is suitable to send, the FCN can
send this packet successfully and all nodes change channels
synchronously.
Figure 5 illustrates the case when interfering packets from
other applications using the same channel occur. In Figure 5
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V. D EMONSTRATOR
t<tTH
Detection
Timer
RSSI
RSSI Threshold
Short
Interference
t

Fig. 3.

Short Interference FCN

The demonstrator for our new approach is a threefold
pendulum which is controlled by a Matlab-driven Target-PC.
The control loop of the system consists of sensors measuring
angle values from all bearings of the pendulum. On a PC,
a Matlab application calculates a control value, accordingly.
Due to the weight and the handling of the cables it is not
possible to mount wired sensors to each of the bearings.
Therefore, wireless sensors with rotary encoders are mounted
on each bearing. The wireless sensors in our systems are
Reduced Cognitive Nodes as described in Section IV. A Full
Cognitive Node collects the angle information from the RCNs
and transfers it to the PC via serial interface. The setup of the
demonstrator is depicted in Figure 6.
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Send RF Packet
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t

Fig. 4.

Control
Box
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Parameter
RSSIT H

Value
> CSM AT H

tT H

> tmaxDelay
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> tmaxDelay

Description
Threshold where Interference Detection Timer of FCN is started
Threshold when nodes switch
channel due to long Interference
Threshold when nodes switch
channel due to large packets

t<tTH
Detection Long Packet
Timer
Timer

l>lTH
Send RF Packet
when possible

RSSI
RSSI Threshold
Preamble Header Data
t

Large Interfering Packet FCN
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RCN

Long Interference FCN

we see the case where a large packet is transmitted that
violates the packet length threshold lT H . All nodes will switch
channels accordingly. The Reduced Cognitive Nodes will start
to measure with the reception of the packet without the
first part where the RSSI value hits the threshold. Table I
summarizes the settings for our Protocol.

Fig. 5.

FCN
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Fig. 6.

PC

Demonstrator - 3fold Pendulum

For real-time applications the packet size needs to be small
to fulfill the timing constraints. The packet consists of 8 Bytes
in five fields as illustrated in Figure 7.
48
8
16
32
PAN ID Pkt. Type Source Address
Payload (16Bit)
(8 Bit)
(8 Bit)
(16 Bit)

Fig. 7.

64 Bit
CRC (16 Bit)

Packet Format

The PAN ID allows to distinguish own or interfering packets. The packet type can be Registration Request, Registration
Response or Data. The source field specifies the originator
of the packet and Data as well as CRC contain the obvious
content.
As shown in Figure 8, each client working as a RCN
starts to search for a FCN node. FCNs operate as a data sink
transferring the data to the PC via serial interface. The RCN
hops according to the channel usage sequence searching for a
FCN that answers its request. In the reply the FCN returns also
the timing conditions and could add further optional settings
like a new channel usage sequence. Register Reply packets
need to be considered also by already connected nodes as
timing conditions like maximum waiting time might change
during runtime in our setup. The RCN nodes send their data
in a round robin fashion in a non-invasive manner by waiting
according to the settings of the FCN in the reply packet as
illustrated in Figure 9.
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In the next setup, an interfering wireless sensor transmits
short packets with 40Bytes every 5ms. The length of packets is
shorter than the defined threshold of 50Bytes according to the
timing constraints The transmission of 50Bytes with 250kbps
bit rate lasts for 50*8b/250kbps resulting in approx. 2ms which
is less than the maximum delay of 5ms. The transmission
of the nodes themselves also lasts for approx. 1ms including
internal processing and RF Chip processing. Therefore, these
disruptions can be tolerated by the pendulum and consequently
no channel switching is necessary. The influence on the
measured angle values can be seen in Figure 12.
-40
-45

Complete Flow Diagram of Reduced Cognitive Node

VI. E VALUATION
The demonstrator introduced in Section V serves for evaluation of the cognitive radio sensor protocol. It is a very intuitive
measurement tool for proofing the keeping of the firm realtime requirements as the violations of the requested max-delay
of 5 ms can be noticed by strong control movements of the
system. For the evaluation setup an additional interfering wireless sensor was introduced to the radio environment as well
as a WLAN IEEE 802.11g access point. The corresponding
network topology is shown in Figure 10.
To demonstrate the effect of a concurrent transmitter, the
transmitted and captured angle information were displayed
in Figure 11 to Figure 13. In Figure 11, both angle values,
transmitted by two RCNs and received by the FCN, are
displayed in the time interval of 5s. During this reference
measurement we switched off all interferences.
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Fig. 12. Received Angle Values from one RCN with and without interfering
IEEE 802.15.4 Packets of Size 40Byte

The displayed angle values show two evaluation runs,
without interference (dashed line) and with interfering packets
with length of 40Byte (solid line). In Figure 12, each 5ms a
short distortion of the captured angle values occurs. Due to
the fact that these short interfering packets can be tolerated
no channels switching was invoked as predicted. This is why
we see these effects occur consecutively.
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In the last setup, a concurrent wireless sensor transmits
packets of size 70Byte which is above the defined threshold.
The resulting angle values are depicted in Figure 13.
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with interfering long packet
no interference

Angle Value
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-60
-65
-70
-75
-80
1.85

1.86

1.87
1.88
Time (s)

1.89

1.9

requirements. Our decentralized rule based approach works
beyond existing reservation and synchronous Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) schemes. We demonstrated that we
provide solutions in a heterogonous radio environment by a
firm real-time demonstrator based on 802.15.4 Our approach
detects own data packets, concurrent transmissions using same
wireless technology AND other interfering wireless technologies. Finally, we present the control of a pendulum with
delay requirements less than 5ms to evaluate and prove the
effectiveness of the approach.
For the future, we will complete the protocol with blacklisting of crowded channels and security mechanisms that avoid
the risk that unauthorized nodes send packets ”switch RF
channel”. Furthermore we will work on multi-hop capabilities.
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Fig. 13. Received Angle Values from one RCN with and without interfering
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented a new non-invasive cognitive
radio protocol for a sensor application with firm real-time
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Abstract— An empirical study of the power consumption of
commercial IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee motes is presented. The
analysis investigates the current that is drained by an 802.15.4
based module when the radio channel is occupied or packet losses
take place. For this purpose, we developed a simple testbed where
problems in the radio medium are emulated in a controlled way.
This is accomplished by artificially introducing in the protocol
stack of the nodes a probability that a Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) failure or a packet collisions occurs. The results
demonstrate the importance of CCA failures and especially
packet collisions in determining the consumption of Wireless
Sensor Networks with a moderate or high traffic load. Thus,
problems related to the occupation of radio channel can easily
more than halve the battery lifetime in networks with just some
tens of nodes where data must be updated several times per
second.
Keywords-IEEE 802.15 .4/ZigBee; Wireless Sensor Networks;
CSMA/CA; Clear Channel Assessmen; packet collision.

I.

INTRODUCTION

IEEE 802.15.4 is a leading standard in the ambit of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs). IEEE 802.15.4 [1] specifications
define the physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers
for networking architectures of low-cost, low-bandwidth, shortrange wireless nodes. IEEE 802.15.4 protocols offer the basis
for WSN and Personal Area Network (PAN) standards, mainly
ZigBee [2] but also ISA100.11a, WirelessHART or MiWi. The
802.15.4 chipset market is growing dramatically. In 2010,
ZigBee/802.15.4 chipset shipments nearly doubled while the
annual revenues for ZigBee/802.15.4 modules are expected to
reach $1.7 billion in 2015 [3]. Applications for smart homes
are the main target of these modules, but other fields (such as
smart cities, industrial plant-process, medical monitoring or
wellness) are gaining attention from vendors and developers.
IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee compliant nodes (or ‘motes’),
which may operate in the ISM 868 MHz, 915 MHz or 2.4 GHz
frequency bands, are designed to minimize the power
consumption. They are normally battery powered and used in
applications where battery replacement is generally unfeasible
or too costly.
Aiming at predicting the battery lifetime in a real
application of 802.15.4/ZigBee technology, the current drain in
the motes must be thoroughly evaluated. In most cases,
wireless communications are the main source of battery usage.
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC is conceived to switch off the transceiver
when no packet has to be transmitted or received. As a result,
the nodes may remain in a power-saving (sleep) mode most of
the time, so that the batteries can be operative for years
However, due to the contention method applied by 802.15.4 to
access the medium (CSMA/CA), the consumption of the radio
transceiver is strongly related to the status of the radio channel.
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Thus, if the medium is not found to be idle or a packet collision
occurs (because two nodes transmit simultaneously), the
protocol may induce a non-negligible increase of power
consumption. In this article, we empirically analyze the impact
of both the channel occupation and the packet collision on the
battery drained by commercial 802.15.4/ZigBee nodes. The
paper extends an initial study already published in [4] where
the collisions were not taken into consideration.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes
the behavior of 802.15.4 MAC as well as the dynamics of
CSMA/CA algorithm. Section 3 briefly comments some
related literature on 802.15.4/ZigBee consumption. Section 4
details the utilized experimental testbed, while Section 5 shows
and discusses the performed measurements. Finally, Section 6
draws the main conclusions of the paper.
II.

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC

According to IEEE 802.15.4 specification there are two
types of network devices. Full-Function Devices (FFD) may
perform as the ‘coordinator’ or central node of a star topology
or otherwise interact on a peer-to-peer basis forming a multihop mesh network. On the other hand, Reduced-Function
Devices (RFDs), which are normally battery powered devices
with limited capabilities, can only communicate with its
coordinator (residing in a specific FFD).
Additionally, IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer defines two
possible operational modes:
(1) Under the beacon enabled mode, the coordinator node
periodically broadcasts a special frame (a beacon) informing
about the existence of the network and allowing the
synchronization of the ‘children’ nodes. Children nodes must
wake-up just in time to receive the beacon from their
Coordinator and keep synchronized to the network. After every
beacon and during a special period called superframe, packet
exchanges between the coordinator and the devices take place.
When the superframe is finished, all the nodes (including the
Coordinator) can enter into the sleep mode. Thus, battery
consumption can be also reduced in the Coordinators (which
can also act as intermediate router in a multi-hop
802.15.4/ZigBee cluster-tree). This can be an important issue if
Coordinators are also powered by batteries. However, long
Beacon Intervals and extended sleep periods (apart from
increasing packet delay) may provoke serious problems to keep
the nodes synchronized because of clock inaccuracies. In fact,
most commercial 802.15.4/ZigBee motes do not support
beacon mode presently, most probably due to the difficulty to
enable an efficient beacon tracking in the end devices.
(2) Under the non beacon or point-to-point mode,
coordinators do not send beacons. As no synchronization
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exists, end devices can wake up (from its sleep mode) in any
moment to send a data packet to the coordinator. In the
opposite sense, if the coordinator wishes to send a data packet
to an end device, it has to wait to be polled by the end device
with a specific poll frame requesting the data.
Non-beacon mode is more appropriate for networking
applications which can be implemented by a simple star
topology consisting in a set of wireless sensors/actuators and a
Coordinator powered from the main source. In these scenarios
(which correspond to many practical cases of WSN
applications), the Coordinator can maintain its radio receiver
active all the time so it can communicate with any device in
any moment. The permanent activity of the Coordinator allows
clients to be in a power saving mode for long intervals of time.
Thus, the devices can wake up at their will (on a periodic or
event-driven basis) just to transmit the sensed data or to poll
the Coordinator to check if there is any pending message.
A. CSMA/CA Algorithm
In both the beacon or point-to-point mode, the access is
regulated by CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access/Collision Avoidance). This medium access protocol
obliges nodes to sense the radio medium before sending a data
packet. So, according to IEEE 802.15.4 MAC, nodes willing to
transmit data have to contend for the radio channel following
the CSMA/CA protocol. Thus a source node must initially
delay its transmission a random number of slots or backoff
periods of 20 symbols (0.32 ms when the standard works in the
2.4 GHz band with 62.5 Ksymbols/s). This number is selected
in the range [0, 2BE-1], where BE is the backoff exponent, a
variable that regulates the CSMA waiting process. After this
inactive time, the node performs a Clear Channel Assessment
(CCA) to test the availability of the radio channel. If the
channel is not detected to be free, the BE exponent is increased
in one unit (up to a maximum) and the procedure is reiterated.
If the CCA operation consecutively fails a predetermined
number of times, a channel access failure is assumed and the
packet is discarded. On the contrary, if any CCA is successful,
the radio transceiver of the node switches from the reception
mode to the transmission mode (as 802.15.4 communications
are half-duplex) and the data frame is emitted.
Normally, the packet is only considered to be adequately
transmitted if a specific acknowledgment packet (ACK) is
received from the target node within a certain time interval.
This ACK response is emitted by the destination upon the
reception of the data packet as long as CSMA/CA algorithm
does not apply for ACK packets. However, both the data
packet or the ACK itself may not arrive properly because of a
transmission error or a packet collision. Collisions can be
produced by the activity of other 802.15.4 nodes or by
interfering devices performing in the same 2.4 GHz band.
When the acknowledgment is not received, the source node
iterates the whole CSMA/CA process (resetting BE to its initial
value). The number of times that the transmission can be
repeated is also bounded by the specification. Thus, when the
transmitter reaches this maximum, without any acknowledging,
the MAC layer presumes a sending failure and the packet
transmission is cancelled.
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III. RELATED WORK
Initial empirical works on the consumption of sensors in
WSNs were devoted to devices which utilize proprietary stacks
or just the physical layer of 802.15.4 (see, for example, the
study in [5] about the CC1000 radio module of Mica2 motes by
Crossbow [6]). However, many recent theoretical, simulationbased and, in less proportion, laboratory studies have focused
on modeling and characterizing the performance of
802.15.4/ZigBee WSNs.
The experimental testbeds presented in [9] [10] analyzed
the coexistence of 802.15.4 with other wireless technologies
(802.11 and/or Bluetooth) operating in the same 2.4 GHz ISM
band. Results suggested that 802.15.4 throughput may be
seriously affected by such interferences. In [11] authors
compared non-beacon and beacon transmission modes in a
realistic scenario with two IEEE 802.15.4 development boards
through different performance metrics. The study in [12]
briefly summarizes the current consumption of commercial
chipsets of diverse standards for wireless communications,
including Bluetooth, Ultrawideband (UWB), 802.11 (Wi-Fi)
and 802.15.4/ZigBee technologies, during packet transmission
and reception.
The performance of CSMA/CA algorithm in 802.15.4
networks, has been analytically modeled in many articles such
as [13][14][15][16][17] for both beacon-enabled and/or
beaconless topologies. The correctness of these models is
assessed by simulations. On the other hand, the datasheets of
802.15.4 radio modules normally describe the current
consumption of the motes for the different basic states of the
transceiver (idle, sleep, transmitting or receiving modes). Thus
most battery models in the literature are merely based on the
data offered by the vendors, without providing any validation
with actual motes.
In [18], the proposed model for slotted (beaconed) 802.15.4
MAC is employed to predict the energy consumption per
received data bit. However, the utilized consumption model for
the different states of the nodes is not justified. A similar study,
also focused on beacon enabled cluster-trees, is presented in
[19]. The study offers a mathematical formulation to compute
the consumption of the ZigBee Coordinator and the end
devices of the cluster-tree depending on the emitted traffic and
the beacon timing. For the calculus of the power consumption
the model (which assumes that the radio state is idle during the
CSMA/CA backoff time) utilizes the values offered by the
datasheets of Chipcon (now acquired by Texas Instruments)
CC2420 radio transceiver and the Microchip PIC18LF8720
low-power microcontroller.
The consumption in beaconed networks is also
characterized in [20]. In that interesting paper authors present
their own measurements of the power consumption of a
CC2420 transceiver (although the experimental testbed for the
measurements is not described). The paper also empirically
characterizes the relationship between the received power and
the bit error probability. As a result, the proposed model, which
takes into account the dynamics of CSMA/CA mechanism,
permits to calculate the mean required energy per data bit as a
function of the path losses.
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The consumption of IRIS sensors, which employ an
ATMEL AT86RF230 transceiver, is studied in [21]. The
performed tests allow characterizing the current drained during
the basic operations of the motes (association, binding and data
transmission). The deployed testbed does not isolate the motes
and does not either consider the effect of the activity in the
radio medium on the consumption. The study in [22] develops
a simple linear model to estimate the upper lifetime bound of a
WSN. The model is based on measurements of the energy
consumption and execution time of different operations on a
Tmote Sky sensor mote (which is provided with a CC2420
radio module). As the study is intended to predict the longest
possible sensor lifetime, neither the measurements nor the
model contemplate the extra energy due to failed attempts to
access the channel or lost messages provoked by collisions.
The work in [23] assesses the applicability of beaconed
802.15.4/ZigBee to industrial plant control applications. The
evaluation is carried out through OMNeT++ simulations. The
mean energy consumption per transmitted byte is estimated by
assuming the battery model of a CC1000 radio module, which
is not compliant with 802.15.4 standard.
The feasibility of using 802.15.4 specifications for medical
Personal Area Networks is analyzed in works such as
[24][25][26]. In particular [24] presents an analytical model to
compute the lifetime of a hypothetic network of implanted
802.15.4 sensors. The study, which utilizes the typical
consumption of a CC2420 chip, is carried out for both beacon
and beaconless modes concluding that beaconed networks
present more restrictions in term of available data rate and
crystal
tolerance.
The
applicability
of
802.15.4
communications in medical WSNs is investigated in [25] and
[26] through systematic simulations with OPNET and
OMNeT++ tools. Aiming at calculating the energy consumed
per message, authors in [26] utilize the model documented in
the datasheets of Jennic JN5139 ZigBee modules.
The study in [27] analyses the reliability of 802.15.4
cluster-trees when three different sets of values are employed
to define the parameterization of CSMA/CA algorithm. The
same authors propose in [28] a cross-layer technique to tune
the 802.15.4 MAC parameters. According to this technique,
which is evaluated through ns-2 simulations of both single-hop
and multihop WSN, the MAC parameters are adaptively
defined to minimize battery usage. By means of simulations
with Castalia 3.0 simulator, the article in [29] evaluates the
energy consumption of sensor nodes in a multi-hop beaconenabled WSN when using physical and logical channel quality
estimators. All these three studies also employ the battery
consumption model of a Texas Instruments CC2420 radio
transceiver. In [30], CSMA/CA parameterization is studied in a
real testbed with Jennic JN5139 modules. Authors measure a
message loss rate in the range [0-5%] although the conditions
in which these losses are induced are not under control.
Furthermore the goal of the measurements is to evaluate the
delivery ratio of the 802.15.4 motes, so power consumption is
not considered.
IV. EMPLOYED TESTBED
The employed testbed network consisted of a simple
802.15.4 star topology. The star comprises a Coordinator node
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(acting as the network sink) and a (leaf) end-device, which
performs as the sensor mote. The network was put into
operation with two MSP4302618 Experimenter Boards [31] by
Texas Instrument (TI), one of the most widespread vendors of
802.15.4/ZigBee technology. These boards incorporate a last
generation MSP430 microcontroller and can be extended with
different TI low-power RF wireless modules. For our
experiments, the boards were connected to an 802.15.4compatible CC2520EMK [32] transceiver working in the 2.4
GHz ISM band. The nodes were powered by two AAA 1.5V
batteries.
In contrast with previous and other existing 802.15.4
transceivers, CC2520EMK enters into a sleep mode during
most part of the random CSMA wait periods. Consequently,
the consumption of these idle CSMA waiting times (which we
measured in our previous work [4]) has been practically
removed. This fact is coherent with the analytical models of
battery consumption existing in the literature related to
802.15.4 technology, which almost unanimously assume that
transceiver is turned off during the CSMA waits. Anyhow,
CCA failures increase the number of CCA operations, so it
may still impact on the current consumption.
In our experiments, we measured the current drained from
the batteries by the whole board. To isolate the effects of radio
communications on battery utilization, all the peripherals
included in the board (e.g. LED diodes) were carefully turned
off for the measurements. Similarly, non utilized GPIO
(General Purpose Input Output) pins were set as outputs to
minimize the consumption of not-connected inputs.
As the majority of commercial 802.15.4 radio transceivers,
the CC2520EMK module works in the 2.4 GHz band. This
chip implements the physical layer of IEEE 802.15.4 as well as
some functionalities (such as CCA operation, frame filtering or
automatic ACK generation) corresponding to the IEEE
802.15.4 MAC layer. The CC24XX & CC25XX families of
IEEE 802.15.4 compliant transceivers are conceived to be
utilized together with Z-Stack, the version of the
802.15.4/ZigBee stack designed by TI. In the boards of our
testbed, Z-stack is loaded and run by the MSP430
microcontroller.
To emulate CCA failures and packet losses, the C source
code of Z-stack was intentionally modified and recompiled
before being installed in the microcontroller of the sensor mote.
In particular we altered the procedure that executes the CCA
for unslotted CSMA transmissions in the transceiver as well as
the function that informs the sending node about the reception
of ACK messages. So, the CSMA wait is performed (or not)
depending on a constant probability and not on the actual state
of the medium (which will be always free because wired
transmissions are employed). Thus, this parameter, which is
defined by the user for every experiment, decides the
probability of assuming that the channel is busy and,
consequently, the existence of a CCA failure. Similarly, packet
retransmission is uniquely based on another user-defined
probability, which determines the possibility of not detecting
the reception of the ACK packets (which is basically
equivalent to a packet collision). In the code, for every CCA
operation and every packet transmission, a pseudo-random
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integer between 0 and (216-1) is generated. This number is
normalized to 1 and compared with the existing CCA failure
(or packet collision) probability to decide if a failure (or a
collision) must take place.
The utilized testbed for the consumption characterization is
depicted in Figure 1. The goal is to measure the current
required by a generic sensing node (performing as an 802.15.4
end device) when it regularly sends data to a sink node (with
the role of the Coordinator). This upstream traffic closely
approximates the typical application of a Wireless Sensor
Network.
As radio modules incorporate an SMA antenna connector,
the communication between the motes is achieved through a
0.5 m long SMA-to-SMA cable. Thus, the interferences of any
other device operating in the same unlicensed band (e.g.
through Bluetooth or Wi-Fi connections) are avoided. The
transmission power of the transceiver is chosen to be 0 dBm (1
mW) while the attenuation provoked by the cable and each
SMA connector is under 0.1 dB/m and 1 dB respectively.
Consequently, the power at the receptor is about -2 dBm,
which is far from the limits imposed by the saturation of the
radio receptor (6 dBm) and by the transceiver sensitivity (-98
dBm). This guarantees that any detected CCA failure or packet
collision is caused by the failure and collision probabilities
introduced in the ZigBee stack of the end device.
To estimate the mean current required by the sensor mote
for the different considered scenarios, we utilized a true-rms
Fluke 289 digital multimeter. For the range of 50 mA, this
piece of equipment measures the DC current with an accuracy
of 0.05% and a resolution of 1 µA. The multimeter is
connected between the voltage source (of 3 V) and the supply
pin of the experimental board (as it is reflected in Fig.1). In this
board, the consumption of the transceiver or the
microcontroller cannot be easily segregated from that of the
rest of the board. Therefore the measurements compute the
current drained by the whole board. After minimizing the
effects of the peripherals, this consumption is essentially
caused by the aggregated activity of the microcontroller and the
radio transceivers.

Fluke 289
Multimeter

The applications loaded in the motes were part of a control
application provided with the demonstration kit. In the
application, the end device, acting as a switch (e.g. a lamp
switch), may send a simple command to the coordinator (which
could be located in a bulb). In our experiments this command
are programmed to be transmitted at regular intervals with a
programmable periodicity. Each command is conveyed in a
single 802.15.4/ZigBee packet with a MAC data payload of 25
bytes (9 bytes of application data plus the 16 byte overhead
introduced by the ZigBee Network Layer and the ZigBee
Application Support Sub-Layer). This scenario can represent
the typical case of a ZigBee WSN where sensors periodically
transmit a simple parameter which can be codified in some
bytes, within the payload of a small packet.
V. OBTAINED RESULTS
We executed a series of systematic experiments using the
previous testbed and modifying the probabilities of a CCA
failure and packet collision. In all the experiments, the
algorithms involved in the CSMA/CA access method were
parameterized with default values defined by the 802.15.4
specification. (e.g. the minimum and maximum value for the
Backoff exponent).
Packet rate was fixed to 5 data packets per second. In
addition, the end device (in a typical ZigBee application) is
programmed to poll the Coordinator in a periodic basis to
request possible data. In our experiments, this poll process was
programmed to be executed just one time every 5 seconds.
Similarly, after sending any packet, end devices normally
transmit a poll packet to the Coordinator to enable a response
to the sent data. In our case, the time between the data packet
and its corresponding poll packet was also set to a maximum of
5 seconds (thus, only one poll frame of this type is transmitted
for every 25 packets). As a consequence, poll packets have a
minor impact on battery consumption, which is mainly due to
the data packets.
Different transmission scenarios were considered by
varying the probabilities of experiencing a CCA failure or a
packet collision.

SM A-to-SMA cable

RSMA-M
antenna connectors

Power
Supply
(3 V)

CC2520
Transceiver

CC2520
Transceiver

a

a
+

+

-

-

MSP-EXP430F2618 board

MSP- EXP430F2618 board

COORDINATOR
DEVICE

END DEVICE
Figure 1. Experimental testbed
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Taking into account this realistic data, we performed
different experiments by modifying the probabilities of CCA
failure and packet collisions from 0.0 (ideal case where the
channel is always available and no loss occurs) to 1.0 (worst
case where channel is always busy and all packets are lost),
with constant increments of 0.1.
The measured mean current drained by the end device is
depicted in Figure 2. We repeated the experiments for three
limit cases: a) CCA operations may fail but no collision takes
place; b) only packet collisions can occur (CCA always
successes); c) CCA operation and collisions happen with the
same probability. The two first cases allow isolating the effect
of each process whereas the third case corresponds to the most
realistic situation where collisions and CCA fails are strongly
correlated.
Each displayed point in the figure represents the
measurement of the mean drain current after the transmission
of 9000 packets (about 30 minutes) under a constant
probability of CCA failure and/or packet collision.
With collision probabilities higher than 0.8, the losses cause
the sensor to disassociate from the coordinator very often. This
resulted in an extremely high consumption (25.662 mA) as the
end device is trying to re-associate to the Coordinator almost
permanently.
The graphs show that CCA failures increase the power
consumption. In particular, the extra consumption due to the
repetition of the CCA operation ranges from 10% to 50%. The
rise rate in the battery usage is accelerated for higher values of
the probability of a CCA failure. This can be explained by the
fact that the utilized version of ZigBee stack tries to retransmit
the data packet once again whenever a channel access failure
occurs (after 5 consecutive CCA failures). Thus, the increase
does not follow a linear function.
On the other hand, packet collision is shown to have a
higher impact on the battery usage. As long as the packet has to
be retransmitted for every loss, the consumption rapidly grows
with the collision probability. Figure also illustrates that the
combination of both effects (collisions and CCA failures)
strongly degrades the lifetime of the battery. So, for this more
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realistic situation, the drain current rockets for collision (and
CCA failure) probabilities higher than 0.4. This fact should be
carefully taken into account when designing a WSN where
sensors are expected to have a short duty-cycle. In that
scenario, collisions and channel access failures could easily
reduce the battery lifetime (in a network with some tens of
nodes) by a factor of 3 or 4 with respect to the ideal case with a
free radio medium. Moreover, the employed uncorrelated
model which decides the timing of CCA failures or packet
losses can also be considered too optimistic. In fact, the periods
of channel occupation or the activity of interferences normally
follow correlated patterns which are better characterized by
Markov processes. The existence of long periods of channel
occupancy or other radio channel problems should even
decrease the node lifetime in a real WSN application.
Current drained by the radio transceiver
5
4.5
No CCA failure
Same Probabibility of CCA failure & Packet collision
No packet collision

4
Mean Drain current (mA)

Authors in [16] analytically compute both the CCA failure
probability and the packet collision in a beaconless 802.15.4
network. Their analysis assume that motes only employ carrier
sensing techniques so that only the activity of other 802.15.4
nodes in the network can cause CCA failures. This implies that
external interferences (by devices of other technologies
working in the same band) and other channel errors are not
considered to compute the CCA failure or packet collision
probabilities. Even neglecting the effects of the interferences,
author show that for data rates of 5 packets per second and per
node, networks of 10 to 100 nodes may suffer probabilities of
CCA failure and packet collisions in the range [0.1-0.9]. These
probabilities clearly drop only if the nodes present a lower
activity. Therefore, even in networks with a not very high
number of nodes, a high rate of CCA failures and packet
collisions must be expected if the motes update and transmit
their sensed data frequently. Interferences just can deteriorate
this behavior.
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Figure 2. Average measured drain current as a function of the probability of
CCA failure and/or packet collision.

VI.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has empirically studied the impact of CCA
failures and packet collisions on the current consumption of an
actual 802.15.4/ZigBee mote.
While other practical studies in the literature introduce
CCA failures or packet losses in the 802.15.4 communications
by adding wireless interfering sources, our study has
implemented a simple testbed of two actual nodes where
channel occupation and packet collisions are emulated via
software by altering the protocol stack of the motes. Thus, the
utilized testbed has permitted to carry out a set of systematic
and repeatable measurements of the battery consumption for
diverse preset values of the channel occupation and packet
collision probabilities (which is not possible in a scenario
where radio communication problems are induced by a
background wireless traffic.)
Achieved results indicate that the combination of CCA
failures and packet collisions may produce a severe drop in the
battery lifetime of the nodes.
The paper has presented the preliminary results of an
ongoing investigation. Future work should investigate the
effects of other factors, considering a more complex stochastic
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process to simulate and correlate radio channel access failures
and packet collisions. The accuracy of theoretical consumption
models in the literature should be equally contrasted against the
obtained measurements.
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Abstract—We consider a scenario where the communication
nodes in a sensor network have limited energy, and the objective
is to maximize the aggregate bits transported from sources to
respective destinations before network partition due to node
deaths. This performance metric is novel, and captures the
useful information that a network can provide over its lifetime.
The optimization problem that results from our approach is
nonlinear; however, we show that it can be converted to a
Multicommodity Flow (MCF) problem that yields the optimal
value of the metric. Subsequently, we compare the performance
of a practical routing strategy, based on Node Disjoint Paths
(NDPs), with the ideal corresponding to the MCF formulation.
Our results indicate that the performance of NDP-based routing
is within 7.5% of the optimal.
Index Terms—Network Partition Time (NPT), Maximal Independent Sets(MIS), Node-disjoint Paths (NDPs), Link-Contention
graph (LCG)

I. I NTRODUCTION
The model we consider in this paper is motivated by a
wireless sensor network deployed for soil moisture monitoring
in a semi-arid region in the state of Karnataka in South India
[1], [2], [3]. The sensors are embedded at chosen spots where
moisture is to be measured. Usually, the chosen spots are wellilluminated by sunlight, so that solar panels can be used to
supply energy to the sensors and associated electronics. The
data collection point or Base Station (BS) is several hundred
meters away, and is assumed to be close to an electrical outlet.
The area between the spots being monitored and the BS
is covered by a multihop wireless communication network.
However, there are constraints on the placement of the communication nodes; for example, there may be patches of ground
that are well-illuminated, but inaccessible (for example, a
patch of well-illuminated ground may be walled off as it
belongs to a third party). This forces the communication nodes
to be located at spots that may be illuminated poorly. In our
model, we capture these realistic aspects by assuming that
sources and destinations are equipped with infinite energy,
but the communication nodes have access to finite supplies
of energy only.
Given such a network, we are interested in maximizing
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the bits transported from source(s) to destination(s) before
the communication network runs out of energy. A solution
with high throughput, but low network lifetime may not be
good for our application scenario; similarly, a solution with
long network lifetime, but low throughput may be undesirable:
A network may remain idle for most of the time claiming
a higher Network Partition Time (NPT), but the useful data
transferred might be substantially less. Therefore, we seek to
maximize the product, which is the aggregate bits transported
before network partition.
Sensor networks have wireless links. Links that interfere
cannot be activated simultaneously. We utilize the notions
of maximal independent sets (MIS) in the link contention
graph [4] to obtain an equivalent wired network model. Then,
we study the problem of route selection in this equivalent
wired network model so that the objective, viz., aggregate bits
transported, is maximized, subject to the nodes’ “available
energy” values. We show that the problem of maximizing the
aggregate bits transported before network partition can be
formulated as a Linear Program. Next, we consider a routing
strategy based on the maximum number of Node Disjoint
Paths between each source-destination pair, and compare its
performance with that of the ideal above. We find that the
NDP-based strategy is able to transport an aggregate number
of bits that is within 5%–7% of the optimal, indicating that
it is a promising strategy.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
•

•

The metric that we seek to optimize, viz., aggregate bits
transported before network partition, is natural. However,
to the best of our knowledge, the metric has not been used
in the literature.
The equivalent wired network model results after all
wireless-specific aspects (link technology, MAC duty
cycles, transmit powers) are encapsulated into a module.
The resulting model makes it easier to analyse the performance of routing strategies, in terms of aggregate bits
transported, with limited nodal energies.
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•

•

We show that the our problem can be recast as a Linear
Program (a Multicommodity Flow problem), even though
the original formulation results in a nonlinear program.
We examine the performance achievable by a practical
routing protocol based on the principle of Node Disjoint
Paths (NDPs). Our results indicate that this protocol
performs well, achieving an aggregate bit transfer within
7.5% of the ideal value given by the Multicommodity
Flow problem.

In Section II, we survey the related work. The models we
study in this paper are introduced and analyzed in Section III.
A practical routing protocol is discussed in Section IV. Section V compares the performance of the routing protocol, in
terms of aggregate bits transported, with the ideal obtained
from the models in Section III. We conclude in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our application context requires sources to send data to
the destination at regular intervals. In this context, the “pull”
model of operation, where the network sends data only in
response to queries from the outside, does not seem appropriate; this is because queries would have to be sent repeatedly,
leading to avoidable energy expenditure. So, a lot of the querybased protocols in the literature are difficult to utilize. Further,
our objective is to maximize the (weighted) aggregate bits
transferred before network partition, and we are unaware of
any work that considers this metric while designing protocols.
Consequently, the protocols we survey below do not really
address our concerns. Nevertheless, for completeness, we
discuss several prominent routing protocols in the rest of this
section.
In [5], Heinzelman et al. proposed a variant of flooding,
SPIN, which disseminates data from one node to every other
node, so that, when needed, required data can be extracted
from any of the nodes. In our context, replication of data at
various nodes is hardly required. Moreover, SPIN does not
guarantee reliable data delivery [6].
Both Directed Diffusion (DD) [7] and its variant Gradient
Based Routing (GBR) [8] are event-driven protocols, that
supply data in response to external queries. Both of them use
in-network aggregation. In [9], Yao et al. discussed COUGAR,
which is a query-driven, in-network aggregation based protocol in which a group of nodes choose a leader node who
aggregates their data and sends to Base-Station. ACQUIRE
[10] is similar. However, as mentioned before, event-driven
protocols are not natural in our application scenario.
Similar to DD, in [11], Ganesan et al. presented a Braided
Multipath Routing Protocol, which has 50% more fault resilience as compared to the Node-Disjoint Multipath protocols,
but it uses only one path for data transfer; hence the overall
bits transferred is limited by the capacity of a single path. Shah
and Rabaey in [12] suggested the alternative-route routing
paradigm. Data is routed via primary path, in an energy
efficient way; if a fault occurs, alternative-route is chosen for
data transfer.
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A sensor network multipath version of AODV, AOMDV
[13], routes along multiple link disjoint paths, where routediscovery is done through flooding, which is not energyefficient [14]. In some protocols, for the sake of improving
reliability, multiple instances of a single packet are routed
through multiple paths. Examples are ReInForm [15], MCMP
[16], ECMP [17]. ReInForm provides reliability at the cost of
high-energy dissipation. MCMP tries to optimise for reliability and delay, but is highly interference-prone, which limits
successful data transmissions. ECMP, in addition to MCMP,
optimises for energy-efficiency too, but the packet delivery
ratio for ECMP equals that of MCMP. Various protocols which
use packet splitting as a packet salvaging technique like N to
1 Multipath [18], or for Forward Error Check like, EQSR [19],
H-SPREAD [20] suffer heavily due to interference.
Moving to protocols following the node-disjoint routing
paradigm: NDMR [21] chooses three least hop, node disjoint
paths (even if many paths exist) for routing, and switches
to other paths if any of these three paths fails. REER [22]
routes data along two paths; primary path and alternate path,
which are selected on the basis of link-cost. The interferencefree routing protocols like, I2MR [23], EECA [24], limit the
number of paths assigned for routing data to three and two,
respectively. In [25], Radi et al. came up with a throughput
aware multipath node-disjoint protocol; however, it is eventdriven.
In summary, none of the protocols mentioned here raises
the question of “maximising aggregate bits transported before
network partition.” In many cases, the scenario addressed is
such that this question does not arise naturally (e.g., application scenarios where minimizing delay is the main objective).
III. N ETWORK M ODEL AND A NALYSIS
In this paper, we assume the following.
• Each source and destination has access to infinite energy,
but the intermediate communication nodes are powered
by finite energy sources only.
• Each node has a single radio interface, and a node cannot
transmit and receive at the same time.
• Data flows according to a fluid model.
• Sources have infinite backlogs.
• Propagation delay is negligible.
• Nodes are static.
We represent the network as a directed graph G = (N , L)
with multiple sources given by S1 , S2 , . . . , SK , multiple destinations by D1 , D2 , . . . , DK where Si , Di ∈ N , 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
Let N = |N |, L = |L|. Let w1 , w2 , ......., wK be the
K
P
weights associated with S1 , S2 , ......., SK , where,
wi = 1.
i=1

The weight assigned to a source reflects its priority. Let Ei
denote the energy available with node i (in Joules), γt the
energy consumed for transmitting a data bit (Joules/bit), γr be
the energy consumed for receiving a data bit (in Joules/bit),
irrespective of the node chosen.
Network partition time, denoted by Tb, is defined as the
instant when the first source-destination pair disconnects (it
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is possible that several sources are disconnected from their
respective destinations at this time). We consider the network
to be partitioned because there is at least one source that is
unable to reach its destination.
In a wireless network, links that interfere with one another
cannot be activated simultaneously. To address link interference issues, the notions of Link Contention Graph and Maximal Independent Sets have been introduced [4]. In the LCG,
each vertex represents a link, and there is an edge between two
vertices if the corresponding links interfere. A maximal subset
of non-adjacent nodes in the LCG defines a MIS. Evidently,
the links in a MIS can be activated simultaneously because
they do not interfere.
A schedule of wireless link activation can be viewed as a
sequence of MIS-es that are activated in sequence. Typically,
a periodic sequence of MIS-es is used.
A. Scheduling of wireless links
Let the bit rate supported by link l be denoted by C (l) ,
1 ≤ l ≤ L. Let M1 , M2 , . . . , MW denote the various MISes for the given graph, and let a periodic schedule be given.
Let ai denote the fraction (of the period of the schedule) for
which the ith MIS is on. A link l ∈ L can be present in any
of the MIS-es (not necessarily disjoint). The fraction of time
for which link l is active is obtained by
X
νl =
ai
i|l∈Mi

The equivalent link capacity for link l is given by,
Cl = νl × C (l)
As the equivalent link capacity Cl is obtained by taking
into account the fraction of time for which link is active, we
can substitute this link by an equivalent wired link of capacity
Cl that is active all the time. Evidently, the bits transported
by the link over the schedule period remains the same, no
matter which view is adopted. This observation forms the basis
underlying our approach of constructing an equivalent wired
network.
Let C be the capacity vector of size L, the lth entry of
which represents the effective capacity of the link l for the
specified schedule. We represent an independent set Mj by
a column vector rj ; the element rl = C (l) if l ∈ M , and 0
otherwise. Thus, we can write the vector C as,
C=

j=W
X

aj rj

j=1

B. Multi-commodity Flow Problem
The Linear programming Problem Formulation: The network topology can be represented by a N × L node-link
incidence matrix A, with the entries Anl , n ∈ N , l ∈ L
being “1” if l originates at n, “−1” if l terminates at n and “0”
otherwise. Set of end-to-end multi-hop flows constitutes the
network traffic where each flow has a source and destination.
Flow traffic is routed by the network along one or multiple
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paths from source to destination. For each flow, we denote
by xi the amount of flow (measured in bit/s) injected into
the network per unit of time by the ith S − D pair, x
denotes the amount of flow injected into the network due to
all S − D pairs. yl is the amount of flow traversing link l
per unit of time. Let yli denote the flow through link l lying
in the Si − Di path. Hence, x = (xi ), ∀i ∈ [1, 2..., K] and
yl = (yli )l∈L , ∀i ∈ [1, 2..., K] are the flow rate vector and
flow link rate vector, respectively. Unless otherwise stated, we
will assume vectors are always column vectors. For a vector
z, z T denotes transpose of z.
• Flow Constraint
Assuming lossless transmission, the flow conservation law
implies that for n ∈ N :




 1

:
:
x
Anl 
...
×yl1 .. ylK 
= :
1
−x
:
:
N ×L
N ×K
L×K
and can be compactly written as
Ayi = ui , ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
where ui = (uin ), n ∈ N , and uin denotes the amount of
flow injected (removed) to (from) the network at node n, i.e.,
uin = xi if n = Si , uin = −xi if n = Di and uin = 0
otherwise, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, .....K].
• Energy Expenditure Constraint
The amount of data transmitted and received by any node
is limited by the maximum allowable energy available i.e.,
b denote the node-link incidence
the initial nodal energy. Let A
matrix Anl where all the “−1”s are replaced by γr and all
the “+1”s are replaced by γt . Recalling the definition of the
NPT Tb, we have:
# " #
" # "
"
#
:
:
:
1
E1
1
K
bnl × yl .. yl ×
: × Tb ≤
:
A
:

:

:

1

EN

Or
b × yi × 1 × Tb ≤ E, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
A
where E is N × 1 vector representing the energy available
with each node in network.
• Capacity Constraints
The capacity of a link limits the aggregate bit rate that it can
carry. We have:
 




: :
:
1
C1
yl1 .. ylK  ×  : 
: 
≤
1 K×1
CL L×1
: :
:
Compactly,
K
X

yli ≤ Cl , ∀l ∈ L

i=1
•

Problem Formulation
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Our aim is to maximize the (weighted) aggregate bits carried
till NPT. Let wi , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, represent the weights associated
with the K source-destination pairs; the weights reflect
the “importance” of each source-destination pair. Then the
problem can be stated as:



b̃ , (x̃i T
b̃ ), (ỹ i T
b̃ ) is equal to the optimal
Problem MCF at T
l
objective function for Problem P*. Therefore,

Problem P*:

Similarly,
starting from
the
optimal
solution
 ∗
b̃
i b̃ ∗
i b̃ ∗
T , (x̃ T ) , (ỹl T )
to the Problem MCF, we can

K
X
max
wi xi Tb
i=1

s. t. : Ayi = ui , ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
b × yi × 1 × Tb ≤ E, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
A
K
X
yli ≤ Cl , ∀l ∈ L

Optimal objective in Problem MCF ≥
Optimal objective in Problem P∗

generate a feasible point for the Problem P*, and the
objective function value of Problem P* at this point will
equal the optimal objective function value of Problem MCF.
This implies that
Optimal objective in Problem P∗ ≥
Optimal objective in Problem MCF

i=1

yli ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L
xi ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ......K]
Tb ≥ 0
The formulation above is not a linear program owing
to the presence of the product of unknowns xi , Tb in the
objective function. However, we can convert this problem
to a Linear Program in terms of the new variables (x(i) Tb),
1 ≤ i ≤ K, (yli Tb), 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1 ≤ l ≤ L, and Tb, with
suitable modifications of two of the constraints:
Problem MCF:
max

K
X
wi (xi Tb)

From these two inequalities, the claim follows.
E XAMPLE 1
In Fig. 1, nodes N 1, N 2, N 3 have energy 60, 80, 80 J,
respectively. Energy consumed per bit of transmitted and
received data are denoted by γt = 10−4 J/bit and γr =
10−6 J/bit, respectively. The raw capacity of each wireless
link is taken to be C = 8 × 104 bits/sec = 80 Kbps.
The wireless link interference model is as follows. Two
links L1 and L2 interfere with each other if either node of
L1 is within two hops of one of the nodes of L2 . With this
model, the MIS-s are: {(1,7),(3,8),(1,8),(3,7),(2),(5),(4),(6)}.
The wired equivalent link capacities [4] are:
C1 = C3 = C7 = C8 = (2/8) × C = 20Kbps
C2 = C4 = C5 = C6 = (1/8) × C = 10Kbps

i=1

s.t. : A(yi Tb) = (ui Tb), ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
b i Tb) × 1 ≤ E, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ....K]
A(y
(

K
X
yli Tb) ≤ (Cl Tb), ∀l ∈ L
i=1

yli Tb ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L
(xi Tb) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ [1, 2, ......K]
Tb ≥ 0
Lemma 1. The optimal objective function values in Problem
P* and Problem MCF are equal.
Proof: Let Tb∗ , x∗,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, yl∗,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, 1 ≤ l ≤
L, represent the optimal solution to Problem P*. We generate
b̃ =
the following point which is feasible for Problem MCF: T
b̃ ) = x∗,i Tb∗ , 1 ≤ i ≤ K, and (ỹ i T
b̃
∗,i b∗
Tb∗ , (x̃i T
l  ) = yl T , 1 ≤

b̃
b̃ ), (ỹ i T
b̃
i ≤ K, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Clearly, the point T , (x̃i T
l )


is feasible for Problem MCF as the point Tb∗ , x∗,i , yl∗,i
is feasible for Problem P*, and the objective function for
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Fig. 1. An example showing 2-Ss0 transmitting to their respective Ds0 . The
paths S1 − N1 − D1 , S1 − N2 − D1 for S1 − D1 and S2 − N2 − D2 , S2 −
N3 − D2 are the Node-disjoint-paths for S2 − D2 , respectively. The links
are marked from 1 to 8.

The solution of Problem MCF yields a weighted aggregate
1
bits transported till NPT of FM
CF = 16.71C bits for
2
w1 = 0.25, w2 = 0.75, and FM
CF = 13.62C bits for
w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5.
It is interesting to note that the solution obtained by
solving Problem MCF exactly determines the solution for
Problem P*. Consider the equal weight case for Problem P*, the optimal solution for the link flow
 vector
14289.52 9870.35 14289.52 9870.35
is
bits/sec.
9182.33 9182.335 19052.68 19052.68
The data injected into the network by the two sources’, flow
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rate vector, is 2415.98 2823.50 bits/sec. The disconnection
time Tb is 41.57 sec.
• Clearly, all the link-flows are less than the link-capacity
which indicates that for maximizing aggregate bits transported, a greedy strategy is not required.
• Problem MCF insists on maintaining the flow rate vector
constant over time, leading to an optimal solution where
all source-destination pairs disconnect at the same time.
So, even though our formulation considered the time
till at least one S − D pair is disconnected, the MCF
formulation provides a solution where all sources get
disconnected at the same time. This is proved in the
following Lemma.
Lemma 2. The optimal solution to Problem MCF yields a
b̃ ∗ at which all source-destination
Network Partition Time T
pairs are disconnected.
Proof: Suppose that the optimal solution to Problem MCF
b̃ ∗ is such that at least one
has been found, and the NPT T
source-destination pair is not disconnected. Without loss of
generality, we assume that there is just one source-destination
pair that is not disconnected; in case there is more than one,
the argument below can be repeated.
Consider the source that is not disconnected from its destination. There must be at least one path from this source to
its destination such that all nodes on this path have positive
residual energy. Therefore, this path can sustain data transfer
c̃ (say), where Tc̃1 =: α > 1. Using
for a longer duration T
1
b̃ ∗
T
c̃, we can generate a solution to Problem MCF at which the
T
1

objective function increases strictly. To do this, we consider a
solution where all other source rates are decreased to x∗,i /α,
c̃. This
b̃ ∗ = T
which allows path lifetimes to increase to αT
1

means that the aggregate bits transported by these sources
c̃ remains the same as before. The source rate for
till time T
1
the pair that is not disconnected is maintained at the same
b̃ ∗ , we conclude that
c̃ > T
level as before. Then, because T
1
c̃ is strictly greater than
the aggregate bits transported till T
1

b̃ ∗ . This is a contradiction, and hence the
that transported till T
claim follows.
IV. ROUTING

In the previous section, we presented an approach to obtain
the maximum (weighted) aggregate bits transported, before
all sources lose connectivity to their respective destinations.
In this section, we turn to the practical issue of routing. Our
objective is to examine the routing strategy based on Node
Disjoint Paths (proposed in the literature) in terms of the same
criterion, viz., aggregate bits transported before disconnection.
Node-Disjoint-Path Routing
NDP routing is discussed prominently in the literature [18]
[19] [20] [23] [24] [25]. However, many papers use limited
number of NDPs for routing; we consider routing through the
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maximum possible number of NDPs.
1) Finding the maximal NDP set for routing: Our approach
is based on Menger’s Theorem[26], which states that “The
min-cut for a S−D pair equals the maximum number of NDP.”
The Node-Disjoint-Paths for each S − D pair is constructed
such that:
1) Each path contains exactly one node belonging to the
min-vertex cut for the S − D pair.
2) The total number of paths formed for a S−D pair equals
the cardinality of the min-vertex cut set for that S − D
pair.
Remark: In case of overlapping min-vertex cut-sets for the
S − D pairs, the total number of NDP might exceed the total
cardinality of min-vertex cut-set for the graph.
2) To calculate the Total Data Transferred: After having
identified a NDP set for a source-destination pair, our approach
is to consider each of the node disjoint paths, and obtain the
data transferred through it. We assume that sources are greedy,
in the sense that they transmit at the maximum rate possible,
subject to the constraints that link capacities are finite and have
to be shared among all flows that pass through those links.
Focusing on a specific path in the NDP path set, our
approach is to find the lifetime of each node on the path. The
node lifetime is determined by the node’s available energy,
and the total data rate through it. The smallest node lifetime
is the path lifetime. Finally, we calculate the total number of
bits transported from each source that uses the path to the
corresponding destination. Iterating over paths, we obtain the
weighted aggregate bits transported before disconnection.
EXAMPLE 2
Referring to Fig 1, let TN 1 , TN 2 and TN 3 denote the
lifetimes of nodes N 1, N 2 and N 3, respectively. Using the
equivalent wired link capacity values obtained earlier (just
above Fig 1), and recalling that γt = 10−4 and γr = 10−6 , we
have, TN 1 = 60/((10−4 +10−6 )×(2×104 )×1) = 29.71 sec,
TN 2 = 80/((10−4 + 10−6 ) × (1 × 104 ) × 2) = 39.61 sec,
TN 3 = 80/((10−4 + 10−6 ) × (2 × 104 ) × 1) = 39.61 sec.
Let the weights given to S1 be w1 = 0.25, to S2
be w2 = 0.75. Data transferred across S1 − D1 is
(29.7 × (C/4) + 39.6 × (C/8)) = 12.38C. For S2 − D2
it is (39.6 × (C/8) + 39.6 × (C/4)) = 14.85C.
Hence the total data transferred is given by
1
FN
DP = (0.25 × 12.38 + 0.75 × 14.85) × C = 14.23C.
Now, let weights be w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.5. Total data transferred
2
is given by FN
DP = (0.5 × (12.38 + 14.85) × C) = 13.62C.
Remark: The data obtained for this example when both the
sources have equal weights are same for both the methods,
but discrepancy in results exist when the weights are unequal.
V. R ESULTS
Following are the results obtained for γ = γt = γr = 10−2
Joules/bit, C = 102 Bits/sec for given number of nodes
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(maximum till 40) and edges (maximum till three times
number of nodes) where the graphs are formed randomly. The
energy allotted to nodes is chosen randomly from values 1 to
100. The weights given to sources are all equal.
After 50 runs in MATLAB, the average percentage deviation
in aggregate bits transported based on the NDP approach as
compared to the MCF approach turned out to be (approximately) the following:
1) 7.5% for two S-D pairs
Fig. 5. Performance Comparison of NDP vs MCF for multiple nodes and
ten S-D pairs.

It was noted that the deviation in results decreases with larger
number of observations. Thus, the performance of the NDP
approach is close to the optimal that can be achieved.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Fig. 2. Performance Comparison of NDP vs MCF for multiple nodes and
two S-D pairs.

2) 4.5% for three S-D pairs

Fig. 3. Performance Comparison of NDP vs MCF for multiple nodes and
three S-D pairs

3) 5% for five S-D pairs

We considered a scenario where the communication nodes
in a sensor network had limited amounts of available energy,
and the objective was to maximize the aggregate bits transported from sources to respective destinations before network
partition due to node deaths. The metric “aggregate bits
transported” results from considering both network throughput
and network lifetime, and captures the useful information that
a sensor network can provide; by itself, neither factor can
provide this. We formulated an optimization problem that
turned out to be non-linear; however, we showed that it could
be converted to a Linear Program, the solution of which
yielded the optimal objective value. Next, we compared the
performance of a practical routing strategy, based on Node
Disjoint Paths (NDPs), with the ideal obtained from the Linear
Program, and found that the aggregate bits transported by
NDP-based routing strategy was within 7.5% of the optimal,
indicating that it is a promising strategy for our metric.
As part of future work, we will develop a framework for
evaluating routing and MAC protocols in sensor networks,
leveraging the approach given in this paper. The framework
will allow an analytical comparison between candidate routing
and MAC protocol combinations. Each MAC protocol will
lead to a specific equivalent wired network model, resulting
from MAC characteristics like transmit powers, link speeds
(depending on the MAC technology), duty cycle, etc. The
equivalent network will allow a study of routing protocols in
terms of the aggregate bits transported.
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Abstract—This paper presents a survey of simulation tools
and systems for wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor
network modelling and simulation methodologies are
presented for each system alongside judgments concerning
their relative ease of use and accuracy. Finally, we propose
a mixed-mode simulation methodology that integrates a
simulated environment with real wireless sensor network
testbed hardware in order to improve both the accuracy and
scalability of results when evaluating different prototype
designs and systems.
Keywords-Wireless Sensor Networks; Simulation tools;
Survey; Testbeds; Mix-mode simulation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A successful large-scale Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN) deployment necessitates that the design concepts
are checked before they are optimised for a specific
hardware platform. Developing, testing, and evaluating
network protocols and supporting architectures and
services for WSNs can be undertaken through test-beds or
simulation. Whilst test-beds are extremely valuable,
implementing such test-beds is not always viable because
it is difficult to adapt a large number of nodes in order to
study the different factors of concern. The substantial cost
of deploying and maintaining large-scale WSNs and the
time needed for setting up the network for experimental
goals makes simulation invaluable in developing reliable
and portable WSNs applications.
In WSNs, simulation provides a cost effective method
of assessing the appropriateness of systems before
deployment. It can, for example, help assess the scalability
of algorithms free of the constraints of a hardware
platform. Furthermore, simulators can be used to simplify
the software development process for a particular WSN
application. For instance, TOSSIM [1] utilises the
component based architecture of TinyOS [2] and provides
a hardware resource abstraction layer that enables the
simulation of TinyOS applications which can then be
ported directly to a hardware platform without further
modifications.
Simulation is hence the research tool of choice for the
majority of the mobile ad hoc network community. An
examination of research papers published in
SENSORCOMM 2011 [3] reveals a significant increase in
using real testbeds compared to the study published by
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Kurkowski et al. [4]. Yet, 53% of the authors used
simulation in their research. Apart from the self-developed
simulators, there are a few widely used network simulators
including NS-2 [5] , OPNET [6], MATLAB [7], IFAS [8],
and OMNet++ [9]. Figure 1 shows the simulator usage
following a survey of simulation based papers in
SENSORCOMM 2011 conference. Simulation of ad hoc
wireless capabilities for WSNs have been addressed by
extending existing simulators, or specifically building new
ones, such as NS-3 [10]. The latter class of simulators
mostly focus on protocols and algorithms for layers of the
network stack, but they do not directly support WSNs.
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Figure 1. Simulator usage results from a survey of simulation based
papers in SENSORCOMM 2011.

Recently, several simulation tools have appeared to
specifically address WSNs, varying from extensions of
existing tools to application specific simulators. Although
these tools have some collective objectives, they obviously
differ in design goals, architecture, and applications
abstraction level. In the next section, we review some of
the important WSNs simulation tools and explore their
characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: In
Section II, the most popular WSNs simulators are outlined
and their strengths and weaknesses are discussed.
Section III, presents our views about the future of WSNs
testing and evaluation methods. Section IV concludes the
paper.
II.

WSNS NETWORK SIMULATION TOOLS

A. SensorSim
SensorSim [11] builds on the NS-2 simulator providing
additional capabilities for modelling WSNs. The main
features of this platform are: power and communication
protocol models; sensing channel and sensor models;
scenario generation; and support for hybrid simulations.
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The public release of the SensorSim suite of tools was
withdrawn due to its unfinished nature and the inability of
authors to provide the needed level of support.
Georgia Tech SensorSimII [12] is written in a modular
style, where sensor nodes are organised into three
components: application, network, and link. The work in
SensorSimII may be divided into two areas: the simulator
core and the visualisation tools. The simulator core
essentially manages an array of independent sensor nodes
throughout time. The visualisation tools provide views of
both individual node state and communication traffic
between nodes.
Both SensorSim projects are open source and free to
use. However, the simulators are limited in their realism
because (apart from SensorSim's power modules) neither
simulator considers the limited resources of sensor nodes
such as memory, and real-time computational capability.
Moreover, it is not always required by the WSN to validate
the functional correctness and/or, to provide performance
guarantees. SensorSim simulates the complete WSN
protocol stack, although this can be regarded as overkill
and adding unnecessary complexity as this is not required
in order to simulate the expected behaviour. This makes
the SensorSim platform complex and difficult to use.
B. TOSSIM
There are platforms specifically designed to simulate
WSNs, such as TOSSIM [1] which is a part of the TinyOS
development efforts [2]. TOSSIM is a discrete-event
simulator for TinyOS applications [13]. It aims to assist
TinyOS application development and debugging by
compiling applications into the TOSSIM framework,
which runs on a PC instead of compiling them for a mote.
Using the TOSSIM framework, programs can be directly
targeted to motes without modification. This gives users a
bigger margin to debug, test, and analyse algorithms in a
controlled and repeatable environment. In TOSSIM, all
nodes share the exact same code image, simulated at bit
granularity, and assuming static node connectivity is
known in advance. Therefore, TOSSIM is more of a
TinyOS emulator than a general WSN simulator. It
focuses on simulating TinyOS rather than simulating the
real world. This has the advantage that the developed
algorithms can be tested on a target platform. However,
this may place some restrictions of the target platform on
the simulation. TOSSIM is not always the right simulation
solution; like any simulation, it makes several assumptions
about the target hardware platform, focusing on making
some behaviour accurate while simplifying others [1].
TOSSIM can be used as a tool for absolute evaluation of
some causes of the behaviour observed in real-world
network deployments.
C. TOSSF
TOSSF [14] is a simulation framework that compiles a
TinyOS application into the SWAN [15] simulation
framework. It can be viewed as an improvement over
TOSSIM with a primary focus on scalability. It allows
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simulation of a heterogeneous collection of sensor nodes
and a dynamic network topology. TOSSF suffers from
potentially long test-debug cycles because it does not
provide a scripting framework for experimentation.
Although it enables development of custom environmental
models, the absence of a scripting framework requires
those models to be compiled into the simulation
framework. Given that both of these simulators are tightly
coupled with TinyOS, they may be unsuitable for early
prototyping, or developing portable WSN applications.
D. GloMoSim
GloMoSim [16] is a scalable simulation environment
for wireless and wired network systems. Its parallel
discrete-event design distinguishes it from most other
sensor network simulators. Though it is a general network
simulator, GloMoSim currently supports protocols
designed purely for wireless networks. GloMoSim is built
using a layered approach similar to the seven layer
network architecture of the OSI model. It uses standard
APIs between different simulation layers to allow rapid
integration of models developed at different layers,
possibly by different users.
As in NS-2, GloMoSim uses an object-oriented
approach, however for scalability purposes; each object is
responsible for running one layer in the protocol stack of
every node. This design strategy helps to divide the
overhead management of a large-scale network.
GloMoSim has been found to be effective for simulating
IP networks, but it is not capable of simulating sensor
networks accurately [17]. Moreover, GloMoSim does not
support phenomena occurring outside of the simulation
environment, all events must be gathered from
neighbouring nodes in the network. Finally, GloMoSim
stopped releasing updates in 2000 and released a
commercial product called QualNet.
E. Qualnet
Qualnet is a commercial network simulator tool
released by Scalable Network Technologies [18] that is
derived from GloMoSim. Qualnet significantly extends the
set of models and protocols supported by GloMoSim. It
also provides a comprehensive set of advanced wireless
modules and user-friendly tools for building scenarios and
analysing simulation results. Qualnet is a discrete-event
simulator, as such, it is event driven and time aware. It
uses a layered architecture that is run by each node. When
a protocol resides in a particular layer at one node, the
packets are passed down crossing the remaining layers at
the sending node, across the network, and then up to the
protocol stack at the receiving node. Qualnet has a
modular design and an intuitive GUI that make it easy to
use to learn and modify.
F. OPNET
OPNET [19] is a further discrete event, object
oriented, general purpose network simulator. The engine
of OPNET is a finite state machine model in combination
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with an analytical model. It uses a hierarchical model to
define each characteristic of the system. The top hierarchy
level contains the network model, where the topology is
designed. The second level defines the data flow models.
The third level is the process editor, which handles
control flow models defined in the second level. Finally, a
parameter editor is included to support the three higher
levels. The hierarchical models result in event queues for
a discrete event simulation engine and a set of entities that
handle the events. Each entity represents a node which
consists of a finite state machine which processes the
events during simulation.
Unlike NS-2 and GloMoSim, OPNET supports
modelling sensor-specific hardware, such as physical-link
transceivers and antennas. It also enables users to define
custom packet formats. An attractive feature of OPNET is
its capability of recording a large set of user defined
results. Furthermore, the GUI (Graphical User Interface),
along with the considerable amount of documentation and
study cases that come along with the license are another
attractive feature of the simulator. This GUI interface can
also be used to model, graph, and animate the resulting
output. The network operator is provided with editors that
are required to simplify the different levels of modelling.
Though model parameters can be changed, the simulation
accuracy is influenced because OPNET is not open source
software. Similar to NS-2, the object-oriented design of
OPNET causes scalability problems. It does not have a
high number of protocols publicly available possibly
because of source code licensing constraints. Finally,
OPNET is only available in commercial form.
The second class of simulators are application-oriented
simulators, including EmStar [20], SENS [21], J-Sim [22],
Shawn [23], and Dingo [24].
G. EmStar
EmStar [20] is a component based, discrete-event
framework that offers a range of run-time environments,
from pure simulation, distributed deployment on
iPAQs [25], to a hybrid simulation mode similar to
SensorSim. Emstar supports the use of simulation in the
early stages of design and development by providing a
range of simulated sensor network components, including
radios, which provide the same interfaces as actual
components. It supports hybrid mode with some actual
components and some simulated components, and full
native mode with no simulated components. As in
TOSSIM, EmStar uses the same source code that runs at
each of these levels to run on actual sensors. Amongst
other simulators, such as TOSSIM, EmStar provides an
option to interface with actual hardware while running a
simulation. EmStar is compatible with two different types
of node hardware. It can be used to develop software for
Mica2 motes [26] and it also offers support for
developing software for iPAQ based microservers. The
development cycle is the same for both hardware
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platforms. The next step in the development cycle
following the simulation is data replay. In this model,
EmStar uses data collected from actual sensors in order to
run its simulation. Leading directly from this, Emstar uses
the half-simulation methodology similar to SensorSim's,
where the software is running on a host machine and
interfacing with a real physical communication channels.
The final step in the development cycle is deployment.
EmStar combines many of the features of other WSNs
simulators. Its component based design allows for fair
scalability. Moreover, each aspect of the network can be
logically fine-tuned due to its development cycle design.
Because it targets a particular platform, many protocols
are already available to be used. At the deployment step
in the development cycle, only the configuration files
have to be designed. This potentially adds constraints on
the user as they must either ensure that the hardware
configuration being used matches the existing
configuration file, or they must write their own files.
The main goal of Emstar is to reduce design
complexity, enabling work to be shared and reused, and to
simplify and accelerate the design of new sensor network
applications. While not as efficient and fast as other
frameworks like TOSSIM, Emstar provides a simple
environmental model and network medium in which to
design, develop and deploy heterogeneous sensor network
applications. When used as a migration platform from
code to real sensor environment, the environment model
may be sufficient for most developers. Another drawback
of Emstar is that the simulator supports only the code for
the types of nodes that it is designed to work with.
H. SENS
SENS [21] is a customisable component-based
simulator for WSN applications. It consists of
interchangeable and extensible components for
applications, network communication, and the physical
environment. In SENS, each node is partitioned into four
main components: application, simulates the software
application of the sensor node; network, handles incoming
and outgoing packets; physical, reads sensed information;
and environment, network propagation characteristics.
Multiple different component implementations offer
varying degrees of realism. For example, users can choose
between various application-specific environments with
different signal propagation characteristics. As in
TOSSIM, SENS source code can be ported directly into
actual sensor nodes, enabling application portability.
Moreover, it provides a power module for development of
dependable applications.
SENS defines three network models that can be used.
The first successfully forwards packets to all neighbours,
the second delivers with a chance of loss based on a fixed
probability, and the third considers the chance of collision
at each node. The physical component includes the nonnetwork hardware for the sensor such as the power,
sensors, and actuators. At a lower level, the environment
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component models the physical phenomena and the
layout. The layout model includes different types of
surfaces, each affecting radio and sound propagation in a
different way.
SENS is less customisable than many other
simulators, providing no chance to alter the MAC
protocol, along with other low level network protocols.
SENS uses one of the most sophisticated environmental
models and implements the use of sensors well. However,
the only measurable phenomenon is sound.
I.

J-Sim
J-Sim [22] is a component-based discrete event
simulator built in Java and modelled after NS-2. The
design of this simulator aims at solving many of the
shortcomings of comparable object-oriented simulators
like NS-2. J-Sim uses the concept of components instead
of the concept of having an object for each individual
node. J-Sim uses three top level components: the target
node which produces stimuli, the sensor node that reacts
to the stimuli, and the sink node which is the ultimate
destination for stimuli reporting. Each component is
broken into parts and modelled differently within the
simulator; this eases the use of different protocols in
different simulation runs.
J-Sim claim has several advantages over NS-2 and
other simulators. First its component based architecture
scales better than the object oriented model used by NS-2
and other simulators. Second, J-Sim has an improved
energy model and the ability to simulate the use of
sensors for phenomena detection. Like SensorSim, there
is support for using the simulation code for real hardware
sensors. However, J-Sim is comparatively complicated to
use. While no more complicated than NS-2, the latter
simulator is more popular and accepted in the sensor
network research community and more community
support is available, therefore, more people are keen to
spend the time to learn how to use it.
Though it is scalable, J-Sim has a set of inefficiencies.
First, there is unnecessary overhead in the
intercommunication model. The second problem is
inherited by most sensor networks simulators that are built
on top of general purpose simulators, 802.11 is the only
MAC protocol that can be used in J-Sim. Finally, Java is
possibly less efficient than many other languages.
J.

Dingo
Dingo [27] provides a workbench for prototyping
algorithms for WSNs taking a top-down design
methodology. Having no target platform means the full
functionality of a programming language can be used. This
eases the design process as prototype algorithms can be
tested before optimisation for the target platform. Dingo
consists of a fixed API, with customisable internals. It has
a simple graphical user interface and a set of base classes,
which are extended by the user to create simulation. Each
simulated sensor node runs in its own thread and
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communicates using the same protocols that would be
deployed on a physical node. Sensors are modelled using a
pool of concurrent, communicating threads. Individual
sensors are able to: (1) Gather and process data from a
model environment; (2) Locate and communicate with
their nearest neighbours; (3) Determine whether they are
operating correctly and act accordingly to alter the
network topology in case of faulty nodes being detected.
Nodes may be configured differently to simulate a
heterogeneous sensor network. Dingo comes with a set of
application level routing packages including simple multihop flooding, MuMHR [28] and LEACH [29].
Dingo features a significant improvement in the
simulation performance by giving the option to split the
visualisation from the simulation. It provides tools for the
simulation and deployment of high-level, Python code on
real sensor networks. For example, Dingo-boom provides
a two-way interface between MoteIV's Boomerang class
motes and Dingo. Dingo-top is another tool which is used
to dump network topology data to a text file and generate
a graphical representation of that topology. Furthermore,
Dingo has several features in the form of plugins. These
can be activated/deactivated on the plugin menu.
As with SensorSimII, Dingo provides an extensible
visualisation framework that aims at easing the life for
sensor network debugging, assessment, and understanding
of the software by visualising the sensor network
topology, the individual node state, and the transmission
of the sensed data. Dingo comes with an interface
between the simulation environment and different
hardware platforms, for example the Gumstix [30]
platform. Also, Dingo allows mixed-mode simulation
using a combination of real and simulated nodes. In
Dingo, nodes have the ability to obtain their sensed data
from a database or graphical objects like maps; this
improves the fidelity of simulations as it makes it possible
to check the simulation results against the real data.
Dingo focuses on the protocols and algorithms for
higher layers of network state but it does not directly
support sensor networks at the physical layer. It has major
drawbacks which limit its functionality. Most of these
drawbacks are due to the incomplete nature of the tool.
These drawbacks are: (1) The lack for Media Access
Control or MAC layer, communications to be handled by
point-to-point systems. (2) No collision management
procedure, partly due to the absence of the MAC layer.
K. NS-3
NS-2 [31] is an object-oriented discrete event
simulator targeted at networking research. It is an open
source network simulator originally designed for wired,
IP networks. The NS-2 simulation environment offered
great flexibility in studying the characteristics of WSNs
because it includes flexible extensions for WSNs. NS-2
has a number of limitations: (1) It puts some restrictions
on the customisation of packet formats, energy models,
MAC protocols, and the sensing hardware models, which
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limits its flexibility; (2), the lack of an application model
makes it ineffective in environments that require
interaction between applications and the network
protocols. (3) It does not run real hardware code; (4) It
has been built by many developers and contains several
inherent known and unknown bugs. (5) It does not scale
well for WSNs due to its object-oriented design; (6) Using
C++ code and oTcl scripts makes it difficult to use.
To overcome the above drawbacks the improved NS-3
simulator [10] was developed. NS-3 supports simulation
and emulation. It is totally written in C++, while users
can use python scripts to define simulations. Hence,
transferring NS-2 implementation to NS-3 require manual
intervention. Besides the scalability and performance
improvements, simulation nodes have the ability to
support multiple radio interfaces and multiple channels.
Furthermore, NS-3 supports a real-time schedule that
makes it possible to interact with a real systems [10]. For
example, a real network device can emit and receive NS-3
generated packets.
L.

Shawn
Shawn is an open source discrete event simulator for
WSNs. It is written in C++ and can be run in Linux/Unix
and Windows environments. Shawn aims to simulate
large- scale WSNs, where physically accurate simulations
fail. The idea behind Shawn is to use abstract models to
simulate the affects of a phenomenon rather than the
phenomenon itself [23]. Users of Shawn can adapt the
simulation to their needs by selecting the application
preferred behaviour. The authors claim that Shawn
provides a high abstraction level that hides a lot of the
simulation details. Users are given full access to the
communication graph, which allows them to
observe nodes and their data [23]. However, there are
some limitation in Shawn, for instance: Visualization
output is not supported, MAC module is not extent, and
also users need to do much programming [32].
III.

DISCUSSION

Generally, real WSNs testbeds provide a more
accurate, realistic, and replicable validation mechanism
for algorithms and protocols. However, the cost of
deployment and maintenance of large-scale testbeds limits
their applicability. Moreover, the wide variety of
available sensor hardware can make it rather difficult to
replicate any results produced by real testbeds. Besides,
in some applications, where dangerous conditions are
being studied, e.g. chemical pollution, a real testbed is an
unwanted choice. Out of these restrictions came the need
for simulation as a tool for validating and testing
algorithms/protocols. As shown in Section II, simulation
tools are widely available and used by WSNs researchers.
However, most of the existing simulators are incomplete
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and follow different approaches to investigate different
problems. The variety of existing simulation tools has led
to accuracy and authenticity issues that concern even the
best simulators available today. Such issues also make it
even more difficult to replicate and compare evaluation
results from competing simulation systems. Simulation
drawbacks also include the lack of visualisation tools,
GUI's, poor documentation, absence of examples,
amongst others.
To solve the dilemma of having an accurate but
scalable and low-cost prototyping solution, we suggest the
use of mixed-mode simulation as an effective midrange
solution. Mixed-mode simulation is the integration of a
simulated environment and a real testbed to improve both
the accuracy and scalability of testing results. In other
words, the mixed-mode simulation enables the simulation
of algorithms partially in software and partially in a real
hardware WSN testbed. A small number of simulation
tools like NS-3 and Dingo already support this mode of
simulation. This simulation mode allows researchers to
compare the results of running the same algorithm in both
simulation and on physical sensor hardware; the
comparison allows the inclusion or the modelling of more
realistic conditions in the simulation environment. A
flexible mixed-mode simulator should support integration
of heterogeneous sensor devices. Also, the simulationtestbed interaction remains a challenging task that needs
to be addressed. For instance, the authors of Dingo
describe in [33] a new Python library that implements
synchronous message-passing concurrency to improve
coordination between many hosts.
Yet, the choice of a suitable simulator is a difficult
decision. There is no 'best' simulator; each simulator has
specific features that work well in certain circumstances.
The selection of a simulator depends mostly on the
algorithmic feature to be evaluated. High level simulators
like NS-2 gives an estimation about the applications and
some middleware behaviour. Mid-level simulators, e.g.
OMNET, provides more information about the physical
layer components that are simulated without giving too
much details. Low-level simulators provide accurate bit
level estimations of the hardware as well as software
performance.
Regardless of the simulator, any
simulations will always have weaknesses either due to
non-realistic assumptions or modelling errors that may be
present in the algorithm itself. Therefore, developing
formal methods, e.g. using graph theory [34], to verify the
correctness of new algorithms and protocols is also part of
the testing or evaluation research.
Table 1 summarise and compares the reviewed
simulation tools.
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TABLE 1. SUMMARY ABOUT REVIEWED SIMULATION TOOLS
Simulators

SensorSim

Programming
Language

C++

GUI

General or
Specific
Simulator

Open
Source

No

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

Yes

TOSSIM

C++

Yes

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

TOSSF

C++

Yes

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

Main Features

Limitations

-Power and communication protocol
models Sensing channel and sensor
models
-Scenario generation
-Support for hybrid simulations

-Limited in SensorSim project realism
-Consider limited resources of sensor
nodes.
-Simulates the complete WSN protocol
stack

-Can be targeted to motes without
modification
-Nodes share the exact same code image
-The developed algorithms can be tested
on a target platform
-Primary focus on scalability
-Support heterogeneous nodes and
dynamic topology
-Supports protocols designed purely for
wireless networks
-Built using a layered approach.
-Uses standard APIs between different
simulation layers.
-Comprehensive set of advanced wireless
modules and user-friendly tools
-Uses a hierarchical model to define each
characteristic of the system
-Capability of recording a large set of user
defined results
-Supports hybrid mode
-Provides an option to interface with
actual hardware while running a
simulation
-Compatible with two different types of
node hardware

-Makes several assumptions about the
target hardware platform
-Focusing on making some behaviour
accurate while simplifying others

-Long test-debug cycles

-Not scapable of simulating sensor
networks accurately
-does not support phenomena occurring
outside of the simulation environmen

GloMoSim

C/Parsec

Yes

General

Yes

Qualnet

C/C++

Yes

General

Commercial

OPNET

C/C++

Yes

General

Commercial

EmStar

C

Yes

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

SENS

C++

No

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

-Multiple
different
implementations

Yes

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

-Ability to simulate the use of sensors for
phenomena detection
-Support for using the simulation code for
real hardware sensors

Yes

Specifically
designed
for WSNs

Yes

-Full functionality of a programming
language can be used
-Option to split the visualisation from the
simulation

Yes

-Supports simulation and emulation
-Supports a real-time schedule
-Ability to support multiple radio
interfaces and multiple channels

Some
restrictions
on
customisation.
-Lack of an application model
-Does not run real hardware code
-Does not scale well for WSNs

Yes

-Able to simulate large- scale WSNs
-Ability of selecting the application
preferred behaviour
-Full access to the communication graph

-Does not support visualization output
-MAC module is not extent
-Lots of programing is required

J-Sim

Dingo

NS-3

Shawn

Java

Python

C++

C++
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No

General

No

Specifically
designed
for WSNs
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component

- The annual license is expensive

- scalability problems

-Supports only the code for the types of
nodes that it is designed to work with

-Less customisable
-Only measurable phenomenon is sound
-Comparatively complicated to use
-Unnecessary
overhead
in
the
intercommunication model
-Does not directly support sensor
networks at the physical layer
-Incomplete nature of the tool
the
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IV.

CONCLUSION

This paper provides a comprehensive review of
simulation tools that are widely used in the field of
WSNs. The aim is to help researchers choosing the most
appropriate simulation tools to evaluate their work.
There are a variety of simulation tools with different
capabilities. However, the authors believe that they are
insufficient for testing and evaluating WSNs algorithms.
This is because the simulation results can be unrealistic
due to the incomplete or inaccurate simulation models.
An immediate measure is to develop unified models, e.g.
energy, for different simulators. This allows realistic
comparisons between results produced by different
simulators to be made. To improve authenticity and
accuracy of simulation results, it is important that
researchers make their simulation code available for
download by other researchers. Moreover, researchers
should dedicate more space in their papers to clearly
describe their simulation setup. On the other hand, largescale real testbeds are still infeasible due to their cost and
complexity. It can be easily observed that the trend in the
WSNs field is to use mixed-mode simulation as an
interim solution. Finally, we believe that theoretical
validation of algorithms can serve as a good means for
evaluating many WSNs algorithms.
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Abstract—Recently, the concept of ‘cognitive networking’ has
been introduced, in which reconfigurable radio networks rely
on self-awareness and artificial intelligence to optimize their
network performance. These cognitive networks are able to
perceive current network conditions and then plan, learn and act
according to end-to-end goals. This paper elaborates on different
methods (network solutions) that can be used by cognitive
networks for deciding on how to optimize the performance of a
large number of co-located devices with different characteristics
and network requirements. To this end, a negotiation based
networking methodology (‘symbiotic networking’) is used that
supports efficient network cooperation between heterogeneous
devices in order to optimize their network performance. In this
paper, the advantages and disadvantages of different reasoning
techniques that can be used during the decision making phase
are discussed.
Index Terms—symbiotic cognitive networks; reasoning methods; machine learning; game theory;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are becoming increasingly complex, heterogeneous and dynamic, which motivate the evolution of
the concept of cognitive networks. As it is described in [1]:
”A wireless cognitive network is a network with a cognitive
process that can perceive current network conditions and then
plan, decide and act on those conditions”. The network can
learn from these adaptations and use them to make future
decisions, all while taking into account end-to-end goals.
Cognition process (Fig.1), in this case, is related to machine
learning [2] as any algorithm that: ”improves its performance
through experience gained over a period of time without
the complete information about the environment in which it
operates”. This process can be divided into four stages:
(i) Gather observations of the important aspects (properties) of the network or, in other words, gather knowledge.
Inside complex systems, with a large number of nodes, it
is more likely that the cognitive process is performed with
an incomplete knowledge about the system status. (ii) Plan
actions according to the network policies and the knowledge
that was gathered. Reasoning is used to decide which scenario
best fits the end-to-end goals. After the decision is made, (iii)
actions are performed accordingly. The (iv) cognitive feedback
loop measures the success of the chosen solution relative to
the defined objectives. This way, when similar circumstances
happen in the future, the cognitive decision maker will have
an idea what decisions are preferred and which ones should
be avoided.
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Fig. 1. A four stage cognition cycle: (1) data gathering (DG), (2) planning
(PA), (3) acting (A), (4) collecting feedback (CF)

The fundamental difference between a cognitive network
and a cognitive radio are the end-to-end goals. They give a
cognitive network its network-wide scope, separating it from
other adaptation approaches, which usually have only a local,
single element scope [3].
Cognitive networking solutions can be applied to improve
network performance in situations in which different networks
cooperate in an ad-hoc and dynamic way. For example, colocated IEEE802.11 WiFi, IEEE802.15.4 sensor and 802.15.1
Bluetooth networks are typically configured independently
from each other: their settings take into account only the
behaviour of their own communication technology and they
typically ignore their influence on each other. By ensuring
that different co-located networks are aware of each other,
they can modify their configuration so that the performance
of all individual networks improves. The cognition loop can be
used as the way to further improve the newly formed symbiotic
network performance. Some of the examples are: improving
reliability, decreasing energy consumption, lowering exposure
etc.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: The
SymbioNets use case, a concept of symbiotic wireless sensor
networks cooperation, is presented in Section II. Section III
brings the overview of the most commonly used cognitive
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methods in the context of wireless (sensor) networking. In
Section IV we compare suitability of the above mentioned
approaches, from several different aspects, for the symbiotic
networking. Conclusion is given in Section V.
II. T HE S YMBIO N ETS USE CASE
The need for cognitive networking is also stated in the
SymbioNets project [4]. In this project, different networks
engage in cooperation by activating specific symbiotic network
services (Fig.2), when activating these services result in better
network performance for all involved networks. These symbiotic network services are not crucial for the correct operation
of the individual networks, but instead influence the behaviour
of the communication.

Fig. 2. Coexisting networks suitable for symbiotic cooperation with their
negotiation representatives (NE). An example would be: temperature monitoring network (black nodes) and a security network (blue hexagons) inside
a facility

By activating a symbiotic network service, the reliability,
energy consumption, exposure, etc. of one or more networks is
influenced. In the SymbioNets project, a number of symbiotic
services is dynamically activated or deactivated based on
the network requirements. Some example symbiotic network
services are the following:
• A network can offer Internet access to other networks
• An ‘interference avoidance’ algorithm can be activated to
reduce interference
• A ‘packet sharing service’ allows cooperating networks
to interpret and route packets from each other
The full SymbioNets cognitive cycle works as follows. Colocated communities of devices exchange their service profiles
so that each one of them has an idea about the network
preferences of co-located devices. These preferences describe
behavioural aspects of the network (e.g., ‘limit the battery
consumption’) or express the need for additional functionality
(e.g., ‘get Internet access’). There is a negotiation entity (NE)
in every community which collects all service profiles of
neighbouring communities and decides which symbiotic network services should be activated or deactivated. The process
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of negotiation is rerun every time a new or an updated profile is
received. Service negotiation messages are exchanged between
negotiation entities to reach a common decision. Then, the
decision is disseminated to every node in the community.
One critical aspect of the SymbioNets approach is that the
networks need to decide which network services to activate
based not only on environment observations, but also in
networks consisting of strongly heterogeneous devices with
diverging communication technologies, diverging application
requirements and diverging computational resources. In the
current implementation, a linear programming algorithm, that
is implemented on the negotiation node [4], is used to automatically calculate the optimal set of network services to be
enabled on every node. However, this solution assumes that
benefits and costs of enabling each service are predefined and
fixed. In a dynamic environment this assumption usually does
not hold. Instead, a more advanced cognitive decision method
is required. In this paper, we describe a number of cognitive
decision methods that can be used and explain the concepts
on which they rely. Most importantly, we point out their major
advantages and drawbacks if applied in heterogeneous, symbiotic environments. These cognitive methods are evaluated on
several criteria:
• Complexity. Are they also suitable for use on devices with
low processing power, such as sensor nodes?
• Support for heterogeneity. Suitable for an environment
where different communication technologies and different
types of application requirements coexist.
• Dealing with ”‘malicious”’ behaviour in the network.
For example, what if certain devices try to ‘cheat’ by
falsely reporting that they activated certain services?
• Support for distributed solutions. Suitability for networks
where devices have to make decisions based on local
information, rather than having a full network overview.
III. C OGNITIVE METHODS
This section gives an overview of relevant decision making
methods and elaborates on their advantages and suitability for
heterogeneous, symbiotic networks. We discuss the following
decision methods: mathematical methods (including linear
programming), interactive network simulators, game theory
and machine learning.
A. Mathematical methods
In small networks, it may possible to calculate the influence
of a specific network configuration on the network performance. As an example, consider queuing theory, that can
be used to derive performance metrics such as the average
waiting time in queues of the system, the expected number
of packets in queues, packet drop probabilities, etc. However,
queuing theory is not capable of predicting end-to-end network
qualities in large-scale and complex networks that use multiple
network protocols.
Other mathematical models were developed to calculate the
performance of higher-layer network protocols. For example,
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in [5] a mathematical model is created to optimize the stability and fairness of rate control algorithms for the Internet.
However, these formulas require in-depth knowledge of the
innerworking of the specific network protocols.
Finally, in [4], a linear program is used to calculate which,
among a list of potential network functions, should be activated to best suit the network requirements of several colocated networks. For example, if energy efficiency of a
smartphone device is an issue and no low-latency applications
are being used, the linear program can activate a packet
aggregation protocol. For its calculations, the linear program
assumes that the influence of network protocols is known in
advance.
All these mathematical methods have the same disadvantages. (i) They do not accurately model the whole networks,
or use abstractions of certain parts of the network. (ii) They
are not suitable for modeling complex cross-layer and crossnetwork interactions. (iii) And finally, they assume perfect
knowledge about the network. On the other hand, mathematical formulas often have a low processing overhead and they
can accurately predict a number of key performance metrics.
B. Network simulators
As an alternative, it is possible to use a network simulator
in the decision making process. The cognitive engine can
recreate (to the best of its abilities) the monitored network
conditions in a network simulator, and use the simulation
to predict the influence of optimization decisions. Existing
network simulators such as ns2/ns3, OPNET, Netsim, etc. have
become increasingly accurate and are capable of taking into
account many cross-layer and even physical layer interactions.
A similar approach is the use of planning tools for decision
making. Planning tools are typically used before deployment
of a network to predict the behaviour of (wireless) networks
in different environments [6]. They are, for example, used to
calculate the optimum number of Wi-Fi access points and communication settings to obtain a certain network performance.
A cognitive reasoning engine can be created by recreating
the network set-up in a network simulator or planning tool, and
running multiple scenarios with different settings. This way,
the decision engine can estimate and select the best network
configuration.
The main disadvantages with this approach are the following. (i) Network simulators are typically not designed for
distributed calculations. (ii) Detailed information about the
network is required, such as the location of each device, the
exact network configuration and settings and the application
requirements. (iii) Current network simulators do not take into
account the influence of different co-located communication
technologies that use the same frequency band. Finally, (iv)
network simulators often require heavy processing power.
C. Game theory
Game theory models the behaviour of a system as a game,
played by at least two rational players. Rationality, in this
context, means balancing costs against benefits to arrive at
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an action that maximizes personal payout. Game theory has
been used in logic, economics, psychology, political science,
biology etc. In the domain of computer networks, it offers
tools that can be used in modelling an interaction among
individual nodes in a wireless network. Game theory enables
us to determine the existence, uniqueness and convergence to
a steady state operating point.
Formally, a game is given by G = (N, A, ui ), where N =
1, 2, ..., n is the set of players, Ai is the action set for player
i. ui is the set of utility functions that each player wishes to
maximize, where ui : Ai → <. For every player, i, the utility
function is a function of the action chosen, ai and the actions
chosen by all the players in the game other than player i,
denoted as a−i . Together ai and a−i make up the action tuple
a. An action tuple is a unique choice of actions by each player.
Steady-state conditions, the Nash equilibrium, can be identified using this model. The Nash equilibrium represents a state
where an individual node cannot increase the values of its
utility function by changing actions, assuming other players
remain constant in their strategies. Pareto efficiency, on the
other hand, describes how acceptable is the achieved steady
state from a global point of view. A Pareto optimal state is
the one where no player can benefit from any action without
making someone else worse off.
Problems such as node’s power consumption, contention for
a communication medium and routing in cognitive wireless
networks have already been presented in the form of a game
[7].
For our specific use case, described in Section II, the negotiation process should include a process of defining pricing
policies and action sets, taking into account the wireless
technology each community is based on. The disseminated list
of enabled services defines the starting point in a game. Nodes
aim to increase their utility functions regarding each given
incentive and a properly designed pricing policy will lead
to an increase of the Pareto efficiency. By sending feedback
to the negotiation node, service policies can be updated to
trigger recalculation and renegotiation. Since every network
preference that needs to be optimized in the community
demands a distinctive game, it is likely that a number of
these different games will involve common parameters. Certain
trade-offs can be foreseen. For example: a packet sharing and
a power saving game can be played simultaneously. While the
first one demands a node to forward more packets thus spend
more energy, the second one will try to minimize the power
consumption as much as possible. There has to be a trade-off
between spending less energy per node and ensuring better
network coverage and shorter routing paths.
One difficulty of using the game theory in SymbioNets,
is how to correctly interpret low-level actions into high-level
goals. Additionally, the set of available actions to the players
needs to be carefully defined and verified as well as the states
the system can go through. Finally, computational complexity
will increase significantly as the number of nodes grows.
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D. Machine learning
Machine learning is a form of artificial intelligence in which
devices learn using inductive inference (Fig.3) [8] [9]. One
specific field, Reinforcement learning, is particularly suitable
for usage in the context of cognitive networks [10]. It involves
the notion of learning through trial-and-error interaction with
a dynamic environment.
This concept can be described as follows: a decision making
node has a set of possible actions A = a1 , a2 , ..., aN at each
step. Based on observations of the environment, the next step
is chosen. It is desirable to have a process with a finite number
of states. When the action is taken, the environment makes a
transition to another state according to a certain probability
distribution P (s0 |s, a) and so on. The main goal of a decision
maker is to maximize its action-value function (Bellman’s
equation) :
Q(s, a) = r(s, a) + γ

P

s0

P (s0 |s, a)maxQ(s0 , a0 )

The Q function assigns a value to each state/action pair. This
value is increased every time a decision maker takes action a at
state s. It also takes into account the highest available Q value
at each connected state. The factor γ makes sure the reward
for making the same decision in the future decreases. r(s, a)
represents an immediate reward, the one that is awarded at the
initial transition from the state s.

Fig. 3.

The standard model of a learning agent

In [11] a number of reinforcement learning (RL) technique
applications in wireless ad-hoc and wireless sensor networks
are presented. Reinforcement learning is described as very well
suited for distributed problems, like routing. It has ”medium”
requirements for memory and computation at the individual
nodes, is easy to implement, highly flexible to topology
changes, but it needs some time to converge.
Q-learning algorithm [12] is probably the most frequently
used technique of reinforcement learning in wireless ad-hoc
networks. It does not need any model of the environment and
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can be used for on-line learning of the value function of some
RL task, referred to as the Q-function. It is relatively easy to
implement and has a good balance of optimality to memory
and energy requirements. In wireless sensor networks, it was
mostly used for optimizing the routing algorithms [13].
LSPI (Least Square Policy Iteration) is a model-free algorithm, which calculates the Q value of every state as a linear
combination of so called ”weighted basis functions” [14].
Q(s, a, w) =

P

k

φi (s, a)wi

Each one of k basis functions φi (s, a) represents a certain
information about each state-action pair (e.g., residual energy
of s’, link quality between s and s’ etc.). Weights wi are
parameters of the linear equation that are learned by gathering
samples hs, a, r, s0 i. Every sample describes the reward r
received upon executing action a in state s, ending in state s0 .
The main advantages of this algorithms are: it converges more
quickly than the Q-learning and it does not require carefully
tuning initial learning parameters [15].
Additionally, in [16] the Collaborative Reinforcement
Learning technique (CRL) is introduced as a model-based
technique with collaborating RL agents. This algorithm is
applicable in heterogeneous networks, where agents typically
poses different capabilities. CRL allows newly discovered
agents to negotiate the establishment of causally connected
states with their neighbours by exchanging device capability
information.
In the context of the SymbioNets use case, the negotiation process, described in Section II, is used to check the
compatibility of neighbouring community’s communication
technologies. It aims at defining the initial values of all the
configuration parameters regarding each enabled service in
the community. These values are used as starting points in the
cognition process. A periodic feedback (values of a predefined
set of parameters) are sent to a negotiation entity. After
investigating the progress that has been made, the negotiation
node decides whether to renegotiate the service policy or not.
The process of learning should be applied to every established network preference. Since the best possible action at
some state is never known a priori, the decision making node
needs to try different actions and sequences of actions so it
could learn from its experiences. The process of maximizing
action-value functions assigned to each preference enables the
node to discover an optimal action-policy. This policy maps
input values (gathered from the environment) into actions.
As mentioned in the previous section, multiple processes are
performed in parallel, including some common parameters
which might lead to conflicting situations. It is necessary to
determine correct trade-offs. This analysis can be done during
the negotiation phase.
One of the main issues with reinforcement learning is that
the number of possible environment states is large. To calculate
the reward of a certain action, a node has to, at least, take a
good guess what state the system is going to move into by
preforming an action. The other problem is how to gather all
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the necessary observations for multi-objective learning. Should
there be a predefined set of data that is to be gathered at each
step or should it depend on objective? Another pitfall is that,
since the number of nodes will be fluctuating, it will be hard to
establish a solid and non-changing policy since the influence
of each action could change as the network topology changes.
IV. C HOOSING THE OPTIMAL REASONING ENGINE
This section compares the suitability of different reasoning
engines for the symbiotic networking paradigm that was
presented in Section II.
A. Supporting heterogeneity
Mathematical formulas typically assume that the network
is very homogeneous. Heterogeneous networks might have
diverging network requirements, different communication protocols and even use different communication technologies.
Since new formulas have to be created for each different
network situation, the use of mathematical formulas in not
feasible for heterogeneous networks.
Current network simulators already have support for heterogeneity. They typically include a wide set of standardized
network protocols and technologies, and as such can be used to
estimate how different network settings influence performance.
However, especially at the physical layer, a large number
of unexpected cross-layer and cross-network interactions are
typically simplified.
With regards to game theory, agents in heterogeneous networks can play a game, but with different perception of what
goes on in the network, because the utility functions differ
significantly - different power supply, radio transmission costs
etc. This leads to different cost/benefit reasoning among nodes
in different communities and has to be taken into account
while negotiating optimal service and pricing policies.
Reinforcement learning algorithms support heterogeneity
but every newly discovered agent has to negotiate the establishment of causally connected states with their neighbours by
exchanging device capability information.
B. Complexity
The complexity of mathematical formulas depends strongly
on the effect that is modelled (link local, end-to-end, ...) and
the number of parameters that are taken into account. However,
it is safe to say that highly complex networks can not fully
be modelled using only mathematical formulas. In addition,
solving complex mathematical formulas can be difficult on
resource-constrained devices such as sensor nodes or smart
phones.
The computational complexity of network simulators
strongly depends on the accuracy of the simulator. Simulators
that use approximations of communication effects can have
low computational complexity, whereas extremely accurate
simulators might require several days to calculate the behaviour of even small networks. However, even simplified
network simulators are too complex to be used in resourceconstrained networks: sensor networks or smart phones might
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want to off-load the cognitive reasoning process to a remote
server that is less resource constrained.
In game theory approach, computation complexity increases
as the number of players grows. Every individual player has to
take into account actions of all other players. The existence of
a steady state point must be proven before utilizing any specific
algorithm. In the approach with the centralized authority (a
negotiation node), the rules of a game can be changed during
the play in respect of the feedback a negotiation entity is
given from the network. Coordinated games assume exchange
of information between nodes which can cost a lot in power
consumption and memory space that is being used.
For reinforcement learning, model free algorithms need
fresh data every once in a while, but the computational power
and memory utilization are much lower than in model based
algorithms. However, a model based algorithm can guarantee
good results in an environment where acquiring measurements
is highly expensive. With this approach, learning is faster, as
much more use can be made of each experience. It can be used
to solve multiple optimization problems. Many algorithms
have already been implemented in WSNs, which implies that
they can be adjusted to cope with severe power limitations.
Complexity, however, does differ from algorithm to algorithm.
C. Dealing with ”‘malicious”’ behaviour
In order to increase their own performance, devices can
report false values, or fail to activate the network configuration
settings they promised. A cognitive engine should be able
to detect this kind of behaviour, and optionally punish these
devices, or refuse to further cooperate with them.
When the predicted outcome of mathematical formulas differs from the measured performance, this can be an indication
of ‘cheating’ nodes. However, it is almost impossible to detect
the difference between incorrect predictions and malicious
behaviour.
When the observed performance differs from the expected
performance, network simulators can run through a large number of simulations to identify which settings produce similar
behaviour. However, this process is likely very expensive
computationally.
In game theory, a properly designed pricing policy aims to
increase the Pareto efficiency of a game by making sure that
every asocial behaviour is ’punished’. A node is considered to
be malicious (selfish) if it tries to increase its own benefit
without taking into account the social aspect of the game
(making Pareto efficiency worse off).
When using reinforcement learning, Higher learning rates
and not well defined rewarding policy will enforce particular
states very quickly. In a dynamic network this can lead
to suboptimal performance. One should trade-off between
converging faster, but to a possibly mediocre operating point
and converging at a slower rate while taking into account
network changes and possible erroneous behaviour.
D. Suitability for distributed implementation
Mathematical methods typically require complete knowledge of the network configuration and as such can not be used
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in a distributed way. The same is true for network simulators.
Game theory approach is naturally intended to operate in
a distributed manner. Every node plays a game with one
objective: to increase its payoff as much as possible. As
mentioned before, to avoid selfish behaviour, the pricing policy
must be properly defined. The existence of a supervising
node, which gathers feedback information of all the players
in a community and changes the rules and pricing policies
on the fly, can be helpful, but fully centralized approach is
inapplicable since it demands great computational power and
full knowledge of the network.
Centralized reinforcement learning algorithms are inapplicable in resource-constrained wireless sensor networks since
they assume a complete knowledge of the network’s topology.
If not impossible, in most cases this will be tremendously
expensive to obtain. On the other hand, there already exist
solutions for distributed reinforcement learning - Distributed
Q-learning is a good example. MDQL is the solution for
problems of multi-objective incentives in distributed manner
[17].
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper surveys different reasoning approaches and
discusses how they can be applied to SymbioNets. Four
different decision approaches are discussed. (i) Mathematical
approaches require a low computational overhead, but are
not well-suited to model complex cross-network and crosslayer influences. (ii) Network simulators can be used to
determine optimal network settings by simulating a large
number of network configurations. However, simulations have
a large computational overhead and require perfect network
knowledge at a central location. (iii) Game theory is wellsuited for distributed negotiation implementations. However,
each device needs an individual, custom designed cost and
utility function. Finally, (iv) machine learning approaches do
not require any knowledge about the innerworking of the
network protocols. However, they can take a long time to
reach a steady-state optimal network situation. As such, it
is clear that no ‘best’ cognitive decision approach exists.
Instead, the choice of approach depends on which SymbioNets
criteria is deemed most important: complexity, support for
heterogeneity, able to deal with ”‘malicious”’ behavior and/or
support for distributed solutions. Further work will focus on
how to combine these different approaches to overcome their
individual disadvantages.
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Abstract—Hidden terminal problem is one of the well-known
problems when a node is visible from the access point but
cannot communicate through it. The problem occurs in ad
hoc networks as well as cognitive networks. The clear
solution is not discussed in cognitive networks. In this paper,
we proposed a method to solve the hidden terminal problem
through cloud computing. The idea is that the cloud can
store the status of cognitive network, compute, reorganize,
and make available the current state of cognitive networks
for future decisions. Further, we discussed the role of cloud
computing in hidden terminal problems and a solution using
the blackboard technology. The simulations were presented
to cognitive radio network cloud and discussed the packet
transfer and handshaking. The proposed cognitive network
model using cloud technologies eliminates the overheads of
request to send and clear to send. Further, implementation
of cognitive networks through cloud technologies minimizes
the problem of sudden entry of primary user.
Keywords: Hidden Terminal; Cognitive Networks; Cloud
computing; spectrum mobility; spectrum holes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The software defined radio and cognitive radio brought
significant attention in telecommunications technology [1,
2]. The cognitive radio has the capability of changing its
parameters depending upon the environment that it
operates. Therefore, the cognitive capability and
reconfigurability makes the cognitive radio (CR) detects
the licensed user and identify the unused spectrum
(spectrum holes or white spectrum). In recent years, the
underutilization of licensed spectrum and introduction of
digital broadcasting TV, the FCC (federal communications
commission) regulations allowed access to TV white
spaces [3]. The recent FCC regulations encouraged
international organizations to define cognitive radio
standards on TV white spaces.
The CR is a promising technique to detect and utilize
the spectrum holes (unused spectrum) efficiently [4]. The
process includes spectrum sensing, spectrum management,
spectrum sharing, and spectrum mobility. In spectrum
sensing, the CR must detect primary (licensed) user
through sensing methods including matched filter
detection, energy detection, and feature detection. The
spectrum management includes characterization, selection,
and reconfiguration of the spectrum. The management
further includes channel selection, modulation selection,
bandwidth setting, observation time setting, transmission
time setting, and power setting. The spectrum sharing
helps in preventing spectrum overlapping when multiple
cognitive radios are involved in intranet. The spectrum
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mobility deals with the handoff (transfer of connection to
another unused spectrum band) in CR networks. The
handoff involves the connection lost due to mobility and
the quality of service. Further, the hidden terminal
problem (HTP) happens in spectrum mobility. The HTP
can be solved using the cloud with cognitive radio
networks.
A cognitive radio network (CRN) is a group of
cognitive radios connected to verify the concepts,
algorithms, and protocols. The CRN improves the
performance of spectrum utilization and helps smooth the
transmission of packets. The tools for total functionality
require a significant amount of computing resources in a
real time environment. Cloud computing is an alternative
to minimize the computing resources and improve the
performance. The cloud works like another intelligent
agent equipped with all CRN states, policies, and
concurrent actions.
In wireless communications, CRN uses knowledge
representation, machine learning, genetic algorithms, and
game theory techniques for efficient resource (spectrum)
utilization. The CRN detects the current network
conditions, plans the successive actions, and act on those
decisions. Further, the CRN system learns from the history
of decisions, actions, and uses the knowledge to improve
the decisions. Since CRN uses the previous knowledge
and improves the current decisions, game models are very
useful in the prediction of network conditions.
The cognitive radio mostly uses the first two OSI
model layers (Open Systems Interconnection), whereas the
CRN covers all layers. The basic functions learning,
reasoning and adapting to current network conditions are
required to create end-to-end optimum performance. The
CRN makes the decisions to meet the network needs as a
whole rather than individual network component. The
CRN improves the robustness, usability, security, and
human interaction for operation and communication.
The remaining paper discusses the hidden terminal
problem and cognitive networks, the role of the cloud to
solve the hidden terminal problem, recent developments,
problem formulation, simulations, conclusions, and future
research.
II.

HIDDEN TERMINAL PROBLEM AND COGNITIVE
NETWORKS

The hidden terminal problem occurs when a node is
visible from the access point but cannot communicate to
the nodes within communication distance. A star network
is the best example. One of the well-known hidden node
problems in wireless networks is a three node problem as
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shown in Figure 1. For example, a user tries to transmit the
information from node A to node C. The node A cannot
hear the transmission from node C by sensing the medium.
Similarly, node C cannot sense the transmission from node
A; therefore, they try to communicate and collide at node
B. The third example is provided through Figure 2
(waiting forever). The node A is communicating to node D
through node B and node C (Figure 2). In the beginning,
the node A assumes that channel 2 is free. Once the packet
reaches node B it understood that node C is in
communication with node D for channel 2. That is node C
sends the request for communication (RTS: request to
send) to node B for channel 2. The node B is waiting to
get the signal clear to send (CTS) from node C for channel
2. Both nodes are waiting for channel 2 at node B and
cannot move further. This is a waiting forever problem.
The RTS/CTS mechanisms implemented in the MAC
(medium access control) protocol helps to eliminate the
hidden terminal problem with time overhead.
The RTS/CTS problem further introduces the exposed
terminal problem (Figure 1) in wireless communications.
For example, if node B is transmitting to node A and node
C tries to transmit to node D. The node C and node B are
in the transmission range of each other. Therefore, after
carrier sense, transmission of node C interferes with the
transmission of node B. Further, node D can still receive
the transmission of node C without interference, if the
nodes C and B are synchronized with the same packet size
and data rate (IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS) [8]. If the nodes are
not synchronized, the neighboring node may not hear the
CTS during transmission and exposed terminal problem
may occur.
The unsuccessful transmissions are proportional to
number of hidden or exposed terminals from the
transmitting terminal. The RTS/CTS implemented in IEEE
802.11 solves the problem with the conditions explained
above. A similar problem occurs if the presence of the
primary signal cannot be detected by cognitive radios due
to interference or noise of neighboring cognitive radios
(hidden node). The RTS/CTS may not help in such cases.
The cognitive radios can solve the problem in a
cooperative spectrum sensing. Cognitive radios sense the
spectrum holes at each hop and utilize the opportunity of
allocating the channels in an optimum manner. In a multihop cognitive network (MUCON), users can use different
frequencies depending upon the availability of spectrum.
In MUCON, a common control channel is used to control
the available channels. The number of channels available
at each hop depends upon the presence of the primary user
(PU), because the complete path of the primary user is
dedicated. Therefore, the number of channels available to
the secondary user or cognitive user (SU/CU) is fixed. In
the current problem, the number of channels available is
variable at each hop due to collaborative activity of the
cognitive network users. The unshaded part of nodes A, B,
C, and D in Figure 2 shows the available channels.
The spectrum sensing is used to detect the presence of
the PU in the frequency band. The unused spectrum
(spectrum holes) detected by the CU helps the control
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channel to allocate the needed spectrum to CU on the
communication path. Further, the energy detectors are
used to detect the presence of PU and determine the
current status of PU in the geographical area.
The design of cognitive radio (CR) in spectrum sensing
poses more challenges since it requires sensing the spectral
environment and flexibility to adapt transmission
parameters. The design of CR must detect the weak signals
and strong signals. The possible solutions include notch
filtering, banks on radio frequency (RF) chip, and spatial
filtering RF beam forming through adaptive antenna
arrays.

Figure 1. Hidden and exposed node problem

Figure 2. Hidden Node Problem
III.

ROLE OF CLOUD TO SOLVE HIDDEN TERMINAL
PROBLEM

The current challenges in cognitive radio networks are
storing vast amount of information, processing for real
time decisions, and handoff situation during the transfer of
information packets at various CRN nodes. Storing and
processing the information requires a vast amount of
computational capabilities. Further, knowing the current
state of channels of the nodes in advance makes the
transmission of information easy. But, the change in node
status (availability of channels) during the transfer of
information requires additional capability. The IEEE
802.11 RTS/CTS solves the hidden terminal problem to a
certain extent in wireless communications, but the same
cannot be applied in cognitive networks due to the sudden
entrance of the primary user. The cloud is very useful
(come out of the current bottlenecks) to minimize the
storage, save the status of channels and complex
computations at node level. Since the channel status at
each node is stored in the cloud, the HTP problems will
never arise.
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The current computing facilities have limited access to
resources, financial limitations to purchase packages,
problems of portability, and maintenance. To overcome
these limitations an emerging concept called cloud
computing entered into the technological market. The
cloud concept simplified the user needs by eliminating the
purchase and maintenance of systems and packages. The
advantages are enormous, and security is a basic issue.
Paying for the resources you use is the fundamental
advantage. This eliminates the purchase of special
equipment, packages, other related software, and
maintenance. The user can store all the information and
use it anywhere in the world without carrying the work
related resources. Since the resources can be stored,
maintained, executed, and made available on the real-time
basis, the concept extended to cognitive radio networks to
use spectrum efficiently without any obstructions. Further,
the cloud concept eliminates the hidden terminal problem
due to the storage of all CRN information at one place and
the availability of the current status to all nodes.
CR (portable or non-portable) functions require a cloud
due to the intensive computations and vast storage. The
functions include signal detection and environment
awareness; large amount of data storage, processing and
sharing; learning; collect data from various CR nodes and
make available to all CR nodes. To facilitate these
functions a prototype needs to be built. The prototype must
have capabilities of collecting, processing in real time and
interacting with nodes for all updates at a central place
called cloud as shown in Figure 3. The CRN nodes are
connected with cloud to store, plan, update status, and
transfer information from a source node to the destination
node. This process helps to eliminate the RTS/CTS
process at nodes. Further, it saves lot of battery, processing
time and hand shaking (or handoff) for mobile devices.
The overhearing will be avoided in wireless networks and
eliminates the hidden node problem.
Cloud computing avoids the common control channel
(CCC) in CRN. The need of a dedicated CCC problem in
CRN will be avoided by connecting the nodes of CRN to
cloud and allow cloud to take care of the activities of CRN
including the HTP. In cloud connection, we do not need to
use the time intervals for the available channels. The
available channels and frequencies are registered in the
cloud and cloud activities are dedicated to transferring the
user information to the destination. Therefore, no special
protocols or controls are required.
The CCC was discussed in [5] using an example with
cognitive nodes and unawareness of the channel set on
successive node. In Figure 2, A, B, C, and D are four
cognitive nodes in the network. The shaded parts are the
channels that occupied. The initial handshake from node A
to node B communicated through the control channel is
channel 2. Further, node A is unaware of the available
channels in node B and vice versa. If the user from node A
wants to transmit the information to user (s) at node B, the
nodes A and B should negotiate with their channel set with
the control structures called RTS/CTS to reserve the
channel for communication (we are not discussing a
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dedicated channel). This problem of negotiating will be
eliminated using cloud, since the available channels are
registered in the cloud. Therefore, most of the
communications and waiting for CTS signal will be
eliminated using cloud. Further, the best channel will be
selected and quality of service maintained using cloud.

Figure 3. CRN Test-bed and Cloud
IV.

REVIEW OF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The authors in recent literature [6 - 10] discussed the
HTP in ad hoc networks. The literature includes the hidden
vs. exposed terminals, solutions to HTP, minimizing the
effect of deafness and HTP in wireless and ad hoc
networks, and the role of RTS/CTS in IEEE 802.11 to
eliminate HTP. The concepts were extended to CRN to
solve HTP in CRN [5, 11]. The cloud concept helps CRN
to allocate the resources efficiently at node level compared
to traditional tools [12-14]. The solution to HTP is the
extended opportunity of cloud.
In CRN primary user detection and transferring the
packets on multi-hop cognitive radio network (MCRN) are
known problems. Further, HTP is another problem that
was solved using RTS/CTS in IEEE 802.11 protocol. The
RTS/CTS implementations take time and computational
resources. The authors in [5] introduced an alternative
MAC protocol on MCRN to avoid common control
channel through simulations using NS2 package. The idea
is good but consumes more computational resources and
time. The HTP with the mathematical model and
simulations through NS2 was discussed in [9]. Biswas et
al. [15] used cooperative spectrum sensing in dynamic
CRN to detect primary user and collect the spectrum holes
for efficient use of unused spectrum. Zang et al. [16]
proposed a fast spectrum sensing algorithm with minimum
cognitive radios to perform the cooperative spectrum
sensing with minimum errors.
Jayasuria et al. [7] discussed the hidden vs. exposed
terminals and concluded that RTS/CTS degrade the
performance. The MAC protocol for multi-hop networks
was studied in [17] by proposing pair-wise ID (identity
detection) countdown. The hidden terminal problem using
directional antennas was studied in [10]. They claimed the
performance does not depend on network topology and
network pattern. Further, the experimental study of Hidden
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terminal problem was discussed in [6, 18]. In [6], hidden
terminal jamming problem presented in IEEE 802.11 for
ad hoc networks was discussed. They claimed that signal
differential 2dB is sufficient for the stronger transmission
and effectively jam a weaker signal. In [18], the impact of
hidden nodes in both infrastructure and multi-hop an ad
hoc network was studied. The authors claim that RTS/CTS
degrade the throughput and may not solve the hidden node
problem.
The cognitive networks and using game models for
resource allocation was discussed in [19-23]. The role of
cognitive radios, the cognitive networks, and
standardization of large scale wireless networks were the
main theme of these papers. The cloud did not have any
role of these networks. The recent developments and
timely papers in [12 - 14] open the doors for new research
using cloud for CRN. Further security is a big issue in
implementing CRN in cloud. The channel allocation in
CRN, status of cognitive nodes, and hand shaking in
moving devices will be solved easily with cloud.
V.

Each node in CRNC contributes towards a solution
without knowing the status of other nodes in the network.
The solution model contains the control structure, nodes
involved in the current solution, CRNC knowledgebase,
query processor, and database access as shown in Figure 4.
The query processor takes the request from the CRNC
node, verifies the status of each node in the path (source to
destination) from database, uses the facts and rules from
knowledgebase, and selects best possible path. This
process eliminates the RTS/CTS at each node as well as
hidden node problem. Therefore, the CRNC process saves
time since we eliminate the RTS/CTS and noise
interruption (hidden terminal problem). In CRNC, the
decision is taken at a global level (in the cloud) and
eliminates the problems at each node including processing
time, waiting time for clearance of path, interference of
nodes in communication distance, and request for a
channel to send packets to successive nodes. Two cases
arise in the current situation. The case 1 deals with mobile
devices and Case 2 with fixed devices.

SOLUTION TO HIDDEN TERMINAL THROUGH
CLOUD

The CRN cloud (CRNC) is a centralized global data
structure consisting of a set of knowledge sources (CRN
nodes) called intelligent agents. These agents are self
sufficient to detect the primary signal and spectrum holes
and store the current status on the cloud. Further, the nodes
continuously update their information on the CRNC. The
design is similar to the blackboard technology to maintain
the current state of nodes.
Figure 3 shows that each node in the CRN is connected
to the cloud (CRNC). Let us discuss the transfer of packets
from node A to node D in the Figure 2. Each node in the
CRN is connected to the cloud and the nodes update their
status at cloud. The cloud software executes the status of
free channels in each node connected from node A to node
D and secures the free channels. The cloud software
decides the channel in each connected node to transfer the
packets. Further, if the primary user enters at any time, the
cloud decides the alternate action of assigning the channel
or stores the packets in its buffer till it finds the free
channel to transfer the packets to the destination. The same
facility will not be possible without cloud organization.
For example, if the primary user enters (to use the channel)
suddenly, the current data transfer on the channel used by
secondary user must be stopped and wait for alternate
channel. In CRNC, the free channels are available at each
node in the cloud knowledgebase. The cloud software
connects the free channel to transfer the data without
delay. Therefore, delay time is less in CRNC since it
maintains the current channel states and does not require
RTS/CTS. Further, if a node cannot connect or is
disconnected, the status is stored at cloud and the system
administrator is notified. In CRNC if any node could not
be connected or disconnected the information will never
be lost. The information is forwarded through an alternate
path or stored till the node is available (connected).
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Figure 4. CRNC Architecture
Case 1 deals with mobile devices communications.
Once the device opens the communication, the device is
registered in the cloud along with the destination device.
As the source and destination devices change their current
status, the CRNC changes its connection status on real
time, since handshaking is needed at any time to any one
or both the devices.
Case 2 deals with stable devices. Once the device
enters in contact or is ready to communicate, it enters the
requests in cloud with a source and destination address.
The cloud triggers the respective nodes to update their
current status.
One solution is that the information will be sent to
cloud from the source node and a destination node copies
from cloud. Therefore, we can eliminate even transfer of
packets through each node, since the packets are in the
cloud and destination address is known. The loss of
packets will be minimized when connecting through cloud.
Further, the destination will be triggered as soon as the
packets are ready to send from the source. The destination
node copies from the cloud. This is possible because, any
change in the cloud database (blackboard) is triggered to
all related CRNC nodes. Therefore, the hidden terminal
problem, overhearing, and processing will be eliminated
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automatically. The purpose will be served if we can
achieve the control strategy and real time performance.
The second solution is that the connections required to
transfer the information will be calculated and assigned
through the cloud database. Once the channels are
assigned at each node, the node status will be updated at
cloud and the packets will be transferred. As soon as the
packets are transferred from each node the channels will
be freed and cloud status will be updated.
VI.

SIMULATIONS

CRNC scheme eliminates the following requirements
which are needed in CRN [5].
 We do not need maintain two radios to be equipped
with each node for control signals and
receiving/transferring.
 If a new node enters in the network, it registers in
cloud only. It does not notify its neighbors.
 If a primary user enters at any node or node status
changes the node need not inform to its neighbors.
 The node need not send the communication to its
neighbor about its intension to communicate.
Using the above assumptions, sample simulations were
completed using MATLAB language. Initially, we
assumed five nodes connected in CRNC. The statuses of
all nodes are available in the cloud for process. The
channels are assigned randomly (0 means busy). Two
cases were discussed.
In case 1, if a user in node A wanted to transfer the
information to a user in node D, the node status will be
verified and updated on the CRNC board. Once the request
comes to cloud from node A to transfer packets to the
destination node D, the cloud controller triggers node A
and node D and lock the needed channels to transfer the
information. The channel update (at each node) will be
done after completion of the task. Further, if we want to
transfer the packets through each connected node in the
path, we need to follow a different procedure.
The available channels in all nodes in the path will be
verified and assigned the needed channel (s) in each node
and mark them as busy. In this case, the first available
channels are 2 in node A, 1 in node B, 1 in node C, 1 in
node D, and 1 in node E. These channels will be locked
and information packets will be transmitted. The channels
will be freed after the completion of the task.
In the case 2, the user in node A is making
conversation with the user in node E. But A is moving
towards B. The CRNC knows that user in node A is close
to node B and handshaking is required. The CRNC
scheduler searches for a free channel in B. As soon as the
user enters in node B’s boundary the handshaking will take
place and channel in node B will be assigned. The
channels will be free after completion of the task.
The CRNC design eliminates the RTS/CTS problem as
well as hidden node problem because the status of nodes
and allocation of channels was done at CRNC board. Since
the decisions were taken at CRNC, the overhearing and
packet loss were eliminated automatically. Further,
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processing in each node, waiting time for allocation of
channels, and reservation of channels (RTS/CTS) and
other overheads will be eliminated with the
implementation of CRNC.
MATLAB OUTPUT
Case 1: Fixed terminals
send packet A to D
cloud status
trigger A and D
Available Channels in node A
0 2 3 0 5
Available Channels in node B
1 2 0 4 5
Available Channels in node C
1 2 3 0 0
Available Channels in node D
1 2 3 0 0
Available Channels in node E
1 2 0 4 0
Assigned Channel in node D (first available channel) 1
Channel in node D copies and exits
Case 2: Moving Terminals
Channel in node A moving and calling through the channel in
node E
The updated CRNC cloud status
Available Channels in node A
0 2 3 0 5
Available Channels in node B
1 2 0 4 5
Available Channels in node C
1 2 3 0 0
Available Channels in node D
1 2 3 0 0
Available Channels in node E
1 2 0 4 0
assigned Channel in node A i =
assigned Channel in node D i =
Hand shaking channel in A j =
Hand shaking with channel in B
Task completed
cloud status
Available Channels in node A
Available Channels in node B
Available Channels in node C
Available Channels in node D
Available Channels in node E

2
1
2
k=

0
1
1
1
1

1

2 3 0 5
2 0 4 5
2 3 0 0
2 3 0 0
2 0 4 0

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In the proposed CRNC structure, the interface is
connected to CRN nodes and CRNC board (blackboard).
The controller receives messages from CRN nodes,
schedules messages, and conducts appropriate actions. The
knowledgebase consists of a set of production rules and
inference engine to operate those rules. The scratch space
(work space) stores the current state of messages for
processing.
The hidden node problem and dynamic spectrum
allocation are very important in cognitive radio networks.
The hidden node problem will be eliminated by using
cloud, since CRNC board has current status of CRN
nodes. Further, the changes will be triggered automatically
using the blackboard structure. The structure of CRNC
provides the use of two mobile devices, one mobile device
and one fixed device, both fixed devices and/or multiple
devices with fixed and mobile devices.
The cost factor related to computing and
communications, storage is not provided in this paper.
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These are application dependent. Further, power
optimization at node level depends upon the quality of
services and time varying state of wireless
communications [24, 25]. The cloud helps better power
savings [25].
The future work involves the security issues for
CRNC, and possible solutions.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), well known
communicating architectures today, are often used to detect
the occurrence of some environmental events, such as pollution
monitoring, forest fires detection, location and tracking, etc.
In order to reduce irrelevant alarms, multiple attributes are
used in the event detection process. In WSNs, communication
is often by far more expensive and difficult to control than
local computation within nodes. Therefore, it becomes critical
to reduce the amount of data exchange within a WSN, in order
to optimize the use of power and energy resources within nodes.
Energy optimization is thus one of the most important aspects
of the WSN design. There are already literature and projects
dealing with the detection of composite events using data aggregation at intermediate nodes. In this paper, a cluster-based
energy-efficient composite event detection (CEC) for wireless
sensor networks scheme is proposed, which performs local
computation at sensor nodes and local data aggregation at level
of each cluster heads in order to reduce the communication
overhead. Simulation results show that jointly, considering
both local computation at sensor nodes level and local data
aggregation at intermediate nodes will further reduce the total
energy consumption and thus prolong the network lifetime.
Keywords-Wireless sensor networks (WSNs); data aggregation;
local computation; composite event detection.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network (WSN) consists of a large
number of sensor nodes which are distributed in a given
space for measuring environmental parameters, such as
temperature, light, sound, humidity, and so on [1]-[3]. Many
applications have already been envisioned and described for
WSNs in a wide range of areas, such as environment monitoring [4], health care applications [5], military surveillance
applications [6], positioning and tracking [7], etc. Depending
on the application domain, it may be necessary for sensor
nodes within the WSN to react quickly or with critical
timing constrains to detected events [8]. Moreover, the data
collected by the WSN must be fresh when the corrective
action is taken.
One of the critical tasks in designing a WSN is to monitor,
detect and report various useful occurrence of events in a
timely and reliable fashion. An event can be defined as an
exceptional change in the environmental parameters. Events
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can be simple (atomic) or composite [9]. An atomic event
can be detected merely based on the observation of one
attribute, for example high temperature, if the temperature
is higher than a specified threshold, an atomic event is
detected. A composite event is the combination of different
atomic events. A detailed description of composite events is
given in Section III. An event alarming application needs
an answer to a question which can be derived by a set
of predicates. For example, in fire alarming applications,
users are not interested in knowing the exact reading of
attributes (temperature, smoke) of monitored area, but they
want an exact and valid answer to the question: is there
fire in the monitored area? In this case, we assume that an
event has some significant characteristics that can be used
as threshold to distinguish between normal and abnormal
environment parameter. Event detection sensor networks
require periodic data update (fresh data) from the network. Sending data periodically to a remote base station
may incurs high communication overhead, and high energy
consumption for event-driven applications. One of the key
problems in event-driven applications is energy efficient data
extraction, (i.e. how can a base station obtain the event report
with a low energy consumption). Hill et al. [10] have shown
that a sensor node spends approximately the same amount
of energy for sending a single bit of data as it does to
execute 800 instructions. Thus, in order to decrease energy
consumption and thus increase network lifetime, the amount
of data exchanged should be minimized.
Data aggregation techniques are very effective in reducing
communication overhead (i.e., the data sensed by the sensors
are combined at intermediate nodes before sending to a
remote base station, BS). A number of data aggregation
algorithms have been proposed in the literature [11]-[16].
Cluster-based topologies help to deal with in-network data
aggregation (i.e., sensors are grouped in clusters and data
aggregation is done locally within clusters). Some of the
advantages to be achieved from clustering in WSNs are the
reduction in energy for message transmission and constructing a virtual backbone for data routing purpose [17]. Many
clustering algorithms have been proposed for WSNs, such
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as LEACH [18], LRS [19], PEGASIS [20], and HEED [21].
In this paper, we are not investigating clustering algorithms.
We are considering that a wireless sensor network is divided
into multiple clusters using an existing clustering algorithm.
Each cluster has a special node (called cluster head (CH)
or aggregator node) that collects data from all other nodes
in the cluster and then performs some computations on the
collected data. All CHs form the network backbone. Instead
of transmitting each packet from sensor nodes to a remote
base station, all CHs collect data, aggregate and send a
single aggregated data packet to the base station along the
network backbone. For intra-cluster communications (the
communications between cluster members and the cluster
head), an efficient routing mechanism is required. A number
of routing protocols are reported in the literature [22]-[26].
Routing within the cluster can be realized through a directed
diffusion algorithm.
Several schemes have been proposed for event detection
for WSNs. In some studies, events are detected using a fuzzy
logic rule-based system [27]-[28]. Several rules constitute a
fuzzy rule-based system [29], however, keeping the rulebase might require a significant memory on sensor nodes.
The number of rules grows exponentially to the number
of variables, such as for n variables each of which can
take m values, the number of rules in the rule-base is mn .
Furthermore, use of spatial and temporal features during
decision process increases the number of rules. Since sensor
nodes have limited memory, keeping a complete rule-base
on every node might not be achievable. Moreover, constantly
traversing a large rule-base might considerably slow down
the event detection.
On the other hand, in several schemes, events are detected
using a user defined threshold [30]-[32]. In such schemes,
event alarm is arisen when sensor reading is lower or higher
than predefined threshold value. However, existing threshold
based schemes introduce high communication overhead.
More details on related work are provided in Section II.
In this paper, we propose a threshold-based approach for
composite event detection in WSNs. The main advantages of
this proposed approach is simplicity, energy efficiency, and
can be applied more easily. Indeed, the sensor node need
to evaluate a simple boolean expression which is perfectly
in line with considering requirement of WSNs of keeping
computational complexity low. Our proposed Cluster-based
Energy efficient Composite event detection (CEC) algorithm
is a two-level event detection scheme. At the first level,
sensor nodes perform local computation to detect atomic
events and transmit a report message to the CH, when
an atomic event has been observed. Moreover, the second
level is carried out at intermediate nodes (i.e., CHs), which
perform local data aggregation of received atomic event
reports from the sensors in the cluster and take decision for
a composite event. The main contributions of our proposed
scheme are:
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(1) All sensor nodes (i.e., CHs and cluster members)
send packets in binary format instead of raw data;
achieves low overhead on data packet.
• (2) Each cluster member performs local computations
on the sensed data, and sends a report message to the
cluster head when an atomic event has been observed.
• (3) CHs perform local data aggregation for the received
data from their cluster members and evaluate the composite event. Then, the CHs send particular synthesis of
composite event occurrence to the base station, when a
composite event has been observed.
• (4) Finally to reduce false alarm rate to the base
station, composite event definition consists of multiple
attributes [31].
Since events are often combination of more than one
attribute , use of multiple attributes can help increasing
event detection rate and reducing false alarm rate [31].
The event that is a combination of multiple attributes is a
composite event. For example, the composite event fire is a
combination of multiple attributes, i.e., the occurrence of fire
should satisfy some conditions such as temperature > 100
0
C AND smoke > 100mg/L, rather than a simple condition
temperature > 100 0 C alone. Thus, it reduces false alarm
rate to the base station.
In this paper, optimizing energy saving with joint local computation on sensors and local data aggregation on
cluster heads is considered. Simulation results compare the
proposed scheme with the non-local computation schemes.
It is shown that significant energy saving can be achieved
via the proposed scheme. Ongoing work further reviews
performances and compare with other existing schemes; this
will be presented in a companion paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe related works. Section III provides detail of
the Cluster-based Energy efficient Composite event detection
(CEC) scheme. Section IV presents simulation results, and
Section V concludes the paper and discusses future works.
•

II. R ELATED WORKS
Recently, problems of event detection for WSNs have
drawn a lot of attention. Liang and Wang [27] propose to use
fuzzy logic with double sliding window for event detection.
However, the authors do not study the effect of fuzzy logic
approach.
Marin-Perianu and Havinga [28] have proposed fuzzy
logic based approach for event detection. In this approach,
fuzzy logic is used to combine personal and neighbors’
observations for an event detection. However, the approach
does not use any temporal semantics and do not analyze the
number of false alarms.
Kumar et al. [30] have proposed a framework for detecting
both simple and composite events with distributed collaboration of sensor nodes. This framework consists of two
protocols called simple event detection and composite event
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detection. The proposed protocols are based on publishsubscribe communication paradigm. Each protocol works
in two phases: (i) initialization phase, and (ii) collection
phase. In the initialization phase, an application subscribes
events of interest (atomic events or composite events) to the
sensor network, and constructs an event based tree (EBT)
based on these events. In the collection phase, data in the
form of predicate is collected along this tree and sent to
the subscriber. The subscriber will decide of the occurrence
of events. In order to save energy, the data are collected
using aggregation. In this scheme, all the sensor nodes
periodically send their data to the subscriber. A conclusion is
then made at the subscriber to decide whether a predefined
event has happened based on the received data. However,
sending data periodically from sensors to the subscriber
incurs communication overhead which causes large energy
consumption. In addition, at a subscriber, the received data
need to be further analyzed to obtain a conclusion which
delays the alarm to be timely announced.
Vu et al. [31] examined the Timely Energy-efficient kwatching Event Detection Problem. The objective is to
assure that an area is monitored by at least k sensors.
The proposed protocol divides the set of sensors into a
number of non-disjoint subsets called detection sets such
that each detection set ensures the k-watching property. Each
detection set defines a tree, constructed using the Breadth
First Search (BFS) algorithm starting from a gateway and
data is then collected along this tree. Any sensor node
with richer energy resource can be gateway. To ensures
k-watching property, the protocol maintains a counter ’cl’
to records the number of currently required sensors for
composite event detection in the actual detection set. In this
scheme, all the sensor nodes send their sensed data to a
gateway node, and a decision on whether a predefined event
occurs based on the received data is made by gateway node.
However, sending sensed data from sensors to the gateway
node incurs high communication overhead which causes
large energy consumption. In addition, an other drawback
of this approach is that it requires global information to
construct the detection sets.
To overcome the problem of global information in [31],
Marta et al. [32] have proposed an energy-efficient composite event detection in wireless sensor network. The algorithm
sets sensor’s schedule using a localized connected dominating set based approach. In the Initialize phase a sensor node
will decide whether it will be active or sleeping in the next
round. The algorithm decides the sensor scheduling at the
beginning of each round. Each node relies on local information from its h-hop neighborhood. The main drawback of
this approach is that each node requires h-hop neighborhood
information. For constructing h-hop neighborhood, each
node broadcasts h-HELLO messages, thus incurring high
communication overhead.
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III. C OMPOSITE E VENT D ETECTION
A composite event, e.g., fire is a combination of multiple
attributes, i.e., the occurrence of fire should satisfy some
conditions such as temperature > 100 0 C AND smoke >
100mg/L AND humidity < 50. In particular, this paper
focuses on forest fire detection. We implement thresholdbased method for forest fire detection in WSNs. In forest fire
detection method, sensor nodes collect measurement data
such as , temperature, smoke, and relative humidity. All
these factors are key factors for determining the forest fire
[33]-[34]. The Forest-Fires Surveillance System (FFSS) [33]
was developed to prevent forest fires in the South Korean
Mountains and to have an early fire-alarm in real time.
The system senses environment state such as temperature,
humidity, smoke and determines forest-fires. It is quite
difficult to maintain threshold values for temperature, smoke,
and humidity. High temperature, low humidity are the key
factors for forest fire [35]-[38] and burning of wood gives off
large amount of smoke. We evaluate our approach by setting
threshold value for temperature, smoke and humidity equals
to 50, 50, and 20 respectively.
All nodes have sensors, temperature, smoke, and humidity.
But due to lack of energy there might be a situation where
sensor can fail, e.g., Node 1 has temperature, smoke and
humidity sensors. But, node 2 has smoke and humidity
sensors because temperature sensor on node 2 has failed. In
such case, composite event detection must be occurs with
sharing sensing capabilities of sensor nodes. Keeping this
in mind, our approach perform composite event detection
at cluster head. In this section, we present a Cluster-based
Energy efficient Composite event detection (CEC) protocol
for WSNs in detail.
A. Notations, Messages structure, and Preliminary definitions
1) Notations: The following notations are used throughout the paper for different type of messages used in our
simulations.
• Thr Temperature, Thr Smoke, Thr Humidity: Thresholds for temperature, smoke, and humidity respectively.
• C Temperature, C Smoke, C Humidity: Current sensed
temperature, smoke, and humidity respectively.
• AE: Atomic Event
• CE: Composite Event
2) Messages structure: A message has several fields. The
first field of a message is the type of the message which can
be one of the following: AE Report (Atomic Event Report),
and CE Report (Composite Event Report).
• AE Report message has the following format:
{AE Report, S ID, (XS ID , YS ID ), Dest ID,
(XDest ID ,
YDest ID ),
Temperature,
Smoke,
Humidity}
Where, S ID field stores the ID of the sensor node
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that sends the message (sender node), (XS ID , YS ID )
field stores the location of the sender node in the
monitored area, Dest ID field stores the ID of the
destination, (XDest ID , YDest ID ) field stores the
location of the destination, Temperature field holds
the report of atomic event Temperature, Smoke field
holds the report of atomic event Smoke, and Humidity
field holds the report of atomic event Humidity. This
message is used by ordinary nodes (cluster members)
to give information on the occurrence of an atomic
event to the CH in the cluster. The packet size is 132
bytes.
• CE Report message has the following format:
{CE Report, S ID, (XS ID , YS ID ), Dest ID,
(XDest ID , YDest ID ), CE}
Where, S ID field stores the ID of the sensor node
that sends the message (sender node), (XS ID , YS ID )
field stores the location of the sender node in the
monitored area, Dest ID field stores the ID of the
destination, (XDest ID , YDest ID ) field stores the
location of the destination, and CE field holds the
report of composite event. This message is used by
CHs to give notification to the BS that the occurrence
of a composite event has been detected. The packet
size is 124 bytes.
3) Preliminary definitions: An atomic event condition
and composite event condition are formalized as follows.
Definition 1 Atomic Event detection: An atomic event
can be determined based on single attribute. The atomic
event detection is carried out by comparing sensed data of
attributes with their predefined threshold values. An atomic
event condition is a Boolean formula and is denoted by AE
which evaluates to TRUE or FALSE.
Definition 2 Composite Event detection: A composite
event involves multiple attributes. A composite event condition is also a Boolean formula and is denoted by CE
which occurs when all attributes that forms a composite
event occurs.
B. Cluster-based Energy efficient Composite event detection
(CEC) protocol
Our proposed CEC protocol contains also two phases: (1)
Initialization phase and (2) data collection and composite
event detection phase.
(1) Initialization phase: In initialization phase, clusters
are formed after network deployment using an existing
clustering algorithm. Clusters are assumed to have their own
cluster head and all CHs collectively form a backbone in the
network (shown as Figure 1.). CHs will send their report to
the base station along the backbone. For simplicity of our
discussion, we assume that each CH knows the topology
and other ordinary nodes (cluster members) in each cluster
know their CH. Note that the knowledge needed by CHs and
cluster members can be obtained when the clustered network
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is built.

Figure 1.

Clustered network

(2) Data collection and Composite Event detection phase:
Each node periodically monitors a set of distributed attributes A = { A1 ,...,An }, and generates a discrete data
value vector at every time instance (at every second).
Each attribute, Ai , may be an environmental property being
sensed by the node (i.e., temperature, smoke, humidity). In
this paper, sensor data is generated via a pseudorandom
number generator. The node compare the sensed with their
corresponding predefined threshold values, and compute
atomic event ’AE’ using the definition 1. When AE becomes ”TRUE” (i.e., AE = 1), a cluster member sends
<AE Report> message to the CH in the cluster. We assume
that CHs have timer. Timer is used to ensure that the composite event detection is based on fresh date received from
cluster members. On receiving <AE Report> message, CH
performs local data aggregation to estimate composite event
occurrence based on the collected data within the ”timer”
using the definition 2. When CE becomes ”TRUE” (i.e., CE
= 1), a cluster head sends <CE Report> message to the BS
along the network backbone.
IV. S IMULATION AND R ESULTS
A. Simulator
WSNet simulator [39] is used as a simulation platform.
WSNet is wireless network event-driven simulator, it has
been developed in CITI laboratory of INSA Lyon. It is
largely similar to other event-driven simulators such as ns2,
JiST, GloMoSim, GTNetS, omnet++ though it differentiates
itself with various functionalities, a precise radio medium
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simulation and the simulated node internals. Node, environment and radio medium blocks are developed in independent
dynamic libraries. Moreover, the addition of new models
does not require to modify the core of WSNet and can be
done easily.
B. Simulation Results
We evaluate our approach composite event detection
with Local Computation on the cluster members in the
cluster through simulation, and we compare it to composite
event detection without Local Computation on the cluster
members in the cluster. The parameters involved in this
comparison are number of messages transmitted in the
cluster, and amount of the total remained energy in the
cluster. To do simulation and evaluation, 100 sensor nodes
are located randomly within a cluster of 50*50 m2 . The
initial energy of nodes is taken 1 Joule. We consider that
each node consumes 0.003 Joules to send a packet. Atomic
event attributes are sensed periodically and in each period
atomic event detection process is executed. All of the
simulations were run 50 times, and the average results
are plotted in the graphs. Table 1 lists the simulation
parameters.

Figure 2.

Total number of packets transmitted in one cluster

of cluster member in the cluster by varying simulation time
in CEC Scheme to NoLocalComputation case.

Table I
S UMMERY OF THE PARAMETERS USED IN THE SIMULATION
EXPERIMENTS

Parameter
Simulation time
Cluster size (m x n)
Number of Nodes in the
cluster
Nodes distribution
Performance parameters

Antenna type
MAC Layer
Initial node energy
Energy for transmitting
one packet
Radio range

Value
10s,20s,30s,40s,50s,60s,70s,80s,
90s,100s
50 x 50 m2
100 nodes
Nodes are randomly distributed
Communication overhead within the
cluster, sum of remaining energy in the
cluster
Omnidirectional
802.11
1 Joule
0.003 Joules

Figure 3.

Total Remaining Energy in one cluster

30

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
Figure 1 shows comparison of communication overhead
in the cluster by varying simulation time for two cases.
NoLocalComputation is the case of all existing protocols
for composite event detection, in which all ordinary sensors
monitor atomic event attributes and send it to the CH
periodically. CEC Scheme is the case in which local
computation for an atomic event detection on the ordinary
sensors (cluster members) is applied. When a cluster
member detects an atomic event, then it sends a message to
the CH. Figure 1 shows that our proposed scheme has low
communication overhead in the cluster when compared to
the existing scheme with NoLocalComputation.
Figure 2 shows comparison of the total remaining energy
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As mentioned already, communication consumes high
energy when compared to computation in WSNs. In order
to reduce energy use within sensor nodes and thus to
increase lifetime of wireless sensor networks, composite
event detection with local data aggregation has been used
in this work. It is supported by local computation in the
clusters. Our proposed scheme is proven to be more efficient,
since each sensor is required to perform local computation to
detect the atomic event and send report to cluster head in the
case when atomic event occurs. The total remaining energy
in the cluster was also determined, which is considered as
the metric to prove energy efficiency with our proposed
protocol. This has been conducted by simulation. The simulation results show that using local computation in the
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cluster, communication overhead is decreased by our scheme
and thus more energy is saved than the existing schemes
with NoLocalComputation which will lead therefore to an
increase the network lifetime.
In our ongoing work, we will examine the performance
data, accuracy, robustness and reliability. To prevent false
alarms, a computationally cheap and efficient filtering system is required for forest fire detection. Keeping into mind
the critical resource constraint nature of sensor network,
we use Bayesian classifier and Gaussian Mixture Model
classifier to filter false or irrelevant event reports. The companion paper provides information about these classifiers and
reasons why they are suitable for wireless sensor networks.
We will compare our proposed approach with other existing
schemes. Furthermore, filtering process has an impact on
reporting delays. We will also investigate trade-off between
irrelevant alarms tolerance and reporting latency.
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Abstract— Rapid developments of smart sensor technologies
envisage a new era where information handling and knowledge
sharing will play a crucial role. Traditional sensors were
conceived as simple hardware transducers of physical
quantities into measurable signals, eventually requiring an
analogue/digital conversion to make data available for
software applications. IEEE-1451 family of standards has
added to mere transduction some architectural prescriptions to
mainly address the issue of connection transparency, a
desirable property virtually making any sensor a plug-andplay device. Our percept is that next generation smart sensorbased systems will have to face another challenge: the need to
endow devices with the ability to process application-level bits
of knowledge to best accomplish their informative goals. As a
result, unexpected proactive and dialogue-oriented behaviors
will have to be taken into account, thus reducing the gap
between what we commonly refer to as smart sensors and
intelligent agents. In order to support this view, a semanticdriven sensor-based system architecture is introduced and an
example proof-of-concept case study is commented.
Keywords - smart sensors, intelligent sensor, information
processing, holonic modeling

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the latest years, the impressive growth of pervasive
and ubiquitous devices has entailed a profound evolution in
the field of measurement systems. In fact, the mere
transduction of physical quantities into analog or digital
signals, do not live up to the complexity of modern society
any more.
A number of commercial products endowed with
“intelligent” functionalities are progressively replacing their
old-generation competitors as it happens, for example, in
mobile phones [1] or in industrial automotive applications
[2].
The reasons fostering the adoption of smart technological
solutions on a global scale are both technical and economical
and can be enlisted as in [3]:
 reduction of the data communication with the main
application processors for some preset functions
with a specific value;


lower system power consumption since some data is
filtered and not all of the action needs to be done by
the main processor;
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easier integration due to standard digital interface
and pre-defined functions, avoiding developing all
applications from raw data.

As a result, a large amount of legacy, incompatible, and
often proprietary industrial solutions has sprung over years,
sometimes producing specifications after upgraded to the
rank of international standards (e.g., the ISO 11992-1 CAN
bus [4] in the automotive industry).
When viewed through the lens of (artificial intelligence)
AI, sensor “smartness” appears to stay in-between merely
transduction and complex post-processing, with the
boundary left undetermined. Yet, it is difficult to state with
certainty to what extent IEEE-1451 compliant sensors can be
considered as intelligent agents since they share aspects
related to the measurement field with others related to
information processing.
In any case, information processing brings forth the need
of a reference model for the correct understanding of the
obtained measures. Hence, especially in distributed settings
like wireless sensor networks (WSN), the share of local
ontologies [5] necessary to refine and control the global
observed phenomenon, become a key point to address.
Our percept is that next generation smart sensor-based
systems will have to face this challenge: endowing devices
with the intelligence necessary to communicate with peers
and humans to best accomplish their informative goals. The
paper is devoted to provide a prospective view on this aspect.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section II
overviews the recent trends in the evolution of smart sensor
technologies towards solutions with an increasing level of
intelligence embedded; Section III introduces the employed
sensor-based communication model; Section IV investigates
a possible case study; Section V reports on early
implementations and future perspectives; Section VI
concludes the work.
II.

RELATED WORK

As addressed in [6], there is a language gap between
practitioners in the two fields of measurements and AI.
In our view, an oversimplified classification may be
considering the first group as focusing on the statistical
aspects [7] and the second on the semantics of the measured
data [5]. In this perspective, lessening the distance between
the two groups would mean narrowing the gap between the
measurements of physical phenomena and their
interpretation models.
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At the very core of any sensor, there is a transduction
action permitting the transformation of measurands into
electrical/optical outputs. These are more suitable for both
data analysis and the activation of high-level processes for
data presentation [8].
Once arrived at the electrical/optical stage, an
analogue/digital (A/D) converter determines the passage
from the physical world to the computational world. In fact,
from a computational intelligence (CI) perspective, A/D or
D/A conversions can be revisited and generalized in the
framework of fuzzy sets and granular computing [8]. In other
terms, after the A/D conversion process, digitalized
measurement values become containers of information
granules that need to be given sense by means of some
computational task.
According to this view, smart sensors can be considered
as a first attempt to bridge the gap between measurements
and information processing since they are purposely
conceived as hardware/software transducers able to bring the
measured physical signal to an application target level.
IEEE has played a pivotal role in the smart sensors
standardization process through the IEEE-1451 family of
transducer interface standards [9]. In particular, the IEEE1451 addresses mainly the significant engineering aspect of
connection transparency. The aim is to aid transducer
manufacturers in developing smart devices that can be
interfaced to networks, systems, and instruments in a plugand-play fashion.
However, smart sensors are not conceived to offer
support in high-level information processing needs such as,
for example, the possibility to host self-correction on board,
performing data integration and fusion, managing local
alarms to reduce the network and the host load. Henceforth, a
new family of intelligent sensor capable to deal with the
increasing complexity of modern applications is required to
go beyond architectural prescriptions defined by the IEEE1451 standards.
As of the latest couple of years, a new class of devices
referred to as ‘intelligent sensor hubs’ is attracting the focus
of the market and the academia. These can be viewed as
sensor platforms endowed with a microcontroller unit that
pre-process and aggregate external sensor data. An example
of this new sensor generation is the MMA9550L motion
sensing platform from Freescale company, housing a 14-bit
3-axis accelerometer together with a 32-bit CPU, I2C, SPI
and other GPIOs. The low-power and small size enable
applications in mobile phones, portables devices and also
medical and industrial applications.
The enhancement of sensor platforms with a
microcontroller unit derives from the need to overcome the
limits of traditional smart sensor technologies, which cannot
be customized to any specific application context since the
embedded logic is fixed. However, the bare availability of a
microprocessor does not suffice to provide an intelligent
framework alone. Sensory data, in fact, have to be processed
in accordance to an ontology shared with the potential endusers of the information processing task.
Typical limitations related to application-level tasks such
as (to cite a few) effective customization, data fusion and
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self-calibration require to employ some kind of ‘software
intelligence’ currently not addressed by the available
standards. Consequently, it seems that the concept of sensor
is broadening in the direction of AI [10] and intelligent
agents [11]. For this reason, there has been a growing debate
in the last couple of years on the appropriateness of using the
term “smart sensor” when referring to functionalities typical
of intelligent information processing [12].
Intelligent information processing brings sensory data at
a higher level where the problems of suitable data
interpretation models. At this stage, research on sensors
inevitably floods into AI: at this level, transductions continue
to occur but at the ontological level thus posing the relevant
problem of sense disambiguation [13].
It is useful to stress that sense disambiguation is
considered one of the most relevant and difficult problems in
AI [14]. Semantics is prone to ambiguity because there can
be multiple interpretation models (ontologies) and a
reference knowledge [15] crafted by domain experts may not
be always available. To correctly interpret sensory data,
disambiguation strategies have to be pursued and some
recent works begin to focus on that with reference to sensorbased applications [16] [17].
When the positive outcome of the disambiguation
procedure in charge of an agent is hindered by the
unavailability of sufficient local knowledge, one solution is
requesting for help to an external source. A dialogue is then
instantiated between the querying agent and one or more
respondents (whatever humans or machines), thus producing
a ‘conversational’ [18] behavior.
Communication protocols and architectures have been
extensively studied in the field of multi-agent systems
(MAS) [19] [20] and human-machine interaction (HMI) [21]
[22]. Basing on these studies, a semantic-driven dialogueoriented system architecture to use in sensor networks for
knowledge sharing and information processing is introduced
in this paper. Capitalizing on the experience gained in the
fields of smart sensors research and CI, we are confident that
the proposed architecture provides a preliminary step in the
direction of next-generation intelligent sensor-based systems.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In [23], a modeling approach for processing information
at multiple granularity levels was presented. This approach
grounds on the concept of “holon”, introduced by Arthur
Koestler in late 60s [24]. Such concept is at the very core of
our proposal; for this reason, it is useful recalling briefly the
basic properties of holons and holonic systems.
A. Holons and Holonic Systems Architecture
In CI, holons and holonic systems can be considered as a
recent evolution of agents and MAS [25]. In particular, holon
is a recursive agent [26] with peculiar computational aspects
such as self-modularity and self-organization.
Self-nested hierarchies of holons are properly called
holarchies: with respect to MAS, they account for a more
general concept of agent organization comprising multiple
nested granularity levels. At the base of a holarchy, atomic
holons are found, i.e., holons that cannot be further
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decomposed according to the problem context. Fig. 1 depicts
an agent-based representation of a holarchy.

1..*
Agent

*

Atomic
Holon

MAS

Figure 1. Architectural agent-based representation of a holonic system
(slightly adapted from [27]).

It is noteworthy that holons and holarchies, due to holon
intrinsic recursiveness, can be considered as two faces of the
same coin viewed at two adjacent granularity levels [28].
Consequently, holon encapsulates in a single concept that of
system of arbitrary complexity thus overcoming the
part/whole and abstraction/enrichment dichotomy [29] that
traditionally impedes Reductionist approaches [30]. As a
result, the holonic view is highly suitable for modeling
complex problems under a multi-granularity levels holistic
[31] perspective.
B. Holonic Intelligent Sensor Information Processing
model
The same recursive concept of holon encompassing
multi-level agent-based architectures can be used to setup an
information processing framework for dealing with data
interpretation at an arbitrary semantic granularity.
In [13], a holonic model for processing sensor data at
multiple granularity levels was introduced. Each level
accounts for a different scale of information granules (in the
Zadeh’s sense [32]) that can be represented by means of
linguistic descriptions (whatever fuzzy [33] or categorical),
i.e., ultimately by words [34].
The information processing model can be implemented
as a composition of two layered parts:
 the holonic transduction layer (HTL) and


the holonic ontological layer (HOL)

The HTL is the computational layer. It consists in the
implementation of the transduction functions necessary to
functionally map a measured input signal into an output
digital value.
The HOL is the agent-based layer. HOL is engineered as
to respond to user query by claiming information from the
subordinate HTL or from other agents listening to the bus. In
this sense, it encompasses the features of interface and
broker agents in hierarchical MAS architectures [35]. It is
useful noticing that the querying user can be another
intelligent sensor or a human as well. In this last case, system
dialogue takes the form of human-computer interaction [22].
HOL works in strict cooperation with HTL. For example,
HOL may account for the concepts of ‘ppm’ and ‘ammonia’
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and answers the query about ‘what is the concentration of
ammonia’ by calling the transduction function
Ppm(ammonia), which outputs the part-per-million
concentration of NH3 at a given sampling time k.
It could happen that the queried intelligent sensor is not
able to compute ammonia directly with an acceptable
accuracy, because of its high cross-sensitivity. In this case,
intelligent sensor equipped with low-cost ammonia detector
could ask other sensors to share their data to infer on the
presence and accurate concentration of ammonia basing on
some computational inference mechanism as the ones
presented in [36][37].
Fig. 2 depicts a hypothetical setup made of the five
intelligent sensors in Table 1, each one endowed with a basic
traditional sensor. By means of the computational techniques
presented in [36] and [37], an intelligent sensor can answer
the query about the concentration of ammonia by
instantiating a dialogue with the other peers connected to the
bus.
TABLE I.

INTELLIGENT SENSORS EMPLOYED FOR THE
HYPOTHETICAL SETUP DISPLAYED IN FIG. 2.

Intelligent
Sensor
id
IS1
IS2
IS3
IS4
IS5

Basic sensor
employed in
HTL
LM335
TGS2602
TGS2180
MQ136
MQ131

Principal
monitored
Quantities in HOL

Basic sensor
cross-sensitivity

temperature
air contaminants
humidity
sulfur dioxide
ozone

low
high
low
high
high

what is the concentration
of ammonia?

user

HOL

HOL

HOL

HOL

HOL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

HTL

IS1

IS2

IS3

IS4

IS5

INTELLIGENT SENSORS
Figure 2. Holonic intelligent sensor example setup. The five intelligent
sensors of Table 1 have to work in cooperation to minimize the effect
of high-cross-sensitivity and properly respond to user query. Ammonia
is not directly measured by any of the employed HTLs, however, it can
be inferred by applying CI techniques, i.e., by instantiating a dialogue
among intelligent sensors.
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C. System Knowledge Organization and Properties
As shown by early works on sensor-equipped mobile
robots in 80s [38], the problem of organizing and traversing
different granularity levels according to both enrichment or
abstraction criteria is a central issue from the system
engineer’s point of view.
In more recent years, the aspect of knowledge granularity
has been intensively studied in the framework of granular
computing (GrC) [39] and now seems to offspring in the
field of holonic systems [28].
According to Pedrycz’s view [40], GrC as opposed to
numeric computing (which is data-oriented), is knowledgeoriented and accounts for a new way of dealing with
information processing in a unified way. Since knowledge is
basically made of information granules, information
granulation operates on the granule scale thus defining a sort
of pyramid of information processing where low levels
account for ground data and higher level for symbolic
abstraction.
In the holonic semantic model presented in [41], all the
holons at the same level (representing one or more subholarchies) share the same ontology. The holons at the
lowest level receive data from the real world using a set of
sensors. Furthermore, these holons can handle various
actuators to operate in the real world. On the other hand, all
the holons at the higher levels receive data from the holons at
the neighboring lower level. In sum, holarchy represents
system knowledge across different granularity levels,
spanning from the sensors/actuators level to the contextdependent problem conceptualization.
D. A Holonic Smart Sensor-Based System Proposal
By coupling the information processing model with the
holonic architecture previously reported, a system is obtained

where architectural and semantic recursion is operated by
means of communication acts among system agents (the
interested reader can refer to [42] for a formal specification
of agents’ communication acts). As a result, a dialogueoriented system using intelligent sensors as intelligent agents
can be modeled.
The employed ontology sharing mechanism is entirely
based
on
communication
acts
among
holons.
Communication is a fundamental issue at least for reasons of
two orders:
 It allows for representing bits of local information
according to a distributed multi-level model of the
observed system (refer to [13] for an example
holarchy
managing
multi-level
knowledge
organization in low-cost gas sensor setups);


It permits the extraction of inference rules from the
environment where the holarchy dwells by means of
recently developed computational techniques [43].

The proposed system is portrayed in Fig. 3. The querying
user depicted in Fig. 2 becomes the agent managing the HOL
while the above mentioned HTL becomes a recursive
encapsulation of (holonic) intelligent sensors representing
the knowledge objects to use in the information processing
task.
As the figure shows, the system is built around the
dialogue between HOL and HTL at any possible granularity
level. At the maximum possible abstraction level there is,
generally, a human user (acting in charge of the HOL) who
queries the subordinate HTL (representing the automated
part of the system).
The novelty of the model is that traditional user/system
dichotomy has disappeared in favor of a holistic view: the
user (human or machine) is now part of the model.

Figure 3. Conceptual model of a holonic intelligent sensor-based system. Since the model is recursive, the image accounts for a generic granular representation
level.
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IV.

EXAMPLE CASE STUDY

In this Section, a possible application of the proposed
intelligent sensor-based system model is discussed. Proof-ofconcept case study is the indoor monitoring of various air
quality parameters by means of low-cost oxide-based
resistive sensors. Due to their cheap manufacturing process,
these sensors are prone to show imprecise and inaccurate
responses being sensitive to multiple contaminants at once
[44]. Furthermore, their output changes significantly with
temperature and humidity.
Suppose to consider three low-cost sensors: TGS2602
(air contaminants), MQ131 (ozone and mono-nitrogen
oxides) and MQ136 (sulfur dioxide). As shown in [16], this
triplet is sufficient to discriminate among CO, NH3 and SO2
presence, if appropriate sensor response disambiguation
techniques are applied. Additionally, LM335 and TGS2180
can be used for temperature and humidity calibration.
A. General holonic architecture
The reference communication bus architecture is the one
presented in Fig. 2. Five holons account for one measured
parameter each. One additional holon instead acts as
representative for the human user interested in interfacing the
system.
In general, it happens that a relevant pattern to monitor is
the result of a composition of distributed events (i.e.,
parameter values involving at least two holons at the same
time). In this case, one holon queries the other on the
supposedly occurring pattern. If the queried holon verifies
that its local parameters are consistent with the warning
raised by its paired unit, a proper action is triggered. In
general, the more complex the pattern, the more the rounds
of communication acts to check pattern verification.
In the following, two example use cases are commented
to provide an overview of the possible communication acts
exchanged among the hosts connected to the bus. The two
examples have been chosen to depict the flexibility of the
holonic-based architecture where communication acts can be
triggered both from high-level holons (e.g., human user) or
low-level holons (local sensors).
B. Use case 1: temperature and humidity self-calibration
In this use case, the action is triggered by the human user
(super-holon) asking for the instantaneous concentration of
ammonia. User performs her request by means of the PC
connected to the LAN bus.
The queried holon (the one with MQ131 connected),
according to its datasheet, is highly dependent on
temperature and humidity. For this reason, to accurately
fulfill its request, it calls the two holons of temperature and
relative humidity to receive their data. Once that this
information has been obtained, the MQ131 holon is able to
calibrate its output and responds to user query with a text
string like this:
%ANSWER TO QUERY FROM 192.168.8.137/Human%
Ammonia is 8 ppm
measured @ 8.44 AM UTC+1
with
temperature = 19°C
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in
accuracy

relative humidity = 65%
AeFLab computer science laboratory
high

If, for example, the temperature holon were off-line, the
MQ131 holon would continue providing a response, but with
lower accuracy. In this latter case, the output string could be
like the following:
%ANSWER TO QUERY FROM 192.168.8.137/Human%
Ammonia is 8 +/-5 ppm
measured @ 8.44 AM UTC+1
with
relative humidity = 65%
in
AeFLab computer science laboratory
accuracy
low - -> could not find temperature
information
C. Use case 2:detecting a gas
In this use case, the action is triggered by one holon
locally detecting a transition from one state to another. The
holon looks up its local knowledge base (KB). KB stores all
patterns the system consider as important to monitor. For
example, as shown in [16], the following pattern accounts for
NH3 presence:
MQ131< θ AND TGS2602> θ AND MQ136< θ
being θ an empirically tuned threshold value.
If MQ136 holon begins to sense local values such that
the logical state MQ136 < θ is true, then it raises a query to
TGS2602 and MQ131 holons to know their current logical
states. If both the two queried holons confirm the NH3
pattern, then a warning is raised to the PC holon to inform
high-level holon (human user).
V.

IMPLEMENTATIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

A test-bed implementation of the previously described
holonic architecture is currently under way.
All holons are supposed to communicate their data by
means of an Ethernet bus and inform one other about their
services (e.g., measuring ammonia or CO) by means of a
shared repository accessible via a Web-service interface.
Holons connected to the bus are hosted by the following
devices:
 For the HTL, low-cost Linux-based RISC devices
for continuous data acquisition and local parameter
monitoring have been used. With reference to the
overall system holarchy, all these units are
responsible for hardware/software transductions by
converting physical-level signals into digital
parameters.


For the HOL: one PC hosting complex data
processing and visualization. This unit is responsible
for extracting coherent IF THEN patterns from the
sampled data sent by the HTL. After such process,
the HTL is informed of the extracted patterns and
can use them either for triggering user-defined
actions (such as local alarms) or for knowledge
exploration.
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Each Linux-based RISC device is equipped with one of
the three gas sensors reported in Fig. 2, plus a humidity and
temperature sensor to host self-calibration on board.
Software on-board has been written in C language to perform
data acquisition, compression, storage and publishing. On
each device, an ever running task constantly analyze realtime data arriving from all input channels to check if one of
the monitored patterns verifies (or is about to verify). In this
case, an action is triggered to the high-level holon (for
example, a mail is sent to the system administrator if the
temperature surpasses 25°C).
The PC station has been equipped with a Java-based data
analysis framework realized by the Holsys company. In
particular, the framework called H-GIS (Holonic-Granularity
Inference System) implements the computational technique
presented in [36][43] allowing one to extract inference rules
from sampled data.
At the moment, employed acquisition devices write the
sampled data into excel files, which are submitted in batch to
H-GIS for knowledge extraction. In this setup, H-GIS is the
true only agent of the architecture capable of exposing a
high-level interface to an external user. In the long run, we
aim at endowing each Linux-based RISC device with the
same ‘intelligence’ of the PC hosting the inference system.
One pending issue is to find a suitable communication
protocol to use for distributed information sharing in
holonic-based systems. According to this objective, our
schedule is to evaluate the opportunity of using standard
ontology language (such as the Semantic Sensor Network
ontology [46]) and rule description language in agent
message exchange on bus. Figure 4 reports on the
experimental system architecture.
Standard ontology
language

thus showing an intelligent behavior towards the application
layer and the human user.
With this objective, a semantic-driven dialogue-oriented
system architecture to use in sensor networks for knowledge
sharing and information processing has been introduced. The
architecture has its backbone in a bus dwelling all holon
communication.
Due to intrinsic holon properties, information can be
organized according to a multi-level representation. This
means that the same request can be answered differently
(dependently on the operational context) since it ingenerates
communication acts aimed at responding with the maximum
possible accuracy level permitted by the current knowledge
available. As a result, a communication among holons is
instantiated at multiple semantic granularity levels.
One significant aspect that has been skipped here is the
reverse engineering effort that has to be carried out in order
to identify the possible utterances and consequently the
meaningful context-sensitive queries. Furthermore, a proper
communication protocol among holons has to be found to
leverage real-world implementations. Future works will
concentrate on such language-oriented aspect that still need
to be formalized and properly tested.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor and actuator networks (WSANs) bring
many gains to smart building systems. When a control system is
unified by a WSAN, and particularly if the network size is wide,
a distributed communication and a control method are necessary.
But, multi-hop communication and packet sizes among sensors
and actuators cause challenges in making such systems. This
paper proposes and evaluates a new profile based data
processing scheme for a smart building system with WSANs.
Experimental results show that the proposed method effectively
achieves the reduction of packet numbers and sizes with selfcontrolled sensors and actuators. We also discuss how to
dynamically extend the service of a WSAN with only profile
distributions and updates.
Keywords-Distributed networks; profile based data processing;
profile distribution; wireless sensors-actuator networks; (WSANs).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are made by small-sized,
low-cost, and wireless communications enabled sensors,
which have been installed to form various monitoring systems,
e.g. a building environment monitoring system [1].
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) that are used by a
centralized way gather the sensing information and perform
commands through a central server [2]. Therefore, this method
has several disadvantages, e.g., poor response time, heavy
network traffic, and centralized bottleneck. However,
distributed wireless sensors and actuators close to each other
distance and the actuators have a decision making algorithm,
these have several strengths, e.g., the data traffic balance and
reduction, the battery usage reduction, and the network
lifetime increase [3-4].
This paper proposes a new profile based data processing
method. There are separated the procedures which have the
combinations of events and event processing conditions. And
adding an actuator to change the service can be performed
dynamically.
For example, when the actuator with ventilation service
joins the network, the actuator operation is generated by a
combination of events for the ventilation task. Also, the
actuator with fire alarm service joins the network, the actuator
operation is provided by a union of events for the fire
monitoring work.
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Now, the server provides events conditions and the
combination of events for the frequent changes of the service.
Additionally, the response time is fast and it is controlled
effectively despite disconnection of the central server.
The problems of the existing systems are the applicationsoriented approach. Whenever there are changes in the service
they should provide and develop the appropriate applications.
These points have been raised as a problem. The development
of a service and configuration of it which fit the application
are more resources intensive.
Therefore, in this paper we introduce to handle easily
commands which execute, change, and update the services.
Also the protocol for data processing is introduced. Also, the
distributed WSAN are more energy efficient than the
centralized WSAN.
Section II discusses the related work. Section III proposes
the profile-based data processing scheme, and the Section IV
discusses the experimental results. Section V shows the
conclusion and future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Smart building systems are used for controlling the
environment of smart buildings, such as temperature,
humidity, illumination, by means of ventilating, lighting, fire
monitoring, and so on [5].
Recently, centralized and distributed methodologies have
been studied by various researchers. Among them, a
distributed control method is designed and compared with a
centralized control method in [6-7].
The traditional methods for modelling and controlling
building environment system may become impractical when
the control-system loops are closed by the WSANs, in which
unreliable and incomplete data and network attributes, such as
network traffic, should be paid enough notice [8].
At the sensor nodes in a centralized method, the data are
collected from the gateway using WSAN are sent to
application servers that are located outside. Therefore, the
event collected by the application server is detected and
actuators that can handle the event are received to the control
command.
In this way, because of all data-intensive to the applications
server, there are the prolonged data-path weaknesses.
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Also, the shortcomings are that the nodes in the
neighbourhood of the application server consume more energy
than the other nodes.
In this study, to solve these shortcomings, the self-control
method between the sensor nodes are generated through the
various sensors and actuators that can handle the data are able
to process the events through the autonomous connection.
In WSAN technical adaptation of the various sensing data
to be sent to the server, WSAN lifetime (time to provide
services) will have the advantage of extending by reducing the
power consumption of nodes to deliver a control command
from any node in the path.
III.

WSAN PROFILE BASED DATA PROCESSING METHOD

A. Centralized WSAN and distributed WSAN
For the centralized WSAN, denote N as the number of
nodes, Rb the channel bit rate. Then we define a factor, αA,
taking account of the overhead presented by all protocol stack
layers. We consider a WSAN where nodes are requested to
send their samples (composed of D bytes each) taken from the
monitored space every TR seconds. Here, we can write:

N≤

Rb α ATR

(1)

(8D)

This equation offers an approximate estimation of the
number of nodes that can be part of a single-sink single-hop
WSAN.
For the distributed WSAN, there are multi-sink multi-hop
networks. Let us denote by hm the average number of hops per
data sample taken from the field.
We can assume that each sink (denoting as Ns their overall
number in the network) can serve up to N nodes with N
limited by expressions. Therefore, we can write:

N≤

N S Rb α ATR

profile is sent to the node and the M event profiles through the
actuator are sent to the sensor nodes if it sends, or not.
The packet-flow which is sent through the actuator is the
most common. In this case, the numbers of the packets sent
from network coordinator to the actuator are M.
However, the proposed method sending two messages is
separated. First, the step 1 is that the N packets are sent from
the network coordinator to the actuator. The step 2 is that the
actuator is sending the message to the respective sensor node
again. In the two steps, if you place them the same number of
packet sent from the actuator to the sensor nodes, the number
of packets that are transmitted to the N packets from the M
packets.
Typically, the number of sensor node is more than the
number of actuator node. Actuator node has the power and
performs data processing and routing function.

(8Dh )

(a) Generally profile distribution for WSN

(2)

m

To give a numerical example, assume Rb=250Kbits/s, TR =
10ms, αA = 0.1, D = 3; then, if there are NS = 5 sinks in the
network, the maximum number of nodes is approximately 50.
But, for the single pan, N cannot exceed 10[9].
The proposed technology using the profile is able to change
the service at runtime and to modify the events conditions
dynamically. Therefore, there are profile distributions, profile
executions, and profile updates.
B. Profile distributions
First, the profile distributions are about how to deliver the
boundary event conditions and the combination of sensor
events from the server to the node.
In general how to distribute event condition and data for
each node is sent to individual nodes.
In the process of sending M packets it is about how to send
an event to sensor nodes. For example, the condition of sensor
node is sent to the sensor node. You can set the event
condition that “If the temperature of the sensor reading is
greater than 20 degrees, make reports”.
First, Figure 1 (a) shows that each packet sent to the sensor
node through the route node M times individually if event
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(b) The proposed method
Figure 1. Comparison with general WSN method and the proposed method

C. Profile executions
In this paper, we propose that our framework is the logical
combination and the separation of the event conditions.
Through the logical combination and union of the event
conditions, the specific service can satisfy the various sensor
conditions. In this session, we explain the profile based data
processing method and the network information for WSAN.
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Control
value (e.g. Outlet: Off(0),
In this paper, the data processing methodology is similar to
Value
On(1), and so on)
the node middleware. And our profiles consist of the actuation
Actuation
when the combination of
U8int
profile and sensor event profile.
Control
events
is
true,
the
actuator
do
Figure 2 shows the profile based event processing sequence
Value
the actuation control (e.g.,
diagram.
outlet: Off(0), On(1), and so
The profile based event processing methods are as follows.
on)
1. If the actuator will join the network, it sends the
Number of
The number of event
U8int
ReportJoin message to the coordinator.
Conditions
conditions
2. The BSI(Building service interface) checks the attribute
Logical
Sets the logical condition
U8int
data of the actuator.
Value
value
3. The BSI sends to the actuator the actuation event profile
Condition
Sets the event identification
U32bit
Value
as the condition value
packet and the sensor event profile packet.
Event
When an event connects
U8int
4. The actuator sends to the sensor nodes in the group the
Trigger
Rate
several
nodes,
we
provide
the
sensor event profile.
threshold parameter for each
5. The sensor node sets the sensor event condition if it
node.
receives the profile packet.
For
example,
there
are three event conditions. The number
6. The sensor node creates the event if the condition of
of
condition
is
3,
their
condition values are {0, E1}, {2, E2},
event is met.
and
{2,
E3}.
7. The sensor node sends the generated event to the actuator.
8. The actuator checks the event generated from the sensor
2) Sensor Event Profile
node Actuation and in case the condition of actuator event
The sensor event profile structure is as follows:
profile is met, it will perform the actuation control.
For example, the event structure is A1<Sensor value<A2.
9. The actuator sends the actuation event to the server.
The sensor event profile describes the conditions under
which an event occurs. If the condition value of the profile is
met the value of the sensor, the event occurs. Table II shows
sensor event profile frame structure and Table III shows
condition types for the sensor event profile.
TABLE II.

Name
Command ID
Payload
Figure 2. Profile based Event Processing Diagram

1) Actuator Profile:
The actuator profile is the combination of the event
conditions. For the decision making in the actuator, this
profile includes the actuator command that can be performed.
In Table I, there are the actuator profile structures. They are
making up a combination of events.
TABLE I.

Name
Command ID
Payload

Actuation
Profile ID
Group ID
Grouping
Type
SensorActuator
Type
Default

Group ID
Actuator
Address
NumberofEve
ntID
EventID
EventType
SensorActuator Type
Condition
Type

ACTUATION PROFILE FRAME STRUCTURE

Description
This field is command
identification number (0x02)
Actuation profile
identification number
Group identification number
Sets the bitmap to generate a
group (bitmap: 0-sensor type,
1-loc, etc.)
Sets the detailed information
of sensor or actuator

Type
U8int

Actuator’s default control

U8int
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U32int
U8int
U8int

U16int

Event
Condition
Value 1
Event
Condition
Value 2
Number of
Sensor Node
SensorNode
Address

SENSOR EVENT PROFILE FRAME STRUCTURE

Description
This field is command
identification number (0x01)
Group identification number
Actuator address for
adapting sensor event profile
The number of events

Type
U8int

Event identification for
sensor event profile.
EventType is 0 for sensing
EventType is 1 for actuation
Detailed identification for
sensor and actuator
Conditions between events
(between, less than, greater
than, outer, and so on)
First parameter for condition
value 1(A1)

U32int

Second parameter for
condition value 2(A2)

U32int

The number of sensor node
belonging to the group
The address of sensor node
(N-number Array)

U8int

U8int
U16int
U8int

U8int
U16int
U8int

U32int

U16int
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TABLE III.

Condition

0x00
0x01
0x10
0x11
0x0f
0x1f
0xf0
0xf1
0x88
0x98
0x89
0x99
Etc.

CONDITION TYPE

A1<x<A2
A1<x<=A2
A1<=x<A2
A1<=x<=A2
A1<x
A1<=x
x<A2
x<=A2
x< A1 or x>A2
x< =A1 or x>A2
x< A1 or x>=A2
x< =A1 or x>=A2
Reserved

N ≤∑
Hop(i) ≤N × Hopmax
i =1
N

(3)

where,
Hop(i): the hop count of the ith node from pan coordinator.
N: total number of nodes.
Hopmax: the greater Hop count in the Hop(i).

D. Profile updates
Profile updates as the profile distribution are to update the
combination of actuation events and the relation of the sensor
event threshold conditions.
In some cases, you may cancel your profile and change it.
Therefore, the profile modification with the new conditions
has the advantage of dynamically changing the actuator status.
IV.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

The profile based data processing scheme for verification
the technology was applied to the actual five story building.
The experimental environments used in the building are as
follows:
The number of the actuators is 3, the number of the sensor
nodes is 9, and the number of route nodes is 3 [10].
The emulation data is generated for applying this
technology. Randomly, it generates for performing actuation.
For the real network, we used 5-story building test-bed and
because the situation does not occur, we used the following
emulation data.

Figure 3. Event condition and test environment

B. Packet numbers and packet sizes
In this experiment, a general centralized way and our
distributed way using profile are a comparison of the
predicted data.
TABLE IV.

EVENT PACKET ESTIMATION

Event packet numbers(5F based)

WSN

Proposed
method

Sensor event
packet numbers
(Fire Alarm:
Temperature >
40℃ and CO >
50ppm and CO2
> 1500ppm)

12*6=
72

12

Temperature
sensor: 6 Hop

A. Environment and Emulation data
CO Sensor: 6
8*6=
8
- Precondition: a sampling interval for 24 hours is 15
Hop
48
minutes.
CO2 Sensor:
8*6=
8
- Light sensor: The value of luminance set 1 time a day, its
6 Hop
48
range is from 100 lux to 500lux.
- Temperature sensor: The value of temperature set six
Actuation control
Actuator:
8*5 =
8*5 = 40
times a day, its range is from 10 to 55 degrees.
packet numbers
5Hop
40
- CO sensor: The value of CO sensor sets to 4 times a day,
Total
208
68
its range is from 0 to 80.
- CO2 sensor: The value of CO2 sensor sets to 4 times a day,
Figure 4 shows the experimental value for the event
its range is from 0 to 2250.
emulation. The event value of each floor (3F, 4F, and 5F) is
In the N nodes, the packet size is as follows:
emulation data by the 24 sampling data.
Hop counts from the coordinator to each node can be
computed in the multi-hop environments. Also, there limited
from each node to the actuator in wireless sensor and actuator
networks.
The equation (3) represents the relationship between hop
counts and the number of nodes. In the N sensor nodes, the
total packet sizes from the sensor nodes to the coordinator are
the greater than a minimum N and less than a maximum
product of hop counts and N.
(a) Event emulation data for 5F (E51: Temperature, E52: CO, E53:CO2)
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V.

(b) Event emulation data for 4F(E41: CO, E42:CO2)

(c) Event emulation data for 3F(E31: Temperature, E32: CO, E33:CO2)
Figure 4. Event emulation data for 3F, 4F and 5F.

Figure 5 shows the experimental result for the event
simulation. The packet number and packet sized of the
proposed method are reduced about 50% than those of
centralized method.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the packet numbers and packet sizes were
compared in the term of the centralized control and the
distributed control. And the proposed profile-based distributed
data processing technology showed good performance.
Therefore we had the benefit of changing the profile easily
when the service was run and the profile was distributed. It
was good extensibility for the sensor network frameworks.
The profile based data processing techniques to provide a
general framework in an effective way. In addition, the events
that meet the criteria even more efficient in how data is
processed.
The Obstacles in this paper to apply the profile to be
limited service on the test adaptation and the actual test-bed is
difficult.
Future work includes the accurate sensing data processing
scheme such as event handling for the spatial conditions
should be considered. And, the voting method is considered
how to decide the truth of the event in case same multiple
sensor. The way to adapt the aforementioned spatial
correlation will increase the accuracy of the data.
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Abstract—Time-critical applications of Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs) demand timely data delivery for fast
identification of out-of-ordinary situations and fast and
reliable delivery of notification and warning messages. Due to
the low reliable links in WSNs, achieving real-time guarantees
and providing reliable data is quite challenging. To ensure
data reliability, traditionally various retransmission
mechanisms have been used, which in turn introduce extra
delay. In this paper, we propose READ, i.e., a reliable and realtime aggregation-aware data dissemination to ensure reliable
and fast data delivery in a chain-based WSN. We also
investigate the relatively unexplored topic of impact analysis of
Time To Live (TTL) and link reliability parameters on
network performance in terms of attained hit ratio for three
different approaches, i.e., READ, QoS-ACA, and the stop-andwait (S-W) ARQ to assess the appropriateness of each method
facing different conditions. The simulation results show READ
performs better in terms of hit ratio compared with QoS-ACA
and S-W ARQ when link reliability is low and packet's TTL is
short. Although not being the primary goal of READ, energy
consumption of the protocol is also much lower than the other
two approaches.
KeywordsChain-based
wireless
reliable/real-time data dissemination.

I.

sensor

network,

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are one of the most promising
technologies for applications such as structural health
monitoring. Monitoring operational performance of large
civil engineering (infra)structures such as bridges, tunnels,
highways, and water pipes require deployment of long linear
arrays of sensor nodes. As the length of these
(infra)structures is often much greater than their width, their
topologies resemble a long chain. Long linear chain-type
sensor networks have often a large number of hop counts and
to operate for a long time, they usually need to work on a
low duty cycle. The large number of hop counts challenges
existing data dissemination protocols already designed for
wireless sensor networks, while the low duty cycle
introduces extra delays.
Time-critical applications such as disaster management
and structural health monitoring highly depend on the
availability of real-time data as in these applications data is
neither useful nor valuable if it is received after its Time To
Live (TTL). Outdated data is not only be useless but also
harmless as it may have negative impacts on the decisions
made by providing invalid information. Moreover,
transmitting expired data depletes the energy of relaying
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nodes inappropriately. Due to their poor link quality,
providing real-time guarantees and data reliability in WSNs
is quite challenging. Link quality can be easily affected,
among others, by weather, temporary obstacles, and
mobility. Most of existing real-time algorithms applied in
other networks than WSNs assume network is reliable and
packets are not lost because of low link quality. Therefore,
they cannot be directly applied to WSNs. The higher the
packet loss due to low quality links, the lower the
performance of a real-time wireless sensor network. One of
the mechanisms to provide data reliability is through
introduction of redundant data by transmitting the same data
multiple times, which results in high energy consumption. It
is somewhat clear that ensuring reliability may not always go
hand in hand with ensuring network lifetime. Depending on
the application at hand, one can also argue that energy
efficiency, real-timeness, and data reliability are not always
equally important. Data reliability and real-timeness become
significant for applications dealing with identification of outof-ordinary situations as well as warning and notification
systems, while continuous monitoring applications demand
long network lifetime and can tolerate latency and data
unreliability to some extent [1] by using local techniques
such as filtering and anomaly detection. In the latter
applications, data aggregation is considered as a significant
primitive, which not only helps save energy and bandwidth
by communicating less data but also provides meaningful
information to the end-users.
The main problem addressed in this paper is the design of
an aggregation-aware data dissemination protocol for a
chain-based WSN suffering from low reliable
communication links while satisfying the delay and
reliability requirements of the packet. Unlike existing
techniques, our proposed protocol combines real-time and
reliability guarantees for each packet and increases hit ratio
(the percentage of the packets received by the base station
before their deadline expire). To deal with the energy
consumption and to enrich data, we utilize data aggregation
on the intermediate nodes as far as it does not influence
packet deadline. We also investigate the relatively
unexplored relationship between the TTL and link reliability
parameters and their impact on the hit ratio for three different
approaches, i.e., READ, QoS-ACA [2] and an ARQ
approach, to assess the appropriateness of each method
facing different conditions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First we
briefly discuss state of the art and preliminaries of this study.
Then a detailed description of our proposed approach will be
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provided, which will be followed by performance evaluation.
Finally we draw some conclusions and future works.
II.

RELATED WORK

Several data aggregation protocols have been proposed
for WSNs in the past. However only a very few of them
consider both reliability and timeliness and aim to ensure
them simultaneously. Real-time guarantees are usually
provided through either real-time scheduling or real-time
routing. SPEED [3] is a well-known protocol addressing soft
real-time guarantee in WSNs in such a way that packet
deadline is mapped to a velocity requirement. The node with
a velocity higher than the specified requirement is more
likely to be chosen as the upstream node. MMSPEED [4], is
an enhanced version of SPEED aims to meet reliability and
timeliness requirements together while utilizing multipath
routing to handle reliability such that number of path is in
direct proportion to the required reliability. Timeliness is
supported by combining the SPEED idea with packet
prioritization, which is done on the basis of the required
speed for each packet. R2TP [5] proposes a reliable and realtime data dissemination, in which reliability is satisfied by
sending several copies of one packet through multipath such
that sum of the reliability of the considered path is equal or
higher than the requested reliability. This packet is dropped
by the intermediate nodes if the elapsed time of a given node
is greater than the delivery time requirement. Otherwise, it
forwards that packet through multi paths using the given
node’s table, which stores the delay of different paths.
Soyturk et al. [6] present a reliable data acquisition approach
for time-critical application of WSNs. Reliability is provided
similar to techniques of [4][5] leveraging multipath approach
while real-time concern is supported by packet prioritization.
This technique therefore deals with the priority scheduling to
handle queuing delay, which is of the main causes of making
end-to-end latency. Almost all of the aforementioned reliable
approaches support reliability by sending several copies of a
packet through different paths. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no well-explored work to address these two quality
of service (QoS) parameters together in a chain-based WSN,
in which only one path can be established between source
and destination nodes. Moreover, since approaches of [4][5]
are proposed for data dissemination rather than data
aggregation, they must employ other methods to filter out
redundant data in case of availability of duplicate sensitive
aggregation functions like sum or average. QoS-ACA [2]
aims to fast, reliably, and energy efficiently aggregate data in
a chain-based WSN and send the aggregated value to a base
station. To ensure reliability, it leverages the benefits of
retransmission without using any acknowledgement (Ack). It
utilizes the optimum number of retransmission to ensure the
required reliability. It considers the residual and required
energy of each sensor node and the distance between node
and the base station as two main criteria to select a node as
an aggregator. However, it does not guarantee delivery of a
packet to the base station within its deadline.
III.

A. Quality of Service Parameters
An increasing number of WSN applications require realtimeness as their QoS parameter. Applications may have one
of the following four notions of time:
 Time-unrestricted: which indicates no dedicated deadline
exists and application at hand is not time critical.
 Soft Real Time (SRT): based on which the usefulness of
a packet received after its deadline decreases, which in
turn results in a graceful degradation of the performance.
SRT-based approaches aim to reduce deadline miss ratio
of the packets and are common in WSN because of the
unpredictability nature of these networks.
 Firm Real Time (FRT): on which, the usefulness of a
packet received after its deadline is Zero. FRT methods
can tolerate infrequent deadline misses.
 Hard Real Time (HRT): HRT applications highly rely on
receipt of all packets before their deadline ends.
Another QoS parameter requirement of many WSNs
applications is reliability. One commonly used approach to
ensure reliable data delivery in a failure prone environment
is sending several copies of one packet from a single source
node towards the destination node. To know whether data is
received by the destination, one of the following techniques
is used:
 Sending an acknowledgement: in this technique if the
acknowledgement packet is lost due to link/network
failure, source node continues sending copies of the
received data, which leads to high energy dissipation.
 Sending multiple copies without sending any
acknowledgement: although this approach reduces the
acknowledgement overhead, it requires a solution to
ensure data reach to the destination after sending n copies
of a packet.
B. Duty-cycling
Efficient energy consumption has one of the highest
priorities in WSNs to ensure long network lifetime. As one
of the most energy-expenditure operations is transmitting
data, each sensor node must turn its radio off and goes to
asleep state most of the time to obtain significant energy
saving. In a duty-cycle-based power management scheme,
each sensor node goes to sleep and wakes up periodically.
The proportion of the time that each sensor node spent in
sleep mode has direct impact on the data delivery delay,
packet loss, and throughput. The shorter the duty cycle, the
lower event detection probability and the longer detection
delay. In a scheduling scheme, a sensor node is allowed to
switch between three operation modes:
 Sleep mode: which results in low power consumption. In
this state the radio of a node is turned off but the sensors
may be operational.
 Active mode: which itself includes two operational
states: receiving state (RX), and transmitting state (TX).

PRELIMINARIES

The preliminaries of this study is presented here.
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 Idle state: in which radio is ready to receive or transmit
data. According to the conditions the radio is changed to
the appropriate active state.
Figure 1 presents the state diagram illustrating the main
states of the radio and the ways state transitions occur. Once
the sleeping time(Ts) is over, the radio must undergo a
transition to idle state. On the other hand, the radio of a node
must be switched to off as soon as the active time (TA) is
finished. It is worth noting that these four states have
different levels of energy consumption, which differ from
one radio model to another.

Figure 1. State diagram for radio states

C. Network Model
We make the following assumptions regarding the WSN.
The WSN consists of N sensor nodes deployed in a linear
topology and two base stations are located at two sides of the
chain. We have described in [2] a mechanism using which a
chain leader can be selected through which sensor data is
forwarded to the base station. In case of not being a chain
leader, sensor nodes can only communicate with their direct
neighbors. The location of sensor nodes and the base stations
are fixed and are known a priori. We have chosen for this
network model as this is the case in many structural health
monitoring applications. In these application, sensor nodes
are placed at known and fixed locations (for instance, at
critical locations) in a long linear array topology and send
their data periodically or upon detection of abnormal
situations via relaying nodes to a base station. It should be
noted that we assume the packet loss probability of each link
is almost fixed and does not change much. This is justified
by the fact that we aim to find the relationship between TTL
and link reliability with the network performance. We are
aware that link reliability changes frequently in practice. In
our ongoing work, therefore, we enhance READ by
considering dynamic changes of links reliability. As far as
this paper is concerned finding the relation between TTL and
link reliability with the network performance requires a fixed
link reliability to be assumed.
Every sensor node in a chain must send its data to its
upstream neighbor which is selected in the chain
construction phase. Intermediate nodes along the path to the
chain leader aggregate the data received from the
downstream nodes with their own data and forward the local
aggregated value towards the chain leader. The chain leader,
also called the aggregator, must perform final aggregation on
the data received from two sides of the chain and then
forward the result to the base station directly.
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To motivate the need to address both data reliability and
real-timeness in our protocol, let us consider the network
illustrated in Figure 2, which consists of six sensor nodes
such that one of them is selected as the chain-leader and a
packet, whose TTL is 10s, should be forwarded from
S 0 towards the leader. Let us assume that time required to
deliver a packet from S 0 to the leader is 3s and from the
leader to the base station is 1s. Clearly, this packet will be
received by the base station after 4s. This implies that 6s
from its TTL is remained, which can be exploited to achieve
higher network performance. We can spend this time for
either (i) increasing aggregation degree of the leader or (ii)
improving transmission reliability of the network. If the
network has high reliable links and it is almost guaranteed
that the packet is received by destination through the first
transmission, it is better to spend this remaining time for the
aggregation process and to increase aggregation degree of
the leader. In this case, leader can put the received packet on
hold and perform aggregation on other packets which are on
the way and will be received within limited time duration of
the waiting packet. The remaining TTL time can also be used
to improve transmission reliability by utilizing a
retransmission mechanism and sending several copies of the
given packet. This is particularly useful when network
suffers from packet loss.
S0

S1

S2

Ldr

S4

S5

Figure 2. An example of a chain based network

D. Policies regarding Reliability and Real-Timeness
To cope with unreliability of the links, this paper
leverages the benefit of retransmission approaches without
using acknowledgement in order to support reliable
transmission. Therefore, similar to QoS-ACA, we are going
to estimate the optimal number of retransmissions for each
link. Each sensor node sends multiple copies of the same
packet to its upstream neighbor in order to improve
transmission reliability. Since receiving a packet after its
deadline is not only useless but also depletes energy. It is
highly preferable to drop such packets to prevent wasting
energy of the intermediate nodes relaying the packet. Since
the retransmission mechanism used in QoS-ACA imposes
extra delay, we modify it to meet a given latency
requirement by retransmitting as far as packet’s deadline is
not expired. A key question here is how to assign the
remaining TTL of a given packet to relaying nodes for their
retransmission or in another word for how long a packet can
be delayed on the intermediate nodes so that the reliability
gain and on-time end to end delivery ratio can still be
maximized. We answer this question by allocating the
available packet’s TTL proportionately to the packet loss
probability of the links along the forwarding path to
judiciously and fairly use the packet’s TTL on intermediate
nodes in such a way that reliability gain and on-time end to
end delivery ratio is maximized.
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IV.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF READ PROTOCOL

Our algorithm starts with chain construction using
PEGASIS algorithm proposed in [7]. In a given chain, one
node must be selected as the leader in order to do the final
aggregation and to send the aggregated result to the base
station. Two QoS parameters, i.e., reliability and energy
consumption as well as two assigned weights, are considered
to make different criteria for electing a leader. To this end,
we introduce the following formula:

B T ( S j )  ( B R ( S j )) W  ( B E ( S j )) w 
R

B

E

( S j )  (

B R (S j ) 

E

RsdEg(

S j )

IniEg ( S j )  RqEg ( S j )

)



N
1
  EER(S i , S j ) 
N  1 i 0

 CL 1
  HHR ( S k , S k 1 ) CL  i 
 k i
EER ( S i , S CL )  
i 1

HHR ( S k , S k 1 ) CL  i

 k  CL

Where S  represents a set of sensor nodes, which are
able to directly communicate with one of the base stations
and CL represents the candidate leader. The hop-by-hop
reliability (HHR) between two sensor nodes are obtained
using HHR ( S i , S i 1 )  1  p pktloss ( S i , S i 1 ) . By
having the hop-by-hop reliabilities, base station must
evaluate the appropriateness of each member of S  to be an
aggregator. To this end, base station first calculates the endto-end reliability from each sensor node to the designated
leader by employing (4). At the second step, base station
finds the benefit of each candidate leader in terms of
reliability ( B R ) by averaging sum of the end-to-end
reliability of each sensor node to the designated leader using
(3). This selection ensures the maximum reliability that this
chain can provide. Base station also finds the benefit of each
candidate leader in terms of prolonging lifetime ( B E ) using
(2) where RsdEg(Si ) denotes residual energy of S i ,
IniEg(Si ) is initial energy of S i and RqEg(S i ) denotes the
required energy of S i if being selected as the leader. After
finding all the benefit values in a chain, base station selects
the sensor node, which provides the maximum benefit as the
leader for a given chain using (1). The higher the benefit
value of (1), the higher the probability of being selected as a
leader. One should note that aggregation takes place at
different locations of the network as the leader selection
process results in selecting an aggregator in a dynamic way
based on the energy and reliability parameters. Due to
application specific nature of WSN, different applications
have different requirements. Therefore, assigned weights (w)
to each QoS parameter of (1) can be changed in order to
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satisfy the application requirements. As we have two base
stations, two chain leaders can be selected such that they can
communicate with one of the base stations directly. Sensor
nodes must select one of these chain leaders to send their
data to. This selection is done by considering distance
between sensor nodes and the chain leaders.
To find out optimal number of copies which must be sent
through each link, we follow the following steps:
Each sensor node must update packet TTL employing (5)
where TT (Transmission Time) denotes the time required to
transmit one packet to the upstream node.
TTL
Sourcenode  PacketTTL
(5)


j  LID
TTL j  TTL j 1  C j 1  TT

j  LID
TTL j  TTL j 1  C j 1  TT
Where: 0  C j  n j
Using (5), required time to send C copies of a packet
from one node to its upstream node is subtracted from the
TTL of the packet where LID represents leader ID. As we
do not know which packet copy is received first, upstream
node by looking at the copy number of the packet can easily
recognize C. In the next step, the chain leader assigns a
portion of the remaining TTL of the packet to each node by
dividing the packet loss probability of the link adjacent to a
given node by sum of the packet loss probabilities of the
links located between the given node and leader. Equation 6
calculates optimal number of packet copies for each node to
meet deadline requirement of the packet. The second term of
(6), put an upper bound for the number of packet copies for
each link only by looking at the packet loss rate of the given
link and the reliability requested by the application.

n j  min( n j , log

1 RqRl
) 
PL ( S j , S j  1 )


PL ( S j , S j 1 )
TTL new
j


LID 1
TT

 PL ( S LID , BS )   PL ( S i , S i 1 )
i j

n j  
PL
S
TTL new
(

j
j , BS )


LID 1
TT
 PL ( S LID , BS )   PL ( S i , S i 1 )

i j

j  LID 

j  LID

Where S i 1 represents the upstream node of S i in the
chain and PL(S j , S j 1 ) denotes the packet loss between S j
and S j 1 . Equations 5 and 7 can be used if radios of all
nodes are never turned off. As we also consider duty cycling
in order to save energy, (7) requires significant revisions to
include sleeping times which greatly influences remaining
TTL of the packet. Therefore, the way we calculate the
optimal number of packet copies changes. We assume that
the duty cycle of the node is in such a way that if one node
sends the first copy of the packet to its upstream node, it is
awake at that time but it is likely the upstream node goes to
sleep mode before finishing transferring all copies of a given
packet. Therefore, we first should find the number of time
slots in one awake time period (nS ) by having transmission
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time (TT ) of one packet and awake time period ( AwT )
using nS  AwT . It is worth noting that having duty
TT

cycle (DC ) and toggle period (TP ) , the AwT can be
calculated easily as AwT  TP  DC .
Then we need to calculate number of time slots that each
packet requires (rS ) to be able to transmit all its copies along
the path towards the base station. As we are allowed to send
(or receive) each copy of one packet in one time slot, the
number of time slots corresponds to the number of packet
copies. Therefore, having required time slots for a given TTL
is enough to know the number of packet copies which must
be transmitted to increase reliability while TTL requirement
of the packet is met. To find rS , first we need to calculate
the number of required awake cycle (nRc ) to transmit all
packet copies through different nodes using (8)
while AsT represents the time the node is in sleep mode.
nRc 

TTL
nS  TT  AsT

(8)

Where: AsT  TP  (1  DC )

(9)

Each time slot for a given node represents one receipt or
one transmission for that node. Leveraging (8), (9) and (10),
required time slots ( rS ) for the given packet is calculated.
Actually, source node using (10) describes the TTL of a
packet in terms of time slots.

rT  TTL  (nS  TT  AsT )  nRc
rS 

(10)

rT
 nRc  nS
TT

(11)

Where rT denotes remaining time of the packet after
using nRc awake cycles to transmit packet copies. Then, the
optimal number of sent copies for node S j to meet deadline
requirement of the packet by considering the packet loss
probabilities of the upward links can be obtained by (12).
The first term of the right part of (12) represents the portion
( Ptn j ) of S j from TTL remaining of the packet.

n j  min( n j , log

1 RqRl
)
PL ( S j , S j  1 )

PL ( S j , S j  1 )

 lS

LID  1
 PL ( S LID , BS )   PL ( S i , S i  1 )
i j

n j  
PL
S
BS )
(
,
j

 lS
LID  1

 PL ( S LID , BS )   PL ( S i , S i  1 )
i j


(12)

j

j

j  LID

j  LID

lSSourceNode  rS, lS j  lS j 1  C j 1
Where: 

0  C j 1  n j 1
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(13)

Here n j represents the number of copies of a given packet
which should be transmitted by the node S j . Each sensor
node upon receiving a packet must also update remaining or
left time slots (lS j ) of the packet employing (13), using
which required time slots to send C copies of a packet from
one node to its upstream node is subtracted from the
available time slots of the packet.
Figure 3 shows the psuedocode of READ protocol.
V.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We used Java JDK 6 to implement all algorithms and the
simulation environment. We perform simulations for
different TTL, link reliability and duty cycle values. Each
simulation is executed 100 times. In this section we aim to
compare READ, which employs retransmission mechanism
without any Ack while keeping an eye on packet’s TTL
remaining time, with (i) QoS-ACA, which is also a
retransmission mechanism without Ack while ignoring TTL
parameter and (ii) S-W ARQ, which is a retransmission
mechanism with Ack. Traditional acknowledgement
protocols, namely, stop-and-wait (S-W), go-back-n (GBN),
and selective repeat (SR) [8][9][10], try to retransmit one
erroneous frame regardless of the link reliability state. We
compare our method with a hop by hop S-W ARQ which is a
well-known ARQ scheme. We consider hit ratio and energy
consumption as performance metrics. Hit Ratio is defined as
the percentage of the packets received by the base station
before their deadline expire. We aim to find out the
relationship between different packet loss probabilities and
various TTL values with the gained network performance for
these three approaches in order to know in which condition
which method should be employed to provide reliability and
real-time concerns simultaneously.
A. Description of scenarios
For simulation, a chain of sensor nodes is formed consisting
of 51 sensor nodes randomly distributed in a linear topology.
Two base stations are located one hop away from the
rightmost and the leftmost nodes of the chain. The output
power of our radio model (TICC2420) is programmable in
eight levels (from approximately –25 to 0 dBm). Therefore,
every sensor node in case of being a leader utilizes the
highest power level to provide the longest transmission
range, otherwise the minimum power level which is required
to reach the closest neighbor is employed. We change the
packet loss probability ( p pktloss ) on the links from 0.01 to

0.9. In all simulations, the first main source node is the
middle node of the chain ( S 25 ) , which must select either the
left side or right side leader towards which it transmits its
data. This selection is done by looking at provided delay
which is in direct relation with the link reliability and
distance. The second and the third source nodes are the
leftmost and the rightmost nodes in the chain. The toggle
period (TP) is 1500 ms and energy threshold ( ) is 0.1.
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Initialization
1. Construct chain using PEGASIS
2. Find S   {S i | S i is in Commuicati on range of BS }
3. Leader  {S i | S i  S  & best satisfy Equation 1}
4. Duty cycling schedule;
5. Ptn  { ptn | ptn is portion of S from TTL}



i

i

i

i

6.

( Ptn , LID )
BS     S LID

7.

( Ptn, LID)
S LID    
 S LID  1, S LID  1

8.

S i receives ( Ptn, LID)

9.

Repeat {
Repeat { Si sends ( Ptn, LID)
} until ( Si 1 receives ( Ptn, LID) )
i  i  1 and go to step 9}
until ( S i receives ( Ptn , LID ) )

READ Protocol
1. if (event detected by S i )
2.

S i calculates ni using equation 12
if (( S i  LID )) {
a. Repeat {} until ( State ( S i 1 )  Awake )
b. numberofSentCopiesi  0
( Data i )
c. Repeat { S i   
 S i 1
numberofSentCopiesi  
d. } until (( State ( S i 1 )  Asleep ) or
( numberofSe ntCopies i  ni ))
e.

3.

if ( (( State ( S i 1 )  Asleep ) ) and
( numberofSe ntCopies i  ni ))

{Repeat {} until ( State ( S i 1 )  Awake );
Go to step 2.b }}
else if (( S i  LID )) {
a. S i 1  BS ; Run step 2.b to 2.d
b.

if ( RsdEg LID    IniEg LID ) {
( hE  {Si | Si  S  & RsdEgi    IniEg i })}

c.

if ( hE   ){ for (each S i  S  )
{ IniEg i  RsdEg i }

d.
e.
4.
5.

Go to 3.b}
else { BS finds another leader based on
Equation 1}
if ( S i 1 receives Data i )
{ AggData i 1  Aggregate ( AggData i , Data i 1 )
Data i 1  AggData i 1 ; i  i  1 and go to step 2}
Figure 3. Pseudocode of READ
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The results of two duty cycles, 0.99 (radio is almost always
ON) and 0.1 (radio is almost always Off) are represented in
this paper to better judge about duty cycling impacts. The
other simulation parameters are listed in Table I.
TABLE I.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

No. of nodes
Area size
Mac layer
Transmit bit rate
Operation frequency
Packet size
Radio model
Transmit current at 0dBm
Transmit current at -25dBm
Receive current
Supply voltage
Idle current
Transmission range
Receiver sensitivity threshold

51
1m x 260m
IEEE 802.15.4
250 kbps
2.4 GHz
128 bytes
TI CC2420
17.4 mA
8.5 mA
18.8 mA
(1.6 – 2.0 V)
0.426 mA
10-90 m
-95 dBm

B. Performance Evaluations
1) Hit Ratio
The achieved hit ratio is plotted for these three methods
when the Link Reliability (LR=1-PacketlossProbability) can
be selected randomly from a set of intervals shown in Figure
4 and duty cycling is 0.1. Figure 4 illustrates attained hit
ratio as the packet TTL increases from 80 to 3200 ms. It can
be seen that hit ratio of READ is higher than S-W ARQ
when the link reliability in the chain changes randomly
between 0.1 and 1 or between 0.4 and 1. READ also
outperforms QoS-ACA when TTL of the packet is small
(smaller than 1500ms). It can be seen from Figure 4 (middle
and bottom) that when the lower bounds of link reliability
and TTL are increased, performance of S-W ARQ improves.
We can conclude that if both link reliability and TTL of the
packet are quite high, performance of all three techniques in
terms of hit ratio is the same. Otherwise, READ outperforms
S-W ARQ and outperform QoS-ACA in case of having
short TTL. To have a better judgment about the exact
relation between TTL of the packet and link reliability with
attained hit ratio, in the following graphs the lower bound of
the link reliability interval is increased from 0.1~0.97 that
means the reliability of a link should be higher than the given
lower bound. Figure 5 illustrates the hit ratio graphs of two
different duty cycles for these three approaches. The left side
graphs show impact of duty cycle 0.99 on hit ratio while the
right side graphs are for duty cycle 0.1. From Figure 5, one
can see that when either TTL is short or link reliability is
low, READ has better hit ratio. But when TTL is long and
link reliability is quite high (TTL>1500, LR>0.8), S-W ARQ
outperforms READ because it has enough time to utilize
acknowledgment and also because of high reliable link,
packets are almost never lost. Although, the hit ratio of
READ in these conditions (TTL>1500, LR>0.8) are almost 1
but it has a little fluctuation between 0.97 and 1. It is worth
noting, the sharp changes seen in right side graphs of Figure
5 when TTL is about 1500ms are because of using duty
cycling for sensor nodes. In case of S-W ARQ, one node
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requires to frequently switch between sending and receiving
mode to be able to handle sending a packet in one time slot
and receiving (or waiting to receive) corresponding
acknowledgement in the next time slot. Therefore, half of
time slots in one awake time period are used for the
acknowledgement. This is not the case for READ or QoSACA approaches. READ and QoS-ACA utilize all time slots
for sending several copies of the packet. The higher TTL, the
greater number of awake cycles every node is allowed to
utilize to send packet and receive acknowledgement in order
to ensure reliability while packet TTL has not yet been
expired. READ and QoS-ACA also undergo these sharp
changes when duty cycle is too small (i.e. 0.1) as they cannot
send all packet copies in one awake cycle that is about
150ms and they have to wait for another awake cycle(s) to be
able to send rest copies. When TTL raised to 1500ms (which
is start point of another awake cycle), the rest copies can also
be sent and the hit ratio suddenly improved especially in case
of high reliable links. Also, compared with QoS-ACA,
READ has better hit ratio when TTL parameter is short
(shorter than 500 ms). In this case, QoS-ACA sends several
copies of a packet, especially when LR is low. QoS-ACA
satisfies the required reliability for the given packet only for
the first few hops, in which the packet has not yet been
dropped due to TTL expiration.
Also, QoS-ACA outperforms RRDA when TTL is
greater than 500ms and link reliability is lower than 0.3. This
is due to the fact that RRDA has to be deterministic for
supporting real-timeness and hence always ponders the worst
case (longest delay) which means every packet may reach (if
it could reach) its upstream node on the last retransmission.
Therefore, downstream nodes cannot delay one packet more
than the time is assigned to them. But it is also likely that
the packet is received by an upstream node before n
retransmissions. Therefore, the downstream nodes could
spent this extra time for their own benefit and do more
retransmission while meeting the packet deadline. QoS-ACA
exploit this fact in order to increase hit ratio in case of large
TTL and low link reliability.
2) Energy Consumption
Figure 6 provides a comparison between useful energy
consumption (energy spent for packets received before their
expiration) and total energy consumption for these three
reliable approaches and for two duty cycles 0.99 (right
graphs) and 0.1 (left graphs). It is clear that there is almost
no difference between useful and total energy consumption
for READ, as it drops packets which are more likely not to
reach the base station on time. As illustrated in Figure 6,
READ is much more energy efficient than QoS-ACA and SW ARQ particularly in case of low reliable links and short
TTL. The reason for this is that in case of low reliable links,
data packets or acknowledgement packets are much more
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likely to get lost. In addition, in case of short TTL,
intermediate nodes in QoS-ACA and S-W ARQ approaches
will still relay expired packets towards the base station which
comes in the expense of energy consumption.
VI.

A HYBRID APPROACH

Figure 5 shows each of these three approaches outperforms
the other two under some conditions. Therefore, it is more
efficient to leverage the benefit from each in a hybrid
approach to achieve maximum performance in terms of hit
ratio. The idea behind this hybrid approach is to make a
selection among these three approaches by looking at the
TTL of the packet and link reliability interval related to a
given chain. The performance of the hybrid approach is
plotted in Figure 7. One can see, this hit ratio graph inherits
advantages of the associated graphs of Figure 5.

Figure 4. Hit ratio vs. Packet deadline for
0.1<LR<1(top),0.4<LR<1(middle),0.7<LR<1 (bottom)
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Figure 5. Hit ratio vs. Link reliability vs. Packet deadline for READ (top) QoS-ACA(middle) and S-W ARQ(bottom) while duty cycle of the left graphs is
0.99 and right graphs is 0.1
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Figure 6. Comparison Between Total and Useful Energy Consumption for READ (top) QoS-ACA(middle) and S-W ARQ(bottom) while duty cycle of the
left graphs is 0.99 and right graphs is 0.1
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Figure 7. Hit ratio vs. Link reliability vs. Packet deadline for Hybrid approach while duty cycle of the left graphs is 0.99 and right graphs is 0.1

VII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose READ, a reliable and real-time
aggregation-aware data dissemination protocol designs for
long chain-type wireless sensor networks, to cope with the
problem of efficient data gathering of delay constrained
sensor data. Long linear chain-type sensor networks have
often a large number of hop counts and to operate for a long
time, they usually need to work on a low duty cycle. We
investigate the relatively unexplored relationship between
TTL and link reliability with the attained hit ratio for timecritical WSNs.
READ allocates available packet’s TTL proportionately
to the packet loss probability of the links along the
forwarding path in order to judiciously and fairly use the
packet’s TTL on intermediate nodes in such a way that
reliability gain and on-time end to end delivery ratio is
maximized.
READ assumes the packet loss of each link is fixed for
each simulation and therefore does not update the packet loss
of the links dynamically based on the last status of the links.
This is due to that fact that in this paper we focus on finding
the relationship between TTL and link reliability with the
attained hit ratio. In our ongoing work, we enhance READ
by considering dynamic changes of links reliability and will
modify READ in such a way to be able to adaptively change
number of copies each node is allowed to send based on the
last status of the link reliabilities.
We also consider comparing READ with forward error
correction mechanisms in on future work to know how well
READ functions .
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Abstract—In wireless sensor networks, frequent faults are
caused by general characteristics and the direct exposure to
the environment. Accumulation of these faults can lead to
the progressive decrease of reliability and accuracy of sensor
readings. We focus on detection and classiﬁcation of faults
within sensory data independently of the underlying cause. We
propose a complete and consistent fault classiﬁcation based on
two aspects. The ﬁrst aspect is continuity and frequency of the
occurrence, and the second is the existence of observable and
learnable patterns. Given that modeling of faults prior to the
detection is a fundamental process, we address it with statistical
analysis and theoretical approach. We rely on centralized and
straightforward detection methods using neighborhood vote.
For the full classiﬁcation phase, we propose the use of statistical
pattern recognition with a priori modeling of faults. Current
results show that this method works comparatively well when
applied to collected data in data centric dense wireless sensor
network.
Keywords-Fault Tolerance; Wireless Sensor Networks; Pattern Recognition; Faults Classiﬁcation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are complex systems
that consist of a large number of small, cheap devices.
We deploy a WSN to collect and process data in order to
understand the behavior of a monitored entity. Often, the
network needs to perform demanding scenarios in a harsh
environment. The signiﬁcantly lower intrinsic reliability of
sensors and actuators than that of integrated circuits in
enclosed packaging comes from their direct contact with the
environment [1].
Ultimately, the goal of WSN is to provide accurate data
about monitored phenomena efﬁciently over the maximum
possible period. Even when perfectly calibrated in the beginning, network will accumulate a number of faults over the
time. This leads to the shortening of its effective lifetime,
deﬁned as the time of operation in which network reliably
provides accurate data.
This research focuses on detecting faults that occur in
sensor readings within dense data-centric WSN. In particular, it keeps a focus on the pattern of occurrences as they
appear in readings of each sensor node. These observations
are independent of the underlying cause of the fault. In this
case, a fault is the manifestation of erroneous reading within
the data, regardless of the underlying cause for this reading.
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In this case, we rely on the neighborhood vote and spatial
and temporal correlation of the readings, while there is no
correlation amongst faults developing on each node.
One of the challenges for fault detection is a proper
modeling of faults. Detection of faults relies on these models
for the accuracy. We attempt to provide initial models for the
detection and classiﬁcation of faults as they can be observed
in collected readings. Frequency and continuity of occurrence is the basis for the proposed classiﬁcation of faults.
The aim is to provide complete and consistent classiﬁcation,
independent of the underlying causes for faults, such as
errors in calibration or packet loss.
Amongst challenges that WSN face is the quality of
service, where the most important aspect is the amount and
the quality of the information that can be extracted at any
given sink about the observed object or area. Fault tolerance
at all levels of the network is a necessary trait of the required
QoS, especially the quick recovery from a fault.
Lifetime of a network is another crucial ﬁgure of merit. It
depends largely on the energy consumption. For this reason,
fault tolerance mechanisms have to ﬁnd a way to balance
the cost of communication and computation. One straightforward deﬁnition of a lifetime is given as the time before a ﬁrst
node runs out of energy and stops transmitting [2]. However,
data accuracy and reliability might fail long before that, due
to accumulated faults. Goal of this research is to use fault
mechanism to prolong the effective lifetime of the network,
deﬁned as a time in which network provides reliable and
accurate data.
Analysis of related work on fault tolerance in WSN is
discussed in Section II. Details of the proposed approach and
results are presented in Section III, followed by conclusion,
discussion and future work in Section IV.
II. FAULT T OLERANCE IN W IRELESS S ENSOR
N ETWORKS
Fault tolerance is a fundamental requirement for efﬁcient
and reliable operation of WSN. In order to provide a quick
recovery, fault latency must be low. This means that a
network must be able to eliminate the effect of the fault
in a short time. Some classic approaches rely on neighborhood vote techniques or data redundancy, and the existing
literature covers them extensively [2], [3]. Apart from these
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techniques, there is a trend towards using intelligent data
fusion and machine learning to provide more ﬂexible fault
recovery, for example, Shell et al. propose fuzzy data driven
fusion with statistical process control [4].
For example, Takruri et al. propose SVR-UKF-IMM
framework for auto calibration [5]. It is an efﬁcient method
for fault detection and error correction, but it requires a
repetition in each round of data collection. The presented
method enables each sensor to predict a correct reading
based on information from the previous cycle. Although
this approach is ﬂexible, it leaves the network unaware of
the occurrence and location of a fault. The sink will never
receive an actual reading from the sensor, only a corrected
one. With the centralized approach, the network would be
aware of the exact node where the fault has occurred.
Koushanfar et al. give a detailed analysis of fault tolerance [1]. Amongst other requirements, they state that it is
preferable to develop approaches that require little additional
computation regardless of any additional communication
requirements as the answer to the common dilemma about
the tradeoff between computation and communication. We
believe that centralized approach to the fault tolerance corresponds to this requirement since it does not require additional communication, and it ensures enough computational
power. Centralized approach is supported by Ni at al. [6].
Also, they point out that any value exceeding a high value
threshold is not necessarily a fault. Assumption that nodes
need only to be correlated and have similar trends is not
enough. Authors emphasize the role of modeling of data
since it might provide the basis for comparison if there is a
lack of other references. Consistent initial classiﬁcation of
faults can provide a sufﬁcient basis for better modeling of
faults initially, as well as learning models from experience.
Sharma et al. examine the prevalence of sensor faults in different datasets obtained from real deployments [7]. Authors
focus on several types of transient errors and evaluate several
different methods for the fault detection. Their conclusion is
that the frequency of appearance varies. It ranges from 0%
- 20% for different types of errors and different datasets. In
the end, authors conclude that the inﬂuence to the overall
functionality of the network is signiﬁcant regardless of the
frequency of faults. Also, they believe that online handling
of faults is an important task. Yao et al. in [8] support this
opinion and they propose a straightforward approach to the
online detection using time series.
Approach presented here addresses fault tolerance in data
centric, densely deployed network with assumed spatial and
temporal correlation. For comparison, literature offers some
interesting examples of different approaches in different
settings, as seen in Tiwari and Thai, who are concerned with
providing a fault tolerant virtual backbone as the routing
infrastructure [9]. Dual cluster cooperating scheme for data
gathering network is proposed by Huang et al. [10]; with the
advantages of reduced data loss and a small communication
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overhead. Also, this scheme can detect both, link faults and
node faults. Interesting application and results from a realtime deployment in the avionics is reported by Alena [11].
Fault tolerance is an essential part of reliable sensor
network operation. It is obvious that different types of
networks and different applications pose varied requirements. To provide a satisfactory fault tolerance scheme, any
approach should concern itself with all of the main aspects
of fault tolerance, fault models, detection and diagnosis and
resiliency mechanisms. Classical techniques, like neighborhood vote, provide a reliable, easy to adapt approach for detection. However, machine learning techniques provide more
ﬂexibility for recognizing the type of faults and handling
them accordingly. Also, these methods provide a critical
difference in terms of early discovery of faults that occur
continually over the prolonged period. This signiﬁcantly
affects capability of the network for the quick recovery.
III. C LASSIFICATION WITH S TATISTICAL PATTERN
R ECOGNITION
Part of the fault tolerance recognition and resiliency
mechanisms are various criteria for fault classiﬁcation. In
general, error is a manifestation of a fault inside of a program
that can occur either at the fault site or at some distance.
Together with the fact that each level of abstraction has its
own types of faults, current literature covers classiﬁcation
of faults based on various criteria.
Faults can occur in different layers of WSN. If we look
at the location and cause of faults, most commonly they
appear at physical layer, since sensors and actuators are
most prone to malfunctioning. Faults that can occur at this
level can besuch as physical layer, where we can have
communication faults or hardware malfunctions and energy
supply problems. Since sensors and actuators are the most
vulnerable components, at this level we can classify faults
as:
• calibration systematic errors,
• random noise
• complete malfunctioning
Calibration errors are probably a key source of all faults
since they can manifest themselves as a bias or a drift
throughout the lifetime of the sensor node.
In the middleware, focus moves towards data aggregation,
ﬁltering and sensor fusion, all of which are tasks dependent
on accurate and reliable sensor readings. However, it is
difﬁcult to provide a fault tolerance at the level of a single
sensor node in an economic way. Addressing faults at the
application level is efﬁcient, but requires a customized way
of addressing each issue. On the other hand, this provides
ﬂexibility to address faults regardless of the resource or level
in which faults appear [1].
If we take a different look at faults, for example, how
often and how long they appear, they can be classiﬁed
based on the time and persistence as permanent faults,
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continuos and stable in time; intermittent faults, occasional
manifestation due to unstable characteristics and transient
faults, reﬂective of temporary environmental impact.
Ni et al. give extensive taxonomies of faults that cover
deﬁnitions, causes, duration and impact of faults [6]. For
example, calibration fault can be detected as the fault where
the reported value is offset in some way from the ground
truth. Bias and drift are primary causes of these faults. This
fault is persistent, and it remains present throughout the
deployment. However, data should not be discarded, since
proper calibration formula can correct them. As opposed to
this, faults occurring at hardware or connection level render
data useless and should be disregarded. In a similar manner,
spikes do not provide a meaningful information, and data
should be disregarded. The difference is that spikes might
occur only sporadically, while hardware error is persistent.
It would make sense to keep the ﬁrst node active, while the
second should be deactivated.
We believe that the capability to distinguish between
different types of faults would provide WSN with increased
ﬂexibility in handling faulty nodes. This ﬂexibility can be
achieved by learning from observations. In this way, a
network could improve its behavior based on the study of
its own experience. Given the goal in this work to recognize
and classify different types of faults that occur on sensor
nodes, we have chosen to focus on statistical learning, more
speciﬁcally on statistical pattern recognition [12], [13].
The review of existing literature led us to focus on
reliability of data-centric, densely deployed sensor networks.
In this sense, we have formed a classiﬁcation of faults in
sensor readings independent of the cause of fault or the
location of occurrence.
A. Fault Classiﬁcation
In this work, we focus on faults that can be observed
in readings through the effect they produce in data. This
is a data-centric, diagnostic approach. Data features are
statistical in nature, and a conﬁdent diagnosis of any single
fault may require the use of more than one of those features.
In dense, data-centric, networks readings are spatially and
temporally correlated, so statistical patterns of readings can
be used to identify and describe faults.
After analyzing existing classiﬁcations and underlying
criteria, we have chosen to determine if faults can be
recognized based on the pattern of behavior that they leave in
the data. We propose a complete and consistent classiﬁcation
of faults in sensory data in terms of:
• Continuity of the occurrence
• Frequency of the occurrence
• Observable and learnable pattern
Criteria we have chosen draw from existing experience,
and generalize and abstract existing criteria. We believe that
a classiﬁcation based on these criteria is ﬂexible and applicable to a wide range of sensor readings. At the same time,
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it decouples models of faults from physical characteristics
of a network and from the environment. Underlying cause of
the error does not affect this classiﬁcation. The focus of this
work is on the pattern of fault occurrences on each sensor
node.
If a sensor reading is represented with ri + εi , where εi
is a fault, we can deﬁne fault classiﬁcation as follows:
• Discontinuous - Fault occurs from time to time, occurrence of εi is discrete.
– Malfunction - Frequent occurrence of faulty readings, εi > τ , where τ is threshold frequency.
Also, there is no observable pattern in the fault
occurrences.
– Random - Infrequent occurrence of a faulty readings, εi ≤ τ .
• Continuous - After the certain point in time, a sensor
returns constantly inaccurate readings, and it is possible
to observe a pattern in the form of a function:
εi = f (t, [α1 , α2 ....])
– Bias - The function of the error is a constant, εi =
const. This can be a positive or a negative offset.
– Drift - The deviation of data follows a learnable
function, such as polynomial change
εi = α1 ∗ εni−1 + α2 ∗ εn−1
i−1 + ...α0
Figure 1 illustrates the main concept of this classiﬁcation.
Knowing the type of the error provides a network with
ﬂexibility in handling faulty nodes appropriately, according
to their type. Random faults can be smoothed out through
data fusion while malfunctioning nodes can be switched off.
Continuous faults are more interesting and challenging to
handle in this case. This classiﬁcation can provide a basis
for the use of hypothesis ﬁnding techniques in order to learn
a function of the fault and apply that function (model) to
subsequent readings. Furthermore, models we learn can be
used to update a priori set models of expected faults.
The classiﬁcation process is a part of a possible framework illustrated in the Figure 2. This framework addresses
a full cycle of modeling-detection-resiliency mechanism.
However, this full cycle is out of the scope of this paper.
B. Proposed Method and Results
This work deals with the discovery of faults in sensor
readings of data-centric WSN. One of the most signiﬁcant
metrics is accuracy, deﬁned as the difference between resulting value and true value [2]. We rely on a neighborhood vote,
keeping the assumption of spatial and temporal correlation of
measurements. This means that we expect nodes in the same
area to measure the same phenomena at the same time. The
assumption holds for data-centric densely deployed WSN,
as opposed to the use of saving mechanisms that turn off
the network interface opportunistically which leads to intermittent connectivity and the formation of a Delay/Disruption
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Classiﬁcation of faults based on frequency, continuity and an observable pattern

The process of fault handling with automated framework

Tolerant Network (DTN) [14]. An important characteristic
of these networks is the lack of a simultaneous path between
source and destination, while existing literature on routing
in DTNs assumes that data packets are independent and
uncorrelated with one another.
For the proposed method, it is necessary to assume the
existence of a good connectivity between the nodes in the
same area. Nodes are capable of clustering based either
on the recognition of a nearby neighbors or an in-built
detailed knowledge about the network layout, both physical
and relational.
Every fault tolerant system has to decide between connectivity and communication overhead. Some of the existing
work shows good results with on-node fault correction,
with the beneﬁt of ﬂexibility and a quick response. On the
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other hand, this approach can cause a signiﬁcant loss of
information about a node’s behavior. The network would
always have to rely on corrected readings based on the
prediction instead of on actual readings. In the centralized
approach, the network becomes aware of the behavior of
each node. When the network is capable of recognizing the
type of fault, it can correct the readings and handle the
node accordingly. Centralized approach does not cause any
increase in communication overhead and provides sufﬁcient
resources for potential heavy computation requirements.
For the experiments, we have used the well known Intel
Berkely laboratory dataset [15]. This set provides data on
time and epoch of measurements, temperature, humidity,
light and voltage. Dataset was split based on the location
of sensor nodes, for example, a group of nodes with id 44
- 48.
In the ﬁrst step, we analyze collected data in the time
series to discover any discrepancies that might indicate the
existence of faults. We are using statistical features of data
for this purpose. For the initial calculations we rely on
calculating the median, µ = {rij } 21 = r̃, of the group for
the each epoch and chosen measurement, e.g. temperature.
Median is chosen over the average as a more robust metrics.
It is less likely to change drastically if extreme spikes in
measurements occur on some of the nodes.
The difference between the reading and the median is
calculated for each node, within the given tolerance rate:
|r˜i − rij | ≤ τ ∗ r˜i
Tolerance rate τ largely depends on characteristics and
the intended application of the network. For most of the
experiments we have set it to τ = 0.2, or 20% margin.
For∑the further analysis we use standard
deviation s2 =
√
n
1
2
2
s
i=1 (ri − r̃) and variance σ =
n−1
Figure 3 shows results of this analysis. We can see
in Figure 3a which node has developed a fault, and in
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Since we propose the use of a limited number of fault
classes based on a small set of classiﬁcation criteria, decision
tree approach for pattern classiﬁcation is a well ﬁtting
algorithm [16]. We can see this tree in the Figure 4. The
outline of the process is given in the Algorithm 1.

(a) Node that has developed a fault
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(b) Analysis to identify the time of possible fault development
Figure 3.

Identifying nodes that have developed faults

Figure 4.

Decision tree

Figure 3b, we can see the time when the fault has started
to develop. Also, here we can see that temperature and
humidity measurements might be highly correlated. It might
indicate that the node is becoming unreliable entirely.
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Algorithm 1 Decision tree algorithm
Require: ﬁnite set of classes C ∈ [ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 ]
ﬁnd the set of features [f1 , f2 , ...., fn ]
for all data do
analyze the time series
check the continuity
if εi is discrete then
check the frequency
if εi > τ then
malfunction
end if
if εi ≤ τ then
random
end if
end if
if εi is continuos then
check the function εi = f (t, [α1 , α1 ....])
if f (t, [α1 , α1 ....]) = const then
bias
end if
if f (t, [α1 , α1 ....]) ̸= const then
drift
end if
end if
end for
Much of the work in designing trees focuses on on
deciding which property test or query should be performed at
each node. For this end, we have used MATLAB Treebagger
function to run through various models of trees. This allows
us to try many combinations and models of trees in a short
time. Which combination will be suitable for a speciﬁc data
set depends on many factors, and detailed discussion of this
process is out of the scope of this paper.
Finally, in Figure 5, we can show at which point of time
and which node has developed a drift with high probability.
At the current phase of the work, discovered fault is
smoothed out. Since experiments are conducted on already
collected dataset, there is no possibility to actually handle
a faulty node in an adequate manner, and the comparison
of the performance is left for the future work. Further
development of the model requires experiments on simulated
or deployed network, and it is also a part of future work.
Our experiments show around 15-20% occurrence of
faults within the test data, which is consistent with other
related experiments on the same dataset [7]. The method
was able to correctly detect faults in approximately 90%
of fault occurrences. These results are average from several
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Figure 5.

Drift development

runs on the same dataset. Minor differences occur due to the
nature of Treebagger function which splits data into training
and test set differently in each run.
At the moment, the method focuses on detecting the
manifestation of faults in data, without looking into the
underlying cause. However, a proper classiﬁcation of a
fault might indicate that cause. For example, malfunction
is probably caused by an error in hardware, while drift
might be caused by low battery levels or miscalibration. This
provides for a ﬂexible way of dealing with each node in an
appropriate manner.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we focused efforts on discovering faults in
sensor readings within a data-centric dense wireless sensor
network. The focus is on the pattern of the occurrences of
the faults on the node, regardless of the underlying cause.
Key concept is a classiﬁcation of faults based on frequency,
continuity and observable pattern in the faults. We keep
the assumption of spatial and temporal correlation between
sensor readings. Also, we use centralized approach in order
to ensure computational power with low communication
overhead. In this way, the network is aware of when and
where faults have developed, and it can handle a faulty node
accordingly.
Statistical pattern recognition using decision tree method
and classiﬁcation work comparatively well for the datacentric and dense networks. However, if we can not assume
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density or spatial and temporal correlation of readings, this
method is insufﬁcient. It requires further development of a
priori fault modeling to provide a basis for comparison of
correct readings against faulty readings.
Providing an economic way of handling faults at the level
of a single sensor is difﬁcult. We believe that proposed
classiﬁcation, together with the detection method, provides
a way to combine beneﬁts of the centralized approach, such
as bigger computational power with the ﬂexibility of onnode correction. The network would be able to recognize
fault on each node, handle it appropriately and keep the
communication overhead low.
We have conducted experiments on Intel Berkeley dataset.
So far they conﬁrm that the method has a potential for
ﬂexible handling of faults in WSN. However, we plan to
expand the experiments to use more datasets from different
settings (urban and outdoor deployments) in order to test the
hypothesis about spatial and temporal correlation.
Next, we plan to focus on a priori fault modeling and
inclusion of developed models in the detection and classiﬁcation phase. This would allow lesser dependence on
neighboring nodes and stable connectivity.
To ensure the continually reliable operation, WSN has
to be capable to address the full cycle of fault tolerance,
which includes recognition of a faulty node, elimination
or counteracting of its readings and self calibration where
applicable. To meet this goal, we plan to expand proposed
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method by introducing hypothesis ﬁnding techniques to
discover fault models from the data. This is especially
interesting for the continuos errors, such as drift or bias.
If the network can learn these models, it can use them for
correction of faults. It would enable the network to adapt its
behavior and structure based on experience.
Finally, we would like to address some common issues
that are often encountered when developing algorithms for
WSN in the real world [17]. These issues include the
assumption of a reliable communication, precise analysis
of energy consumption in terms of communication and
computation, synchronicity of readings and the assumption
of a stable set of neighbors for each sensor node.
We believe that proposed method is viable for use in dense
data-centric network setting with assumed good knowledge
of network’s topology. More importantly it provides a basis
for further improvements and development of a complete
scheme for self-repairing wireless sensor networks, which
is the ultimate goal of the ongoing research.
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Abstract—This paper deals with prolonging the lifetime of a
wireless sensor network by exploiting mobility. We consider
data gathering applications where each event occurring in
the monitored area must be reported to the sink. The target
applications are assumed to be delay tolerant. We define the
network lifetime as the time until coverage loss. We propose
an energy efficient strategy to collect data from sensor nodes,
using data mules. This strategy has the advantage of not
requiring network connectivity. Data mules are responsible
to carry data to the sink, to schedule sensor nodes activities
and to replace energy constrained nodes. They take advantage
of energy harvesting, from a generating power terminal, in
order to achieve their mission. We simulate the proposed data
collection strategy with the NS2 simulator and derive the
network lifetime, the energy consumption of sensor nodes and
the rate of collected data meeting a given delay. Furthermore,
this study leads us to determine the optimal number of data
mules needed to meet a given delivery delay deadline.
Keywords-wireless sensor networks; energy efficiency; data
mule; node activity scheduling; delay tolerant network

I. C ONTEXT AND MOTIVATION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) play an important role
in different applications, such as environment monitoring,
health treatment, space exploration and others [1]. A WSN
is composed of a large number of sensor nodes. Each one is
characterized by three basic capabilities: sensing, wireless
communication and computation. These sensor nodes are
usually battery-operated. So, their power must be used
very sparingly in order to fulfill the underlined application
requirements before batteries depletion. Furthermore, each
sensor application requires specific quality of service: delivery delay deadline, data accuracy, etc. Hence, minimizing
energy consumption, while meeting required performance
constraints of the target application, is a very important
challenge to prolong network lifetime.
Sensor nodes are usually densely deployed in order to
ensure the total connectivity and coverage of the interest
area. However, connectivity may be lost quickly because
some nodes, such that located in the proximity of the sink,
consume more energy for relaying traffic originated from
other farther nodes. Also, the variability of the sensors
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distance to the sink involves a variability of the data delivery delay. Thus, delivering data to the sink by multi-hop
forwardings may lead to connectivity loss in addition to an
unfair data delivery delay. Moreover, a complete coverage
of an area implies connectivity among the nodes only if
the radio range is at least twice of the sensing range [2].
However, if the radio range is too large as compared to
the sensing range, the network may be subject to excessive
radio interference although its connectivity is ensured [2].
That is why, solutions that do not require connectivity must
be investigated in order to preserve data delivery to the sink.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of delivering
data to the sink while conserving sensor nodes energy, in
a WSN totally covered and not necessarily fully connected.
Our proposed strategy is based on the use of data mules
for gathering data from sensor nodes that are assumed to
be static. A data mule is a kind of mobile robot able to
communicate with sensor nodes and to carry the generated
traffic to the sink. Our solution targets especially delay
tolerant applications, requiring a long network lifetime. We
define the network lifetime as the time of the first coverage
hole creation. we propose a gathering strategy that extends
clearly the network lifetime. Indeed, the data mule arrivals
are predictable. So, static sensor nodes wake up at welldefined periods, without need to deplete energy for listening
data mules polling messages. In addition, static sensor
nodes transmit data only at single hop ranges. Our solution
combines the data gathering with a maintaining coverage
strategy. For this purpose, constrained energy sensor nodes
may be replaced by other redundant nodes in order to
maintain the whole network coverage.
The performance evaluation of our solution allows us to
obtain the rate of delivered data meeting a given delivery
delay and the required number of data mules that guarantee
this deadline.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
briefly present the state of the art related to data gathering
strategies. Afterwards, we define our data collection scheme
by describing sensor nodes and data mules behaviors in
Section III. In Section IV, we evaluate the proposed solution
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and compare it with a double range data gathering strategy
in terms of energy consumption and data delivery delay.
Finally, we conclude the paper and give some directions for
our future works in Section V.
II. R ELATED WORK
Exploiting mobility for data gathering and routing has
been studied in many papers, using various methods. These
solutions aim at extending the network lifetime by conserving sensor nodes energy. They can be classified according
to the network mobility degree into Networks with mobile
sensors and Networks with additional mobile agents.
In mobile WSNs, where all sensor nodes have motion
capabilities, the connectivity between mobile nodes is poor,
and thus it is difficult to guarantee an end-to-end connections
from sensor nodes to the sinks. The main issue is to
detect the occasional connectivity between mobile nodes in
order to transmit sensed data to the sink. This problem has
been treated in ZebraNet [3] project. This project relies on
equipping zebras with sensor nodes in order to record the
animal position or other relevant sensor readings. For this
purpose, zebras wander randomly in the area and send data
to the sink when they arrive to its transmission range. Due to
their random movement, delay latency can not be bounded
and in worst case data can never been send to the sink when
the tagged zebra remains far away. So, in order to reduce
the data delivery delay, a history-based routing approach
has been proposed in [4]. Each sensor node records its past
success rate of directly transmitting data packets to the sink.
When a sensor meets another sensor, the former transmits
data packets to the latter if the latter has a higher success
rate.
In static WSNs, having mobile sinks, sinks move towards
static sensor nodes in order to collect sensed data. This
approach was studied in [5][6]. Otherwise, Additional agents
move around static sensor nodes to gather data and carry
them to static sinks. In both cases, mobile nodes should
gather data via short range communication in order to
minimize the energy consumption, while assuring a fairly
data delivery to the sink. The data gathering strategies can
be classified into: direct-contact data collection and cluster
based data collection.
Many applications, especially these deployed for statistics
measurement, are more sensitive in terms of network lifetime
than that in terms of delivery delay: they are delay tolerant.
For this kind of applications, direct-contact data collection
is more suitable. The problem has been dealt with in [7]
using animal-based mobile collectors. In that case, mobile
collectors wander randomly in the interest area to gather data
from static sensor nodes. Energy consumption at sensor side
is only due to mobile collector discovery and subsequent
data transmission. Assume that a mobile collector periodically broadcasts a beacon message while moving. It is very
expensive to detect the mobile collector arrival by keeping
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listening to the beacon message. Moreover, because of the
random movement of mobile collectors, the static sensor
nodes are not ensured to deliver their sensed data within a
bounded delay. Studies in [8] show that, if the mobile collectors move along regular trajectory, then sensors can predict
their arrival and so, the network lifetime is improved. One of
the regular gathering trajectories that guarantee a single hop
data gathering with extreme energy saving is that the mobile
collector gathers data packets by sequentially visiting each
sensor. This problem is referred in sparse sensor networks
to the Travelling salesman problem TSP. In order to shorter
the tour length while conserving a single hop transmission,
data collectors visit the transmission range of each node
in order to gather data. For this purpose, an alternative
solution of TSP called TSP neighboring was been proposed
in [9]. The above mentioned strategies reduce greatly the
energy consumption for data transmissions, however, the
data latency increases because of the tour length.
In order to shorten the data delivery latency, most of
the previous work relay on introducing multi-hop relays
via clustering definition. These strategies aim at retrieving
a trade off between network lifetime and delivery time.
In these approaches, a mobile collector moves around a
subset of sensors, cluster heads, to gather data by local
multi-hop communication. By this way, the tour length is
shortened and thus the data delivery latency decreases. the
main encountered issue is the selection of the appropriate clusters according to a given criteria. Studies in [10]
propose a cluster definition according to the definition of
the connectivity islands (partitions) of the network. Then,
the cluster head is chosen in the middle of the partition
and having the maximum residual energy. Studies in [11]
presents a bounded relay hop data gathering strategy. An
algorithm, called SPT-DCA, selects appropriate nodes that
will aggregate captured data transfered by bounded hop
transmissions. then, the mobile collector visits the selected
nodes to gather data, using the TSP heuristic. SPT-DCA
is based on a prior Spanning Tree resolution of the whole
network graph. Then, the appropriate cluster head nodes are
selected according to a fixed relay hop bound.
Most of the previous data gathering studies deal with
extending the network lifetime in a sparsely sensor network.
They assume that all the sensors are working simultaneously
during the whole process of data collection. Thus, the
coverage problem was rarely addressed in the data gathering
solutions. Two issues are considered, in this paper, in order
to improve the network lifetime: a single hop gathering
strategy using data mules, combined with a mechanism for
the replacement of some critical nodes before depleting
their energy. The goal of our solution is to determine the
optimal number of data mules required to extend the covered
network lifetime while meeting a given data delivery delay
deadline. In the following sections, we detail our proposal.
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III. EDGM: DATA C OLLECTION S CHEME
Our solution, called EDGM for Energy efficient Data
Gathering with data Mules, is characterized by:
• All sensor nodes in the network are assumed to be
static. They are denoted SN.
• Each sensor node has two independent components:
sensing and communication units. Both units are powered from the same limited source of power (battery).
• The data mule or mobile node, denoted DM, is able to
recharge itself at a generating energy terminal, called
energy terminal. We assume that this energy terminal
is located at the proximity of the sink.
• Each sensor node and each DM are able to compute
their residual energy.
• Each sensor node and each DM have a memory sufficient to store the collected data.
• The transmission range of each sensor node is denoted
rc . We suppose that all nodes have the same communication range. Otherwise, rc denodes the minimal
transmission range among all deployed nodes.
• The transmission range of each data mule is denoted
R. The constraint that must be met by R is given by
Inequation 1 in Section III-C1.
• For simplification purpose, we assume that recharging a
DM is sufficient to allow it to move, communicate and
collect data before turning back to the energy terminal.
A. Principle of the solution
We now explain how each mobile node collects the sensed
data. The goal of each sensor node is restricted to capture
data and transmit them to the sink, if this node is located
in its transmission range, or to a DM, when it is one hop
away. In other words, sensor nodes do not relay the traffic
generated by other nodes. Two main issues must be solved:
the trajectory of the DMs and the behavior of the sensor
nodes. At the proximity of each static node, a DM stops at
a Break Point, denoted BPoint, for a defined Break Period,
denoted BPeriod, and sends a HELLO message. When it
arrives at the proximity of the sink and the energy terminal, a
DM sends the collected data to the sink and recharges itself.
Each sensor node SN is associated to a unique BPoint. The
break point positions are defined in Section 3.3. Each SN is
awake only during its break period to send its captured data.
Then, it turns off its communication unit. During the break
period, since several sensor nodes are authorized to send data
to the DM, collisions may occur. A deterministic medium
access scheduling is set by the DM, in order to avoid the
collision problem. More precisely, each node starts sending
its sensed data when it receives an invitation delivered
by a DM through an INVIT message which contains the
medium access scheduling. Figure 1 summarizes the data
collection strategy. During the first round, each SN receives
the information needed to synchronize itself with the DMs
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present in the considered area. Once it is synchronized, it
keeps awake only during a DM break period in its associated
BPoint. During this time, it is authorized to send its collected
data through an INVIT message. Detailed presentation of the
sensor nodes and the DM behaviors is given in Section III-B
and III-C respectively.

Figure 1. Sensor activities.

B. Sensor Node Behavior
The energy consumed by a node depends on its state. We
distinguish the four following states, presented in ascending
order of energy consumption:
• Off : all sensor units are turned off,
• Sleep: only the sensing unit remains active,
• Receive: all sensor units are active and the communication unit is receiving a message,
• Transmit: all sensor units are active and the communication unit is transmitting a message.

Figure 2. Sensor activities scheduling model.

During the first round of each DM, each sensor node remains
awake in order to memorize the DM round duration, denoted
TDM . TDM represents the period between the first and the
second received HELLO message from the same DM (see
for instance t1 - t0 in Figure 1). Any sensor node, that is
not redundant, will be awake, during a break period, starting
when the DM stops at its associated break point. Each TDM
period, SN switches to the receive state and processes the
message received from DM, as described in Figure 2:
• If an ON message is received: SN switches to the sleep
state and will switch to the receive state for the next
arrival of DM.
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If an OFF message is received: SN switches to the
off state for the k following rounds, with k a positive
integer.
• If a HELLO message is received: SN switches to the
transmit state and sends a REPLY message.
• If an INVIT message is received: SN analyses the
received message in order to determine the medium
access scheduling. It waits its turn, for a TimeToWait
period, before beginning its data transmission. When
this time is elapsed, SN starts sending data for a
maximum predefined period (PeriodToSend). The TimeToWait and PeriodToSend values are included in the
INVIT message.
Once SN is in the transmit state and after a random period,
it sends a REPLY message in which it specifies its residual
energy and its location. Since each SN is static, it sends its
location information only in the first round. After that and
in all DMs rounds, it waits for an INVIT message to send
its data. It switches to sleep state at the DM departure or
when it ends its data transmission.
Once SN is in the sleep state, it wakes up after TDM and it
switches to the receive state.
From the off state, a redundant SN switches to the receive
state after k.TDM time units.
•

the sink collects all data gathered by the other DM. By this
way, we reduce the data delivery delay. For this purpose, we
use the following assumption:
√
(1)
R ≥ 3.rc
The first location of DMs are chosen to ensure fairness
between all sensor nodes in terms of delivery delay. So,
the initial positions of the DMs are chosen as follows:
Let n be the number of DMs in the rectangular area (X,Y),
if n is even, two DMs are set each 2.Y
n . Otherwise, we set
2.Y
two DMs each n+1
. These two DMs will move in opposite
directions. The remaining DMs are set at the first BPoint of
the extremity lines of the trajectory.

Figure 3. DM trajectory.

C. Data Mule Behavior
In this section, we describe the DM behavior. We first
define the DM trajectory. After that, we present the DM behavior at each break point, and the communication between
DMs. Notice that all DMs follow the same trajectory, but
with different starting points.
1) DM trajectory : Three conditions must be satisfied
for the choice of the DM trajectory:
• C1: all static nodes are explored;
• C2: the trajectory length, before turning back to the
sink, is minimized;
• C3: the number of break points is minimized.
This problem is reduced to a 2-dimension geometry problem: how to tile a rectangular area (X,Y) with a minimum
number of disks of radius rc where each disk center represents a break point of DMs? This problem has been solved
in [12]. The optimal disks positions are√such that the tops
of equilateral triangles of edge length 3.rc , are the disk
centers. By this way, we ensure the exploration of all static
sensor nodes by visiting a break point in their transmission
range (Conditions C1 and C3 are satisfied). So, knowing the
rc value, each DM computes the next breakpoint location.
In order to minimize the delivery delay needed to transfer
gathered data to the sink node, DM follows the trajectory
visiting first only the break points at even lines, and then
that at odd lines, as illustrated in Figure 3 (Condition C2
is satisfied). Besides, when a DM meets another DM, by
receiving its HELLO message, the DM that moves towards
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2) DM behavior at a break point: Stopping at a specified
BPoint, a DM acts as the leader for all the sensors associated
to this BPoint. When it receives the REPLY message from
different sensor nodes, it decides whether the sender node is
redundant or not, it replaces the not redundant node having
critical energy level and it schedules the transmission of the
active not redundant nodes. With the knowledge of the SNs
location sent in the REPLY message, DM decides whether
the sender node is redundant through the algorithm presented
in [13]: knowing the positions of all active neighboring
nodes, DM examines if any semicircle within the interest
area of the sender node is empty. In that case, the sender
node is not redundant because a portion of its area is
covered only by it. In addition, when the residual energy
level incorporated in the REPLY message is critical, the
DM sends an ON message to the neighboring nodes of
the sender node one by one, and each time it checks if
the energy constrained node become redundant. In that
case, it stops the replacement algorithm; the sender node
is replaced. Moreover, using the residual energy sent in
each REPLY message, DM specifies, in the INVIT message,
the time for each node to wait before starting transmission
(TimeToWait) and the transmission duration (PeriodToSend).
Sensors having less residual energy are invited to transmit
first. Knowing the number of sensor nodes associated with
this BPoint, DM assigns a fair duration to each node for
sending its sensed data.
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B. Simulation results

Table I. Simulation parameters.
Network configuration

Traffic parameters

Energy model

Network area
Number of data mules
Range (SN)
Range (DM)
Range (sink)
Bandwidth
Mac protocol
DM(s) speed
BPeriod
k
Type
Packet size
Throughput
DM(s) Buffer size
Type
Initial Energy(SN)
Transmit power
Receive power
Sensing power

(300m X 300m)
1 to 4
50m
100m
50m
2Mbps
802.11
1m/s
15s
3
Periodic Data
256 bits
16 Kbps
100 packets
Battery
15 Joules
0.36 Watt
0.24 Watt
0.015 Watt

IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate
the efficiency of the proposed EDGM strategy. We carried
out several simulations using NS2 simulator and selected
modules of the pre-implemented MannaSim project [14].
MannaSim extends the NS2 simulator by introducing WSN
specifities: battery energy resource, data generator framework...

Table I summarizes the simulation scenarii parameters.
We suppose that each node has a transmission range equal
to its sensing range, denoted Range in Table I.
Firstly, we consider a topology, where 2 DMs are used,
16 sensor nodes are deployed to ensure coverage, and 134
redundant sensor nodes are deployed randomly. Notice that
the node having identifier 0 is the sink and the nodes 1 and 2
are the DMs. Nodes 3 to 18 constitute the 16 nodes needed to
ensure coverage. Nodes, having an identifier strictly higher
than 18, are initially redundant. Figure 4 visualizes the useful
and the total energy consumption rate versus the sensor node
identifiers. The useful energy refers to the amount of energy
really required to capture and transmit the monitored events.
We suppose that the near death energy is 2 Joules. So, all
nodes consuming more than 86% of their energy tend to be
out of service and the appropriate nodes have been selected
to cover the coverage hole before its creation. We observe
that energy consumption is clearly minimized for redundant
nodes that are mostly kept in off state, starting from the
second round. Some nodes, such as 31, 38, 54 and 69, waste
more energy than other initially redundant nodes because
they have been selected to replace energy constrained nodes.
We also notice that the gap between the useful and the total
energy is not too significant, due to the frequent turning off
of the radio component of each node.

A. Evaluation metrics
Our simulation analysis emphasizes on the following
performance metrics:
•

The energy consumption rate of a node i, denoted
ConsumedEnergyi , is defined by (2) where InitEnergyi
denotes the initial energy of node i and Energyi is the
residual energy of node i.
InitEnergyi − Energyi
∗100
InitEnergyi
(2)
The average data delivery delay, denoted AvgDeliveryDelay, is defined as the sum of packet delivery delays
divided by the number of received packets (see (3)):

ConsumedEnergyi =
•

Sum of all P kt Delays
N umber of Received P kts
(3)
The rate of packets, received before a given delay
deadline, among the total number of received packets,
denoted MeetDDDRate, is defined by (4). The Data
Delivery Deadline (DDD) is the duration elapsed from
data generation to data reception by the sink:
AvgDeliveryDelay =

•

M eetDDDRate =
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Figure 4. energy consumption rate.

Figure 5 depicts the network lifetime when the total
number of nodes varies from 20 to 150 to represent different
node density. For each new measurement, we add randomly
the appropriate number of nodes on those already deployed.
We notice that less DMs used leads to longer network
lifetime since static sensors can turn frequently to powesaving mode. It was also shown that more redundant nodes
are deployed, latter is the first coverage hole creation. This is
reasonable because more redundant sensors would provide
more opportunities to replace the nodes having critical
energy level. However, when the number of used DMs is
larger, the number of attempts to replace nodes exhausting
their energy increases and so, the replacement success rate
increases. Thus, the ability to replace a node has more effect
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on the network lifetime when the number of redundant nodes
is larger.

Figure 5. Network lifetime.

Now, we conduct similar simulations with the same
configuration, but using 300 static nodes, each one having
an initial energy value 30 Joules.
Figure 6 shows the average delivery delay when the square
sensing field varies from 300m to 800m, for different number
of DMs. Shorter data gathering time appears using more
data mules on a small sensing field since the tour length is
shorter. In addition, the effect of exchanging data between
encountered DMs appears clearly when the network area is
larger. However, the data delivery delay gain become more
acute as the number of DMs increases, this is due to the
concurrent use of multiple DMs and the more frequently
DMs meetings during their tours.

Table II. Simulation results.
Data gathering scheme
SPT-DCA
EDGM (using 1 DM )
EDGM (using 2 DM s)
EDGM (using 3 DM s)
EDGM (using 4 DM s)

Avg-energy
29%
07%
11%
12%
17%

Avg-delay(s)
3478.35
5668,20
2995,63
2345,19
1647,99

delivery delay quite higher of the EDGM strategy using 2
DM s, wile consuming about 18% more energy.
Figure 7 plots the rate of packets, meeting a given delivery
delay, among all the received packets, on a square area of
side length 600m. Through this result, we can determine
the number of DMs needed to meet a given deadline. For
example, for an application having DDD = 5200s, using
two DMs is acceptable to guarantee data delivery to the sink
before the deadline. However, using this number of DMs
is unacceptable for an application having DDD = 2000s,
this means that some data may arrive to the sink after the
deadline. In this case, four DMs are required.

Figure 7. Rate of received packets meeting a given DDD.

V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 6. Average data delivery delay.

Table II presents the average delivery delay, denoted Avgdelay, and the corresponding consumed energy, denoted Avgenergy, on a square area of side length 600m. The consumed
energy is the average of the amount of energy consumed in
each round of the DM s, starting from the second round. the
SPT-DCA strategy uses one mobile collector. We consider
that the relay hop bound is 2 hops. We notice that SPT-DCA
offers a better data delivery delay in spite of a significant
consumed energy. This is due to the local double hop
transmission range. Some nodes will relay trafic generated
by other sensors. SPT-DCA strategy demonstrates a data
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Energy efficient data collection strategies in wireless
sensor networks constitute a challenging research domain.
In this paper, we proposed a data collection strategy, using
data mules. We target especially delay tolerant monitoring
applications, requiring a long lifetime. The originality of
our contribution consists of joining the coverage and data
collection problems. Previous data gathering studies have
mainly focused on sparsely deployed sensor networks. Our
strategy aims at preserving the coverage property of the sensor network. Indeed, only selected nodes, that are mandatory
to ensure coverage, capture data and send them to a single
hop node. To validate the proposed solution, we conducted
extensive simulations and analyzed the network lifetime and
the rate of packets meeting a given delivery delay deadline.
Hence, we determine the number of data mules needed to
meet a given delivery delay. Larger is the monitoring area
leads to more required data mules. Therefore, our future
work consists of exploiting the eventual fully connected
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partition of the sensor network to retrieve a tradeoff between
the delivery delay deadline and the number of required data
mules. In addition, we are developing an analytical model
for predicting the network lifetime obtained by our proposal.
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Abstract—Limited energy resources dictate the design of many
embedded applications composed of small, modular tasks, scheduled periodically. In this model, the embedded device wakes,
executes a task-set, and returns to sleep. These systems spend
most of their time in a state of deep sleep to minimize power
consumption. We refer to these systems as almost-always-sleeping
(AAS) systems. In this paper, we describe a series of task
schedulers for AAS systems designed to maximize sleep time. We
consider four scheduler designs, model their performance, and
present detailed performance analysis results under varying load
conditions. This is the first systematic analysis of this important
class of schedulers.
Keywords—Wireless sensor networks; scheduling; power consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A significant class of embedded applications are characterized by low duty-cycle operation and time-triggered, periodic
execution. These systems sleep for relatively long periods,
wake in response to a timer interrupt, perform a short computation, and return to sleep. We refer to these systems as
almost-always-sleeping (AAS) systems. The wireless sensor
network domain is rife with representative examples. Environmental monitoring networks [12], [17], [18], for instance,
comprise distributed sensors that periodically wake to collect
and transmit environmental stimuli before returning to sleep.
Indeed, nearly every sensing system adopts a variant of this
strategy, as do numerous other embedded applications.
The broad adoption of AAS designs is due to the energy efficiency they afford. Modern microcontrollers (MCUs) support
sleep states in which internal circuitry may be powered-down,
reducing energy consumption by several orders of magnitude.
As an example, common wireless sensor networking platforms
consume 10s of milliwatts in the active state, and only 10s of
microwatts when idle [13]. For devices that exhibit this twophase consumption profile, the best conservation strategy is to
sleep as often as possible.
The active period of an embedded device is partitioned into
two components: the time spent executing application code
(tasks), and the time spent executing scheduling code. Reducing the runtime of individual tasks can only be achieved on
an application-by-application basis. Reducing the scheduling
overhead, however, can be achieved through careful analysis
and design of the underlying scheduling system – our focus.
Contributions. In this paper, we detail the design and
implementation of four progressively more efficient scheduling
systems designed to support AAS embedded applications. The
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designs are applicable to virtually any modern MCU. For
the sake of presentation, we focus on the popular ATmega
family of devices, which are used in a number of sensor
networking platforms [14]–[16]. For each scheduler implementation, we present a closed-form algebraic model that
captures the scheduling overhead as a function of task load and
other parameters. These models are used to characterize the
comparative performance among the designs. To supplement
this analysis, we also conduct physical power profiling studies
using an ATmega644-based sensor networking platform. The
results provide a clear picture of the power consumption
profile associated with each design, as well as the comparative
lifetime benefits they provide.
We emphasize that these designs are practically motivated.
They evolved over the course of 18 months while developing
a large-scale environmental monitoring network deployed in
the city of Aiken, South Carolina [8]. In 2011, the city’s
stormwater treatment system was redesigned to reduce the
environmental impacts associated with stormwater runoff. The
monitoring network was installed in targeted areas throughout
the city to monitor the modified treatment system. Our subteam was responsible for the design of the wireless sensor
platforms and the associated firmware used to construct the
network. The design process was guided by the need to
support continuous, uninterrupted data collection in the face of
unattended operation (since Aiken is relatively remote). Maximizing the lifetime of our almost-always-sleeping system was
a principal goal. In addition to yielding a successful network
deployment, the experience resulted in the first systematic
analysis of AAS schedulers, which we present here.
In Section II we provide a formal definition for the scheduling problem in AAS systems and present the related work in
Section III. In Sections IV and V we present the designs and
the corresponding algebraic models for the schedulers, respectively. The comparative analysis and experimental results are
presented in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
The smallest unit of work that may be scheduled in an AAS
system is a task, an action taken in response to a timer event.
When a scheduler wakes and has no tasks to execute, a small
amount of time is expended, referred to as the null activation
period, denoted by A1 . The amount of time expended when
the scheduler wakes and there are tasks to execute, including
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the least possible A1 value; since n1  n2 in AAS systems, a
lower A1 value, even at the expense of a higher A2 value, will
help in maximizing the efficiency and battery life expectancy
of a scheduler.
III. R ELATED W ORK
(a) Components of N

(b) AT ASK Expanded
Fig. 1.

A1 , A2 , AT ASK , ωi , and N

task execution time, is referred to as the task activation period,
denoted by AT ASK .
In a given time period N , a scheduler experiences A1 and
AT ASK multiple times and sleeps the rest of the time. The
number of times the scheduler experiences A1 and AT ASK
in a time period N is given by n1 and n2 , respectively.
Each instance, i, of AT ASK within N consists of time spent
executing the task functions, given by ωi , and the rest of the
time expended prior to, inbetween, and after task execution,
denoted by A2 . The relationship between A1 , A2 , AT ASK ,
ωi , and N is illustrated in Figure 1. The total time spent
executing the task functions in the time period N is given by
W , calculated as the sum of all ωi , where i = {1, 2, ..., n2 }.
In the ith occurence of AT ASK , ωi is calculated as the
sum of all ωi,j , where j = {1, 2, ..., nexecuted }; nexecuted
denotes the number of task functions executed in the ith
task activation period. Assuming all tasks are periodic, and
nexecuted is constant for all values of i, the total time taken to
execute all task functions, W , in time period N is calculated
as:
n2 nexecuted
X
X
W =
ωi,j
(1)
i=1

j=1

The scheduler load α is the fraction of time the system is
either busy scheduling tasks or executing them within time
period N . The task load β is the fraction of time the system
is busy executing just the task functions, given by W , within
time period N . Assuming n1 , n2 , W , and N are fixed, and
n2 AT ASK = n2 A2 + W , α can be expressed as:
(n1 A1 + n2 ATASK )
N
(n1 A1 + n2 A2 + W)
=
N
n1 A1 + n2 A2
=
+β
N

α=

(2)

Objective. In an ideal scheduler, with no scheduling overhead,
α = β. To minimize the value of α, both A1 and A2 need to
be minimized. Our objective is to design a scheduler with
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Levis et al. present TinyOS [10], one of the most widelyused sensor network operating systems. TinyOS includes a
task scheduler that executes non-preemptive tasks posted for
later execution. TinyOS uses a fixed-length, FIFO scheduler
by default. To reduce energy consumption, the scheduler puts
the processor to sleep whenever the task queue is empty. Its
successor, TinyOS2 [11], uses a similar FIFO scheduler; an
earliest-deadline-first implementation is also available. Compared to TinyOS, TinyOS2 introduces more overhead when
posting and executing a task, but less overhead when the task
queue is empty.
Han et al. present SOS [9], another event-driven operating
system. Software modules communicate using direct calls and
message passing via a FIFO scheduler with two levels of
priority. High priority messages are reserved for time critical
events, such as hardware interrupts.
Dunkels et al. present Contiki [7], another event-based
operating system with support for event prioritization. A nonpreemptive event scheduler schedules asynchronous and synchronous events. Asynchronous events are deferred procedure
calls enqueued in a FIFO handling queue. Synchronous events
are immediately scheduled at the front of the queue.
Bhatti et al. present MANTIS [2], a multi-threaded sensor
network operating system. In MANTIS, a fixed thread table
maintains all threads, which are executed using round-robin
scheduling within priority levels. The scheduler is driven by
a timer interrupt, which triggers context switching among
threads. MANTIS also allows users to specify the sleep period
of threads. The scheduler calculates the earliest wake-up time
and uses an idle background thread to put the CPU to sleep
when all other threads are blocked.
Chen et al. present Enix [6], a cooperative threading solution for sensor networks, which uses setjump and longjump
to implement low overhead context switching. It supports
priority-based and round-robin scheduling policies using linear
search and bitmap-based thread lookups. Other multi-threaded
sensor network operating systems, including LiteOS [3] and
RETOS [5], use similar schedulers. In particular, LiteOS
supports priority-based and round-robin scheduling policies,
and RETOS supports POSIX scheduling, which boosts the
priority of a thread when events need to be handled quickly.
While each has its advantages, none of these systems are
well matched for AAS scheduling. Event-based schedulers
using FIFO mechanisms or priorities are not designed to
account for the sleep requirements of AAS systems. Threadbased schedulers are also inefficient in this context. POSIXlike soutions introduce significant overhead, while the use
of small epochs in other multi-threaded solutions is energyinefficient. By contrast, our work focuses on the systematic
design and analysis of scheduling solutions suited specifically
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to AAS systems.
Caracas et al. describe an energy efficient optimization strategy based on variable sleep intervals [4]. They define a knapsack problem to compute the minimum number of (pre-specified) sleep intervals required to achieve a given sleep period,
but do not provide the solution details. We present the implementation details for a similar variable-sleep scheduling strategy, where we use a greedy solution to the knapsack problem
and analyze its complexity and performance characteristics.
IV. AAS S CHEDULING
We focus on a canonical implementation of an AAS scheduler, where a task is composed of a function pointer, a task
type, a period, and a due date. The function pointer points to
the executable task body. The task type is either one shot
or periodic, corresponding to a task that expires after it
has been executed, and a task that is continually rescheduled,
respectively. The period specifies how often the task should
be activated. The due date records the time at which the task
should occur next.
The basic scheduling functions in our implementation
are
scheduler init(),
schedule task(),
and
scheduler run(). scheduler init() handles scheduler
initialization during system start-up, and schedule task()
is used to schedule new tasks. The system spends much of
its lifetime in scheduler run(); it contains the core of the
scheduling logic and is invoked to start the scheduler.
The scheduler designs presented in the next sections depend
on the hardware system, particularly the timer mechanism.
The target MCU implements the system clock using an 8-bit
counter register, driven by an external oscillator oscillating at a
rate of 32.768KHz. A prescaler of 128 results in an overflow
interrupt being triggered once per second; this suspends the
executing instruction and begins the interrupt service routine
(ISR), where the system time is updated. If the processor is in
a sleep state, it wakes and enters the ISR. Upon completion,
the processor resumes execution following the call to sleep.
A. A Basic Scheduler
We present a basic AAS scheduler implementation that
parallels the design of existing embedded task schedulers [9]–
[11]. system task buffer, an N-element array, is initialized (with N U LL entries) within scheduler init().
schedule task() finds the first empty slot and stores the
task passed as argument.
scheduler run(), shown in Listing 1, iterates indefinitely in the outer while loop. In each iteration, referred to as an execution cycle, the scheduler steps through
system task buffer and executes each task with an expired
due date. When a one shot task completes, the task is
removed from system task buffer. When a periodic task
completes, its due date is updated based on its period. When
there are no tasks to execute, the scheduler enters its sleep
cycle.
This simple scheduler has a significant power consumption
footprint due to the time required to determine whether there
are tasks to execute. Even when there are no tasks to execute,
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the scheduler wakes and cycles through the entire task buffer.
Since the time expended is bounded by N, an increase in task
capacity degrades system performance. A scheduler that could
perform a constant time lookup into the task array for available
tasks would be more desirable.
1 void s c h e d u l e r r u n ( ) {
2 while ( t r u e ) {
3 bool task executed ;
4 do {
5
task executed = false ;
6
uint32 t current time = current system time ( ) ;
7
uint8 t task index ;
8
f o r ( t a s k i n d e x = 0 ; t a s k i n d e x < TASK QUEUE CAPACITY ; t a s k i n d e x ++)
9
/ / i f t h e c u r r e n t ( non−e m p t y ) t a s k i s due
10
i f ( ( s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t a s k ! = NULL) &&
11
( c u r r e n t t i m e >= s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . d u e d a t e ) ) {
12
/ / execute the task function
13
(∗ s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t a s k ) ( ) ;
14
/ / handle r e s c h e d u l i n g / removal
15
i f ( s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t y p e == ONE SHOT) {
16
s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t a s k = NULL ;
17
} else {
18
s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . d u e d a t e +=
19
system task buffer [ task index ] . period ;
20
}
21
task executed = true ;
22
}
23
}
24 } w h i l e ( t a s k e x e c u t e d ) ;
25 s e t s l e e p m o d e (SLEEP MODE PWR SAVE ) ;
26 s l e e p m o d e ( ) ;
27 }
28 }

Listing 1.

scheduler run() (Basic Scheduler)

1 void s c h e d u l e r r u n ( ) {
2 while ( t r u e ) {
3 bool task executed ;
4 do {
5
task executed = false ;
6
uint32 t current time = current system time ( ) ;
7
uint8 t task index = 0;
8
w h i l e ( ( t a s k i n d e x = 16 − f f s ( t a s k b i t m a p a c t i v e ) ) < 1 6 ) {
9
i f ( c u r r e n t t i m e >= s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . d u e d a t e ) {
10
task executed = run task ( task index , current time ) ;
11
} else {
12
t a s k b i t m a p a c t i v e &= ˜ ( 1 << ( 1 5 ˆ t a s k i n d e x ) ) ;
13
t a s k b i t m a p i n a c t i v e |= ( 1 << ( 1 5 ˆ t a s k i n d e x ) ) ;
14
}
15
}
16 } w h i l e ( t a s k e x e c u t e d ) ;
17 t a s k b i t m a p a c t i v e = t a s k b i t m a p i n a c t i v e ;
18 t a s k b i t m a p i n a c t i v e = 0 ;
19 s e t s l e e p m o d e (SLEEP MODE PWR SAVE ) ;
20 s l e e p m o d e ( ) ;
21 }
22 }
23
24 s t a t i c i n l i n e b o o l r u n t a s k ( u i n t 8 t t a s k i n d e x , u i n t 3 2 t c u r r e n t t i m e )
25 / / e x e c u t e t h e t a s k
26 (∗ s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t a s k ) ( ) ;
27 / / h a n d l e r e s c h e d u l i n g / r e m o v a l
28 i f ( s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . t y p e == ONE SHOT) {
29 t a s k b i t m a p a c t i v e &= ˜ ( 1 << ( 1 5 ˆ t a s k i n d e x ) ) ;
30 } e l s e {
31 s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . d u e d a t e +=
32
system task buffer [ task index ] . period ;
33 i f ( s y s t e m t a s k b u f f e r [ t a s k i n d e x ] . d u e d a t e > c u r r e n t t i m e ) {
34
t a s k b i t m a p a c t i v e &= ˜ ( 1 << ( 1 5 ˆ t a s k i n d e x ) ) ;
35
t a s k b i t m a p i n a c t i v e |= ( 1 << ( 1 5 ˆ t a s k i n d e x ) ) ;
36 }
37 }
38 r e t u r n ( t r u e ) ;
39 }

Listing 2.

{

{

scheduler run() and run task() (O(1) Scheduler)

B. The O(1) Scheduler
The O(1) scheduler is based loosely on the Linux 2.6.8.1
scheduler [1]. Adapted to our system, when there are no tasks
in the queue, the scheduler performs a constant-time lookup
and returns to sleep. This scheduler also uses system task
buffer to store scheduled tasks. Two supporting queues are
also introduced; the active task queue stores tasks which must
be executed in the current execution cycle, and the idle task
queue stores tasks that have been executed, but which must
be re-evaluated the next time the system wakes. To achieve
constant-time task lookup, the queues are implemented using
bitmaps; a 1 at bit position n indicates a task in the nth element
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of system task buffer. At boot time, schedule task()
locates the first free index in the task buffer and the corresponding location in the active and idle bitmaps are set and
cleared, respectively.
In the execution phase, a call to ffs() is performed on
the active task bitmap, as shown in Listing 2. The ffs()
function, provided by the Atmel AVR C library [19], returns
the position of the least significant bit set in a 16-bit word;
or 0, if none are set. If a task is identified in the active
task queue with a due date greater than the current system
time, its index position is cleared in the active task bitmap
and set in the idle task bitmap. If the identified task has an
expired due date, it is executed by run task(), followed by
its removal or rescheduling. Task removal entails removal of
the corresponding task bit from the active task bitmap. Task
rescheduling involves updating the two bitmaps and the due
date of the task in system task buffer.
During the execution cycle, if there are no tasks to execute,
the scheduler performs an O(1) lookup into the active task
queue and returns to sleep. While O(1) run-time is desirable,
a large constant results in increased power consumption. We
next consider a design that introduces increased overhead
when there are tasks to execute, but very little overhead when
there are no tasks to execute — our common case.
C. The O(n) Scheduler
The O(n) scheduler removes the call to the expensive ffs()
function; it requires constant time to identify a task to execute,
and linear time to reschedule the task post-execution.
Tasks are stored as nodes in a linked list instead of the
statically allocated task array. Slab allocation is implemented
using a static block of memory capable of holding N task
nodes, task free list, a pointer to the list of free memory
(within the static memory block), and task queue, a pointer
to the linked list of tasks. Task scheduling involves allocating
a node from task free list, populating the node, and
inserting the node in task queue based on due date.
1 void s c h e d u l e r r u n ( ) {
2 uint32 t system sleep cycle counter = 0;
3 while ( t r u e ) {
4 bool task executed ;
5 do {
6
task executed = false ;
7
uint32 t current time = current system time ( ) ;
8
w h i l e ( ( t a s k q u e u e ! = NULL) &&
9
( t a s k q u e u e−>d u e d a t e <= c u r r e n t t i m e ) ) {
10
/ / execute the task
11
task node ptr t tas k ptr = task queue ;
12
( t a s k p t r−>t a s k ) ( ) ;
13
task executed = true ;
14
t a s k q u e u e = t a s k q u e u e−>n e x t ;
15
/ / handle r e s c h e d u l i n g / removal
16
i f ( t a s k p t r−>t y p e == ONE SHOT) {
17
f r e e l i s t f r e e (& t a s k f r e e l i s t , ( n o d e p t r t ) t a s k
18
} else {
19
t a s k p t r−>d u e d a t e += t a s k p t r−>p e r i o d ;
20
i n s e r t t a s k i n s c h e d u l i n g q u e u e (& t a s k q u e u e , t a s k
21
}
22
}
23
s y s t e m s l e e p c y c l e c o u n t e r = t a s k q u e u e−>d u e d a t e −
24 } w h i l e ( t a s k e x e c u t e d ) ;
25 s e t s l e e p m o d e (SLEEP MODE PWR SAVE ) ;
26 w h i l e ( s y s t e m s l e e p c y c l e c o u n t e r −−) {
27
sleep mode ( ) ;
28 }
29 }
30 }

Listing 3.

ptr );

ptr );

current time ;

scheduler run() (O(n) Scheduler)

scheduler run(), shown in Listing 3, traverses the list of
scheduled tasks and executes those that are due. The removal
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of one shot tasks is handled by freeing the corresponding
task node and returning it to task free list. Rescheduling
of periodic tasks is handled by updating the corresponding
task’s due date and re-inserting the task at the correct position
in the priority queue.
Since tasks are ordered by due date, it is straightforward
to determine when the next task needs to be executed, just
prior to sleeping. When the system is done executing tasks, the
difference between the earliest task due date and the current
system time is recorded. After the system wakes up, a simple
check on this value allows the scheduler to decide if there are
any tasks to execute, and saves it from having to access the
node list. The scheduler therefore experiences shorter wake
cycles when there are no tasks to execute.
Since an AAS system typically wakes to find nothing to
execute, even a small amount of time expended during a wake
cycle can add performance penalties. With the given hardware
and interrupt design, where the processor has to wake every
second, this is the best performance that could be achieved.
However, a scheduler capable of altering the interrupt behavior
would yield even better performance.
D. The Intelligent Sleep Scheduler
The basis of the intelligent sleep scheduler (ISS) is the O(n)
scheduler, with multiple updates to the wake, sleep, and clock
logic. The central idea is that the rate at which the overflow
interrupt is generated can be changed by choosing a different
clock prescaler, thus making the duration of the processor
sleep period tunable; the clock prescaler can be set to 128,
256, or 1024, so that overflow interrupts are triggered at 1, 2,
and 8 second intervals, respectively.
1 void s c h e d u l e r r u n ( ) {
2 uint32 t system sleep cycle counter = 0;
3 while ( t r u e ) {
4 bool task executed ;
5 do {
6
task executed = false ;
7
uint32 t current time = current system time ( ) ;
8
w h i l e ( ( t a s k q u e u e ! = NULL) &&
9
( t a s k q u e u e−>d u e d a t e <= c u r r e n t t i m e ) ) {
10
. . . same a s O( n ) s c h e d u l e r . . .
11
}
12
s y s t e m s l e e p c y c l e c o u n t e r = t a s k q u e u e−>d u e d a t e − c u r r e n t t i m e ;
13 } w h i l e ( t a s k e x e c u t e d ) ;
14 i n t e l l i g e n t s l e e p ( s y s t e m s l e e p c y c l e c o u n t e r ) ;
15 }
16 }
17
18 i n l i n e v o i d i n t e l l i g e n t s l e e p ( u i n t 3 2 t i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r ) {
19 i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r = i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r − 1 ;
20 / / d e t e r m i n e t h e number o f 1 , 2 , and 8 s e c o n d s l e e p c y c l e s .
21 / / 1 s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ?
22 s l e e p c y c l e [ 0 ] = ( i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r & 0 x1 ) ;
23 / / 2 s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ?
24 i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r >>= 1 ;
25 s l e e p c y c l e [ 1 ] = ( i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r & 0 x1 ) ;
26 i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r >>= 1 ;
27 s l e e p c y c l e [ 1 ] += ( ( i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r & 0 x1 ) << 1 ) ) ;
28 / / 8 s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ?
29 i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r >>= 1 ;
30 s l e e p c y c l e [ 2 ] = i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r ;
31
32 / / c o m p u t e t o t a l number o f s l e e p c y c l e s and b e g i n s l e e p i n g
33 i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r = s l e e p c y c l e [ 0 ]
34
+ sleep cycle [1] + sleep cycle [2];
35 s e t s l e e p m o d e (SLEEP MODE PWR SAVE ) ;
36 do {
37 s l e e p m o d e ( ) ;
38 } w h i l e ( i n t s y s t e m s l e e p c o u n t e r −−);
39 }

Listing 4. scheduler run() and intelligent sleep()
(Intelligent Sleep Scheduler)

Listing 4 presents the scheduler run() implementation.
The difference between the earliest task due date and the
current system time is recorded at the end of an execution
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cycle. The system then invokes intelligent sleep(), which
partitions this value into multiple divisors, so as to calculate
the least number of sleep cycles that can be created from 1,
2, and 8-second intervals.
The current rate at which the interrupt is triggered is called
an epoch. Changing the clock prescaler (and the epoch) at any
arbitrary instant causes the 8-bit counter register to contain
a value less than 256, accounting for the partial second of
elapsed time since the last overflow interrupt. Since epoch
values vary over time, the semantics of this partial time change
in a complex way. Let the epoch be e1 at time t1 when the
overflow interrupt is triggered. Let the epoch assume the value
e2 at t2 . Partial time is defined as (t2 − t1 ), calculated as a
function of e1 and the value in the 8-bit counter register when
the epoch was changed to e2 . Partial times for each epoch (i.e.
1, 2, 8) are stored in an array.
1 # d e f i n e PARTIAL TIME UPDATE ( ) \
2 / / u p d a t e s y s t e m t i m e b a s e d on p a r t i a l t i m e a c c u m u l a t i o n \
3 s y s t e m c l o c k c y c l e s += s y s t e m t i m e f r a c t i o n∗t e m p s y s t e m t i m e e p o c h ; \
4 i f ( s y s t e m c l o c k c y c l e s & ˜ ( 0 xFF ) ) { \
5
s y s t e m t i m e += s y s t e m c l o c k c y c l e s >>8; \
6
s y s t e m c l o c k c y c l e s &= 0xFF ; \
7 }
8
9 / / timer2 overflow handler
10 ISR ( SIG OVERFLOW2 , ISR BLOCK ) {
11 / / i n c r e m e n t s y s t e m t i m e by c u r r e n t e p o c h
12 s y s t e m t i m e += s y s t e m t i m e e p o c h ;
13 i f ( s l e e p c y c l e [ 0 ] ) {
14 / / 1−s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ; c u r r e n t e p o c h 1−s e c o n d
15 s l e e p c y c l e [ 0 ] = 0 ;
16 } e l s e i f ( s l e e p c y c l e [ 1 ] ) {
17 / / 2−s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ; d e c r e m e n t c n t r , c h a n g e p r e s c a l e r i f r e q u i r e d
18 s l e e p c y c l e [1]−−;
19 i f ( s y s t e m t i m e e p o c h ! = 2 ) {
20
temp system time epoch = system time epoch ;
21
system time epoch = 2;
22
TCCR2B = ( 1 << CS22 ) | ( 1 << CS21 ) ;
23
w h i l e ( ASSR & 0 x1F ) ;
24
s y s t e m t i m e f r a c t i o n = TCNT2 ;
25
TCNT2 = 0 x0 ;
26
w h i l e ( ASSR & 0 x1F ) ;
27
PARTIAL TIME UPDATE ( ) ;
28 }
29 } e l s e i f ( s l e e p c y c l e [ 2 ] ) {
30 / / 8−s e c o n d s l e e p r e q u i r e d ; d e c r e m e n t c n t r , c h a n g e p r e s c a l e r i f r e q u i r e d
31 s l e e p c y c l e [2]−−;
32 i f ( s y s t e m t i m e e p o c h ! = 8 ) {
33
. . . a n a l o g o u s t o above case . . .
34 }
35 } e l s e i f ( s y s t e m t i m e e p o c h ! = 1 ) {
36 / / a l l c o u n t e r s a r e 0 ; p r e s c a l e r r e s e t f o r m a n d a t o r y 1−s e c o n d s l e e p
37 . . . a n a l o g o u s t o a b o v e c a s e . . .
38 }
39 }

Listing 5.

Overflow ISR (Intelligent Sleep Scheduler)

To obtain the least accumulated partial epoch, the overflow
ISR is identified as the optimal place to change the prescaler.
Thus, after an execution cycle, the processor enters a 1second sleep period, waits for the ISR to be triggered, and
then changes the prescaler. Listing 5 contains the code for
the updated overflow ISR. The overflow ISR ensures that the
prescaler is set to the 1-second interval for the mandatory sleep
cycle after the 2 and 8-second sleep cycles have been executed.
At the start of the ISR, the system time is updated using
the value of the current epoch. Next, the change of prescaler
(and epoch) is performed, if needed. If the clock prescaler is
updated, the corresponding partial time is recorded, and the
value of accumulated partial time is calculated as the sum of
its previous value and the product of the current partial time
and the last epoch value. Since every 256 fractions represents
1 second of time, if accumulated partial time is greater than
or equal to 255, the system time is incremented and the
accumulated partial time is appropriately updated.
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V. A LGEBRAIC M ODELS
The schedulers were implemented for the MoteStack, a
state-of-the-art in-situ sensing platform, which uses an ATMega644 Atmel 8-bit AVR RISC-based MCU operating at
10 MHz at 3.3V (gcc -0s). A line-by-line code analysis was
performed with the assistance of AVR Studio, a cycle accurate
simulator, to derive the closed-form algebraic models.
A. The Basic Scheduler
In the basic scheduler, the null activation period, A1 , is
given (in µs) by:
A1 = 8.9 + 1.5 ∗ nqueue capacity + 1.3 ∗ nin queue (3)
where nqueue capacity denotes the capacity of the task queue,
and nin queue denotes the number of tasks in the queue.
A2 (in µs) is given by the following formula:
A2 = 8.9 + 3.1 ∗ nexecuted + 2.6 ∗ niter
+(1.5 ∗ nqueue

capacity

+ 1.3 ∗ nin

queue )

∗ niter

(4)

Recall that nexecuted denotes the number of task functions
executed in the current task activation period; niter denotes
the number of times the main scheduler loop executes (Listing
1, lines 4-24). Assuming that ∀i, (ωi + A2 ) ≤ 1 second, the
value of niter is calculated as follows:
1
niter = 1 + d
e
(5)
task periodmin
where task periodmin is the smallest period value present
in the task queue associated with a task that has a due date
earlier than the current system time.
B. The O(1) Scheduler
In the O(1) scheduler, A1 is given by:
A1 = 14.5 + 24 ∗ nin queue
nqueue capacity
e − 1)) ∗ nin
+(2.8 ∗ (d
16
A2 for the O(1) scheduler is given as follows:

queue

(6)

A2 = 19.9 + 6.5 ∗ nexecuted + 24 ∗ nin queue ∗ (niter − 1)
nqueue capacity
+ 2.8 ∗ (d
e − 1) ∗ nin queue ) ∗ (niter − 1)
16
(7)
C. The O(n) Scheduler
The O(n) scheduler has a constant null activation period of
7 µs (A1 ).
A2 is given by the following formula:
A2 = 14.4 + (13.7 + tins ) ∗ nexecuted
+ 5.6 ∗ (niter − 1)

(8)

tins denotes the time spent within the insertion sort during
rescheduling, post task execution. The value of tins is given
by the following formula:
(
0.2,
if nin queue = 0;
(9)
tins =
3.7 ∗ [1, nin queue ) if nin queue > 0;
where [1, nin queue ) denotes any value between 1 and
(nin queue - 1).
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Fig. 2.

(a) Basic Scheduler

(b) O(1) Scheduler

(c) O(n) Scheduler

(d) Intelligent Sleep Scheduler

ISR Execution Profile (tISR ) (Intelligent Sleep Scheduler)

D. The Intelligent Sleep Scheduler
The null activation period (A1 ) for the ISS is the hardest
to analyze due to its complex ISR control flow paths. A flow
chart indicating the different paths is shown in Figure 2. The
value A1 assumes in a given null activation period depends
on the values of the various system variables in that specific
period and is given by:
A1 = 0.6 + tISR

A2 = tISR + 13.4 + 5.6 ∗ (niter − 1)
(11)

where niter , nexecuted , tins , and tISR are defined as before.
VI. R ESULTS
We first consider the performance of the schedulers based
on the algebraic models of their behavior. We then measure
the scheduler power consumption for a given set of tasks on
physical hardware.
A. Comparative Analysis
We compare the scheduling overhead of each scheduler
under varying load conditions; results are shown in Figures 3
and 4. Due to the number of variables in the equations for A1
and A2 , we make some assumptions to limit the evaluation
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X=

n2
,
n1 +n2

Y=

ntask executed
,
nin queue

Z = n1 A1 + n2 A2

(10)

tISR denotes the amount of time elapsed between the start
of the overflow ISR (line 10, Listing 5) and the start of
the scheduling loop of scheduler run() (line 6, Listing 4),
shown in Figure 2.
The accumulation of partial time fractions in the clock
update logic requires 51.4 µs. However, this value is ignored
for modeling purposes. The latest possible invocation of the
partial update logic (lines 35-38, Listing 5) is approximately
31.5 µs after the start of the ISR. Thus, the maximum partial
time accumulated is approximately 31.5 µs, close to a single
oscillation of the external oscillator. Even in the 1-second
interval case, the prescalar is set to 128, and the probability of
partial time accumulation is small. Even if it does accumulate,
for these 31.5 µs intervals to total 1 second, approximately
31,746 occurences of A1 or A2 are required. Hence, the time
is assumed to be negligible.
A2 for the ISS is given by:
+ (13.7 + tins ) ∗ nexecuted

Fig. 3.

(a) Basic and O(1) Scheduler

(b) O(n) and Intelligent Sleep Scheduler
Fig. 4. Null Activation Period Contributions (X =

µs)

n2
,
n1 +n2

Y = n1 A1

space. We fix both nqueue capacity and nin queue to 128, and
niter to 2 (limiting task periodmin to greater than or equal
to 1 second – Eq. (5)). We generate the values of tins using
a pseudo random number generator and fix the values for
all subsequent calculations across the schedulers. For each
scheduler, we measure the scheduling overhead, given by
n1 A1 + n2 A2 , in seconds, on the Z-axis, when N is set to
500 seconds. N is composed of (n1 + n2 ) 1-second counts.
We plot the fraction of tasks executed on the X-axis, given
by ntask executed over nin queue , and the load factor (given by
n2 over (n1 + n2 )) on the Y-axis. The system load factor is
helpful in understanding the interplay between A1 and A2 .
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the results for the basic and O(1)
schedulers, respectively. The planar slopes for both graphs are
similar, owing to the fact that both schedulers yield A2 values
that depend primarily on similar nqueue capacity and nin queue
coefficients. At higher load factors, where n2 >> n1 , the
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Scheduler Power Consumption Profiles

O(1) scheduler performs worse than the basic scheduler, but at
lower load factors, the differences are negligible. Figures 3(c)
and 3(d) show the results for the O(n) scheduler and ISS,
respectively; again the curves are similar. The O(n) scheduler
and ISS incur less overhead than the basic and O(1) schedulers
at load factors below 0.8, as they are not dependent on
nqueue capacity . We also observe that at higher load factors,
the value of ntask executed affects all schedulers significantly.
At lower load factors, both the O(n) and intelligent schedulers
exhibit very low overhead (<2% for load factors of 0.3).
To further differentiate the two schedulers, we consider their
performance at very low load factors, on the order of 0.001,
typical in AAS systems. Since the overhead contribution of
A1 is significantly larger than A2 at very low load factors,
we focus on the impact of A1 in isolation. In Figures 4(a)
and 4(b), we measure, for each scheduler, the contribution of
A1 , given by n1 A1 , on the Y-axis, against the load factor,
given by n2 over n1 + n2 , on the X-axis. With a side-by-side
comparison, we see that the basic and O(1) schedulers have a
much higher null activation period contribution than the other
two schedulers — approximately three orders of magnitude
larger and are relatively inefficient at lower load factors. We
also observe that the ISS performs the best among all the
schedulers presented. Its ability to sleep for longer periods of
time gives the ISS an edge over schedulers which need to
wake every second.
B. Power Consumption Profile
We now characterize the power consumption profiles of
the four schedulers. For this purpose, we installed a test
application on the MoteStack device, using each scheduler.
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The application schedules a periodic null task with a duration
of 750ms, executed every 10s. We connected a 10Ω resistor in
series with the power supply of the MoteStack and measured
the voltage difference across the resistor, using an oscilloscope.
The voltage change is directly proportional to the current
draw (and power consumption, when voltage is constant) by
Ohm’s Law. Figures 5(a) – 5(d) summarize the consumption
profiles for the four schedulers. In each graph, the horizontal
axis represents time, and the vertical axis represents current
draw. The bottom halves of the figures show the complete
consumption profile; the task activation periods are visible.
The top halves show a magnified view of the profile, such
that the null activation periods can be seen. The peaks for
the null activation periods can be observed at the end of each
second in Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), while fewer such peaks
can be noticed in Figure 5(d), indicating longer sleep periods.
We sample data over a 10-second window, which captures
current draw values for a single task activation period, multiple
null activation periods, and the associated sleep periods. We
calculate the average overall and AT ASK current draws – the
AT ASK values vary due to the inherent scheduler designs. The
average current draw for the basic scheduler (Figure 5(a)) over
the window is 0.613 mA (average AT ASK current draw is 5.52
mA), while the average current draw for the O(1) scheduler
(Figure 5(b)) is 0.605 mA (average AT ASK current draw is
5.28 mA). The average current consumption for the O(n)
(Figure 5(c)) and the intelligent sleep (Figure 5(d)) schedulers
is 0.616 mA (average AT ASK current draw is 5.56 mA)
and 0.603 mA (average AT ASK contribution is 5.49 mA),
respectively.
Figure 6 presents the life expectancy of a 1000mAh battery,
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improves its tracking of sleep cycles, performing significantly
better than the previous schedulers. Finally, we presented the
intelligent sleep scheduler, in which we make use of hardware
features to extend physical sleep cycles, design a variable-sleep
scheduling strategy, and further reduce scheduling overhead.
On analyzing the scheduler runtimes, we observed that the
O(n) and the intelligent sleep schedulers work well below
a certain load factor. However, under lower load cycles, the
intelligent sleep scheduler design performs markedly better
than all other designs due to its variable-sleep strategy, even
at the expense of added code complexity.
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Abstract - Based on our previous work on the development of a
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) simulation platform, we
present here its ability to run simulations on heterogeneous
nodes. This platform allows system-level simulations with low
level accurate models, with graphical inputs and outputs to
easily simulate such distributed systems. In the testbed we
consider, the well known IEEE 802.15.4 standard is used, and
different microcontrollers units (MCU) and radiofrequency
transceivers compose the heterogeneous nodes. It is also
possible to simulate complex networks or inter-acting
networks; that is a more realistic case, as more and more
hardware devices exist and standards permit their
interoperability. This simulation platform can be used to
explore design space in order to find the hardware devices and
IEEE 802.15.4 algorithm that best fit a given application.
Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) and packet latency can be
evaluated, as other network simulators do. Energy
consumption of sensor nodes is detailed with a very fine
granularity: partitioning over and into hardware devices that
compose the node is studied.

thus relegating these products to the border of the WSN
field, often for high data rate applications. We do not
consider such systems, and we focus on several months of
battery life systems.

Keywords – Wireless Sensor Network, WSN, heterogeneous,
simulation, model, SystemC

Wireless Sensor Networks design is a difficult task,
because designer has to develop a network at system level,
with low level (at sensor node: hardware and software)
constraints. CAD tools are also required to make systemlevel (hardware and software) simulations, taking low-level
parameters into account. It is what our simulator –IDEA1permits. Moreover, we detail in this paper a new feature of
our simulation platform, which supports heterogeneous
sensor nodes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are widespread
sensory systems. They are used in a variety of applications,
such as environmental data collection, security monitoring,
logistics or health [1]. Wireless Sensor Networks are largescale networks of resource-constrained sensor nodes that are
deployed at different locations. Limited resources are:
energy, memory and processing. The sensor nodes
cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions,
such as temperature, sound, vibration or pressure. Because of
autonomy requirements, they have a specific architecture;
they are typically composed of one or more sensors, an 8-bit
or 16-bit MCU, sometimes a non-volatile memory, a
radiofrequency transceiver and an energy supply. Typical
hardware structures are detailed in Figure 1, where we can
recognize two heterogeneous nodes. Manufacturers of WSN
hardware include: ATMEL, Texas Instruments or Microchip
MCU and Texas Instruments, ATMEL, Freescale, or STMicroelectronics radiofrequency transceivers. Linux systems
composed of 32-bit RISC processors exist – like the well
known Crossbow's Stargate platform - but energy
consumption is prohibitive and autonomy is largely affected,
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Figure 1. Typical node architectures in a Wireless Sensor Network
(heterogeneous network)

II.

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS SIMULATORS

Many simulators have been developed last few years [26]. Unfortunately, most of them are restricted to specific
hardware or precisely focus on either network level or node
level. Research on sensor network evaluation can be broadly
divided in two categories: network simulators enhanced with
node models, and node simulators enhanced with network
models. A thorough exploration of this field is given in [7].
Typical network simulators are general purpose network
simulator, such as Network Simulator NS-2 [5] and
OMNeT++ [6] (and their declinations). The problem is these
interesting network simulators are not sensor platform
specific and they are also too high level for hardware
considerations. Moreover, there is no separation between
computation and communication models. That modeling is
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also not suitable for hardware replacements and explorations.
Then, such simulators do not have accurate energy models
[8].
Node simulators refer to precise hardware description,
with a synchronization strategy among the nodes, such as
Avrora [9], or SCNSL - SystemC Network Simulation
Library [10]. These simulators are better suited for
embedded system designers, requiring precise low level
models for top-down (network to node) approach. SCNSL is
a networked systems simulator, written in SystemC and C++.
Because SystemC is a C++ class library, it has the advantage
to be able to model hardware, software, and network.
SystemC is a classical and widely used modeling language in
electronic systems design and particularly in System-OnChip design where it enables hardware/software
communication and protocol exploration. Our simulation
platform is also based on SystemC and C++, and SCNSL
was the starting point of our work.
III. PPROPOSED SYSTEM-LEVEL MODELS
Our models architecture is close to hardware architecture,
as Figure 2 (compared to Figure 1) shows. Software and the
whole IEEE 802.15.4 standard with many configurations are
modeled too.

Figure 3. Generic FSM for MCU

Radiofrequency transceivers are modeled individually
because of their complexity and wide differences (that would
make difficult a generic FSM). Below are drawn two FSM
examples of two well known radiofrequency transceivers.
Po wer Down (PD)
Current= 20µA
outp utPower[0]=0dB m; Cu rrent[0]=17.4mA
outp utPower[1]=-1dBm; Current[1]=16 .5mA
outp utPower[2]=-3dBm; Current[2]=15 .2mA
outp utPower[3]=-5dBm; Current[3]=13 .9mA
outp utPower[4]=-7dBm; Current[4]=12 .5mA
outp utPower[5]=-10dB m; Current[5]=11 .2 mA
outp utPower[6]=-15dB m; Current[6]=9.9 mA
outp utPower[7]=-25dB m; Current[7]=8.5 mA

Voltage=3.0V
Power=Current*Voltage
Wait for the specified cr ystal oscillator
start-up time, or po l the
XOS C16M_STABLE status bit
Current=426 µA; Time=1mS

All Sta tes
Except PD

S RF OFF

ALL RX states
Current=426µ A

IDLE
Current=426µA

SRX ON

S TXON

Calibrate RX
Current =18.8mA;
Time=12 symbol periods

STXON or
STXONCCA and CCA

Calib rate TX
Curr ent=Current[i];
Tm
i e =12 symbo lper o
i ds
Tr ansm si sion
completed

F rame received or
failed address recognition

Figure 2. Node model architecture

The stimulus block generates analog sensor data towards
the MCU. MCU and radiofrequency transceiver are modeled
separately, so that designers can switch these interchangeable devices. These two parts communicate through
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface) interfaces.
MCU is the central unit for processing and controlling
purposes. In our typical case, MCU initializes the
radiofrequency transceiver, then it reads (converts) data from
sensor, and communicates data to radiofrequency
transceiver. Switch between such architectures is done by
changing some parameters. MCU model can for example
switch from ATMEL ATMega128 to Microchip PIC16LF88.
Figure 3 shows the generic FSM (Finite State Machine) we
have implemented for MCU. Parameters depend on the
MCU itself and from the radiofrequency transceiver
(according for example to its hardware support of IEEE
802.15.4 or no).

RX_FRAME
Curren t=18.8mA

Acknowledge
complete d

TX_F RAME
Current=Curr ent[i] ;
Time=(f rameLength+6)*8/dataRate

A ckno wledge request
Calibrate T X
Current=Curr ent[i] ;
Time=12 symbol periods

TX_ACK
Current=Curr ent[i];
Time=11* 8/dataRate

Figure 4. TI CC2420 non slotted CSMA-CA Finite State Machine

Figure 5. MRF24J40 non slotted CSMA-CA Finite State Machine

As a whole, several MCU and several radiofrequency
transceivers can be selected; the current library is detailed in
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table I. Each MCU can be mapped to each radiofrequency
transceiver. Each radiofrequency transceiver includes the
whole IEEE 802.15.4 standard. As it has been previously
published, all of these models have been validated with
experimental measurements on many testbeds [11], and are
6% accurate.
TABLE I.

MODELED DEVICES IN SIMULATOR LIBRARY
MCU

ATMEL ATMega128
Microchip 16LF88
Texas Instruments MSP 430

IV.

Radiofrequency
transceivers
Texas Instruments CC2420
Texas Instruments CC1000
Microchip MRJ24J40

SIMULATOR

The presented models can be used to simulate
heterogeneous network communications at system level. To
help non-specialists to use easily the simulation tool, we
developed a graphical interface that is shown in the figure
below.

composed of Microchip PIC16LF88 and ATMEL AVR
ATMega128L MCU and Microchip MRF24J40 and Texas
Instruments CC2420 radiofrequency transceiver, as specified
in table II.
TABLE II.
WSN device
Coordinator
Nodes 0..3
Nodes 4..7

NODES DEVICES FOR TESTBED
MCU
ATMega128
PIC16LF88
ATMega128

RF Transceiver
CC2420
MRF24J40
CC2420

Nodes sense the environment periodically and transmit
data over the network. Each transmission (packet) includes 2
data bytes (payload). Sensor nodes enter sleep mode as long
as they can, coordinator doesn't enter sleep mode. IEEE
802.15.4 classical data-rate (theoretically 250 Kb/s) is used.
A non beacon CSMA-CA with no acknowledge is used, but
all of the IEEE 802.15.4 can be chosen for more complex
applications and wider exploration. Previous works on non
heterogeneous (homogeneous) WSN with this simulation
platform have already been published [14] to validate
accuracy of the models by experimental measurements.
By clicking on the launch button in graphical interface,
SystemC batch command is launched in background, and
simulation log is displayed in the bottom window. Then, a
trace (VCD) viewer is opened. A part of VCD trace in shown
in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Extract of the output VCD file, focus on coordinator and nodes
0 and 5 (MCU and radiofrequency transceiver states)

The user interface is composed of different sub-windows.
A graphical viewer shows spatial position of nodes and the
possible communications according to locations, power of
transmission and sensitivity of receiver. Hardware
parameters are some of selectable MCU and radiofrequency
transceivers. One of the many IEEE 802.15.4 configurations
and superframe parameters can be selected. Nodes sensors
sampling rate and payload of packets can also be set. By
clicking on the launch button in graphical interface, a
SystemC simulation is launched in background. Simulation
log is displayed in the bottom window of graphical interface,
and a timing trace (Value Change Dump format: VCD)
viewer is opened. Output log files are also generated.
Concrete examples are given in the following section. From
these results, we can explore design space for best solution.
V.

HETEROGENEOUS SIMULATION RESULTS

Heterogeneous support in simulators with fine and
accurate hardware and software models is necessary but few
simulators support this feature [12][13]. One reason is the
need of a complex organization of models. As test example,
we simulated a 9 nodes network: 1 coordinator and 8 nodes
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We can observe the coordinator's and nodes' MCU and
radiofrequency transceiver states. It is possible to monitor
more signals in order to see the channel usage and data
transfers from sensor to radiofrequency transceiver through
MCU on each node, and data from radiofrequency
transceiver to MCU on coordinator. It is then possible to
monitor latency and packet delivery rate (PDR) from these
curves. From log file, PDR and latency can be precisely
displayed; energy can be read to draw graphs such as these in
the following figures.
1200
1000

Energy (µJ)

Figure 6. Simulator graphical user interface

800
RF
MCU

600
400
200
0
PIC16LF88+MRF24J40

AVR ATMega128+CC2420

Figure 8. Heterogeneous nodes energy consumption
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Figure 8 shows energy partitioning between MCU and
radiofrequency transceiver for 2 heterogeneous nodes (node
0 and node 5). We can also see the (relative) low impact of
MCU energy compared to energy consumed by
radiofrequency transceiver.
It is moreover possible to have finer granularity and to
detail energy consumption of each block within hardware
devices. Figure 9 shows energy spent during SPI
communications, active (CPU), and sleep states. It is to note
that radiofrequency transceiver impacts active duration of
MCU. Indeed, in that example, CC2420 transceiver just
modulates the packet, MCU has all in charge. It has for
example to check for free channel, to use delays for backoffs,
to generate IEEE 802.15.4 compliant packets, to take
acknowledge in charge if activated, etc. More SPI
communications are also required. On the other hand,
MRF24J40 is a more autonomous circuit, as it supports all
the aspects above in hardware, MCU is also less active.

VI.

Heterogeneous support of our system-level simulator for
Wireless Sensor Networks has been presented. This
simulator is written in SystemC, which combines advantages
of being a widely used language in electronic systems design
flow, and permitting hardware and software modeling. The
simulator graphical interface permits to easily configure a
network and the sensor nodes characteristics, to obtain easy
to read waveforms and easy to process output logs. As the
whole IEEE 802.15.4 and many hardware devices are
modeled, it is possible to simulate and compare IEEE
802.15.4 algorithms on many interchangeable (and
parameterized) hardware devices (even by mixing them
within a network) in order to run design space exploration.
Classical network simulators outputs - Packet Delivery Rate
(PDR) and packet latency - are accessible; as well as
accurate timing, accurate and detailed power consumption of
hardware devices.

500
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Abstract—Given multiple widespread stationary data sources
such as ground-based sensors, an unmanned aircraft can fly over
the sensors and retrieve their data via a wireless link. When
sensors have limited energy resources, they can reduce the energy
used in data transmission if the ferry aircraft is allowed to extend
its flight time. Complex vehicle and communication dynamics and
imperfect knowledge of the environment confound planning since
accurate system models are difficult to acquire and maintain, so
we present a reinforcement learning approach that allows the
ferry aircraft to optimise data collection trajectories and sensor
energy use in situ, obviating the need for system identification. We
address a key problem of reinforcement learning—the high cost
of acquiring sufficient experience—by introducing a metalearner
that transfers knowledge between tasks, thereby reducing the
number of flights required and the frequency of significantly
suboptimal flights. The metalearner monitors the quality of its
own output in order to ensure that its recommendations are
used only when they are likely to be beneficial. We find that
allowing the ferry aircraft to double its range can reduce sensor
radio transmission energy by 60% or better, depending on the
accuracy of the aircraft’s information about sensor locations.
Keywords-Sensor networks; data ferries; energy optimisation;
reinforcement learning; metalearning

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of collecting data from widespread
energy-limited stationary data sources such as ground-based
sensors. Our approach uses a fixed-wing unmanned aircraft
(UA) to fly over the sensors and gather the data via a wireless
link [1]. We assume that the UA has a known range limit
and can be recharged/refuelled at a base station, and that the
sensors may continuously generate data over long periods,
so that the UA needs to ferry the data to a collection site
over repeated flights. The goal is to trade energy used by the
UA against energy saved by the sensor nodes. The system is
difficult to model, so the challenge is to develop a model-free
approach that can quickly learn to minimise the sensors’ radio
transmission energy subject to the UA’s range constraints.
The problem may be subdivided into the following pieces:
Aircraft trajectory optimisation seeks to discover a flight path
over the sensor nodes (a so-called tour) that minimises some
mission cost. We decompose this piece as follows:
●

Tour Design decides in what order to visit sensor nodes
of known location, or establishes a search pattern when
the locations are unknown.
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●
●

Trajectory Optimisation finds a sequence of waypoints
the UA should follow in order to visit the sensor nodes.
Vehicle Control translates the waypoints into control
surface and engine commands.

Radio energy optimisation consists of the following:
●
●

Radio Design chooses radio hardware and protocols to
support high-efficiency communication.
Power Management varies the transmission power of
nodes’ radios during interaction with the ferry aircraft.

This paper focuses on the Aircraft Trajectory Optimisation
and Radio Power Management layers. We assume that the
tour is given and that the nodes’ locations are known only
approximately as when, for example, the sensors have been
deployed from an aircraft. Vehicle control to track a set of
waypoints requires an autopilot, whose behaviour is a complex
function of the waypoints, weather, aircraft dynamics, and the
control models within the autopilot. Similarly, communication
system performance is a complex function of the radio protocols, antenna patterns, noise, and interference. We assume
autopilot and communication systems are black boxes whose
specific functionality is unknown to the upper layers. Only
aggregate performance of the ferry system is reported to the
learner.
In [2], we examined model-free minimisation of UA trajectory length. Here we extend the technique: since network
lifetime or maintenance costs may depend on the energy
reserves of the sensor nodes, we seek to minimise their
transmission energy cost per bit.
Data ferries can be highly effective for reducing radio
energy requirements. Jun et al. [3] compare ferry-assisted
networks with hopping networks in simulation and finds that
a ferry can reduce node energy consumption by up to 95%
(further gains would have been possible with a broader configuration space). Tekdas et al. [4] reach a similar conclusion on
a real toy network in which wheeled robots represent ferries.
Anastasi et al. [5] consider the total energy requirement per
message including overhead associated with turning a node’s
radio on in order to search for a fixed-trajectory ferry. Ma
and Yang [6] optimise the lifetime of nodes by choosing
between multi-hop node-to-node routing and changing the
ferry’s route and speed. Optimal solutions under the tradeoff between energy use and latency have been examined for
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a fixed ferry trajectory [7], and adaptively with a known
radio model and simple flight dynamics [8]. In [9], a node
learns whether to transmit to the ferry or wait depending on
the anticipated trajectory; range affects transmission power.
Anastasi et al. [10] review techniques for energy minimisation
for both ferried and general sensor networks.
Past work on ferried networks has made various assumptions about ferry and communication system dynamics, which
we broadly categorise as follows. In Visit models, the ferry
exchanges all data upon visiting a node [11]–[14]. Communication radius models exchange all data instantaneously below
a certain range [4], [6], [15]–[18]. A learning variant to this
model is found in [19]: planning assumes a communication
radius, but the ferry also exchanges data opportunistically,
possibly allowing improvements to the trajectory. Variable rate
models base rate on communication range [20], [21]. Stachura
et al. [22] assume probabilistic packet loss based on distance,
achieving the same effect. Mobile nodes are treated in [23],
which uses a model of a UA equipped with a beamforming
antenna to plan trajectories that maximise the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) to each node.
Models are necessarily approximate, but inaccuracies can
lead to poor performance in the field. The difficulty of
generating and updating sufficiently accurate models under
possibly changing conditions motivates our question: can a
sensor network system simultaneously learn to optimise both
the aircraft’s flight path and the sensors’ radio policies, in
a reasonable time, directly on a radio field? The goal is
to provide a UA with approximate information about the
geometry of a sensor network, and to have it improve its performance rapidly and autonomously. We focus on minimising
the number of flight tours required to get a good solution,
since computational costs are comparatively minor.
Our contributions are as follows:
● We demonstrate the feasibility of a reinforcement learning
approach for rapid discovery of energy-saving network
policies that trade UA flight time for sensor energy. The
policies are learned without a system model and despite
potentially inaccurate sensor node locations, unknown
radio antenna patterns, and ignorance of the internals of
the autopilot.
● We introduce a reinforcement metalearner that learns to
speed up and stabilise the performance of the learner, and
transfers acquired knowledge about the policy optimisation process to unseen problems.
● A poorly trained metalearner may degrade the learner’s
performance, and should not be allowed to influence
learning. We introduce a method of monitoring the performance of the metalearner without allowing it to affect
network behaviour before it has been trained sufficiently.
● We show our two independent optimisers—waypoint location and transmission power policy—can operate simultaneously on the same sampling flights.
Our learning framework quickly produces trajectories that
exploit the limits of ferry endurance. For example, when the
allowable flight length is twice that of a handcoded reference
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trajectory and accurate sensor location information is available,
the system learns to reduce sensor communication energy
by roughly 60% after a few dozen flights, and when the
sensor location information is approximate, the learners do
even better. More important than this specific result is the
development of a general technique that allows data-ferry
networks to efficiently optimise their performance in situ.
Section II describes our radio model. Section III describes
how our simulated autopilot control policies interpret waypoints. Section IV reviews the learning algorithm we use and
describes how we apply it to our sensor energy optimisation
problem. In Section V, we develop our metalearner. Section VI
presents our results. Section VII concludes.
II. R ADIO ENVIRONMENT
Our goal is to evaluate the use of model-free optimisation
in a complex, unknown radio environment. We introduce a
radio model that incorporates several complicating factors that
are rarely considered: variable-rate transmission, point noise
sources, and directional antennas. This model extends that
introduced in our previous work [2] only by giving the nodes
dipole antennas.
The signal to noise ratio at node a from node b is given by
SNRab =

P (a, b)
N + ∑i P (a, ni )

(1)

P (a, b) is the power received by node a from node b, N
is background noise from electronics and environment, and
ni are noise sources. The power between a and b is usually
computed as
P0,a d0
P (a, b) =
(2)
∣Xa − Xb ∣
for reference transmit power P0,a , reference distance d0 = 1,
distance between transmitter and receiver ∣Xa −Xb ∣, and propagation decay . However, antenna shape and radio interactions
with nearby objects make most antennas directional, so the orientations of the antennas affect power. We model the aircraft’s
antenna as a short dipole with gain 1.5 = 1.76 dBi oriented
on the dorsal-ventral axis of the aircraft, yielding a toroidal
antenna pattern. We model the nodes’ fields similarly with
random fixed orientations, so we adjust the power computation
in (2) to:
P ′ (a, b) = sin2 (ξab ) sin2 (ξba )P (a, b)

(3)

where ξxy is the angle between antenna x’s pole and the direction to y. This depends on the vector between the UA’s and
node’s positions (∈ R3 ), the aircraft’s orientation (∈ R3 ), and
the transmitter’s orientation, although the latter is assumed not
to change. Here we consider only constant-altitude trajectories.
In order to evaluate (3), we require the UA’s position and
orientation. A full dynamical simulation of the aircraft is
unnecessarily complex for our purposes, so we assume that
course and heading φ are the same (yaw = 0), pitch = 0, and
9 which varies between 0 for a straight
roll ψ = π2 tanh 2φ,
○
course and ±54 for our maximum turning rate of φ9 ≃ 0.347
rad/s (i.e. the UA flies a complete circle in 20s).
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We use the Shannon-Hartley law [24] to compute the data
transmission rate between transmitter a and receiver b:
Rab = β log2 (1 + SNRab )

(4)

This assumes that data rate varies continuously. The hardware
may use discrete rates that are chosen according to current
SNR conditions, but [21] indicates that the difference in
trajectories and performance outcomes between continuously
variable and the discrete rates of 802.11g may be negligible
for this type of problem.
This model ignores many characteristics of a real radio
environment such as occlusion, reflection, higher-order directionality, and multipath propagation. Moreover, we do not
simulate obvious protocol modifications that would allow other
sensor nodes to cease transmission and thereby reduce interference with the active node. However, in part due to the latter
omission, the model produces fields that have irregularities
similar to those that occur in real radio environments, and thus
it meets our aim of having a complex simulation environment
within which we can test whether the aircraft can learn in situ.
III. AUTOPILOTS
The aircraft is directed to follow some trajectory through
an autopilot control policy.
A. Reference autopilot control policy
The Reference autopilot is borrowed from [21] and does
not learn. It assumes that the aircraft has an estimate of the
locations of the sensor nodes (although these can be difficult
to discover [25]). While communicating only with the target
node the aircraft flies at constant speed v towards the tangent
of a circle of minimum turning radius about the node’s nominal
location, circles it at the maximum turning rate ω until D bytes
are received, and then proceeds to the next node. The result
is the Reference trajectory.
B. Learning autopilot control policy
The learning autopilot places a GPS waypoint at the assumed location of each sensor node (we will assume that node
identities and approximate locations are known during tour
initialisation, although the assignment could instead occur on
the fly as nodes are discovered). The aircraft collects data from
any node opportunistically while flying towards the tangent of
a minimum-turning-radius circle about the waypoint, and then
if necessary circles the waypoint exchanging data only with
the assigned node until it has collected sufficient data. The
true node location and the waypoint location may differ; final
waypoint positions are learned as described next.
IV. L EARNING
Policy gradient reinforcement learning (PGRL) [26] consists
of a family of techniques for model-free optimisation of
control policies. Key elements are a policy gradient estimator,
a reward function, and a policy representation. We introduce
these by describing and applying the well-known “episodic
REINFORCE” estimator to our waypoint-placement problem,
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and then introduce the more sophisticated radio transmission
power policy.
A. Policy Gradient Reinforcement Learning (PGRL)
A policy π(s, u; θ) = Pr(u∣s; θ) defines the probability of
choosing action u given state s under the policy parametrised
by θ ∈ Rn . The expected reward averaged over all states and
actions under a policy π(s, u; θ) is denoted J(π(s, u; θ)) or
abbreviated as J(θ). PGRL techniques are ways of estimating
the gradient of the expected reward: ĝθ = ∇̂
θ J(θ).
Our task can be broken down into distinct “trials”, each
consisting of a complete execution of π(θ) over some bounded
time (e.g., the aircraft flying a complete tour τ ) and receiving
reward r at the end. During a trial, the policy defines a
probability distribution over the action chosen at any point.
Assume that the controller makes some finite number H of
decisions uk at times tk , k ∈ 1 . . . H during a trial; discretising
time in this manner makes it possible to compute the probability of a trajectory under a policy as the product of the
probabilities of each (independent) decision at each time tk .
So Pr(τ ∣θ) = ∏H
k=1 Pr(uk ∣sk ; θ).
To optimise θ, we estimate the gradient using stochastic
optimisation’s “likelihood-ratio trick” [27] or reinforcement
learning’s “episodic REINFORCE” (eR) [26], [28] with nondiscounted reward. Each element ∇θi of the gradient is estimated as:
H

H

k=1

k=1

tk
ĝ
θi = ⟨( ∑ ∇θi log Pr(uk ∣sk ; θ) − µ∑∇ ) ( ∑ γ rk − bi )⟩

(5)
where µ∑∇ is the mean over trials of the ∑ ∇θi terms, bi is
a “reward baseline” for element θi , computed as the intertrial weighted mean of rewards, using the per-trial weight
2
(∑H
k=0 ∇θi log Pr(uk ∣sk ; θ)) [26], and ⟨⋅⟩ is the average over
some number N of trajectories. The term µ∑∇ is the mean
over trials of the ∑ ∇θi terms; this term does not appear in
[26] but is included here in order to reduce the variance of
the “characteristic eligibility”; we found it to further improve
the gradient estimation process. We postpone discussion of the
temporal discount factor γ to §V-C; for now consider γ = 1.
̂
Once a policy gradient estimate ĝθ = ∇
θ J for episode e is
obtained, we take a step of some length α in that direction,
θe+1 = θe + α

ĝθ
∣ĝθ ∣

(6)

thus creating a new policy. The gradient estimation and update
may be repeated until a design requirement is met, until
convergence to a local maximum, or forever to track a timevarying environment. The theoretical guarantee of convergence
to a locally optimal policy is only available if α decreases
over time. That guarantee is useful, but does not directly
apply to learners operating in a changing environment and
is unnecessary for our tasks.
B. Reward
The reward function (or its additive inverse, the cost function) expresses the desiderata of solutions as a scalar quantity.
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We seek the policy that leads to the lowest total transmission
power subject to a maximum desired tour length dmax , which
indicates that we are nearing the endurance limit of the aircraft.
We use the following:
H
⎛
⎞
r = − max(0, d − dmax )% + ∑ ϕj ∑ Pjk ∆t
⎝
⎠
j∈nodes
k=1

(7)

d is the current trajectory path length, dmax is the soft maximum range of the aircraft, % controls the severity of the soft
maximum distance penalty, Pjk is the transmission power of
node j at timestep k of length ∆t, and ϕj is a weighting for
the value of energy for node j. Note that d is not penalised
until the aircraft exceeds dmax .
The aircraft’s autopilot may be programmed to return to
base by some hard length constraint dhardmax > dmax , and a cost
for underrunning data-collection objectives could be included
in (7). This produces similar results in our simulations but
complicates our explanation.
C. Waypoint placement
We consider a sequence of nodes that need to be visited in
some order {a, b1 , . . . , bn , c} that was determined by a higherlevel planner [13], [17]. The aircraft must fly a trajectory that
starts at a and ends at c and allows exchange of Dj bytes
of data with each of the n sensor nodes b1 to bn . Thus we
seek the path a → c that minimises (7). That sufficient data
are collected from each node is guaranteed by the autopilot
policies (§III).
Trajectory policies for the autopilot are implemented
as sequences of constant-altitude waypoints. So for m
waypoints, the waypoint policy’s parameter vector θ =
[x1 y1 x2 y2 . . . xm ym ]T . In order to be used by (5) the
controller adds noise such that Pr(τ ∣θ) can be computed. In
a real system, actuator noise or autopilot error E can be used
for this purpose if ∇θ log Pr(u + E ∣ θ) can be computed, but
in our simulations we simply add Gaussian noise directly to
the waypoint locations at the beginning of each tour:
∼ N (θ, Σ)
1 −1
(Σ + Σ−1 T ) (u − θ)
∇θ log Pr(u∣s; θ) =
2
D. Radio transmission power
u

(8)
(9)

The data-ferrying approach allows sensors to communicate
with distal base stations without the need for high-powered
radios, but the energy that nodes spend in communicating with
the ferry is still non-negligible [3], [4]. Recall the data rate
from Section II:
Rab = β log2 (1 + SNRab )
The derivative of
∇P

(10)

rate
power

β
P
β
log2 (1 + ) =
P
N
N P log(2) (1 +
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is negative whenever
P +N
P
< log (
)
(12)
P +N
N
which is true except at P = 0. So while reducing power
results in a lower energy cost per bit, lower transmission rates
require longer trajectories. Given an externally defined tradeoff between ferry trajectory length and node energy savings,
when should a sensor transmit, and at what power?
The difficulty of predicting the SNR between transmitter
and aircraft again suggests reinforcement learning. We assume
that at each timestep a sensor can transmit with power P ∈
[0, Pmax ], that it occasionally sends short probe packets at
P = Pmax , and that the aircraft’s radio can use this to measure
the current maximum SNR and provide instructions to the
node. These packets are too brief to transmit sensor data or
use much power, so we do not model them explicitly. Here,
too, the learning approach will silently optimise around such
quirks of real hardware.
The power policy is a learned function that controls the
power a node uses to transmit given a reported SNR, given
in dB. Our desired behaviour is to transmit at a target
power Ptarget ≤ Pmax whenever the probed SNR exceeds
some threshold RT . So, the policy has action u = P , state
s = SNRprobed , and is parametrised by θ = [Ptarget , RT ].
Reinforcement learning requires exploration noise, so at each
timestep the policy π draws the actual transmission power P
from a Gaussian (truncated on [0, Pmax ]) whose mean is taken
from a sigmoid of height Ptarget :
= Pr(u∣s; θ)
(13)
Ptarget
∼ N(
, σ) , truncated on [0, Pmax ]
1 + eφ(RT −s)
When s = RT , the mean transmit power is 50% of Ptarget ,
going to 100% as s increases above RT and vice versa,
thus implementing the desired behaviour with exploration.
φ controls the sigmoid’s width, and σ controls Gaussian
exploration. For example, when Ptarget = Pmax and RT and σ
are small, the policy mimics the full-power Reference policy.
The policy’s derivatives are:
Ptarget
⎡
⎤
u−
⎢
⎥
1+eφ (RT −s)
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
σ 2 (1+eφ (RT −s) )
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
∇θ log π(s, u; θ) = ⎢
⎥
⎢ Ptarget φ eφ (RT −s) (u− Ptarget ) ⎥
⎢
⎥
1+eφ (RT −s)
⎢ −
⎥
2
⎢
⎥
σ 2 (1+eφ (RT −s) )
⎣
⎦
(14)
Unlike the waypoint-placement policy, this one is closed-loop:
sensing packets detect SNR, which informs the choice of
action u (transmission power) at each timestep. Thus we use
the full loop-closing capabilities of the episodic REINFORCE
algorithm of §IV-A. This policy and the waypoint-placement
one run in parallel, using the same flights to estimate their
reward gradients.
As a concession to practicality, the power policy incorporates a failsafe mechanism: when the aircraft’s soft maximum

π(s, u; θ)
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Energy reward surface, single node

does not use the aircraft’s full range node energy can be
reduced by using lower power. The PGRL gradient estimation
finds policy updates that, on average, tend to obey these
heuristics, but the microstructure and the abrupt cliff near the
global optimum frequently lead to poor updates. Our goal in
developing a metalearner is to give the UA the ability to use
experience with past problems to improve learning speed and
robustness on new problems and automatically capture such
heuristics. We investigate the following questions:
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Fig. 1. Energy reward landscape for an example single node, with fixed
waypoint position. As transmission power P and threshold SNR RT change,
energy savings may lead to greater reward up to a certain point. But the high
cost of exceeding the aircraft’s range constraint creates a steep “cliff” in the
reward landscape.

range has been exceeded, radio power is set to 100%, ensuring
that the UA does not become stuck in nearly infinite loops.
V. M ETALEARNING
Waypoint location optimisation is fairly straightforward [2].
However, our energy reward function (7) is highly nonlinear
with respect to the power policy parameters in the vicinity of
the optimal solution. Figure 1 shows a portion of the reward
landscape for trajectories looping a typical node. When RT is
small and P is near 1, the gradient is not difficult to estimate—
exploration noise will generally average over the ridges and
valleys. However, in the vicinity of the optimal solution (the
crest of the hill), there is a steep cliff: if RT becomes too
high or P becomes too low and the aircraft must remain
near the sensor for a long time in order to collect all the
data, which activates the aggressive length-overrun term of
the reward function.
Conventional PGRL repeatedly estimates the reward gradient near the current policy and takes a hillclimbing step. Near
the optimum, hillclimbing updates can result in the learner
taking a step off the cliff, or “cliff-jumping”. Furthermore, the
cliff contains local regions in which a problematic reversesloped ledge structure is apparent—it is possible for a local
gradient estimate to suggest a step further off the cliff. Confidence regions can mitigate this problem, but they generally
fail to re-use information acquired during past steps (but see
[29] for a counterexample). The problematic structure in the
reward landscape motivated the development of a technique
to encode knowledge of the process of optimising on reward
landscapes like ours.
Consider the intuition: when a trial leads to an overly long
trajectory, it is generally helpful to increase power or allow
transmission at lower SNR. Conversely, for a trajectory that
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●

Can a metapolicy that encodes knowledge about optimising policies in this domain be learned through experience?
Can such a metapolicy transfer knowledge between problems?
Can we monitor the quality of the metapolicy’s recommendations in order to prevent a poor metapolicy from
adversely affecting the optimisation process?
Can the metapolicy be used to speed or stabilise the
learning of energy-saving policies for sensor networks?

A. Metapolicy
Our energy “metapolicy” examines each trajectory and
produces a guess as to the best update, ∆θ, to the base power
policy’s parameters θ = [Ptarget , RT ]. For each element θi of
θ, we use a simple neural network, a so-called single-layer
perceptron (see [30]) with one input—the fraction of allowed
aircraft range used—and two outputs—suggested changes to
the base policy’s two parameters:
sµ

=

uµ

=

πµ (sµ , uµ ; Θi ) =
=
∇Θi log π(sµ , uµ ; Θ) =
where Z
σµ−2 (uµ

d
dmax
∆θi

(15)
(16)

Pr(uµ ∣sµ ; Θ)
(17)
N (tanh (Θ1,i sµ + Θ2,i ) , σµ )
[

sµ Z
]
Z

=

(18)
(19)

− tanh (sµ Θ1,i + Θ2,i )) (1 − tanh(sµ Θ1,i + Θ2,i )2 )

If the perceptual space is enriched with other inputs or requires
a richer representation, other models can be used. Note,
however, that more complex models with more parameters
increases the number of runs necessary for learning a good
metapolicy.
B. Metareward
The metalearner’s objective is to learn a metapolicy that
takes as input a policy operating on a trajectory, and outputs
an “action” consisting of an improvement of the base policy’s
parameters. So as our metareward rµ we choose the reward
improvement between trials:
rµ = ri − ri−1

(20)

where ri is the base reward received on trajectory i.
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C. Time-discounted credit
The metalearner receives µ-reward (20) after every µ-action,
and each µ-action also—to a lesser extent—affects future µstates and thus potential µ-rewards, so it would be appropriate
to use a time-discounted eligibility (γ < 1 in (5)). But further
improvements are to be gained by using a more sophisticated
gradient estimator, which we introduce here:
1) G(PO)MDP: (Here we drop the µ-prefix, as this section
describes a well-known general technique.) In reinforcement
learning, when an action u is taken at time tu and a reward r
is received at future time tr , the action is assigned credit for
the reward based on an estimate of how important the action
was in producing the reward. In eR (§IV-A), greater weight
may be given to rewards received early in the episode than on
those received later, modulated by the term γ tk , 0 < γ ≤ 1 in
(5). G(PO)MDP [31] uses the separation in time between tu
and tr to assign credit in proportion to γ tr −tu , tu < tr . We
use G(PO)MDP as described in [26]. The gradient estimator
is related to (5):
H

p

p=0

k=0

tk
ĝ
θi = ⟨ ∑ ( ∑ ∇θi log Pr(uk ∣sk ; θ)) (γ rk − bi )⟩

(21)

We use the optimal baseline bi shown in [26].
2) Sliding trajectory windows: As presented above, (21)
learns from rewards received early in the trajectory but not
later, since γ t drives the value of later rewards to 0. Therefore
we break a trajectory into sequences of ⟨sµ , aµ , rµ ⟩, with
one sequence starting at each timestep, and present those as
separate trajectories to (21). Sequence length n is chosen such
that γ n ≥ 0.05 > γ n+1 : the terms beyond this increase computational burden without significantly improving accuracy.
D. PGRL+µ: Combining gradient and metapolicy updates
Changes to the base policy’s θ can come from the base
PGRL estimator (§IV-D) after every epoch, or from the
metapolicy (17) via uµ after every trial. When the base PGRL
estimator produces an estimate, we use it to adjust θ. But
we can also pretend that it came from πµ , and use it as uµ
for the computation of ∇θ log π(sµ , uµ ; Θ). Thus both the
PGRL and the πµ updates and metarewards can be used to
form the µ-trajectory for (21).1 Although tuning can improve
performance, for expository simplicity we set the magnitudes
of all updates to be the same.
E. Autodetect metalearner: Monitoring metapolicy quality
Early in training, the metalearner can give poor advice,
leading to high-cost policies. If ample non-mission training
time is allocated, then such runs do not pose a problem. In our
single-node example, roughly 50 runs of 100 trials each were
required before the metapolicy reliably improved upon PGRL.
Our hope is that any knowledge encoded by the metalearner
can be transferred between tasks and that therefore metapolicy
1 While the base gradient update provides a legitimate value for u and
µ
hence ∇θ log π(sµ , uµ ; Θ), it means that the forward roll-out is off-policy.
This is theoretically interesting, but in practice, for our application, not
problematic.
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training time for any actual scenario may be low, but here we
show how the metalearner can be trained, tuned, and tested
without significantly interfering with the performance of a live
network.
After each epoch, PGRL adjusts θ by some amount ∆∇ θ,
and the following trial yields a µ-reward (20). If instead it
had been the metalearner that had recommended the same
update ∆µ θ = ∆∇ θ, the same reward (on average) would
have been observed. Moreover, when the two recommend
“opposite” changes to θ, it is more often the case than not
that the reward earned by the metalearner would at least have
had the opposite sign to that actually seen. Thus it is possible
to make an educated guess as to whether the metapolicy’s
output would have led to an improvement in the base policy,
without actually making the suggested change.
We define the update disagreement δ as the unsigned angle
between ∆∇ θ and ∆µ θ. We estimate metapolicy quality by
tracking the average disagreement between base policy and
metapolicy updates. For each policy update, we score the
comparison between the metapolicy to PGRL as follows:
∇ good:
rµ > τ
∇ bad:
rµ < −τ

δ ≤ π2
δ ≥ 3π
2
δ ≤ π2
δ ≥ 3π
2

1
-1
-1
1

Our estimate of metapolicy quality is the mean of the trialby-trial scores during a run, which is roughly equivalent to
the negative of the slope of a linear regression of metareward
vs. disagreement, but offers better numerical properties: the
result is bounded, which eliminates the effect of outliers
due to unusual exploration noise; it discards the ambiguous
cases in which the PGRL and δ differ by around π2 ; and
it produces a valid result when the metapolicy and policy
[dis]agree perfectly. τ was roughly hand-tuned to yield a
positive metareward quality at, on average, the same time
as the standard PGRL+µ metalearner started to outperform
PGRL, yielding τ = 1000. We perform exponential smoothing
(base 0.9) across runs on the result in order to use more
available information.
VI. R ESULTS
We generate random data-ferrying problems each of which
consists of a random position and orientation for each sensor.
At each timestep the aircraft flies some distance towards the
next waypoint, measures the current SNRs via probe packets,
and requests some data from a node at the power indicated by
the power policy. A trial is a single complete flight over the
radio field. An epoch is a small number of trials, after which
we estimate the policy gradients and update the policies. A run
is an attempt to optimise radio power and waypoint position
policies for a given problem, and here consists of 100 trials.
For each problem we generate a new random radio field and
re-initialise the policies, but not the metapolicies. Although
it is possible to learn as soon as we have enough trials to
produce a gradient estimate, for simplicity we instead hold
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Fig. 2. Learning to minimise energy use for the single-node case. Left:
sample trajectory plotted in space, superimposed over reference rate contours
that show what the aircraft would see in flat level flight (not what it actually
sees as it steers and banks). The aircraft starts at ⋆; the waypoint is at . Circle
size is proportional to data rate. Right: energy use for the three algorithms
for the current experiment, averaged over the last few runs, which measures
the performance gains possible from a well-trained metalearner.

the metapolicy’s parameters Θ constant during each run. An
experiment is a set of 100 runs during which the metalearners
have the opportunity to adapt. For each experiment we reinitialise the metapolicy parameters. To generate the graphs,
we average over 50 experiments.
We will compare the metalearners to two non-learning
approaches and to PGRL:
Reference is the non-learning autopilot defined in §III-A.
Half-power learns waypoint placement as described in
§IV-C, but instead of learning the power policy, sets P = Pmax
.
2
This is guaranteed to increase trajectory length by a factor ≤ 2.
PGRL uses the Learning autopilot and the conventional
PGRL approach described in §IV-D, without the metalearner.
Parameters: The aircraft flies at speed v = 1 at altitude
z = 3. The maximum turning rate of ω = 20○ /s yields a turning
radius r = ωv ≈ 2.9. Radios use Pmax = 150 and bandwidth
β = 1, and the background noise N = 2. Each sensor’s data
requirement req = 20. These parameters do not qualitatively
affect the results, and can be replaced by appropriate values
for any given hardware. For waypoint placement the learning
rate α = 0.5 and the exploration parameter σ = 1. The
power policy uses α = 0.3, σ = 0.2, φ = 1, ϕj = 1∀j.
Policy gradient estimates for waypoint placement and energy
are computed and applied every 4 trials (one epoch) for
reasons described in [2]. Metapolicy gradient estimates are
computed and applied after each run as described in §V-C.
The metalearner’s temporal reward discount γ = 0.25.
A. Learning from base gradient, Metalearning
Figure 2 shows the energy use of our learners on a single
node over the course of 100 trials. The behaviour of the
metalearners’ early learning is illustrated by performance plots
over runs 1–20. We contrast this with the performance of welltrained networks over runs 80–100. All performance graphs
show log2 of the ratio of performance compared to Reference.
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Fig. 3. Further learning details for the 1-node case. Left: trajectory length.
Right: aggregate cost vs. trials relative to Reference (averaged over the last
few runs of all experiments).

In our scenarios, Half-power (or “P=0.5”) consistently
reduces sensor energy requirements to about 2−0.65 ≃ 65%
of Reference in exchange for a 10% length increase, although
this varies with data requirement—for high requirements (e.g.,
req > 100) Half-power reduces energy use by only 20% with
a 60% increase in trajectory length. Despite the fixed power
policy, energy use decreases slightly over time as waypoint
positions are optimised.
Figure 3 shows how the learners’ behaviours change during
each run as the waypoint and energy policies are refined. After
20 or so trials, PGRL performs very well (Figure 3, Cost), but
as it nears the optimal solution it falls into a cycle of discovering and rediscovering the cliff when random exploration steps
take trajectory length over dmax , resulting in frequent highcost trajectories. It still outperforms Reference and untrained
(runs 1–20) PGRL+µ, but Half-power is superior. In contrast,
the trained (runs 80–100) metalearners outperform PGRL both
early in each problem (the first few trials) during which the
metapolicies rapidly push the policies towards lower energy
use, and later, where they almost completely eliminate cliffjumping.
The higher-level time-varying behaviour shown by the metalearners can be seen in the difference between runs 1–20 and
80–100, and more explicitly in Figure 4. As the metalearners
observe the learners solving new problems, they refine their
µ−policies, yielding performance that improves from run to
run. Figures 2 and 3 show snapshots of per-trial performance
averaged over runs 1–20 and 80–100, and the improvement
of average per-trial performance over runs can be seen in
Figure 4.
PGRL+µ usually outperforms the non-meta approaches by
a significant margin after about 30 runs, allowing discovery of
policies that use only 40% of the sensor energy of Reference
and 65% that of Half-power, while seldom exceeding the
aircraft’s soft range limit. Perhaps surprisingly, even with such
a simple representation we found that handcoding a metapolicy
that outperforms the learned one was not easy. However,
Figure 4 shows that early in metapolicy training, especially
for the first 20 runs, PGRL+µ performs poorly, producing
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of the algorithms over runs, during which the metalearners improve with
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through time, both for PGRL+µ, which does not use the information, and for
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runs indicated on the horizontal axis for left: just the first 20 trials and right:
(same legend) the last 21 trials in each run. Error bars show problem-toproblem standard deviation 1σ of solution quality compared to Reference.

trajectories that are on average no better than Reference and
are frequently far worse.
This problem is alleviated by Autodetect: in early runs,
before its metapolicy has been well-trained, the quality measure often prevents the metapolicy from being used. As can
be seen from the πµ quality graph in Figure 4, the quality
measure is on average above 0 (the threshold for use of the
metapolicy’s output), but in individual experiments it drops
below 0 at the appropriate times and thus disables the use
of the metapolicy. The Cost vs. µ−experience and bar graphs
show the consequence: Autodetect’s performance tracks that
of PGRL early in training, and as the metalearner’s experience
with different problems in the domain grows, it surpasses
PGRL and performs as well as PGRL+µ.
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The bar graphs in Figure 4 break down performance over
the two learning timescales in order to show how quickly
learning progresses without (runs 1–10) and with (runs 80–
100) a well-trained metalearner. Performance over trials 1–
20 shows initial learning speed, while performance over trials
80–100 shows what may be expected as the network matures.
This further emphasises Autodetect’s ability to nearly match
the performance of the better of PGRL or PGRL+µ.
Another interesting feature of the Autodetect learner, visible
in Figure 4’s πµ quality graph, is that the measured metapolicy
quality progresses differently from that of PGRL+µ: the
quality estimate stays higher initially, but begins to track that
of PGRL+µ around run 40. The two metapolicies’ parameters
evolve differently due to the differences in training: while
PGRL+µ always sees meta-actions from both the metapolicy
and PGRL, Autodetect sees only the latter until it has proven
itself, thus obtaining fewer training examples drawn from a
different distribution. Raising Autodetect’s threshold makes it
less likely that the metapolicy gives bad advice to the learner,
but reduces µ−learning speed. The effect that this has on our
metapolicy quality estimate through time is intriguing, but we
leave investigation as future work.
Much of the training time shown in Figure 4 may be
required only once in a “lifetime” due to the transferability of
the trained metapolicies. Once their metapolicies are trained,
the metalearners facilitate the discovery of a good policy
extremely rapidly—after only a few trials. They aggressively
push policy changes that they have found in the past result in
higher performance: quickly reducing energy use until nearing
the UA’s range limit and then backing off without requiring
further exploration of the cliff’s high-cost trajectories.
B. Sensitivity to learning rates
The base PGRL learner can achieve stable results if the
learning step sizes such as α in (6) are chosen carefully. If
learning rates are small, learning is slow, but a larger values
exacerbate the learner’s tendency to cliff-jump. Therefore it is
typical in reinforcement learning to have α decrease over the
course of a run—for example α = α0 xe , x < 1 for the update
after epoch e. Ideally α → 0 as the policy nears the optimal.
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For our task, this both provides a convergence guarantee for
the hillclimber and reduces cliff-jumping, but it requires handtuning of x and α0 . Furthermore it eliminates the system’s
ability to adapt to a slowly changing environment; e.g., foliage
growth or physically shifted sensors.
A poor choice of αe interferes with the learners’ ability
to remain near the optimum. Here we have set αe = 1. We
set the waypoint-placement learning rate αw = 0.97trial in
order to allow both policies to converge more quickly, which
is unnecessary in our other tests but helpful here. Figure 5
shows results: while αe = 0.3 (as shown in §VI-A) produces
reasonable results, αe = 1 results in the exploration of many
high-cost trajectories. PGRL performs extremely poorly, but
PGRL+µ learns to anticipate the large jumps that result from
the poor choice of αe , resulting in costs worse than with a
carefully chosen αe but still significantly better than PGRL.
The ability of the metalearner to stabilise learners with less
hand-tuning may be a great asset in real-world systems.
C. Knowledge transfer with metapolicy initialisation
While the learned energy and waypoint policies are highly
problem-specific, the metapolicy is more broadly applicable.
This is shown in §VI-A by the gains on new problems after
training on previous ones. But can a metapolicy trained for
our single-node scenario be used to accelerate policy learning
for problems drawn from a broader domain? The question of
metapolicy transferability motivates us to modify our problem
space as follows:
● For each problem, we place 5 sensor nodes randomly on
a 40 × 40 field. This yields a great variety of radio field
shapes since the nodes interfere with each other.
● For each problem, the data requirement for each node is
drawn randomly from [10 . . . 30].
● We have corrupted the aircraft’s information about the
nodes’ locations with Gaussian noise with σ = 3.
Figure 6 shows training results: for “Transfer” the metapolicy is set to the final Autodetect value learned during the
generation of Figures 2–4:
Θ=[

1.70
−1.61

−1.16
]
1.34

(22)

Figure 6 shows the results in the extended domain: the
earlier metapolicy achieves better than a 60% reduction in
sensor radio transmission energy over Reference, and again
offering speed and stability improvements over non-meta
PGRL. The ability of single-node metapolicies to generalise to
a broader problem configuration space is encouraging, but it is
not perfect. For example, if we allow node data requirements to
be drawn randomly in [1 . . . 10] the metapolicy is not cautious
enough in its recommendations for policy updates due to the
short contact times. Over multiple runs the metapolicy does
continue to adapt based on policy learning from the new
problems, but due to space constraints we do not study multinode metapolicy learning here.
We show progress to 200 trials for this scenario. Figure 6
shows that for Transfer this is overkill, but PGRL has not yet
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converged. Performance gains in this scenario, even with a
repurposed metapolicy, are slightly greater than in our first example, with Transfer achieving a 62% savings and even Halfpower effecting a 45% savings. This difference is primarily
due to the sensor position misinformation: Reference does not
understand the error and so its performance degrades sharply
as the information is compromised, whereas the learners—
even Half-power—modify their trajectories to work around the
misinformation.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have demonstrated the feasibility of a reinforcement
learning approach for autonomous discovery of energy-saving
behaviours for sensor networks. With a soft trajectory length
limit of twice a handcoded reference and a single sensor, the
UA tended to fly 75% further than under Reference while
sensors reduced communication energy by 60%. When the
UA’s knowledge of sensor positions is degraded by even a
modest amount, the advantage of the learning approaches
increases rapidly.
The UA does not model the environment, but learns directly
from experience, saving the costs of locating the sensors and
building system models, and eliminating the effects of modelling errors. We use a trajectory encoding that is well-suited
to the task of interfacing between learning algorithms and
proprietary autopilots. Additionally, we concurrently optimise
both power and waypoint-placement policies.
Our reinforcement metalearner uses experience with the
process of learning data-ferrying policies in order to accelerate
and stabilise a conventional PGRL system, and transfers
acquired knowledge about the policy-optimisation process to
a range of unseen problems. This furnishes a new mechanism
for approaching the global optimum of an unseen data-ferrying
scenario extremely quickly while sampling few high-cost
trajectories.
Much work remains to be done. For example, the metalearner reduces the necessity of hand-tuning the system by
compensating for poor choice of parameters. A poorly chosen
exploration rate frequently produces trajectories that greatly
exceed the aircraft’s range limit. Preliminary results show that
as the metalearner gains experience with the base optimiser
it learns to compensate, modulating the problematic policy
updates and keeping trajectory costs lower, but a full investigation into the range and limits of this capability, both in the
data-ferrying domain and for general model-free optimisation,
remains to be done. Also, we have examined only learning
in the vicinity of a few nodes. While preliminary results on
the transfer of this metaknowledge to multi-node problems
is promising, efficiently scaling the metalearning mechanism
to sensor networks of many nodes is important future work.
Finally, a more detailed characterisation of when and to
what extent the metaknowledge is transferable will be key to
understanding the broader applicability of the technique.
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Abstract—Reliable communication is imperative
for realising a vision of “Ambient Intelligence”
where different devices gather and process information from different sources to exert control over the
physical environment. Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) have been employed to fulfil the necessity
of reliable energy efficient communication between
these devices. These networks consist of individual
motes that are able to sense and control the environment with the help of sensors and actuators.
In this paper, we describe the implementation of
an energy and cost efficient smart parking system
for multi-floor parking facility using WSN. The
system monitors the availability of free parking
slots and guides the vehicle to the nearest free
slot. Additional information such as the amount of
time the vehicle has been parked is also monitored
for billing purposes along with the status of each
mote. Cost is minimized by keeping the number
of sensors lower without sacrificing the reliability.
Energy consumption of each mote is kept in check
by allowing the systems to sleep periodically and
by reducing their communication range.
Index Terms—smart environment; energy efficiency; wireless sensor networks; sensor mote;
light-dependent sensors.

I. Introduction
In recent years, there has been tremendous
amount of research in the field of wireless sensor
networks. These networks are typically ad-hoc
in nature consisting of large number of sensing
motes communicating with a Central Supervisory
Station (CSS). The sensor mote is a battery
operated device with limited computation and
communication capabilities. The mote can be interfaced with several types of sensors to measure
different environmental parameters. The wireless
sensor networks have varied advantages like flexibility, inherent intelligence, low cost, rapid deployment and more sensing point, especially in
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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area that cannot be wired. It is because of these
advantages that they found their way in diverse
application domains such as facility management,
health care, environment monitoring, intelligent
buildings, disaster relief applications etc. In this
work, we have developed a smart parking management system that can track available parking slots
economically and reliably and in turn contribute
considerably to fuel and time conservation. An
emerging trend in wireless sensor networks is its
use in parking facility management. Typical car
parking management systems monitor the number of cars passing the entry and exit points for
estimating the free slots available. This result is
then displayed at strategic locations for assisting
the user.
A number of WSN systems have been developed to address the car facility management. In
[1], the system is developed using the DSYS25z
[2], mote with magnetic sensors. The system described in [1] concentrates on issues such as connectivity, sensing and network performance. In
[3], [4] and [5], a WSN based car parking system
are proposed, where each of these papers explore
the possibility of using different kinds of sensors.
They also propose different routing mechanisms
for transferring the data from the source to the
sink. Most of the existing systems have discussed
a scheme in which the data collected from the
multiple sensor motes is analysed by a central
station and is displayed at strategic points to
assist the user.
In this paper, we propose and implement a
car parking management system using wireless
sensor networks such that overall efficiency and
flexibility of the facility management system is
improved. The system is highly cost-effective as
each mote is equipped with only one passive
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ambient light sensor, to detect the presence or
absence of a car. Apart from detecting the car the
sensor mote also provides additional information
like the amount of time the car has been parked
and also its health status. The system designed
is also energy efficient, since the radio module at
the mote is allowed to “sleep” at regular intervals.
In addition the power consumed by the radio
module is reduced by the use of repeaters. The
proposed system is completely automated and
does not require the presence of a human at the
entry or exit point. The system not only displays
the availability status at strategic locations but
also sends the information such as slot allotted,
time parked, billing information and directional
details to the user’s mobile phone via SMS (Short
Message Service). By introducing the SMS feature we are basically targeting everyone as the
number of mobile subscribers in the world are
very high, which is expected to increase further
tremendously. Furthermore, including the SMS
feature helps us avoid the usage of paper or plastic
cards that are currently used for the purpose of
parking/billing.
This paper is organized as follows: Section
II decribes the system architecture and its operation. Section III discusses about the implementation details of the system. Section IV describes the experimental setup. Sections V and
VI present the future work and conclusion.
II. System Architecture
The block diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 1 and the CSS comprises of components as
shown in Figure 2. The operation of the system
is as follows:
• A user enters the parking facility. At the
entrance, there will be a keypad and a display
as shown is Figure 9. The driver enters his
mobile phone number using the keypad.
• On successful entry of the phone number, ID
of the nearest empty parking slot, time of
entry and route direction information will be
displayed on the monitor. The same information will also be sent to the user’s mobile
phone via SMS.
• In order to incorporate the SMS feature, a
GSM modem is connected to the CSS. A java
based SMS gateway at the CSS provides the
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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Figure 1.

System Architecture

Figure 2.

Central Supervisory Station Components

•

•

•

•

essential functionality using AT commands
to the send the SMS.
When the driver parks the car in the designated slot, a timer is started in the mote
present in that slot. The mote will inform
the CSS that the slot has been currently
occupied.
The CSS will update the database of the
motes with the occupancy information along
with the corresponding user mobile phone
number. This is done to uniquely identify the
parking slot with the vehicle.
When the driver leaves the parking slot area,
immediately the timer in that slot’s mote
stops. The timer data is communicated to the
CSS.
The CSS consults its database, extracts the
mobile phone number field corresponding to
the mote ID it received, and sends an SMS to
the user. The SMS will contain information
of how long the vehicle was parked and the
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billing amount.
• By the time the driver reaches the exit of the
parking facility, he/she would have received
the SMS containing the billing information.
Each parking slot will be equipped with an
MIB510 Iris sensor [6] mote running TinyOS
[7] operating system and MDA100 ambient light
sensor to detect the presence/absence of a vehicle.
The mote keeps track of how long the vehicle has
been parked and sends this timing information
to a repeater, which in turn sends it to the
CSS. The IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee Protocol) [8] is
the protocol used for communication between the
motes. The CSS calculates the billing information
based on the data received from the sensor motes.
The mote also sends the availability status to
the CSS which is displayed on a suitable GUI as
shown in Figure 10. The CSS monitors the status
of mote health.
To overcome the energy problems encountered
in multi-hop routing strategy, in the proposed
system, the motes forward their data to a repeater
mote placed at a convenient distance from both
the CSS as well as the individual motes in the
parking area. The repeater simply retransmits the
data it receives from the motes to the CSS. The
repeater is powered from the AC mains.
III. Implementation Details
The entire working flow of the system at CSS
and the sensor mote are shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, respectively.
A. Parking bay occupancy detection and Data
packet creation
The method employs measurement of the
amount of ambient light captured by the light sensor to detect the presence/absence of the vehicle
over the parking slot. The sensor mote is placed
at the center of the parking slot few inches below
the ground level with a suitable physical casing to
ensure only light incident in normal direction is
used for evaluation purpose. The principle behind
detection is that, when a vehicle occupies a slot,
there is a significant dip in the light intensity.
By comparing this light intensity with a suitable
threshold a decision on the occupancy status is
taken. The threshold set is adaptive in nature
based on the present lighting conditions.
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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Each sensor mote creates a data packet of 14
bytes with the following fields; mote id, timing
information and slot availability status. Each field
occupies two bytes. The packet header is as shown
in Figure 3:

Figure 3.

Occupancy Status Packet Header

This packet generated by the mote is transmitted to the CSS. At the CSS, a java based packet
sniffer program is used to detect the packets sent
to the CSS. This java program has been modified
to not only detect the packets but also parse the
packet to obtain just the last 6 bytes of data from
the packet. These last 6 bytes having the Mote
ID, the slot status and the timing information is
then stored at the CSS.
B. Dead or Alive (DoA) signalling
The mote periodically transmits DoA signal
to the CSS, which enables the CSS to keep
track of the health of the motes. The sensor
mote sends the DoA signal typically every five
seconds. The DoA signal is nothing but a data
packet containing only mote id as the payload.
The CSS maintains a table with all the mote
IDs as its entries. Whenever a DoA signal is
received, a count corresponding to that mote is
incremented. Then, a decision as to whether a
mote is dead/alive is taken after averaging over
three consecutive readings from all the motes for
experimental purpose. The number of consecutive
readings can be increased to obtain a higher
probablity of assurance, whether a mote is dead or
alive, but at the cost of increase in decision taking
time. The packet header here is of 10 bytes and
is shown in Figure 4:

Figure 4.

DOA Packet Header
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lighting conditions are monitored and readings
are captured periodically for a fixed interval of
time. These values are averaged out and after
comparing it with the previous threshold, the
new threshold is set. Hence the system is made
intelligent to adapt itself automatically to varying
light conditions.

Figure 5.

Flow Diagram at CSS

C. Data Packet Transmission Optimization
Radio Transmission consumes a lot of battery
power. In order to reduce the battery drain due to
repeated transmissions of data packet, the data
packet indicating the slot status is transmitted
only when there is a state transition. The state
transition happens when the vehicle arrives at
or leaves the parking bay. Activating the radio
module to communicate information only during
these transitions reduces the power consumption
to a great extent.
However, to further reduce the power consumption by the mote, it can be put to sleep state.
Since the DoA signal is sent every 5 seconds by
the motes, according to the calculation it takes
approximately 40 microseconds to transmit the 10
bytes long DoA signal at speed of 250Kbps. After
the DoA packet is sent, the mote’s transceiver
module is put to sleep state. The mote is then
awakened after every 5th second or if there is a
state transition.
It has been found that the radio module of the
mote in active state draws 12mA. On the other
hand, during the sleep state, it draws only 1µA.
This shows that by putting the mote to sleep state
considerable power savings can be achieved.

Figure 6.

Flow Diagram at Sensor Mote

IV. Experimental setup
The project uses Crossbow IRIS – XM210 mote
with MDA100CB sensor board. The MDA100CB
sensor board is equipped with a CdSe photocell
which acts as a light sensor. When there is light,
the nominal circuit output is near VCC or fullscale, and when it is dark the nominal output is
near GND or zero. This is used in the decision
making process. Each mote runs on two AA batteries. The CSS mote is connected to the pc via
USB cable for monitoring and display purposes.
Figure 10 shows the display running at the CSS.
The adaptive threshold for the sensor mote was
tested at an indoor parking facility at a mall. The
communication range of the radio module was
tested in the outdoor parking lot. The health status of the batteries in the motes is also monitored
for maintenance purposes. According to therotical calculations, the battery life is estimated
to be 1.58 years without considering the power
D. Adaptive Thresholding
consumed by the processor in idle state. The
The lighting conditions do not remain constant deployment of the sensor mote for the experiment
at all times. In order to adapt to the ever chang- is as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows a closer
ing lighting conditions, an adaptive thresholding view of the same. In order to avoid the mote being
algorithm has been implemented. The present over run by a car, the mote could be placed few
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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inches below the ground surface during the actual
deployment at the parking bay.
Attribute
Program Flash Memory
Serial Flash
RAM
Serial Communication
Analog to Digital Convertor
Current Drawn (Processor)
Frequency Band
Transmit Data Rate
Outdoor Range
Indoor Range
Current Drawn (Radio module)
Battery

IRIS - XM120
128K bytes
512K bytes
8K bytes
UART
10 bit ADC, 8 Channel, 0-3V input
8mA (Active), 8uA (Sleep)
2405 MHz – 2480 MHz
250 kbps
>300m
>50m
16mA (Rx mode), 10mA (Tx mode)
2 AA batteries

Table I
Hardware Specifications

Device
IRIS - XM120
Base Station - PC with Intel processor

Figure 9.

End User UI

Software/Operating System
TinyOS 2.1.1
Ubuntu 10.04
Listen tool, GUI using JDK 1.6
SMS gateway using JDK 1.6
Socket Programming using JDK 1.6
MySQL Database

Table II
Software Specifications

Figure 7.

Figure 8.

Deployment

Figure 10.

Deployment Under Car

Central Supervisory Station UI

outdoors environment, albeit at increased cost.
An active sensor may be added to validate the
light sensor information. Cost may be further
reduced by using a low cost processor mote such
as custom built mote using the 8051 microcontroller. The system can be further extended
to include the IMS network by providing information on SIP enabled devices. Another possible
extension would be to provide location based
services via mobile apps.

VI. Conclusion
V. Future Work
In the future work, we plan to use additional
The project successfully demonstrated the possensors which will allow usage of the system in sibility of using WSN for multi floor parking
Copyright (c) IARIA, 2012.
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facility. The system developed is fully automated,
highly energy efficient and cost effective as only
one sensor is utilized. The utilization of only one
light sensor with the adaptive threshold algorithm
was reliable in detecting the presence/absence of
the car. As the application does not demand any
complex routing mechanisms, our system implements the broadcast technique to communicate to
the CSS. This is both simple in implementation
and power efficient as opposed to unicast transmission which has a higher power profile due to
the additional overhead to the packets. Finally,
the system also proposed a novel approach of
associating the slot, timing, direction and billing
information with the users mobile number via
SMS.

[12] Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia, “Tiny OS Documentation Wiki.” http://docs.tinyos.net/, August 2011. Accessed: 25/6/2012.
[13] “Tiny OS 2.0.2 Documentation.” http://www.tinyos.net/
tinyos-2.x/doc/, July 2007. Accessed: 25/6/2012.
[14] “Data Sheet for Memsic IRIS Motes.” http:
//www.memsic.com/products/wireless-sensor-networks/
wireless-modules.html. Accessed: 28/7/2012.
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Abstract— Recent works have shown the needs for using
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) for rural and forest fire
detection. In this context, a number of approaches have been
proposed. However, such approaches do not take the wind
direction into account, which is not realistic and does not
provide accurate information on how the actual fire can be
spreading out. This paper proposes a set of real-time
experiments that take into account the wind direction in the
context of fire detection using a WSN. Results analysis shows
that the wind direction has an impact on the temperatures
recorded by the sensors and can be an important parameter
for on-time fire detection.
Keywords-Experiment; fire
wireless sensor network (WSN).

I.

detection;

wind

direction;

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the necessity for observing and controlling
hostile environments through Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) becomes essential for many military and scientific
applications [1]. Recent works have shown the needs for
using such networks for rural and forest fire detection [2][8]. The basic principle for detecting fire using WSNs is to
deploy a number of wireless sensors to cover a target area.
Such sensors should be able to collect several parameters,
such as temperature, humidity level and light intensity [2],
[4]. In order to properly evaluate those parameters, three
types of sensors are generally used [8]. The first type is
responsible for collecting information about the environment
where these sensors are deployed. Such information is
transmitted via a radio link to the second type of sensors, i.e.,
the sinks. This type of sensors processes the data coming
from the wireless sensors and transmits such data to a
gateway. The latter is directly connected to a host computer
via a USB (Universal Serial Bus) port, which enables to
directly transfer the data received from the sinks to the host
computer. In this context, the host computer displays the
processed information to home users.
Many applications of WSNs have been implemented for
fire detection [1], [9], [10]. The role of these applications is
to provide accurate information on how the actual fire is
spreading out. In this context, a number of equipments, such
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as GPS (Global Positioning System), cameras and base
stations, can also be used in order to have more details and to
better locate the fire. For example, Lloret et al. [11] used
cameras in a wireless sensor network for image and video
caption of a real fire, which is useful to validate the presence
of fire and prevent false alarms. Also, the sensor network
implemented by Osman et al. [12] does not take the wind
into account, which does not properly detect the presence of
fire on time. In the same vein, Yu et al. [13] propose a
method for detecting forest fire, using WSNs for collecting
information on temperatures, relative humidity and wind
speed. However, in the paradigm proposed in [13], the wind
direction is not taken into account, which is not realistic and
arises some questions. How can the presence of wind in a
site have an impact on the temperatures recorded? Does the
wind direction affect the process of fire detection?
This paper proposes a set of real-time experiments that
enable to assess the impact of wind direction on the
temperatures collected by a WSN. It is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the hardware platform, as well as the
application implementation of the proposed approach.
Section 3 describes the experiments and discusses the results
analysis. Section 4 gives some concluding remarks.
II. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In this research, we consider a realistic model which
takes into account the wind direction in the context of fire
detection using a WSN. In this section, we present the
hardware platform and the implementation of the WSN
applications.
A. Hardware platform
The proposed network consists of a sensor that collects
information about its environment, and a sensor gateway that
transfers the collected data to a host computer. In order to
ensure interaction between the environment and the
hardware system, a primary application for data collection is
implemented, whereas a second application for graphical
display is installed on the host computer.
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For the experiments, Tmote Sky wireless sensors from
Moteiv were used [14]. Each sensor is equipped with
integrated detectors for light, temperature and humidity
detection [15]. The sensors are controlled by a Texas
Instruments MSP 430 microcontroller which has 48 KB of
flash, 10 KB of RAM, and contains an internal digitally
controller directed oscillator (DCO) that runs at 8 Mhz. In
the same vein, TinyOS was used as a development
environment [16]. It is an operating system designed for
networks with limited resources. TinyOS libraries and
applications are written in nesC, a version of C that was
designed for programming embedded systems. In nesC,
programs are built from components that are connected
together to form an entire program.
According to [15], the units for the temperatures obtained
are ADC (ADCcounts). Conversion to °C is done as follows:
-

Find the internal voltage Vint as follows :
Vint = (ADCcounts) * (Vref/4096)

Host
computer

Radio

Sensor 2

Execution of
Delta
application

Gateway mote
Connected to
the COM port of
the Host
computer
Execution of
TOSBase
application

MOTECOM=serial@COM3:tmote
java com moteiv.trawler.Trawler
COM 3

Displaying data graphically
UART <=> TCP

(1)

where Vref = 1.5
-

Debug logger

From (1), it is possible to calculate the temperature
in °C as follows:
Temperature (°C) = (Vint – 0.986)/0.00355

(2)

B. Implementation of the WSN applications
A WSN application is a distributed program which
consists of several modules that are executed by different
computers. Such modules are illustrated in the deployment
diagram presented in Figure 1, where the nodes represent the
software packages and the lines correspond to the data
flowing between the nodes. The application execution is
controlled by a host computer that is connected with the
sensor gateway. Then, the communication between the
sensor gateway and the host computer is established with a
USB cable, using the application coming from the base
station (apps/TOSBase part) of TinyOS distribution.
In the context of this research, the needs for
implementing a number of applications are specific. First of
all, it is necessary to be able to modify the parameters of the
experiments: the fire intensity, the wind direction, as well as
the number of sensors and their coordinates. Secondly, as the
deployment is expensive, it is necessary to place the sensors
in specific locations, so that it is possible to download all the
samples recorded and to detect missing data. Furthermore, it
is difficult to control the wind direction. In order to do so, a
controlled wind will be produced by using a fan. Finally, an
electric oven will be used in order to generate and simulate
the heat.

Figure 1. Deployment diagram.

Moreover, the main application used in the experiments
is called Delta. Its installation requires first to compile it in
order to obtain a binary image in TinyOS, then to install the
binary image on each sensor. The commands for compiling
and installing Delta application are the following:
cd /opt/moteiv/apps/Delta
make tmote
make tmote reinstall,1
Once Delta application is installed, each sensor node can
sample its internal temperature and communicate it to the
other sensors. Then, another application called Trawler that
comes with TinyOS can be used. Trawler enables to start the
process of creating an ad hoc network and displaying the
network topology, as well as the messages received by the
PC on the screen. It is responsible for sending the sensor
commands via a USB port and the gateway. Also, it is
responsible for graphical representation of incoming data,
and for displaying the current temperatures obtained from the
sensor network and information about the sensor status. The
command for running Trawler is:
MOTECOM = serial@COM4:tmote java com
moteiv.trawler.Trawler
This command enables to send requests to the sensor nodes
through port COM4 that connects the gateway with the PC.
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III.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The first experiment aims at collecting the temperatures
recorded and transmitted over time by the sensor. Such an
experiment is mainly carried out for testing the sensor
capability to collect exact temperature values. For that, an
oven is used to produce the heat, as the sensor is placed at 6
cm from the heat and the wind speed is set to zero. At the
beginning of the experiment, the sensor indicates 17,079° C
as ambient temperature. Then, after turning on the oven, the
sensor node indicates that the temperatures are increasing, as
illustrated in Figure 2. We then realize that the temperature
variation is linear from the 103rd to the 1203rd second, then
becomes logarithmic. The maximum temperature is 54.215°
C obtained after 2303 seconds.
Such results can be interpreted as follows. At the
beginning of the fire, the temperatures increase quickly,
which justifies the linearity between 103 and 1203 seconds.
After a while, the growth rate of the temperatures decreases
until it converges to a nearly constant value. This
corresponds to the case of a real fire, where temperatures are
used to continuously increase until a fixed value [13]. In
other words, in the context of fire monitoring, a 50° C
threshold can be set. Therefore, when the temperatures
collected by the sensors exceed such a threshold, an alarm
can indicate the possible presence of fire.
Moreover, in the context of a real wildfire, the wind can
play an important role in the fire propagation. The purpose of
the following experiments is to evaluate the impact of the
wind direction on the temperatures recorded by the sensors.
It helps answer the following question: will the temperatures
collected by the sensors remain the same if the tests are
repeated under the same conditions, but with changes in the
wind direction? For this, a wind generated by a fan at a
constant speed of 8 km per hour is established. The distance
between the sensor and the heat is set to 6 cm. The wind
direction is controlled by positioning the fan in specific
angles relative to the axis that passes through the heat and
the sensor as follows: 0 degree, 45 degrees, 90 degrees, 135
degrees and 180 degrees, which is illustrated in Figure 3.
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More specifically, angle of 0 degree means that the wind
blows in the same direction as the heat and the sensor, i.e.,
the wind first passes through the heat before it reaches the
sensor. On the other hand, angle of 180 degrees means that
the wind first passes through the sensor before it reaches the
heat. Angles of 45 degrees, 90 degrees and 135 degrees are
other directions that the fan can take with respect to the heat
and the sensor. Note that for all the experiments, the
temperature values are registered at the same time (2200th
second) for each orientation. Also, note that we have not
considered any gust factor in the experiments.
Figure 4 illustrates the temperature values obtained for
this experiment. We realize that the highest temperature is
registered when the wind direction makes an angle of 0
degree. Every time the wind direction is changed, the sensor
collects lower temperature values. Specifically, at 135
degrees, the lowest temperature is registered. Indeed, when
the wind blows at 135 degrees, it redirects the heat from the
fire to other directions. As a result, it prevents the sensors
from collecting the correct temperature values. Theoretically,
the sensor should collect the lowest temperature at 180
degrees. However, for unexplained reasons, it was not
possible to obtain such a temperature for this condition of the
experiment.
In general, the distance between the sensor nodes and the
heat can play an important role in the early detection of the
fire. As a result, the sensor nodes must be as close as
possible to the heat, so that they can report the presence of
fire on time. In the next experiment, we propose to evaluate
the impact of wind direction on the temperatures collected,
while changing the distance between the sensor and the heat
to 20 cm, and keeping the other conditions the same as in the
previous experiment. Figure 5 illustrates the results obtained
for this experiment. As for the previous experiment, the
highest temperature is registered for wind direction of 0
degree, whereas the lowest temperature is registered for wind
direction of 135 degrees.

55
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45

Temperature (°C)

Moreover,
the
following
application
java
net.tinyos.sf.SerialForwarder is used as a java applet that
creates a TCP socket for enabling data sharing with other
applications on the host computer. It forwards the requested
packets to the Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter
(UART), as the sensor attached to the PC sends the messages
on the radio link. In addition, it takes the messages coming
from the UART, and forwards them to other users via an
Internet connection, which enables other applications to use
such information.
Note that, in the proposed experiments, only one sensor
sends information to the sensor gateway using the radio link.
Then, the sensor gateway sends such information to the host
computer which displays it on the screen. In this context, the
sensor gateway runs an application that listens to the radio
link. When a message coming from the sensors is received, it
is transmitted via a serial interface, in order to make it
available to the serial forwarder, and finally to the screen.
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Figure 2. Temperature variation indicated by the sensor node.
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Figure 4. Temperature variation in function of the wind direction at 6 cm.
Figure 3. Variation of wind direction in the proposed approach.
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Figure 6 compares the results obtained from both
experiments. In general, for the same wind direction, the
temperatures collected by the sensor at 20 cm from the heat
are lower than those collected at 6 cm. For instance, the
highest and lowest temperatures recorded by the sensor at 6
cm are 51.5 °C and 41.2 °C respectively, whereas such
temperatures respectively reach 43.3 °C and 34.39 °C at 20
cm. Such comparison confirms that the maximum
temperature is recorded at 0 degree, whereas the minimum
temperature is recorded at 135 degrees. In other words, if a
WSN is implemented for fire detection under windy
conditions, the time for fire detection will be the fastest for
wind direction of 0 degree and the slowest for wind direction
of 135 degrees. For wind directions of 45 or 90 degrees, the
collected temperatures depend on the distance between the
sensor node and the heat. At 6 cm, the temperature registered
for wind direction of 45 degrees is higher than that registered
for wind direction of 90 degrees, which is not the case at 20
cm. As a result, for wind directions of 45 or 90 degrees, the
time for fire detection depends on the distance between the
heat and the WSN. An important lesson learned is that the
wind direction has an impact on the temperatures collected
by the sensors and can be an important parameter for
detecting fire on time using a WSN. Note that at 180
degrees, the registered temperatures are not the lowest for
both experiments.
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Figure 5. Temperature variation in function of the wind direction at 20
cm.
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Distance between the sensor node and the fire = 20 cm
Distance between the sensor node and the fire = 06 cm
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Figure 6. Comparison of temperatures recorded for two different
distances.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a set of experiments were presented for
assessing the impact of wind direction on the temperatures
recorded by a WSN. In this context, a real heat was
generated using an oven, whereas the presence of wind was
simulated using a fan that had different orientations. Several
applications were implemented in the sensor nodes for
recording environmental temperatures and sending such
information to a sensor gateway. Results analysis shows that
the wind direction has an impact on the recorded
temperatures. More specifically, if a WSN is implemented
for fire detection under windy conditions, the time for fire
detection can be the fastest for wind direction of 0 degree
and the slowest for wind direction of 135 degrees. Future
work should focus on methods and algorithms that consider
the impact of both wind direction and wind speed on fire
detection using a WSN.
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Abstract – There is a need for systems that unify the processes
of collecting, storing and analysing long-term sensor data in
multi-user contexts. The ubiquity and communication features
of smartphones make them suitable as data aggregation
platforms for standalone sensors. Cloud-based servers are
advantageous for their centralisation and scalability in the
storage and processing of data. This paper conceptualises a
method to link sensors with a cloud server by detailing a
smartphone application design (for collecting, aggregating and
transmitting data from connected sensors), communication
protocol (to preserve security and integrity of data during
transmission) and storage methodology (to protect data during
processing and storage within the cloud server). Overall, this
paper presents design concepts to link sensors with cloudbased storage and provides details of a health-based
implementation that applies them.
Keywords – sensor; smartphone; security; cloud; data.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The development of ultra-low power transmission
protocols for wireless sensor devices has led to an increase in
the number of physiological measurement systems that
typify Body Area Networks (BAN) [1][2]. These networks
typically collect physiological information from multiple
sensors and transmit it to a central receiver for storage,
analysis and/or feedback. The process of linking many
sensors to a central server can be performed by an
aggregation platform tasked with consolidating and securely
re-transmitting all data collected from a single body. Current
generation smartphones have shown to be suitable for this
purpose, in both short-term single-user feedback [3] and
longer-term multi-user feedback [4][5] contexts. However,
many of the existing multi-user systems tend to focus on
direct distribution of data (without analysis) [4] or are
tailored to specific targets and lack versatility [5]. There is a
need for a more generalised system that integrates collection,
aggregation, secure storage and analysis with the potential to
incorporate future data formats and processing methods by
expanding on rather than replacing the fundamental system
design.
This paper outlines the proposed design of a system that
uses a smartphone as an aggregation platform to link
standalone sensors with a cloud-based server. The cloud
server builds on previous work by the authors: a server
platform designed to closely integrate storage and analysis of
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data within a scalable distributed architecture [6]. Section II
outlines important design factors in using a smartphone as a
sensor bridge. Section III details a practicable strategy for
securely and reliably transmitting data to the cloud server,
and the methodology employed within the server to protect
data during processing and storage. Section IV describes the
preliminary development track for a health-based
implementation based around the proposed techniques.
II.

SMARTPHONE BRIDGE

Traditional methods of collecting data from external
sensors such as pedometers that relied on manual user input
have been shown to require intrusive “compliance-enhancing
features” to sustain a high level of data entry and integrity
[7]. As a promising alternative, smartphones can facilitate
data collection from sensors by acting as an automated
aggregation, storage and communication platform. This
allows them to operate as a standalone aggregation platform
that provides basic analysis and feedback of data to the user,
a bridging device that transfers the data directly to an
external system, or a combination of the two. The concept of
a bridging device is particularly useful when large amounts
of data are being collected, either from one or many users, or
there is computationally heavy analysis to be performed that
would benefit from the use of dedicated tools.
A. Application Design
When designing a persistent application such as a sensor
bridge, the developer must consider that smartphones are
capable of performing many concurrent tasks that may
frequently and randomly require control of the user interface.
Fortunately, smartphone operating systems (OSs) support
background states where an application may operate almost
invisible to the user without disrupting other applications.
This is an ideal method for implementing a sensor bridge, as
the majority of its lifecycle is spent collecting data from
external devices. In using this method, consideration of user
notification, power consumption, and server connectivity
factors is essential.
B. User Interaction
While it was mentioned that user reliance in data
collection resulted in poor compliance, automated methods
may occasionally require some administration in order to
operate correctly. A sensor collection application, for
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instance, will require a means of modifying variable settings,
such as a list of sensors, remote server address or user
credentials. There are a variety of methods to achieve such
tasks, such as a downloaded configuration file or a simple
interface that appears when either the application is installed.
C. User Notification
In the absence of a graphical interface, notification tools
such as icons and pop-up messages provide a mechanism of
either reassuring the user that the service is operating as
intended or to alert them to issues that require their attention.
In the context of a sensor bridge, regular events such as
sensor status updates and successful data transfers to a
remote system do not require user involvement, merely
notifying that the system is operating correctly. Nonintrusive, non-blocking methods (e.g., Android’s Toast
notifications) that simply appear on the screen before fading
after a short time are suitable for these events.
Critical events such as sensor or communications
hardware failure that may result in data loss demand
immediate attention. Therefore, intrusive methods
incorporating features such as vibration, audio tones and
interface-blocking visual alerts requiring acknowledgement
provide the best chance of notifying the user.
D. Power Management
Background applications typically do not require a user
interface; therefore power consumption caused by screen
lighting is largely insignificant. However, the constant use of
communications hardware for a sensor bridge will have a
noticeable impact on battery life. To alleviate this, methods
are required that help to minimize power use where possible.
It is well established that location tracking using Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) can consume considerable power
[8] and have a high Time To First Fix (TTFF), making it
impractical in applications where location data is requested
infrequently. Fortunately, OSs allow location tracking to be
achieved without the use of GPS, instead using the known
coordinates of cell towers and wireless access points (WiFi)
to triangulate the user’s position. This can be achieved in a
fraction of the time, with a reduced accuracy depending on
the availability of network infrastructure and with a
significant reduction in power consumption.
Smartphones typically have an idle state of activity
where the internal processor enters a low power mode until a
wake up event occurs. However, the use of a background
application for constant sensor communication will prevent
the OS from entering this state, regardless of phone or user
activity. By monitoring the incoming data, it may be possible
to detect periods of user inactivity where collection can be
temporarily suspended (e.g., during sleep).
E. Server Connectivity
A simple implementation of a bridging application may
involve a persistent connection with an external system with
collected data streamed immediately across. However, longterm collection from multiple sensor devices can generate
significant amounts of data that may consume the limited
mobile phone data allowance available to the user. Use of
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WiFi can aid this situation by only uploading when a
network connection is available and reserving the cellular
network for emergency use. Applying a method such as this
will involve the use of temporary storage of data on the
mobile phone, so storage capacity must be considered when
deciding how long data may be allowed to accumulate before
utilizing the cellular network.
In order to ensure that data transfer to an external system
maintains a high level of security and integrity, a robust
communications protocol must be devised. The following
section proposes a protocol that meets these requirements.
III.

CENTRALISED SERVER

The data storage methodology used in this system
employs and extends an existing system that integrates the
collection, storage, analysis and visualisation of multichannel multi-sensor data within a cloud context [6]. The key
elements explored in this section include securely
communicating sensor data from multiple mobile clients to a
central server, as well as handling reception, manipulation,
storage and protection of data within the server.
A. Authentication and Communication
In this system, each connection from client to server
represents a link between an identifiable user (with a unique
username and secret password) and an arbiter within the
server that controls access to the storage and processing
tools. The functionality provided by the server is intended
for use with private data; this means that all connections
must be authenticated so that eavesdropping, modifying or
otherwise intercepting communication is not foreseeably
possible. Protocols such as HTTPS [9] and WEP/WPA2
(WiFi security) provide some level of protection, but neither
have been proven to be infallible [10][11] and are
conceptually vulnerable to man-in-the-middle style attacks.
The authentication procedure used in this system aims to
prevent man-in-the-middle attacks without the need for a
trusted certification authority by using a private key that is
never communicated over a network. Figure 1 shows a
proposed methodology that implements this authentication
procedure, consisting of three distinct parts – login (A), data
transfer/processing (B) and logout (C).
The authentication process begins when the client
software receives a unique username and confidential
password from the user. The two credentials are encrypted
using a hashing function to generate a secret cipher key that
is stored internally for later use. When a session is required,
the client requests the right to be authenticated (Figure 1
A1), which is reciprocated with a pseudo-random unique
))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))

Figure 1. Communication protocol for uploading data
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login seed (A2) from the server. The client then uses a
second hashing function to produce an authentication key
from the secret cipher key and the received login seed. This
authentication key (A3) is sent to the server for comparison
with an equivalent (generated internally using the same two
hashing steps). If the two match, the server replies with a
private session key (encrypted using the secret cipher key)
(A4) for use on all messages within the session (B1-B4).
Since the authentication key (A3) is dependent on the
login seed that preceded it, it cannot be re-used to
authenticate illegitimately. By limiting the frequency of login
requests (A1), the risk of dictionary-based attacks can be
minimised. The length of the session key (A4) controls the
relative probability of brute force decryption [11], and is
based upon the maximum number of packets expected within
any given session. Because the session key is private,
symmetric-key encryption techniques such as Integrity
Aware Cipher Block Chaining (IACBC) can be used; this
particular technique combines confidentiality and
verification of correctness into a single computationally
efficient algorithm [12]. Replay attacks can be prevented
within the server.
Messages sent within the context of an authenticated
session may include, but are not limited to, data uploads (B1)
and requests to run data processing scripts (B3), both of
which are reciprocated with an acknowledgement of success
(B2, B4). In data uploads, specific details such as packet
size, format, timing and error handling are defined at the
discretion of each client, but each upload produces a single
data file on the server. Data processing involves collating
these packets, optionally synchronising and filtering the
content and storing the result. Such requests may occur until
the client logs out (C1, C2) or the session is terminated.
This protocol will be further analysed in a future
validation study, with the null hypothesis being that socially
engineered attacks and weaknesses in the smartphone OS
represent the greatest threat to the security of the system. The
performance implications have not yet been analysed.

Each data packet that is uploaded to the server is stored
as a single unencrypted file within a virtual scratch space.
This space is generated by the File Handler and consists of
symbolic links to folders within the file system that an
authenticated session has read/write access to, with access to
all other folders disabled. These folders include, but are not
limited to, private storage (User/), shared storage belonging
to the user’s group (Group/), a public folder readable by any
entity (Public/), and a cache folder representing the context
in which actions triggered by communication-based requests
takes place (Job/). Data packets would usually be uploaded
to the Job/ folder.
In this system, file-based storage is only intended for
short-term use, with permanent data storage handled by a
Structured Query Language (SQL) database system. Use of
query-based systems such as this shifts the responsibility of
identifying, evaluating and collating the requested data away
from the user level to the database system framework. In
doing so, the system can rely on well-established data
acquisition techniques used within SQL frameworks to
optimise performance. This structure also allows security
features to be implemented by intercepting and manipulating
query syntax, as is performed within the Rule Parser.
C. Data Processing and Storage
The transition from temporary file storage to long-term
database storage is achieved through a process of collating
the uploaded data packets into a contiguous data set,
processing and filtering the data as necessary, and storing the
result into the database. The exact procedure is context
dependent and intended to be versatile, and as such, is suited
to a scripting environment such as MATLAB [6]. For
protection of the server [13], the code execution environment
is sandboxed, with resource access controlled by the Script
Handler. In scripts used to upload data, provisional access is
given to files within the Job/ folder for input and the Storage
Database (via the Rule Parser) for output.

B. Data Reception
Figure 2 details the internal modules within the server
relating to reception, processing and storage in the context
of uploading data from external clients. Requests from
clients are managed by the Input/Output (I/O) handler,
which communicates with the File Handler, Script Handler
and Session Handler as necessary, depending on the type of
request received. The Session Handler also communicates
authentication details to the Rule Parser, which protects the
Storage Database from unauthorised access.

D. Data Protection
The purpose of the Rule Parser is to prevent unauthorised
access to data by validating and amending the syntax of all
SQL queries before they reach the Storage Database. The
current
implementation
focuses
on
asserting
a
straightforward permission directive – the content of a table
row may only be updated by the same user who created it,
although other users may also be given permission to read it.
To enforce this, all tables within the SQL database contain
two hidden fields (_owner and _readers), which are used to
determine the access rights of the currently authenticated
user ($user) specified by the Session Handler (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Server modules for receiving, processing and storing data

Figure 3. Query evaluation flowchart; simplified Rule Parser
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A simplified representation of the algorithm used to
enforce access rights is shown in Figure 3. Upon receiving a
query, the Rule Parser verifies that the query text contains no
mention of the words _owner or _readers, since either could
constitute an attempt to manipulate or otherwise access
hidden fields. If either keyword is found, the query is
rejected. The query is also rejected if it is not an attempt to
INSERT (create), UPDATE (modify) or SELECT (read) one
or more rows. In the case of an INSERT statement, the query
text is modified to define the _owner as being the $user. In
an UPDATE statement, the query text is modified to ensure
that $user is the _owner in all rows to be updated. In a
SELECT statement, the query text is modified to ensure that
$user exists within a list of _readers. It is noted that the full
implementation will comprehensively evaluate syntax
(including wildcards) to prevent misuse and provide
functionality to add and remove users from the _readers list.
IV.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT

A health-based application is being developed using a
smartphone (running Android OS) containing WiFi, location
tracking, Bluetooth and an ANT receiver for communication
with compatible wireless sensors. The initial development of
this application will involve acquisition of data using an
ANT compatible footpod. The sensor determines stride,
cadence and distance using a triaxial accelerometer and
transmits this information to the phone at a rate of 2Hz.
The application is implemented as a background service
that commences during the boot sequence of the OS. This
service initialises the ANT communications channel with the
sensor and stores the received data into a temporary file.
Location tracking provided by the phone is also utilised to
obtain geographical position intermittently, with the option
of GPS or network services depending on application
requirements. In this system, network services are heavily
favoured over GPS, trading off reduced accuracy for
significantly reduced power consumption and time to first
fix, as the hardware is only required to be active long enough
to triangulate the user’s position before switching off. The
use of GPS allows its impact on battery life to be measured,
as well as providing a relative measurement of accuracy.
Data upload to the server occurs based on the availability
of WiFi and 3G networks. While a WiFi connection is
present, data latency is kept low through frequent uploads. If
WiFi is unavailable, data is accumulated in local storage
until a connection becomes available. Once a local storage
limit is reached, accumulated data is uploaded using the 3G
network. If neither network is available, there is little choice
but to notify the user and request immediate action.
Due to the dependence on network availability, data
packets uploaded to the server may be unpredictable in size
and content. At least once a day, the client will request that a
script be run to collate, process and store all data currently
held within uploaded packets. To do this, the script creates a
contiguous stream of time domain samples, with each sample
stored as an independent entry into the database. Each
sample has an owner, timestamp, source (e.g., ANT or GPS)
and a set of numeric fields used to describe sample content.
An ANT sample will contain stride, cadence and distance,
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while a GPS sample will contain latitude, longitude,
accuracy and time to first fix. In future development, the
cloud server will process this data to produce useful statistics
to users and their supervising practitioners.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has outlined the design of a sensor bridge
application and a communication and storage protocol to
allow long-term multi-user sensor data to be securely
uploaded to a remote centralised server. Further work will
involve a validation of the prototype implementation to
expand the capabilities of both the data collection and
analysis aspects of the system. Due to the generalised design
of the overall system, it can be applied to various real world
applications in areas such as health and sport.
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Abstract— An underwater swarm network for monitoring and
exploration applications is proposed. Specifically, the behavior
for different application scenarios with the corresponding
performance analysis is presented. The design of an
underwater swarm is discussed considering that the main
requirement is maintaining the nodes power consumption as
low as possible, without any increase of latency in the network.
Results show that both average power and latency can be
preserved by considering a reasonable number of hops needed
to forward information from source to destination. It is
verified that the results are influenced by the nodes motion
related to the swarm configuration. This study aims to provide
some guidelines to develop an autonomous underwater vehicles
swarm for underwater applications.
Keywords – swarm; underwater communications.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, a growing interest has been
showed for the Underwater Acoustic Networks (UANs) [1]
[2]. Several studies have been performed to overcome
limitations due to underwater environment, being the UANs
affected by different factors influencing performance
requirements with respect to the terrestrial ones. Mainly, the
temporal and spatial variability, in combination with poor
bandwidth availability of the underwater acoustic channel
lead to consider the communication range limited and
dramatically dependent on both range and frequency [3].
First underwater experimental systems were performed to
demonstrate the hardware capabilities and the possibility of
underwater communication architecture [4][5].
Our study is directed to a particular UAN, the Swarm
Underwater Acoustic Network (SUAN), that is a network, in
which the communication paradigm is not a trivial challenge,
because the traditional peer-to-peer communication among
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) devices, as
described in [6], is not applicable. Moreover, the particular
scenario that is investigated, such as surveillance scenarios
with self-organizing capabilities of the network, leads to
consider both control and data traffic within the swarm.
Some studies have been performed for this scope, where
Ad-Hoc networks [7], or cellular-type [8] networks have
been considered to define the underwater network
communication. Other studies consider the underwater
network as a sensor network. In [9], for instance Fazel et al.
consider the performance of a sensor network in terms of
energy efficiency, even if their conclusions are not
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applicable to our case because they assumed a network
composed of a large number of fixed nodes anchored to the
bottom of the ocean for long period monitoring. The swarm
configuration is instead characterized by an aggregate
motion due to different modes operability, in which they are
involved.
The outcome of this study is the basis for swarm nodes
design, in order to define an underwater network for both
monitoring and alarm detection applications. A preliminary
study has been performed in [10], where the challenges
needed at the protocol stack of the AUVs members of the
swarm were analyzed. In this work a deeper investigation on
swarm nodes motion has been carried out, and how this
could impact over network performance has been further
investigated in terms of number of hops involved during the
forwarding information activities. It is mandatory to maintain
this parameter as low as possible to obtain twofold
enhancements
• to preserve the lifetime of the network: few nodes
are involved in the forwarding and consequently
their corresponding battery levels are conserved;
• to reduce latency in the network: few hops are
needed and then less time is spent for sending
packets in the very slow underwater channel.
The paper is organized as follows: a brief introduction of
the considered application scenarios is provided in Section
II, the system model is described in Section III, the test cases
are described in Section IV, and the main results are showed
in Section V. Finally, in Section VI, the main conclusions are
drawn.
II.

UNDERWATER SWARM DEFINITION

An underwater swarm network is characterized by nodes
very close one to each other, with mobility capability. The
structure of the network is that of a distributed network, in
which the nodes, through the exchange of control
information, will take decisions in collaborative manner.
This system will be able to work in two different modes,
which correspond to two different application scenarios:
• Environment Monitoring (Broadcast Scenario), in
which the nodes perform measurements of proper
parameters, measurements of shallow water in the
port area and short range communications are
considered. From a communication point of view, it
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means that each node is able to communicate with its
closest neighbor and to forward information towards
a collecting node, which usually is a bottom node
with could have also a radio equipment to
communicate with a platform at the surface.
• Alarm detection (Pipeline Scenario): the swarm
detects an alarm occurrence, for instance a measured
value of a specific parameter (e.g., oil in the water)
is higher than a given threshold in a specific region,
and thus, it will be ready to coordinate itself and
move towards the area, in which the anomalies have
been detected. From a communication point of view,
it means that each node is connected only to one
next node and all the nodes are allocated in a linear
manner. In this case a heavy data transmission is
assumed in a directional way.
We remind that, a swarm is characterized by a more
complex communication protocol than a peer-to-peer
paradigm often applied to AUV devices, and thus the
performance of the network will be strictly related to the
solutions taken into account at each design level.
III.

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an underwater network of 10 swarm nodes
located initially in random positions within a volume of 1000
m×1000 m×150 m. Each node has mobility capability. All
the nodes within a coverage range rcov from a given node are
considered as its own neighbors. Generally, a network design
is based on a suitable trade-off between the coverage radius
of each component, and the available transmission power. In
addition, to take into account real time data transmission
(e.g., submarine video), also the latency constraints need to
be considered. Furthermore, the particular mobility
availabilities of the swarm nodes need to be analyzed. They
have to move, in some situations, very close each to the
other, and so interference has to be maintained as low as
possible. From these considerations, we have found that all
the possible solutions impact, at different levels, over the
network performance.
A. Mobility
An important aspect to be considered is the nodes
mobility, which determines the different applicative
scenarios under test. A 3D model is considered: it is assumed
that the position information are stored in all the nodes, and
MAUV
rmin
rcov

a) Low Dense

thus a perfect knowledge of exact neighbors’ positions is
available at any time. The two proposed scenarios imply
different algorithms to model nodes motion.
Pipeline Scenario - In this scenario the nodes move
along the linear conjunction source to destination node. They
may assume a dense or a sparse configuration, as depicted in
Fig. 1.
Broadcast Scenario – In this case, a control algorithm is
implemented able to elaborate an ellipsoid dimension, in
which each node has to move inside. The ellipsoid
dimensions are dependent on two parameters: the number of
nodes, N and the maximum “dimension” of the swarm (e.g.,
the more distance nodes possible within the swarm), D.
Afterwards, one of the nodes will be elected as the
“center” of the ellipsoid (this choice could depend on the
target of the swarm, as well as the final configuration
selection, i.e., ellipsoid or sphere) and then, others nodes,
located outside the ellipsoid, will have to move inside it.
Each of those nodes will move towards the direction of
the center of the ellipsoid as far as a distance rmin from the
node to the surface of the ellipsoid has been reached. rmin
represents the minimum physical distance, at which the AUV
devices have to stay to avoid to crash one to each other. Even
in this case, the nodes could stay very close one to each other
(high dense configuration) or not (low dense configuration).
A possible sequence of the algorithm states is depicted in
Fig. 2. Note that, when the nodes have reached the ellipsoid
(Fig. 2b), they form three sub-clusters around the two
focuses and the center of the ellipsoid, respectively (each
node will choose the closest of these points). To save power,
a node stops when has reached a connection to one of the
possible sub-clusters (Fig. 2c). After that, sub-clusters will
join together by moving their extreme nodes towards the
other sub-clusters. During this operation, if a node loses
connection from its sub-cluster of origin, another node of its
group will “follow” it. Iterating this operation will force the
swarm to occupy the maximum possible area of the ellipsoid
(Fig. 2d), without the use of a central control.
B. Physical Layer
For the Physical Layer technology, a system based on
underwater acoustic signals propagation is considered.
Compared to traditional AUNs, in SUAN the
communication range is very short and can be vary from 3 to
100 meters.
In [10], to obtain a good trade-off between bandwidth
and efficiency, an isotropic transducer operating at 300 kHz
was considered. This value is higher than those used in
traditional UAN, but at the same time implies a less harmful
multipath effect. The modulation format adopted for acoustic
shallow water channel is a Multi-Frequency Shift Keying
(M-FSK) with M=4, 8 and 16. This modulation format is
more prone to contrast the multipath effects and can allow a
low cost modem implementation. Generally, the Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) per bit can be evaluated as [7]

b) High Dense

Figure 1. Pipeline scenarios: low (a) and high dense (b) configurations.
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considered. In particular, we have assumed an ALOHA
without interference phenomena. Future studies will be
necessary to evaluate the effects of the MAC over the system
reliability. Hence, a Collision Probability, Pcoll, will be
included in the proposed model.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2. Mobility algorithm: a sequence of a possible configuration: (a)
initial nodes’ random positions; (b) the nodes enter in the ellipsoid; (c) the
formation of the three sub-clusters; (d) final configuration.

SNR (d , f ) =

PTX (d )
A(d , f ) ⋅ N Tot ( f )

(1)

D. Network Layer
To design a reasonable swarm, two aspects need to be
verified: energy saving and latency reduction. These
requirements suggest to consider at network level a multihop paradigm to forward data among the swarm in order to
obtain a reasonable trade-off between the above mentioned
opposite factors. The network performance can be thus
expressed by the End-to-End Frame Error Probability (FEP)
for a multi-hop route, which depends on the number of hops
needed to forward information from source to destination.
FEP can be evaluated as in [7], resulting

FEP = 1 − (1 − Pb ) L⋅nh

(4)

where PTX is the transmitted power, A(d,f) the attenuation
over the link between the transmitting node Tx and the
receiving node Rx. NTot (f) is the overall ambient noise due to
turbulence, shipping, waves and thermal noise.
The attenuation is given by [7]

A(d , f ) = d k ⋅ a d

where Pb is the bit error probability for a single node-tonode link, L the frame size in bits, and nh is the number of
hops needed to forward data within the swarm. Obviously, nh
strictly depends in what configuration the swarm is, and then
by its geometrical characteristics. The bit error probability
depends on both the modulation format and the propagation
(2) channel. An M-FSK modulation format over a Rayleigh
fading channel is considered. Therefore, the Pb of an M-ary
orthogonal signal can be expressed as [13]

where k is the energy spreading factor (k is 1 for
cylindrical, and 2 for spherical spreading) and

 M − 1

(−1) ( m+1) ⋅ 
m 
M /2

Pb =
⋅∑
M − 1 m=1 1 + m + mγ
M −1

α( f )

a = 10

10

(3)

is a frequency-dependent term depending on the
absorption coefficient α(f). The absorption coefficient for the
frequency range of interest is calculated according to Thorp’s
expression [11], expressed in dB/km and f in kHz.
A packet is correctly received if the SNR (1) exceeds a
proper threshold, which can be evaluated by considering the
sensitivity level of the receiver. This value is obtained by the
data sheets specifications of the transducers. Specifically, for
our simulations, an ITC-1089D transducer has been
considered. Its specifications are: Receiving Voltage
Sensitivity (RVS) of -218 dB re1V/1µPa and Transmit
Voltage Response (TVR) exceeding 148 dB re 1µPa/V@1m.
C. Medium Access Control Layer
Different solutions have been proposed in literature for
Medium Access Control (MAC) Layer design [12]. For low
data rate, with rare collision events, a very simple solution
such as ALOHA scheme or its improved version, can be
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(5)

where M is the level of the M-FSK modulation format,
and γ the linear expression of the SNR resulting from (1).
IV.

TEST CASES

Performance analysis has been repeated for both the
proposed scenarios. Different considerations have been
carried out for each case, strictly related to the different
mobility models that swarm can assume. Specifically,
• Pipeline Scenario - AUVs place themselves along
the linear conjunction between source to destination
to forward information in efficient manner.
• Broadcast Scenario - The swarm can assume two
different geometrical shapes: Sphere or Ellipsoid.
For each case, it is possible consider two configurations:
• Low dense configuration: AUVs assume a uniform
distribution inside the limited area to maximize the
swarm coverage area.
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• High dense configuration: AUVs are located very
close each to other. They are at the minimum
distance permitted by their physical dimension.
V.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND TRADE-OFFS

Performance analysis has been carried out by Matlab [14]
and system performance has been evaluated and compared
with different test cases described in Section IV. More
deeply, we have investigated the performance of the swarm
network in terms of FEP according to [4]. We have firstly
evaluated the FEP by considering the number of hops
needed to reach destination by theoretical considerations in
different test cases, taking into account the main system
constraints: the minimum distance, rmin , and the coverage
radius of each node, rcov. After we have evaluated nh by
considering the outcome by both mobility, and physical
simulations.
Specifically:
• the outcome by the mobility model will permit to
evaluate the distance of each node in different
configurations;
• the outcome by the physical model will permit to
evaluate the corresponding SNR (at each distance
calculated by the mobility schemes) of the
transmitted signal for each node. The average SNR
value for each test case will be considered for the
FEP evaluation.
These evaluations have been performed for each M-ary
modulation format. We proposed some equations to define a
number of hops for each scenario as described in the
following subsections.
A. Pipeline Scenario
We have evaluated the number of hops taking into
account geometric configurations of the swarm for both high
and low dense case. We have reported only theoretical
considerations because no difference has been found by
simulation results.
• Low Dense Pipeline – In this case the nodes are
located at the maximum distance allowable for a fully
connected swarm, rcov (Fig. 1a), and the number of
hops is given by

•

B. Broadcast Scenario
For this scenario we have firstly evaluated nh with
theoretical considerations, after we have repeated the same
analysis by considering the outcome of the mobility
simulator.
1) Theoretical Model – The model is based on
geometrical considerations of the different configurations
that the swarm assumes. For each test case, the maximum
number of hops needed to forward information from source
to destination has been evaluated.
a) High Dense Sphere Configuration - The maximum
number of nodes can be evaluated according to (8), as the
ratio between two sphere volumes: the Physical Sphere, Vmin
and the Coverage Sphere Vcov. This assumption is justified
by considering that each node is very close to each other,
and thus the Coverage Sphere of each node overlaps with
the other ones (Fig. 3b),

nhDS

4
3
N π ⋅ rmin
r
Vmin
3
= N ⋅  min
=
=
4
Vcov
3
 rcov
π ⋅ rcov
3

3

 .



(8)

b) Low Dense Sphere Configuration – The number of
hops can be evaluated according to (9), where D is the
diameter of the sphere, in which the swarm can stay and d is
the maximum distance between two neighbors nodes, which
corresponds, in the worst case, to rcov (Fig. 3a). The
diameter D can be calculated as a function of the volume of
the sphere that (in the worst case) contains N spheres of rcov
/2 radius. In this case, the maximum hops number is

nhLS =

6

V
D
= π =
d
rcov
3

3

3

4 r 
N π  cov 
π 3  2 
= 3 N.
rcov
6

(9)

c) High Dense Ellipsoid Configuration – As in the
high dense sphere case, the nodes are very close one to each
other within a “thin” sphere that converges to an ellipsoid; if
the ellipsoid is very thin means that the swarm assumes a
quasi-linear configuration and thus the number of hops can
be calculated by (7), whereas if the ellipsoid has its
geometrical parameters of the same value (i.e., a=b=c), the
nhLP = N − 1 .
(6) ellipsoid converges to the sphere case and the number of
hops is expressed by (8). For all the other cases, the number
of hops is given by
High Dense Pipeline – In this case the nodes are
located at the minimum distance allowable, rmin
3
(Fig. 1b) and thus the number of hops to cover the
 rmin 
r
(10)
distance D is obtained as the ratio D to rcov
 < nh < ( N − 1) ⋅ min .
N ⋅

r 
 cov 

nhHP =

D ( N − 1) ⋅ rmin
r
=
= ( N − 1) ⋅ min .
rcov
rcov
rcov
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rcov

(7)
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d) Low Dense Ellipsoid Configuration – As in the low
sphere configuration, the maximum distance allowable
between two nodes is determined by the minimum SNR
required by rcov. If the ellipsoid is very thin, it collapses to a
linear distance such as the pipeline, and the number of hops
is equal to N-1, while if the ellipsoid collapses to a sphere,
the number of hops can be expressed by (9). Even in this
case the average configuration with a canonic ellipsoid leads
to a number of hop as:

3

N < nhLE < N − 1.

(11)

2) Numerical Results – The results obtained by using
theoretical approaches have been confirmed by simulation
outcomes. We have simulated the swarm mobility models
and after evaluated the number of hops needed for each
configuration. In our simulations, we assume 10 AUVs in
the swarm, with rcov=80 m and rphy =3 m. The output of the
mobility algorithm is the Hop Matrix, MHop, in which the ith column represents the number of hops needed to the i-th
node to reach the j-th node. We have verified that:
a) High Dense Sphere Configuration – Each node is
directly connected to all the others, and then the MHop will
be composed of all 1, i.e., only one hop is needed to reach
the destination.
b) Low Dense Sphere Configuration – In this case the
details of the MHop are shown in Fig. 4, in which we can note
that the maximum number of hops is 6, due to the spherical
symmetry of the nodes configuration.
c) High Dense Ellipsoid configuration – Even in this
case the MHop matrix is fulfilled as the High Dense Sphere
one.
d) Low Dense Ellipsoid Configuration – The number of
hops increases significantly with respect to the previous case,
due to the increase of the swarm area.

Figure 3. Sphere scenarios: low (a) and high (b) dense configurations.
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Figure 4. Hop Matrix – Low Dense Sphere Configuration (left) and Low
Dense Ellipsoid Configuration (right).

In this case, the maximum number of hops reaches the
Pipeline Low case, i.e., 9 hops. It means that all the nodes
are involved in the forwarding activities (Fig. 4).
Figures 5-8 show the performance in terms of FEP for
each case under test for both theoretical and numerical
results, respectively. The evaluations have been repeated for
M-FSK with M=4,8, and 16. In the figures only 4-FSK and
16-FSK have been reported because the 8-FSK results
appeared not significantly different from the 4-FSK ones.
Specifically, Fig. 5 shows the theoretical FEP evaluation
for pipeline scenarios. Figures 6-7 show FEP evaluations for
low dense sphere and ellipsoid, respectively by considering
both theoretical and numerical models. Fig. 8 depicts high
dense sphere and ellipsoid cases. In the latter case theoretical
and numerical results are coincident, and thus only one
(theoretical) has been reported. We have verified that 16FSK requires a lower SNR value than 4-FSK to achieve the
same FEP level. This attitude becomes more evident in the
high dense cases. The sphere configurations are
characterized by better performance with respect to the other
ones, while the ellipsoid scenarios assume middle
performance between the sphere and the pipeline cases. All
the theoretical considerations are confirmed by numerical
results, showing a good confidence level for the proposed
mobility algorithm.
VI.

CONLCUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Underwater swarm networks have been considered to
define the requirements to be satisfied in different
application scenarios. Performance evaluations by
comparing different operability modes for a swarm network
have been carried out. By numerical results we have verified
that the performance strictly depends on the different swarm
configurations. The power consumption and the latency have
to be taken into account, which are the main constraints for
alert applications. A good trade-off has to be achieved to
obtain solutions suitable to real underwater context. Future
studies will be to consider a more complex physical layer
model, which includes environment information and its
variability (i.e., temperature and salinity profiles),
remembering that in underwater network design the upper
layers of nodes are highly constrained by the physical layer
parameters.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the localization problem of an
underwater robotic swarm in the context of the HARNESS
project (Human telecontrolled Adaptive Robotic Network of
SensorS) currently in progress in our laboratory. This system
is based on cheap autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV)
organized with swarm rules and conceived to perform tasks,
ranging from environmental monitoring to terrorism attack
surveillance. The key aims of the HARNESS project are: the
development of a novel underwater acoustic channel with very
high performances in routing and data throughput capacities;
and the design of a reliable swarm rule-based control system
with an interface dealing with a supervisor operator acting as a
priority definition arbiter. A method to determine the shape of
the swarm, based on trilateration calculation, is proposed.

On the other hand the use of rovers has proven to be
useful in many cases, but generally expensive mainly
because they require the support of an equipped ship.
The use of robotic technologies in ocean surveys,
inspections, pipe and cable tracking, has been well
established in the field of marine engineering for many years
[2] with an important increase in performance in recent years
[3] as many autonomous underwater vehicle systems moved
from the prototype stage to scientific, commercial, and
military uses.
An AUV must be considered as a real cost alternative to
other available technologies, such as manned submersibles,
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and towed instruments
led by ships. However, many problems are still to be solved
to make AUV competitive especially for the issues relevant
to power availability, information processing, navigation,
and control.
The goal of this paper is to give a presentation of the
novel concepts in Harness. We will discuss advantages and
drawbacks of the project concepts and explain the prototype
under construction. Finally we will focus on the crucial
problem of localization of the swarm with some proposal for
an efficient solution suitable to some scenarios.

Keywords-swarm; underwater; robot; localization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with the localization problem of an
underwater robotic swarm.
The HARNESS project [1] seeks to realize an underwater
multi AUV robotic system, arranged in a swarm organization
where the classical flocking rules and the Communication
Network protocol are merged in a novel higher level control.
It is expected to improve the performance of classical AUV
technology exploiting the large occupied volume and the
short distances among the vessels. The speed of surface
monitoring and the transmission bandpass among the vessels
and towards the surface should be some of the most
important results. The availability of a suitable robotic
swarm could be relevant in many operations: surveillance of
sensitive sites, fast exploration of relatively wide areas of
interest, detailed analysis of objects (i.e., archeological
artifacts) without removing them from their underwater sites.
The most interesting areas to explore and protect are
those in proximity to coasts and with depths ranging between
50 to 200 m. Professional and expensive divers can operate
only to a maximum of 70-80 meters in recovery operations,
and simple and fast explorations cannot be performed by
humans beyond 100 m.
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II.

RELATED WORK

The expected features of Harness could limit the use of
expensive surface ships to the deployment phase; moreover
it takes advantage of the parallel exploration of many cheap
AUVs [4] to reduce work time.
The concept of robot swarms has been a research theme
of the scientific community for several years. The realization
of swarms of different numbers of cooperating robots has
been successfully attempted, but in the underwater
environment it is still a challenge. Many of the difficulties
are relevant to the lack of fast and reliable communication
links. Swarm research has been inspired by biological
behaviors, like the one of bees [5][6] to take advantage of
social activity concepts [7], labor division, task cooperation
and information sharing. A single-AUV approach is affected
by operational limits the lack of effective communication
and the limitation of available sensing that may reduce its
effectiveness. On the contrary, a multi-robot approach can
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benefit from its parallel operation and from redundancy and
greater robustness allowed by the use of multiple agents.
Another theoretical advantage of the swarm, considered
as a whole entity that we intend to investigate lies in the
possibility of performing parallel computation from realizing
a distributed perception. As an example, landmark
recognition is a task that can be shared among the different
nodes taking advantage of the different viewpoints of the
same target and applying a voting process to increase
recognition performance. An adequate communication
network must be available, in order to allow at least the
exchange of the target identification features, but the
network under design, based on multiple channels with
carrier frequencies among 0,3 to 2 MHz promises to be
adequate.
This form of distributed perception is a novel attempt that
cannot be effectively demonstrated in a simulated scenario
apart for the implementation aspects. The real experiment is
therefore expected at the end of the project, in a couple of
years’ time, when a basic swarm of at least ten vessels with
relevant sensors and communication network will be
available
Another project strength is the capability to adopt a
flexible geometrical distribution of the members depending
on the task and environment characteristics in particular for
communication. In the underwater world the physical
medium makes the acoustical channel the most convenient
one, since electromagnetic waves are very rapidly dampened.
Acoustical propagation can offer better performance, but a
number of effects must equally be taken into account. High
frequency carriers are dampened too, even if less
dramatically then their E.M. analogue. Moreover when the
frequency increases, the propagation within the medium
shows an extremely narrow direction pattern that prevents
the easy dispatch of a message among the many nodes with
mobile and imprecisely identified positions.
The solution of this puzzle takes advantage of the swarm
organization and of the possibility of a mutual interaction
between the spatial distribution of transmission nodes (the
swarm members themselves) regulated by the flocking rules
and the transmission protocol. In Figure 1 and Figure 2 two
examples of adaptive localization of the swarm, for different
tasks, are shown. The exploitation of ultra-high frequencies
is enabled by the shortening of distances with positive effects
also on the multi-path effect and the consequent
intersymbolic interferences. On the other hand a task request
for a wider swarm configuration can stimulate the flexible
protocol to select lower frequencies and slow down the
communication rate.
One of the aims of the project is the study and
implementation of different behaviors in the swarm, to
generate a collective shaping as a response to environmental
stimula and to modify the communication parameters in
order to maximize the performance of the system [8].
In this case the swarm control must balance the different
requests of the operator (e.g., modify the mission task), the
swarm needs and the single member’s management (e.g.,
obstacle avoidance, loss of communication link).
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The result is the selection of collective behaviors that
must be compatible with all the aforementioned conditions.
One of the peculiar approaches of Harness is the aim of
controlling a swarm as a whole by a human supervisor.
Because of the unique control concept of the swarm this
action has to be carried out by means of a non-conventional
procedure. Human commands, given in intrinsically fuzzy
channels (gesture recognition / voice commands) are
converted into flocking rule modifications. In this first phase
the research is limited to the change of the rule parameters;
the next step will be a selection from amongst a different set
of rules; and the final goal (if the field tests clearly show the
need) will be the automatic synthesis of special rules.

Figure 1. “Pipe”, configuration indicates when the communication is the
main objective of the geometrical shape to transport data on long distances
at the maximum allowed speed.

Figure 2. Planar distribution to carry out fast and parallel monitor
operations.

The communication between swarm and human requires
a special function. An element of the swarm has to emerge,
navigate to the sea surface and activate an RF link with the
console while it continues to maintain the link with the other
elements.
III.

THE SWARM VESSEL PROTOTYPE

In Figure 3 the Venus prototype, a torpedo type realized
in our laboratory, is shown. Its characteristics are the
following:
Max depth 100m; Max speed 2 Knots; Weight about 20
Kg; Autonomy 3hrs; Dimensions 1.20 m length 0.20 m
diameter.
Standard sensors include a stereoscopic camera, sonar,
accelerometer, compass, depth meter, hydrophones side-scan
sonar.
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Figure 3. Low cost Venus AUV

We are dealing with a system thought to be a component
of a swarm of about 20 objects. The distances between
robots ranging between 3 and 50 meters. Therefore, the
maximum distance possible between two robots is about
1000 meters, as a very particular alignment case; the average
value of the distances is about 10 meters. Maximum speed
should be about 2 knots.
An optical, high power, transmission device will be used
for a number of different experimental approaches
integrating the acoustical data channel and the direct vision
sensing.
Optical methods are very powerful but their
performances are affected by many strongly variable
parameters like salinity, turbidity, the presence of dissolved
substances that change the color and the transparency in
different optical bands and the amount of solar radiation that
heavily affect the signal to noise ratio.
The current approach uses a strategy based on the
variable exploitation of the optical channel depending on the
environmental conditions. In favorable conditions the
transmission protocol will freely decide which channel to
adopt depending on the priority, distance-to-cover and
dimension of the message itself. In less favorable conditions
the optical channel will be limited to the fundamental
synchronization task, generating a light lamp that will
optimize the message passing through the optical channel
(and several other non strictly communicating functions). In
poor optical conditions strong but very short lamps, will
ensure references for a safer visual navigation.
IV.

THE LOCALIZATION PROBLEM

Localization and mapping is the key of a successful
navigation in autonomous mobile platform technology and is
a fundamental task in order to achieve high levels of
robustness in vehicle positioning and values of the collected
data. Robot localization and mapping is commonly related to
cartography, not only for geographic purposes, but for
biological and ecological studies, for geophysical researches
and for security surveillance. It combines science, technique
and computation to build an environment representation to
correlate spatial information with the data collected [5][6].
Compared to a single AUV, a multibody system has the
need to know and manage its own configuration. This can be
an advantage if we are able to profit from the large number
of data points to reduce errors in positioning. The
localization problem of a swarm can be divided into three
tasks:
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1. Absolute localization, with the meaning of
localization of a member or of a geometrical locus with
respect to a fixed reference system (AL)
2. Relative localization of (RL) i.e., the swarm
configuration.
3. Relative localization of one member with respect to
neighbors; we call it immediate relative localization (IRL)
and its meaning will be clarified later.
Different methodologies are required to solve the three
tasks. In line with the swarm philosophy each element must
be able, if connected with the others, to perform the
localization task. However, the reader’s attention is drawn to
this last point. We do not mean that each element must
always do all of the tasks; often there is no need to know all
of the machines’ positions, but each vessel must be capable
of doing so using all the internal data, the external data
communicated by the other elements and the external data
measured by the robots, including that deduced by
environmental observation.
The usefulness of IRL is in achieving a rapid response to
environmental modifications. If the system has to wait for a
thorough knowledge of its internal structure before deciding
the type of response the reaction times could become too
slow, compared to the dynamics of environmental
phenomena.
Schools of fishes change their position in a very quick
time just looking the movement of the neighbors. In
principle also IRL is more easily achieved with simple and
robust signals based on physical fast transient, and possibly
using a rapid propagation of fields such as optical. Later, if
necessary, the swarm can re-compute the relative position of
each member.
The knowledge of the whole configuration can be useful,
for instance, in some approaches to the geographic
identification of a site: the possibility to collect information
from many “points of view”, by a swarm, allows a
“distributed site recognition” (a task that we are starting to
study). This technique leads to landmark recognition with
less ambiguity. We distinguish the problems because they
are separate: localization of a single entity is a problem
relevant to understanding a metric of the space, possibly
realized only by a sequence of reference points, and to
placing the entity in relation to the established metrics or
with to reference points. Localization of a swarm underlines
the different techniques that can be used together with the
different information that can be gained.
For many animals localization may be related to different
types of metric linked to the search for something critical for
their life like food. In fact this localization could relate to the
identification of a source of chemical compound that is
attractive for the biological or robotic system (which could
be blood to indicate food or something else indicating
pollution); the result is a physical field with gradients of
arbitrarily complex shape. Our position is therefore referred
to the smell, great or small, of our reference parameters. We
can move toward the higher value of the field to reach the
source. In this case the geometric or geographic location is
meaningless for the success of the mission except when the
mission itself is finished and the last task is the site
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identification for further actions. We are locating ourselves
in the higher concentration food position.
The previous example of gradient localization is an
example of topological localization. Its realization is similar
to the force field potential applied in many obstacle
avoidance techniques.
Two different environment representations can be used:
metric and topological world models. A metric environment
map, using a unique coordinate system, is theoretically easy
to implement when you are using distance sensors. However,
metric maps are not well suited to integrate non-metric
information as required if you have to match patterns.
Moreover, metrically consistent map building is a non-trivial
problem.
Topological representation models of the world make use
of graphs of nodes (distinctive places) and connecting edges
(pathways). The advantage is simplified map building (path
planning is reduced to direct graph search); moreover sensor
fusion of non-metric and metric data is easier, because they
are uniformly treated as attributes to nodes and/or edges.
However, topological world models, typically, are
characterized by poor resolution, which is insufficient for
any other purpose than navigating from one region to
another.
Another example is the kinesthetic sense of human body;
it works with a sensitivity to muscle tension and extension;
the brain relates these variables to locate the position of the
body in space.
It is important to note that such a kind of a map is a
multidimensional set of associations of features (houses,
streams, odors) with usually non-linear metrics that allow
you to switch gradually from a certain place to another place
via a route typically, but not necessarily, geographical.
Localization of a swarm encompasses different
techniques that can be used together with the different
information that can be gained by putting them together. This
can become a great advantage.
The easiest localization system is the open loop
estimation; this means that the estimate of position is based
on expected results of motion commands. Therefore no
contribution from the sensor is required and no feedback is
calculated.
The information that the robot gathers can be divided into
two kinds; idiothetic and allothetic sources. The distinction
relates to internal or external sensor source data; as an
example, if a robot is counting the number of wheel turns
this is an internal source.
The allothetic source corresponds to the sensors of the
robot, like a camera, a microphone, laser or sonar. A typical
problem of this last method is "perceptual aliasing"; this
means that two different places can be perceived as the same.
For example, in a building, it may be impossible to
determine your location (sometimes also for humans relying
solely on visual information, because all the corridors may
look the same). Without an external reference, like for
example, acoustic beacons at known positions, the vehicle
has to rely on proprioceptive information obtained through a
compass, a Doppler Velocity Logger (DVL) or an Inertial
Navigation System (INS) [6]. To this, totally internal to the
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robot family belongs one of commonest methods, the dead
reckoning [9.
A common dead reckoning sensor is the INS. An INS
measures the linear acceleration and the angular velocity of
the vehicle using three accelerometers and three gyroscopes.
Typical underwater external sensors used to correct
accumulated errors from the integration of the INS
measurements, are Doppler Velocity Log Sensors (DVL),
Ultra Short Baseline (USBL) and Differential Global
Position Systems (DGPS/GPS); the latter only in the case
that the vehicle is operating in shallow waters and can come
out of the water to fix (and eventually communicate) the
position.
Independent of the quality of the sensors used, the error
in the position estimate based on dead-reckoning information
grows without upper limit. Typical navigation errors are
about some per cent of distance traveled for vehicles
traveling within 100 meters of sea. Lower errors can be
obtained with large and expensive INS systems, but for
vehicles relying only on a compass and a speed estimate
these can be higher than 10%, after 100 meters. The error
can be reset if the AUV comes to the surface by GPS, but
sometimes this is impossible (under ice for example) or
undesirable (security operation) [8]. The use of beacons to
form a Long Baseline (LBL) array limits the operation area
to a few square kilometers and requires a substantial
deployment effort, to position the beacons, before operations,
especially in deep water. This reduces the advantages of
AUV and requires an expensive ship to support the
operation. A swarm could be advantageous compared to a
single vessel, if a high rate of communication is available, to
reduce the dead reckoning errors. It can collect together all
the data of all the vessels to minimize the errors in estimating
position.
Other methods employ the use of landmarks. If we use
external references in the localization problem, like humans,
we have to deal with their definitions and position on a map
(metric or not). Any kind of landmark is subject to
classification and identification based on its attributes.
Unfortunately the identification and positioning of a
landmark often suffers from ambiguity, owing to the
multiple solutions of the associate equations. That has the
meaning of more than one landmark is identified by the same
features.
A set of features’ location position estimates can
basically be thought of as a map. The challenge is to
combine INS/dead-reckoning and other information with
sensor observations of features to build a map, locally or
globally referenced.
A more modern idea consists of matching measurements
of one or more geophysical properties, such as bathymetry,
gravity, or magnetic field, to a known environment map. If
there is sufficient spatial variation in the parameters being
measured, there is potential to reduce navigation uncertainty.
As an example the marine turtle’s migration is monitored by
magnetometers, measuring the earth’s magnetic field
variations. However, often, these techniques require a map of
the environment that is not available. The marine turtle’s
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migrations are monitored by a three axis magnetometer, but
the method’s resolution is only 35 nautical miles [10][11].
V.

OUR PROPOSAL

If we have three or (better) four vessels on the surface
they can be positioned by GPS [12]. Later, using the
communication system, we can obtained (i.e., from the clock
time of each communications between the elements) the
distance between one or more vessels and the “constellation”
whose position is known. Using the same mathematical
calculation of the GPS system we can get the Absolute
Localization of the whole swarm. The vessels on the surface
(that can be substituted by little boats) could also have the
advantage to carry a high band pass using laser
communication system, owing to the easy transmission
vertical channel; in fact the collimation problem (typical in
laser communication systems) between vessels, in this case,
can be partially avoided .
If we do not have surface vessels we can calculate the
Relative Localization (i.e., the configuration of the swarm)
solving the distance equations and using a constellation
composed by some vessels; unfortunately we have multiple
possible solutions and to select between them we need some
more information. A flash, for example, can be used to
discriminate direction from which the signal has arrived. A
more clever system is to use a whatever (but known)
movement of the swarm and to repeat the calculation for
multiple solutions corresponding to the new possible
configutation. Now, using the preceding configuration and
appliyng a coordinate transformation (from the known
movement), we obtain only one configuration matching both
the old and the new. At this point we can obtain the
configuration of these elements of the swarm taking one of
them as the coordinate origin. Later, when the distances of
other vessels are available, we can add more elements to
build the whole swarm configuration.
VI.

EQUIPMENT

The equipment to perform these solutions divide into
"base requirements", which is the minimum instrumentation
we anticipate having on the single machine and "desirable
requirements" for enhanced instrumentation and better
performance. Quantitative considerations are not considered
here due to lack of space.
Each machine is characterized by six degrees of freedom,
but only two of them (depth and heading) are very easy to
measure, by means of a depthmeter and a compass. If the
machine has cylindrical symmetry one is uninfluenced.
Considering the yaw to be unimportant (we imagine
navigation in one plane other than for a few moments) we
understand that the real difficultly is to determine the
coordinate x-y, of the center of mass; the x-y plane being that
parallel to the sea bottom.
The base equipment of all the machines is composed of:
Network communication, GPS, Depth meter, Inclinometer,
Compass, Flash, Photodiode, Webcamera, Livery on the
vessel surface and an electric or magnet device. All these
components are cheap and available.
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The network is a requirement that exists not only for
communications but must also be used for data exchange and
we are interested in its use in sonar ranging for RL. Of
course a snapshot of any situation suffered in a delay, we
presume between tenths of a second and one second, should
be sent, together with the estimated robot speed for the
correction. The network should be able to shift the working
frequency from 100 to 1000 Khz (at least two frequencies).
This number comes out from the consideration of data rate
and the use of the net as an emergency ping or localization
signal. The distance we want to cover (maximum 50 meters)
and the data rate should be between 10 and 100 Kbytes/sec.
All the data available will be fused and weighted with all
the data coming from other instruments so as to be more
precise in localization. More than one algorithm is desirable,
for example one which is more complex that uses all the
available data and one which is quicker using only a subset
of data, depending on the operative conditions and on the
kind of localization required.
GPS is used for AL, when a scout (single robot that has
this task) is on the surface.
At least a commercial depth meter must be present for
AL in one dimension.
A couple of inclinometers is useful to measure the angle
of position with respect of the land. Another degree of
freedom can be removed by compass; care must be used in
case of the presence of magnetic disturbances.
A photo-diode is used to receive flash lamp sequences for
light communication; for example a codified sequence could
send the heading of one machine to the other (close
neighbors) so as to adapt themselves. Therefore, to transmit a
simply codified message by flash, we can transmit a
sequence; working on color or flash time is more
complicated, standing the use of a cheaper flash unit. In
some cases we can use an optical modem. This is a very
cheap and light instrument, but does not give information on
the position of the light source.
A webcamera must be used for image recording.
Moreover together with an optical flash lamp. Using
omnidirectional vision it is possible, with synchronized flash
(or triggered by the first flash and using cumulative vision
over a few seconds) to get qualitative information on the
density of the machines. Of course it is not metric
information but the single machine can get information if it
is far or too far to the left (for example) from the swarm.
Moreover flash could be useful in rescuing a single machine
in difficulty, together with a switch of the network toward
lower frequency working so as to increase the range.
The camera can also be used in the livery lecture for IRL
for fast reaction movement, but it requires a computational
job that must be simplified; image analysis is much too
heavy. This last task could be done as a batch as for
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM),
distributing the computational cost on a parallelized machine
(the swarm itself if the network is adequate).
The single machine can be equipped with a strong
electromagnet. The advantage of a static magnetic field is the
possibility of transmiting (like a flash sequence) some
information to the other machines. Moreover the hope is,
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contrary to the light source, to get some quantitative
information on the RL by means of the magnetic field vector.
Electromagnetic transmission in sea water has made
some progress over the last few years. Some opportunities
are under investigation [13][14].
Magnetic (and electric) methods require some further
consideration. An attempt to localize Rfid by magnetic field
has been performed in air [13]. We start by considering the
Earth’s magnetic intensity field. Its scalar value is about 20
microTesla at the equator and 70 microTesla at the poles. We
can consider it constant in our area of operation with some
exceptions. We can generate a perturbation in magnetic
Earth field to get information on the perturbation position
(distance or heading direction or some other) from these
numbers. We have calculated that cheap magnetometers are
able to do this (also taking in account natural anomalies of
the magnetic earth). So far, we should now be able to detect
the spike in the magnetic field (we have calculated it in some
conditions) superimposed on the Earth's field that we have
generated in the sea. We get no information from the
transient of the field but we do measure a change in the
magnetic Earth fields. We now have two opportunities; one
is a slow modulation of the field (to reduce attenuation)
carrying some codified information, such as flash lamp. The
second is to make an attempt to calculate the position of the
field generator. This has been done for two objects in open
space. It is a greater challenge to do this for a multisystem in
the sea. We are investigating this possibility. Some other
equipment such as Acoustic pinger, LBL USBL device,
DVL, AHRS, Electromagnetic devices, Gradient localization
can increase the performance of the system. A harbor could
be equipped at not so high a cost, compared to the normal
cost of surveillance. DVL can be mounted to integrate its
data with cheaper AHRS (like XSense for example) for AL
and RL (we avoid INS for the cost). A quantitative measure
of absorption of electromagnetic waves in the water led to
the possibility of using Radio frequency modems in sea
water. Anyway some new electromagnetic underwater
modems may promise something here and we are
investigating. Recently, electromagnetic devices for marine
application have shown an improvement in their
performance leading to commercial products [15]. These
new devices need to be investigated and also whether their
dimensions are too large for Harness project. Electric and
static magnetic fields also are under investigation.

communication channel also if different methods are used
together.
The localization problem is divided into three different
tasks related to different work conditions and some classical
and alternative methods are under investigation. The
configuration problem of the swarm is solved using the time
clock of every message exchanged between the elements of
the swarm and its known movement. Actual work is
addressed to overcome the principal problems we
encountered in the realization of the project that are
communication, control, localization of the swarm within the
sea and telepresence of the human operator.
Future work will concern the realization of a
demonstration by using three prototypes.
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have explained that the Harness project
could be useful for multipurpose use with particular attention
to the localization problem. We propose a swarm of
underwater cooperating robots.
The advantages lie in the economy of the method, the
parallelization of the task and the robustness of the system.
The disadvantage lies in the major control difficulty of the
swarm, owing to the presence of a new layer named as
“Swarm control” which has different rules from the
individual machine control. Many difficulties remain to be
studied, especially in the communication between swarm
elements owing to the unfriendly environment that limits the
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Abstract—Recently, underwater wireless sensor network
(UWSN) has been emerged as one of the important research
topics from the need for the conservation and exploitation of the
ocean. Since underwater sensor nodes suffer from limited power
source, in this paper, we have planned to design and implement
self-powered ocean monitoring systems which generate renewable
marine energy from a device at sea surface and share the energy
with underwater nodes. As a first step of this objective, we have
developed an acoustic modem for wireless communication and
made experiments in a pond to verify the performance of the
modem. In addition, we have supplied the power to the modem
by harvesting solar energy with solar panels. Efficient energy
management, movement of underwater nodes and energy transfer
will be investigated as succeeding work.
Keywords-Underwater Wireless Sensor Network (UWSN); Energy Harvesting; Acoustic Modem.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last few years, there has been a growing interest
in observing underwater environments for scientific exploration and monitoring ocean currents and winds (Tsunamis)
and some researchers have studied and developed the prototype of underwater wireless sensor network (UWSN) systems
[1], [2]. The study on acoustic modem has also conducted by
many research groups. Especially, Yan et al. [3] implemented
a modem adopting orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
and verified one-way communication in oceanic environments.
One of the open problems for UWSN is the limited power,
since the devices of UWSN typically rely on batteries. Until
now, researchers tried to resolve this problem by utilizing a finite energy efficiently as much as possible [4], [5]. Meanwhile,
in case of autonomous unmanned vehicle (AUV), there was a
trial for the vehicle to be equipped with solar energy harvesting
module at the Beacon Institute for Rivers and Estuaries [6].
When the vehicle floats to the sea surface, it starts to generate
energy by using solar panels on its back.
Recently, initial studies on wireless energy sharing between
devices are investigated in various forms. Magnetic resonant
coupling with coils has lots of attention due to its efficiency
and working range. Photonics and modern electro-magnetics
group at MIT has conducted theoretical analysis and experiments with coils [7]. According to the results, wireless energy
transfer in the air was possible between two self-resonant coils
having the radius of 30 cm. The efficiency for 60 watts transfer
was 70 % and 40 % at 1 m and 2 m distance, respectively.
Besides, magnetic induction, RF and optics are the candidates
of wireless energy transfer in air in the spotlight.
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Based on the thorough survey of the abovementioned existing work, in this paper, we suggest the concept of self-powered
wireless ocean monitoring system which generates solar or
wind energy from a device at the sea surface and transfers
this energy to other devices in a wireless manner. It would
be possible to observe oceanographic data and predict natural
disasters such as tsunami and sea shock permanently with this
system. As a first step of the target system, we design and
implement an acoustic communication system operated by the
renewable solar energy and make experiments in a pond.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first describe the big picture of the target system in Section
II. The design of solar harvesting and acoustic transceiver
are discussed in detail in Section III. In order to examine
solar harvesting modules and estimate the performance of
the developed modem, experimental results are provided in
Section IV. Finally, in Section V, we give a brief summary
and comments on further work of this paper.
II. O BJECTIVES
Fig. 1 shows the blueprint of a self-powered wireless ocean
monitoring system. This system is comprised of four components for monitoring of underwater environments: sensor node,
sink node, gateway and an onshore user. The basic operation of
the system is similar to the normal UWSN. That is, when the
user requires underwater sensing data, it queries to a specific
sensor node via the gateway in downlink transmission and gets
the wanted data in uplink data transmission.
The main differentiated points of the proposed system
are power management, energy harvesting, actuator module
of node and wireless power transfer module. The power
management part on the gateway controls energy generation
and consumption continuously for smart energy management.
Also, renewable energy is generated from the gateway located
at the sea surface and the nodes goes to the gateway and
recharge the battery when it is needed. Also, Fig. 2 illustrates
the block diagrams of node and gateway in detail. In the figure,
the black dotted lines represent the data flow and the red solid
lines means the power transfer.
The specific procedures for energy sharing of the system are
as follows. First, solar module on the gateway keeps generating
energy from the sun and charging a battery. Meanwhile, in the
underwater, each smart battery charge controller continuously
checks the residual battery power in the node. When detected
a lack of power of its node, the controller reports the present
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Fig. 1.

Blueprint of self-powered wireless ocean monitoring system.

state to the gateway and sends a signal to a actuator module
to move to the gateway. The actuator module consists of
thruster and ballast which take in charge of the horizontal
and vertical movements. After being arrived near the gateway,
the battery in the node is charged wirelessly by two strongly
coupled induction coils in wireless power transfer module.
Since two resonant objects having the same magnetic resonant
frequency have a tendency to exchange energy, these two coils
make it possible to transfer a power. When the recharging is
completed, the node goes back in underwater with the help of
actuator module and starts acoustic communication again.
To realize this system, the following devices should be
investigated.
1) Acoustic modem
2) Smart battery charge controller
3) Marine energy harvesting module
4) Actuators with thruster and ballast module
5) Wireless power transfer module
Among the five items, we have designed and implemented
three devices: acoustic modem, smart battery charge controller
and marine energy harvesting module. In further works, we
will develop remaining two devices such as actuator and
wireless power transfer.
III. A P ROTOTYPE OF S ELF -P OWERED W IRELESS O CEAN
M ONITORING
A. Transceiver
In our previous work, several transceiver modules taking in
charge of underwater wireless data transmission and reception
have been implemented [8], [9]. Compared to the previous
transceiver, amplification blocks in transmitter and receiver
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are reinforced and software coding is optimized for the performance enhancement in terms of working range and data rate.
As shown in Fig. 3, the acoustic transceiver consists of digital
board, analog transmission board, analog reception board and
transducer. The detailed specification of the transceiver is
summarized in Table I.
B. Smart Battery Charge Controller
As shown in Fig. 2, smart battery charge controller at
gateway is connected to five components: RF module, acoustic
modem, actuator, wireless power transfer module and battery.
In this work, we have implemented controller communicating
with RF module via RS-232, acoustic modem via SPI and
battery.
The software processed at the controller of gateway is
depicted in Fig. 4. MCU measures battery voltage level
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TABLE I
S PECIFICATION OF ACOUSTIC TRANSCEIVER
Feature
MCU
Transducer
Resonant frequency
Interface
Data rate
Power Consumption
Modem size

YES

Requesting data
to node

Description
ARM9 (Cortex-M3)
Omnidirectional
74 kHz
UART
1 kbps
3W
70 x 35 mm (φ×H)

Receiving data
from node
Sending data
to user

Fig. 4. Flow chart of software of smart battery charge controller at gateway.

periodically and compares it with a predetermined threshold
Th . If the voltage level is less than Th , it computes sensing
period to save power consumption and sends alarm command
to the user. Then, the gateway requests data to nodes and
receives sensing data from nodes. After forwarding the data
to the user, it returns to the original state again.
C. Solar Energy Harvesting Module
The capacity of solar energy harvester should be determined
by the following values:
1) the amount of power consumption of a device per day
2) the required amount of solar energy per day
3) the total required amount of solar energy per day considering a natural loss factor.
Since most of battery power is consumed at acoustic modem
and actuator among several modules loaded in the sensor
or sink node, the two modules are only considered for the
capacity calculation of an energy harvester without loss of
generality.
First, the amount of power consumption at acoustic modem
per day is simply calculated by multiplying the power consumption of acoustic modem by hours in use per day. With
the assumption that the acoustic modem operates during 20%
in time in order to send data in underwater, the amount of
power consumption per day becomes
3 · (24 · 0.2)

=

14.4 WH .

(1)

For actuator, if we assume that it consumes 60 watts and
operates 5 minutes per day, the amount of power consumption
at actuator is given by
60 ·

5
60
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(2)

TABLE II
T HE AMOUNT OF POWER CONSUMPTION AND HARVEST
Comsumption
Acoustic modem
Actuator
3W
60 W

Harvest
20 W

From (1) and (2), total power consumption per day at each
node is equal to 19.4 WH. Here, the result provided in [10]
is used for the reference of power consumption at an actuator
of wireless remotely-operated vehicle.
Since the hours exposed to sunshine is 3.5 hours in average,
the required amount of solar energy per day can be predicted
by dividing the amount of power consumption per day at a
node by the sunshine hours, which is written by
19.4/3.5 =

5.5 W .

(3)

Also, by considering the typical loss factor of 1.2, the total
required amount of solar energy per day becomes
5.5 · 1.2

=

6.6 W .

(4)

In order to recharge the three nodes simultaneously in the
worst scenario in Fig. 1, the solar panel should harvest at least
19.8 watts. From these reasons, solar energy harvesting module which generates 20 watts is selected for the implementation
of the system. Table II shows the consuming power at a node
and the harvested power at the gateway of this system.
IV. P RELIMINARY E XPERIMENTS
The developed acoustic modem, battery controller and solar
energy harvester are verified the functionality in a pond. Fig.
5 illustrates the test scenario at the pond. As shown in the
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underwater communication system equipped with solar energy
harvester and battery controller has been developed and tested
in a pond.
As succeeding work, we are planning to address the following topics. First, we will make more experiments in various
marine environments to deploy acoustic modem with solar
energy harvesting module. And, we will also develop wireless
power transfer module and actuator and verify the feasibility
of the self-powered wireless ocean monitoring systems.
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figure, solar panel is connected to the transmitting modem and
generates power. The receiving modem is placed on the other
side at the distance of 50 meters from the transmitter. For the
ease of experiments, only transducers are submerged to the
pond. Predetermined data pattern is transmitted sequentially
at the transmitter and the bit error rate (BER) is measured at
the receiver.
Fig. 6 represents the bit error rate with respect to the input
voltage of the transmitting transducer Vin and the data rate.
According to the result, BER is improved by the increase of
Vin at a given data rate. This is because if Vin is increased, the
signal strength of received signal is also increased which make
it easy for MCU to extract the transmitted signal from the
corrupted signal by noise and multipath. Also, it is observed
that BER degrades by increasing data rate which means both
noise and multipath affect more and more for shorter symbol
duration.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F URTHER W ORK
In this work, we have proposed the concept of selfpowered wireless ocean monitoring system which could be
operated semi-permanently. Five core technologies have been
distinguished for the target system. Furthermore, a simple
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Abstract— Anthropogenic activities have led to increased stress
on our marine and other aquatic environments. There is a
pressing need to monitor, measure, understand and mitigate
the causes of these pressures. This paper presents the
development and preliminary testing of a low-cost colorimetric
optical sensor to detect colour-linked events in the marine
environment. Potential applications may include the detection
of Harmful Algal Blooms (HAB), which due to the production
of toxins have deleterious effects on marine ecosystems and can
ultimately lead to human, fish, bird and mammal deaths.
Preliminary results indicate the capability of the sensor to
differentiate between the colour signatures of several
environmental samples.
Keywords-environmental monitoring; colorimetric sensor;
marine sensing; optical sensor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recognition of the incontrovertible facts that the marine
environment (1) plays a vital role in sustaining life and (2) is
rapidly deteriorating, has led to a greater focus on the health
of the European marine environment [1]. European
frameworks such as the Water Framework Directive [2], the
Bathing Water Directive [3] and the Marine Strategy
Framework Directive [4] acknowledge that the marine
environment, and water in general, are heritages and “must
be protected, preserved and, where practicable, restored
with the ultimate aim of maintaining biodiversity and
providing diverse and dynamic oceans and seas which are
clean, healthy and productive [4]”.
Several water quality monitoring requirements are
identified in the aforementioned directives and current FP7
projects address several of these areas of concern. For
example, the focus of EPOCA [5] is ocean acidification (the
drop in ocean pH caused by absorption of atmospheric
CO2). MedSeA [6] is again concerned with ocean
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acidification but specifically in relation to the Mediterranean
Sea. The overall objectives of Hypox [7] and Viroclime [8]
are to continuously monitor oxygen depletion in aquatic
systems and to investigate the impact of climate change on
viral flux (i.e., the growth, death and transport of viruses)
respectively. Despite this significant increase in marine
monitoring activity, there remain several important research
areas that require detailed investigation, for example:
1. Continuous real-time monitoring of harmful
bacterial species;
2. Improvement in continuous, long-term marine
monitoring capabilities in terms of both sensor
development and deployment e.g. antifouling and
sensor marinisation (i.e., the design of a system for
survival in the harsh marine environment).
To put some of these contamination risks in context,
harmful bacterial species in the marine environment such as
microcystins can lead to severe human and animal
intoxication [9]. Symptoms can range for vomiting to liver
and neurological dysfunctions which, in severe cases, can
ultimately result in the death of consumers.
Certain harmful bacterial species of interest have
specific colour footprints. For example, cyanobacteria,
which include the microcystins, are characterised by bright
green algal blooms [10]. Other harmful algal blooms, which
contain species such as Karenia brevis and Alexandrium are
characterised by the colour red, commonly known as red
tides [11, 12]. Therefore, the application of low-cost
colorimetric optical sensors may potentially be very
beneficial to detect colorimetric events such as harmful
algal blooms and to serve as an early warning alarm and
decision support tool for more sophisticated bacterial
sensors.
Traditional approaches to monitor and detect harmful
bacterial species have typically involved the intermittent
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collection of samples at the relevant monitoring location
(grab sampling), the transportation of the samples to the
laboratory, the analysis of samples using various lab-based
analytical techniques and the evaluation of results. This
approach is not always ideal for a number of reasons,
including: (1) the possibility of missing events due to low
sampling frequencies, (2) the potential for sample
contamination during transport from the point of collection
to the laboratory, and (3) the inherent lead time from sample
collection to analytical results. This can be problematic with
regards to delayed reaction protocols and cause traceability.
Lead times can be considerable in the analysis of bacterial
samples which require culturing in the laboratory. There is
therefore a strong argument for continuous in-situ
monitoring. However, the development of long-term,
continuous bacterial sensors in the marine environment is
far from trivial. The objective of this research is to develop
a low-cost, continuous, long-term, optical colorimetric
sensor to detect colorimetric events, and thus act as a
decision support tool for more sophisticated bacterial
sensors, for example, to inform sampling frequency.
Much research has been conducted in the area of
monitoring the inherent optical properties (IOP) of water
and its relation to biological content. This is mainly done
using satellite imaging of the ocean surface. Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution has reported vertical profiling of
attenuation and scattering characteristics of New England
coastal waters using a Wetlabs AC-9 meter. [13]
The Wetlabs AC-S in-situ spectrometer [14] a descendent
of the AC-9 is a highly sensitive device with high spectral
resolution for the detection of IOP, using a flow through
detection system.
The OCS is an inexpensive, imprecise sensor intended for
detecting significant changes in the bulk optical properties
of marine waters. The OCS has several important
advantages. First, it is low cost (less than €500 per unit for
parts). A second advantage is ease of deployment; the
sensor requires no support structure, only a mooring. These
features allow for multiple strategic deployments to allow
both temporal and spatial monitoring.
II.

DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL COLORIMETRIC SENSOR

The Optical Colorimetric System (OCS) was based on a
first generation prototype developed by researchers in
CLARITY, Centre for Sensor Web Technology, Dublin City
University (Fig. 1).
Prototype 1 was essentially a laboratory version and
features included;
 LED array light source (IR, red, amber, green, blue)

h t di de dete t rs 0 and
0 to the light
source)
 Short-range wireless communications.
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Signal processing
and communications

Floatation

Detection
chamber

Figure 1. Prototype 1 showing measurement system below the water and
communications above the water – separated by the float.

Prototype 2, the Optical Colorimetric Sensor (OCS), was
developed to be a more robust field version of the original
(Fig. 2). Additional features include:
 Robust marine deployable design
 Antifouling measures
 GSM communications.

Floatation
Mooring point
Signal processing
and
communications
Detection chamber
with antifouling
Figure 2. Prototype 2.

The Prototype 2 OCS is deployed using a single point
mooring. It floats at the surface with the sensing elements
submerged at 1 m. GSM telecommunications equipment is
housed in the upper compartment above the water line. The
OCS is designed for inshore use thus GSM communication is
adequate in most Irish scenarios. Detection involves the use
of 5 LEDs at differing wavelengths as a light source and
photodiode detectors at 180 degrees and 90 degrees to the
source. The detectors measure attenuation and reflectance
respectively.
Optical detection in the marine is subject to interference
such as scattering due to suspended particulate matter. Also
significant drift in readings over time will be expected due to
the formation of biofilms on optical windows. Antifouling
research previously carried out by MESTECH has been
incorporated into the sensor design to mitigate fouling
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effects. The objective of the OCS is to inform of shifts in
colour or particle density with respect to a baseline, but not
to quantify these changes accurately. Issues of sensor
robustness will be addressed as part of future testing in the
marine environment.

25
Blue
Green

20

Amber
Red

III.

RESULTS TO DATE

Preliminary system evaluations were carried out using
varying concentrations of food dye in tap water, which were
chosen as being representative of typical environmental
colorations. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the system response (per
LED) to changes in concentrations of red and green food
dyes in tap water respectively. The percentage attenuation
refers to the reduction in light transmission through the
sample from a baseline of transmission in tap-water. Based
on these initial results, the system demonstrates sensitivity
to dye concentration changes in water, and can, therefore,
distinguish between differing depths of colour. For example,
the red dye (Ponceau 4R E124) absorbs light from 350 nm
to 500 nm (i.e., UV to green). Thus in Fig. 3 the blue and
green light is attenuated strongly by the red dye. In Fig. 4,
the green dye (Tartrazine E102, Green S E142) absorbs light
between 350 nm and 450 nm and also between 570 nm and
700 nm, thus the blue, amber and red lights are attenuated.
In both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, it can be seen that IR (850 nm) is
not attenuated by either dye. However, it can be seen to
attenuate strongly in environmental samples; see Fig. 5.
This can be due to absorption in dissolved organic matter.
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Green dye concentration µL/L (n = 3)

Figure 4. Response of the prototype 2 sensor to green dye.

A follow-on objective of the research was to establish the
ability of the OCS to differentiate between the colours of
samples taken from various aquatic environments. Samples
from several locations throughout Dublin were analysed insitu using the sensor. These samples included both riverine
and estuarine waters. The percentage changes in light
transmission through samples were recorded and were
referenced against clean tap-water. The results are shown in
Fig. 5, which clearly demonstrate the capability of the sensor
to distinguish between the different absorbance signatures of
the various water samples. These preliminary results are
significant and point towards potential marine monitoring
applications.
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Figure 3. Response of the prototype 2 sensor to red dye.
Figure 5. Field analysis of environmental samples using OCS.

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Based on preliminary tests and results, the OCS shows
promise for marine environmental applications. The OCS
system is robust and deployable in the aquatic environment.
Of particular importance, the OCS shows potential to detect
events in the environment such as a shift in water colour due
to a pollution event.
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Future work includes longer-term deployment in the
marine environment (SmartBay, the National Test and
Demonstration Infrastructure, Galway). Events detected will
be cross referenced against commercial sensing equipment
(YSI sonde 6600) and standard laboratory analysis as part of
an ongoing sampling programme. Future research will also
involve the characterisation of the colorimetric response to
simulated environmental events.
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Abstract—As a consequence of globalisation, supply chain
systems recently evolved toward a dynamic network of firms
and industries. This complexification of supply chain processes
raises several challenges in particular with respect to compliance
to regulations (e.g., safety, security). With the multiplication of
intermediate actors, a single non-compliant actor might jeopardize the safety of population and actors involved in supply chain
process. There is, therefore, a clear need for risk management
in order to mitigate the occurence of potential threats due to
non compliance to regulation at the execution of the supply
chain process. Traditionnal approaches tend to rely on human
operators checks, or collection of contextual information from
sensors locally (e.g., warehouse, truck). Therefore, there is risk
of a disruption of regulation checks along the process execution.
In this paper, we propose the delegation of risk assessment to
sensor nodes, attached to the supplied products, for an automatic
risk assessment all along the supply chain execution. Empowered
with monitoring capabilities, sensor nodes are meant to trigger
alert in case of contextual constraint violation along the supply
chain. Our goal is to raise the awareness of the supply chain
players with an early alerting service to enforce the regulations.
Index Terms—Supply Chain Management, Sensor Networks,
Security.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The globalization of trade has been accompanied by a
growth of the number of intermediate partners involved in the
supply chain. Those intermediate partners are mainly in charge
of transportation or storage of products. As a consequence, the
risk of disruption of the supply chain increases. For example,
the supply of chemical substances raises risks of fire, explosion
and environmental pollution. In order to mitigate those risks,
and prevent any serious impact on population safety, safety
regulations are in place, at international and national levels.
Those risks might have a strong impact on population safety, or
on the environment. Supply chain players have to be complaint
with those regulations which impose them handling, transport
and storage constraints on chemicals.
A. Disruption of compliance checks
There is, therefore, a clear need for compliance check at
the execution of the supply chain. It is common practice in
supply chain that each actor performs local regulation checks,
in particular within storage unit, for example for SEVESO
[1] classified sites. Measures for risk of fire, gas emission,
detection of theft are already put in place locally. But, those
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measures only concern local checks since tracking and monitoring information are pushed to local supply chain systems
only. We have therefore a disruption of regulation checks, as
tracking and monitoring information are not forwarded to all
the supply chain actors. For example, in the case of ambient
temperature reaches chemical flash point during transportation,
the storage unit receives the asset, without being informed of
the inherent risk of explosion. Depending on the actors, those
regulation checks, on temperature for example, are strongly
dependent on the certification of the actors. For a site classified
SEVESO II, like the K+N’s [2] warehouse, strong measures on
over heating, gas emission, or chemical leaking monitoring are
put in place. But, this is not the case for all the actors involved
in the supply chain. Therefore, we observe a disruption of
the regulation checks, while each actor is focusing on its
own compliance with regulations, with a different degree of
implication, depending on their certification. To that extent,
non compliance of a single actor might have a direct or
indirect impact on the safety of the overall supply chain. For
example, for a chemical, we might have a risk of explosion of
a product which has been exposed to high temperature during
transportation. When stored in the K+N’s warehouse, the
explosion risk remains for a while, until the temperature of the
product goes back to normal. As a conclusion, it is difficult for
supply chain management systems to evaluate continuously,
without any disruption, the risk of incident occurrence.
B. Delegation of risk assessment to sensor nodes
Any disruption of regulation check might jeopardize the
execution of the supply chain process. Therefore continuous
risk assessment is critical for supply chain management systems. But, so far, risk assessment have been addressed only
locally, within each unit of the supply chain. Meaning that
non compliance of previous actor of the process can have a
direct or non direct impact of the compliance with regulations.
In order to cope with the disruption of risk assessment at the
execution of the supply chain process, we propose to delegate
risk assessment to sensor nodes attached to the products. Empowered with monitoring capabilities, wireless sensor nodes
can evaluate continuously, and at runtime, the compliance with
regulations. Sensor nodes are therefore capable of continuous
evaluation of any mismatch between product’s context and the
constraints defined by regulations. To that extend, they support
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us with early detection of risks.
C. Outline
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in
Section II, we describe a supply chain scenario motivating
our approach. In Section III, we discuss related work with
respect to regulation compliance at the execution of the supply
chain. Section IV is dedicated to our approach: delegation of
compliance checks to sensor nodes. In Section V, we evaluate
our approach. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. I MPORTATION OF DANGEROUS PRODUCTS FROM C HINA
TO E UROPE
In order to illustrate our approach, we propose to use a
supply chain scenario defined in the scope of the RESCUEIT
[3] project. Related to the importation of dangerous products
from China to Europe, this scenario has been elaborated and
validated by end users such as Kuehne and Nagel (K+N) and
the group Casino [4].
Chemicals are imported from a Chinese harbour toward
the harbour of Le Havre, in France. Shipped products are
household and gardening chemicals. These products are meant
to be shipped by boat from a Chinese harbour. When received
at the Le Havre harbour, the merchandise is checked by
customs against REACH [5] regulations.
REACH is the European Community Regulation on chemicals and their safe use (EC 1907/2006) [5]. It deals with
the registration, evaluation, authorisation and restriction of
chemical substances. The aim of REACH is to provide an
additional layer of protection for humans and the environment
through the better and earlier identification of the intrinsic
properties of chemical substances. To that extend, REACH
introduces specific constraints on chemicals along the supply
chain. They include the flash point, incompatibilities between
products, and humidity conditions for chemicals.
At the Le Havre harbour, French customs with the support
of an Approved Economic Operator [6] proceed to a merchandise integrity check. After a check of administrative document
describing the content of the cargo, customs verify the quantity
and quality of the products received.
Once quality checks have been performed at Le Havre
harbour, and customs have verified that the merchandise is
compliant with safety regulations, products are shipped by
pickup trucks toward the warehouse located close to Savigny
le Temple. This K+N warehouse,dedicated to the storage of
dangerous products, is classified SEVESO II. This classification defines a set of safety management systems, emergency
planning and land-use planning and a reinforcement of the
provisions on inspections to be carried out by classified sites.
In this case, specific safety measures are implemented on site,
such as storage rules (e.g. limited quantity of chemical stored
at the same place). Finally, household and gardening products
are distributed to retailers (e.g., Casino supermarket).
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A. Identified products constraints
In the scope of this scenario, we identify three gardening
and household products ICPE-classified. ICPE [7] is a French
nomenclature for ”Installation Classee pour la Protection de
l’Environnement”. This classification defines a set a measures
to be enforced for the handling, storage and transport of dangerous products. Each of the identified products has specific
normative ICPE constraints: ICPE 1412, 1432, 1172.
Inflammable liquids are classified under ICPE 1412. In order
to manipulate this product, gloves, glasses, a protective clothing, helmet and eye wash are mandatory. Products classified
1412 are a harmful and polluting products. Its flash point
is 66 Celsius degrees. The flash point of a volatile liquid
is the lowest temperature at which it can vaporize to form
an ignitable mixture in air. In addition, this type of product
must not be mixed with acids, bases or oxidizing. In addition,
it is self flammable in large quantity at high temperatures.
Therefore, in addition to risks of pollution along the supply
chain, this product represents a significant risk of fire, if
exposed to high temperature. In order to mitigate this risk,
monitoring of ambient temperature is crucial.
ICPE 1432 products are liquefied gas inflammable. To
manipulate this type of product, gloves, classes, protective
clothing, wash eye, are mandatory. With respect to transport,
they are classified UN 1950 or aerosol, with the mention of the
restricted quantity, and a tag code 2.1-5F. Their flash point is
between 13 and 13,4 Celsius degrees. It must not be in contact
with acids and metal. Same as for ICPE 1412 products, in
order to mitigate risk of fire, it is important to monitor ambient
temperature.
Products classified as ICPE 1172 are dangerous for environment, extremely toxic for aquatic organisms. Gloves, classes,
mask, and eye wash are required for the handling of Ronstar.
Ronstar is classified UN 3007. In addition, this is irritant.
Packaging of Ronstar is classified type III.
For transport, those dangerous products are classified UN
3082 [8], meaning dangerous products for the environment.
UN code is four digit used for the transport of dangerous
products. As this type of products is considered as slightly dangerous, packaging of type III is mandatory, with the mention of
the restricted quantity. We therefore identified three additional
constraints: shock, falling, opening. Shock and fall deal with
any shock, falls occuring to the product, pallet or container,
which might damage the product. Regarding opening, it refers
to any attempt to product theft with the opening of container
or packaging.
Table I summarizes identified constraints per ICPE classification. Those constraints are meant to be monitored by sensor
nodes.
B. Impacts
In case of accidents along the supply chain, the impact on
population safety, and on the environment can be disastrous.
We identified three major impacts: fire, gas emission, dispersion of extinction waters.
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Classification
ICPE 1412
ICPE 1432
ICPE 1172

Shock
X
X
X

Falling
X
X
X

Opening
X
X
X

Flash Point
13C
66C
-

TABLE I
I DENTIFIED CONSTRAINTS PER CLASSIFICATION

Depending on its intensity, fire can have more or less serious
impact on individual health (e.g., slightly burning to death). In
addition, merchandises and their packaging are combustible.
They both have a strong calorific potential. In case of fire,
the combustion of stored products would cause an important
radiation of heating flux through the other storage areas in
the warehouse. Toxic gases are also emitted in case of fire.
Depending on the quantity of emitted gas, the effects on
individuals can be lethal. In addition, under the effect of heat,
dangerous products can cause the emission of toxic gas such as
hydro-cyanic acid, oxides of sulphur. Fire fighters use specific
products in order to extinguish fire. Those products (e.g., water
plus chemical, powder, foam) contains chemical which aim at
either decreasing the heat, or stifling the fire. Nevertheless
those products drain polluting products which must not be
thrown into the environment (e.g., river). Such incident may
cause pollution of ground, underground or surface waters. It
is therefore important to handle properly liquids used for fire
extinstion in order to avoid them to be thrown outside of the
building.
III. R ELATED WORK
Automatic risk evaluation and propagation is currently an
active topic in research institutions and industries alike. However, few works have been done over the automation of risk
assessment for reasons related to human and technological
limitations.
Aagedal et al. [9] introduced the CORAS project, which
aims to provide methods and tools for precise, unambiguous,
and efficient risk assessment of security critical systems. The
focus of this project is on the tight integration of viewpointoriented modelling in the risk assessment process. Risk evaluation is done by determining the level of risk, categorize
it, determine the interrelationships between risk themes, and
prioritize the resulting risks themes. Although the CORAS
addresses security-critical systems in general, it is interesting
to note the risk assessment methodology used. In fact the
authors use a model-based risk assessment.
Ivanov and Sokolov [10] focused their work on assessing
and controlling the risks related to container supply chains
(CSCs). However, due to the complexity of the risks in
the chains, conventional quantitative risk assessment (QRA)
methods may not be capable of providing sufficient safety
management information, as achieving such a functionality
requires enabling the possibility of conducting risk analysis
in view of the challenges and uncertainties posed by the
unavailability and incompleteness of historical failure data.
Combining the fuzzy set theory (FST) and an evidential rea-
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soning (ER) approach, the paper presents a subjective method
to deal with the vulnerability-based risks, which are more
ubiquitous and uncertain than the traditional hazard-based ones
in the chains.
Wagner and Neshat [11] discussed the disruptions that
occur more frequently and with more serious consequences.
During and after supply chain disruptions, companies may lose
revenue and incur high recovery costs. If the capability of
measuring and managing supply chain vulnerability existed,
they could reduce the number of disruptions and their impact.
In this paper the authors developed an approach based on
graph theory to quantify and therefore mitigate supply chain
vulnerability. Although the approach seems promising, its
applicability depends heavily on the availability of quantified
data for the drivers of supply chain vulnerability. Without
grounded data this method will not work. Additionally, the
graph theoretical approach may not fully take into account
the dynamic nature of supply chain vulnerability. Graphs are
perhaps too static to be able to answer the dynamic changes
in the supply chain at runtime.
IV. O UR A PPROACH
A. Integration of Wireless Sensor Netwroks into Supply Chain
As depicted in Figure 2, whereas RFID are used for products
tracking, sensor nodes can be used at different levels of the
supply chain. Depending on the product value, sensor node
can be used either at product level, packaging or pallet. In the
scope of the RESCUEIT project [3], we have validated this
assumption with end users of the project, K+N and the Casino
Group. As we are addressing only low valuable products (e.g.,
household, gardening products), tagging RFID and sensor
monitoring is done at pallet level.
Whereas RFID is rather focusing on identification of products (e.g., identification, classification), WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks) are meant to monitor and control the supply
chain environment. To some extent, RFID are not restricted to
unique identification of products along the supply chain, but
can be associated to information related to the classification,
and dangerousness of products. Based on those classifications,
and with regards to the regulations (e.g., safety, quality), the
handling, storage, and transport constraints are identified. In
this context, WSNs are meant to enforce those constraints
(e.g., incompatibilities with other products, flash points).
Based on the sensed supply chain context at runtime, sensors
tend to evaluate mismatches between the constraints defined by
regulations and the current context. Any violation of constraint
is therefore reported to the supply chain management system
as a risk of incident.
B. Terminology
Supply chain management systems are in charge of the
delivery of products, or assets, to final customers. Depending
on its classification, specific regulations define constraints
along the supply chain, based on the activity on the assets (e.g.,
storage, transport, transformation). Therefore, regulations vary
from one activity to another. A constraint on the stability of
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alerting. At (i) constraint extraction, constraints over product
classification and supply chain activity are defined. For that
purpose, regulations (e.g., safety, quality) are evaluated in
order to extract per asset classification (e.g., chemicals, food),
and per supply chain activity (e.g., transportation, storage) a
set of constraints. For efficiency reasons, this task is meant to
be performed outside of the node. At (ii) node configuration,
the identified constraints are therefore pushed to sensor nodes
attached to assets. Once pushed on nodes, those constraints
are evaluated in real time by the sensor nodes during the (iii)
in-node risk evaluation step. Whenever a sensor observes a
mismatch between the current context and its set of constraints,
it triggers an alert ((iv) node alerting).
D. Constraint definition
Fig. 2.

Integration of RFID and WSN into Supply Chain

rack is only applicable in storage location for example. The
non-compliance with regulations might lead to risky situation.
For example, considering the flash point of product classified
ICPE 1412, the following constraint is defined: temperature
must not exceed 13 Celsius degrees. Whenever this constraint
is fullfilled, then the risk of explosion increases. This example
illustrates the relationship between the constraint and the
context. Context is any kind of information which characterizes
the environment of the asset. For the sake of clarity, we
define the notation of asset, classification, constraint, activity,
context, and risk as follows:
• asset is any product, or merchandise manipulated along
the supply chain toward final customer. Assets are characterised by their classification.
• constraint is a representation of regulations over a specific
asset, based on its classification.
• An activity is any steps in the supply chain, from production to delivery to final customer, including transformation, loading in palett, trucks, or rack.
• context is any type of information characterising the
environment of an asset along the supply chain.
• risk is the probability that an incident occurs in the supply
chain, due to a non compliance with regulations.
In Figure 1, we identify the following relationships: constraints, based on regulation, depend on asset classification
and activity along the supply chain execution. For example,
constraints on the stability of palett containing chemicals is
to be fullfiled during storage activity. In addition, risk is
depending on mismatch betwen constraints on products and
their context in the supply chain. If a constraint on temperature
is defined, the probability of incident occurence is depending
on a violation with the context of the asset.
C. Methodology
As depicted in Figure 3, our approach is organised around
the four following steps: (i) constraints extraction, (ii) node
configuration, (iii) in-node risk evaluation, and (iv) node
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In Section II-A, we identify a set of constraints to be monitored depending on products’ classification. Those constraints
can be related to temperature, shock and container opening
as depicted in Table I. While extracted from regulation, there
are represented in an XML format. That XML representation
is mapped product’s classification, extracted from the regulations. In that context, we distinguish two types of constraints:
monitoring and alerting ones. Monitoring constraint deals with
regular monitoring of a given type of information, such as
temperature.
<event>
<name>Monitoring</name>
<description>Monitoring Temperature every second</description>
<monitoring>
<sensorType>TEMPERATURE</sensorType>
<sampleRate>00:00:01</sampleRate>
</monitoring>
</event>

Alerting constraints define threshold over given sensor data
type. Whenever that threshold is reached, an alert is triggered
by the node. In addition, we define a notion of temporality on
alert. An alert is triggered by the node only if the constraint
is violated for a given time, for example light above threshold
for 15 seconds in a raw.
<event>
<name>CO</name>
<description>Container opened.</description>
<alert>
<delayBetweenNotifications>00:00:30</delayBetweenNotifications>
<constraintType>TEMPORAL</constraintType>
<timePeriod>00:00:15</timePeriod>
<expression>
<constraint>
<sensorType>LIGHT</sensorType>
<compareOperator>GREATERTHAN</compareOperator>
<value>1900</value>
</constraint>
</expression>
</alert>
</event>

Finally, we enable combination of constraints. Combination
of simple constraints enables an abstract of a constraint on the
node. In the following example, we define a constraint, that
if it is violated, trigger an alert for container overturn. This
abstract constraint is based on acceleration monitoring.
<event>
<name>PO</name>
<description>Container has overturned.</description>
<alert>
<delayBetweenNotifications>00:00:30</delayBetweenNotifications>
<constraintType>NONTEMPORAL</constraintType>
<expression>
<expression>
<expression>
<constraint>
<sensorType>ACCELX</sensorType>
<compareOperator>GREATERTHAN</compareOperator>
<value>1000</value>
</constraint>
</expression>
<binaryOperator>OR</binaryOperator>
<expression>
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

In-node risk evaluation process

<constraint>
<sensorType>ACCELX</sensorType>
<compareOperator>LOWERTHAN</compareOperator>
<value>-1000</value>
</constraint>
</expression>
</expression>
...
</alert>
</event>

E. Constraint evaluation
Sensor nodes have restricted resources available. XML
processing is barely performed on such devices. For that
reason, we need a specific representation of an constraint on
the node. On the one hand, the representation must have a
low memory cost and, on the other hand, its representation
must be easily executable on an embedded device. A set of
constraints is therefore represented on the node with:
•

•

a set of simple constraint: Each constraint follows the
template
[SensorType]
[Operator]
[Value]
[TypeofConstrainst]
[<TemporalValue>]
(e.g., A = ”Alert if Temperature GreaterThan 20”,Alert
if Alert if Temperature GreaterThan 20”,Alert if Temperature GreaterThan 20”, B = ”Alert if Tilt LowerThan 50
for more than 5 seconds” ).
bytecode: that describe the execution of simple constraints.

The bytecode is inspired from the RPN (Reverted Polish
Notation). Each operator follows their operands. (e.g., if A
and B are simple constraint, the evaluation of ”A AND B”
will be written as ”A B AND”). The interpretation is stackbased; that is, operands are pushed onto a stack, and when an
operation is performed, its operands are popped from a stack
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and its result pushed back on. In the bytecode, we support
three operands: AND, OR, and NOT.
On regular basis, the monitoring node collects all available
ambient information (e.g., noise, temperature). It evaluates
each simple constraint, and afterwards executes the loaded
bytecode. If a violation in the combination of simple constraint
is identified, an alert is sent to the SCM system.
F. Architecture
Figure 4 depicts our overall architecture. It is organised
around three layers: supply chain management, mediation
layer, and wireless sensor networks.
Supply chain management systems aim at monitoring assets
along the execution of the supply chain. They have to be
alerted in case of any incident which might disrupt the supply
chain process. In our case, we use the container tracking
system from SOGET [12].
As described previously, a WSN hosts a set of wireless
nodes, attached to specific assets.
A mediation layer finally eases the integration of sensor
nodes with supply chain. Within the mediation layer, we distinguish two services: the sensor broker and the crossbow agent.
The sensor broker serves as a dispatcher for the subscription
coming from the SCM system. The crossbow agent is in charge
of the interface with the crossbow nodes [13] used for our
evaluation.
As mediation layer, we use a mediation layer called the
Middleware for Device Integration (MDI). MDI is a mediation
layer developed by SAP Research for the integration of smart
items (e.g., WSNs, RFID) into business applications. Based on
an OSGi Service Platform, MDI is an agent-based middleware
which enables both monitoring and controlling of smart items.
G. Message flow
In Figure 5, we depict the subscription to asset monitoring.
Therefore, SCM systems have to subscribe to MDI for any
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Fig. 4.

asset monitoring or occuring alerts (e.g., temperature exceeds
flash point, shocks on the pallets).
As depicted in Figure 5, the SCM subscribes to monitoring
or alerting for a given product, uniquely identified with its productid. In addition, the SCM provides the ICPE classification
of the product to be monitored.
This classification is mapped to a set of contraints to be programmed on the nodes. This mapping is done at sensor broker
level, with a dedicated database. The XML representation is
pushed to the crossbow agent which generates a dedicated
set of simple constraints and a bytecode to be executed on
the crossbow node. The set of constraints and bytecode is
specific to the type of sensor nodes used. Finally, the node
is programmed over the air, with new constraints mapping
monitored product’s classification.
On regular basis, constraints and the bytecode are evaluated.
If a constraint violation occurs, the sensor node triggers an
alert. The MDI then notifies the subscriber.
V. E VALUATION
In order to validate our approach, we propose an implementation of risk assessment on Crossbow sensor nodes [13].
Our goal is to evaluate the overhead on battery and memory
introduced by our mechanism.
For the evaluation of our in node risk assessment approach,
we used MICAz (MPR2400) processing unit equipped to a
MTS310CAsensor board. Energy has been provided by two
1.2V rechargeable batteries with a capacity of 2200mAh. Each
battery has been charged to a voltage of 2.65V before test start.
For the evaluation we propose four scenarios :
• Continuous packet sending every 30 seconds
• Monitoring of sensor data and continuous transmission
every 30 seconds
• Monitoring of sensor data, evaluation of constraints violation and continuous transmission every 30 seconds
• Monitoring of sensor data, evaluation of constraints and
Alerting only in case of constraint violation.
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Fig. 6.

Battery Evaluation

A. Battery overhead
Figure 6 depicts the consumption of energy for the four
scenarios identified previously. We can observe three majors
facts from that figure:
• Comparing Monitoring and Monitoring+Evaluation, we
clearly demonstrated that the negligible overhead of evaluation of constraint violation.
• Comparing Packet Sending and Alerting, we observe that
constraint evaluation do have a negligible overhead on
energy consumption.
• Comparing Monitoring+Evaluation and Alerting, we confirm the fact that packet sending is main source of energy
consumption. Following alerting strategies, we observe a
gain in energy consumption of almost 60%.
B. Memory overhead
The sensors memory is limited. The used MICAz processing
unit is equipped with an Atmel ATmega128L processor (8 bit
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Fig. 5.

Message Flow

architecture), 128 K bytes of program is available in memory
(ROM) and 4 K bytes for the runtime (RAM). The code
in charge of constraint evaluation occupies 50.868 bytes in
the ROM over 496.758 bytes available (10%), while using
3.737 bytes of RAM over 36.494 bytes available (10%). Those
measurements are provided by the NesC, after source code
compilation. Overall the memory consumption of our approach
is relative limited.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
With the shift towards a global open market in the recent
decade, optimising production life-cycle of products is key to
gaining the maximum profit. Ensuring safety of the products
throughout the supply chain is a main aspect of the optimisation. The supply chain is typically made up of multiple
companies who coordinate activities to set themselves apart
from the competition.
Risk analysis techniques have emerged as a way to evaluate
the potential risk inherent along the supply chain, and the
identification of several different options in how to proceed.
Often, these options are designed to minimize the risk while
obtaining the most benefit, or at least finding ways to protect
the product while taking the risk.
We discussed the current techniques for risk analysis. We
show that current techniques lack the autonomy at execution
time therefore, whenever an error occurred, a human intervention was always required to locate the problem and trigger a
mitigation plan to prevent further propagation. we showed that
this technique is not portable and scalable.
In this paper, we proposed to go a step further, with the
delegation of risk assessment to sensor node attached to the
supplied products. We identified a set of constraints mapped
to the products classification. Those constraints represent the
risk conditions of the item in question.
In addition, we propose the implementation and evaluation
of our approach in the scope of the RESCUEIT [3] project.
As future work we foresee the improving of the calculation of
the risk value, to take into account the values from previous
executions of the same supply chain. In addition, the issue
related to the confidentiality of the generated alerts is still
opened.

reference 01ISO7009 and by the French Ministry of Research
within the RESCUE-IT project [3]. The authors take the
responsibility for the content.
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